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PREFACE
The application of radar as an aid to navigation, and to the
safety of all voyagers, whether seaborne or airborne, must
necessarily interest all those responsible for the management
of marine and air services.

The application of radar to commercial requirements pre-

sents no great difficulty as regards the rapid and efficient

training of skilled operators. The provision of adequately
trained maintenance staff is a much more serious consideration.

Complex machinery, electrical or mechanical, necessitates

a high standard of technical knowledge for its efficient main-
tenance, not because of any abnormal unreliability factor, but
because a sound technical knowledge is essential to efficient

diagnosis when failures occur.

Thus, the need arises for assembly and co-ordination of the

principles upon which radar systems have been developed, so

that they may be presented to the reader in a progressive

sequence, leading to a rapid understanding of the subject.

In writing this book, therefore, the object has been to

extract from a number of available sources the principles upon
which radar may be said to depend, and to assemble and
present them in three stages. These three stages, as seen by
the author, are :

(1) Principles directly connected with established radio

practice.

(2) Principles connected with the modification to, or exten-

sion of, established radio practice.

{3) Principles associated with entirely new technique.

The starting point is fixed by this classification. Clearly, as

a minimum, it must be at or about the standard of technical

knowledge required by the Postmaster-General for a first-class

certificate of proficiency in wireless telegraphy.

The information contained in this volume is the outcome
entirely of the work of that large body of scientists, British

and .^nerican, who laboured to perfect the radar S5rstems

which played such a conspicuous part in the late war.

H. E. P.
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INTRODUCTION

Radar—meaning ranging and detection by radio waves—is

not just an invention by a single person. Its development is

due to the work of many thousands of people, directed in this

country and the United States by eminent scientists, who
have drawn upon established telecommunication practice,

modified it, and added much new technique in course of

development.
It has been known for many years that energy in the form

of aether waves at radio frequency is reflected by objects in

the wave path, but it required the stimulus of dire necessity

to bring about the, concentration of thought and effort which
has resulted in the evolution of modern radar systems from
knowledge of this phenomenon.

Radar Applications

The stimulus which brought about the evolution of radar
technique has also influenced the trend of development, so

that there are two clearly defined applications :

—

() The detection of moving objects at extreme range with
measurement of range accurate to within 2 or 3 per cent, and
bearing approximate.

() ^ecise measurement of range, bearing and, in the case

of aircraft targets, elevation.

The requirements for application («) are unfortunately in

conflict with the requirements for application (b). Thus radar

systems for application {a) are known as “ warning ” sets, to

(hstinguish them from range, bearing and elevation (accurate)

measuring systems or precision systems.

This means that a radar set suitable for detection of an
object (in radar terminology a target) at, say, 200 miles, with
an accuracy of range measurement of, perhaps, plus or minus
2 to 3 per cent, of the total range, is quite unsuitable for

measuring the range of a target at, say, 10,000 yards with any
reliable degree of accuracy—say plus or minus 50 yards. Also,

the minimum distance at which such a set would be capable of

detecting a target at all might be in the region of 1,000 yards.

via
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The Display

The data obtained by radar technique is presented on the
screen of a cathode ray tube. This form of presentation is

continuous and follows the movements of all targets within
range, under observation, from instant to instant. The pre-

sentation is known as a “ display," which may be arranged in

a variety of forms to suit individual applications.

By continuous observation of the display and comparison
of the data presented from moment to moment, it is possible

to plot the course and speed of an unseen target far beyond
the range of normal vision. It is also possible, in some cases,

to deduce certain characteristics of the target itself.

Radar coverage is affected by meteorological conditions, in

many respects similar to those which influence W/T and R/T
communication, so that under abnormal weather conditions

ranges for operation may exceed or fall below the normal.
Since, however, meteorological conditions affecting radio

communication generally have been fully dealt with in standard
works on radio communication, the reader is referred to

suitable books for information on this subject.

Radar, as an aid to navigation, is an obvious application.

The data which a suitable radar equipment can supply should
greatly minimise the danger of collision and wreck. It can also

facilitate the recognition of landmarks and the navigation of

estuaries and channels under conditions of poor visibility.

These are by no means all the possible applications, but they
serve to show that radar can be employed to expedite travel,

by sea or by air, with a greatly increased measure of safety and
efficiency.

Essential Functions

The fundamental principles upon which are based the

measurement of range, bearing and elevation are simple and
easily understood. Approach to the study of radar is further

simplified by the fact that certain essential functions must be
performed in all radar systems. Here, however, common
ground between [a) warning systems and (6) precision systems
abruptly ceases.

These essential functions can be performed by a variety of

circuit arrangements. A suitable selection depends upon the
performance specification, the application and the conditions

under which the equipment is to be operated.

Each alternative combination of the major units .requires
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a more or less complete rearrangement of the subsidiary units

which co-ordinate the essential fimctions. Thus the composition
and layout of radar systems differ widely, according to the
requirements and conditions that must be met.

Qearly, therefore, it is necessary to examine :

—

(1) The factors governing (a) range, (6) bearing, (c) accuracy
of measurement and discrimination.

(2) The basic radar system.

(3) Alternative combinations of major rniits with particular

reference to sub-paragraph (i) and new technique.

(4) The circuit arrangements employed, circuits and new
technique involved in co-ordinating the functions of the major
units for alternative combinations of these units.

Assumed Standard of Knowledge

•Since the carrier frequencies for (a) warning sets and (6) pre-

cision sets may vary from about 100 megacycles or less for

application (a) and up to 10,000 megacycles or more for

application (b), it can be seen that the R.F. technique of radar,

alone, covers a wide field. It seems therefore essential that

the reader should approach the study of the subject equipped
with a knowledge of the characteristics of series and parallel

resonant circuits and the element^lry theory of magnetism and
electricity to that standard. It is also important that he should
have some knowledge of the thermionic valve and the principles

involved in the superheterodyne receiver.

In general, and until the R.F. stage is reached, the reader
is concerned with waves and pulses which are mainly non-
sinusoidal in shape, wherefore, a study of the various ways in

whidi the major functions can be performed, is concerned
largely with the production, shaping and electrical (Pensioning
of non-sinusoidal waves and pulses, at repetition rates that

are generally determined by a master sync^onising sour(%.

Because these waves and pulses are for the most part non-
sinusoidal, it is important to nbte that A.C. technique for

sinnsoiiM waves does not apply. It is, therefore, necessary
to (x>nsider, for example, the output waveform for a square
wave input to a capacity-resistance circmt. In this connection,

it is the distribution of voltage in the C.R. <poit for the dura-
tion of the aj^ed pulse with which the tmder wili be dhiefly

ocmcemed.
It is of the utmost importance that the b^vtourof in-

ductance. capacity and resistam^ in and dunensjtoninf
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circuits diould be understood; consequently. Chapter IX
(Differentiation) is of great importance.

Layout and Treatment of Sid>ject

Radar covers such a wide field of electronics and radio

engineering that it has been necessary to give a great deal of

care and attention to the layout of this book in order that

established telecommunication practice, modifications thereto

and new technique may each be clearly distinguished.

Accordingly, for the convenience of those requiring to refresh,

early chapters, following upon the initial discussion of the
principles of range, bearing and elevation measurement,
are devoted to brief recapitulation of the elementary principles

of D.C. and A.C., with which the reader is assumed to be
already acquainted.

This is followed by Chapters recapitulating vital principles

connected with the operation of the thermionic valve, amplifiers

oscillators and the cathode ray tube, as applied to radar.

Before discussing special circuits and new technique as

used in radar, a chapter is allocated to a discussion of the

basic radar system, and this is followed by a chapter devoted
to the functions of pulse-forming circuits. In chapters which
immediately follow some attempt has been made to classify

pulses and the circuits by which they may be produced.

Separate chapters each deal with time bases and time base

circuits, calibration and calibrator circuits and ultra-high-

frequency technique.

The function of genejating high peak power R.F. pulses at

micro-wave frequency, is performed almost exclusively by the

Resonant Magnetron. This valve is so important that a long

chapter is devoted to the subject. However, it must be borne

in mind, when reading it, that the theories advanced are

based on knowledge at present available. Consequently,

whilst many of the phenomena connected with this valve can

satisfactorily accounted for, there is still much to be
learned about the conditions from which they arise.

Fcdlowing upon a detailed survey of transmitters, receivers

and display units (indicators), a few sdected comtnnations

of units (sbomi in block diagram form) are discussed. Here,

it should be noted, that the cmnlnnations reviewed are not

actual oqsnbina^dns takra from any particular equifunent.

Tbie^ do Serve, however, to iUostrate the piindides cm which
mAsx systems am built op fmr diff»?ent ai^dications.
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The diapters on aerials incorporate feeder systems, switching

or duplexing S5retems, beam switching, together with electro-

mechanical systems for rotating the aerial and for transmitting

information relating to instantaneous bearing in azimuth and/
or elevation to the operating position.

The theory of transmission lines, wave-guides and cavity

resonators as applied to radar is treated in Appendices I, II and
III respectively. These Appendices have been separated from
the main book sequence because each chapter is long and would
disturb the continuity of study for those already acquainted
with these sections of the work. On the other hand, those

readers wishing to refer or refresh can do so easUy at any stage

of progress.

A few notes on test equipment have been added as Appendix
IV. It is only possible in this volume to give a very brief

outline of some of the test equipment commonly used in radar,

and it is not at all possible to enter into any detailed description

of its use.
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FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF MEASUREMENT OF RANGE.
BEARING AND ELEVATION

Velocity (directed speed) =
length distance travelled

time time taken to do the journey"

It therefore follows that when velocity is a known constant

and time can be measured, distance can be calculated =
velocity x time.

This is the basis of range measurement. The velocity of

aether waves in free space is known to be constant at 300,000,000
metres per second, and since very small fractions of time can
be measured with the aid of the cathode ray tube, the distance

between a W/T transmitter and a remote receiver is the velocity

constant x t (in seconds) where t is the interval between the

instants of transmission and reception of a wave.
For the measurement of compairatively small distances up to

200/300 miles or thereabouts, the velocity unit of 300,000,000

metres per second is much too large. It is more conveniently

expressed as 328 yds. per microsecond (i millionth sec.) approx.

The Echo

It is a well-known fact that when an electromagnetic wave
travelling in free space encounters a solid body, some of the

energy of the wave is scattered or reflected. This process may
be thought of as re-radiation and, consequently, a redistribution

of part of the energy of the transmitted electromagnetic wave.
Some of this redistributed energy travels back to the trans-

mitter site and may therefore be looked upon as an incoming
wave emanating directly from the reflecting object. It can be
received as a normal signal and is generally spoken of as the
" echo."

Measurement of Range by the Echo

In order to calculate the range of a reflecting object or target

from the ti^smitting site, it is only necessary to measure &e
1 M
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time taken by the reflected wave to travel from the target

back to- the transmitter.

Since the time taken by the echo to travel from the target to

the receiver must be equal to the time taken for the transmitted

wave to travel from the transmitter to the target, the time

interval between the start of the echo from the target and its

receipt at the transmitting-receiving site, must be half the

time interval between the start of the transmitted wave and
the receipt of the echo. Consequently the range of the target

^28 X t
must be , or i64t yds. approx., where t measiured

in microseconds is the time interval between the instant of

transmission and the instant of receipt of the echo.

An essential requirement for the measurement of range by
this method, is identification of the echo with the transmission

by which it is produced. This is accomplished by pulsing the

transmitter at some convenient but constant rate, the duration

of each successive pulse being identical and extremely short.

The transmitter output is' therefore a succession of short

sharp pulses or bursts of radio frequency energy.

The echo signals returned by a target are identical in shape

but greatly reduced in ampUtude, and since they are received

in the intervals between each successive pulse of transmitted

energy, they can be automatically identified with the pulse

of transmitted energy by which they are produced.

As a result of the above arrangement the instants at which
the transmitter " fires ” {i.e., the instant at which each succes-

sive pulse commences) can be used as a reference from which
to measure the time intervals between it and echoes received

from targets at varying ranges. These ranges can then be
calculated from the formula :

—

Range (yards) = 3^ X
(approx.).

Pube Repetition Rate, Pulse Carrier Frequacy and Wave-

The number of times per second that the transmitter is

stopped and started is the pulse repetition rate. The time or
whlth of the pulse is its duration. The frei^uency and wave-
length of the B.>F. energy transmitted during each pulse is

detaining by the electrical constants bf the R.F. generator
as for normal W/T or R/T signalling.
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Ftg, I.—Illustrating relationship in time of pulse width,
PULSE REPETITION RATE, R.F. ENVELOPE AND ECHO.

Range is measured from the “ leading edge of the transmitted pulse to

the ** leading " edge of the echo.

Fig. I illustrates the relationship in time of pulse width,

pulse repetition rate, carrier or radio frequency and received

echo for the following conditions, all of which may vary within

comparatively wide limits for different radar systems and
conditions.

Pulse width (duration of pulse) = 2 microseconds

Pulse repetition rate

Transmitter started and
stopped 500 times per

second
Radio frequency 600 megacycles par Sec.

Waveiengm 50 cni*

Raqge of ta;i^et « 32,800 yds.

(i) Nbfs that the resting time of the transmitter (the time
s t

- s= 500 per sec.
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elapsing between each stop and start) is long compared with

the duration of each pulse, i,e,
:

—

Pulse width = 2 microseconds

Pulse repetition rate == 5^0 per sec.

Pulse time period
| _ microseconds

.. .. . . r = 2,000 microseconds — 2 micro-
Resting tune of trans- (

’

™ I = 1,998 microseconds

-(2) There is ample time between each stop and start of the

transmitter for all echoes from targets within the maximum
range of the equipment to travel back and to be received

without being masked by the next successive pulse from the

transmitter.

The Basic Unit of Range Measurement and Calibration

Referring to Fig. i, the time, AB, measured from leading

edge to leading edge, is clearly the total time for the outgoing

pulse to reach the target plus the time for the reflected echo to

travel back to the transmitter-receiver position. Since both
outgoing and incoming waves travel the same distance at the

same velocity, the time for the return echo .must be exactly

half the total time, i,e.
AB

Consequently the distance of

AB
the target from the transmitter in terms of time will be —
microseconds. The wave velocity is 328 yds. per microsecond,

— microseconds X 328 yds. equals the distance of the target

from the transmitter in yards. This is more conveniently

expressed as
,

AB microseconds x 164 = range (in yards) approx.

The^above expression forms the general basis for calibrating

the *scretn of a cathode ray tube.

This is accomplished by causing the electron beam of a
cathode ray tube to trace a bright line horizontally across the

diameter of the screen, each time the transmitter fires; the
commencement of each trace, being syruhronised with tl^e

instant of firit^ of the transmitter. Since each line occupies

the entire working diameter of the screen, the length of each
trace is comtant, for a particular tube say->-6 in.
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This 6-in. line can be made proportional to any desired

time by varying the rate at which it is traced by the electron

beam, i.e,, by varying the speed at which the electron beam is

moved or deflected across the screen. Thus if each trace is

completed in say 200 microseconds, the 6-in. line is proportional

to 200 microseconds. If the trace is made at half that speed,

it will take 400 microseconds to complete the same length of

trace and the 6-in. line will then be proportional to 400 micro-
seconds.

This means that a line traced in the above manner across

the screen of any C.R.T., no matter of what length, can be made
proportional to any desired time by adjusting the speed at

which it is traced.

This line is called the time base, and the circuits which control

the speed of tracing are the time base circuits.

From the foregoing, and from Fig. 2, it is evident that time

base can be calibrated in target range yards, e.g,, in Fig. 2

let the length of the time base be proportional to a* time
of say 366 microseconds. 366 x 164 = approx. 60,000

(target) yards. Therefore, the ‘ tim^ base can be propor-

tional to either 366 microseconds or approx. 60,000 yds. ;

(transmitter pulse)

Fig . 2.—Calibration of a time scale in terms of yards.

Echo A appears at about 5,000 yds., or 30-55 secs, (approx.) after, the

transmitted pulse.

Echo B appears' 4^t about 38,000 yds., or 231*7 secs, (approx.) aftor the

transx^itted pulse.

Echo € appears at about 52,000 yds., or 317 /t secs, (approx.) after the

transmitted pulse.
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366 can be divided into equal lengths, marking the time base

by some means at each point of division. The time base

(Fig. 2) is calibrated in six io,ooo-yd. lengths, each of which
is proportional to 607 microseconds (approximately).

Exan^ of Simple Calibration

In Fig. 2, echoes A, B and C are shown on a time base at

ranges of 5,000, 38,000 and 52,000 yds. respectively. (Note
that the height of the echo diminishes as the range increases.

This is true when the targets at B and C present identical

reflecting surfaces. If, for example, however, the A target was
very small and the B target was very large, it might happen
that the B echo was comparable with the A echo.)

The effect, produced on the screen by the arrival of an echo
signal, is achieved by the application of the output of the

receiver (at video frequency) to the cathode ray tube, in such
manner that echo signals deflect, vertically, the time base
trace. This means that a “ pip ” appears on the time base for

each echo received, marking by its position on the time base,

the instant at which# is received relative to the commence-
ment of the time base and to the firing of the transmitter.

The distance measured along the time base from the leading

edge of the echo signal to the leading edge of the transmitted

pulse, see Fig. 2, is proportional to the time interval between
the firing of the transmitter and the receipt of the echo.

Since this length can be physically measured as a fraction

of the total length of the time base scale, it has a proportional

value in time and range, consequently, assuming that the time
^ase scale has been calibrated at 164 range yards per micro-

second of length, the range of the target can be read from the
position of the echo (Hi the time base.

Measurement of Bearing

In order to measure the bearing of a target it is necessary

to be able to identify the direction from which a given echo
arrives. This requirement means that it is essential to be able

to direct the transmitted energy in any given dfrecticm at will,

and to discrmiinate between signals received from a givai
transmission in a given direction and signals arriving from all

other directions.

These requirements are met by concentrating the tranmiitted
ene^ into a narrow beam, wUch can be dii^ed at will,
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rotating the aerial in azimuth,* and since the teceivii^f pattern

of an aerial is similar, fortunately, to its transmitting pattern,

an aerial which transmits a narrow beam discriminates in

favour of all signals received from targets within the beam.
The aerial may therefore be pointed in any direction at will, or

caused to sweep continuously through all points of the
compass.

If the beam is symmetrical about the centre of the radiating

system the distribution of R.F. energy in the target area will

be maximum when the centre of the radiating system is aimed
directly at the target. Since this factor determines the pattern

for distribution of the transmitted energy over the target it

must also control the collected or received pattern. Conse-
quently, maximum energy is received or collected from a target

when the target lies along the axis of the radiating system.

In other words, the conditions applying to maximum trans-

mission of energy to the target are identical with those for

maximum collection of energy by the aerial system from the

target.

Beam Width

The beam width is very important. The narrower the beam
the greater is the concentration of energy upon the target for

any given transmitted signal and, all other things being equal,

a larger echo will be returned for any given range and target.

Also, the separation (or definition) in the case of bunched
targets is better with a narrow beam, and greater accuracy of

the bearing reading is also rendered possible. In general,

very narrow beams necessitate, for practical reasons, the

use of centimetre waves and range is therefore limited. Hence,

there is a line of demarcation between long-range warning sets

and sets for precise measurement. Long-range sets generally

employ frequencies of the order of loo to 400 megacycles. The
beam, with practicable aerials at these frequencies, is generally

wide, but since a high degree of accuraqr in measurement is not

essential, this does not matter very much. Indeed, it may be

an advantage iot search purposes. Precision sets require to

use narrow beams, and in order to obtain them with practicable

aerials, ultra-high frequencies must be employed. Range is,

however, limited.

* Asimath. is which all " tr&e bearings most lie.” is defined by the angle
formed by the uteiueotion of the line of sight gnd the true meridian passing
Uwoog^me observer’s position. It is measured “doclmrise" at tbe positioned

the obaareer, from the north pdnt of the hotiaon and from o* to 360*,
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Tianstnission of Bearing Data to Operating Position

By the use of rotatable and highly directional aerial S3^tems,

the direction from which echoes are received can be identified

by rotating the aerial until maximum echo signal is received.

This means that the aerial is pointing directly at the target.

To enable the operator to ascertain the direction in which the

aerial is pointed and, therefore, the bearing of the target, a

device variously known as a Magslip or Selsyn is geared to the

aerial shaft.* As the aerial is rotated, the rotor of the Magslip

or Sels3m rotates with it and transmits electrically to a receiver

and indicator at the operating position, the bearing of the aerial

relative to the ship's head. It is also possible to read bearings

from the handwheel with a properly designed Servo System.

By means of a repeater mechanism, where a gyro compass is

fitted, the compass reading is also transmitted to the operating

position.

Comparative readings enable the operator to give the bearing

of the target, either as a bearing relative to the ship’s head
(relative bearing), or relative to compass north (true bearing).

Measurement of Elevation or Height

The measurement of height at low altitudes, particularly

with beams that are comparatively wide in the vertical direc-

tion, is complicated by the reflected ground wave, which breaks

up the free space pattern.

In order to plot the position of aircraft in space, relative to

the observer, it is necessary to obtain the slant range, the angle

of elevation and the bearing of the aircraft.

Polar Diagrams

The general patterns for the distribution of energy in free

space from a highly directional aerial are shown in Fig. 3

;

these are developed from horizontal and vertical polar diagrams
respectively. To construct the polar diagram, the aerial is taken
as centre and observed field strength is plotted against radii.

The horizontal polar diagram (a) shows that the maximum
radiation is along the aerial line of sight, i.e., along a line

projected perpendicularly from the electrical centre of the

aerial system towards the observer.

The vertical polar diagram (b) is drawn as it would be plotted

by an observer in an aeroplane fijdng round the aerial at

* Sometimes an "M "-type transmitter is substituted for tbe Magstip or
Sdsim. The eflect is tbe same.
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(a) (b)

3-—Horizontal and vertical patterns of a highly
DIRECTIONAL AERIAL SUITABLE FOR DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF ALTITUDE.

(a) Radiation pattern in horizontal plane (moderately wide beam).

(b) Vertical pattern in free space of another aerial (narrow beam).

different heights, with the aerial tilted, to direct the lobe into

free space so that no part of the lobe touches the ground.

With the beam dimensioned as shown in Fig. 3 (b), the

slant ramge of an aeroplane can be obtained by tilting the

aerial in elevation and rotating it in azimuth until the target

lies directly along the aerial line of sight. This condition is

indicated to the operator by maximum echo. The tilt angle or

angle of elevation, and the bearing on which the target is

found, are both communicated to the operating position by
repeater mechanisms under control of the aerial.

Modification to Free Space Pattern made by Ground Reflection

This method is only practicable, however, when the elevation

is such that no part of the lobe touches the groimd. When
these conditions do not apply, reflections from the ground occur,

and the lobe pattern is distorted. In consequence of this the

polar diagram is considerably modified by the ground reflection

factor.

Reference to Fig. 4 shows that the path ABC for reflected

energy must necessarily be longer than the direct path ADC.
Wherefore, at various points in the area covered by the pattern

and accor^ng to the difference in length of the alternative

paths to any given point, the reflected wave must arrive more
or less in or out of phase with the direct wave. Thus, the

vertical polar diagram
for free space, without
reflection, will be con>

siderably modified
when reflection occurs.

The fi^ strength at

any point, covered by
Fig* 4 .—^ThB direct AND INDIRECT
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radiation from the aerial, will now be the algebraic sum of the
energy transmitted to it by the direct path, and the energy
transmitted to it by reflection from the ground. If the direct

wave and the reflected wave arrive in phase they will add ; if

they are in anti-phase they will cancel. 'Ifre resultants at

intermediate phase positions will be the vector sum.

Effect of Ground Reflection on Detection and Ranging of Aircrafl

The effect of the reflected wave in breaking up the main
lobe and the irregular pattern produced is shown in Fig. 5.

When the free space lobe is broken up by ground reflection it

can be seen from Fig. 5 that an aeroplane flying in at height A
will be detected at A^, whilst another plane fl3ong in at height B

5.—^Modified pattern due to interference by reflected
PORTION OF wave. *

will be detected as it reaches B*. Corresponding conditions

apply to height C, and so forth.

Condusions

Now, consider the case of an aircraft descending along the

path of EDE^. It can be observed at D but will be quickly lost

until it is again picked up at E^. The conclusions to be drawn
are that when beams, wide in the vertical dimension, are aimed
at low-flying aircraft so that the lower part of the free space

pattern touches the ground, («) the tilt method of measur^g
elevation cannot be employed. (6) The maximiun range at

which the plane will be picked up depends upon the height at

which it is fi3dng and the shape of the polar diagram as m^fied
by the ground reflection factor, (c) Echoes will appear, fade
and reappear if the line of flight is such that the plane passes

out of one lobie and into that of the next. In such cases, height

is computed from measured range and by reference to tables'

constructed from vertical polar diagrams. It is, therefru’e,

advantageous to employ a narrow beam, with paxtioilar
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reference to the vertical pattern, when it is desired to obtain
accurate data regarding the movements of aircraft in flight.

Note. When reading polar diagrams it must not be supposed
that the lobe is drawn to define the boundaries of radiation.

The observed field strength along the axis of the lobe is taken
as lOO per cent. Radiation in other directions is proportional

to radius. Consequently the lobe pattern of ratios thus obtained
is constant for any (hstance measured along the axis. In
other words, the shape of the lobe remains unchanged for any
given range or distance measured along its axis. In imagination
it merely expands proportionately in all directions, so that

whilst actual values change, their ratios are constant.

Summary

The fundamental principles of the measurement of range
involve the measurement of very short periods of time.

Measurement of bearing and elevation is performed by
" aiming ” the aerial at the target and measuring the displace-

ment angle from zero. The application of the cathode ray
tube enables these functions to be carried out by means of a
visual signal.

Coordination of the outputs of transmitter and receiver,

together with control of the display circuits, is carried out by
means of s3mchronising pulses, the frequency of which is the

repetition rate of the system.

The shape of a pidse, i.e., its width in time, controls the

duration of operation of the circuit to which the pulse is

applied.

Pulse-forming and amplifying circuits are widely used in

radar. In some cases the utmost care must be taken to preserve,

at the output, the shape of the input pulse, whilst in other cases

controlled distortion is deliberately introduced.

Before proceeding to a detailed study of these circuits,

therefore, it is essential to ensure that certain fundamental

principles in D.C. and A.C. technique, together with the prin-

ciples of the thermionic valve, valve amplifiers, oscillators and
the cathode ray tube, are clearly understood.

For this reason, and for the convenience of those who wish

to refie^, dbapters II, III, IV, V and VI have been written

to recapituhite some of the more important conclusions. In

all cases at difl^culty it is recommended that a standard work
^ould be considted on the particular point.



CHAPTER II

SOME IMPORTANT ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF D.C. AND
A.C. CIRCUITS

The following chapters have been written with the assumption
that the reader is acquainted with the elementary principles of

direct and alternating current, the thermionic valve and the

general principles of radio transmission and reception. There
follows, therefore, a brief recapitulation of some of the most
important of these principles as employed in radar.

The Unit of Current^

Any movement of an electron in a continuous uni-directional

manner, or as an oscillation between two extreme points, or in

course of displacement such as takes place when a condenser
is charged or discharged, constitutes an electric current.

The magnitude of the current is measured by one or other

of the effects exhibited when a unit quantity of electricity

(i coulomb) passes the measuring point in unit time (i sec.).

The ampere is that rate which transports i coulomb past
the measuring point in i second, and it can be measured
by the electromagnetic, heat or chemical phenomena asso-

ciated with the passage of electricity at unit rate.

Since the quantity of electricity, of which the electron

appears to be entirely formed, is 1*59 x 10“^® coulombs, a
unit current of i ampere is represented by electron movement
past the measuring point at the rate of 6*29 X I0"“^® per second.

Electronic and Conventional Signs

The minus sign is employed as a label to relate the effects

produced by an electron in motion to the electrical phenomena
associated with conventional current plus. It is, therefore,

important to bear in mind, when thinking in terms of electron

movement, that the conventional signs of + and — do not
necessarily apply to magnitude but are labels indicating relative

position, direction or state e.g., a body which by convention is

labelled '' positively charged " possesses less than its normal
complement of electrons but, since the electron itself exhibits

all the characteristics of a bc^y convenUonalfy labelled nega*
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tively charged," the body which is minus its normal completiient

of electrons must be considered to be positively charged in a
conventional sense.

Throughout the following chapters the direction of current

will be taken as the direction of electron movement. Since,

however, the observed phenomena associated with the electron

current are identical with effects associated with currents

flowing under conventional signs, the latter can be employed
as long as the signs are understood to be merely labels in the
same sense as red and black might be used.

The Ratio
j

When a source of e.m.f. is connected across its terminals, a
disturbance is instantaneously propagated throughout a
circuit ; this disturbance upsets the state of electrical equili-

brium existing between the atoms and their electrons, conse-

quently a current flows in order to re-establish it. Within the

limits of temperature rise, and once established, the flow of

current remains constant as long as there is no change in the

voltage across the circuit. The value of the ratio -j- for a D.C.

circuit is stated in ohms and is termed " resistance.”

(E = volts. I = amperes).

Resistance

Resistance may be thought of as a measure of an effect of

random collisions between electrons, resulting from the applica-

tion of e.m.f. to the terminals of a circuit. These collisions

generate heat and the electrons become more agitated, as a
consequence more collisions occur and the temperature rises,

until the rate of heat dissipation is equal to the rate at which
heat is generated. Any increase in terminal voltage causes a ri^e

in current, and consequently, more collisions ; this results in an
increase of temperature. Since, however, resistance is a measure
of an effect of collisions, it must clearly increasewhenthetemper-
ature rises, which is in fact the general case with exceptions..

Impedance in an A.C. Circuit

E
In an A.C. circuit the value of the ratio -y is known as

impedance (Z). Impedance resolves into components of

resistance and reactance.
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HJF« Resistance and Skin effect

The resistance component in an A.C. circuit is due to similar

causes and acts in the same manner as in a D.C. circuit.

When the frequency is high, the A.C. resistance of a conductor

of given dimensions is greater than its D.C. resistance. This,

whilst indirectly caused by inductive effects, is termed a skin

effect which, by reducing the available cross-sectional area for

conduction, causes the A.C. resistance of a conductor to appear

greater than its D.C. resistance as determined by — . The skin
cL

effect increases with frequency which is quite logical, since the

inductive reactance which causes it also increases in like

manner.

Reactance in A.C. Circuits

The reactance component (X) is the vectorial resultant of

the composition of wL and ^ where to = angular velocity

(217-f), and L = inductance (Henrys), and C = capacity

(Farads).

Z is the vector quantity resulting from the composition of

RandXorZ= VR^ + X*.

E
The significance of the ratio -j- in the aimlysis of transmission

line and matching problems is particularly marked.

Kiidioff's Laws

Voltage dividers of various types and differentiating circuits

are widely used in radar ; Kir^off's laws are of great import-

ance when considering these circuits.

Kirchoff's First Law. At any junction of resistances the sum
of the currents towards the junction is the sum of the currents

flowing away from it.

Kirchoff’s Second Law. In any closed circuit the sum of the

e.m.f.s reckoned positive in the direbtion of the current and
negative in the oppc^ite direction, is equal to the sum of the

products of current and resistance in every part of the circuit.

This can be reduced to a simpler form. It means that the
total voltage drop round any complete path ^ zero,

BMbtsuxcei lit PatB&l and in PnxaUd

KirdfioS's laws can also be apfflied to AX. circiflts, but in
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this case, since the quantities involved are vector quantities,

for word " sum ” read " vector sum.”
When the equivalent resistance is required for two resistances

in parallel, the reciprocal of the sum of the reciprocal formula
may be simplified by the direct solution.

^~Ri + Rj-

Inductances in parallel can be calculated by the same means,
but inductances in parallel with resistances cannot be calculated

in this way, since vector quantities are involved.

Energy, Power and Work

The work done in a D.C. circuit is i joule when i coulomb is

moved through a potential difference of i volt.

The total work done therefore = QE joules. Power is the

rate at which work is done, i.e., the power concerned

=^ joules

= X E joules.

Since = the current I, then the power consumed is E x I

watts or
^ ^

kilowatts.
10®

This conception has to be modified in an A.C. circuit unless

the current and voltage are in phase.

When voltage and current are in phase the power is simply
E X I watts, but where the current lags or leads the voltage,

to obtain true watts the quantity El must be multiplied by a
power factor which is alwa3rs less than unity.

Power Factor

The power factor is cos ^ where ^ is the phase angle between
current and voltage,

y
The ratio is the tangent of the angle When the value

of this ratio is known, the angle ,can be found from a trigono-

metricid table and the cosine can be ascertained in the usual

manner. Since cos 90° » o, the phase angle can never be
eijual to or greater than 90°. Some component of I must
always be in phase with E in order to supply the loss in re>
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sistance which must always be present in any complete circuit.

This may be very small, but it cannot be zero. In an open

circuit, however, it may approach infinity.

RESONANT CIRCUITS

Capacity and Inductance in A.C. Circuits

If the behaviour is compared of capacity and inductance in

an A.C. circuit, the following results are obtained.

In the case of fixed values of capacity, the capacity

reactance Xc = -^ varies inversely with the frequency, thus
coL

at high frequency the reactance "Xc may become very small

;

in fact, if the frequency is made high enough, the value Xc
may become negligible. Thus, if a resistance is shunted by a
condenser and the frequency is made high enough, Xc will

become negligibly small and will then, in effect, ^ort circuit

the resistance.

Conversely, as the frequency is decreased, Xc is increased

and the resistance shunts the condenser more effectively.

Thus, at zero frequency, i.e., D.C., Xc becomes infinity and the
resistance shorts the condenser.

The behaviour of inductance, under similar conditions, is

exactly opposite to capacity.

Xl varies directly with frequency ; consequently, if the
frequency is made sufficiently high, Xl approaches infinity

and behaves very nearly as an open circuit. Since the induct-
ance must have some resistance, however, no matter how
small, it cannot act as a perfect open circuit. There must be
some drop across its resistance component and, therefore, a
small in-phase current must flow.

As the frequency is decreased the reactance Xl becomes
smaller until at zero frequency, i.e., D.C., Xl becomes zero as

long as there is no change in the voltage across it.

If a resistance is shunted by an inductance the shunting
effect at very high frequencies is almost negligible. At zero
frequency, however, the resistance is practically short circuited

by the inductance (assuming the resistance component of the
inductance to be very small compared with the resistance with
which it is in parallel).

In a series circuit, at zero frequency, a condenser produces
the effect of an open circuit. At extremely high frequences
the effect of the condenser is very small.
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An inductance in a series circuit behaves as a low resistance

at zero frequency and becomes a choke at high frequencies.

Resonant Frequency

From the foregoing, it follows that, capacity and inductance
in a series circuit will have reactances Xc and Xl, which are
in opposition ; consequently, if the values of C and L are
constant and the frequency of the applied e.m.f. is varied, some
value of frequency will be found which makes the reactance

Xc = to the reactance Xl. When this condition is satisfied,

the term X in the equation Z = \/R* + X* becomes zero, and
the current at this exact frequency is then determined by the
value of R.

Conditions for Resonance

This is the condition for electrical resonance :

—

(l) a.L

(2) <0® II

(3) «
I

(4) f

27rV^LC

Since reactances Xc and Xl cancel in a series resonance circuit,

if R is kept small enough, the current can become very large.

Characteristics of Series Resonance and Parallel Resonance Circuits

Thus, the characteristics of a series resonance circuit are ;

—

Low impedance, large current in phase with the voltage,

and a high voltage across the inductance proportional to L.

Inductance and capacity in parallel form a parallel resonance

circuit at the resonant frequency. A circuit of this natture is

sometimes referred to as a tank circuit.

In the case of a parallel resonance circuit, in accordance with
Kirchoff’s first law, the line current must be the vector sum of

the ciuxents in the two branches Ic and II.

At resonance these two currents are nearly equal, but are in

phase opposition. They wiU consequently cancel relative to line

junctions. Cancdlation will not be complete, since a small in-

phase current flows due to the resistance of the circuit. At
resonance this small current only will appear as the line current.
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At the resonant frequency a large current does, however,

circulate internally in the tank or closed circuit.

Since currents Ic and Ij, are in anti-phase and flow at

maximum value simultaneously between the two branches of

the parallel circuit but wi opposite sides of it, there is, there-

fore, a large current circulating internally and a small current

must flow in from the line to make up I*R losses. At
resonance frequency, Z approaches infinity and large voltages

build up across L and C. At resonant frequency, series circuits

admit maximum current, but parallel circuits present maximum
impedance.
The characteristics of a parallel resonance circuit are there-

fore — high ratio of -j- in the main line. This means that the

resonant tank circuit offers a very high impedance at resonant

frequency to the e.m.f. applied across it. The main line current

is small and conditions for resonance can be adjusted by the

dip reading of a meter in the main line. As the circuit goes into

resonance the main line current will fall, rising again as the

frequency passes through the resonant value.

Due to large internal circulating current, a large voltage

appears across the condenser. This voltage may be thought of

as arising out of the circulating current mentioned in the

previous paragraph.

A.C. and H.F. Losses

The efficiency of a circuit = thus losses mast be

reduced to the minimum. Unless great care is taken in design,

appreciable losses occur at radio frequencies other than those

arising from the resistance of conductors alone.

In the case of a radio frequency inductance, the principal

loss is generally due to the self capacity of the coil, wUch may
be thought of as being shunted across the turns. At very high
frequencies the shunting effect maybe serious and greatly reduce
the effectiveness of the coil and the output of the circuit. This
also applies to stray capacity between leads, etc. Dielectric and
insulation losses occurand are alsoimportant at high frequencies,
consequently the total loss in a radio frequency circuit may be
very much greater than that represented by I*R losses.

For the above reasons, the apparent A.C. resistance of a
Oircuit for h^ frequencies may, therefore, be v&ry muidi
greater than its ohmic resistance.
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Hie Factor “ Q ”

The factor Q determines the goodness of a coil or circuit at

a particular frequency and is equal to

In certain cases it is desirable that a circuit should discrimi-
nate sharply at a given frequency. This can be done by using
a parallel resonance circuit, having its constants adjusted for
resonance at the selected frequency.
The impedance at resonant frequency is

Since at resonance Xc is equal to Xl,

Z = toLQ,
I is proportional to EQ.
The value of Q may vary from 20 to 100 for coils with iron

cores, and may go as high as 30,000 for resonant cavities.

Resonance Curves, without Resistance and with Resistance

From comparison of curves a and b (Fig. 6), it will be seen
that the current curve for series and the impedance curve for
paicdlel circuits resemble each other closely in shape.

Fig* 6 .

—

Comparison of rbsonancb curves for series and
PARALLEL CIRCUITS.

(a) Current curves in series resonant circuit.

(1) Resistance smal).

(2) Resistance large.

(b) Impedance curve parallel resonant circuit,'

fx) Small resistance. >

(2) Large resistance.

Frequency-discriminating Properties of Sories and Parallel Resonance
Cfrcoits

From' curves 1 it will be seen that a very small departure
on eitber side, bom the resonant fi^uency. causes a large fall of
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(a) current, (b) impedance. A circuit having either of these

characteristics can discriminate very sharply against all

frequencies off the resonant frequency. Curve 2 shows the
effect of introducing resistance. The sharply peaked curve is

now depressed and flattened. The resonant point is less

clearly defined, and the circuit cannot discriminate so sharply
against " off resonance ” frequencies.

For maximum discrimination then, a circuit must have a
high Q.

Fig. 7 shows how impedance varies relative to applied
frequency for series resonance.

>

It will be noticed that as frequency is increased from the
. lowest value towards the

resonant frequency, the
value of Xc diminishes

whilst that of grows.

At frequencies below the
resonant value the circuit

behaves capacitatively.

At resonant frequency the
circuit behaves almost as

though it were a pure
resistance. At frequencies

above the resonant
FREQUENCY

F%g, 7.—Characteristic of a series
RESONANT Cl|ICUIT

frequency the circuit be-

haves inductively.

Below the resonant
frequency, therefore, the current leads the voltage. Above
resonance it lags the voltage.

Impedance Matching

Impedance matching is essential when it is desired to
transfer the maximum amount of energy from one circuit to
another.

When a transformer is used for this purpose the impedance

of the primsay =
Ip-

Similarly, the impedance of the secon-
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Expanding
Is

E

Ep

Ip

.
Zs (N,)^

•• Zp-(N,)*

For unity coupling the impedance ratio is approximately equal
to the square of the turns ratio.

When an air core transformer is used to couple energy
out of one circuit into another, the impedance match can be
controlled by var5nng the coefficient of coupling between
primary and secondary.

The effect of this coupling on the primary is similar to that

of adding resistance in series with the primary circuit. This
apparent resistance can be considered as being reflected from
the secondary circuit. Increasing the coupling increases the

reflected resistance and so reduces Q.
When the coupling is loose the reflected resistance is small

and the resonance curve is ^arp. When the circuits are

tightly coupled the resonance curve is very broad and the Q
is low.

Matching is important for two reasons :

—

(a) To obtain the maximum transfer of energy.

(b) To avoid the presence of reflected waves which tend to

produce distortion of the input signal.

Oscillatory Circuits

If the condenser C in Fig. 8 is assumed to have been charged
to V volts, the energy stored in

static form is joules. If the

switch S is opened, C will discharge

through the circuit LC, and providing

the resistance of the circuit is smaller

than 2 oscillations will occur at

VOLTS

the natural frequency of the circuit
caARoai>

Actually the natural frequency of prior to cmsmo s.
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the circuit may not be exactly the same as the resonant

frequency, i.e., the frequency at which maximum current is

established by an e.m.f. applied at the frequency which
establishes resonant conditions.

Natural frequency is ^
The resonant frequency =

When R is very small, however, as it naturally is in an oscilla-

tory circuit, it is justifiable to accept 27r as the oscillation

frequency. The form of oscillation that occurs at the natural

frequency is in reality a “ forced oscillation.”

To return to Fig. 8. At the instant after the condenser
commences to discharge, the voltage across the condenser is

engaged in establishing the instantaneous current and the
magnetic field of the inductance L. V is, therefore, resolved

into two components, i.e., IXl and IR, nearly 90“ out of phase.

IXl is that component of E required to overcome the counter
e.m.f. — IXl, and IR is the in-phase component required to

maintain it.

J
I

LC 4U-

Energy Transfer, Voltage and Current Distributitm

As the condenser discharges, the voltage V across it falls and
V will be zero when the condenser is fully discharged. During
the period of discharge the magnetic field associated with L
grows and reaches maximum intensity at the instant the
condenser is fully discharged. The energy originally stored

in the condenser ^CV® is now stored in the magnetic field of L
and appears as ^LP less whatever loss has been incurred in

making the transformation.

Losses

In a low frequency circuit this loss is mainly due to PR, I
being the medium through which the transfbrmatibn! takes
place.

Since the condenser is now fully discharged, V, across the
condenser, falls to zero and the qurrent tends to zero. - The
magnetic field of the mductsince cannot now be Sustained and,
in collapsing inrovides the new e.mi. wjiich, by Lena's W
causes the current to persist and to redharge &e condsiSK
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again in the opposite direction. The energy ^LI* joules of the
magnetic field is again transferred to the condenser as JCV*.
A further loss, however, must again be incurred, so that the
new charge of magnitude J CV* will be less than J LP by the
loss of energy I®R sustained in making the transfer. In high
frequency circuits losses other than I®R become important

;

also, of course, R is greater than its D.C. value.

Since the energy in the circuit becomes less at each trans-

formation, the losses incurred at each change become less,

since I® also decays. This decaying effect is mainly determined
by the constants of the circuit at low frequencies, but at very
high frequencies energy- losses due to dielectrics, insulation,

stray capacities and radiation become important. The effect

of this is that R apparently increases in- value, and some new
and larger value must be given to the ohmic resistance R so

that all losses may be made to appear as a total I®R loss.

Continuous Oscillations

The circuit losses discussed above determine the number of

oscillations which, for any given set of conditions, occur before

they are damped out. Consequently, when undamped or

continuous oscillations are required, energy must be fed into

the circuit from some external source, of the correct value and
in the right phase, to make up for circuit losses and to maintain
constant and continuous oscillations.

The conditions for oscillations hold true as long as the total

resistance (ohmic and other losses) does not exceed 2

Application

Damped oscillations excited in the manner previously

discussed are frequently employed in radar circuits. This

method of production referred to in Fig. 8 is frequently termed
" shock excitation.” Circuits generating continuous un-

damped oscillations are also largely employed.



CHAPTER III

ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF THE THERMIONIC VALVE

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the general

construction and elementary principles of operation of the

thermionic valve. In case this information has not been
acquired, reference should be made to one of the standard
text-books on radio communication.*

If the anode volts are held at a fixed value, increase in

temperature of the emitter does not increase the anode current.

When the supply of electrons is in excess of the anode
demands, a cloud of free electrons hovers in the vicinity of

the cathode. This is the space charge, and for a fixed value

of anode volts, its magnitude depends upon the rate of emission,

modified by the rate at which electrons are returned to the

cathode by mutual repulsion.

In this condition the anode current is drawn from this

reserve or space charge, the boundary of which is established

by the force of attraction of the anode, counter attraction by
the cathode and mutual repulsion between the electrons them-
selves (diode).

Consequently the anode current that flows is just that

SPACE CHARGE OF INCREASING ANODE VOtTS.
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amount which establishes equilibrium between the various
forces acting on the electrons in the space charge.

If anode volts are now increased, the state of equilibrium is

upset and more current flows to the anode to re-establish

equilibrium conditions. Consequently, the conditions obtaining

when anode volts are increased continuously may be thought
of as shown in Fig. 9.

S is the space charge bounded by B, B'. The anode volts are

shown as though reaching over the boundary B, B' to attract

electrons from the space charge.

The first and smallest value of anode volts " x ” will

obviously only attract the outer layers of electrons down to the
level BjB'j. y volts on the anode overcome the counter
attraction still more and draw away electrons down to the
level BjB'g. z volts on the anode are sufficiently large to over-

come ail counter attraction and draw away aU the electrons

as fast as they are emitted. If, at this point, the emitter is

already operating at the optimum safe temperatme, the valve
is completely saturated. A further increase in emission is not
possible with safety and therefore a further increase in anode
volts can produce no further increase of anode current.

Space Current

Under normal conditions the total space current, i.e., the
total current flowing through the valve by way of one or more
of its electrodes (according to whether it is a diode, triode,

tetrode, etc.), is drawn initially from the space charge.

Ihe Control Grid

The introduction of a grid between the space charge and
anode has a profound effect upon the space current.

When the grid is positive it accelerates electrons coming
from the cathode towards the space charge boundary so that

they approach nearer than normal to the anode. Under the

increased influence of the anode they are drawn to it and the

space current is greatly increased.

When the grid is negative it decelerates electrons approaching

the boundary, the result is that any space current flowing is

decreased. If the deceleration is sufficiently great the space

current will be suppressed entirely.

Small changes of potential on the grid A£ may, therefore,

cause large changes of anode current AI.

Also, if the space charge outer boundary is thought of as an
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extension to the radius of the cathode, it is clear from the above

that the effective radius of the cathode grows when the grid

is positive and decreases when it is negative, consequently

the grid-cathode capacity must vary in a similar maimer.
For low values of cathode or filament temperature, with

normal volts on the anode, current can be increased by raising

the temperature of the emitter until the rate of emission is

equal to the anode demand. The anode current under these

conditions is temperature limited.

Valve Constants

The most important constants of the valve are mutual
conductance (g^.), A.C. resistance (R^) and amplification

factor (ji).

These three constants are determined by the geometry of

the V£ilve but can be developed from its static characteristics.

Mutual conductance is the rate of change of anode current

(I,;) with grid volts (Eg) and may be written^ symbol = g^,.

A.C. Resistance. This is sometimes spoken of as anode
resistance, impedance or plate resistance. This constant is the
reciprocal of the rate of change of anode current (la) with anode
volts (Ea) when the grid volts Eg are held constant. Thus
I E
Y- = y*. Symbol = Ra. This constant is usually understood

E.
to be the A.C. resistance of the valve measured at some constant
value of grid volts.

Amplification Factor. The change in anode current brought
about by a change in grid volts is much greater than for an
identical change in anode volts. This constant is measured by
the grid voltage required to change I, from I„ to 1,2 as com-
pared with the change which must be made in anode volts to
restore to its original value (1, 1)- Thus amplification factor

JE
==^ for some agreed change of I, (1,1 to 1^.

W^en Ea and £, are held at constant values a steady current
I, must flow.

If the value of Eg is changed the value of E, must also

diange because the current I, now changes to a different value.

Thus, if the grid voltage is changed by an>aiDLOunt A£, and
the anode 'irolts areheld c<mstant, the diange in current would 1^
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•AI,=g^E,.

When Eg is changed, however, E, must alter. Let this change
be AE, ; therefore the change in I, for this reason is

The total change in I, due to simultaneous changes in E. and
E. is

E

Consequently, when the available anode voltage, the input
conditions and the required output are known, the point on

Ea
the j- characteristic at which the valve must be put to work

can be determined for any desired performance.

Load Line

When a load line has been drawn, maximum and minimum
values for output voltage and current for any given input can
be obtained.

The working point of the valve for any chosen values of

anode volts load resistance (Rl) and grid bias (Gb) can also be
determined by construction of a load line. A family of curves
representing the Eg/I, characteristics is employed for this con-
struction. The optimum value

of load resistance for a

particular value is usually speci-

fied by the manufacturers, but
smaller values may be chosen.

The output voltage is the drop
across Rl, and since the value of

Rl is known, the value of I, re-

quired to produce the drop (I,Rl)

can be determined.

When this current I, flows, the

corresponding anode volts will be

E — I,Rl. At the point corres-

ponding to ttus value on the E,

axis, a line is drawn perpendicular

to it, cutting the appropriate Eg
curve. This point of intersectimi

Fot symbol A readg **8ome very small change of

Fig. io.^Load line
CONSTRUCTION.
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Fig. 1 1 —Dynamic characteristics.

is the working point for the circuit conditions specified

above.

Rl is constant for all values of /liEg and fi is also constant as

E
long as the valve is operated on the linear part of its charac-

teristic ; therefore another line drawn from the point corre-

sponding to E on the £» axis (E^ = E !» = o), through the

working point towards the I* axis (E^ — o, I* = maximum)
determines the values of E^ and for the given circuit condi-

tions at each point of-intersection with the remaining curves of

the family.

Dynamic Oiaracteiristics

Analysis of the load line figure provides the information

shown in Fig. ii. The data thus obtained indicates the
d5mamic performance of this particular valve for the values of

H.T., grid bias and anode load (Rj,) employed to construct the
load line diagram.

From consideration of Fig. 12, it will be seen that whilst E,
and I, are In phase, E, is in anti-phase relative to E, and I.,

so that (E, I,Ra = E) is a result strictly in accordance with
Kirchoif's law.

Devek^ment (rf Gdd Bias

When grid bias is required it may be applied in one of three

different ways :

—
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la max.-^

Fig . 12.—Loading Diagram.

(1) By a fixed voltage supply.

(2) By the IR drop across a resistance in the cathode.

(3) By coupling condenser and grid leak.

In (2), bias is produced only when current flows through the
valve. The IR drop across the resistance in series with the

cathode makes the cathode positive to eeirth. The grid being
at earth potential must, therefore, be negative to the cathode
when current flows by an amount = I x R.

Since with this arrangement bi2is is only applied when current

flows through the valve, the valve cannot be held at cut off.

The condenser across the biasing resistance is made large

enough to have negligible reactance at the input frequency,

wherefore it shunts the cathode-dropping resistance for A.C.

In consequence, the drop across R, is due to the D.C. component
of the current through the valve and the bias is steady.

There is an additional reason for hunting the cathode-drop-

ping resistance with a large condenser. This is dcme in order to

avoid nogative feedback, when it is not required.

The combins^tion of a grid condenser and grid leak can be
used to ]^oduce a bias when the grid is being driven positive

during each half cj^e of the input.
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Ptg, 13 —Alternative methods for obtaining negative grid bias

Charging path represented by full arrows, discharging path by dotted
arrow

(a) Fixed bias (b) Cathode bias, (c) Grid leak bias.

When the grid is driven positive, grid current flows, therefore

the ratio which was previously infinity, may now drop to

the region of 1,000 ohms or so.

The R.C. time constant formed by the condenser and this low-

resistance value y?, as compared with the R.C. time constant

of the condenser and grid leak, is very much less, consequently
the condenser will charge very quickly when Eg is positive,

but when negative it may discharge but very little through
the much higher grid leak path. This is more particularly the
case since the time constant of the grid leak path as will

generally be the case, is comparable to the time period of the
input signal. In this maimer a bias is developed when the grid

goes negative after a positive swing. Because of this residual

bias the grid is not permitted to follow the positive swing of

succeeding cycles.

Distortion of Iiqnit and Output

In the following circumstances the output wave will not
reproduce the shape of the input wave :

—

(a) If the valve is overdriven, *.e., if a voltage wave is applied
to the grid such that I, approaches too closely to its maximum
and minimum values, either or both. In either or both of these
drcuimrtances the v^ve will be forced to operate beyond the

E 1

top and/or bottom bends of its characteristic curve. If

is sufficiently large, I, may be ffiiven into saturation by the
positive grid swing, or to cut ofl the negative swings
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(6) If the valve is biased either too high, too low or not at

all, the effect on the output for moderate values of Eg may be
similar to that produced by excessive values of Eg.

In effect, (a) and (6) may produce similar effects since Eg
relative to earth = Gb ± input voltage.

Inter-electrode Capacity

Capacity between electrodes produces effects which in some
circumstances are very useful and in others highly undesirable ;

for instance, in oscillation generators of high frequencies inter-

electrode capacity may be used to couple the anode circuit to

the grid circuit. On the other hand, this coupling effect is

objectionable when sustained oscillations are not wanted.

At very high frequencies, about the order of loo megacycles

or so, ordinary triodes become very inefficient as R.F, ampli-

fiers. At these frequencies, the inter-electrode capacities have
small reactance and in consequence there is an important

shimting effect.

Let Cag = capacity between anode and grid

Oaic • ,, ,, *, II cathode

Cgk = „ „ grid and cathode.

Of these, Cag is probably the most troublesome in high-frequency

amplification. As mentioned above, it can feed back some of

the energy of the anode circuit in phase with the grid voltage

and so cause sustained oscillations. This effect has been
counteracted by using an external condenser to feed back a
voltage in anti-phase, thereby neutralising the effect of C^.

It can be shown that the inter-electrode capacity of C,g appa-

rently decreases and that of Cgj, apparently intreases when the

control grid potential increases in C 7
j

the positive direction. This has '

|
i

important effects on the input *
1

, |

i

(grid-cathode circuit), particularly
,

‘

‘
!

at high frequencies. •
j

When Eg is positive, when f

electrons flow past the grid, to the
( [^

anode, the effective capacity —1.^
decreases. Tine current I, at any "T -i, ,

point between grid and anode is L.: X
proporti^al to the density and _ „ _s<3BBtAnc of ikter-
Vdkxaty of the moving electrons.

J

14.—SCHBI|«ATIC OF INTFR*
BLBCTHODJS CAFACXTV.
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Due to the capacity C^, the total curtent across the grid-

cathode space is the sum of the current represented by the
electron stream and the current due to the action of C^g.

Under the influence of the anode, electrons approaching it

are accelerated, consequently the density of the electron

stream is less near the anode than near the grid.

It appears, therefore, that the current near the anode is

smaller than near the grid. By Kirchoff’s first law, however,
this is impossible. Therefore the capacity current must change
so that it is less near the grid. But the anode volts are constant,

therefore it can only mean that the capacity changes its

effective value, decreasing with alternative half cycles of Eg,

that is as each pulse of electron current passes the grid.

This variation of anode-grid capacity with change in polarity

of Eg is such that energy from the anode circuit is fed back in

phase to the grid circuit and thus produces instability. It is,

in fact, the channel through which phase change, due to the
nature of the anode load, reacts and modifies the grid input
impedance.
When the grid is at a positive potential and C^g decreases,

the boundaries of the space charge approach nearer to the
grid, consequently if the boundary oif the space charge is

considered to be an extension of the cathode surface in the
direction of the grid, ‘the grid-cathode capacity increases when
the anode to grid capacity C,g decreases, thus increasing the

shunting effect on the input circuit (grid-cathode circuit) of the
valve. This shunting effect increases with frequency.

Since Cgg and are effectively in series, any reactive

effects due to the anode load are communicated vid this

channel to the grid-cathode circuit, thereby introducing a phase
distortion with modification to the shape of the output wave.
When the anode load is of such a character that the above

conditions would apply and when it is desired to preserve, at

the output, the shape of the input wave as closely as possible

electron coupling is used and a multi-grid valve is employed.
The inter-electrode capacity of the ordinary triode imposes

limitations on its use for R.F. amplification at high frequencies.

Another grid is therefore inserted between control grid and
anode in order to shield the control grid from the electric field

of the anode.

SoKen Grid and Pentode Valves

This does not. however, take care of secondary emissum
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from the anode which produces the negative resistance effect

which occurs in the lower part of the screen grid valve charac-
teristic (I, — E,) curve. In order to suppress this undesirable
secondary emission and generally to improve the voltage
amplifying characteristics of the valve, a fifth electrode called
the " suppressor,” is added.

Stq>pressor Grid

The suppressor grid performs its function either by repelling

electrons of secondary emission back to the anode, or altogether
prevents emission taking place. The result is that the anode
current rises smoothly and the characteristic negative kink in

the curve of the screen grid valve is avoided. The distribu-
•*a

tion of the space current in a pentode is dealt with more fully

in a later paragraph.

The pentode may be used as an R.F. amplifier, an L.F.
amplifier, or to give increased power output, but at ultra-high

frequencies it again gives place to special triodes, since long
internal leads tend to produce undesirable negative feedback.

Beam-FOwer Valves

A beam-power valve is a tetrode having its electrodes shaped
in such a manner that electrons of secondary emission are

concentrated in the space near the anode. As long as the anode
potential does not fadl below the low potential created in this

space, electrons of secondary emission are drawn back to the

anode. The advantage of this t5q)e of valve is increased power
output efficiency. *

Multi-^rid Valves

The possibilities of suppressor grid modulation has led to the

introduction of multi-grid valves. As the suppressor is made
more negative the anode current is reduced, so also is the anode
impedance. Multi-grid valves then are designed for control of

the anode current by two separate grids. The control grid and
screen grid function in the normal tnanner, but the space

current on its way to the anode must pass the intervening

electrodes, the intervening electrodes, which are grids, may
form the input grid and anode of a separate oscillator, in which*

case th6 finode current is modulated by the action of these

dements.
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Alternatively, the additional grids may themselves be used
to generate oscillations, in which case mixing or modulation is

accomplished by electron coupling.

In order to reduce the number of separate Vcdve units in a
given assembly when space is limited, the electrodes of two
valves are frequently enclosed in one glass envelope. They
operate, however, as two separate valves.

Frequency Limitations of Standard Valves

The emplo5mient of standard valves at ultra-high frequencies

is limited by inter-electrode capacity, inductance of internal

leads and transit time.

At frequencies higher than about loo megacycles, the inter-

electrode capacity of standard valves is sufficient to by-pass
the R.F., consequently special types must be used. The
transit time for an electron in a standard valve is about one
thousandth of a microsecond. This time is about one-tenth of

the time for one cycle at loo megacycles, and this can be
tolerated, but at 400 megacycles it is one-quarter of the time
period for one cycle and the reduction in efficiency is conse-

quently very great. This decrease in efficiency is due to two
causes :

—

(a) Phase shift between grid voltage and anode current.

(i) Decrease of effective resistance between grid and cathode.

Transit Time and Phase Shift

When transit time is negligible, the total number of electrons

approaching the grid is equal to the total number receding
from it towards the anode. Therefore, their combined effect

on the grid is zero.

When transit time is important, i.e., at frequencies greater
than 100 megacycles for standard valves, a current starting

from the vicinity of the cathode flowing towards the anode is

in phase with the grid volts and 180® out of phase with the
anode volts at that instant of time.

(«) Since phase is a function of time, and because some time
does elapse in transit, the electron current arriving at the
anode must lag by some small amount due to change in relative

I,Eg phase positions, with time.

(S) Thus the current at the anode must lag the current leaving
the cathode. This shift in phase, relative to the grid voltage,

produces a loss of power and the grid dissipation increases.

(c) As the electrons forming the anode current move past the
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grid they induce grid currents. Consequently, when transit
time is negligible, the number of electrons approaching the
grid is considered to be equal to the number receding from it

towards the anode.
{d) Relative to the grid, these are currents in opposite

directions and therefore equal and opposite charges are induced
in the grid and the resultant is zero grid current.

{e) When the transit time is an appreciable part of a cycle,

the approaching and receding currents are not equal and
(see pars, {a) and (6)), therefore, a grid current must flow.

The effect is, therefore, similar to a sudden decrease in

resistance between cathode and grid. The effect increases with
frequency, consequently when the frequency reaches a suffi-

ciently high value, the effect will be similar to a short circuit

from grid to cathode. Similarly, the inductance reactance of

internal leads which may be small at low frequencies increases

with frequency and may also become a limiting factor.

Development of Special Triodes for V.H.F. and U.H.F.

As a result of the limitations imposed by the above, special

valves have been developed (triodes), such, for example, as the
Acorn,” and other types.

The basis for this development is that if all the physical

measurements of a standard valve are reduced by the same
scale, the constants of the smaller special valve will be similar

to those of the larger one, but the inter-electrode capacities

will have been reduced as well as the transit time. A further

improvement is effected by omitting bases and by bringing

out the internal connections directly through the envelope by
the shortest possible lead.

The upper frequency limit for special triodes of this type is

about 600 M/cs. Valves for use in receivers as local oscillators

for frequencies above 600 M/cs. include the lighthouse and
klystron types. The first of these is a special kind of triode

developed to function in grounded grid circuits and the second

depends for its action on velocity modulation (see Chapter XVI)

.

Since the successful operation of these valves at ultra-high

frequencies is closely associated with circuit conditions and
ultra-high frequency technique, it is desirable to postpone to a
later chapter any detailed consideration of the principles

involved in their construction and operation. Similar remarks
apply to the magjnetron, the valve almost universally used in

U.H,F. transmitters.
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Gas-filled Valves

Valves into which small quantities of nitrogen, argon, neon,

mercury vapours or the like have been introduced are very
useful for certain purposes. The performance of gas-filled or
" soft ” valves differs considerably from the " hard ” or high-

vacuum varieties.

Ionisation

The mechanism of spac6 current conduction is dependent
upon ionisation of the gas molecules by free electrons. Free
electrons emitted from a cathode and accelerated by an anode
voltage, liberate by collisions with gas molecules, other electrons

and these, in turn, perform a similar function. The action is

therefore cumulative and results in a large number of free

electrons and currents of considerable magnitude.

Firing Point

Before any conduction takes place the process of ionisation

must commence. The voltage at which this occurs is called

the “ firing point.”

When ionisation commences and conduction takes place, the

current is maintained and the internal resistance falls to a
very low value as long as the H.T. does not fall below the

potential at which the gas de-ionises.

The de-ionising voltage is less than the original voltage

required to start ionisation and conduction.

Neon Tubes

The neon tube can be ionised by an R.F. field and will

glow when current passes across the gas-fihed space as long as

the R.F. field is maintained.

Conductance in a th3n:atron takes place in one direction

only, viz., from the cathode to the anode, the anode being
positive to the cathode. The electrodes in a neon tube may,
however, interchange their functions according to whi<^
element is at the highest potential. This is possible, because
no heater, such as is necessary to other t3q)es, is required to

provide emission as a necessary prelude to ionisation, ionisa-

tion in the case of the neon tube is performed by the R.F.
electrostatic field establishM between cathode and anode.

Neon tubes may therefore be used to indicate by glow the

inesence of an R.F. field, or when suitably connected, they
may be employed as voltage regulators (volts remaining
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constant over a wide range of

circuit values), oscillators or
detectors.

61(10 VOLTS AT STAKT Of OlSCNAAGE

Mercury Vapour Valves

Mercury vapour tubes are

employed largely as rectifiers

when comparatively large recti-

fied currents are required. A
small quantity of mercury at

the cathode is vaporised byheat,
ionised by electron emission,

and heavy unilateral conduction i5.-~Gru>

takes place. When this type of

rectifier is employed, a suitable time delay must take place

before the H.T. is switched on, in order to allow time for the

mercury fully to vaporise.
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The Thyiatron

Another useful form of gas-filled valve is the th5a‘atron. In

this case a control grid is introduced into the gas-filled envelope,

between the cathode and anode. The function of this electrode

is to control the firing potential.

The operation of firing may be said to have been completed

when a small initial current starts to flow immediately after

ionisation has occurred.

The potential of the grid relative to anode volts will therefore

control the start of this initial current ;
consequently, for any

fixed anode voltage the firing point may be delayed by making
the grid more negative or put forward by a positive grid

voltage. Once the firing operation has been completed,

however, the grid loses all control of the anode current. The
anode current, after starting, can only be stopped by a reduc-

tion of the anode volts below the de-ionising value.

The th5u-atron has many applications, because it can be used

to control large values of power. It has a very low resistance

when conducting, and the firing point can be controlled by a

suitable pulse applied to the grid. Th3nntrons are often used

in radar as a low-resistance pulse-controlled discharge path for

a condenser in circuits where a condenser must be discharged,

periodically, under control of a synchronising signal.



CHAPTER IV

IMPORTANT FACTS ABOUT AMPLIFIERS

Amplifiers may be classified under three main headings :

—

() Function.

() Bias.

(c) Response.

Under classification (a) amplifiers are either voltage amplifiers or

power amplifiers.

When the main object is a high ratio
vdts^^^^^^^

without regard to the power which can be delivered, the func-

tion of the amplifier is Voltage Amplification.

When the main requirement is maximum
Input power

without regard to the voltage amplification obtained, the
function of the amplifier is Power Amphfication.

Voltage amplification for high gain requires a high resistance

load. The load for power amplification, however, depends upon
the degree of distortion in the output that can be tolerated.

When an undistorted output is required the impedance of the
load must be adjusted so that the permissible degree of dis-

tortion specified is not exceeded. V^en this is not a primary
consideration, however, the load may be adjusted for maximum
•* j ^ . / output power \ t , ,
anode efficiency I ^ ^ . f—-—: ?- ) • general anode

\D.C. input power to anode/

efficiency is low when minimum distortion is specified.

Amplifiers are also classified according to their operating

conditions. This grouping is determined by the portion of the
cycle during which anode current flows under the control of

grid bias.

Class A
Grid bias and A.C. voltages are adjusted so that anode

current flows throughout the Eg cycle. Operating under these

s*
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conditions, the output has minimum distortion, low power and
a high amplification ratio. The anode efficiency is relatively

low.

Class B
The valve is biased back to almost cut off, and I, is

approximately = o when Eg = o. In consequence, I* flows

only during the positive half-cycle of Eg. Power output, anode
efficiency and power amplification may all be classified as

medium.
The alternating component of I, is proportional to the

amfilitude of Eg. Therefore power output is proportional to

(Eg)^

Class AB
Grid bias and Eg are such that flows for more than half of

each cycle but less than a full cycle. The output has low dis-

tortion at medium Eg input levels and medium efficiency at

high levels.

Class C

Grid bias is larger than the cut off value and I, = o when
Eg =0. Consequently flows for less than a half of each

cycle of Eg input. The alternating component of is directly

proportional to E* and the output power is therefore pro-

portional to (Eg)®. Output is at high anode efficiency, with
high power output, low power amplification ratio.

Classification under frequency response depends upon the

frequency range over which the amplifier is designed to operate,

i.e .
:

—

Radio frequency (R.F.).

Intermediate frequency (I.F.).

Video frequency pulse amplifiers.

Audio frequency (A.F.).

R.F. and I.F. amplifiers are generally designed for tuned
circuit coupling.

Video frequency amplifiers are nearly always R.C. coupled.

Their gain must be constant over a very wide range of fre-

quencies.

A.F. amplifiers may be transformer coupled, impedance
coupled, or resistance coupled.

Three different types of distortion may be distinguished

;

these are :

—
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Frequency distortion.

Phase distortion,

Amplitude distortion.

In radar it is sometimes essential that the shape of the
amplified output wave shall resemble, as nearly as possible,

the shape of the input wave. In other cases it is necessary
that the shape of the output wave should be widely different

from that of the input wave. In other words, a certain amount
of predetermined distortion has to be deliberately introduced.
It is, therefore, important that the factors causing each type of

distortion should be clearly distinguished.

Frequency Distortion

Frequency distortion occurs when some frequency compo-
nents of a signal are amplified more them others. Fig. i6 (a)

Fig. i6 .—Typicai. distoktbd outputs causbo by prbqubncy,
PHA8X AND AHPUTUQE DISTORTIOM, RBSPBOTtVBLV.
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illustrates distortion of a signal consisting of a fundamental
frequency and a third harmonic.
Comparison of input and output shows that only the funda-

mental frequency has been amplified. The third harmonic
has been entirely lost. The conclusion is that the amplifier

response was cut off at some frequency higher than the funda-
mental but lower than its third harmonic.
Frequency distortion may occur at low frequencies if the

coupling condenser is too small because X* is then large for the

lower frequency components. At high frequencies distortion

may be caused by distributed capacities.

Phase Distortion

Fig. 16 (b) shows an example of phase distortion. The input

is similar to that in Fig. 16 (a). In this case the amplitudes of

both component frequencies have been increased by identical

ratios. There is, therefore, no frequency distortion present, yet

the output wave differs considerably in shape from that of

the input. This is due to the fact that the third harmonic
has been shifted in phase relative to the fundamental.

Coupling circuits are usually responsible for this form of

distortion.

Phase shift in the case of a sine wave input has little effect

on the output but, with more complex inputs, the output may
bear little resemblance to the input when the phases of compo-
nent frequencies are shifted. To avoid phase shift, special

coupling circuits must be employed.

Anqilitude Distortion

Amplitude distortion occurs when Eg operates for some
part of its cycle on the non-linear part of the E,-!, charac-

teristic. In these circumstances equal changes of E, do not
take place for equal changes of Eg. Fig. 16 (c) shows the
distortion that occurs when an amplifier is overdriven in

both directions. Fig. i6 (d) shows the effect when over-

drive takes place in both directions with “ cut off ” bias.

The definition of good response or " fidelity ” is, therefore,

that the output must contain all the frequencies that appear
in the input but without any additional ones. Also all these

frequencies must bear the same phase and amplitude ratio to

the fundamental in the output, as they did in the input.

. In order to satisfy these conditions, it is necessary to exan^e
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A« FUNDAMENTAL
3"." HARMONIC

C- FUNDAMENTAL
+ HARMONIC

(b)

5tH HARMONIC
FUNDAMENTAL +3V
+•5’? HARMONIC

E= FUNDAMENTAL + 5'?

+ 5L« HARMONIC
HARMONIC

G= FUNDAMENTAL +3V
5™ +7’;r' HARMONIC

Fig. 17.—Composition of square wave.

the inputs to ascertain the maximum widths of the bands of

frequenci^ which must be passed without distortion.

The square wave is most exacting in its demand in this

respect. Fig. 17 (a) shows how a square wave can be built up
by adding to the fundamental frequency an infinite number of

odd harmonics. In Fig. 17, (b) and (c), the fundamental sine

wave of Fig. 17 (a) is approaching nearer to a rectangular

shape ; the addition of each harmonic causes the sides of the
wave to become more vertical and the tops to become flatter.

It is clearly, impossible to add odd h^nnonics to infinity,

consequently the production of a perfectly square wave by a
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composition of sine waves is not possible. Similarly, it is

impossible to design and construct a circuit that will pass a
perfectly square wave without some distortion, but it is prac-

tical to design circuits to pass all frequencies from a few
cycles to several megacycles with an amount of distortion so

small that it can be tolerated.

The frequency limits between which a square wave or pulse

amplifier must operate, in order to give an output which may be
regarded as tolerably distortionless, are from a few cycles up
to 3 or 4 megacycles. This is approximately the video band
width, consequently the technique of such amplifiers must be
closely allied to that employed to cover a similar band width
in television.

When analysing an amplifier circuit it is convenient to think

of it as a network corresponding to the load and coupling

conditions when connected across the output terminals of an
alternator.

The variations produced in the anode circuit of a valve by
the application of a voltage to the grid are exactly the same
as the variations that would be produced in the anode circuit

Fig, 18.—Simplification of vi^VE circuits for analysis.

(a) Circuit to be analysed.

(b) Simplified equivalent.
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by a generator developing a voltage of /j,Eg (grid voltage signal x
amplification factor) acting inside the valve in a circuit consist-

ing of the valve anode resistance in series with the load impe-
dance. In other words, a generator developing a voltage

— /lEg (the minus sign denotes anti-phase),* in series with a
resistance representing R,, can be placed diagrammatically
across a load of equivalent arrangement and corresponding
impedance, in order to simplify analysis.

Consequently the circuit in Fig. i8 (a) can be reduced to

that diown in Fig. i8 (b).

Applying Kirchoffs Law to this circuit.

(«) la =
—
Ea + Zl

(6) The output voltage = T 7 _ — mErZl
1.A - R7+Z-

It is sometiriies convenient to think of R, and Zl as a voltage

divider across which the voltage generated in the valve is

distributed. This is reflected by equation (b).

Note. Total anode current is given by the sum of the A.C.

currents determined by (a) and the D.C. standing current

flowing through the valve when Eg = o.

Resistance Capacity Coupling

Resistance capacity coupling is very widely used in radar
circuits. The characteristics are ;

—

() Good response over comparatively wide range.

() Freedom from pick-up interference.

aCMiO CIRCUIT RC ORIO CIRCUIT AC PlATi CIRCUIT AC PtATI CIRCUIT

Fig. 19.—^Amalysis of d.c. and a.c. cntcvirs of triodb.

* The imaginary gea»ator — gSg must tw shown in anti-phase to jaEf
because Ea is in anti-<(diaae to Es>
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{c) Suitability as a load for pentodes and high /x triodes.

\d) Low cost.

Analysis of D.C. and A.C. Circuits of a Triode

The D.C. and A.C, circuits of a triode are analysed in

Fig- 19-

A limit is imposed upon the value of the load resistance for

any given value of H.T. voltages. This limit is determined by
the minimum permissible value for when la flows. This
value is (E — laROi where E = H.T. volts on open circuit.

Anode Circuit Voltage Distribution

Fig. 20 shows the manner in which the H.T. volts = E are

distributed around a simple single stage circuit.

In Fig. 19 the condensers across the cathode resistor by-
pass the A.C. component of the anode current and prevent
negative feedback which would occur if this resistance was
not by-passed. In order to perform their function, these

condensers must present the lowest possible reactance to the

lowest frequency to be by-passed. This means that the

capacity of this condenser is generally large.

The H.T. is by-passed by a condenser in order to shunt the

A.C. round the H.T. supply. It is usually referred to as a de-

coupling condenser.

1-6 m.A.
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LOW FREQUENCY ••• MEDIUM FREQUENCY + HIGH FREQUENCY

IN AN R.C. COUPLED CIRCUIT.

Analysis of Response Curves

Analysis of typical response curves for R.C. coupling is

shown in Fig. 21. For frequency response curves 3 and 4, the
amplification is poor. Curve i, the high frequency response,

falls off because of capacity shunted across the anode load
resistance. This capacity is made up from :

—

() The output capacity Ce of the coupling condenser.

() The input capacity C, of the following stage.

(c) Distributed capacity of the coupling network.

The falling off in the response at low frequencies is due to loss

of voltage across the coupling condenser, with consequent
reduced gain.

Note. At high frequencies the coupling condenser reaction Xj
is so small as to be almost negligible.

These factors are demonstratedby consideration of the actual

and equivalent circuits of Fig. 22.

The equivalent circuits for low, medium and high response
shown in Fig. 23, (a), (b) and (c) respectively, include only those
components which have a direct bearing on the response for

the particular range of frequencies undergoing analysis.

The values of Q, Cj and Q are very small, therefore, at low
frequencies their reactances are such that the resulting shunt
is a very high impedance and may be neglected.

The IR drop across Ri, is applied across Rg vid Co to the input

'
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actW circuit equivalent circuit
Fig. 22.—Stage of r.c. amplifier.

Ra == A.C. resistance.

Rl = load resistance.

Co = inter-electrode capacity.

Ca = distributed capacity.
Rg = grid leak next stage.

C, = capacity input to next stage, i.e., Cgk Vg.

Cc = coupling condenser.

of the next stage. Since the reactance of Xc (coupling) increases

as the frequency becomes lower, the voltage distribution across

Cc and Rg becomes larger across Cc and less across Rg at the

lower frequencies. The input to the following stage therefore

decreases at the low frequencies unless Cc is made sufficiently

large to offer negligible reactance.

At the medium frequencies the coupling condenser does offer

negligible reaction and can be neglected as a response-deter-

mining factor. The equivalent circuit is therefore as shown
in Fig. 23 (b). In the medium frequency range, gain is practi-

cally constant throughout.

At high frequencies the inter-electrode capacities and the

distributed capacity of the network become important. At
low and middle frequencies X*, (reactance inter-electrode and

distributed capacities) is very high compared with Rl, but as

frequency increases Xe» in value and becomes comparable

to Rl. This introduces a serious phase displacement angle,

as a consequence of which the effective voltage across Rg
becomes less.
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COUPLING
CONDENSER

(c)

Modificatiotis for H.F. and A.F. Amplification

Thus when it is desired to amplify high frequencies, valves
with low inter-electrode capacity must be used in order to

keep the shunt impedance high as compared with R^, and Rl
is ^so reduced so that the impedance at high frequencies

offered by Rj, is appreciably less than the impedance of the
capacity shunt.

Reducing Rl has the effect of reducing the overall gain for

all frequencies, but this is the price that must be paid in order

to secure good response at high frequencies.

R.C. coupled amplifiers give a fairly uniform amplification

for frequencies in the audio-frequency range of from loo to
20,000 cycles. By making certain modifications and changes
in the values of the coupling condense and load resistance,

the frequency range can be extended to cover the video-

fr^uency band. This, however, can only be accomplished
with a loss of gain.
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Indiictance-CiqKidty Coup-
ling

Impedance or induct-

ance-capacity coupling is

obtained by substituting

an inductance for Rl as

the anode load.

For the high frequencies
the inductance constitutes

a high impedance load,

but its D.C. resistance is

low; the IR drop is less

and the valve can operate
at a higher anode poten-
tial than for resistance-

capacity coupling. Con-
sequently. at the higher
frequencies, the amplification obtained with inductance-capacity
coupling win be greater than with resistance-capacity coupling.

On the other hand, amplification is no longer uniform, since

Xl varies with frequency and amplification must also vary with
frequency.

Amplification in the upper ranges of the frequency for

inductance-capacity coupling is limited by shunt capacity.

The distributed capacity is increased by the capacity between
adjacent turns of the inductance. There are also resonances
formed by the anode inductance and its distributed
capacity to contend with.

Impedance-coupled amplifiers can be designed to give a
reasonably satisfactory response over a short frequency range.

Within this limit the degree of amplification obtained is higher
than for R.C. coupling.

Transformer-Coupled Amptifier

Approximately equivalent circuits for medium-, low- or
high-frequency response of the transformer-coupled circuit of

Fig. 25 are shown in Figs. 26 (a), (b) and (c). ^mplete equi-

valent circuits are complex but the simplified versions given
embody the major fiictors influencing reqionse, and serve as

a basis for a very general analysis.

The voltage outpqt from the first stage across the trans-

fonner primary is approximately /»£, when the reactance of

the transformer is high enough to load the anode effectively.

VJU H

Fig . 24.—^Inductance-capacity coupling.
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HX Neglecting mag-

netic losses and
other leakages, the

mid-frequency volt-

age applied to the

grid of the second
stage, is approxi-

mately N/4 Eg where
N is the ratio of

turns, secondary/

primary of the

Fig . 25.—^Transformer-coupled amplifier.
transformer.

At low frequen-

cies, the inductive reaction of the primary falls off, the loading

is reduced and the voltage across the primary is also reduced.
At high frequencies the shunt capacities, in particular that

due to the capacity between the transformer winding turns,

is large, and the effective voltage across the primary is accord-
ingly reduced.

In Fig. 26 (a), Ra is the A.C. resistance of the valve and the
resistance of the primary of the transformer. At medium
frequencies the value of Xl for the primary is very high, so is

the value Xo for the shunt capacities. These values are so

high that conditions approach those of an open circuit, the
voltage across which is N/iEg.

At low frequencies the effect of shunt capacity can be entirely

neglected, but the value of Xl for the primary inductance falls

directly with the frequency. As the low-frequency region is

reached this decrease in the value of Xl (primary), causes a
reduction of voltage across the primary, and hence there must
be a falling off in gain at the lower frequencies (see Fig. 26 (b) ).

At high frequencies the value Xl becomes so great that its

effect on response can be neglected. The value of X^, however,
decreases inversely with frequency, consequently Xg falls and
therefore exercises an important shunting effect upon the
input to the grid circuit of the next valve as the higher
frequencies are approached.

I^e equivalent circuit is as shown in Fig. 26 (c).

Ri, a= resistance of the transformer secondary.
L = The equivalent value of inductance that would

produce effect similar to those caused by magnetic,
(or iron) losses of the transformer,

Cs = The distributed capadties.
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Ftg . 26.—Equivalent circuit of transformer-coupled amplifier
FOR THREE FREQUENCY RANGES.

(a) Mid-frequency range.
(b) Low-frequency range.
(c) High-frequency range.

As might be expected, resonance effects occur despite the
low Q of the circuit. Special measures must be taken to flatten

out such resonance peaks and to broaden the response. Unless
great care is taken in design, the gain falls off very rapidly on
either side of the resonance condition. In general, it may be
said that for optimum results the transformer should be
designed to suit the particular valve with which it is to be used.

Even so, response curves for inter-valve transformer
coupling compare unfavourably with R.C. coupling. Trans-
former coupling is used in push-pull circuits and is often

employed for matching purposes.

The Direct-coupled Amplifier

In the direct-coupled amplifier shown in Fig. 27, no coupling
device whatever is employed between the anode of one stage
and the grid of the succeeding stage.

It is consequently necessary to provide a suitable voltage
divider, so that the operating potentials of the anodes, grids

and cathodes may be correctly adjusted.

Afutlysis. Commencing at the negative H.T. input terminal

Eg, Vi is connected at A to the extreme negative potential of

the H.T. supply. The proper grid bias is established by the
drop B—^A.

The anode of Vj is connected to a point £> along the voltage
divider vid Rj,, corresponding approximately to half the voltage

drop of the H.T. supply between A and E, and the
anode of V* is connected to the most positive terminal of the

H.J. supply.
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Fig. 27.—Direct-coupled amplifier or loften-white circuit.

The point along AE at which the cathode of Vj is to be
connected is determined by the bias required to produce the
required operating condition of V,.

Thus the total H.T. voltage must be approximately twice
the value of that required for any single valve.

Since no coupling device is employed, the full signal variation

D.C. and A.C. components) of the anode of Vj is applied to
the grid of Vj.

W^en adjusted for class A amplification, the output is free

from distortion and the response is uniform over a wide
frequency range. There is no impedance variation with
frequency, consequently this type of amplifier is very suitable

for amplif3dng slow voltage variations. It is also employed
whenever the minimum distortion introduced by coupling
devices is objectionable.

Some of the uses of a D.C. amplifier are for the control of
mechanical loads—such as relays, meters or counters, alter-

natively to control the gain of an amplifier.

The absence of a condenser or other coupling device between
anode and grid alters the grid input conditions, because the
D.C. component of the anode output is no longer isolated from
the grid (rf the preliminary stage.

"^en V| is operated as a normal R.C. coupled amjjfdifier with
a negative grid bhu, and by a capacity coupled input, the
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coupling condenser charges to an average value, and then
passes to the grid of Vj, the changes of the average value
established by the charge which it has acquired. These
changes vary dbotU the grid reference, which is adjusted by
bias. If the grid of V, is driven positive it draws grid current

and the coupl^condenser accumulates a negative charge which
reduces the load of the positive swing.

In direct coupling this is not the case, both D.C. and A.C.
components of the anode output of Vj are coupled to the
grid of Vg. Consequently positive inputs tend partly to cancel

a negative bias, thus permitting a larger an^e current to

flow. D.C. ampliflcation has therefore been brought about.

This is the principle on which a valve voltameter operates.

Feedback

In valve amplifler circuits it is possible to feed back part of

the output to the input. The results obtained depend upon
whether the energy from the output is fed back in phase or in

anti-phase.

When energy is fed back in phase the circuit may be made
to oscillate at its natural frequency. If the energy of feedback
is equal to the circuit losses, oscillations can be maintained.

If the energy is fed back in anti-phase, a larger driving signal

must be fed to the input of the amplifier in order to maintain
the same output, but any distortion which is normally present

in the output can be rectified by feed back in anti-phase (nega-

tive feedback) and a distortionless output obtained.

The process is perfectly simple and logical.

Any distortion between input and output must occur as a
result of one or more distorting forces operating somewhere in

or between the circuits of the amplifier. If part of the distorted

output is deliberately fed back to the input in anti-phase, the
distorting forces again operate upon it but in the reverse

direction. The nett result at the output is therefore a corrected

or distortionless output.

The price paid for this is a reduction in the overall gain, but
at worst it usually means nothing more than the adthtion

of another stage to preserve the overall gain of the amplifier.

Whai positive or native feedback is introduced.

whereA == gain of the amplifier without feedback. B=sfeedback.
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When the value i — BA -is less than i, the gain of the

amplifier is increased. This is positive feedback, i.e., feed-

back in phase, but any distortion that may be present is also

increased proportionately. This condition is sometimes
distinguished by the term “ regeneration.” If i — BA is

increased to i, the energy fed back is sufficiently large to main-
tain the amplifier in a state of oscillation.

If I — BA is greater than i, the feedback is negative, some-
times called inverse or degenerative feedback, and the gain is

reduced.

Generally the amount of negative feedback is so large that

the quantity i — BA may be considered equal to BA. The
gain of the amplifier is then small and =

Gain = —

Note. Negative feedback can have no effect on amplitude
distortion caused by grid current in the input stage. This
occurs at the grid and is therefore amplified in the same
ratio as the desired signal.

Noise generated within the amplifier may be reduced by
feedback, but not if it is present at the grid input.

Again, feedback cannot affect noises due to thermal agita-

tion, shot effect and microphonics unless they occur in the
early stages.

Amplifiers can be designed within these limits to have any
desired frequency response by varying the quantity B (the

amount of feedback). If feedback is obtained through a
resistance network, it is independent of frequency and therefore

the response of such an amplifier can be improved.
The gain of an amplifier employing negative feedback can

be made independent of the load. Normally an increased load
is accompanied by a fall in output volts. Vl^en negative feed-

back direct from output to input is employed, any tendency
for the output to fall is compensated for by the reduction in'feed-

back. A reduction in feedback immediately puts up the gain.

Thus reduced load is compensated for by reduced gain, and the
output volts are maintained at a steady value despite any
reasonable fluctuations of the load.

There are several ways of obtaining negative feedback.

Some of these are illustrated in Figs. 28, 29 and 30. In Fig. 28,

assuming a positive going feedback signal, I. increases and £.
at the top of Tj falls. This change is fed vid Cj, Rj to R,.
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Fig, 28.—Simple amplifier with negative feedback.

This decrejises the potential at the top of Rg, and Eg then
becomes Eg signal — Eg feedback. The effective grid voltage

is their difference.

In Fig. 29, negative feedback is developed across Rk by I, ;

any change of voltage across Rr must appear in series with the

input signal to the grid.

Negative feedback can be applied to more than one stage

provided due attention is paid to phase (see Fig. 30). In this

case Rj and Rj form a voltage divider to adjust the amount of

feedback.

A positive pulse applied to the grid of causes the grid of

Vjj to become more negative, therefore LYg decreases, making
the top of Rr more positive, thereby increasing the bias on Vj,

which is equivalent to a voltage applied in anti-phase to the

incoming signal.

R.F. Anq>lifieirs

Amplifiers in which part of the coupling is a parallel-tuned

circuit are used for radio and intermediate frequency ampli-

fication.

Because of the discriminating properties of a resonant circuit,

tuned amplifiers are particularly suitable for amphfying a
narrow band of frequencies to the exclusion of all'others.

Special modifications are necessary to R.F. and I.F. ampli-

fiers when used for radar purposes (see Fig. 31).

The tuned circuit consists of a small coil which resonates

with its distributed capadty, the capacity of the wiring and
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OUTPUT

the inter-electrode capacity. Tuning may be performed by
means of a movable slug or powdered iron core.

The valve must have low inter-electrode capacity to permit
the use of an inductance of reasonable size.

A low value of anode resistance is used in order to obtain
uniform response over a wider band, consequently the gain is

lowered. This is offset to some extent by using a valve with
high mutual conductance. Since the gain is low, a high value
of H.T. is not required for optimum operation.

' The screen is operated at approximately the same voltage as
the ainode.

Some degree of negative feedback is provided by leaving
part of the cathode resistance imby-passed. This is done in

order to correct distortion introduced by variations in the
input capacity of the grid. The latter is brought about by
the voltage excursions of E, (see pp. 31 and 32).

Fig. 30.—FiCEDBACX (TWO STAOXS).
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A resistance-capacity-

coupled amplifier for

video frequency differs

from a similarly coupled
radio-frequencyampMer
only in respect of com-
ponent values.

Video An^lifiers

In the case of video
amplifiers, component
values suitable for maxi-
mum gain must be
modified, in order to

obtain a satisfactory re-

sponse over the much
wider range of frequen-

cies required.

Two problems are in-

volved in modif5nng an R.C. amplifier for video frequencies :

—

() The high frequencies are limited by the output capacity
(inter-electrode mainly) Q, the distributed capacity Cj, and
input capacity of the following stage Q, all acting in parallel

to shunt the load resistance Rl.

() The lowest frequency is limited by the time constant of

the coupling condenser and input grid resistance. This time-
constant must be low compared with the lowest frequency to

be amplified.

In order to improve response at ultra-high frequencies,

valves with low inter-electrode capacity must be used and care

must be taken to keep leads short and properly spaced.

In video amplifiers for ultra-high frequencies, and where
the time constant of the grid circuit is short, an inductance
may be substituted in place of the usual resistance for the
grid leak. In consequence charges on the coupling condenser
can leak rapidly away but a high signal potential can be
maintained across the grid-cathode by reason of the inductive
reaction of the leak at high frequencies.

Fteqpieacy Conpeosathm

Since the principal cause of reduced gain at high frequencies

is the shunting effect 'on Rj, by and because an inductive

' * is tbe comUnod sbontiiig eSsct of Ct, Ci Ci.

Fig. 31.—'Tuned amplifier for radar
FREQUENCIES.
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load increases with frequency, it is possible to compensate to
some extent for the shunting effect of Cs by the introduction
of a small amount of inductance as part of the anode load
(Fig. 32 (a) ) . This small inductance may also be placed in series

with Rl to boost the gain at the higher frequencies. It has
practically no effect upon the lower frequencies. The effective-
ness of this method is limited, however, by the highest frequency
and the number of stages.

Shunt compensation also can be employed. In this case a
small inductance is placed in series with the coupling con-
denser. At the higher frequencies these form a series resonance
circuit. In this condition the current through the condenser
is increased. So also is the voltage across it as well as the gain.
The shunt series connection shown in Fig. 32 (b) combines

the advantages of both the methods.

Low-Frequency Compensation

The increasing reactance of the coupling condenser at lower
frequencies tends to attenuate the input voltage to the ensuing
stage from about 200 cycles downwards. The voltage across Rg
decreases as the frequency is decreased as a natural consequence.
The capacity of the coupling condenser is limited by the

necessity for keeping down stray capacities since these affect
the higher frequencies. The optimum capacity is about
o-i mfd.
Compensation can, however, be provided by the addition

of a low-frequency filter in series with the load resistance.

Fig^ 32 (a), (b), (c).—

H

igh-frequency compensation.

(a) Series compensation.
(b) Shunt compensation. AU cathode resistances by-passed.

(c) Shunt-series compensation.
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AT LOW ntCOUCNCV
C HAS LITTLE EFfECT
UPON PjSUPPLEMENTAM^

(BASIC)
I

Fig. 32 (d) shows a suitable

arrangement. A resistance

shunted by a condenser to

form a filter is joined in series

with the load resistance.

The purpose is two-fold :
supplemcntaby » low frcouencv

/ V Tx • J. J AT LOW < "T C HAS LITTLE EFFECT
(a) It introduces a phase frequencies 1 upon pjsupplementapV

shift in the anode circuit to (basic) bJ; filtjeb

compensate for the phase shift

in the coupling circuit.

(b) Increases the anode load Vex
at low frequencies, thus main-
taining the gain. I

At medium and high fre- ^
quencies the reactance will

be appreciably less than the

value of the compensating 4^

resistance and will therefore

shunt it effectively
(d).--Low-frequency

Miuiiu LI compensation.
At the lower frequencies the

value of Xc increases above R and therefore the total anode resis-

tance becomes Rl + R. In this manner the lower frequency
response is extended satisfactorily for video amplification.

When a positive voltage step is apphed to the grid of an
amplifying valve whose cathode is tied to earth, the rate of

fall of the anode volts is slowed up by the effect of stray anode
earth capacity.

The voltage change ABC will produce an anode voltage

change DEF (Fig. 33 (a) and (b) ).

The insertion of inductance in the anode load postpones
somewhat the decrease in the rate of rise but tends, if large

enough to be effective, to produce new kinds of distortion of

type shown in Fig. 33 (c).

Distortion produced by this method is sometimes made use of.

A better solution is the use of a resistance in the cathode

Fig. 32 (d).—

L

ow-frequency
COMPENSATION.

load shunted by a condenser of definite capacity (Fig. 33 (d) ).

The effect of this arrangement can be seen thus : suppose a
voltage step V (ABC) is applied between grid and earth, the

cathode would follow the grid, but is prevented partly by the

condenser resisting any change in the voltage across it.

The effect on the cathode is shown in Fig. 33 (e), JL/V bung
the stage gain of the cathode follower, the effect of the anode
load being n^lected.



(a)

Fig, or StlUY ANODE^SAXTH CAFACItY ON RATE OF FAtl* OF
ANO0E VOtT9 AND IIODtFYXMO EFFiECrs OF OAFACITY SNONTt AOEOdS
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The resulting grid cathode voltage is the difference between •

ABC and JK as shown at MNP (by Fig. 33 (f) ).

It will be noticed that a sudden voltage is applied at first,

but tlus decreases at a rate depending upon the values of

C and R. This decrease tends to make the fall of anode volts

slow down sooner and even to reverse and so sooner to read a

steady value.

The result is shown at QRS (by Fig. 33 (g) )
for a particular

value ofC and R and of the anode circuit time constant.

The modification effected by various values for K is

shown in Fig. 33 (h) to (m) to larger scale.



CHAPTER V

SOME IMPORTANT FACTS ABOUT OSCILLATION
GENERATORS

In radar, oscillators are used in transmitter units to generate

R.F. at the selected carrier frequency in much the same manner
as they are used for a similar purpose in radio communication,
with the exception that they are pulsed.

The carrier frequencies employed in radar, range from about
100 megacycles to xo,ooo megacycles or more, consequently
radar transmitter technique involves standard radio practice,

modifications to standard radio practice and new technique.

Other Applications

Oscillators are employed in other radar units for various

purposes, over a much wider frequency range—from a few
cycles per second upwards.

Oscillators in the lower frequency ranges are frequently

employed in pulsing and calibrating systems, particularly for

the purpose of developing short, accurately timed pulses.

Multivibrators, which are also extensively used, are considered

by some technicians to fall within the oscillator classification.

They are dealt with here in the chapter on rectangular pulse

generators, but that fact does not necessarily alter their

fundamental classification.

In the higher frequency ranges, oscillators are used in

receiver circuits as local oscillators, in a manner similar to

that in which they are normally employed in radio communica-
tion receivers. At micro-wave frequencies, however, consider-

able modifications in circuit elements have to be made, special

valves must be employed, and new ‘technique is introduced.

This chapter is therefore devoted to a recapitulation of the
general requirements for oscillation and frequency stability,

together with a description of the self-pulsing oscillator, which
is a simple modification to standard Il,F. generator practice.

Oscillators for special purposes, such, for example, as local

oscillators for use in receivers for the micro-wave range, ringing

oscillators for the production of short pulses, multivibrators.
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(C)

Fig. 34.—^Anai^ysis of the oscillation generator.

(a) Schematic oscillator.

(b) Ultra H.F. oscillator.

(c) Colpitts circuit.
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for the production of rectangular pulses, etc., are described in

later chapters devoted to their special functions in radar
systems.

OSCILLATORS

Geneial Requirements fmr Production of Oscillation

When a valve is coimected to function as an oscillator, it

becomes a device for converting the D.C. energy of the supply
into A.C. energy.

The basic oscillator in Fig. 34 (a) fimctions because energy
from the output is fed back to the grid in phase, and with
magnitude sujSicient to make good the circuit losses. The
energy for these r^ewals is drawn from the D.C. H.T. supply.

This action constitutes positive feedback or regeneration in

contradistinction to negative feedback or degeneration.
When energy is fed back to obtain regeneration, the effect

on the circuit so supplied is similar to the effect which would
be produced by the presence of a negative resistance or some
internal g^erating element.

The normal Eg — E, phase shift must be inverted in order to
feed back in pl^e. This operation can be accomplished by
the use of A.C. transformers—or L.C. phase shifters and other
external devices. Alternatively, the action can be carried out
internally by employing the inter-electrode capacities of the
valve itself.

Typical Circuit Arrangements

In F^. 34 (b) the phase inversion is brought about by
connecting the anode and grid to opposite sides of a tank
circuit.

The grid is automatically maintained at the proper bias for

satisfactory operation by the action of C, and Rg. The time
constant is so proportioned that after Cg has assumed an
average negative charge, small additicmal charges added at
the peak of each oscillation leak off entirely vid S,. Some
form of self bias must be used to enable the oscillator to start

up quickly. A fixed negative bias of the ccmec^ operating
value does not allow the device to break into oscillation

immediately it is switched on.

The Colpitts oscillator shown in Fig. 34 (c) utihses the inter-

dectrode capacities of the valve for r^;enmntive feedback.
The voltage drop across provMjes grid excitation.

The total capacity of the oscmiating cimut is derived from Cg
m parallel with ^Cg, Cgi, and Cg aE m senes^. Cg and C^g
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(D (l> © *

la tN PHASE WITH tq £«• CURREMT IN ORID CIRCUIT Ig

ISd* OUT OF PHASE ' LEADS •Jtlq 9f NEARLY 90^

Ca PRODUCED tYIgLg
LEADS 19 ftV DO*

Ftg. TuKBD AKODB TTJKBD grid circuit* BOUIVAUBNT CIRCUIT
^ AND VBCTOR DIAGRAMS.

(A] Tuned anode tuned grid oscillator.

(b) Edutvalent circuit.

(c) V&tor analysis of (a) and (b).

9Pt Ieisb, and since they are in series, do not contribute very

mttoh to the total capacity.
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35 illustrates a tuned anode tuned grid circuit.

The operating frequency is less than the natural frequency
of either the grid or anode circuit. The equivalent circuit with
vector diagrams is also shown in the same figure.

Analysis of Voltages and Currents

The inductance in the anode circuit is not inductively

coupled to the inductance in the grid circuit. Feedback is

provided vid the inter-electrode capacities.

The operating frequency is lower than the natural frequencies

of either the grid or anode circuits. Thus at the operating
frequency both circuits offer inductive reactance to I,.

In the equivalent circuit (Fig. 35 (b)), anode and grid circuits,

since they are inductive, are shown as simple inductances, the
inter-electrode capacities are represented by the distributed

capacities associated with L, and Lg.

Analysis. Let the oscillator be in oscillation, then a voltage
exists at the grid which controls the anode current in such a
maimer that energy is delivered to the anode circuit in phase
to reinforce the oscillations. This is represented by the gene-
rator — /*Eg.

In vector diagram 2, 1, is 180° out of phase with — /*Eg.

I, must be in phase with
<5g since (5g controls I» and I, has

maximum value when E, is minimum.
The vector difference (— /xEg — IR#) is equal to the voltage

across the valve.

This voltage is applied across Cag and Lg (the effective grid

inductance). The operating requirement is, however, that Xcag
must be greater than Xl,, therefore the current in the grid

branch as a result of E, across it tends to lead nearly 90®

(see (4).) This current flowing through Lg produces ^ ; and
^g, since it is produced by Ig, leads Ig by some angle less than
90®, e.g. the voltage fed back is almost in phase therefore

with la (see (5) ), so that oscillations are maintained.
A ne^tive resistance, conveniently considered to be as a

generator or reaction effect (positive or negative), is essential

for any oscillator to function. If this regenerative action is

examined, Ig leads the anode voltage by more than 90®, (see

(6) ), so that the voltage fed bs^k from the anode is exactly

in phase with 1. and this fixes the vector Ii..

Summary of Req^ffreaients for QsdUatfam Generator CStoitt

The conditimis for sustained oscillations in a tuned grid
tuned anode circuit are

r
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(1) Both grid and anode circuits must be tuned to a frequency
somewhat higher than the operating frequency because both
circuits must offer inductive reaction.*

(2) Xl of the grid circuit must be less than of the grid-

anode inter-electrode capacity at the operating frequency.

(3) A negative resistance (generating action or feedback)
must be present, of magnitude sufficient to supply all losses that
occur in the circuit. This, in effect, is the joint action of i and 2.

Crystal-controlled Oscillators

When greater stability is required than can be obtained from
any uncontrolled oscillator, a crystal-controlled oscillator is

used.

The frequency of oscillation is determined by the mechanical
vibrations set up in a crystal of quartz. This is due to Piezo
electric effects as described in standard text-books on radio.

A quartz crystal behaves as a series L.C.R. circuit with a
very high Q of the order of 10,000. The crystal holder acts as

a small capacity, shunting the series resistance.

A suitable quartz crystal can therefore be used as the tuned
circuit of an oscillator, conferring upon the output a very high
degree of frequency stability .(Fig. 36 (a) ).

A circuit of this form has two resonant frequencies at one

Pig, 36.—CRySTAL-CONTROLLBD OSCILLATOR AND BQUIVALENT CIRCUITS.

(a) Crystal-controlled oscillator.

(b) Equivalent circuits.

* The frequency at which the device oscillates is not the frequency to which
anode and gm circuits are tuned, it is above the operating fr^uency for the
device as a whole. It has been ^OMm th^ when the frequency rises above the
resonant frequency the reactance is, in eSect, inductive (see Fig. 7, p. so).
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of which it presents a
minimum impedance
and at the other a
maximum.
At the frequency of

mechanical resonance
for the crystal itself

Fo is equivalent to a
series resonance
circuit and the circuit

f FRcoucNi^r AS a whole behaves

p*g- 37.—Phase shift causing increase in
AS a resistance in series

FREQUENCY FROM Fo TO F. With CEpaClty (866

Fig- 36(b)).
The circmt is capaatative m this condition, and since R is

the minimum value that the crystal can have, the whole circuit

has minimum impedance and passes mayimuTn current. At
frequencies above Fo the ciystal takes a lagging current and
behaves inductively.

Owing to the very high Q, a very small frequency deteriora-
tion gives a 90® phase shift (approx.) to the current (Fig. 37).
At some frequency above F,, therefore, the crystal will tune

with Cj to give parallel resonance circuit presenting Tnayirrmm
impedance (Fig. 36 (b) ).

Neglecting R, which is small, since Q is high, this frequency
can be found by equating

£(oC

through the crystal circuit to the capacitative current £<iiC]

through the holder.

(w*LC — i)«C, = wC

It is only between F, and F that the circuit behaves induc-
tively and provided that C, is large ccnnpared with C, whicb i$

nonnally the case with a mounts crystid, and F aie very
dose together.
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The circuit of a crystal oscillator of the tuned grid, tuned
anode type in which the cri^tal provides the grid ejtcitation, is

shown in Fig. 36.

Oscillations can only occur in this circuit at a frequency at

which both anode and grid circuits behave inductively, from
which it is clear that the oscillation frequency must lie between
F and Fo. This means that the anode circuit must be tuned
above the crystal frequency and that the tolerance is very
small. In consequence of this the degree of frequency stability

must be very high.

Resistance Capacity or Phase Shift Osdllator

In an ordinary Hartley oscillator, the correct phase

change is obtained by connecting grid and anode to the opposite

sides of an oscillatory circuit, ,^which is oscillating at its own
natural frequency.

If a network is built up consisting generally of a number of

equal series impedances and equal parallel impedances, an
A.C. voltage applied to the input will experience a phase

change in passing along the network which will vary with

varying frequency. If such a coupling is used between grid

and anode of a valve and if, at a certain frequency, a phase

change of 180® occurs between input and output, the circuit

will oscillate at this frequency, provided that the amplification

of the valve will compensate for the attenuation introduced by
the network.

The simplest components to choose for the network are

resistance and capacity. Inductances have the disadvantage

of becoming a source of magnetic interference with other

circuits.

A circuit with suitable arrangement of series resistances and
paralleled condenser is shown in Fig. 38. A combination of

series condensers and parallel resistances sometimes results in

a value for the condenser

which is impossibly small.

Since ea<^ section cannot

produce *a phase change as

great as 90®, it is necessary

tohaveat least three sections

.

In this case, each section

produces a phase change of

about 60®, the t<rtal phase

shift bemg tSo^
Ftg. 38.^RSS18TANCB capacity os

PKA^S SHIFT OSCtLLATOH.
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u
Fig, 39.—^WlEN BEIDGE OSC1LLAT0E AND ANALYSIS OF ITS OPEEATION.

(a) Wien bridge oscillator.

(b) Eiqianded dia^am of the Wien bridge oscillator circuit.

(c) Fluency feedback voltages of Wien bridge oscillator*
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The loss or attenuation of the network must be compensated
for by the gain of the valve.

The Wien Bridge Oscillator

An oscillator which is widely used for generating oscillations

of stable frequtency, mainly in the low-frequency range, is

shown in Fig. 39 (a). These circuits are sometimes employed
to generate the Synch, pulse when an independent master
timing device for a radar system is to be used.

The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 39 (b).
’

Vj is an oscillator, and Vj acts as amplifier and inverter.

Thus, without the bridge arrangement for providing feedback

the circuit oscillates, since inversion takes place in Vg in phase
with the grid voltage of V^.

Without the bridge the system is not selective, since it will

amplify, invert and feedback in phase oscillation, frequencies

over a very wide range. The object of the bridge included in

the arrangement for feedback is to eliminate all frequencies

other than the desired frequency at which the device is to

oscillate.

The selective action of the bridge is due to frequency discrimi-

nation in respect of negative feedback and phase shift.

Oscillations can take place only at the frequency Fo which
permits {a) the voltage across Rj to be in phase with the output

voltage of Vj, and {b) the frequency for which the positive

voltage feedback exceeds the negative feedback. Voltages at

any other frequency cause (a) phase shift between the output

of Vg and the input of and (ft) they are attenuated by
negative feedback so that they are insufficiently great to main-

tain oscillations.

Frequency Feedback Voltages

Negative feedback is provided by the voltage divider R, and
the lamp (L). There is no phase shift across this arm, the

resistance is constant for all frequencies, and the amplitude of

negative feedback voltages are constant for all frequencies in

the output of Vj ; see curve of negative feedback voltages in

Fig- 39 (c).

Positive feedback voltage is provided by the arm RjCiRaCj.
When the frequency is very high ^ is almost zero. In thJs

case Rf is shrmted by a very low resistance, making the voltage

between the grid of Vj and earth almost zero^ On the other

hand, if the frequency is reduced towards zero, the current
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that can flow through either C, or R, approaches zero because
of the very high reactance of Cj and the voltage between the
grid of Vj and earth approaches zero.

At some intermediate frequencythe positive feedback voltage
is at a maximum, as can be seen by reference to Fig. 39 (c).

The change in magnitude of feedback volt^e in the vicinity of

Po is small, but the phase shift that occurs in the positive

feedback circuit permits only a single frequency to be generated.
The voltage across R2 is in phase vdth the output voltage of

Vj if Rj X Ci~ R, X Cj. If the frequency of the output of V,
increases, the voltage across R2 tends to lag the voltage of the
anode of V2. If the frequency decreases, the voltage across R2
leads the voltage at the anode of V2. Curve 3 shows the phase
angle between these two voltages as the frequency of the feed-
back voltage is varied.

The frequency at which the circuit oscillates is

I 1

ZirVE^C^R^C^ ZTrRjCj’

At this frequency the positive feedback voltage on the grid
of Vj just equals or barely exceeds the negative feedback
voltage on the cathode and the positive voltage is of the proper
p^ase to sustain oscillations. At any other frequency the nega-
tive feedback is larger than the positive feedback so that the
nett result is to suppress these frequencies.

The lamp is used as the cathode resistor of Vj in order to
stabilise the oscillation. If for some reason the amplitude of the
oscillation tends to increase, the current through the lamp
tends to increase and the resistance of the filament increases.

This inoreased resistance causes a greater negative feedback
voltage to be developed. The potential of the grid of Vj is

accordingly reduced and the current output voltage is thus held
at a nearly constant amplitude.

Sclf<fahiiig Oscfflator

1%e circuit shown in Fig. 40 is a conventional Hartley
oscillator commonly usjpd for the production of R.F. sig^s.
The R.F. frequency is determined by the L.C. constants. Bias is

Iftroyided bymd current which charges Cj vid the cathode-grid
resistance. Rj permits to dischar]^ during the portion of
the cycle when the grid is not positive with req)ect to the
cathode. The nett result is a bias on the grid proportional to
the ampflitttde.Of the R.F. voltage 'across the grid oscillatory

eiroiiit, andn stable oscillatory condition exists.

ro =
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Sdf-pubing Actfam

If the time constant of the R.C. circuit RiCj is increased

greatly, usually by increasing R^, the charge on Cj cannot leak

off rapidly enough to follow fluctuations of the R.F. voltage,

caused by irregiflarities in the electron stream. As a result,

each successive C5^e adds a charge to the condenser, until a
point is reached where the voltage across Cj is so high
that the amount of feedback provided from the plate

circuit is insufficient to maintain oscillations and they cease.

The, circuit does not break into oscillation again until the

voltage across is

lowenough to allow

the valve to con-

duct. This com-
bined action results

in periods of oscil-

lation and periods

of rest. The opera-

tionof the oscillator

is therefore inter-

mittent and it is

said to be self-

pulsing.

Fig.4Zshowsthat
the circuit starts

functioning at the

pointwherethe grid ___
condenser is com-
pletely discharged.

Thus, initially, grid q C|
bias is at zero H / \ H . / \
value. ll| v"""” y
During the initial

|
jmlse, which con- J I

sists of anumberof ^ s
cs^fles, the grid bia» u > a >
indreases until *> >
reaches the point > >t
at which oscilla- I j I

tions occur. Frgim | ,

I

point and for
FV- 4®—HAItTWy OSCOLATOa SHOWING BLSCTRON

eaco coniroiung ssixcato to make a sblv-pvlsino
jwint the gx^ bias o^oixatok}.
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Ftg. 41.—Intermittent pulses of r.f. energy produced by
SELF-PULSING OSCILLATOR

varies only between the values at which oscillations start

and stop.

Pulse Repetition Frequency

The pulse frequency is determined by the R.C. time constant

of the grid circuit and this is the pulse repetition frequency.

The grid of the oscillator swings positive for every positive

going portion of the cycle, thus charging C^. If, say, five cycles

are required to provide grid bias to stop oscillations, the grid

Fig. 43.—Change xn grid bu^ caubbb by sblf-pulsikg action.
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has to go positive five times for each pulse. During each
swing, Cj receives a nett increase of charge because the grid

leak does not completely draw off the charge during the negative

part of each cyle. As the charge on the grid condenser builds

up, a point is reached at which the grid voltage is sufficiently

negative to stop oscillations.

Pulse Width

The pulse width is determined by the size of Q. If this is

small it takes a relatively small time to charge up and the

result is a narrow pulse. For a long pulse the capacity must
be increased.

Resting Time

The resting time is determined primarily by the R.C. con-

stant. If the time constant is long it takes a long period of

time for the charge to leak off and the resting time is compara-
tively long. Hence the values of CjRj determine the pulse

repetition frequency of the oscillator



CHAPTER VI

APn^lCATION OF THE CATHODE RAY TUBE TO RADAR

The cathode ray tube is a special t3T)e of vacuum tube in which
electrons emitted by a hot cathode are formed into a narrow
beam or pencil and accelerated at high velocity towards a
specially prepared screen which fluoresces at the point where
the electrons strike.

Since the mass of the electron is very small, the beam may
be quickly deflected, causing the luminous spot to sweep across
the screen, marking its path by a bright trace. The whole
length of the trace swept out in this manner can be rendered
visible, due to appreciable afterglow of the material with which
the screen is coated.

Since the repetition rate is generally far above the maYimnm
limit for the persistence of vision, the nett effect to the observer,
is an illusion similar to that of moving pictures as seen on the
screen of the cinema. The time base (see Chapter I) appears
to be fixed whilst the " pips ” representing echo signals rettumed
by targets appear to move along the trace as ranges open or
dose.

Types

In general, two types of cathode ray tubes are employed in
radar, (a) the electrostatic type in which the deflecting function
is performed by the action of electrostatic fields on the electron
beam, (b) the magnetic t5q)e, in which deflection of the electron
beam is obtained by magnetic fidds. Both types have their
particular applications.

Tubes have been designed in which both forms of deflection
are used, but they are not very often employed.
The main outstanding difference between the two types is

dearly detoed, the electrostatic t3q)e being a Voltage-operated
device whilst the dectromagnetic tyj^e is essantiafiy current-
operated,

Componmt Arrangement In the SIcctiMtatk Tube

Ihe components and their disposition in an electrostatic

tube are shown in Fig. 43.

w*
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The cylindrical cathode with its heater is situated at the base
of the tube. It will be noted from Fig. 44 that the heater leads

are twisted together in order to render them non-inductive

and so to avoid interference with the beam from this source.

The cylindrical cathode emits electrons in one direction and
from its end only. The end diameter is about J in. and carries

the oxide coating from which emission takes place.

The control grid takes the form of an outer cylinder

surrounding the cathode. A small hole " A ” in the end cap
permits electrons to pass into the outer space “ B ” when the
control grid is made positive to the cathode.

Functioiis of Grid and Anodes

The grid performs two functions. It controls the intensity

of the electron stream from the cathode and, by its geometry and
electric field, causes the electrons, when it allows them to pass

through the aperture at “ A ” to converge and cross over at

the point “ B.”
TWs preliminary focusing effect is insufficient by itself to

prevent the beam from spreading, and it is finally brought to a
focus at the screen by the joint actions of the grid-potential.

HEATER LEADS I EWnTTIND SURFACE
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the aperture " D ” and the first and second anodes, marked as

such on the diagram. Fig. 43.

Under the influence of the anodes which are always very
positive • relative to the cathode, the electrons, formed into a
narrow beam, are accelerated towards the screen with a velocity

of about 10,000 miles per second or more.
Electrons travelling at this high velocity generate heat at

the point of impact with the screen, consequently the coating

at this point fluoresces and the brightness of the spot is deter-

mined within limits by :

—

(1) The velocity attained by the electrons.

(2) The number of electrons that strike a given spot in a
given time (electron intensity of the beam).

Brilliance Control

There are, therefore, two methods of controlling the brilliance

of the spot, and hence of the trace :

—

(1) By increasing the velocity of the electrons.

(2) By increasing the number of electrons in the beam.

The first method is not generally employed. The usual

practice followed is to control the beam intensity. This can
be done very simply, by altering the potential of the control

grid relative to the cathode, by the setting of a potentiometer.

In this way the brightness of the trace can be controlled between
the limits of zero and saturation. Saturation is reached
when the bombardment intensity causes all the material at

the point of impact to fluoresce.

'* Aquadag "

Secondary emission from the screen takes place. This is

caused by displacement of electrons from the coating under
the impact of high, velocity electrons from the cathode. If

the number of new arrivals exactly equals the number of

electrons displaced, the potential of the screen relative to earth

is constant. If this state of equality is not maintained, the screen
will then become positively or negatively charged relative to
earth,accordingtowhetherthe displacementsexceedthe arrivals,

or vice versd. The “ Aquadag ” f coating, therefore, besides

* The second anode is usually at earth potential but the cathode is made
very negative which comes to the same tlui^ as raising the potential of the
second anode. This is done lor safety in handling.

t A special grade of colloidal graphite for wall coatings has now been
developed.
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screening the beam from external fields, stabilises the potential

of the screen relative to earth, thereby preventing the formation
of an accumulated charge, which might interfere with the
operation of the tube. In some cases a metal ring surrounding
the screen is cemented to the glass inside the tube to intensify

the beam and increase brilliance.*

Note. In the case of an E.M. tube, the “ Aquadag ”

is used as an accelerating anode since a second anode is not
employed.

Materials for Screen Coating and their Effects

Materials used for screen coating are ;

—

WiUemite (green display) zinc orthosilicate.

Zinc oxide (blue display).

Zinc beryllimn silicate (yellow display).

Zinc sulphide and cad^um zinc sulphide or zinc beryllium
silicate for nearly white display.

All the above substances exhibit a certain amount of after-

glow or persistence, the degree of which can be controlled in

manufacture. In the case where charges take place slowly, it is

advantageous that the screen coating should exhibit a certain

amount of persistence. In other cases where changes of

position, for example, take place with great rapidity, the
minimum amount of afterglow is desirable.

Focusing in Electrostatic Tubes

Referring to the electrostatic tjqie of tube. Fig. 43, proceed-
ing from control grid to screen, note the following :

—

B, the crossover point. This is produced by the joint action

of the electrostatic field between grid and cathode and the
focusing aperture A.
A then acts as a lens, causing the beam to converge at the

point B.

Leaving point B, the beam begins to spread but is brought
to a focus on the screen by the action of the electric -field

between the first and second anodes and the second aperture D.
The grid, the first and second anodes, perform two func-

tions :

—

(0) A focusing function, {b) An accelerating function.

'When the grid is made positive to the cathode, the electric

field between grid and cathode is shown in Fig. 45.

* Id tabes recently developed, the fluorescent coating is sprayed wiHi finely

divided aluminimn particles in order to reflect liifiit to tbe face, thereby
increasing tiis brilliimce of the di^lay.
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CATHODE INTO BEAM INITIALLY.

Effect of Grid

Electrons enter the electric field from the cathode with
,

initial velocity. If they entered the field with an initial velocity
’

apiSroaching zero they would then be drawn to the positively

ci^ged grid along the converging lined of force. Due,
however, to the above-mentioned initial velocity which the
electron acquires and to the fact that the field is not
uniform, the electron, as it recedes from the cdthode, follows

a curved path. Its velocity at each instant of time can be
resolved into two components, both of which change in

magnitude and direction from instant to instant.

Briefly, at any instant T the velocity of the electron can be
represented by two vectors, Vj. and Vj, Vi representing the

magmtude and direction of its initial velocity and V, repre-

s^ting the magnitude and direction of the velocity conferred

on the electron by the positively charged electrodes; the
resultant, represented by vector V,, will represent the new
instantaneous velocity acquired by the electron.

If at T„ V, is now applied to a new triangle of velo-

cities, another vector, V4 appears, and so on. If the points

obtained in this manner are plotted, the result is a curved
flight path.

From the foregoing consideraticms, it is evident that jf the
cathode and grid are dimensioned and positioned suitably,

most of the electrons emitted by the cathode can be made to

pass thnoogh the aperture A when the grid is sufficiently

positive, native to the c^ode.
When the grid is made sdffidmitly native, electroos wiQ be

mtarnedtotAecathodeandnoiM wffipassthrimg^ A. TUsis
rim een» intensity*ieondition for the be^
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SECOND OR ACCELERATING ANODE

e d c b a

FIRST OR
FOCUSING ANODE
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Fig, 46.—Focusing and accelerating effects of first and
SECOND ANODES OF AN E.S. TUBE.

The velocity with which electrons pass through A when
the grid is positive is determined by the combined fields of

the grid and first and second anodes, i.e., by the value of their

potentials relative to the cathode.

Effects of First and Second Anodes

In considering the combined focusing and accelerating

effects of the first and second anodes, the argument developed
for the grid-cathode section can be applied. It may, however,
be instructive to look at the matter from another angle.

Consider the movement of an electron entering the field of

the first and second anodes along the line XAB from the

direction of X, Fig. 46. This electron will have already been
accelerated to a considerable velocity. The acceleration will

be progressive during the time the electron is passing through
the field, as a consequence the electron will attain a very high

velocity and pass through quickly. Thus the time duringwhich
the field can operate upon the electron to modify the ejection

of flight is consequently very short indeed.

The nett effect of the electrostatic forces a, b, c and d is to

push the electron off its course XAB and modify it to XAC.
At C the electron is near the axis where the lines of force are

fairly parallel and the field is more uniform. As a consequence,

and due to the fact th^t the lines “ dd " and " ee,” alo^ ^hioh
the election is travelling, accelerate it in the direction of G,

the electron will not be forced nearer the axis.

Because of the high velocity attained by the electron before
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it leaves the field, the electrostatic forced “ bb ” " aa ” will

have very little effect upon it.

The totsd length of path travelled by an electron distant

from the axis is greater than for those entering the field on or
about the axis. On the other hand, the accelerating forces

acting on the distant electrons are greater than those acting on
electrons close to the axis, so that the increased length of field

to be travelled is offset in time by greater acceleration.

Any tendency to scatter on the part Df the electrons forming
the beam, due to repulsion between like charges, is counter-
acted by the high velocity of their flight.

Focusing Control

Sharpness of focus depends upon thp strength of the electric

field between first and second anode. This is usually controlled

by a potentiometer in the circuit of the first anode which can
be adjusted by the operator, whilst watching the screen for

maximum sharpness of the spot, i.e., with the beam static.*

Horizontal and Vertical Deflection

On leaving the field of the second anode the beam passes
between the vertical deflecting plates Vj, Vg, and the hori-

zontal deflecting plates H^, Hj. If is made positive to Vj,
the beam will be pulled upwards and the spot will move to 2,

Fig. 47 (a)
;
conversely, if Vj is made positive to Vj, the beam

will be pulled downwards and the spot will move to 3.

After passing the vertical plates and perhaps beii^ deflected
up or down, the beam passes between and where Hj
positive to Hj deflects the beam to the left and the beam as
seen from the front moves to 4 (front right). If the polarity
of Hi and Hj is interchanged the beam moves right (as seen
from the deflecting plates) or to left 5, as seen from the front of

the screen.

Positioning Voltage and Inputs

In practice, a positioning voltage is applied to Hi, Hj,
makilig Hj sufl&ciently positive to Hi to draw the beam over
to the extreme left-hand diameter of the screen, seen from the
front of the screen. The horizontal or time base voltage, rising

linearly, is applied to Hj and Hj, generally in push-pull and is

* The beam should never be left in a stationary position for any length of
time when the intensity is high. This results in damage to the sereep by
burning at the stationary point.
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UPWARDS FOR

HCICHT OF THE ECHO

(b)

Fig . 47.—Horizontal and vertical deflection And echo amplitude,

(a) Detail of deflecting electrode in E.S. tube.

(b) Pip height proportional to amplitude of received signal.
*

superimposed upon the biasing or positioning voltage. The
push-pull method of application is adopted to prevent any
defocusing effect due to the distribution of voltages. In this

manner the defocusing effect is zero at any instant of time.

Input from Time Base Generator

To do this the time base or deflecting voltage generated

by the time base generator is applied to one H plate and
inverted before application to the other H plate, in consequence

of which a push-pull voltage is applied to and Ha, causing

the potential of Ha to rise and Hj to fall by an amoimt such

that when Hj is fully positive the spot is deflected fully to the

extreme right-hand diameter looking at screen front. The
average value is zero.

Ii^ut from Receiver

The output of the receiver is applied as uni-directional

pulses, vid a video amplifier, to the vertical deflecting plates.

Each echo signal, as it is received, causes the trace to be de-

O 3
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fleeted vertically for the duration of the pulse, thus producing
a " pip ” on the trace which marks the time of receipt of each

echo signal, relative to the instant at which the transmitter fired

and for each sweep of the time hose. Thus successive pictxires

superimposed one upon the other present the illusion of motion
along the trace, as the ranges from targets by which they are

returned open or close.

Edio Amplitude

The height of the " pips ” formed on the trace in the above
manner is proportional to the amplitude of the received echo
signal. This is shown by application of the parallelogram of

forces (Fig. 47 (b) ).

Relation of Time Base Generator Ou^t to Brightening Pulse

Since the instants at which the transmitter fires are S5mchro-

nised with the conunencement of each successive sweep of the

time base, echo signals received and appearing on the trace

subsequent to this reference or zero time, indicate by their

position in time, the ranges of targets by which they are

returned.

Parallel with these activities, a pulse, also s3mchronised

with 'the commencement of each sweep of the time base, is

applied to either the grid or the cathode of the C.R.T. to intensify

the beam (which is normally adjusted for low intensity)

for the duration of each sweep. This is done in order that

the “ flyback ” may take place in semi-darkness or at zero

intensity. The object of this is to avoid the flyback and
any echoes received from outside the maximum range for

which the time base scale has been set, from appearing on the

screen, thereby tending to confuse the observer.

This intensflying pulse may be either a positive pulse to the

control grid or a negative pulse to the cathode, whichever is

most convenient, having regard to other inputs which may be
involved.

At the end of each forward stroke of the sweep the intensify-

ing pulse ceases abruptly and the time base voltage fails

quickly to zero. The positioning voltage now draws the beam
(almost completely suppressed) back to the left-hand diameter

at h%h spei^, and ih comparative darkness. On return to the

left-hand diameter, specM arrangements are made accurately

to position it in readiness fee: the next forward swe^ ofthe time

hawvrfltage.
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Deflection Sensitivity

If either or both of the deflecting electrodes is moved back
along the tube, away from the screen, then, for any measured
angle of deflection the length of the resultant seen on the
screen increases. Since the vertical deflecting plates are

generally further away from the screen than the horizontal

deflecting plates, a given deflecting force applied to the vertical

plates produces a greater arc of deflection than when the same
deflecting force is applied to the horizontal plates. In other

words, for a given deflecting force the vertical deflecting plates

exercise more control over the beam than the horizontal plates.

The ’sensitivity of an electrostatic tube may therefore be
defined in terms of the deflection obtained per volt, i.e., mm./per
volt.

CATHODE CONTROL AOUAOAO FLUORESCENT

Electromagnetic Tube

The electromagnetic type of tube is similar in many respects

to the electrostatic type.

From Fig. 48 it will be noticed that the Shape of the glass

envelope is diflerent. More room is required along the neck to

accommodate the coils, but the overall length of the tube is less.

General Descr^rtkm of £3f. Tube

The cathode, grid and first anode are similar in arrangement

to their cnrrespondihg elements in the electrostatic tube, but
there, is no second anode ; the accelerating function of this
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Pig. 49-—^Magnetic field set up in cathode ray tube by magnetic
FOCUS COIL.

element bei^g performed by the " Aquadag. ” The outstanding
differences are :

—

() The anode pla.ys no part in the focusing function
; this

is performed magnetically by a coil surrounding the neck of the
tube, see Fig. 49.

() The deflecting function of Vj and Vg, and Hg in the
electrostatic tube, operated by the output of the receiver and
the time base circuit respectively, are performed magnetically
when this type of tube is employed to provide an “ A ” display.

E.M. Tube as Current-operated Device

(c) Since the deflecting functions are performed magnetically,
the trace is controlled by the current in the deflecting coils.
This type of tube is then a current-operated device, whereas
the electrostatic tube is voltage-operated.

Relation of Time Base Voltage to Time Base Current in E.M. Tube
{i) The rise of the time base voltage must be linear for the

dectrostatic tube. In the case of the electromagnetic type
it is the linear rise of the current in the deflecting coils that
mattere. As a consequence, therefore, the output of the time
base circuit or, in other words, the wave of voltage, applied to
the deflecting coils, must be shaped (having regard to the
inductance of the coils) to ensure a linear rise of current through
them.

{e) Positioning of the beam is accomplished by standing
current in the horizontal deflection coils.

(/) The time base current is supplied to the deflecting coils
by a push-pull circuit.
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Focusing Ctmtrol

The focusing coil with its iron core and small air gap is

mounted on the neck of the tube as shown in Fig. 49. The coil

is wound on an annular ring in which is cut a groove ; an air

gap is provided in order that the magnetic path may pass
through the tube. The fields at opposite points on the diameter
are in the same direction and, therefore, oppose. As a result,

the lines of force between poles lie parallel with the axis as

shown in Fig. 49. The value of the current and, therefore, the
intensity of the field, can be varied by a potentiometer.

Method of E.M. Focusing

Consider the motion of an electron entering the magnetic
field along the line AB,
with considerable velocity,

the resultant velocity at

each instant of time can be
resolved into two compo-
nents, i.e., a component of

velocity parallel to the axis

and magnetic field, and
another component of velo-

city acting in a direction

across the field.

The electron in motion
is by definition an electric

current, consequently the

effect of the magnetic field

upon it is similar to that

which it would have upon a
current-carrying conductor

situated in the magnetic field and moving with a velocity

equal to that of the moving electron.

Appl3ring the right-hand rule as though to a current-carr3dng

conductor, it is seen that the motion of the electron in the

field at XAD is vertically upwards out of the page (Fig. 50).

Since the first component of velocity is parallel with the

axis and is much greater in magnitude, the resultant path of the

electron through the field takes the form of a helix. All

electrons entering the field will be acted upon by similar forces

and will therefore fqllow a helical path. In this manner, and
by Stable adjustment of the field strength, the beam can be

50 .—Movement of electron
(magnetic focusing).
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brought to focus sharply at the screen as an identical reproduc-

tion of the concentration at the initial cross over.

When magnetic deflection is. used to produce an " A ”

display, two pairs of coils are mounted on the neck of the tube,

one pair beiDg at right angles to the other.

The Time Base Current

The time base current flows in one pair of coils to produce
horizontal deflection, the signal current flows in the other pair

to produce vertical deflection. The magnetic field which deflects

the beam is the resultant of these two forces, in consequence of

which echoes are produced on a trace resulting in a display

similar to that of the electrostatic tube.

As in the electrostatic type of tube, the time base generator

is started by a pulse which S5mchronises the commencement of

the trace with the firing of the transmitter, and the time
base voltage (E.S.) or current (E.M.) grows linearly during

each sweep from some fixed positioning value to some other

fixed value depending upon the diameter and sensitivity

of the tube. In practice both the minimum and maximum
values of the time base voltage or current are literally clamped
by “ clamping " circuits to fixed values as a result of which :

—

(a) Each successive sweep of the time base voltage or

current must start from the same level and finish at the same
level. The levels referred to are the minimum and maximum
v&lues of voltage or current.

(b) The beam must commence each successive trace from
the same point on the screen and finish at the same
point.

(c) Thus the bright line which marks the time base is constant

in length for any given tube and proportional therefore to some
fixed time.

(d) The rate at which each successive sweep of the time base
(voltage or current) grows from the starting level to the finishing

level determines the velocity of the beam and hence the time
value to which the time base is made proportional.

(e) This rate of growth must be linear, i.e., the time base

voltage or current for each successive sweep must increase by
e^ual amounts in equal time. This enables the trace to be
divided into equal lengths each proportional to equal times.

Since range (in yards) is also proportional to time in micro-

seconds X 164, the rate of growth of successive sweeps of time
base (current or vdtage) calibrates the screen for maximum
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time or range and, because of its linear growth, the time base
can also be calibrated for equal sub-units of length.

Brightening Pulse

At the commencement of each successive sweep of the time
base (voltage or current) a pulse is applied to S5mchronise the
firing of a brightening pulse generator.

The output from this generator is a square pulse of duration
equal to the sweeptime ofthe time base,* .c. ,it intensifiesthebeam
from the commencement of each sweep until its end. The trace

is only illuminated therefore during the forward stroke of the

time base and the flyback takes place in comparative darkness.

Flyback Time when Multi-Range Available

• At the end of each successive sweep of the time base voltage

or current, the maximum value to which it may rise is clamped
to a fixed upper level until the flyback takes place. There may
be some delay between the instant that each sweep of the time
base voltage or current reaches this maximum deflection

value, and the moment at which the flyback takes place. This

is due to the fact that most display units are provided with a
switch, by means of which the time base can be made propor-

tional to perhaps 15,000 yds., 60,000 yds. or 100,000 yds.,

according to the position selected. This switch controls :

—

() The rate of growth of the time base voltage or current,

i.e., the speed of each sweep.

() The duration of the square pulse which intensifies the

beam during each sweep.

Conditions when several Ranges available

It is usual, therefore, to adjust the time base generator so

that the flyback takes place almost immediately after the

slowest sweep, consequently, because the fast sweep (15,000 yds.)

reaches maximum value earlier than the slow sweep (100,000

yds.), there is a period during which the fast sweep is held

clamped at its maximum value. This does not show on the

screen, however, because the time duration of the brightening

pulse is also controlled by the same switch, and the beam is

extinguished as soon as the time base voltage or current reaches

its maximum value.*

* Although at the end of the fast sweep the beam is clamped to the
right>*hand side of the tube for some appreciable 'time before the flyback

takes place, this does nc^ ham the screen, because the b^am is extinguished

at the end of tiie swe^ and it cannot, timefore, bum the spreen during the
timp it is held clamped to the right-hand diameter.
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These conditions are shown in Fig. 51 and dealt with in

greater detail in Chapter XIV, Time Bases and Time Base
Circuits.

Shape of Time Base Voltage or Current Wave
From Fig. 51 it can be seen that the deflecting force, whether

electrostatic or electromagnetic, must take the form of a

sawtooth wave of voltage or current. In the electromagnetic

tube, however, a sawtooth voltage applied across the deflection

coils will not produce a sawtooth wave of current through the
coil. The form which the applied voltage wave must take is

discussed in Chapter XIV.

Comparison of E.S. and E.M. Tubes

In making a comparison of electrostatic and electromagnetic

tubes the following points emerge :

—

(a) The electrostatic tube operates on comparatively low
power, whilst the magnetic tube requires larger power.

(b) On the other hand, the electrostatic tube requires high
voltage and is, therefore, subject to all the attendant disadvan-

tages. Its length is ^eater than the magnetic tube and it is

also subject to vibration.

(c) The electromagnetic focusing is probably superior to

electrostatic focusing.

(d) The electromagnetic tube is more easily and cheaply
produced than the electrostatic type, one reason being that

there is less mechanical difficulty in mounting the electrodes.

The sensitivity of a cathode ray tube may be defined in terms
of millimetres deflection per volt.

• Factors controlling Forms of Data Presentation

By various combinations of inputs to the vertical and
horizontal deflecting plates and to the control grid or to the

cathode, a form of data presentation can be selected which
is most suitable to any particular application. For example,

it is possible to use the vertical and horizontal plates to plot

range against azimuth. In this case the time base is applied

to the vertical plates and a voltage proportional to the bearing

of the aerial is applied to the horizontal plates. The receiver

input is then applied to the control grid.

The position of the echo in range and azimuth is indicated

on the screen by the appearance of a bright spot.

This bright spot is caused by intensification of the beam,
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SHIPS
HEAD

BUOYED MOUTH LAND
OF CHANNEL

(a) (b) (c)

^tg.^2 ,—Appearance of screen for various displays.

(a) A t3rpe display.
(b) ** B ” type display.
(c) Plan position display or “ P.P.I.*' (plan position indicator).

due to a positive input to the control grid and originated by
the received echo.

At the moment of intensification, which coincides with the
arrival of the echo, the beam, in semi-darkness, under the
influence of the vertical and horizontal deflecting forces, is at

a point which in effect corresponds, to Y and X co-ordinates,*
where range is plotted along Y (vertical) and azimuth along X
(horizontal). In these circumstances the beam is said to be
intensity modulated.

Attemative Inputs for Intensification Modulatim

In this respect it should be noted that a positive input to the
grid produces the same effect as a negative input to the cathode.
In either case the potential of the grid is raised relative to the
cathode and the number of electrons in the beam is thereby
increased.

P.P.I. Diqplay

Another useful fram of presentation in frequent use is a
display which presents a plan of the positions of all targets

within a circular area of wMch the observer’s position is at the
centre. An electromagnetic tube is usually employed for this

display, iK^ch is generally obtained by causing the time base
to start from the centre of the screen outwards, so that each

* iQlOie/notatioathispoiBt vould be A. +yB.
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trace extends from the centre to the circumference of a circle

the radius of which is made proportional to range. The coil

carrying the time base current is rotated around the neck of

the tubp by a small motor, the motor being driven in S3mchro-
nism with the aerial, which is also continuously rotated.

In this arrangement the line of sight of the aerial continuously
scans a circular area of which the aerial is the centre, at perhaps
five or six revolutions per minute. The deflecting coil carrying

the time base current is rotated at exactly the same speed and
exactly in step, thus causing the radial trace to revolve at the
same speed. If the output of the/eceiver is applied to the grid

or cathode to give intensity modulation, echoes from all

targets in the area will appear on the screen as bright arcs.

(a) Brightening {raise to raise intensity of beam during sweep.

(b) Input from receiver brightening the beam still more when echo signals

received.

(c) Rotating deflection coil.

Focusing control.
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situated at distances from the centre which are proportional
to range, and positioned for bearing relative to the ship’s head.
This type of display is known as “ plan position.”

The use of cathode ray tubes for various types of display
is discussed in the section dealing with indicators, a unit in

which the cathode ray tube is the major component.
Fig- 53 shows a typical arrangement of inputs to an electro-

magnetic tube. Fig. 54 likewise shows a t3?pical input arrange-
ment for an electrostatic tube for an " A ” display.

Note. The beam may either be brightened by a brightening
pulse orsuppressedbya suppressing pulse. In certain instances,
a brightening pulse for the duration of the sweep may be
replaced by a suppressing pulse for the interval of time
between the end of one sweep and the beginning of the next.

Occasionally both are employed.



CHAPTER VII

THE BASIC RADAR SYSTEM

Every radar system must include units essential to the per-
formance of at least three operational functions plus a co-
ordinating or timing-function. To these requirements must
be added an aerial system and a power supply unit.

The units performing essential operational functions are :—

^

{a) The transmitter, which includes the R.F. generator and
its associated units.

(6) The receiver.

{c) The display unit or indicator, which includes the cathode
ray tube and its associated circuits.

The co-ordinating function may be performed by any of the
three essential units or by an entirely independent unit.

The aerial system includes the array and feeder system,
together with the supplementary equipment for rotating the
array and for indicating bearing to the operating position.

The power supply generally follows standard practice for

telecommunication equipment very closely, but with additional

precautions for stabilising voltage of the supplywhen necessary.

Minimum Requirements

Minimum requirements for operating the system are:

—

{a) The transmitter must be pulsed in short, sharp bursts

at regular intervals.

(ft) It must be possible to aim the R.F. energy generated
in this manner by rotating the aerial array to cover any desired

target or in any direction for search purposes.

{c) The R.F. energy of the echo signals returned by targets

must be converted by the receiver to video frequency pulses

which are applied (in the simplest form of display) to the
“ Y plates of a cathode ray tube.

(d) The output of a time base generator is applied to the

X plates of a cathode ray tube to calibrate the screen in

terms of time, to which range is made proportional in terms
of 164 yds. per microsecond. a n 2

^

{e) The output of the time base generator must be a sawtooth
waveform of voltage or current (according to •» whether an
E.S, or E.M. tube is employed), the forward stroke of which

95
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55 '—^Alternative arrangements for synchronising the
BASIC RADAR SYSTEM.

Nvte, It is possible to have combinations of i and 3 or 2 and 3 ; also
z and 4 or 2 and 4. In such a case, there are two Syni^. frequencies each
of the same value, independently generated. One, the more stable, is used
to stabilise the other. These cases are dealt with in the next chapter.

must grow linearly between a clamped starting value and
another clamped maximum value.

(/) The operation of the transmitter, the time base gene-
’

rator and the brightening pulse generator must be co-ordinated,

that is to say, they must be synchronised to start together at

the same instant of time and at the commencement of each
successive pulse.

(g) Co-ordinating or timing pulses {S5mch.) for (/) may be
supplied from either of the main operating units to the other
units, or theymay be generated and distributed from an entirely

independent unit (S3mch. generator). Th^e conditions are
shown in Fig. 55.

Fig. 56 shows how the outputs of the major operating units

are related to each other in terms of time by the syncimmising
pulse originated and distributed in the manna: indicated in (/)
and (g).

Fig. 56 shows hdw the start of the transmitter pulse, the
ccanmencon^t of ^cb sweq> of the time base, the start of
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limits the highest frequency that can be used for the repetition

rate or pulse repetition frequency (p.r.f.).

(6) When an aerial is rotated at constant speed (as for a
P,PJ. display), the p.r.f. must be such that, having regard to

the speed of rotation of the aerial, a sufficient number of pulses

strike the target during each revolution to ensure adequate
signal strength. Therefore the speed of rotation of the aerial

and the persistence or " after-glow '' of the screen of the
C.R.T. fix a limit for the lowest repetition rate that can be
efficiently used.*

(c) When the indicator unit is operating for the entire resting

time of the transmitter, the repetition rate (frequency) must be
very stable to avoid blurring and consequent reduction in

accuracy of measurement. The^re is a special and not very
frequent case in which the sweep of the time base, including

flyback, extends over nearly the whole of the resting time of

the transmitter.

{d) In a later paragraph it will be shown that the p.r.f. is

one qf the factors which determines the maximum peak power
that can be safely developed from any given valve. It will

also be shown that peak power is inversely proportional to the
repetition frequency. In consequence of these opposing
factors the selection of pulse repetition frequency is usually a
compromise between (a), (J), (c) and (d) such that the target

definition is sufficient for a particular application.

Pulse width (in terms of time) fixes the minimum range at

which a target can be detected. If the target is close to the
transmitter and the duration of the transmitted pulse is so

long that an echo is returned before transmission ceases, the
echo will be masked and the target cannot be detected.

Pulse width in conjunction with pulse repetition frequency—^the other factor-Aietermines the maximum permissible
peak power value that may be developed from any given valve.

The general tendency of short range accurate systems is to
make the pulse width as short as possible, i,e,, of the order of

I microsecond or less.' In long-range warning sets, pulse
widths up to 5 microseconds or more have been employed.
The synchronising signal which controls the pulsing system

may be derived from :

—

{a) The mains supply, if the frequency is suitable,

*
(6) It may be generated at any required frequency by a

* The display may appear to be contiinious due to afterglow, etc., but this
does not mean that the indicator circuits are all working aatisfaciorily.
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separate unit, which may be called the Synch, generating
unit," or " Sjmch. generator."

(c) It may be originated somewhere in either the transmitter
or display systems.

Each of these methods has particular applications, which are
discussed in later chapters.

Fig. 55 is a block diagram showing these alternatives applied
in their simplest form.* Note th'at, for the sake of simplicity,

power supplies have been omitted. Also it must be understood
that each block labelled " transmitter," " indicator," etc., is

generally composed of a number of sub-units each of which
must also be synchronised by a " Synch." pulse.

As radar systems become more complex to meet wider
applications, the number of refinements and sub-units increases,

consequently the demand for synchronising pulses not only
becomes greater but their duties become more varied.

In some cases a pulse is required to start or stop" some
particular operation in each sequence, in other cases the pulse

is also required to control the duration of the operation as an
additional function.

Synch. Pulse and Pulse Generator

In general, any pulse exercises its function by reason of its

shape and electrical dimensions, in consequence of which a
variety of pulse wave forms are generally required for the
operation of a radar system. This means that nearly every
control pulse must be generated by its own generator under
the control of a Synch, pulse. Thus, in general, the Synch,
pulse starts a gener^t.tor action at the correct moment in each
sequence and the electrical constants of the generator circuit

shape and dimension the pulse output to suit its particular

function in the system. In this way pulse repetition rate is

controlled by the frequency of the' Synch, pulse distributed

from the master source and pulse width is dimensioned in time

by the electrical constants of the pulse generator. The Synch,
pulse may be regarded as a trigger to the pulse generator or

pulse shaping circuit.

Avefage Power and Peak Power

The power relations arising from the fact that the transmitter

is pulsed are such that the average resting time of the trans-

Excluding Synch, pulses to brightening pulse generator, calibration

generatots, strobe generators, etc., aU of whi^ may be regarded as supple-
mentary to the basic units.

a 4
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ABCD AND CFGE CANNOT BE DRAWN TO
SCALE AND THE DIMENSION AB HAS BEEN
GREATLY EXAGGERATED AS COMPARED WITH

THE RECTANGLES ABCD» CFGE.

57 *—Relation of peak power to average power.

mitter is usually much longer than its average working time.

Consequently, because comparatively long periods of time are

available for cooling in between each working period, the

valves of the R.F. generator can be safely driven to deliver a

much greater peak power for the duration of each short pulse

than the average power recommended by the manufacturers
for continuous working.

The relationship of average power to peak power is shown
Fig- 57- The energy rectangle A, B, C, D must not exceed

the equivalent rectangle C, F, G, E.

In other words, the energy ratio

. pulse width
Average power — ——

i
’—- = pulse repetition time penod / i

Peak power ^ r xr #
^

\ Pr.f
= pulse width x p.r.f.

Duty Cycle

The operating cycle of the radar system can be described

in terms of the total time for which R.F. energy is radiated.

This time relationship is tertned the " duty cycle." Thus the

ratio —!
pi^ “ duty cycle where pulse

pulse repetition time penod ''

P® pulse repetition frequency (repetition rate)‘

Example. A *i microsecond piilse reputed 500 timeS per
second r^es^ts a duty cyde of *0005. Similarly, a 2>micro-
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PULSE WIDTH OR WORKING TIME,
SAY Z MICROSECONDS (GREATLY EXAGGERATED)

RESTING TIME 1248 MICROSECONDS

F

DUTY CYCLE - 0016

E

Cl
1250 MICROSECONDS

PULSE REPETITION TIME PERIOD •

CORRESPONDING TO A PULSE REPETITION
\

FREQUENCY OP 800 PER SECOND i

t
AVERAGE
POWER

THIS IS NOT DRAWN TO SCALE AND ALL DIMENSIONS
aRE EXAGGERATED OUT OF PROPORTION

Fig, 58.—Graphical representation of relations in time between p.r.p.,

RESTING TIME, PULSE WIDTH AND DUTY CYCLE.

Duty cycle =* x = *0016.
lO* I

second pulse repeated 800 times per second gives a duty cycle

of *0016 (Fig. 58).

2

Duty cycle = i

8w

2 microseconds

1,250 microseconds
= *0016.

Relation of the Pom^ Constants

It now follows that sinoo _ ..
pJse width

peak power pulse time period

and because— width _ cycle, then P°^^^
pulse tune penod peak power

s= duty cycle and avera^ power =* peak power x duty cycle.

Example. Let the pulse width be 5 microseconds and the
p.r.f . be 500 per second. If the peak power is X5 kW. the duty
cy<^ is *0085 and^the average power is 15,000 x -0025 =
37 ‘5 watts.

CondusioH. This means that a small valve with an output
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rated at about 40 watts can deliver 15 kilowatts for 5 micro-
seconds, 500 times per second. The same valve could deliver

approximately 23'4 kilowatts for a 2-microsecond pulse repeated
^o times per second.

Peak Power, Pulse Width and P.R.F.

High peak power is of comrse desirable to produce a strong

signal at the desired maximum,range. Low average power
offers the advantages of small valves and compact circuits.

A low duty cycle is therefore desirable, consequently, all other

conditions being equal, pulse width is genft'ally kept as small

as possible and the p.r.f. need not be greater than is necessary

to comply with good target definition as specified for the

particular application.

When stable 500-cycle mains are available they are often

employed as a source from which to derive the “ S5mch.,”
thereby conferring on the system a p.r.f. of 500 per second.

Selection of Carrier Frequency

The t5q)e of transmitter to be used for a particular radar
system depends upon selection of the carrier frequency (radio

frequency). Choice of the carrier frequency to be employed
is largely dependent upon the particular radar application.

Long-range warning sets may employ carrier frequencies as

low as 100 microseconds or less, but short-range accurate sets

giving good target definition generally employ micro-waves of

from 10 cm. downwards. One of the principal reasons for this

latter choice is to obtain the high degree of accuracy which is

possible with narrow beams. Note, it is only practicable to

produce very narrow beams with aerials of small overall

dimensions when the frequency approaches the lo-cm. range.

Diqieirsal of Sub-unils

The conditions under which the major functions are per-

formed may involve subdivision of one or more of the main
units. Sub-units may be housed remotely from the main unit,

either by themselves or with some other main unit or its

subdivision.

For example, it may be convenient for technical or other

reasons to house the input and initial stages of the receiver in

close proximity to the aerial, along with the R.F. generator of

the transmitti^r, and it may aJso be desirablte to incorporate^he
final stages of the receiver output in the indicator or display

unit.
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As regards power supply, frequently each, unit is self con-
tained in this respect—^partly to avoid large central power
packs—^but mainly, in the case of remote, detached or sub-
divided units, to avoid long runs of inter-connecting cables

carr5dng high voltage supplies.

In consequence of this, under the terms transmitter, receiver

and indicator, it is usual to include all remote sub-units of each
of the main units. For example, the term transmitter covers
the R.F. generator, together with all the circuits required for

pulsing, controlling and suppl5nng it with power, even though
it rtiay be housed along with, perhaps, the initial stages of the
receiver, near to or as part of the aerial equipment housing.

The Aerial System
'

The aerial system, which includes the functions of radiation

and collection, is treated as a separate unit or units.

The aerial system may be considered to include the trans-

mission line or wave-guide from the transmitter to the aerial

array, the array itself and any transmission line or wave-guide
between the aerial and the receiver not common to the trans-

mitter. In addition to the foregoing, the aerial, considered as

a unit, also includes any switching or protective devices used
in switching over from transmission to reception, together with
devices for beam switching and equipment for transmitting

its bearing relative to the ship’s head at any instant of time.

T.-R. Switch

The parallel problems of (a) avoiding power losses in the

receiving circuits during transmission, and in the transmission

circuits during reception, and (6) protection of the receiver-

during transmission, is sometimes solved by using separate

aerials for transmission and reception. Since this method is

inefficient, uneconomical and bulky, a common aerial is

generally employed, together with some form of electronic

switch which performs functions (a) and (6) quite satisfac-

torily.

The action of the switch is fully described in Chapter XXIV.
It is known as a T.-R. switch and depends for its action upon
the properties of quarter-wave and hcth-wave sections of trans-

mission line or wave-guide when used in conjunction with spark

gaps and/or resonant cavities (see Appendices I, II and III).

Matching

Efficiency of energy transfef from the R.F. generator to the
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aerial, and from the aerial to

the receiver, must be enstcred

by matching throughout.

During transmission the

transmitter is matched to

the transmission line and the
transmission line is matched
to the aerial. For the whole
of this period the receiver

circuits are made to present

an open circuit or very high
impedance to the transmission line. During reception these

conditions are reversed.

T.-R. Switching

The problem of switching is greatly simplified by the fact

that most transmitters have a different impedance when they
are ‘‘ off " to when they are on." Consequently, by properly

matching to the transmission line during the pulsing period,

there will be a mis-match during resting time—^looking into the

transmitter from the aerial. This fact, together with the

action of the T.-R. switch mentioned above, effectively prevents

serious loss of energy in the transmitter circuits during reception.

Types of Aerials and their Applications

The possible types of radiators employed in radar systems
are :

—

{a) The multiple dipole array with untuned reflector.

(6) The dipole with tuned reflectors and directors (Yagi

, array).

{c) The dipole with parabolic reflector for wavelengths of

about 10 cm. (coaxial transmission feeder).

{d) Various arrangements of parabolic reflectors used in

conjunction with wave-guides.

R6FIECT0R

\i
ri

DRIVEN ELEMENT (OIPOLE)

.
DIRECTION or
RRORAOATtOM

60.-

OIRSCrORS

YttUSl AXlUAL.
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Fig. 59 shows a typical multiple dipole array. This type
may be composed of one or more dipoles. It may be adapted
for beam switching (see later paragraph), and can generally be
rotated in either azimuth or elevation or both. Its directivity

depends upon the number and arrangement of the component
dipoles in the array.

Fig. 60 shows a Yagi array. Reflectors and directors pick
up energy from the driven element. They are so spaced and
proportioned that re-radiation takes place in phase with
that of the dipole and the dipole field is reinforced in the for-

ward direction.

Fig. 61 shows a parabolic reflector. This produces a narrow
beam when employed with micro-wavelengths. Many points

of similarity with the reflection of light can be observed. The

COAXIAL LINE

REFLECTOR

REFLECTOR
DISC

DIfOLE
LINE BALANCE CONVERTER

Fig, 61.—Dipole with parabolic reflector.

beam is made narrower by increasing within certain limits the

radius of the reflector relative to the dimensions of the dipole.

R.F. energy is fed to the dipole situated at the focal point of

the paraboloid, and the supplementary reflector, placed about
a quarter of a wave-length in front of the dipole, reflects back
nearly all the energy to the paraboloid from the surface of

which it is radiated as a narrow beam.

Requirements for Radar Aeriab

The requirements for radar aerials are :

—

(«) They must be properly designed for the frequency of

operation.

(6) The impedance of the transmission or feeder S3^tem
must be matched to the aerial ahd transmitter output during

transmission and to aerial and receiver during reception.

(c) Generally the Svei^t of the aerial must be as small as

po^ible, in order that it may be installed and transported easily.
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Fig. 62.—Lobe obtained by plotting signal strength against distances
MEASURED AT ANGLES FROM O® TO 180® ROUND THE AERIAL.

[d) The structure must be strong, mechanically, to withstand
vibration and shock.

{e) Wind resistance must be made as small as possible.

(/) It must be mechanically reliable, capable of rotating in

azimuth or elevation, or both.

On account of these conflicting requirements, the final

mechanical design, obviously, must be a compromise.
The simplest form of aerial for measuring azimuth is one which

produces a single lobe. In this case the aerial is rotated and the

beam scans in azimuth until an echo is received. The position

of the aerial is then adjusted to give maximum signal strength.

In Fig. 62 relative signal strength is plotted against position

of the aerial in respect to a target. The resulting pattern is

shown as a lobe.*** The maximum signal is received when the

axis of the lobe passes through the target.

Fig. 63.—OA—OB IS VERY SMALL. CONSEQUENTLY WITH THE AXIS OT
passing through TARGET I, TARGET 2 WOULD RECEIVE NEARLY AS MUCH
ENERGY AS TARGET I, AND THE ECHOES WOULD BE VERY NEARLY EQUAL
IN AMPLITUDE.

#

The lobe pattern must not be taken as an indica^n of range. Radii
from the centre of the aerial to any poi£t on the lobe boundary bear a fixed

ratio to the radius measured along the axis. Consequently the shape of the

pattern remains constant because the ratios of all radii to the radius nmsured
Idong the axisare constant.
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TARGET e

•TARGET 1

Fig, 64.

—

OA OB IS VERY MUCH GREATER THAN IN FIG. 63, AND TARGET 2
OBWOULD ONLY RECEIVE ENERGY PROPORTIONAL TO RECEIVED BY
OA

TARGET I. The angle Tg, O, Tj is similar to that SHOWN IN FIG. 63.

Beam Switching

When using a single beam, particularly if it is wide,

accuracy of adjustment depends upon the operatoj-*s ability to

distinguish small changes in signal strength for a small degree of

rotation about the point where the axis of the lobe passes

through the target.

Examination of a typical lobe as shown in Fig. 63 discloses

the fact that when the angular width of the lobe is considerable,

as in wide beams, the relative signal strengths at A and B are

very little different. When the beam is narrow as in Fig. 64,

the rate of change of signal strength for the same number of

degrees rotation of the aerial is considerable.

Fig. 65 shows that the variation of signal strength per degree

of rotation of the aerial is greater near the side of any lobe than
near the axis. The greatest rate of change is between the angle

which gives 50 to 85 per cent, of the maximum power (measured

along the axis).

When wide beams are used and precise measurement of

bearing is required, a comparative method based on this fact

is employed in order to determine accurately the bearing upon
which the centre of the aerial faces target.

Fig* 65,—OB IS the PROPORTION OF SIGNAL STRENGTH FOR T, AND T, AS
COMPARED WITH OD^-OB IS AN OPTIMUM CHANGE PER DEGREE.
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POSITION 0

LEFT-

POSITION

RIGHT-

LEFT-

POSITION Z

RIGHT-

OY LEFT* OY RIGHT

OX LEFT
IS LESS THAN
OW RIGHT

OV LEFT
IS GREATER THAN
OZ RIGHT

POSITION Z

TARGET
POSITION 0

POSITION 1

A/OT£ ON POSITION 0
OW IS'GREATER THAN
OY THIS HAS NO
SIGNIFICANCE EXCEPT-
ING TO INDICATE IN

WHICH DIRECTION THE
AERIAL IS OFF TARGET
POSITION O. te TO
THE RIGHT.

THE ABOVE NOTE APFUES
TO OV EXCEPTING THAT
THE AERIAL IS NOW
OFF TARGET POSITION 0
TO THE LEFT OF IT.

Fig, 66.—Graphical comparison of energy received at O when beam
IS SWITCHED to LEFT AND RIGHT OF THE TARGET.

This method (known as beam switching), employs electronic

means for switching or displacing the axis of the beam alter-

natively to right and left of the normal axis, so that if the centre

of the aerial is held fixed to face target, the beam itself sweeps

right and left across the target and a double lobe is produced.*

The success of this device depends upon the fact that the

gignals received during the right displacement are equal in

magnitude to those received durir^ the left displacement only

when the centre of the aerial isf^ng the target. It is important

to realise that when beam switching is employed a maximum
signal is not received when the aerial faces target. The on-target

position is obtained by comparing the magnitudes of the right-

and lefi-hand signals for equality, and not maximum amplitude.

The aerial is rotated until the right- and left-hand sign^ as

displayed on the indicator are equal in heif^t, i.e., in amplitude.

* Beam awitching i» continuous and quite independent of the instantaneous

direction of ih/t aerial, also it is independent of the mechanism iiriiich rotates

die aerial in asimn^
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Fig, 67.—How THE SPACE PATTERN OF AN ARRAY IS MODIFIED BY GROUND
REFLECTIONS.

(a) Aerial elevated, (b) Aerial lowered.

If the centre of the aerial is moved out of line with the target

to face position (i), Fig. 66, the right-hand signal proportional
to OZ approaches zero and the left-hand signal proportional to

OX increases approximately to OV. In this case, in order to

make both signals equal (on-target position) the aerial must be
rotated to the left until its axis OY coincides with the target

as shown in Fig. 66.

Measurement of Elevation and Height

Elevation is expressed as an angle, height as an altitude.

The free space pattern of an array is based on the arrange-

ment of the individual elements of the system. When placed

near the ground, however, this pattern may be considerably

modified by ground reflections (Fig. 67, (a) and (b)).

If the aerial is elevated so that energy does not strike the

earth's surface (Fig. 67 (a) ), the target receives a direct ray
only, and returns an echo in the normal manner.

If the aerial is lowered so that some of the transmitted energy
strikes the earth’s surface, reflection takes place as shown in Fig

67 (b). In this case the target receives energy from two sources,

[a) as a direct ray, and (6) by reflection from the earth’s surface.

$8.—ATbrxiIcaz. avbraob paxtbrn.
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Modification to Free Space Pattern

Clearly the paths of the direct and indirect rays have different

lengths, and therefore, according to the position of the target

relative to the transmitter and to the frequency employed, the

direct waves and indirect waves must meet either in or out
of phase. This means that the free-space lobe pattern is modi-
fied, since, inevitably, there must be areas where the direct and
indirect jays reinforce each other, and also gaps where they
either partially or wholly cancel one another. These conditions

are illustrated in Fig. 68.

Elevation may only be determined directly by using a
vertically narrow beam and tilting the aerial, thus avoiding the

ground wave. When these conditions do not apply, altitude

must be obtained from the known vertical coverage pattern of

the aerial (Fig. 69).

A standard coverage pattern can be obtained by flying an
aeroplane round the aerial at varying heights and plotting the

ranges at which minimum usable signals are received.

Height finding from a coverage diagram is not very reliable,

because a number of planes flying together return a ‘signal

much larger than a single plane. Modifications of this method
have been developed which give much more reliable results.

Tilted aerials measure elevation directly in the same way as

azimuth is measured. This method,when it can be used without
ground reflection, is preferred,

Conkal Scaiming

A form of beam switching known as '' conical scanning

is employed with narrow beams to obtain a high degree of

accuracy in the measurement of elevation. This is dealt with
in a lat^ chapter.
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Fig. 70.—^Typical distribution of receiver circuits for reception
OF U.H.F.

Receivers

A receiver of the superheterodyne pattern is usually

employed in radar receiving circuits. Automatic gain control

and automatic frequency control are frequently incorporated.

Automatic gain control is generally applied to a particular echo
when it is under close observation. Automatic frequency control
is embodied in order to keep the intermediate frequency constant,
by adjusting the frequency of the local oscillator, to compensate
for any change of frequency of the received echo signal.

In U.H.F. practice the R.F, pre-amplifier is omitted when the
” signal to noise ” ratio makes its inclusion not worth while.

In this case the mixer and local oscillator are generally located

as close to the aerial as possible. Usually one or two stages

of the I.F. amplifier are also fitted at this position to act as a
pre-amplifier, so that a received signal of reasonable magnitude
can be passed along the transmission line to the receiver proper.

In the absence of some form of pre-amplification, losses along
the tremsmission line would attenuate the signal so much that
on arrival at the receiver it would cease to be useful.

Part of the receiver output circuit may be located in the
indicator unit, thus the receiver circuits in some S5^tems may
be distributed in such a manner that the receiver—^as a unit

—

cannot be identified (see Fig. 70).

Di^lay Unit

The C,R.T. of the' indicator unit displays the information

and records data in visual form in a manner most suitable to

the particular application and to the observer's requirements.
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TARGET ABOVE
AND TO RIGHT

(c)

Fig. 71.—Types of display.

(a) Type A " display.
(b) Type ** B " display.
(c) Selected range display.

(d) P.P.I. display.

There are therefore many forms in which data can be
displayed, and many types of indicators are available.

All indicator units embody one or more cathode ray tubes,

together- with their associated time base and input circuits. In
general they differ only in regard to time bases and input

arrangements.

Types

Indicators are classified according to the disi^ays they
provide. “A”- and ‘‘B'’-type displays are shown in Fig. 71 (a)

and (b). There are also si^ected range indicators and varioini

other types* including the P.P.I. disiday.
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The “A” display plots signal amplitude against range
(Fig, 71 (a). The ‘‘B” display plots range against azimuth (see

Fig. 71 (b) ). In this case the echo appears as a bright spot
somewhere on the screen. A magnetic tube is usually employed,
and the position of the bright spot is determined by the time
base current flowing through the vertical deflecting coils,

whilst a positioning current is applied to the horizontal coils

by a potentiometer device operated by the rotation of the
aerial. The output of the receiver is applied to the grid or

cathode of the C.R.T. for intensity modulation.*
The “ B ” type of display is generally used when beam

switching is employed. The right- and left-hand signals then
appear on either side of the " Y ” axis taken across the vertical

diameter of the tube. " C ” is a selected range indicator.

The P.P.I. display (Fig. 71 (d) ) has already been outlined.

It presents in polar co-or^nates a map of the area being
scanned by the aerial, the latter occupying the centre of the

screen. The tube, which is usually of the electromagnetic type,

is intensity modulated, with the time base moving radially

outwards from centre to circumference.

Indicator Unit C(m]|K>nents and Sub-functions

The basic components of an indicator unit are :

—

(a) Cathode ray tube.

{b) Time base generator.

(c) Circuits for providing the brightening pulse for the

duration of each swe^.
{d) Calibration ana fixed range mark generator,f
{e) Other circuits, such for example as positioning and

clamping circuits to ensure that the time base s^l always start

Nbte on displays ** B " and " C/* Under the joint action of the time base
voltage or current applied to the "Y " plates and a voltage proportional to the
instantaneous position of the aerial, applied to the X ** plates, the beam at
low intensity scans the entire surface of the C.R.T. screen when the aerial is

revolved. This scanning takes place in darkness until the arrival of an echo.

The received signal after amplification is applied to the grid of the C.R.T.
and intensifies the beam, thereby causing a bright spot to appear on the
screen at a point which represents the range and bearing of the target relative

to the ship^s head. In a ” C* display, when used in an aeroplane, inputs
can also be arranged to show whether the target is above or below the observer.

t Although not strictly included in the basic radar circuit, calibrators are
provided with nearly aU display units. Chapter XV is devoted to calibration,

but in the meantime it is sumcient to state that a calibration generator started
‘ by a Synch, pulse at the same time as the time base generator generates ** pips'*

Which appear on Idle traceat bright spots and thus calibrate the trace, generally

in lengths of a,ooo yds.., to facilitate range measurement by interpolation, or
to dsAok against a transparent scale the accamcy of the time base circuits

(sweep generator).
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and stop at the same positions on the screen, also special forms of

circuits to apply the receiver output in push-puU to the appro-

priate deflecting plates.

Various additions and refinements to the above are added
to suit special applications. Also several methods of data
presentation requiring time bases of varying degrees of com-
plexity may be employed.

It will be appreciated that this chapter is intended merely
to give an outline of the basic radar system. Details of the

functioning of the various units and sub-units are contained in

subsequent chapters, but before dealing further with systems
as a whole, it is first necessary to study the various types of

special circuits used for S5mchronismg, pulse forming and
general control.



CHAPTER VIII

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF PULSING SYSTEMS

This chapter is written as a foreword to the study of the
various special circuits used in radar systems ; many of these
circuits may appear to be alternative methods of performing
the same function, and to a certain extent this is true.

Outputs may be similar, but it will be found, generally, upon
examination that important differences exist in regard to
input conditions, control, loading and accuracy.

Because of the large number of supplementary circuits

which can be added to the basic radar circuits in the way of

refinements and special facilities, the pulsing system for radar
systems can become complex.

The Synchronising Function

The main factor which determines the pulsing system
layout is, however, the source selected for the master control

or synchronising function. It may be chosen from any of

the following alternatives :

—

(a) The A.C. mains supply.

(b) The output from an independent oscillator having very
stable characteristics.

(c) A pulse taken from the transmitter circuit each time
it fires. In this case all the other circuits in the system are

synchronised to the transmitter.

{d) A signal taken from the calibration generator circuit

—

a sub-unit of the display or indicator unit.

(e) A signal taken from the time base generator circuit at

the commencement of each sweep of the time base. In this

case all the other units are synchronised to the time base
generator, i.e., to the commencement of the sweep.

Any one of the above may be selected to perform the syn-
chronising function and to establish the pulse repetition

frequency for the whole system.

If the Synch* pulse is taken from, either of the sources {a)

or (6), it will, in general, be sinusoidal in shape. A Synch,
pulse taken from (c) is) however, likely to be rectangular in

shape, with steep vertical leading edge and a time duration

(width) related directly to that of the R.F. envelope.

IS5 s »
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Poises taken from sources (i) or (e), however, are likely to

be square, but related in time to the sweep time, which is

also the same as the pulse width of the brightening pulse.

All these pulses are quite suitable for performing the purely

synchronising function, but because they all have definite

time duration (width) and, therefore, could exercise a time
duration control, four cases arise :

—

() The time duration control may be undesirable. In this

case the Synch, pulse must act as a “ trigger ” pulse only, the

output from the circuit which it “ triggers ” being determined
by the electrical constants of the triggered circuit itself.

( ) The duration of the S3mch. pulse may be suitable and
desirable, but its magnitude may be too great or too small to

perform the S3mch. function properly.

(c) The duration of the S3mch. pulse may be too short

and/or of unsuitable amplitude.

(d) The duration of the Synch, pulse may be too long and/or

of unsuitable amplitude.

To the above must be added the general case in which the

source must not be overloaded or distorted by the nature of

the load when the shape of the S3mch. pulse is rigorou^y to be
preserved.

Considering the general case first, if the load on the output

of the Synch, source is likely to distort the input or generated

pulse shape, either because of its magnitude or because of its

composition, two courses are open :

—

(a) To generate from the leading edge of the S3mch. pulse

another pulse whose leading edge shall coincide in time with
that of the Synch, pulse itself.

(b) To introduce a buffer stage between the S3mch. source

output and the load (see cathode follower. Chapter XI).

Consideration of the special cases (a) to (d) leads directly

to a distinction between true “ trigger ” pulses and ”
trigger-

timing " or time-control pulses, the latter being capable

of performing a double function.

It is therefore convenient, if not conventional, at this

juncture to think of all such pulses as falling imder the classifi-

cations of Trigger pulses and Trigger-Timing pulses.

The Trigger '* Pulse and Ttigget-'TInar^ Pulse

The " trigger " pulse, as the name imidim, is employed to
start or st<^ some operatian. Itk sharp pointsand exerdsm
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CIRCUITS FOR DERIVING A SHARP PULSE P0RMIN6 ORCUir

CIRCUITS FOR DERIVING
A SQUARE PULSE FROM

SOO'^ INPUT

OUTPUT PULSE FORMED
OF CORRECT WIDTH AND
VOUAGE FOR REQUIRED!

PURPOSE

I I

Ftg, 72.—^Diagram to uxustrate derivation op a pulse of requirbd
WIDTH AND VOLTAGE AT SYNCHRONOUS FRBgUENCY, WHEN A SINUSOIDAL
WAVE OF LONG TIME PERIOD IS USED FOR SYNCHRONISING PURPOSES.

no time duration control over the operation of the circuit to

which it is apph'ed.

The trigger-timing or control pulse is generally flat topp^,
rectangular and with width proportional to some definite

period of time. Such a pulse can be i^ed to start or stop an
operation, by its leading edge, and to stop or start the o^ration
again by its trailing edge. In this case the time interval

between the leading edge and the trailing edge determines the

duration of the effect which the pulse exercises upon the circuit

to which it is applied.

Both trigger and trigger-timii^ pulses have steep vertical

leading ^es. If is the leading ^e that performs the Synch.

fimcUm in the naforiiy of cases ; delay circmts excepted.

Thus when a Synch, pulse tal^ hum some Simch. source is
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unsuitable in duration (width) or amj^tude, a new and more
suitable pulse must be developed from its leading edge. Since

the new pulse can be developed almost instantaneously, for all

practical purposes the leading edge of the new pulse coincides

with that of the Synch, pulse from which it is developed—^the

time lapse is negligible.

If the Synch, pulse in cases (a) and (b) is sinusoidal, the

wave is rectified in a half-wave rectifier and the half cycle thus
obtained is then roughly squared possibly by an operation of

amplitude limiting. If necessary, the semi-square pulse thus
obtained may be further squared by a succeeding circuit.

If this pulse has been derived from, say, 500-cycle A.C. mains,
it will be very wide and its time period will be T^^^^^jth second
or 2,000 microseconds.

If, for example, a trigger pulse only is required, it cp.n be
developed from the leading edge of this long square pulse by a
process of differentiation (see Chapter IX), and amplified, if

necessary, after this operation has been performed.

If, on the other hand, a trigger-time control pulse is required

of, say, 2 microseconds, the long square Synch, pulse may
first be differentiated as above and the sharp-peaked pulse

resulting from this operation is then used as a trigger pulse to

start up or fire a generator, tjie output of which is a pulse of

2 microseconds, at the required amplitude. The output of this

generator is determined by the electrical constants of the

generator circuit. Both these operations are shown in diagram-
matic form in Fig. 72.

If the pulse taken from
TRANSMITTER the Syuch. source is rect-

RECEIVER

73.—IU.CSTRATING A CASE IN
WHICH THE SYSTEM IS SYNCHRO-
NISED BY A PUIBE FROM THE

angular, the leading edge of

this pulse may be differen-

tiated for a trigger pulse,

and this may subsequently
be used to fire a generator,

the output of which may
be another square pulse of

different magnitude or am-
plitude, or both, as in the
last case. The trigger pulse

may, however, be used
TRANSMITTER. AN OUTPUT PULSE
BEING TAKEN TO THE RECEIVER TO
RENDER IT INOPERATIVE DURING THE
PERIOD OF TRANSMISSION.

equally well to fire a
generator having a sawtooth
or trapezoidal output, since
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the shape of the output is detennined entirely by the con-
stants of the generator.

The Synch, pulse might equally well be a sawtooth or a
trapezoidal wave. In either case a new pulse must generally

be developed from the leading edge of the Synch, pulse, and
in the case of the sawtooth wave this can also be performed
by two consecutive operations.

When a sawtooth wave is applied to a differentiating circuit

(see Chapter IX) it can be shown that the output is a square
wave.

If a trigger pulse is now required, the square wave obtained
by the first process of differentiation is differentiated again,

and a sharp peaked pulse is developed from its leading edge
to coincide in time (for all practical purposes) with the

leading edge of the original Synch, pulse.

If a trigger-timing pulse of the same duration as the sawtooth
wave is required, the square wave obtained from the first

differentiation can be used
;

or if of insufficient amplitude,

it can be amplified and trimmed up.

Alternatively, if this square wave obtained by the first

operation is not of the required duration, a new pulse of

the right amplitude and duration is generated by the follow-

ing sequence
:

(i) differentiation of the sawtooth wave to

produce a square wave
; (2) differentiation of the square wave

to produce a sharp peaked wave
; (3) application of the trigger

pulse thus obtained to fire a generator arranged to give the

required trigger-timing pulse.

Differentiation of a trapezoidal wave produces a sharp

peaked pulse for the vertical part of the wave positive

going and another peak at the end of the sawtooth part of the

trapezoid which would be negative going.

This introduces the question of polarity of S3mch. pulses in

general.

Polarity of Pulses

The required polarity of a pulse depends upon the input

conditions of the circuit to which it is to be applied. For
example, a trigger pulse is sometimes required to raise the grid

of a valve to a conducting potential, at other times it is required

to depress the grid towards cut off.

When a Synch, pulse is of the right shape and amplitude,

but of the wrong polarity, it can be inverted. This however
involves an additional operation which may be avoided perhaps

by modifying the layout of the pulsing system as a whole.
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cmcurr for deriving

SQUARE PULSE
Cn^UIT FOR DERIVING
POINTED PEAKY PULSE

PULSE FORMING
CIRCUIT FOR^ OUTPUT

SYNC..
INPUT

A B1
^ ^

1

SHARP POINTED
PEAKY PULSE
AS SYNC. TO D

TIME DELAY CIRCUIT.
LET IT BE ARRANGED IN
THIS CASE FOR S
MICROSECONDS

ciRcurr FOR deriving
SHARP POINTED PEAKY
PULSE FROM FALLING
EDGE OF SQUARE DELAY

PULSE FROM D

hHD

PULSE FORMING
CIRCUn* FOR

OUTPUT©WHICH
IS DELAYED 5
MICROSECONDS

behind 0

SYNC, INPUT

SQUARE SYNC.
OUTPUT FROM A

OUTPUT FROM B
DERIVED FROM
OUTPUT FROM A

OUTPUT FROM O

OUTPUT FROM E
DERIVED FROM D

OUTPUT FROM F
DELAYED 5
MICROSECONDS

BEHIND
OUTPUT FROM C TIME

Fig, 74.—Illustrating use of square pulse as a measure of time delay*
Output a from D E F^s delayed 5 microseconds behind Output i.

Layout of Putting Systm
The layout of a pulsing system is determined primarily

by the source from which the Sjmch. pulse is taken, and
thjbs in turn is determined by other considerations. The
source having been decided by the type and arrangemait of

the major units to be employed, the number and variety of

functions to be performed is the next important factor. Ihis

will determine the number of Synch, pulses (trii^er and trigger*

timing) required, their magnitude, and in the ktter case ^eir
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duration. With this information, a pulsing system can be
laid out to provide the necessary pulses, having due regard to
their shape, ma^itude and polarity, and utilising the' fewest

number of circuits consistent with efficiency and reliability.

Time Delay

In radar systems it is often essential to bring some particular

circuit into operation at some time intermediate between
successive S5mch. pulses. This means that the commencing
operation of this particular circuit must be delayed in time

relative to each synchronising pulse and therefore to the oper-

ation of all other units in the system.

In order to accomplish this, a rectangular pulse suitably

dimensioned in width {time) is generated such that the leading

edge of the generated pulse coincides with the leading edge of

the Synch, pulse, and the time interval or width between the

leading and trailing edges of the rectangular pulse is made
equal to the required time delay.

The rectangular pulse is now operated upon. Its leading

edge is ignored but a sharp-pointed pulse is developed from
the trailing edge and to coincide with it in time. The sharp-

pointed pulse developed from the trailing edge of the rectangular

delay pulse is now used to trigger the d^yed circuit, which

comes into operation at the required time interval after each

successive Synch, pulse (see Fig. 74).



CHAPTER IX

VOLTAGE DIVIDERS

PROPERTIES OF R.C. AND L/R CIRCUITS, INCLUDING
DIFFERENTIATION AND THE DIFFERENTIATOR AMPLIFIER

It is convenient to examine the properties of R.C. and L/R
circuits, as applied to radar, from three different angles :

—

(1) Voltage division.

(2) Phase-shifting properties.

(3) Differentiating action.

Any R.C. or L/R circuit may be viewed from any one of the
above angles, the results obtained in each case depending upon
the applied frequency and the proportions of capacity and
resistance, or inductance and resistance in the circuit.

In radar, pulses of many different and complex shapes are

used, particularly square, sawtooth and peaked, and since

these phlses may be regarded as parts of waves, all of which
repeat themselves at definite time intervals, they must there-

fore be composed of sine waves of different frequencies and
amplitudes added together, as shown in Fig. 17, p. 42.

If a circuit is to pass a non-sinusoidal pulse without changing
its shape, it must pass all component frequencies without
shifting their relative phases and without changing any of their

amplitudes.

The perpendicular front, which occurs with a perfectly

square pulse, is composed of a fundamental and an infinite

number of frequencies. In theory therefore it is impossible to

pass a pulse of this form without some distortion.

Nevertheless circuits can be designed with an even response
from a few cycles to several megacycles. Such a circuit will

pass a square pulse with very little distortion. While the
leading and falling edges of the pulse are always slightly sloped
or rounded (thereby indicating some time of rise and fall),

this rise and fall time can be made very small .
Consequently when analysing the R.C. and L/R pulse

A wave with perfectly square corners cannot exist since an instantaneous
change of 90^ implies an infinitely great rate of change which may only be
approximated.

ZS3
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circuits used in radar it is

usually convenient to con-

sider voltage distribution

and phase relations.

Pulse - coupling circuits

are generally composed of

resistance, or combinations

of resistance, and capacity,

or elements, resistance and
inductance in series, conse- (a) (b)^

quently it is essential to Fig. 75.—Voltage dividers or

have a clear understanding potentiometers.

as to how such circuits
j

function und^r each of the As in (a) but loaded,

three headings given above,

in order that the factors which control the fidelity or distor-

tion of the output in relation to the input may be suitably

proportioned to reproduce at the output fidelity or distortion

of the input at will.

Voltage Dividers, D.C. and A.C.

In the case of the D.C. fixed potentiometers shown in

Fig. 75 (a),

^

E = Ej^ -j~ E2 = “b IR2

Ei = E
Rjl + R2

and Eo
Ri -f- R2.

A

D

Fig, 76.—Voltage distribution in

RESISTANCE NETWORKS OF POTENTIAL
DIVIDERS.

In Fig. 75 (a) the current

through the chain ABC is

25 mA., and

Voltage across AB = 75 volts

„ „ BC = 25 volts.

If a load requiring 5 mA.
is placed across BC, the

voltage distribution alters

(Fig 75 (b) ).

Voltage across AB = 8o volts

approx.

Voltage across BC = 20 volts

approx.
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In Fig, 76 :

—

„ 50 k. X 50 k.

^~5ok. + 5ok.“

+ Rbc = 25 k- + 50 k. =
ask.

75 k,

^ ^ 75 k. X 150 k.
(Rcd + Rbd) = Rbd - 73 k. + 150 k.

=
Total resistance AD = 50 k. + 50 k. = 100 k. «

[AB + (Rcd + Rbd) ]

Total current = 3 mA,
The voltage distribution is therefore :

—

Across AB = 3 mA. x 50 k. = 150 volts.

BC = (3 mA. — I mA.) 50 k. = 100 volts.

CD = 300 V. — (150 V. + 100 V.) = 50 volts.

Pig, —Voltage dwteieution in resistance, capacity, iwdcctahce
^ and mixed porms of voltage dividers.
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The current distribution is :

—

ThroughAB = 3 mA.
„ Ri = I mA.
„ BC = (3 mA. — I mA.) = 2 mA.
„ R, = I mA.
„ BD = I mA.

A.C. Voltage Dividen

In an A.C. circuit, voltage division can be effected by any
of the following arrangements (Fig. 77 (1-7) ). The voltage
ratios are given for each combination, but these are only
accurate when the load impedance is large. The input is

assumed to be a pure sine wave.
It will be noted that circuits i, 2 and 3 may be classed as

simple A.C. dividers. One type of component only is used
in each circuit, consequently voltage division can be obtained
without phase shift between either of the outputs. Circuits 4,

5, 6 and 7 are complex. It is possible with these circuits to

vary the voltage division and at the same time obtain a phase
shift. .

The magnitude of the output in all cases is proportional to

the ratio of the impedance across which the output is taken to

the total impedance of the dividing circuit.

Phase-shifting Properties

Series circuits containing capacity and resistance and/or

inductance can be employed as phase-shifting devices when
contingent effects of voltage division are of minor importance.

Phase-shifting Properties of R.C. and L/R Circuits

The phase-shifting performance of such circuits can be
calculated to give tolerable accuracy, but when precise measure-

ment is required other means must be adopted.

When the input is a pulse or part of a wave which repeats

itself at definite time intervals, the times at which the condenser

must charge and discharge are determined by the time period

for one half cycle—^in other words, by the frequency of the

input. Consequently the time constant for any given circuit,

as determined by its C.R.* or L/R components, may be shorter,

or longer, or of equal value to the time period of the frequency

of the input.

The ratio of the Ume constant of the circuit to the titne feriod

of the input has important effects upon the output.
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Ep * IR NEARLY IN PHASE
WITH E (LEADING).

Ec IS 90 OUT OF PHASE
WITH Ep & THEREFORE
NEARLY^ 90* OUT OF
PHASE WITH E.

(a) (b)

R IS SMALL CX^MPAREO
WITH Xq

.

Er m IR NEARLY 90® OUT
OF PHASE WITH E

" (LEADING).

tC nearly in PHASE
WITH E BUT AS IN ALL

CASES 90® OUT OF PHASE
WITH Ep.

(C)

Ftg . 78.—Values and phases of component e.m.f. in a simple resistance
CAPACITY POTENTIAL DIVIDER.

(a) E resolved into component vectors. Eo lagging and E^ leading.
(b) R large and Xc small.

(c) Xc large and R small.

When the voltage input is a pure sine wave, the ratio time
constant/time period affects the amplitude, and phase of the

voltage output. Since, however, there is only one frequency
involved, viz., the fundamental frequency, the voltage output
waveform is not changed. In this case it is another sine wave of

smaller amplitude, ^splaced in phase from the input by
some angle, determined by the relative values of the com-
ponents, the component across which the output is taken and
the frequency of the input.

The paragraphs which immediately follow are therefore

devoted to the effects on the phase and amplitude of the output
voltage wave when a pure sine wave of voltage is applied as an
input to R.C. and L/R circuits.

Phase Shift in Resistance Capacity Series Circuits

When resistance and capacity are in series with an A.C.
‘ voltage, having the form of a pure sine wave, the voltage drop
across Ris in phase with the current I.

The voltage across the condenser is, however, 90° out of

phase with the voltage across R.
The phase of the current flowing through R is dependent

upon the values of the resistance (R) and capacity reactance (XJ
combined to form the total impedance Z.
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In such a circuit there are therefore three e.m.f.s to consider,

viz. :

—

E the applied e.m.f.

Er = IR, and bearing the same phase relation to E as the

phase of I does to E, viz. {6
— tan“^ euCR), and

TT

Ee which is related in phase to E by the angle 6, tan~^ a>CR
2

This can be shown graphically, as in Fig. 78 (a).

Vector E is the vector sum of Er and E^.

„ Er == IR with a phase angle to E of 0 == tan~^ wCR.
„ Eo with a phase lagging Er by 90°.

d is determined by the ratio of R to ^ ; therefore, if R is

made large relative to X^, the current will be nearly in phase
with E and Er will also have a similar phase relationship. See

Fig. 78 (b).

Conversely, if R is made small as compared with the

phase difference between E and I will be large, and conse-

quently the phase difference between Er and E will be large

and the phase of E^. will approach E, see Fig. 78 (c).

In both cases E<. must be 90° out of phase with Er. The
phase relation of Eg to E depends upon the phase angle between
E and Er, Consequently when X^ is large compared with R,

Eo is nearly in phase with E ;
conversely, when X^ is small

compared with R, E^ swings further out of phase with E.

W^en inductance and resistance are in series, the current

coL
flowing lags the applied voltage E by 0 = tan~^

The drop across the resistance R is in phase with this current,

therefore the IR drop Er lags E by the angle 0 .

The voltage across the inductance El leads Er by 90°, and
E is the vector sum of Er and El, see Fig. 80 (a).

If R is small compared with Xl the current through R will

lag E nearly 90° and Er will lag E by a corresponding amount.

El, however, will approach E, so that if Er is nearly 90° lagging

E, then El will be almost in phase with E, see Fig. 80 (b).

If R is large relative to Xl, the phase of Er approaches E
more nearly and El leads E by an angle approaching 90®,

see Fig. 80 (c).

Sonitnary and Condusions

Analysis of Fig. 78 (a), (b) and (c) yields the foUowing

results :

—
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& 4

T l'°g”

+ ioo\tf—rvi—sj—

(i) When the input voltage

is a pure sine wave, the output
4

, ''ix voltag^e taken arross either

®/ component can be changed m
/ amplitude and phase, but not

in shape.

I
(2) If E is a pure sine wave,

~j Er and E^ are both pure sine

!
waves displaced in phase.

1

iss*

k " "

[ "1 relative to E by angles the

j\ vector sum of which is con-
! -Jr stant. Qo®.

The respective angular dis-

. tive to E are determined by
^ j

the values and R.
•• SO V. - ' -

c y !

(3) Since Xj varies in-

1

—
i

r— directly with frequency, an

^ j j
increase of frequency applied

l\* : to a circuit haviner fixed

! ! <\ ' values of C and R causes the

1 1 1 x. i output across R to increase

-esv. < '— ^ magnitude and the phase

PH' 79-—^Vector diagrah akd approach nearer to
CURVES OF VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION £. Parallel wlth this the out-
ACROSS CAPACITY AND RESISTANCE ^CrOSS C=E^ HilTnTlighf.g
““*

in amplitude and its phase
displacement from £ increases, maintaining the vector sum of

and Er equal to 90® (see Fig. 78).

(4} If the frequency is fixed and the values of C or R are

varied, the results are as shovm in the vector diagrams. Fig. 78.

Fig. 79 shows the amplitudes and phases of Er and £e relative

to a sine wave input E when the frequency is 1,000 cycles and
a resistance of 10 k. is in series with a capacity of O'l mfd.
The time constant is 1,000 microseconds and the time period

of the applied frequency is i/ioooth sec.*

(a) £r has smaller amplitude than £ and leads E by 58®

(approx.).

^) £« is nearly equal to £ in amplitude.

(c) Ee lags E by about 32®.

(d) The vector sum Er and Ee equals 90®.

>Xhen the phase shift of Er is such that it approaches very
* R.C. time oonataot m xo* x xo*** xo* mtoe-^edMide.
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I LAGS E BY THE ANGLE
tan

Er
El

El

LAGS E BY^
IS ALWAYS 90* OUT
OF PHASE WITH Ep

(LEADING),

LEADS E BY THE ANGLE
90*-^

R IS SMALL COMPARED
WITH Xl.

I LAGS NEARLY 90*.

Ep * IR S^GS NEARLY
90®.

El. IS ALWAYS 90® AHEAD
OF Ep.

El is .% NEARLY IN PHASE
WITH E.

n 19 compared
WITH Xl,

I IS NEARLY IN PHASE
WITH E.

Ep« IR IS NEARLY IN
PHASE WITH E,

^L whjch must always
.
LEAD Ep BY 90® IS

•• NEARLY 90* OUT OF
PHASE (LEADING) WITH ^

• <a) (b) (c)

F%g , 80.—Values and phases of component e.m.f, in a simple
RESISTANCE POTENTIOMETER.

(a) E resolved into vectors Ej leading and E* lagging, (b) R small and Xl
large, (c) R large, Xx, small.

nearly to 90°, the output taken across R will be the cosine wave
(approx.). Similarly when a sine wave of voltage is applied

to a series R.C. circuit, the time constant of which can be
varied in relation to the time period of the applied frequency,

the voltage output taken across R is also a sine wave pro-

portional to the rate of change, of the input voltage across R
but shifted in phase relative to the input. This result is

similar to the results obtained by the mathematical process

of differentiation. A series R.C. circuit having a time constant

that is short compared with the time period of the applied

frequency is termed a differentiating circuit, and the output

is said to be the differentiation of the input.

L/R Circuit

When an L/R circuit is employed the differentiated output is

taken across L. Reference to Fig. 80 shows that an increase in

applied frequency causes I to lag E by a greater amount, and
to decrease in magnitude, wherefore El, which leads I by 90°,

comes further into phase withE but is still leading relative to E'.

The voltage across L is, therefore, proportional to the rate of

change of the input voltaTO.
When the input to an R.C. circuit is non--sinusoidal, such,

for eywiyiplft
,
as a square,* sawtooth or peaked wave, there are

t * SametiineB termed a voltage st^.

FA IE
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Other frequencies present besides the fundamental ;
conse-

quently, any phase-shifting action which is applied to the

fundamental frequency is ^so applied to the harmonics, but

in a greater or less degree than to the fundamental according to

their relative frequencies. Since the phase shift applied to

a harmonic is proportional to its frequency, all the harmonics

must be shifted in phase relative to the fundamental, and
conditions for distortion will be present.

Thus, the time constant of a circuit must be long compared
with the time period of the applied frequency if a non-

sinusoidal wave is to be passed without serious alteration in

shape, i.e., if it is not to be differentiated. If the voltage wave
input is differentiated, the shape of the output voltage wave is

changed.* Thus distortion to shape by differentiation can

be caused and controlled by using a short time constant,

the ratio of which to the time period of the applied frequency

will determine the amoimt of ^stortion introduced and there-

fore the shape of the output wave.

DIFFERENTIATION
Before examining differentiating circuits, it is desirable to

analyse the distribution of voltages and currents in R.C. and
L/R circuits.

This examination is facilitated by assuming that the circuit

is connected and disconnected from a D.C. source by switches.

Both switching on and switching off times are in this way under
control of the respective switches, thereby avoiding any complica-

tions due to the ratio time constantjtime period.

In making an analysis, where the inputs are non-sinusoidal,

A.C. technique does not apply ; it wiU be noticed also that

the conditions are such that it is the transients caused by the

sudden switching on and switching off of the D.C. supply that are

^ .
under examination, and that

'

j I

' it is these transients which
-g r* {

gs produce an effect similar to

Eg i X a square wave input.

* g' i T^en a condenser is

i i connected to a source of

i T constant e.m.f. and the cir-

cuit contains resistance, the

sisTAKCB SERIES CIRCUIT. taneously acquire a p.d.
* This must follow since the output waveform reflects the rate of change of

the input wave.
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CHARGE DISCHARGE

Fig. 82.—Charge and discharge of an r.c. circuit (sj open).

equa,! to that of the charging source. At the instant the e.m.f.

is applied there is no charge in the condenser and, therefore,

no p.d. across it at all. By Kirchoff's second law a drop must
appear somewhere in the circuit equal to the charging voltage.

This can only take place at the instant in question across the

resistance, consequently at the instant the charging switch Sj

is closed, see Fig. 81, the charging voltage Eg appears in full

g
across R and a current ^ conunences to flow.

Xv

As the charge Q in the condenser grows a back e.m.f.,

Ee = grows with it. This growing back ejn.f. (£*) opposes

the applied e'.m.f. (Eb), consequently the charging current

decays and the charge Q grows less quickly. The voltage (E*)

across the condenser thus grows towards the value of E^ in an
exponential manner.

In fact, it can be shown that E,, = ^ (i — e - SJ)

where e = the basis of the Naperian logarithm (a-yiS) and
t is time in s^onds*.

Now the value of the constants R and C must obviously

determine the charging time t. ‘C determines the magnitude
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of the charge Q required to make = Eb, and R determines

Q . . Eb— E.
the instantaneous charging current p which is —g—

.

Therefore, C is proportional to t, and because I is inversely

proportional, R must also be proportional to t.

In the equation E^ == Eg (i — e“ ii) we can put t = R X C,

therefore £<.=£3(1 — c )

= EB(l-e-i)

= -632 Eg.

This means that in any series R.C. circuit E„ will reach 63*2

per cent, of Eg in RC seconds where R is in ohms and C in farads,

Q growing proportionally.

At the moment the charging current commences to flow
£«

through the resistance, it is at maximum = •g-, and because

it then decreases exponentially, Q (and therefore E^) must rise

exponentially in order that Kirchoff’s law may be satisfied.

Thus at the end of RC seconds, when E^ and Q have reached

63-2 per cent, of their full value (= Eg), the current through R
'C'

must have fallen to 36*8 per cent, of its original value,

and the drop across R is 36*8 per cent, of Eg in RC seconds

after the application of Eg.

Thus at time RC seconds after commencement of the

charging operation, Kirchoff's law is satisfied because

Eg= 100

Ec = 63-2 lagging Eg 90®,

Er == 36-8 in phase with I.

100*0 100*0

Voltage waveforms and ph^es are shown in Figs. 82 and 84.

The product of R x C where R is in ohms and C in farads is

the time constant of the circuit (in seconds) and represents the

time required to charge the condenser to 63*2 per cent, of an
ap^ied voltage Eg.*

* If C is in Bttefoiarads and R is in obma, the RC time eonstant is mven in

mkioeeconds. If R is in megohms and C in mictofatads, the RC time
eonstant is in seconds,
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Theoretically the condenser can never be really charged to

the full applied voltage Eb but for all practical purposes at

time (RC seconds X 10) the difference between the condenser
charge and the applied voltage is so small that it can be
disregarded, wherefore 10 RC seconds may be regarded as

the time required for the condenser to charge fully.

Discharge Conditions

At the instant that discharge commences, — = Eg and

at any time t therefore, Ec = Eg (c — rc),

E.-E.(i)

— ‘368 Eg.

This means that in RC seconds after discharge commences the

voltage (Ej) across the condenser falls to 36-8 per cent, of the

voltage wMch appeared across it when fully charged (Eg).

Since this is the only e.m.f. in the circuit during discharge this

will also be the drop across R, wherefore the current at this

. . ^ /r • 36-8 per cent, of Eb
mstant of tune (RC) is -—-—g K
The RC time constant during chaige represents the time

required for the condenser to charge to 63*2 per cent, of E^.
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In this case the times for commencing the charge and discharge and the
duration of each operation are controlled by switches, charging being per-
formed from a D.C. source.

Note, (a) The heavy curve reflects the shape of the voltage wave taken
across the condenser. It is a back-to-back exponential curve or sawtooth.
(b) The fainter line reflects the shape of the voltage wave output across R.
It has a sharp positive going peak and a sharp negative going peak, very
suitable in shape for pur^ trigger pulses, since the time duration of the peak
is indeterminate.

At discharge this constant represents the time required for the
condenser voltage to fall to 36-8 per cent. (see Fig. 84).

Universal RX. Graph

Fig. 83 is a graph of the voltage rise or fall across condenser
and resistance in a series R.C. circuit.

The time scale is graduated in RC seconds and the voltage

scale is graduated in percentages of full voltage (Eg).

If the time constant and the initial or final voltage for a
circuit is known, the voltage across the components of the
circuit can be obtained from curves A or B for any time after

the switch is closed for charge or discharge.

Example of Use, The condenser in an R.C. circuit must
charge tq Jth of the charging voltage (Eb) in 100 microseconds.
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A resistance of lo k. is to be used. Find the capacity of the
condenser required.

From curve A it is seen that the RC time necessary to give

Jth or 20 per cent, of Eb is 0-22 RC.
In the example the charge must reach 20 per cent, of Eg in

100 microseconds, therefore 100 microseconds must be put
proportionate to 0-22 RC seconds and the full RC time for

the circuit is therefore = 455 microseconds.
0 *22

Thus C X R for this circuit = 455 x io~* seconds.

nr r - 455
R (in ohms)

= 0-0455 microfarads.

Waveform Graph of Charge and Discharge

Fig. 84 is similar to Fig. 83 but shows the conditions at

discharge plotted as an extension to the charge. Hence the

complete voltage waveforms taken across C and R respectively

are revealed.

L/R CIRCUITS

Inductance in Series with Resistance

Inductance can be used in conjunction with resistance to

produce effects similar to those of an R.C. combination. There
are, however, important differences which determine the con-

ditions under which one or the other is employed.

Analysis of the R.C. circuit showed that the output voltage

across the resistance is the IR drop due to the condenser

charging current.

In an L/R circuit the current changes

due to variations in voltage input and
causes proportional changes in voltage

across the inductance. The output from
an L/R circuit is, therefore, taken across

L. The difference in action between

R.C. and L/R circuits may be stated as

follows :

—

(«) A constant current flowing into a
condenser causes the voUe^e across it to

rise at a constant rate.

(6) A constant voUage applied across

an inductance causics the current flowing

through it to rise at a constant rate.

OPENS AT X AT SAME
INSTANT AS CLOSES AT V

85.—Distribution
OP E.M.F. ACROSS RE-
SISTANCE AND INDUCT-
ANCE IN SERIES L/R
ClRCXjn,
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From (6) then, it is clear that in an L/R<circuit it is the changes
of current through the inductance for each change of input

voltage that is important i.e,, rate of change II oc rate of change
V input.

(1) When the switch (Fig. 85) is closed at T = 0 there will

be no instantaneous flow of current. There is, therefore, no
drop across R and the full value of Eg appears across

(Kirchoff's law).

(2) Current now rises through the circuit at the rate which
will produce ultimately a counter e.m.f. in L equal to Eb-

(3) When this current (2) begins to flow a voltage drop
occurs across R = IR, therefore El must decrease so that the

sum of the vectors El and Er is equal to Er (Kirchoff's law).

(4) The current continues to grow, but at a reduced rate,

and this sequence goes on progressively until I reaches the

final value

(5) During this period of current growth the voltage across

R rises exponentially. I increases in like manner.
The relationship in time of I to Eb, R and L is :

—

86,*—Output across r an© l at ” switch on and '* switch off ”

FOR A SBRIBS L/R CIRCUIT.
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(2) Putting t = L/R,
the above reduces to :

—

2718

This means that in L/R seconds I rises to a value of 63-2 per
Eo

cent, of its ^ value.

Therefore in L/R seconds Er will be 63-2 per cent, of Eg,

El „ „ 36*8 per cent, of Eg.
Increasing L increases the time constant because I requires

a longer time to rise.

E
Increasing R decreases the time constant because ~ is a

K.

smaller maximum value for I to attain.

It may be assumed for all

practical purposes that in

L/R X 10 seconds the current

has reached its ^ value.
R

If the input voltage is now
reduced instantly to zero, the

Er
current will not imme-

diately change, since L
generates an instantaneous

e.m.f. = Eg (Lenz's law).

The current will, therefore,

fall exponentially and will be

Er
36;8 per cent. ^ in L/R

seconds after the input vol-

tage has been made zero.

The vector relations and
phase differences between Er,
El and E, are shown in Fig.

80 (a), (b) and (c). The out-

put wavefqjrms are shown
graphically in Fig. 86.

Ftg. 87.—Rate of charge op poten-
tial OR component e.m.f. across
RESISTANCE OR INDUCTANCE IN AN

2
R.C, SERIES CIRCUIT WHERE - « R.C.

T
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Square Wave Itqwts. Analysis when Time Constant = Time Period

If the square wave shown in Fig. 87 is applied as an input

to the circuit shown in Fig. 79, the output waveforms of voltage

across Er and Ej will also be as shown. The frequency of the

square wave is 1,000 cycles per second.

The time constant of the circuit is assumed equal to the time
period of the input and some distortion therefore occurs,

because all the harmonics that matter of the square wave are

not shifted in phase by the same amount as that of the

fundamental frequency.

The square wave output taken across Er varies about an
average value of zero, and the leading edge of the positive-

going pulse rises to 125 volts (25 volts above E). In 500 micro-

seconds (the time between the leading and falling edges),

the voltage drops 50 volts, so that the trailing edge is at

-|- 75 volts at the moment when it commences to fall. Similar

conditions are exhibited by the negative-going half cycle, the

negative signs taking the place of the positive signs but the

values corresponding.

When Er is at + 125 volts, E^ is at — 25 volts. Also E^
has risen 50 volts to -f- 25 volts when the trailing edge has
fallen below the leading edge by the same amount.
Thus the sum of the vectors for E^ and Er, taken at any

instant of time is equal to E.

At time T = o, when the leading edge of the positive pulse

is at -f- 125 volts and the value E^ is — 25 the charge on C
is of such polarity that the resulting e.m.f. E^ reinforces The
condenser discharges from — 25 volts during the time interval

between the leading and trailing edges and becomes charged

to -{- 25 volts in time to reinforce E, again as the negative-going

half cycle as the trailing edge begins to fall.

Analysis for Square Wave Input when Time Constant/Time Period
Ratios (a) Long, (b) 9aort

Referring to Fig. 88, if the frequency of the input is constant,

a long time constant will give outputs E^ and Er as shown in
" a.” A short time constant will cause the output pulses to

take the forms shown in " b.”

A detailed comparison should now be made of the results

shown in Fig. 88, comparing conditions “ a " with conditions

"b.”
The uqrats applied to " a " and “ b " are identical. " a

”
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TIME CONSTANT LONG AS COMPARED TIME CONSTANT VERY SHORT AS
WITH PERIOD WHERE APPLIED VOLTS COMPARED WITH PERIOD WHERE

DO NOT CHANGE ‘X* NO VOLTAGE CHANGE TAKES
PLACE ’X*

(a) (b)

88.—Comparison of output waveforms for circuits having
(a) LONG AND (b) short TIME CONSTANTS COMPARED TO TIME

period of the input.

has a time constant much longer than the time period of the

input rectangular pulse. The time constant for b " is much
shorter than* the time period for a similar input. Supposing

the input frequency to be say 1,000 cycles per second, its time

period is —-— second = 1,000 microseconds. The time
^ 1,000

constant to give output a might, therefore, be about

5,000 microseconds. The time constant for b to give the

b '' output would be of the order of about 50 microseconds.

It is not, therefore, the length of the time constant itself

that makes it a long or short time constant ;
its classification

is determined by the length of the time constant of the circuit

relative to the time period of the input, e.g., in the above case

5,000 microseconds is a long time constant -for an applied

frequency of 1,000 cycles per second. (Time period
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second = i,ooo microseconds.) It would, however, be short

for an input frequency of say 100,000 cycles per second.

Analysis of the residts in ” a ” and ” b,” Fig. 88, shows :

—

(a) Long R.C. Time Constant.

During the first few cycles of the input (not shown) an
average value for the charge Q has been established. This

follows from inspection of the curve for which shows

varying about an average value of 5. Since E^ = and

since C is a constant, Q must also have been established at some
average value in order that E^ may vary about it in the manner
shown.
The maximum value of C, although not small, is generally

limited by other considerations, wherefore in order that the

product RC shall be sufficiently large, R must also have a
fairly large value. Thus during the first few cycles and prior

to the establishment of an average value for Q, the increments

contributed towards this average value at each rise of the

input voltage, by the current flowing into the condenser for

the time marked " X ” Fig. 88, are comparatively small, and
a comparatively large condenser is therefore only partially

charged by each cycle.

For similar reasonsthe reverse current flowing at the discharge

during X® (see Fig. 88) is unable fully to reduce Q to zero.

Consequently Q builds up over a number of cycles until it

reaches a stable value determined by C and R.
When a stable state is established, each subsequent rise and fall

of the input voltage causes charging and discharging currents to

flow proportional to the rate of change of the input voltage. Er
will, therefore, follow these changes and the input wave will be
reproduced with reasonable fidelity across R. The voltage out-

put is therefore proportional to the rate of change of the voltage

input. In other words, where = voltage output

and Vj = voltage input.

The condenser commences to charge when Er is at its

maximum value. Er falling to zero as Q, and therefore E^,

simultaneously reach their maxima. Er and E, are 90° out
of phase but their vectw sum at any instant = Er which satis-

fies Kirchofi's law.

Thus the general conditions for passii^ an undistmted pulse
from input to output of an R.C. coupling requite a Icmg RC
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time constant, so that the condenser charge Q can attain an
average value and vary as little as possible with changes of the
input voltages.

(b) Short lime Constant

In the case of " b," the time constant is short (one-tenth of the
time period of the input), consequently C and R must be small

;

this means that the comparatively large current flowing into the
smaller condenser at each rise of the input voltage charges the
condenser exponentially well within the time limit set by YZ.

If the time constant of the circuit is very short, relative to
the time period of the input wave, the condenser may charge
long before the end of the periodYZ is reached, but in any case
as long as the charge is completed within the time YZ, conditions

will be as follows :

—

At the rise of the input volts will appear across R. The

initial current through R will be This will fall exponentially

to zero as E^ rises. Consequently, if the condenser charges

very quickly the current through R and therefore Er will be a
very short, sharp pulse, the sharpness of which is determined

by the time taken for the condenser to charge and for the

charging current to fall to zero.

If the charge is completed before the input volts fall at Z
and since there is no change of input volts between Y and Z,

the condenser will hold its charge, and E^ will have a constant

value from the time the charge is completed until the input

volts conunence to fall. The output waveforms across the

resistance and condenser will then be as shown in Fig. 88 (b).

Clearly, therefore, when the time constant of the circuit is

shorter than the time period of the input, the output wave across

the resistance is again proportional to the rate of change of the

input volts (differentiation) but the rate of change of the input

volts across the R.C. elements is greater, and this is reflected in

the output waveform.
The conditions for differentiation are therefore a short time

constant such that the condenser may be fully charged or

discharged between successive variations of the input voltage.

In other words, Q must be able to rise to maximum and to fall

to zero during each half wave of the voltage input so that I,

and conseq^uently Er, may be proportionif to the rate of

change of which depends upon the values of C and R.

.Conqpaitam with L/R Ciroiitti

In an R-C. circuit the average charge on the condenser
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and, therefore, the p.d. across it, builds up cycle by cycle until

its charging and discharging currents are equal.

In an L/R circuit the current through L will build up from
cycle to cycle until it reaches a value where the current through
L increases and decreases with equal intensity. If the L/R time
constant of the circuit is being compared with the time period of

the input for a long time constant, the energy stored around the
inductance magnetically (== JLP) must not change very much
from cycle to cycle. This condition is similar to the state when
the average charge in the condenser of an R.C. circuit reaches
stability and the energy is J CV*. Since the current changes
through the inductance are proportional to the voltage input,

the voltages across the inductance are likewise proportional.

If the L/R time constant is made short relative to the time
elapsing between successive input voltage changes, the current

Eb
must rise to its value very quickly and fall to zero in a

Fig. 89.—Differbntiating and
INTEaRATING ACTION ON A
TMANOtrLAR OR SAWTOOTH
INTOT.

similar manner, thus the voltage

across L will follow changes of the

input voltage. In other words, El
will be proportional to the rate

of change of Eb and Eb will be
differentiated.

Application of L/R Circuit

An inductance is sometimes used
in the anode circuit of a valve so

that it forms with the anode resis-

tance a long L/R series circuit in

the anode. This is done to ensure

that the waveform of the anode
voltage shall follow the input wave-
form to the grid, the anode voltage

then varies about the supply vol-

tage.

Average Value of Q in R.C. Circuit

In an R.C. circuit E^ is propor-
tional to the frequency and ampli-

tude of the input pulses. This is

because the average value of Q
builds up from cycle to cycle.

The average v^ue of Q is, there-
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fore, directly proportional to the input frequency, and inversely

proportional to the time during which the input voltage does

not change.

R.C. Integration

All other things being equal, the current I also varies directly

with Eb ;
thus an output taken across the condenser being

proportional to Q is the integration of the input.

The current vmations across the resistance, and hence Er,
is considered to be a purely alternating component, the charge

Q being regarded as the direct current component.

L/R Integration

In an L/R circuit integrated voltage waves may be taken
across the resistance. When T = o, Er = 0, El = Eg. W^en
current flows, El drops and Er rises, consequently if a square

wave is applied to the input, Er rising as El falls, produces

what is in effect a sawtooth wave across R for a long L/R and
a complete exponential wave for a short L/R.

Sawtooth Input to Differentiating Circuit

If a sawtooth voltage is applied to an R.C. circuit with a
time constant approximately one-sixth of the period of the

input voltage, the waveform outputs for Er and Ec are as shown
in Fig. 89.

If the time constant is short, the output taken across E^ will

be very similar to the input E, since there is only a small phase
difference (lag), also there will be very little change in amphtude.
The charging and dis-

charging currents are con-

stant, because E^ increases

at a constant rate, conse-

quently the differentiated

output taken across Rj will

take the form shown in

Fig. 89. After the initial

exponential rise of the

charging current to A there

is no change in its value,

Eb— E„ .

•

smce — —

-

IS constant

until the point B i$ reached.

The current then falls to

zero and to its maximum

GRID R.C.
UMirme diffcrentiating ampufying

Fig. 90,—R.C. DIFFERENTIATING
AMPLIFIER.
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^’aaintains it at approxi-

_ J i I I
mately earth potentid, be-

-70 y
I
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I

cause of grid limiting •

' during the positive half
Ftg. 91.—Wavstorms of diffkren- cycle. The grid and plate

TIATING AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT SHOWN IN ? r it \
FIG. 90. B,vi, B.V,, er3.

voltage wavcforms forVj and
that applied to the grid of

Vj is as shown in Fig. 91. The dotted waveform indicates the
shape of Er, with differentiator disconnected. The maximum
value of Er, is 100 volts and the minimum value as determined
by the valve characteristics is 25 volts.

The anode circuit of Vj is in effect an open circuit

when Vi is cut off. When conductiag the anode circuit

resistance approximates to R, and R, = 7,500 ohms Rl =
29,000, (R, on diagram), R, = 100 k.

During the interval preceding time A, see Fig. 91, V, is

conducting and charges to 25 volts. Since Eai is steady
at this level during the conducting period, Er, == o. The
voltage distribution around the circuit at the instant

is cut pff is shown in Fig. 91 and it must be remembered
in making an analysis that Cj cannot change its voltage

instantaneously.

* Ai^ tendency for the nid of V, to go positive is*checked by the drop
across R, when grid current nows as it must doWhenthe grid ofV,ispositive to
me cathode.
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Fig , 92.—^Equivalent circuits for fig. 90 during cut-off " and
CONDUCTION PERIODS RESPECTIVELY.

(a) Equivalent circuit during time Vj is cut off.

(b) Equivalent circuit during time V^ is conducting.

Development of Short Time Constant Path

At cut off Cl charges from 25 volts (initial) to 100 volts

(max.). Vg is at zero bias, therefore a positive signal to Eg Vg
causes grid current to flow, placing the equivalent of about
1,000 ohms in parallel with which would be about 100 k.

Consequently by comparison R3 can be neglected (Fig. 90).

The charging time constant = (R^ + Rck X Cl) = (29 + I)

10^ X *0001 = 3 /xsec.(Fig. 92 {a
)

),

The initial charging current flowing through the circuit is

the nett voltage around the circuit divided by total resistance.

^ 100 —25

This current flows through the grid-cathode resistance

(equivalent) of V, and causes an initial drop from grid to
cathode of 2-5 volts.

The voltage across the condenser at this instant is 25 volts.

But the initial value of E, Vj = 27-5 volts, i.e., 25 volts -f 2*5

volts as above to which value Ec rises.

The condenser now charges to 100 volts in a time determined
by the 3 /isecs. time constant.

Simultaneously, Eg, drops from 2*5 volts to zero.

The variations of E., and are shown in Fig. 91 between
times A and B.

At the end of the cut-off period of V, the potential across C,
is 100 volts. Thus at time B when V, starts to conduct again
the voltage across C, cannot change at once andremains momen-
tarily at xoo volts, but the instantaneous change of E., from zoo
volts to 25 vcjits appears across R, as E,,.

**, L
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Equivalent Circuits for the Discharge of

The equivalent circuit for the time Vj conducts is shown in

Fig. 92 (b).

During this time Cj discharges from 100 volts to its final

value of 25 volts.

is normally zero but E, has dropped, and Eg Vg
becomes negative. No grid current can flow during this half

cycle. Therefore, Vg is an open circuit and the discharge to

earth of Cj is vid Rj and R^ Vi in series.

Long Time Constant

The time constant for the discharge is therefore ;

—

(R, + Rg) Cj.

Taking the value of Ra as 7,500 ohms for this instant of time:

—

= (7.500 + 100,000) -0001.

— 10*75 ^secs.

The initial discharge current is :

—

Ea-Ea
Ra + Ra

^ 25 — 100 ^ —75
107,500 107,500

= — 07 mA.

This current flows in opposite direction to the charging
current, hence the minus sign.

This current flows through Rg and causes an initial drop
of — 0*7 X io-» X lo* = — 70 volts. But the voltage
across C at this instant is 100 volts, therefore the nett value
of the voltage ERg = 100 — 70 = 30 volts.

EaVj cannot drop its volts instantaneously, because the
condenser discharges exponentially to 25 volts in a time
determined by the 10 75 fisec. time constant. Eg V, rises

exponentially from — 70 volts to zero in equal time. These
rektionships are shown in Fig. 91 from B to C.

Thus the shape of the anode voltage E.1 is modified by the
R.C. circuit into which it is feeding.

E,Vi with the differentiator disconnected is rectangular in
shape.

the rounding of the comers in the actual case is due to
loading. Thus grid current through V, during the chargu^
period when Vj is cut off, places in effect, a low grid to cathode
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(a>

Fig. 93 (a).—

O

utput waveforms for Eg v, and Eg v, of circuit in
FIG. 90.

resistance in parallel with Rg. This produces a short

charging time constant, wherefore a higher current flows and
the loading is greater than for the longer time constant of the

discharge.

Vj can be regarded as a square wave generator with internal

resistance. Its terminal voltage alters as the load varies.

In general then a sharply peaked output can be obtained by
using an R.C. differentiator having a time constant very short

compared with the duration of the input pulse.

The loading effect of the differentiator may be reduced
when a low impedance output is required by replacing Vg
with a cathode follower.

Note, The only change in this circuit which it is necessary

tq make in order to pass a square pulse without distortion is

to adjust the values of C and R so that their product results in

a long time constant compared with the duration of the pulse.

In this case C acquires an average value which does not
-change appreciably from one part of the operating cycle to

another. Thus the loading effect is negligible and tiiere is

practically no distortion.

I. z
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The output waveform from

Vj for the circuit and input

arrangements shown in Fig. 90
are shown in Fig. 93 (a).

The small positive-going

peak at the grid of Vg derived

from the leading edge of the

square wave input produces
a sharp negative-going pulse

at the anode of Vg. The
duration of this pulse in

the anode circuit of Vg is

3 /Ltsecs.

The large negative-going

peak at the grid of Vg derived

from the trailing edge of the square wave input drives this valve

below cut off, consequently the pulse appearing at the anode
of Vg will be a positive-going pulse, flattened for the duration

of time that the valve is held at cut off by the peak of the

negative-going pulse at its grid. Since the valve is cut off,

this pulse will rise to the H.T. supply voltage.

If instead of limiting the positive half cycle of the square

wave input the negative half cycle is eliminated by biasing

Yi (Fig. 90) to cut off, the positive pulse at the anode of Vg would
appear at the same time as the leading edge of the input square

Fig- 93 (b).— WITH AUTOMATIC BIAS
AND POSITIVELY BIASED CATHODE.

Fig- 93 (c).—WAVaFORMS Eg Vg ANI> V, WHEN AREANOED WITH
WUS^ AND POSmVEtY BIASED CAlHODE*
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93 (d)-(I).—^EFFECT OF BIAS ON OUTPUT WAVEFORM.

\feve and the negative pxilse would coincide with the trailing
In other words, the output for the second case is the

'mirror effect of the output for the first case.

""The effect of appl)dng automatic bias to V, is mainly
,to cause the negative-going pulse on the grid to cut off V,
^lier. As a consequence of this, the positive pulse appearing
at the anode is broadened, because the peak of the n^fative-
going pulse on the grid holds the valve at cut off for a longer
time.

If in additm to the automatic bias applied to V* as above
the cathode is further positively biased from the H.T. source,
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see Fig, 93 (b) {for positive limiting only at Fg), the output from
the anode of Vg will be as shown in Fig. 93 (c).

In these conditions Vg is cut off and cannot conduct until

the grid, which is at earth potential, rises above the positively

biased cathode.

The input to the grid of Vg from the differentiator circuit will

be somewhat similar to that shown in Fig. 93 (a), but since the

valve cannot conduct until the grid of Vg rises above the

cathode, only the peaks of the positive-going pulses are effec-

tive. These drive the grid very positive and a long negative

pulse appears at the anode of Vg with duration approximately
equal to the time constant of the R.C. differentiator circuit.

Narrowing the pulse base

When the base of the pulse derived from differentiating a
square wave is too broad its width can be reduced by applica-

tion of a positive or negative bias to the grid. This is simply
explained by first considering the case of the circuit shown
in Fig. 93 (d) in which a diode is shown in place of the

triode. The action is, however, similar in both cases.

Under normal conditions before the application of any
voltage at point A the potential at point B is settled by the

conducting path D. Point B can be considered as being near
the end of a voltage divider consisting of R and the diode.

Point B therefore takes up a voltage V slightly positive.

If a voltage V^ as shown at Fig. 93 (e) is applied to A,
the voltage at B will drop by Vj volts as shown at X in Fig.

93 (f).

If the voltage at A remains steady, the voltage at the point B
will start rising, at a rate depending upon the values of C and R,
as if it would follow the curve Y Z to a voltage V.

As soon, however, as the voltage at B becomes positive, D
starts conducting and the point B quickly comes back to its

original voltage V.

If V is many times the value of V^, only a small part of the

exponential curve XYZ is made use of, this part of XY being
nearly straight.

The result is that the normal waveform shown at XW is

turned into the steeper waveform shown at XYZ.
The same effect can be produced in the case of a positive

pulse, by connecting the diode as at Fig. 93 (h) and appl3dhg

a negative pulse bias to R. The result is a positive triangular

pulse (Fig. 93 (j)).
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The diode in Fig. 93 (d) may be replaced by a triode as in

Fig. 93 (k). The same arguments apply as regards the poten-

tial at B (the control grid of the triode) is concerned. The
amplified output is taken from the anode of the valve.

Repeated Differentiation

The circuit shown in Fig. 93 (
1
)
is sometimes used for present-

ing a short triangular pulse.

This is seen to be a combination of a normal differentiating

circuit and a biased circuit. This circuit is used when a short

pulse is required, ‘because the shortness of a pulse depends

upon smcill values of C and R. In the above circuit, R2 cannot

be small as, in this case, the standing current would be too

large, the lower limit to Cj is settled by stray capacities.

However, by using another circuit consisting of CjRi, R^ can

be as small as required.

If the amplitude of a long pulse is P it can be shown that the

rate of change of the output voltage is equal to the sums of the

following rates :

—

A circuit CiRi with an input voltage P.

A circuit CgRa with an input voltage P plus V.

A circuit C^Ra with an input voltage P plus V.

Therefore the output voltage changes at a higher rate than

in a simple R.C. circuit.



CHAPTER X

SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE DIODE TO RADAR CIRCUITS,
INCLUDING CLAMPING AND RESTORATION D.C.

The characteristics of diode are :

—

(«) Unilateral conductivity.

(b) Low resistance when conducting.

(c) =

Because of these characteristics, diodes, in conjunction with
various circuit arrangements, can be used to perform a variety

of different functions :

—

(a) Rectification.

(b) Frequency conversion (detection).

(c) Limiting.

(d) Clamping and restoration D.C.
{e) Counting circuits.

(/) Voltage doubling.

The function of a limiter circuit is to limit or clip either or

both the positive or negative amplitudes of a wave to a pre-

determined level. A diode may therefore be employed with the
primary object of exercising amplitude control, or if amplitude
is unimportant, perhaps because of subsequent amplification, it

may be used with the primary object of shaping. For example,
to produce a partly squared wave from a sine wave input.

Clamoring

A clamping circuit is employed when some point in a circuit

must be free to vary within certain limits onfy. It may be
applied to control the upper limit, or the lower limit, or both
upper and lower limits. Clamping circuits are employed, for

instance, in coimection with the start and end of the time base
in display units.

Another form of clamping is known to television engineers

as restoration D.C. This usually applies to the case where the

output from the anode of one valve is cohpled to the grid of

the next valve by means of a condenser. |n passii^ through
the condenser the pulse loses its D.C. component, which is

«4«
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/ \
/ \ output

FULL LINE IS RECTIFIED
VOLTAGE ACROSS R
DOTTED LINE REPRESENTS
SUPPRESSED HALFWAVE
AKin \/m TAGP DROP

Ftg. 94.—Series diode for suppression of positive half wave and
RECTIFICATION OF NEGATIVE HALF.

to be expected, since the condenser does not pass D.C. Thus
its level is altered, the input being A.C. superimposed upon
D.C., and the output pure A.C. A ^ode can be used to restore

the D.C. component of the signal, or to raise the A.C. output
to any desired level.

Counting

Counting circuits are employed in radar, mainly when it is

desired to generate from an input frequency soiile other

frequency which is to be a sub-multiple of the applied frequency.

Voltage Doubling

Voltage doubling is employed when a higher voltage is

required from the H.T. supply. Its use is limited, however, to

cases in which the load is very small because the regulation of

all voltage doublers is inherently poor.

It has been assumed that the reader is familiar with the

other applications which are well known to established practice

in radio communication, rectification and detection.

95 *
—^Series diode foR suppressinc^ neoativb half wave and

RECTIFICATION OF THE POSITIVE HALF. FULL AND DOTTED LINES
AS IN FIG. 94.
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ACPOSS A B IS EQUAL
TO THE INPUT

Ftg . 06.—Parallel diode. Negative rectification.

Diode limiting

Diode limiting may be carried out by either a series or
parallel arrangement. Figs. 94 and 95 show series arrange-

ments for eliminating either the positive or negative half cycle.

In both cases the diode acts as a rectifier. W^en the anode is

driven or held positive to the cathode the diode conducts, for

values for E^/Ia (its resistance R*) may fall as low as to approach
a short circuit. For reversed polarity of anode and cathode
the diode does not conduct at ^1 and its resistance is infinity.

Consequently in both the above series arrangements the device

is only justified, in this form, as long as the value of R is large

compared with R^.

In the parallel arrangements shown in Figs. 96 and 97, R
(now in series) is still very large compared with R^ of the diode
when conducting. When the diode is not conducting the full

Ir

Fig. 97.—Parallel diode. Positive rectification.
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Ftg. 98.—Positive limiting by making Ek positive to earth.

voltage of the input appears across AB (the output). When
the diode conducts, the current through it produces a drop IR
across R (in series) and only the very small and almost negligible

voltage IRa appears across the output terminals. Thus
R

Eout = Eto s—TTS- Since R is very large compared with Ra,
Ra "1“ R

IRa is very small. These conditions are shown in the waveforms
of Figs. 96 and 97.

Positive Limiting

An input voltage can be limited or clamped to any desirable

positive or negative value by holding the proper diode electrode

at that voltage by the application of a biasing voltage.

In Fig. 98 the cathode is held at a higher positive potential

than the anode by positive bias.

The diode cannot therefore conduct on the positive half

cycle until the input raises the anode above the potential of

the cathode. During this non-conducting period the output
voltage at AB is equal to the input voltage, but when the

diode conducts the output falls practically to zero. The
amplitude of the positive half cycle can therefore be limited

•NPUT .***?*. _ ^ A

Fig, 99.—^Negative limiting by making the anode negative to earth.
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Fig. loo.—^All suppressed excepting positive peak.

to, or damped to, any desired value by suitable adjustment of

the bias on the cathode.

Negative Limiting

Fig. 99 shows that in order to limit or clamp the negative
amplitude, it is necessary to reverse the diode and to bias the
anode negatively with respect to earth. The diode does not

conduct during the positive cycle, so that the output voltage
across AB for the positive cycle is equ^ll to the input voltage.

During the negative half cycle the diode stiU does not conduct

until the cathode becomes more negative than the anode.

Extremity Limiting

When it is desired to pass to a succeeding stage the positive

or negative extremities of the waveform only, this can be
accomplished by the circuit arrangements shown in Figs, loo
and loi.

The arrangement shown in Fig. loo permits the diode to

conduct for the whole period of the waveform until the cathode
potential on the positive half cycle rises above the positively
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F%g. 102.—Symmetrical clipping.

biased anode. Thus the output at AB is the tip of the positive

half cycle of voltage.

By reversing the diode and by applying negative bias to the
cathode, the diode is made to conduct over the whole
waveform, until the anode (on the negative half cycle) becomes
more negative than the negatively biased cathode. In this

case the output at AB is the tip of the negative waveform.
In both arrangements the output is zero (practically) during

the time the diode conducts and only becomes equal to the

input when the diode is shut down. By suitably adjusting the

bias, therefore, any desired fraction only of either half cycle of

the waveform may be passed to the output.

The arrangement shown in Fig. 102 limits both amplitudes
by adjustment of the bias to any desired values for the positive

and negative half cycles—double limiting. Thus the output
from the arrangement shown in Fig. 102 is a rectangular-

shaped wave.

Triode as Umiter

The input conditions to the grid of a triode can also be
adjusted to produce grid limiting and squaring of the output
wave.
The positive portion of the output wave can be limited by

the use of a grid stopper or suitable resistance in series with the

grid (see Fig. 103). When the grid is made positive, current

flows in the cathode-grid circuit. The drop IgR is in opposition

to positive inputs and therefore produces almost complete

cancellation. The effect on the output is shown by the dotted

line in Fig. 103.

The native output can of course be limited by emplo}dng

a negative bias audi that the valve cuts off when the required

Umiting valt^ is teacbed.
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Fig, 103.—Positive grid limiting for triode bv grid stopper.

It has been shown that a modification to the shape of an
input wave must of necessity result from any limiting operation,

consequently limiting or clipping operations are frequently

used as part of some shaping process. Reduction in amplitude
is of course inseparable from any limiting operation. When
this is not of secondary importance the loss can be compensated
for by subsequent amplification.

Diode Clamping

In the very large majority of cases, amplifying stages, used
in radar, are coupled together by a condenser ; the result is

that only the varying or A.C. components of the anode poten-
tial of the first stage are coupled into the grid-cathode circuit

of the next stage.

The potential at which the grid is held (with or without bias)

is the value to which all positive and negative grid voltage

swings are referred for nett evaluation and comparison, thus
the var5dng potentials passed to the grid by the coupling
condenser, swing about a reference value which is zero when
no bias is applied to the grid ; alternatively, they take for

pivot the reference value conferred on the grid by some bias

voltage.

These are the ideal conditions for class " A ” amplification, for

the voltage variations of the anode of the first valve constitute

alternating e.m.f.s which vary above and below the reference

voltage of the grid of the next valve,
‘

RESTORATION D.C.

When operating under conditions other than dass "A,”
the conditicms just described are not always desirable. Output
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EXPANSION IN-f

DIRECTION ONLY
FROM E9 i

DESIRED OUTPUT
E9-O OR SOME REFERENCE

MU.UE CONFERRED
ON IT BY BIAS

DESIRED OUTPUT
Eq «0 or some REFERENCE
VALUE CONFERRED
ON IT BY BIAS

Fig, 104.—Input conditions identical for (a), (b) and (c).

Value of Eg is also the same for (a), (b) and (c).

No diode used for output (a).

Outputs (b) and (c) produced by diode action and according to arrangement
of diode.

requirements frequently demand that the input variations

diall take place entirely above or below the reference voltage

of the grid. This means that the variations must all take place

from and above the reference voltage in a positive direction,

or frcHn and below it in a negative direction (see Fig. 104 (a), (b)

and (c)).
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In order to bring this about, the coupling condenser must
be made to assume, and hold, a charge of value equal to either

the minimum applied voltage from the anode Vj or to the maxi-
mum, according tp whether variations in the grid circuit V* are

to take place entirely above, or entirely below, the grid reference

voltage.

This means that if the grid coupling condenser is made,
by diode action, to acquire and hold a charge which produces
across the condenser a voltage equal to the minimum voltage

applied by the input (point A in Fig. 104 (b) ), all variations

of the condenser potential must take place from this value in a
positive direction, because the potential across the condenser,

by the action of the diode, is maintained at point A and it is

never permitted to fall progressively below this value. In
consequence of this diode action all voltage variations applied

to the grid must take place in the positive direction starting

from the grid reference voltage (as determined by the presence
or absence of bias).

Alternatively, if under similar conditions the condenser
acquires and holds a charge producing a voltage across it

equal to the maximum voltage applied to it from the input
(point A, Fig. 104 (c) ), all variations of the wave must then
take place in a negative direction because point A is now the

highest value which the voltage wave can reach. All grid voltage

swings also take place in the negative direction, starting from
the grid reference voltage. The diode action in this case is

such that the condenser potential is never allowed to rise

progressively above point A, Fig. 104 (c).

These conditions are shown in Fig. 105 (a) and (b).

ALL PARTS OF THE WAVE ARE
POSITIVE TO POINT A

ALL PARTS OF THE W!flVE ARE
NEGATIVE TO POINT B

(a) (b)

Fig, 105.—Variations in positive and nroativs directions from a
PRBDBTERUINBD POSITIVE REFERENCE.

[a) Vadations in the positive direction. ^

VaiiatidiiS entirely in the negative direction towards cut off,”
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DIODE CLAMPING CIRCUIT
WITH ANODE TO EARTH

+ 150 V.

E

+ 50 V.

- +60 V.

C +SOV.

+ IOO V.

+90 V.

^R

O V.

-lOV,

C DI^HARGfiS ^

JPig, X06,—WAVBBDim FDR Rc AND Rr 0IODR CLAMPING CIRCUIT AS SHOWN
ASOVS.

II
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Lowor Extremity of Wave Clamped to Zero

Suppose that the square wave of voltage, shown in Fig. io6 (c)

developed in the anode circuit of Vi, is to be R.C. coupled to

the grid-cathode circuit of (see Fig. io6 (a) ), and let the RC
time constant of the coupling circuit be long as compared
with the frequency of the square wave input ; let it also be a
requirement that the output voltage wave applied to the grid-

cathode circuit of Vg is to swing between zero eind maximum
in the positive direction only, as shown by the dotted curve
marked “ required input.” A diode Vg must be added to the
normal R.C. circuit, connected as shown in Fig. io6 (a), in

order to obtain this result.

For the initial period of application of the square wave,
from A to D in this particular case, the diode can be

neglected. It has no effect on the output during the A—

D

period because its anode is at earth potential and its cathode is

positive to earth during this time.

Thus the conditions at A are that in the first few cycles

previous to A (not shown) the condenser has charged to an
average value of -f- 50 volts. This is the base of the input wave-
form and the value at which the condenser must be held in

order that all parts of the wave may be relatively positive to it.

In a normal coupling circuit it would probably charge to an
average value, during succeeding cycles, of say 100 volts. In
the absence of the diode, 100 volts would then be the average

value of Ee, and Eg would alternate between the values of plus

and minus 50 volts.

The voltage applied to Eg would thus be a simple alternating

e.m.f. of 50 volts amplitude above and below the grid reference

voltage (either zero or as adjusted by bias). This condition is

the one to be avoided in this case, consequently the tendency
of the condenser to go on charging by incremental gains, cycle

by cycle, from 50 volts to its normal average value of say
100 volts must be checked at -|- 50 volts. This is the function

which the diode has to perform.

At time “ A ” it is assumed that the voltage has been
applied for some time and that the condenser has been charged

up cycle by cycle to -f 50 volts.

Between times A and B the charge will remain constant and
Ec = Eb-
At time " B,” Eb rises 100 volts, .&, from -|- 5o volts to

-b 150 volts. The condenser cannot, as called upon to do,

change its charge immediately, so the condenser voltage at
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time C is still + 50 volts. At this instant therefore 100 volts

must appear across the output R. This drop of 100 volts

across R means that a current must be flowing through R. In
these circumstances the charge in the condenser must begin to
increase, but only by a smsdl amount, due to the long time
constant of the circuit. Let this increase in charge due to the
current through R, flowing for the period C D, be say —10 volts.

* If during period C D the condenser gains 10 volts, the
voltage across R, which was initially 100 volts, must fall

simultaneously to 90 volts. At point " D '' the applied voltage
Eg suddenly drops to + 50 volts. But the condenser is at

+ 60 volts, which makes the anode of the diode 10 volts positive to

earth. Accordingly, the diode conducts momentarily and
discharges the condenser from + 60 volts to + 50 volts—^the

value at which it is to be held.

The sequence is repeated at each cycle, consequently the
small increment to the average charge of the condenser which
is normally gained during the rise of the input wave is dis-

charged through the diode at time D {i.e,, at the fall).v

Due to the action of the diode the average voltage of C is

never allowed to riseprogressively above + 50 volts,which means
that the current flowing through R can only vary from zero

towards the positive direction, excepting for the very brief

moment, after positive D, when the condenser discharges very
rapidly through the parallel path formed by the high resistance

R and the low resistance of the diode. The effect of this is

shown in Fig. 106 (c) by the slight distortion appearing at the

base of the Er waveform.

Alternative Input

Now, suppose the input in Fig. 107 * is applied to the circuit

of Fig. 106. In this case it will be convenient to consider what
happens at the instant the input voltage is first applied. At
time A the input Er is o and the charge in the condenser is o,

i,e,, Q = o and E^ = o. From A to B there is no variation

and therefore no change.

At B C, Er drops suddenly to— 100 volts. Since the condenser

cannot change its state suddenly, the instantaneous voltage

across it—^E—^is still zero, therefore, — 100 volts must appear
across R—^the output (Kirchoff's law).

The cathode of the diode is now 100 volts negative to the

* This input swings from *0 volts to 100 volts in the negative direction,

but the diode has not been reversed* The grid swings o — xoo positively.
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anode and a very high current
must flow through the diode,

charging the condenser very
quickly, so that = Eb-

IR(Ej) is now zero, and
C remams charged to — 100

volts until, at D, Eb rises to

zero, and 100 volts positive

appears across R, because

the condenser cannot change
its charge instantaneously.

C now discharges through
the high resistance R very
slowly—^the diode being in a
non-conducting state.

If the RC time constant is

long compared with the fre-

OUTPUT mvEFORM Queucy of the input, the

condenser will only lose a
Ftg. 107.—Effect on outpot wave-
FORM ON APPLYING ABOVE INPUT TO Comparatively small pOTtion

CIRCUIT OF FIG. io6. of US — loo-volt chaLgc

Input swings from o to — loo. Out- during the time EF, say— 10

put swings from o to -|- 100. volts, and E^ across the con-

denser will now be 90 volts.

At F the input voltage again drops to — 100 volts, but E,
is only 90 volts, therefore the anode of the diode is — 90 volts

—

(— 100 volts) or -1- 10 volts relative to its cathode.

The diode must again conduct and a current flows sufficient

to recharge the condenser again from — 90 volts to — 100 volts

and the output is restored to zero. But for the action of the

diode the charge on C would rise towards zero and attain an
average value at which E^ would be — 50 volts. Variations of

1^ would cause Er to alternate between -|- 50 volts and
— 50 volts which, in this case, has been avoided.

Tlie action of the diode makes C charge initially to —100 volts

and maintains it at that value. Thus a variation in Eb which
would normally cause Ec to drop — 50 volts is ineffective,

since the condenser is already charged to — xoo volts. Eb, in

these circumstances, can only cause Er to vary between 0 and
-f- 100 volts in the positive direction, and this is the voltage

wave that appears at the input to the grid-cathode circuit

of V,.

If the diode is revearsed it wiU cause the output waveform
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to vary between some nega-

tive value and the zero

reference voltage.

Let an input as shown in

Fig. 108 be applied. The
sequence is as follows :

—

At time "A ” the anode of the

diode is positive.

Diode conducts and
charges C quickly

to — 50 volts. Er
drops to zero.

„ „
“ B ” Er rises to 100

volts. C cannot
change instan-
taneously. 100
volts rise appears

across output Er.

„ „ "B—C.” Anode of diode now very positive. C charges

up still further very rapidly. Er falls to zero.

„ „ " D.” C is at -f 100 volts. Er drops 50 volts.

„ „
” D to E.” C cannot change instantaneously. There-

fore Er drops 100 — 50 = 50 volts.

„ „ “ E to F.” Condenser discharges a small amount vid

R. Diode being open circuited.

„ „ " G '' Loss during E—^F replaced as anode of diode is

again momentarily positive.

This sequence repeats.

Effects of Grid Current viewed as clamping Action

In the case of triodes, tetrodes, pentodes, etc., when E, is

made positive grid current flows from cathode to grid. This is

sometimes used to derive bias by proportioning C and R so

that a positive charge accumulates on C as described in

Chapter III, p. 30.

The effect under these conditions may be regarded as resulting

from either bks action or a clamping action. For looking at

the effect from a clamping point of view, it is seen that the

grid of a triode, for example, acts as an anode to the cathode
when it draws current and the grid-cathode combination is

therefore comparable to a diode.

.

The- current drawn by the grid when it is positive to the

Ftg. 108.—Input and output wave-
forms FOR CIRCUIT WITH ANODE OF
DIODE TO EARTH.
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50 V. -

'Eb («n)

O —

OV. -

-lOV. -

-60V

I I I

I

\

I

I

I

I

REFERENCE VOLTAGE— - IMPARTED TO THE
/^v GRID BY THE ACTION
\V OF LOWERING THE

ENTIRE GRID-CATHODE
CIRCUIT BELOW EARTK

Eg AFTER FIRST FEW
CYCLES DURING WHICH
THE SETTLING DOWN
PROCESS TAKES PLACE

NEGATIVE CLAMPING APPLIED TO
CLAMP TOP OF INPUT WAVE

' ' TO THE lO VOLT REFERENCE VOLTAGE

Fig. log.—Input and output waveforms when negative clamping
APPLIED TO A negative REFERENCE VOLTAGE.

cathode charges C to the value of Eg and = Eg. The effect

is therefore that Eg can only swing in the negative direction,

since it is clamped to zero by the diode action of the grid-

cathode of the triode itself.

Fig. 109 shows an extension of the clamping principle.

Rt^areaee Positive or Negative to EarQi Potential

If the potential of the entire cathode-grid circuit is raised or
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lowered with respect to earth, the grid reference is no longer
directly relative to earth potential. The grid reference in

Fig. 109 is the potential of the cathode. Since the cathode is

10 volts negatHe to earth, the grid reference is also 10 volts

negative to earth. Eg can therefore be clamped to this reference

instead of to zero. If positive clamping is also applied so that
the inputs to the grid are always positive (for example,
variations of say 50 volts, all in the positive direction)

, Eg will

swing between — 10 and + 40. Alternatively, if negative
clamping of 50 volts is applied when the Eg reference is — 10,

Eg will swing from — 10 to — 60 volts. Thus, either or both
extremes of the input from a preceding stage may be clamped
to a reference potential for Eg, the value of which can also be
adjusted by raising or lowering the entire grid-cathode circuit

with respect to earth potential.

Synchronised Clamping

In radar practice it is sometimes required that signals

generated in a separate free-running circuit and apphed con-

tinuously to the control grid of a controlled valve shall be
neutralised or suppressed at the grid during the intervals

between Synch, pulses. A further requirement is that on
receipt of a Synch, pulse neutralisation or suppression must
cease abruptly and the grid of the controlled valve must be
left free to follow the input from the free-running generator for

the duration of the Synch, pulse.

These conditions are met by synchronous clamping. During
the intervals between cdnsecutive Synch, pulses the grid of the

controlled valve is held at a fixed potential by the action of

clamping circuits. On arrival of the S3mch. pulse, and for its

duration, the clamping circuits are rendered inoperative, and
the input from the free-running generator is then reproduced
in the output circuit of the controlled valve.

Analysis of Operation of file Synchronous Clanqiing Circuit shown
in Fig. 110

(a) The free-running generator input to V, is vid Cj.

\b) The potential of the grid of V, is controlled by the

potential of the anode of Vg.

(c) The grid potential of is controlled by the anode current

of Vg.

(<f) The anode potential of V, is controlled by the current

flowing through Vg and Vg in series.
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(e) In view of (b), the potential of Vg is therefore controlled

by (d).

(f) The negative Synch, pulse on arrival cuts off Vj and
therefore Vj.

(g) The grid of V, is free to follow the input wave and to

reproduce it at its anode.

Example. A variation of the input vid Ci in the positive

direction makes the anode of V2 more positive, therefore I,V,

increases ; EgVi increases ; the series current through Vj/V,
increases ; E,Va is restored to normal by the drop due to

increased series current and any tendency of EgVj to rise is

immediately counteracted.

A similar form of reasoning can be applied to a negative-

going input signal.

Ezan^le of Clanqiiing Application

One outstanding application of clamping, amongst many,
is its use in time base circuits to ensure that each sweep of'

the time base shall always start from the same value of position-

ing voltage or current. If this is not done, the trace may not

b^;in at the same point on the screen for each sweep of the

time base.

The circuit shown in Fig. zxi is an instance of the applicatitm

of clamping to ensure that the time base sweep of a magnetically
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Fig, III.—Diode employed in electromagnetic time base circuit.

controlled cathode ray tube always starts at the same value of

the positioning or static current.

The static current flowing in the deflecting coil before the

commencement of the sweep positions the beam at the left-

hand side of the screen. Thus the anode voltage at the

beginning of the sweep clamped to — 60 volts, as shown in the

diagram, ensures constant standing current.

Counting Circuits for Freqpiency Dividing

Frequency-dividing circuits may be used to detect slow

changes in frequency or to trigger other circuits at some
multiple of the input frequency or to coimt.

The positive pulse input to the circuit shown in Fig. 112

produces a volteige across R which is proportional to the input

frequency.

Essential requirements to the operation of this device are

that the amplitude of the input and its frequency must be
constant. If the amplitude varies it will be necessary to carry

out a limiting operation on the input, reducing all amplitudes

to that of the smallest,

before application to the

frequency-divider circuit.
^ *

Analysis (Fig. 112). ^ input

{a) The leading edge of jm
ea^ positive pulse makes
thfe cathode of Vi positive.

(6) Current flows up o——
through R and the con-

denser charges rdd V,. Fig, iia.f-PosmvB counting.
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(c) At the trailing edge

is open circuited, Vg conducts
and discharges C.

Conclusion

Unilateral currents flow

through R each time a pulse

is applied ; therefore, over a
period, an average current

flows, which increases with
frequency. The drop across

R varies with frequency and
a change in voltage indicates

a change in frequency.

A circuit for measuring
slow changes in frequency is

shown in Fig. 113. The maximum rate of change measurable is

limited by the response of the indicating device. If the diodes

are reversed, as in Fig. 114, negative pulses operate the device.

Fig. 115 shows a modification of Fig. 114. In this case

positive pulses input charge Cg, which takes the place of R.

The charge on Cg grows step by step as each positive pulse is

applied. When Cj discharges at the trailing edge of the pulse,

Vg conducts and clears the anode of the input stage in readiness

to pass the leading edge of the next positive pulse.

Clearly the output voltage across the condenser can be
used to trigger some other circuit at any sub-multiple of the

input frequency.

Example, Let the input frequency be, say, 2,000 cycles per

second, and let it be required to start up a valve (normally at

cut off ") 500 times per second, i.e,, we require to count down
the frequency from 2,000 to 500 cycles. The bias on the output

valve must be adjusted so

that every fourth input pulse

raises the voltage by an
amount sufficient to lift the

potential on the grid above
the " cut off " potential.

In this case frequency
dividing 2,000/4 is performed
by the counting function

which accumulated charges

on Cg exercise on the grid of

tl^ output valve.

170 PRINCIPLES

Fig. 1 1 3.—Measuring circuit for
POSITIVE COUNTING.

Fig, 1 14.—^Nbgativb counting.
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Voltage Doublers

Radio and radar require-

ments often call upon power
supply circuits for a very
high voltage and a small

current load. In these cases

it is usual to employ a vol-

tage doubler, where possible,

since it is much more
economical in cost than a
special high voltage trans-

former. Fig. 116 is a schematic diagram of a common form
of voltage doubler.

Circuit Analysis

(1) Assume that the upper end of the transformer is positive.

(2) The cathode of is made negative and the lower plate

of condenser Cj is negatively charged via Vj to the peak voltage

of the supply.

(3) The lower end of the transformer is positive for the next
half cycle.

(4) The cathode of Vg is made negative by this half cycle

causing it to conduct.

(5) Condenser Cg charges to peak voltage via

transformer so that the lower plate is negative.

(6) Condensers Cj and Cg both charged to peak voltage are

in series across the load.

ii6 .—Voltage doubler circuit and waveforms.
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(7) The output voltage will therefore be approximately
twice the transformer voltage.

The voltage regulation of such an arrangement is poor in any
case, but may be tolerated if the condensers have large capacity

compared to the load.

The cases discussed in this Chapter by no means exhaust
all the applications of the diode to radar circuits. One notable

exception is that in which a diode is incorporated in the input
circuit of a magnetron. In this case, the undirectional con-

ductivity of the diode may be employed to isolate the source

of high-tension supply during the period of its discharge

through the magnetron. The foregoing is, therefore, to be
regarded as a brief description of some of the effects that can
be obtained by the use of diodes in combination with various
other components.



CHAPTER XI

THE CATHODE FOLLOWER

It is frequently necessary, in radar, to couple a high impedance
output to a low impedance input without distortion, such as
usually occurs when transformer coupling is employed.
The impedance of the output of the anode circuit of a valve

is usually very high and therefore imsuited for coupling
directly into a low impedance of the order of 200 to 1,000 ohms.

Such a mismatch would attenuate the output at the far end
of th6 low impedance to a useless value.

A valve, (generally a triode), alternatively a pentode, can be
connected to function as a cathode follower, having a high
impedance input and a low impedance output. Hie low
impedance output is undistorted and has the same phase as

the input.

A cathode follower does not unduly load the source from
which it derives its input, and, because of its power gain, it can
supply a reasonable current to a low impedance load.

The cathode follower may be connected directly to the

anode of the preceding stage since no couphng condenser or

grid leak is required. Also positive pulses, within the limit of

the bias, may be applied to the grid without drawing grid

current.

The amplification factor is, however, less than imity. This

is the price that must be paid for all the advantages.

A radar system generally comprises a number of units

coupled together with coaxial cable var3ring in length according

to location of the units.

Since the characteristic impedance of a coaxial cable is

ess^tially low, to be effective, inputs must be matched to the

characteristic impedance, at the same time having due regard

to the load which the latter is required to feed.

Tiiode Connected as n,6dliode Follower

Fig. X17 diows the circuit of a triode connected as a cathode

follower. The anode is unloaded and the output is taken across
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2 OUTPUT APPEARS
TO BE LOW

Ftg . 1 17.—Cathode follower basic
CIRCUIT.

Rk. Note. There is a con-
siderable resemblance be-
tween this circuit and the
normal arrangement for

securing automatic bias.

In this case, however, no
portion of R^ has been by-
passed by a condenser,

consequently all the
requirements for negative

feedback are present. In
some respects, therefore,

the cathode follower has
the characteristics of a
single-stage amplifier with
negative feedback.

A

Aiudysis

If a positive signal is

applied to the grid, L increases and therefore LR^ increases

so that the cathode is raised to a higher potential above earth.

.Since the potential of the grid is determined by its input,

the cathode potential has moved up towards the grid potential

or, in other words, followed it.

Since there is no dropping resistance in the anode (although

one can be used if required, and provided it is decoupled), the
current flowing through the valve for Eg = o for any given

value of H.T. is determined by the value of R^.

If grid current tends to flow as a result of making Eg positive,

I, increases and the cathode potential rises.

The change of voltage of the grid is Eg input — E^ output.

This is smdl, therefore comparatively large positive inputs

can be handled without drawing grid current or loading the

input impedance.
Within fairly wide limits then the cathode potential rises

and falls with the grid potential and by nearly the same relative

amount.
For example, if a sine wave of e.m.f. is applied to the grid the

cathode potential varies sinusoidally.

If Li increases to Lj, LiRk increases to lakRki the grid

potential must change from Eg — I,iRk to Eg latRk-

The cathode must now follow tms change in grid potential,

the nett result of which is that the grid-cathode relations are
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restored and the load tends to

remain constant for varying
values of 1^. For this reason

Rjj appears to the load as a

low impedance where Z =—

.

When a triode is operated
as an ordinary amplifier the
impedance of the anode load

must be high in order to obtain

high gain. Any low imped-
ance in parallel with this load

reduces the gain, particularly

when the following stage is

driven into grid current.

The MiUer Effect

Fig. Ii8 illustrates this con-

dition, Cga and Cgk are in

parallel across the grid resis-

tance, Cga having capacity

due to the Miller effect of

Cga(M + i) where M is the

stage gain.

The shunting effect of these capacities obviously increases

with frequency, consequently at high frequencies there will be
serious loss of gain and phase distortion, particularly if the

grid draws grid current.

Results when a Triode is Connected

Fig. ii8 shows that when a triode is connected as a cathode
follower the results are :

—

{a) There is no anode load and the Miller effect is therefore

eliminated.

(6) Cga is now in series with Rg.

{c) Grid bias and grid leak can be dispensed with,and direct

coupling can be substituted.

T^ese changes bring about a high impedance input which is

constant in value over very wide limits.

* The Miller effect is fuller described in standard textbooks on radio. Briefly

the effect of a capacity connected internally or externally between anode and
grid is equal to that of a capacity C(M + i) connected from grid to earth.

C »3 capacity of the condenser between anode and grid, and M is the stage

gain.

Ftg. ii8 .—Cathode follower and
INTER-ELECTRODE CAPACITIES.
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- y-
•“a

gm

i mutual conductance.
•^g

/X = amplification factor.

Rjj = cathode load resistance.

Gjt — Ga = i cathode load conductance.

Eg = change of grid/cathode volts.

Eg— Ei = change of grid/earth volts or input.

Ea = change of anode volts.

E,j = change in cathode earth voltage.

la = change in anode current produced by Eg.

Z = grid-cathode impedance of the valve.

/xEg = I(Rk + R.)

Ek = I.Rk

m(E.-E,)=^{R, + R.)

fjEi = Ek + I +

stage gain =
C'i

i^+I +
but since /x = Gn^Ra

K
Rk

Fig. 1 19.—Equiva-
lent CIRCUIT FOR
DERIVATION OP
AMPLIFICATION
FACTOR.

Sm “1“ Sa Sk*

This accurate expression for stage gain is obviously always
less than unity (the denominator must always be larger than
the numerator in the above expression).

A close approximation is therefore :

—

stag, gain _

provided that is much greats than ~ this value approaches
Sai

unity.
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A valve in which G„ = 5

mA./volt has— = 200 ohms,
Sm

the condition for a stage gain

of near to unity in this case

is therefore that must be
much greater than 200 ohms.
The output impedance of

the cathode follower looking

across from the output x,o.-Equivai.ent circuit for
t6rniind,ls C3.i1 be eX3.niin6Q deriving output impedance.

by applying an external e.m.f

.

across the output terminals and finding the resulting change
in la. The grid is held at earth potential and no grid input
is applied.

The equivalent circuit is shown in Figs. 119 and 120.

A change in voltage applied across the cathode is similar in

effect to a corresponding change of grid-cathode volts. The
valve generates a voltage change of /xE.

Deriving Output Impedance

In the equivalent circuit (Fig. 120), the voltage change across

Ra is therefore :

—

+ E

also the application of E across R^ gives :

—

/. the supply current = I. + IRk/. the supply current

_ + ^) 4.
^

KT Rk

/. the output impedance ==
-j

VkiU

I

Hk

II
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Fig. 12 1 .—Three alternative methods of matching cathode follower
OUTPUT INTO A COAXIAL CABLE TO SUIT DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF LOAD.

The output impedance

provided that is much greater than

The output impedance 2out — 7^
Taking G„ as 6 mA./volt, the following values for output

impedance and gain can be calculated :

—

Output Impedance

Matching

Coaxial cables are electrically long or electrically short,

according to whether the length is greater or less than - of
4

the highest frequency involved. If the length of the coaxial

cable is greater than - of the highest involved frequency it is

4
said to be electrically long, when it is less than this standard it

is electrically short.

In matching to a coaxial cable that is electrical^ long three

cases arise :

—

(a) When Zg ^ the cable is terminated in a load equal
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to its characteristic impedance Z^, (see Fig. 121 (a)). This
provides the load on the valve and replaces R,,.

(b) When Zo is less than i (Fig. 121 (b) ), a resistance Rk

must be included such that ^ — Z^.
Gn, + Gk

This means that R^ = i ^ ..

* . . .

^ GnjZo
Whilst this is a perfect match the stage gain will be consider-

ably less than unity if R^ is less than

Example. To match a cable of Zo = 80 ohms to a valve with
G„ value 6 mA. per volt,

D 80 ,

I --006x80 = ^54 ohms.

The termination at the remote end of the cable would be
80 ohms, and this in parallel with Rk would give an effective

load :

—

80 X 154

80 -f 154
= 52-6 ohms.

•006

The amplification of
•006 -| >

526

? approx.

(c) When Z^ is greater than ^ the output of the

circuit can be raised by the addition of the resistance R shown
in Fig. 121 (c).

In the normal cathode follower, the impedance “ looking

in ” from the output terminals across Rk is The added R

is in series with G^ so that the new output impedance is -1- R.

to match to Z^ R must — Z„ — tt-
trm

When tile Cable is Electrically Short

If the cable is electrically sAorf—say less than a quarter of a

wavelength of the highest important frequency involved, the

question of characteristic impedance does not arise and the

load on the valve is simply Rk in parallel with the load at the

far end of the cable.
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The meaning of the term electrically short is made clear in

the following example :

—

A coaxial cable is carrying a 1-5 microsecond pulse, the

lowest frequency involved is therefore ^ c/s. If th efifteenth

harmonic of this is considered to be the highest important
frequency nothing above 5,000 kc/s. need then be considered.

This frequency is proportional to a wavelength of 60 metres,

and therefore as long as the cable is less than 12 metres in

length it may be considered to be electrically short.*

In order to find the input impedance it is necessary to find

the change of input current I produced by change in the voltage

E;—
E = IZ
* = R.I. + R,(i + I.).

Eliminating Eg and I„

E RaRk
, ^ r^k(l + M) 4- RaT

i-r. + r, + ^L R. + Rk J
If Rjj is large compared with R, and fi is much greater than i,

this simplifies to :

—

Z input = R, -f fjtZ,

which is considerably greater than Z for the same valve when
functioning as a norm^ amplifier.

the cathode follower, almost
suitable for connecting to
circuits in which damping
must be avoided. If it

follows a normal stage of

amplification, the shunt
capacity will be small and
satisfactory amplification of

frequencies higher than usual
can be obtained. It follows

therefore that amplifiers can x

be given a larger load and
more amplification can be

• Note 15 metres would be -
4

for a 60-metre wave but it is

advisable to malce tbs acoeptaUe
nriavimnm about ao% less thw
optimum.

The high input impedance of

entirely capacitative, makes it
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obtained without the CR values of the circuit becoming too
large.

The absence of the grid coupling resistance puts grid and
cathode at the same potential as the anode of Vj.

In Fig. 122 the comparatively large input condenser of V,
is associated with low output impedance Vj and will therefore

have less effect than if V3 were coupled direct to Vj. ¥3 acts

as a buffer stage between and Vg.

A cathode follower can be used between any components
when the resultant loading, if directly coupled, would impair
operation.

Applications in a Buffer Stage

In a linear time base, for example, where a condenser is

charged through a constant current device, any shunt resistance

across the condenser would adversely affect the linearity. In
order to avoid this a cathode follower is incorporated as a
buffer stage between time base and amplifier, thus avoiding

distortion to the sawtooth waveform.
A second example is that of the linear potentiometer used

in certain range transmission units. The voltage of the slider

must vary linearly with the setting. To avoid any shunt

resistance between slider and earth, the slider is taken to the

grid of a direct-coupled cathode follower.

Low output impedance makes it suitable for use with valves

that are to be driven well into grid current or non-linear circuits

in general.

For example, the gas triode of a modulator and large modu-
lating valves of some transmitters where the peak grid current

may run to 2 amps, or more. In order to minimise distortion

due to this cause, a source with impedance as low as possible

must be used.

A cathode follower may even be applied to improve the

regulation of some H.T. supplies.

Use as Impedance Transformer

The combination of high impedance input and low impedance
output enables it to be used as an impedance transformer

when it is required to switch a low impe^qce load to a high

iinpedance source, as, for example, in matching a moving-coil

loud speaker to an output valve.

The cathode ^follower may be matted to any desired output.

It is therefore used for feeding into pulse-carrying cables

between various units of a system.
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FOLLOWER.

(a) Parallel with the Output Cathode resistance.

(b) Auto bias in series with the Output Cathode resistance.

(c) Auto bias derived directly from part of the Output Cathode resistance.

If the cable is electrically long the cathode follower is

matched as described. If it is short, matching is not necessary.

In the latter case, however, the cathode follower is still used,

as its low output impedance avoids the shunting effect which
the capacity of the cable would otherwise cause.

There is only slight distortion at the input circuit when it

consists of a C.R. circuit of short time constant, the output
being across the condenser.

For example, the resistance in the anode load of a preceding

stage and the condenser formed by the small input capacity of

the valve itself.

As regards the output circuit, account must be taken of the

stray capacities across the load. This is again a C.R. circuit

with th^ output across the capacity. Provided the valve is

operated within its grid bias, the time constant is short,

particularly if i is small.

For a positive input pulse the valve does operate within its

grid bias owing to the following action of the cathode, and it

will take an input of considerable magnitude without running
into grid current. In fact, the output is only limited by the
input applied to the valve.

Thus a cathode follower gives less distortion with positive

pulses than it does when the time constant is the load resistance

X output $tray capacity.
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For negative pulses of reasonable amplitude, however, the

valve is driven to cut off when the output impedance ceases

to be~ and rises to the load R. The time constant then rises

to C X R, which is much longer than before, and causes a
correspondingly greater distortion of the pulse.

For positive A.C. input pulses the valve requires bias almost
to cut off.

Methods of Obtaining Bias

Fig. 123 shows three methods of obtaining a small negative
bias such as is required for positive input pulses. The grid

lead is taken to the earthy end of R (value 200 ohms). The
drop across it produces the necessary bias.

A pentode can be connected as a cathode follower. The
advantage obtained in using this valve is that its input capacity
is only about one-third that of a triode when similarly con-

nected. Unless the object is to keep down input capacity, a
triode is nearly always used.

The Pentode Cathode Follower

The pentode cathode follower has the following disadvan-
tages :

—

As regards input impedance, the screen is effectively in

parallel with the cathode load and therefore limits its maximum
value.

Because of decoupling at the screen, the A.C. component of

the screen circuit does not flow through the cathode load so

that the effective gain of the valve is reduced.

A pentode gives a considerably decreased signal to noise

ratio.

Sometimes pentodes are used as triode cathode followers.

In this case screen, suppressor and anode are strapped together.

In these circumstances the screen picks up the majority of the

valve current and the valve constants are modified accordingly.

The following table is an indication of the effect produced :

—

E, Es G„ R, [I

As pentode 200 100 4*4 mA/v. |-i megohm 3,000/4,000

When screen suppressor and anode are sihrapped together

200 6*4 mA/v. 10,000 ohms.



CHAPTER XII

RECTANGULAR PULSES HAVINGA DEFINITE TIME DURATION
AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH-VOLTAGE HIGH-POWER
TIME CONTROL PULSES AT LOW AND HIGH LEVELS

In general, a rectangular pulse is employed when one of the
primary objects is to exercise an operating time control over
the circuit which it must also trigger.

The circuit to which the pulse is applied, therefore, generally

loads the pulse generator, but there is also the special case
ot loading in which the pulse, besides acting as a trigger-

timing pulse, is also required to act as a source of power supply
for the duration of the pulse. Then the load on the pulse
generator itself is necessarily comparatively heavy.

In order to obtain accurate timing for synchronisation and
duration, a rectangular pulse should have a waveform with
vertical leading and trailing edges and a top as flat as possible.

General Requirements of Trigger Time Control Pulses and Pulse
Generators

If the pulse is to function purely as a trigger time control
pulse, its amplitude is generally determined by the magnitude
of the voltage that must be applied, either to drive a valve to

increased conduction (or into conduction if initially cut off),

alternatively to reduce normal conduction or to depress the
grid to '' cut off."

The duration of the applied pulse determines the duration of

the output in all cases when the electrical characteristics of

the circuit which it triggers do not themselves exercise any
operating time control function.

When, in addition to triggering, the pulse exercises a time
control function, because it is also the source of power supply,

the general requirements are more exacting.

ITiis arises from the facts that (a) the pulse generator is more
or less heavily loaded for the duration of the pulse, (ft) the
voltage amplitude of the pulse required for power supply to a
magnetron, for example, may be of the order of several thousand
volts, perhaps 20,000 or more.

It is obvious that when the pulse generator is heavily loaded
by reason of the power it is called upon to supply for its dura-
tion of operation the regulation of this source must be reasonably

x«4
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good. In other words, the terminal voltage of the generator
must not drop veiy much during the time the load is applied
(pulse duration). This means that the internal resistance of
the pulse generator must be low and the load power factor high,
this latter implying good matching and high overall efficiency.

The maximum voltage which a valve can stand without
inter-electrode arcing taking place is in the order of 27,000 volts,

consequently when voltages of this magnitude or greater are
required, the valve can no longer be employed and some more
robust device (electrically) must take its place.

Primarily, therefore, two entirely different methods of

generating high-voltage high-power rectangular pulses arise :

—

(a) With a valve when the voltage and power output are
within its handling capacity.

(b) By the use of a spark gap, which is capable of handling
very large power at high voltage.

These distinctions apply only to power-time control pulses

for application to R.F. generators and the like.

When very accurate time control pulses of short duration and
comparatively small amplitude are required, it is usual to
generate, under the control of a Synch, triggering pulse, a
damped oscillation, the frequency being such that the time
period of one half cycle is equal to the required time duration

for the pulse. Either the positive or negative half cycle is then
isolated (choice of polarity depending upon input requirements

of the circuit to which it is to be applied). The selected half

cycle generated in this manner is then clipped, squared and
amplified if necessary.

In the case of control pulses of small amplitude, if there is

any danger of the load influencing or distorting, the shape of

the rectangular pulse unduly, because of its phase or magni-
tude, a cathode follower can be introduced as a buffer stage

between the pulse generator and its load.

Convenient Sub-dassifications and Requirements

In order to facilitate examination of the various types of

rectangular pulse generators commonly used in radar, it is

convenient to consider them under two main headings :

—

(«) Circuits for generating power-time control pulses such

as those employed iii transmitter circuits.

(fi) Circilit,s for generating similar pulses of smaller volta^
amplitude, v^hen power stqply is not involved as a major

function.
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The requirements common to (a) and (6), apart from their

rectangular shape, are related to (a) repetition rate and (6)

pulse duration.

Generators for («) and (6) must both be S3mchronised to the

repetition rate established for the system, and whilst the pulse

duratioBS for some transmitter circuits may differ from those

employed in other parts of the radar system certain common
components (differing perhaps in value) may be used in

similar circuit arrangements for pulse-width-forming equally

weU in both cases. This refers to artificial lines.

The Artificial Discharge Line

This device is a particularly good example of a pulse-forming

component commonly employed to function as a pulse-forming

device in various positions in radar systems. It serves to store

energy for the pulse and at the same time controls the rate at

which the energy is released.

Thus the requirements for the production of a rectangular

pulse may be summarised as means for storing energy during

the interval between consecutive pulses andfor releasing it at some
constant rate which controls pulse time arid average power. Thus

Energy stored
, ,

.

V. ,
"—T-— = pulse width.

Release time ^

The fundamental difference between requirements of trans-

mitter pulses and pulses employed in other parts of the radar

system is, therefore, the amount of energy to be stored per

pulse.

Thus the considerations in connection with the formation

of a power-time control pulse are ;

—

(1) Means for storing energy.

(2) Means for releasing the energy at the right moments
(s3mchronisation with the p.r.f.).

(3) Means for controlling the rate of release.

(4) Means for cutting off the supply of energy when the

proper pulse width (time duration) has been established.

As a point of interest, it may be mentioned here that the

artificial discharge line performs functions (i), (3) and because

the amount of energy which it stores can be related directly to

the rate of delivery, it performs function (4) automatically.

]^r this reason it is used extensively in rectangular pulse

generators to produce accurately timed pulses of low or high

power for many purposes.
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Alternative Systems

As an alternative to the artificial line, a condenser may be
employed in which the energy can be stored, but in this case
the rate at which it gives up its energy and the duration of its

discharge (which constitutes the pulse width) must be controlled
by a modulator. *

The modulator, which may be a valve or a spark gap, acts

as a switch for turning on and off stored energy. In this

way the commencement of each discharge and its duration,
i.e., the repetition rate and the pulse width, are both controlled

by the modulating device.

When a valve is used as a modulator, it is generally controlled
for Synch, and duration by a sub-modulator. The sub-
modulator may or may not be the shaping circuit according
to circumstance, but it is generally controlled for Synch, by
a S5mch. pulse supplied either by some form of independent
Synch, pulse generator or, in some cases, it may be self-

generated.

As stated above, the shaping of the pulse applied by the
sub-modulator to the modulator, for width (time duration),

may be performed sometimes in the sub-modulator itself, but
when the modulator has to control large voltages the sub-

modulator must also supply high-voltage pulses to the modu-
lator to enable it to function in this manner, consequently
the shaping operation is usually performed in special shaping
circuits, at low level, and amplified.

An alternative system to the above is to charge an artificial

discharge line so that it stores the necessary amount of energy
required for each pulse, and to discharge it by means of some
form of spark gap or other discharging device. The instant

of each discharge (p.r.f.) is then regulated by the discharging

device, mechanical or otherwise, but the artificial line controls

the rate at which the energy is given up and consequently

the duration of the resulting pulse.

When this system is employed the power-time control pulse

is said to have been generated at high level, in contra-distinction

to the method previously described, when it is generated at low

level ind shaping circuits, sub-modulator, and modulator or

similar device.

Jt win be noted that when the pulse is generated at high level

successive discharges across the spark gap establish a repetition

rate and, therefore, it is usual to use this effect to synchronise

the entire radar system by a pulse taken from the transmitter
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circuit when high-level generating methods are employed.
Figs. 124 (a) and (b) contrast the two systems.
Another alternative system which has been used for the

production of small and medium power-time control pulses at
low level is very similar in principle to that just described. The
main difference lies in the use of a high-gain amplifier as a
sub-modulator. In this latter case, too, the sub-modulator
circuit is the shaping circuit and therefore the differentiator
amplifier is arranged to provide a sharp-peaked wave of large
voltage amplitude to trigger the sub-modulator circuit. In
system A, however, the output from the over-driven amplifier
is applied to a shaping circuit which develops an output
wave of the required pulse width by diffei'entiating the grid
input and using this in conjunction with bias action to produce
a rectangular output of the required duration.

The two low-level s3rstems of generating the power pulse for

the magnetron and the high-level system are compared in

Fig. 124 (a), (b) and (c).

Thus in the following pages the circuits involved in the two
low-level systems are first discussed, followed by a similar

discussion of the circuits employed for the high-level system.

Details relating to spark-gap dischargers and similar devices

are fully dealt with in the chapter on transmitters.

Accordingly, let it be assumed that an R.F. generator is

required to produce a 2-microsecond pulse of R.F. energy
repeated at say 500 times per second. Let the Synch, pulse

be taken for this repetition frequency from a 500-cycle A.C.
main supply,* and let the pulsing system selected be as that

shown in Fig. 124 (a).

The wave of 500 cycles per second obtained from the meiin

supply has been roughly squared by a limiting or clipping

process and further squared, so as to make the leading and
trailing edges more vertical, by an over-driven amplifier.

A square pulse is now available of duration 1,000 micro-

seconds with a recurrence frequency- or repetition rate of

500 per second.

* In case the frequency of the main supply is unsuitable for the repetition

rate which has been chosen for the system and where the synchronising

function is to be performed by an independent master timing control, a
Wien bridge oscillator circuit can be used as a Synch, pulse generator, adjusted

to give a p.r.f. at any given rate. This oscillator is described in Chapter V*
When a Wien bridge oscillator is used as a master synchronising device a
buffer stage is inserted between it and the shaping circuits in order to prevent

detSSrioranon of shape or &equency by the loading conditions imposed by
succeeding (drcuits.
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From this square Rulse

a high-amplitude negative-

going pulse of 2 microseconds'

duration is developed in the

shaping circuit (3 in Fig.

124(a)) at a frequency of

500 per sec.

This pulse is fed to the grid

of the sub-modulator (5) vid a

cathode follower (4) in order

to avoid the distortion in the

shaping circuit which would
be caused by heavy loading.

The voltage output from
the sub-modulator is a
positive-going amplified ver-

sion of the input from the shaping circuit, and this is applied

to the grid of the modulator valve (6) in order to drive it into

heavy conduction from its normal cut-off condition.

The condenser (8) which has charged up to the value of the

Fig, 125.—Positive limiting by use
OF GRID STOPPER.

Fig. 126.—Grid voltage waveform due to action of stopper.
Circuit fig. 125.

Fig, X27.—Waveform at akods for circuit fig. 125.
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supply voltage during the shut-
down time of the modulator, on
arrival of each positive pulse
from the sub-modulator, now
discharges through the modu-
lator and the magnetron for the
whole time during which the
modulator is conducting, the
discharge being cut off at the
end of each 2-microsecond posi-

tive pulse from the sub-
modulator, as the modulator
reverts to the " cut-off state.

Each discharge of the con-

denser via the modulator consti-

tutes a 2-microsecond negative-going pulse to the cathode of

the magnetron.
The circuit arrangements for stages 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 in the

block diagram, Fig. 124 (a), can now be examined.

Fig . 128.—Circuit arrangement
FOR OVER-DRIVEN AMPLIFIER.

Positive Limiting by use of Grid Stopper

The limiting operation for initial squaring purposes can be per-

formed, for example, by the circuit shown in Fig. 125. The grid

voltage waveform due to the

action of the grid stopper R,
is as shown in Fig. 126. The
output waveform is shown in

Fig. 127. Bias is obtained

from the residual charge in Cj
resulting from the difference

between the time constant

for charging on the positive

swing C.

and the time constant for

discharging which is CjRi
(very mudU longer).

The average grid potential

about which the sine wave
input swings is represented

by this residual bias. This

is shown in Fig. 126. When
the grid is driven positive R,Fig. 129.—Wavbfosm fob pig. 128.
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still further limits the signal

by the voltage drop across it

due to grid current, i.e., Rglg.

The effect on the positive peak
in the output is shown in Fig.

127. The least positive portion

of the anode waveform corres-

ponds to the period of grid

current flow and is flattened

by grid limiting. As the grid

signal swings negative, anode
current is reduced and ceases

to flow when the combination
of signal and bias reaches the

cut-ofl value.

The input to stage 2 (Fig.

128) is the voltage waveform
shown for the output of stage i (Fig. 127) . This is a pulse of large

amplitude, consequently the anode current of stage 2 is cut off

early in the negative alternation and is driven to a maximum
(saturation) early in the positive alternation.

A high negative bias is developed by the charge on Cj
resulting from large grid current drawn during the positive

half cycle of the input.

The anode waveform is distorted somewhat by the charging

and discharging of (Fig. 129).

The average grid leak bias developed fixes the reference

potential of the grid at a value below cut off, consequently the

valve is not driven into conduction until the potential of Cj on
the rising input curve is peached. The valve then conducts

heavily tuitil time t^ is reached, i.e., saturation condition

attained. The anode current then remains constant until time t,

is reached, when it rapidly falls from saturation value to cut off.

The drop across the anode load caused by the large anode
currents which flow between tj and t, resiflts in a negative-

going square pulse of large amplitude. The .duration <xf this

pulse is however very much longer than the 2 microseconds

required ; consequently the next operation in stage 3 (Fig. 130)

is to reduce the pulse width to the required value.

When a Nanow Rdse of Voltage is to be Devek^ed

Fig. X30 shows a circuit sometimes employed when a narrow
piflse of high voltage is to be developed by two or mote stages
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HX+
THIS INPUT HAS BEEN
OeVELOPEO FROM A
SINE ^VE BY EARUER
OPERATIONS Of
LIMITING B SQUARING.

EARTH POTENTIAL

CATHODE POTENTIAL

CUT-OFF BIAS
EARTH POTENTIAL®
AVERAGE GRID VOLTAGE

H.T.+

EARTH POTENTIAL

time

Ftg, 131.—Input and output waveforms for circuitiJ^hown in fig. 130.

of amplification from a broad and rectangular wave input.

This circuit is suitable for the shaping operation.

If the output is to be a negative-going pulse of say 40 volts

with a duration period or width of 2 microseconds, this means
that a long narrow pulse is required to be formed from the

broad rectangular wave which forms the input. From the Eg

waveform, Fig. 131, it can be seen that the waveform of voltage

at the grid of the pentode in Fig. 130 is the differentiation of the

broad square wave output of the previous stage, i.e. the input

waveform. Fig. 131 . The bias is so arranged that all the shaded

portion of the peaky wave derived from differentiation of the

IpaHing edge of the broad square wave is lost with exception

of the positive extremities shown above the cathode i»tential

reference. These positive " pii» " at comparatively high level

cause the valve to conduct heavily and so produce the negative-

grang square wave by the drop across the anode load (Fig. 131).

The first operating reqTurement is that the time constant

of the input dicoit shall be short. Because of this, Cj charges

and dischari^ comriietdy, consequently the average bias

whidi it produces is negligible. The grid may therefore be

oonridered as at earth potential.

O
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The time constant of the

grid-coupling circuit, CiR^,
is made approximately equal

to 2 microseconds for a nega-
tive voltage swing, but it

would be less than 2 micro-

seconds for a positive voltage

swing at the grid, because of

the low cathode-gridshunting
resistance when grid current

flows.

When the positively in-

creasing pulse is applied.

Eg rises instantaneously to

maximum value and falls

to zero quickly. Similarly,

when the applied signal swings the grid negative. Eg is driven

below earth potentieil but returns rapidly to zero.

The valve is, however, biased beyond cut off to eliminate

the negative swings, and the cathode is raised above earth

potential by -|- bias vid Rj and Rs- Since the required negative-

going pulse at the anode must be produced by a positive

voltage applied to the grid, this bias is such that the valve

does not conduct vmtil the grid is -f 6 volts above earth, hence
Fig. 131 shows both negative pulses and the broad lower base

portion of the positive pulse are lost due to the bias on the valve.

The initial portion of the grid signal which tends to drive

the grid more positive than the cathode is also lost because

of the limiting action of grid current and Cj.

The peaks of the positive pulses, however, tend to drive the

grid very positive relative to the cathode and therefore cause

a large anode current to flow for the duration of the pulse tip,

which appears at the grid for 2 microseconds. Eg therefore

drops to a low value during this period and the output is a high
amplitude negative-going pulse of 2 microseconds. ,

Fig. 132 shows the circuit of an amplifier suitable for amplify-

ing the 40-volt 2-microsecond pulse output of the circuit just

described. A 1,450-volt positive-going pulse of 2 microseconds

is developed in tl^ stage.

The control grid is at zero bias so that the valve normally
draws a current of about 150 mA. This causes the anode
volts to fall to about 50 volts (a drop of about 1,450 volts).

In the absence of a signal on the grid, R, limits the scre^
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current to a safe value. Cj
maintains the screen volts

constant.

Under the conditions of

operation the cut-off bias is

— 38 volts. The output from
the previous stage is 40 or

more volts negative. The
application of this pulse cuts

off the valve and the anode
voltage rises to 1,500 volts.

Thus the output is a
positive-going pulse of 1,450
volts.

The Modulator (6) and (7) (Fig. 133)

Fig. 133 shows the circuit arrangements for the modulator
and energy-storing condenser (8), Fig. 124.

Normally the modulator valve is made non-conducting by
the — 1,000 volts bias on the grid. In this condition the anode
condenser charges to -t- 12,000 volts.

However, the large positive-going 2-microsecond pulse from
the output of the sub-modulator causes the modulator to

conduct heavily and the condenser discharges through the

modulator in series with the parallel combination of and
the R.F. generator (magnetron).

The capacity of the coupling or storage condenser is large

and such that a drop of approximately 5 per cent, only occurs

during the oscillation of the magnetron. This is important

because any excessive drop in the pulse voltage on load causes

the frequency * and power output of the magnetron to change
during the pulse.

In the alternative S5rstem for generating a power-time control

pulse at low level, shown in Fig. 124, the Ssmeh. pulse is

taken from the A.C. supply or from an independent Synch,

pulse generator of the Wien bridge t5rpe. (In the latter case a

buffer stage follows for reasons already explained.) The positive

half cycle can be suppressed by a series rectifier and the

negative half cycle is applied to an over-driven amplifier, the

output of which is a broad square pulse. The leading edge of

• Unlike most R.F. generators, the frequency generated by a magnetron
does not remain constant ifthe voltage of the H.T. pulse rises or falls, instability

occurs when the rectangular high voltage pulse is not flat topped.
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Ftg , 134.—High-gain voltage amplifier or " boot-strap " circuit (u.s.a.),

USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AN ARTIFICIAL LINE. ThE COMBINATION
SHAPES AND AMPLIFIES.

the square pulse, which is now too broad, is differentiated and
amplified in a differentiator amplifier, the circuit components
and time constants of which are arranged to produce a sharp-

pointed trigger pulse of large amplitude at the output.

All these processes and the circuits involved have already

been described either in this chapter or in preceding chapters.

The trigger pulse of large amplitude obtained from the
output of (5), Fig. 124 (c), is applied to trigger the sub-

modulator circuit. Fig. 124 (c) (6).

The particular form of sub-modulator circuit employed in

this case is an interesting example of an am|difier circuit

arrangement for high gain.

Sttb-modiilator for Position (6) in F^. 124 (c)

Gain Amfdifier Operated by Output from Artificial line

In the circuit shown in Fig. 134 a sharp positive-going

trigger pulse causes the artificial line to disd^ge vid the
thyratron. The rectangular pulse thus formed is then amplified

by hi|^-gain amplifier. The artificial line petforms the
^ping ftmctiim for pulse width.
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The artificial line • is connected between — 500 volts and
— 1,100 volts ; it is therefore charged to 600 volts vid Rj,
A' positive-going Synch, pulse with steep leading e(%e is

applied vid Ci and the diode Vi which causes V2 to ionise and
conduct. The current that now flows through Vg must come
from the artificial line, because Rj is too large to allow a flow
of current sufficiently large to maintain ionisation of the
thyratron. The discharge of the artificial line through Vj
and R, produces a — 300-volt pulse across R, during the
discharge.

Vg is a double beam power valve (shown as a single valve).

It is normally cut off since its cathode 'is connected to
— 1,100 volts and its grid is connected to — 1,250 volts.

The nett bias is therefore — 150 volts, which holds the valve
at cut off.

The — 300-volt pulse developed across R, is coupled to the
grid of Vg vid Qg, causing Vg to conduct strongly.

The cathode of Vg rises from 1,100 volts below earth to a
positive poterUial with respect to earth because of the drop across R,.

Note. The life of the thyratron is shortened by positive ion

bombardment of the cathode if the grid is driven sufficiently

negative to cause acceleration of ions towards the cathode.

This condition is avoided by the use of Vj and Cg. A positive

swing makes Vj to conduct and a signal is produced across

Rg and Rg. The drop across Rg is applied between grid and
cathode of Vg vid Cg. When the pulse is removed, Ci discharges

and the diode prevents the negative swing appearing at the

grid of Vg. The pulse developed in the cathode of Vg is coupled

back to the grid vid Cg, causing the grid to rise with the cathode.
This prevents a negative voltage on the grid from this source.

R, limits grid current through Vg.

This amplifier contains elements which cause the voltage at

the grid of Vg to rise with the cathode voltage, thus maintaining

a constant signal voltage from grid to cathode.

These elements are :

—

(«) The source of anode voltage for the preceding valve

wlfich is not tied directly to earth (the artificial line discharge).

* An line iSg as the name denotes* a device to simulate the
properties of a real line. One of these properties is that it can be charged to

any a^ven potential and H^^-hen discharged it gives up the energy stored in

the dbAlge at a definite tMIbe determined by the length of the line. This device

Is need extensively far pnlse-forming pimmses^ since by adjusting its lei^h
(ideefarioaUy)* aocnrate pulses of any desired duration may be formed. The
attifidiai line is folly de^bed later in this ch^^pter.
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(6) A means for coupling

the rise of potential of

the cathode to this anode
supply.

(a) The artificial line is

the source of anode voltage
for Vg during the pulse,

and it is partly isolated

from earth by Rj. The
only other path to earth

is vid Rg in. the cathode
of Vg. Thus the cathode
of Vg rises during the

pulse and the entire circuit

of Vg is also raised by
the same amount above
earth.

The drop across Rg is

maintained by the discharge of the line and is applied

directly between grid and cathode of Vg. Thus the amplifier

raises its grid circuit voltage in order to maintain a constant

grid signal.

When the artificial line is completely discharged the p.d.

across Rg disappears and the potential of the grid of Vg at once

returns to — 150 volts with respect to the cathode and the

valve is again cut off.

Tlie large positivd*pulse that appears across R, during the

above sequence of operations is the output. This form of

amplifier is known in the United States as a “ boot-strap
”

for reasons which are obvious.

Fig . 135.—^Modulator operated by the
OUTPUT FROM THE CIRCUIT OF FIG. I34.

The Modulator (No. 7 in Fig. 124 (c)

)

Initially Cl, Fig. 135, is charged from the 15,000 volts supply
vid the diode and Rg, and Vj and Vg in parallel are “ cut off."

The arrival of the large positive-going rectangular pulse from
the sub-modulator, drives Vi and Vg into heavy conduction. Ci
now discharges to earth through Vj and Vg.

Since Vj and Vg are in parallel, the resistances Ri, Rg, R,
and Rg are provided to prevent parasitic oscillations.

The diode is employed to permit charging to take place but
to prevent loss of energy during the pulse, since none of the
discharge current can flow through the diode.

Two possible alternative methods of producing power-time
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Fig. 136A.—^Alternative circuit for modulator driven by a form of
SELF-PULSING SUB-MODULATOR.

control pulses of large voltage amplitude are shown in Figs. 136A
and 137 (c).

The system shown in Fig. 136A employs the controlled dis-

charge of a condenser to supply the energy and to form the

high-voltage power pulse.

The system shown in Fig. 137 (c) is, however, unique, and is

really an example of generating as distinct from developing a
power-time control pulse of high voltage at high level.

Alternative Circuit for Modu-
lator Driven by a Self-

pulsing Sub-modulator

Fig. 136A shows one of

the many alternative circuits

available for modulators.

In this case the sub-

modulator is a self-pulsing

oscillator, the output, of
WAVEFORM
OF INPUT

WAVEFORM
ACROSS V|

which is a trigger-control

pulse having a peak voltage

of about + 1,000 volts.

Vi is normally cut off by
the — 850-volt bias applied

Fig, i36b.—^Curves a and b show the
EFFECT OF Lj ON THE RATE OF
DECAY OF THE PULSE APPLIED TO THE
MAGNETRON. A IS WITHOUT COM-
PENSATING EFFECT OF L^ AND B IS

TAKBN WITH L,.



I37.—MBXHOD OP GBXmRATIKG HIQH-VOLTAGE HIGH-POWBR PUtSB OF
SHORT DURATIOI7 FROH A SIN® WAV® INPUT.

(a) The series resonant circuit (Cj).

(b) I>evelDpinent of peak voltage across Lj during period L* is unsaturated,

ffi) S<|uare wave i^eaetator with saturated coil as swii^ (1^) 3 p sec. pulsa,
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to its control grid. C is charged from the 14,000-volt supply
through Vj, R and L^.

When the i,ooo-volt trigger pulse from the sub-modulator
is applied to the control grid of Vj, C discharges through the

magnetron and Vi and this excites the magnetron to generate

an R.F. pulse.

Vi cuts ofi again when the pulse from the sub-modulator falls

and oscillations are set up in Lg and the distributed capacity

between the magnetron filament and earth. Lg is included

deliberately to cause these oscillations in order to give the

pulse applied to the magnetron filament a sharp falling edge.

Fig. 136B, curve A, shows the effect of distributed capacity

in prolonging the decay of voltage at the magnetron filament.

Curve B shows the steeper fall caused by the action of Lg.*

The negative halves of the oscillations could cause the

magnetron itself to oscillate in an undesirable manner, but they
are removed or damped out by the action of the diode.

Alternative Method of Devdloping a H^-voltage Pulse of iStort

Duration Direct from a Sine Wave Input

When the current value is between A and B, see Fig. 137 (b),

the effective inductance of the coil Lg is high, '^en the
current is raised beyond B in the positive direction, or becomes
lower than A in the negative direction, the effective inductance
of Lg drops to a very low value. Lg acts as a switch.

The curve (U) shows how the impedance of Lg falls when the
total current through it rises above the maximum value of

the magnetising current required to produce saturation of

the core f (curve S).

The series circuit Ci, L^, Lg is made nearly resonant at

the input frequency. Lj is chosen with a value such that
the circuit is slightly inductive when Lg is unsatmrated and
slightly capacitative when Lg is saturated. Thus when Lg is

saturated the current leads the voltage by nearly 90°. But
since the voltage across Lg leads the current through it by
nearly 90° the voltage across L, saturated is approximately
iSo° out of phase leading the applied voltage.

Also, because the saturation mductance component of the

* The ste^er fall is very desirable since it causes the trailing edge of the
R.F. pulse to Deoome more vertical—a factor which affects accuracy of reading
dn the C*R.T. display.

t L^isinlactkchoke with a core of high permeabililyg designed to saturate
a comparatively small magneti^ng ctrnrnt*
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current Ij of L, is almost zero, the voltage across the inductance
is of very small amplitude.

If Lj, were replaced by a normal coil whose inductance
equalled the inductance of Lj (unsaturated), the circuit would
become inductive and the current would lag the voltage by
90®. In this case the voltage across Lj is in phase with the
applied voltage.

j^cause the circuit is near series resonance, and because the
reaction of Lj is now large, a large amplitude sine wave appears
across L^, see Fig. 137 (b).

Lg is, however, saturated during most of the cycle and the
voltage across the inductance, in this condition, is essentially

the small amplitude sine wave “ S.”

Whilst the current passes from “ A ” through zero to " B ” in

the opposite direction, see Fig. 137 (b), the core is unsaturated.

During the short unsaturated interval the voltage across Lg
changes from curve “S” to curve “U,” producing a large

pulse. When the coil again becomes saturated the voltage,

across Lg falls to curve “ S.”

The duration of the pulse is made short by the use of the
series resonance circuit, the effect of which is to cause large

currents to pass through Lg, so that only a short time is required

for the magnetising current to pass from saturation value in

one direction to saturation value in the other.

Fig. 137 (c) shows the use of this device in a transmitter

assembly when a trigger pulse is applied to start the action of

the circuit

Analysis

Vi is normally cut off by grid bias developed by CiRi.
W^en the grid is driven positive, currents I^ and Ig flow in

Lj and Lg.

Ig builds up quickly to a value in excess of saturation value

so that Lg becomes a low impedance.

Cg quickly discharges md Lg to the voltage of the anode of Vj.

T^e magnitude of Ig is mainly limited by the value of Rg.

Lg is consequently shunted by a high impedance whether L,
is saturated or not. Therefore most of I^Vi must flow

through Lg.

As Ig increases through Lj, energy is stored = iLIj*.

When Vg is cut off by the negative swing of the input pulse,

a high voltage is induced in Lg.

lliis is mom^tarily ^ort circuited by the low impedance
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of LjC, and the filter across the power supply, all tending to

reverse the direction of flow of Ij.

1 2 decreases to saturation value and L2 becomes a high
impedance again.

Simtiltaneously with this action the stored energy iLIi* is

being transferred toC4 and a veryhigh voltage builds up across it.

In the case shown the voltage is approximately 15,000 volts,

and the time for build up is about 10 microseconds, which is

equal to a quarter of the period of the oscillation of the resonant

circuit made up chiefly by and C4.

The charging path of C4 is vid the diode Vg and the filter

capacity across the power supply.

Whilst C4 is charging, Ig decreases from saturation “ A ” to

zero and builds up to saturation " B ” in the opposite direction.

Again, the time required for this reversal to take place is

10 microseconds, approximately.

When Lg is again saturated it again becomes a low impedance
earthing the positive sides of C4 vid Cg. Cg is about fifteen

‘times larger than C4, and Lg is at that moment a low impedance.
Consequently 14,000 volts approximately appear across the

output. Lg shunts this after about 3 /x secs.

Development of High-voltage Power-time Control Pulses at

High Uvel
Before discussing the development of high-voltage power-

time control pulses at high level, it is necessary to examine the

properties of an artificial line

when used as a discharge line.

Accordingly we proceed to

a discussion of this device

and to the development
of high-voltage power pulses.

Comparison of this method
with the low-level systems

shown in Fig. 124 follows —^Artificial transmission
immediately afterwards. line.

Artificial Une
An artificial transmission line* can be thought of as an

electrical network having injiut and output terminals and
composed of lum^)ed elements of inductance, capacity and

* This is a brief interim description of the theory and action of an artificial

Une. For further details, the Appendix No. i should be consulted, ** Theory of

Transmission Lines.'*

INDUCTANCE ACTUALLY A CHOKE
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F%g, 139.—^Artificial line as an energy-storing device.
Sj AND Sj SHOWN open.

resistance, thus imparting to the device characteristics similar

to those possessed by an actual transmission line. It derives

its name from the fact that in order to avoid the bulk of an
actual transmission line an artificial line can be built of induc-

tance and capacity, having approximately the same total

values as the distributed inductance and capacity of the line

which it is desired to imitate.

In an actual transmission line the total inductance and
capacity is spaced uniformly along its length, consequently the

more sections that are used to build up the artificial line the

nearer its performance will approximate to the actual trans-

mission line it is intended to imitate. In practice, the con-

ductance or leakage factor which is very small can be neglected.

Three to eight sections are sometimes employed, but when
the performance of an actual transmission line has to be more
closely -adhered to, more sections are required (Fig. 138).

The primaiy purpose of a transmission line is to guide

energy from point to point, but it also exhibits certain

characteristics some of which are made use of in radar circuits.

Functions

By suitable arrangements an
to perform any of the following

ARTmOAL LINE LOAD

Ftg. 140.—^DisnuBcnoK oif voltaqb
AT MOMENT ON DISCHARGE WREN
*» *

artificial line can be made
functions :

—

() To store energy and
subsequently deliver it at a
predetermined rate to form
pulses of given duration.

() To establish a given

delay time between any two
consecutive operations,

(«) To act as a low pass
filter, as exemplified in power
supply circuits (smoothing),

after rectification has taken
{dace.

If a voltage is to
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one pair of terminals of a o*

transmission line, the far jf

end being open circuited, a *

surge of voltage accom- §
panied by current travels §
along the line towards the ^

open end in a manner ^8

resembling that of a tidal —^Waveform of the discharge.

wave.
Although the surge may be travelling along the line with a

velocity of approximately 186,000 miles per second, it must
take a definite time to reach the open end.

On arrival at the open end a change occurs (i.e., there is a
discontinuity of the conducting path), and both voltage and
current are reflected back to the source*—a voltage appearing
across the input terminals equal to the applied voltage.

Providing no change is made to the circuit and its siq)ply

values, and assuming that there is no leakage, the line will

remain charged to the voltage of the supply indefinitely.

It follows from the above that if a pulse is applied across the

terminals of an artificial line open circuited at the far end, some
delay occurs between the moment of application of the pulse and
the moment at which it reappears at the input terminals.

This time delay can be controlled by adjusting the values

of L, C and R to simxilate lines of different lengths and
characteristics.

When used as an Energy-storing Device

When an artificial line is used to store energy and to

re-dehver it at some predetermined rate, the charging con-

ditions are similar to those already described. The charging

current may be obtained from a suitable direct current source

or with certain modifications the output of a transformer may
be used for this purpose.

The discharge however does not, as might be expected, follow

the exponentid curve of a condenser diverge.
The conditions during charge and discharge can be under-

stood by consideration of Fig. 139.

Let switch S, be opened and Sj closed. A surge of voltage

accompanied by cmrent will travel to the free end of the line

and be reflected back to the source (the input termiiuils}, udiere

* An action analogdus to the reflection of sound waves from impact with a
hoxd surface, acluinge of stateinthe medium at themoment ofimpactl^ing
cmnparable with a discontinuity met with at the terminals of an open line.

EB $2 CLOSED
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1 .
" open end

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OF LINE

TIME IN SECONDS
0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 START

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0*5

uo SURGE
* REACHES END

!•! DEFLECTED
SURGE STARTS

1*5

REACHES
2 ° START

9.1 FINAL STARTING^
' SURGE ABSORBEDi

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1

1

1 1 1 1 2

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Fig . 142.—^Voltage distribution (instantaneous values) along an open
LINE FROM MOMENT OF CONTACT, i .e ., FROM COMMENCEMENT OF FORWARD
SURGE UNTIL REFLECTED SURGE RETURNS TO Efl.

after a delay dependent upon the constants of the line it will

re-appear across the input terminals. The voltage value of this

reflected pulse will be equal to that at which the line was charged
in the first place, i.e., Eg.

If now Sj is opened and Sg is closed, the line will discharge
through Z^.

At the instant of discharge the voltage appearing across the
terminals is not Eg as might be expected

; furthermore, the
voltage does not decrease along some curve like an R.C. curve.

The line instead acts as though the voltage across the line

capacity (equal to Eg) had divided itself between Z^, the
characteristic impedance of the line and the load Z*.

When is made equal to Z^ the conditions during discharge

are :

—

(a) The voltage to which the line has been charged—^Eg

—

divides equally between and Z^^, consequently the voltage
across Z* is ==: J Eg, see Fig. 140.

(b) When Z, == Z^ the voltage across Z^ is maintained at
* The characteristic impedance of a transmission line » Zo is a constant

for the line depending upon its geometry ahd not upon its length. (See
Appendix I.)
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CONDITIONS AT TME £ND OF 2 SECONDS FROM
THE START AT ZERO TIME.

DOTTED UNE INDICATES THE RISE TO 2 VOLTS WHICH
TAKES PLACE IMMEDIATELY AFTER END OF 2 SECS. PULSE.

,
I.E. THE CHARGED STATE.

0 0 12
TIME AFTER START (SECONDS)

Fig, 143.—^Variation with time of voltage at near end of the
OPEN line in fig. I42.

the constant value of \ as long as there is any energy left in

the line.

(c) The output at CD will therefore be a rectangular pulse,

the width of which depends upon the time required for the line

completely to discharge, or, in other words, upon the length of
the line.

A mental picture of the effects which take place during the
periods of charge and discharge can be obtained from a con-
sideration of the following example :

—

If a line (uncharged initially) is connected to a source of, say, 2
volts (internal resistance = Z^), a surge of i volt (^ Eg) travels

along the line and is reflected when it reaches the open end.

Let this wave take i second to travel to the end of the line.

If it were possible during this period to measure the voltage

Fig, I44.^VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION ACROSS R.
'

(a) Actual connection, switch open, (b) Equivalent arrangement, when
S (shown open) is dosed.
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DISCHARGED
F%g. 145.—^Voltage across r during the time surge takes to travel

TO OPEN end and BACK. ThIS ALSO SHOWS INSTANTANEOUS VALUES
OF VOLTAGE ALONG THE LINE DURING THE SURGE.

at a number of points along the line with a meter that responded
instantaneously and passed no current, the readings at
various successive intervals of time would look somewhat
like Fig. 142.

If the impedance across the Eg end is = the surge will be
completely absorbed by this terminating impedance and the line
will be left permanently charged to 2 volts.

The volt^e of the near end plotted against time would be as
in Fig. 143.
The line has thus produced a pulse of i volt lasting for

two seconds (i second to travel to the end of the Une ph*s
I second for the reflected surge to travel back to the near end).
Onnpletion of this pulse is followed by a sudden rise to two
volts—the final steady charged state when the chairo of the
line has become equal to
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t

r
Ftg. 146.—Voltage distribution, impedance and output characteristic

OF cable examples, figs. 144 AND I45.

(a) and (b) Conditions across R during surge.
(c) Rounding of corners of pulse.

A Practical Example

Another and more practical example is—^when the time
interval of the surge along a line is, say, i microsecond.

In this case an open switch is connected to the centre con-
ductor of a coaxial cable whose characteristic impedance,

Zo, is, say, 70 ohms. Initially, in this case the cable is already

charged to E volts (Fig. 144).

If at zero time the switch is closed the cable discharges

through S and R in series. See Fig. 144 (a) and (b).

Immediately after the switch is closed the cable acts as a
source of E volts in series with the characteristic impedance Z,

as in the equivalent circuit. Fig. 144 (b).

Since the load is = Zo, at time = 0 a surge of — E/2 is

applied to the near end. This travels along the cable reaching

the far end after i microsecond. Here it is reflected without
change so that a reflected surge travelling back towards the

source reduces the — E/2 charge progressively to zero as it

returns. Thus the state of zero volts created by cancellation

at the far end now spreads back to the start, reaching it after

a period of another microsecond ^ig. 145).

The voltage across the load resistance is E/2, which is equal

to the voltage aojoss tlie cable end.

Since the initial change of>the charged cable was E volts,

and because the voltage at the near end changes to E/a imme-
P
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diately after closing the discharging switch, the change produced
by the closing of the switch is equivalent to applying a surge,

E/2, to an uncharged cable.

Since the outer sheath of the cable is connected to earth vid

the switch, the voltage across R will be as shown in Figs. 145 and
146 (a), consequently there must be a voltage of — E/2 existing

across R during the time taken by the surge to travel to the

end of the cable and back.

To produce a pulse lasting for i microsecond, 195 yds. of

cable would be required. (The velocity of the wave in this

particular cable being 195 yds. per microsecond.) A cable of

this length, capable of standing, say, 10 kV., is not convenient,

hence the use of an artificial line to perform a similar

function.

Since the surge is rectangular in shape,, it can be regarded

as composed of a number of sine waves of many different

frequencies, consequently the artificial line does not pass all

frequencies equally well, also the impedance of the line varies

with frequency. The effect of this is that the sharp corners of

the rectangula?- pulse are rounded off. These undesired effects

can be reduced by careful choice of the values of L and C. By
suitable design of the artificial line reasonably square pulses

can be obtained.

In one arrangement shown in Fig. 134, one conductor
0.6 kV. is initially charged to — *6 kV., and during the

discharge the other part of the line (represented by the

Fig, 147.

—

Genbral principle governing arrangement of circuit
WHEN A SPARK GAP IS EMPLOYED.

(a) Voltage distribution before spailc takes place.

(b) Circuit conditions and voltage distributed during spark action.
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Fig. 148.—Voltage distribution across line and load for conditions
SHOWN IN FIG. 147.

(a) Voltage distribution across the discharge line.
(b) Voltage distribution across the load.

outer conductor) is -5 kV. below earth. Both sides of the line
must therefore be very well insulated from earth. This system
is used when a thyratron is used as a switching or modulating
device.

When a Spark Gap is Used

When used with a spark gap taking the place of the thyratron,
the circuit arrangement is shown in Fig. 147.
At the start, electrode “ B ” is at earth potential, when the

gap sparks over and behaves as a low resistance half the
10 kV. to which the line is initially charged appears across the
load and the other half across the line itself. This conditioais
dependent .upon the assumption that the load impedance is

equal to Z^.

The circuit conditions and voltage distribution are now as
shown in Fig. 147 (b). Thus a surge of + 5 kV. will travel along
the line, be reflected at the far end, returning as a —5 kV.
surge.

Fig. 148 (a) and (b), shows the voltage across the discharge
line and across the load. These should be compared with
Figs. T45 and 146.

If the load as shown in Fig. 147 represents the cable leading
to the cathode of a magnetron (see section U.H.F.), a negative

P 2

Fig, 149.—Guillsmin linb.
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pulse lasting for the time of travel along the line and back is

applied to the magnetron cathode.

It must be realised that one side of the' discharge network is

alwa3rs at earth potential. Due to this fact, it is unnecessary

to insulate both sides of the earth network, and a much more
compact arrangement of the network results, compared with

that shown in Fig. 147.
The artificial line, then, can deliver a constant voltage to a

load for a definite period of time and is similar in action to that

of a batterywhen switched on and off. Its advantages lie in the

accuracy with which magnitude and duration of a pulse of energy

can be delivered and also in the extreme rapidity of its action.

Hie GuUlemin Line

An alternative construction for the artificial line is shown in

Fig. 149. This is known as a Guillemin line.

If an artificial line is to meet all the requirements for simula-

tion of performance of a real line as closely as possible (this is

very desirable when a good rectangular pulse is to be produced),

it must have many sections, and if all the condensers are

required to stand a high voltage the device would be very
bulky. The Guillemin line offers an adequate means for

improving the required performance and at the same time it

keeps the bulk within reasonable dimensions.

In the Guillemin arrangement the series condenser is the

only one that need be insulated for high voltages, since it is

the only one that remains charged. The other condensers are

paralleled by inductances, and hence voltage is applied across

them only during the periods of charge and discharge, when
they divide the applied voltage amongst their number.

Devdopment of Negative Pulses of Medium or High Power Suitable

for Pubing a Magnetron

Fig. 150 (a) is a circuit used to derive a suitable negative-

going pulse for application to the cathode of a magnetron from
a D.C. source.

The artificial line may be charged from either a D.C. or A.C.

source to a high voltage.* As the electrodes carried by the

* Th<^ voltage to which the condenser or artificial line is charged may be
approximately twicerthat of the charging source. The load being capacitative^

an inductance may be placed in senes with it to produce a resonance effect

with the D.C. pulses. When the input is A.C., the circuit is not resonant in
this respect, but the frequency of the supply can be when circuit constants
are suitably selected. In this condition the voltage across the capacity builds

up to approximately twice that of the supply voltage as demonstrated in
s&ndarn textbooks on radio. Also see chapw on ttanimittexs*
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Fig, 150.—D.C. CHARGING AND EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR A.C. CHARGING
THROUGH INDUCTANCE.

(a) Circuit for charging artificial line from a D.C. source (high voltage) and
for discharging the stored energy in the line through a magnetron, thereby
applying to the cathode of the magnetron a negative pulse of high voltage of

any desired duration.

(b) As above but using an A.C. transformer operating on a suitable A.C.
supply. (Equivalent circuit.)

rotating disc revolve past the fixed electrode the gap breaks

down and the artificial line discharges.

One half of the voltage to which the artificial line was
charged is applied to the cathode of the magnetron as a

negative-going square pulse, and because of the properties of

the artificial line, regulation is good over the whole period.

In other words, the peak voltage does not drop very much,
due to the magnetron load for the period of each pulse.

Alternative arrangements are the use of fixed spark gaps

either in air or some suitable gas, or a gas-filled valve operating

on the spark gap principle, such as the trigatron. Details of

* To obtain this effect, Zr (the load) must be adjusted to Zq, the charac-

teristic impedance of the line. In the section de^ng with transmitters it is

pointed out that pulse transformers are frequently used.

In this case the artificial line feeds the pulse into a coaxial cable at a compara-
tively low voltage level for transmission to the primary of the pulse trans-

former. The coaxial chble must be matched at the input and also to the
load.

*

For fhe sake of simplicity, the pulse transformer has been omitted in this

section, sin^e the component units are again considered together in detail as
a unit in the chapter on transmitt^.
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the dischaiger or modulator are considered further in

Chapter XVIII.
The foregoing are typical cases of pulse generators suitable

for high voltage rectangular pulse output for application to

R.F. generators. These will be referred to in detail later in

the chapter on transmitters.

In Fig. 150 (a), diode 2 performs the function of damping
out any oscillations which may take place at the end of each
pulse, the negative half of which might cause prolonged or

unwanted R.F. outputs from the magnetron. This is dealt

with more fully in the chapter on transmitters. A damping
diode is included in the A.C. arrangement but is not shown in

the equivalent diagram.
Diode I is used in the charging circuit when the source is

D.C. It is shown in the chapter on transmitters that the

energy of each D.C. charge can be made to oscillate at a low
frequency, with the important result that the capacity of the

artificial line can be charged to twice the voltage of the supply

source. Diode i is used to prevent any loss to the charge

should the spark gap not discharge at the exact moment when
the charge in the capacity has reached its peak value.

Comparison of the High- and Low-level Systems

Comparing the high- and low-level systems for developing

high-voltage time control power pulses, it is obvious that the

high-level system is more simple, takes up less space, and is

more economical and efficient than the low-level system. * It

does, however, suffer from two disadvantages :

—

{a) No opportunity is afforded for modifying or improving
the shape of the rectangular wave generated by the discharge

of the artificial line. The quality of the wave generated depends
solely upon the goodness of the artificial line as a rect-

angular pulse former.

In the low-level system, however, opportunity is afforded

to improve the pulse shape by adjustment to the output
circuit of the sub-modulator or by the input characteristic of

the modulator. •

(6) The repetition rate of the transmitter depends upon the

regularity of discharge of the spai:k gap.

The efficiency of the breakdown performance of the spark
gap depends essentially upon ionisation of the gases in the
spark gap itself, and since there is a factor of irregularity about
this, stability of the repetition rate may be adversely affected.
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The principal factors are the nature of the gas in the gap
j&id the pressure. At high altitudes this is very noticeable.

Means, described in Chapter XVIII on transmitters, can be
provided to improve the regularity of the spark gap discharge,

but when extreme precision of measurement is required, the
stability of the p.r.f. is better when an independent and very
stable source of S)mch. is employed, which necessitates the

use of the low-level S5retem for development of the high-voltage

power pulse. Since, however, extreme accuracy is generally

confined to short-range operation, the peak power required for

efficient working is also very much sm^er.

Development of Low-Power Time Control Pulses

Chapter XIII deals with circuits for the development of

low-power time control pulses for use in units other than the

transmitter. The term " low power ” is used in a relative

sense mainly as a distinguishing label or line of demarcation,

since in the majority of these cases the power requirements
are not of major importance.

There are, however, some borderline cases. For example,

when it is essential to receive echoes from targets which are

very close to the transmitter, extreme precautions must be
taken to avoid any temporary paralysis in the receiver circuits

due to strong signals from the transmitter, and this requirement
may make it necessary to provide s3mchronised pulses of high
voltage as H.T. for the receiving valVes.

With the best possible arrangements for switching, some
of the transmitter output does enter the receiver branch
of the feeder system where it is subsequently amplified and may
produce large residual charges on condensers and in circuit

capacities.

Since the time interval between the end of the transmitter

pulse and receipt of an echo from a very near target may be
fractional, there is insufficient time for residual charges

to leak away Sufficiently to permit the receiver circuits to

function immediately in the normal maimer. This leads to

masking or non-recording of echoes returned by nearby targets.

In order to avoid this, various devices are* employed, such,

for example, as increased bias applied during the transmission

period and the still,more satisfactory method of removing the

H.T. supply entirely from the anodes and screens of certain

valves in the I.F. section of the receiver.

When the last-mentioned method is employed, a considerable
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amount of amplification is required for the pulse which re-

establishes the H.T., and since an appreciable load must be
supplied, this pulse may be looked upon as a power pulse,
although the voltage is not likely to exceed about 300 volts.

The circuit arrangements discussed in this chapter and in
Chapter XIII are not necessarily part of any equipment
actually in service at the present time. The main purpose is

to convey a general understanding of what can be done with
pulses and how they may be shaped, controlled and engineered
to achieve a desired purpose.



CHAPTER XIII

DEVELOPMENT OF LOW-VOLTAGE LOW-POWER TIME-
CONTROL RECTANGULAR PULSES

. The circuits now to be described are typical of some of those

used to develop rectangular puises directly by virtue of the
electrical characteristics of the circuits themselves or by a
process of shaping and amplifying.

When the pulse width becomes very narrow—say at some
fraction of a microsecond, it becomes ’necessary to develop it

from a damped oscillation and to square and amplify this by
means of subsequent stages.

When accuracy is of primary importance the pulses should in

general be as rectangular as possible, consequently the output
waveform of the various t3q)es of generators to be described

is of considerable importance.

In the case of multivibrators, of which there is a considerable

variety, it has been necessary to distinguish them by the
polarity and shape of the input they require and also by their

general performance and outputs.

Circuits using artificial lines as pulse-forming networks and
as delay lines are largely used in units other than transmitters.

The peak voltages required are very much smaller, otherwise

the maimer in which they operate resembles closely their use

in transmitter circuits.

There is no essential difference between (a) rectsmgular

pulses generated to control the time of operation of some other

generator and (6)
between similar pulses generated for a

dela3dng function.

The pulses in group (a) are generally designed to start some
generator from the leading edge and to stop it with the falling

edge. In case (d) the rectan^ar pulse is generally subjected

to a differentiating operation, in which the sharp trigger pulse

which would normally result from differentiating the leading

edge of the rectangular pulse is deliberately suppressed. The
tri^er pulse resulting from the falling edge is used to start

some generator, whicfr is thus delayed in operation by a time

corresponding to the width the rectangular dday piilse.

ttt
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SYMMETRICAL OUTPUTS

O

ASYMMETRICAL OUTPUT

Fig, 15 1.—^Typical symmetrical and asymmetrical outputs.

Note that when the output of Vj is a positive-going pulse, that of Vj is

negative going.

In the case of differentiator amplifiers which are largely

used, the differentiated input to the grid may be made to ^ve
different outputs by adjusting the bias and operating conditions
of the valve. Limiting, clamping and D.C. resitoration principles
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may all be used in conjunction with grid and cathode bias to

ehminate the whole or any portion of either the positive or

negative differential. Similarly, an input may be applied to

a grid in any desired relation to the reference voltage of the

grid.

Thus, from a trigger pulse input, the output from an R.C.
coupled amplifier may be either an amplified replica of the
input or a wave of some other form.

MULTIVIBRATORS

A multivibrator, frequently called a " flip-flop ” because of

its action, consists generally of a pair of valves coupled together

to repeat a sequence of operations, either continuously, or at

intervals determined by Synch, trigger signals.

The sequence is a sudden change of state from the quiescent

condition to a working condition in which one valve becomes
quiescent and the other comes into operation alternately.

The circuit may be so arranged that each valve functions

alternately for the same length of time, in which case th^r
alternate quiescent periods are also equal. A multivibrator of

this type is said to be balanced or symmetrical. Alternatively,

the components associated with each valve may have different

values, in which case one valve will remain in the working
condition longer than the other and, consequently, the quiescent

period of one valve will be shorter. This type of multi-

vibrator is said to be unbalanced or asymmetricd (see Fig. 1.51).*

Multivibrators may also be classified as either continuous
(free running) or controlled (performing a sequence only when
triggered).

Thus the continuous or free-running type repeats its sequence
continuously from the time it is switched on until it is switched
off again. Whereas the controlled t3q)e, as the napie implies,

functions rmder the supervision of a trigger pulse which itself

may or may not be synchronised to the sj^stem, S3mch.
frequency or p.r.f.

In both classes of multivibrator the output from the anod^
of each-valve is a rectangular wave. They are in antiphase,

as might be expected (see Fig. 151).

* The reaxier will find that anode voltage has been denoted sometimes by Ep
(p a» plate) and sometimes by £a (a anode) ; both ^u£&xes, however,
denote the same quantity.
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The continuous or free-running type of multivibrator is

tolerably consistent in its performance, but when a high degree

of accuracy is required it may be synchronised by a Synch,

pulse so that during each sequence each valve must perform
each of its functions at the allotted time.

Prior to receipt of a Synch, or trigger signal, the controlled

type of multivibrator is found in the " ready-to-work ” state,

i.e., one valve biased beyond “ cut off ” and the other passing

a steady anode current.

On receipt of a Synch, or trigger signal, the " ready-to-work
”

state of equilibrium is suddeidy upset by :— •

() A cpt-off valve being suddenly forced to conduct, or

() A conducting valve being suddenly cut off.

ibe bias on the grid of the valve at “ cut off ” rises rapidly,

simultaneously the bias on the other valve drops towards “ cut

off.” If these valves are distinguished by “A ” and ” B ” respec-

tively, the sequence on receipt of a Synch, or trigger signal is

as follows :

—

() The grid potential of A rises from “ cut off.” A passes

maximum anode current and B cuts off altogether.

() After a time determined by the circuit constants, the grid

potential of A falls to " cut off ” and the grid potential of B
rises. B passes maximum anode current again and A is

cut off.

The conditions prevailing prior to receipt of the Synch,

signal are now re-established, and equilibrium having been
again restored, the multivibrator, if of the controlled type,

becomes quiescent until the next Synch, or trigger signal is

received.* In* the free-running type the sequence goes on
repeating itself until the device is switched off.

Multivibrator (baracteristics

Any t3q)e of multivibrator can generally be arranged to

produce a balanced or an imbalanced output, i.e., a working
period of long duration and a " cut off ” time of short duration

for one valve, and a working time of short duration with a
long period of " cut off ” for the other valve.
’ There are several types of controlled multivibrators, each
having different input and output characteristics, according

to the method of coupling employed,

S3mdironisation can be applied to the operation of controlled

* Cortein cootrolled multivibiatotB execute only o«e nltematwa
per I cycle per Syacb. palae.
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multivibrators for the same
reasons as it can be applied to

the continuous or free-running

type. This is discussed in later

paragraphs.

In general, choice of type
depends upon the functions to

be performed.

Multivibrators are generally

designed to operate at some
definite frequency which can
be selected by a switch. The
range of frequencies that can
be covered by multivibrators

is from i cycle per minute to

about 100 kc/s.

Circuits embod3nng multi-

vibrator principles are largely

employed in radar. They may
be used to perform any of the

following functions :

—

(a) For generating a synchronising signal to control an entire

radar system (continuous type).

(J) To generate a square wave either for direct application as-

a source, or from which trigger pulses can be developed.

(c) To establish a definite delay time.

(d) To operate an electronic switch.

Ftg. 152. ECCLES-JORDAN TRIG-
GERED, TRIGGER CIRCUIT OR
MULTIVIBRATOR.

The Ecdes-Jordan Circuit

The Ecdes-Jordan circuit shown in Fig. 152 is a simple and
particular case of the controlled t3q)e.

A positive or negative trigger pulse may be used to
operate this device. One pidse must be applied to the
paralleled grids vid Cj and Cj each time the device is required

to operate.

The output at each anode is a rectangular-shaped pulse of

the form shown in Fig. 153, their phases beit^ in opposition.

In the example shown, the periods during which each valve is

cut off are equal, so are the conducting periods. The output
is therefore balanced or symmetrical in this case.

It will be noted that the anode of is directly coupled to
the grid of and that the anode of V, is directly cross coupled
back to the gsid of V|.
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Analysis, ist Part, (a)

Assume that H.T. is applied
before the filament volts are

switched on.

(6) The parallel high resis-

tances Rj, R3, R3 and Rg,
R4, Rg will carry a small
current and cause a drop,

but it will be small and the
voltage between anodes and
cathodes will be nearly equal
to the no load '' value of the
applied H.T.

(c) If the filament volts

are applied, conduction
commences but small differ-

ences in manufacture of the
valves themselves or their

circuit components will

inevitably cause one of the
valves to conduct before the
other.

{d) Anode currents flow

through R7.

{e) Grid bias is established

for both valves.

2nd Part. Assume both valves start to :

—

() Conduct about the same time but that Vj conducts more
heavily than Vg.

() Ea Vj is lower than Vg.

(c) Ea Vi vid Rg reduces Eg Vg.

{d) Vg decreases. E^ Vg rises.

(e) Increased E^ Vg coupled to Eg causing Eg to rise.

if) la Vi increases, E^ Vj falls.

(g) Eg Vg further depressed.

(A) This cumulative feedback continues progressively until

Eg Vg is driven to cut off.

(i) Vj now conducting heavily and Vg is cut off."

It must be understood that this series of actions takes

place very quickly indeed.

The circuit will now remain in the state (i) until the next

ONE HALF CYCLE

153. Eccles-jordan wave-
forms.
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trigger pulse is applied, as a result of which Vg will rise and go
to maximum conductance whilst falls and is depressed to

cut off.'*

Eccles-Jordan Waveforms

Fig. 153 shows the waveforms when a series of positive

trigger pulses are applied.

yd Part, On arrival of positive trigger pulse :

—

{a) Vi conducting heavily. Vg cut off.

(6) Since conducting heavily, positive pulse has little

effect on this valve but will remove the cut off potential on V^.

(c) V2 driven into conduction.

{d) Ea Vg drops sharply, so does Eg Vj.

{e) la Vi falls, Ea rises and drives Eg Vg more positive.

This cumulative action goes on again progressively until Vj
is driven to cut off and Vg conducts heavily. The circuit

remains in this state until the next trigger pulse arrives, and
so forth.

If negative trigger pulses are used, they become effective

on the conducting valve, and by reducing its current cause

the rising anode volts to make the grid of the cut off valve

sufficiently positive to start an action similar in effect to that

described above.

The time for the valves to switch over is very small compared
with the time elapsing between pulses. The vertical edges of

the waveform indicate that it is almost instantaneous
;

thus
one trigger pulse is required

for the Eccles-Jordan device

to complete a half cycle ; two
pulses must be applied to

complete one cycle.

In practice the resistances

are by-passed by condensers

to improve the coupling be-

tween stages, this reduces

the switching time by over-

coming th^ attenuation
caused by grid cathode
inter-electrode capacities.

The drop across R, has

an. average value, which is

reasonably constant since

and Vg conduct alternately
^54*— One cycxb per trigger
PULSE ** MULTIVIBRATOR.
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and therefore the increase in one valve tends to balance the

decrease in the other.

*• One Cyde per Trigger Pulse **
Multivibrator

The multivibrator shown in Fig. 154 differs from the previous

arrangement in as much as it accomplishes one complete cycle

when triggered by a positive pulse.

' Note. The input must be a positive pulse for this multi-

vibrator, because it is not common to and Vj as in the

Ecdes-Jordan arrangement, also the trigger pulse should
always find Vj in the “ cut off ” state and Vj conducting.

When Vj is cut off and Vj conducting, the circuit is in a state

of equilibrium. Examination shows that Vj is held at cut off

by the anode current of Vg flowing through Rg, consequently
any change in the value of this current will render Vi, and
therefore the circuit as a whole, unstable until Vj is again
permanently cut off, but Vj can only be cut off permanently
when Vj conducts fully. Vj cannot cut itself off by its auto
bias alone.

Analysis, (a) Positive
pulse vid Cj raises Eg Vj
above C.O. (cut off).

(i) Vj begins to conduct
and Ea Vg decreases.

(c) Since Cg cannot
charge instantaneously. Eg
Vg is reduced by the change
of potential which must
thus occur across R, and
la Vg duninishes.

Simultaneously the vol-

tage drop across Rg de-

creases and the consequent
fall in potential of the

cathode of Vg is equivalent

to making Eg Vg more posi-

tive.

{d) la Vg therefore in-

creases, and E, Vg falls

still more ; the sequence is

repeated tmtil Vg is cut olf

and Vg conducts fully. Ihe
native charge on Cg leaks

TPIGGER
PULSES
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r.3

away via Rg, Rg permitting V, to conduct again. The anode
current of through Rg raises the potential of the cathode
of Vi and Eg is therebymade more negative. I, Vj now falls,

E, Vj rises, so does Eg Vj. Clearly this series is cumulative in

effect and continues until Vj conducts fully, thereby shutting

down Vj.

The multivibrator circuits have now returned to their original

state of equilibrium and will remain in this condition until the
next positive pulse is received.

A large positive pulse will therefore be developed at the
output of Vg for each positive pulse input to the grid of Vx.
The length of this positive output pulse depends upon the
time constant Cj Rs, which controls the length of time that C*
holds Eg V2 below cut off. (Waveforms are shown in Fig. 155.)

Input. Positive trigger pulse.

Output. Large rectangular positive square pulse from
anode of Vj.

One cycle per trigger pulse.

Delay time between leading edge and trailing edge can be
varied by adjusting Ry

Ams^ement wiUi Positive Grid Return

Fig. 156 shows a multivibrator circuit which is a modification

of Fig. 154.
Aru^sts. The main differences are ;

—

(a) Ri is taken to the positive side of voltage supply instead

of to eaith (see R, in Fig.‘ 154).

Q
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(b) The anode of Vg is coupled back to the grid of Vi by a

condenser (Cg).

(c) Rg is earthed instead of going to the cathode of Vg (see

Rg, Fig. 154).

Change (a) alters the conditions for equilibrium ; now
conducts slightly and Vg is cut off by the (hrop Ig Vj across Rg.

Change (6) is necessary in order to couple back changes in

Eg Vg to Eg Vi and to hold down Vi to cut off for the discharge

period of Cg.

Sequence of Operations

The sequence of operations is :

—

(«) Negative trigger to Eg Vj.

\b) Decrease Ig Vg. Increase Eg V^. Increase Eg Vg.

(c) Vg begins to conduct. Ig Vg increases. Eg Vg falls.

Eg Vi depressed still further.

This sequence is repeated until V^ is cut off and Vg conducting.

The circuit remains in this condition with the negative

charge on Cg leaking off vid Rj sufficiently to allow Eg Vj to

rise to cut off and commence conducting again.

{d) Ig Vj increases. Eg V^ decreases. Eg Vg depressed.

W la Vg decreases. Eg Vg rises. Eg Vg rises, causing Vg to

increase its conductance progressively.

During the time Vg is cut off Cg is charged to the positive

voltage applied to Rg vid R2 ^gk of Vg and consequently,

when Vg conducts, the anode volts of Vg ^op so sharply that

the large negative pulse applied to the grid of Vg (due to the

drop in anode volts of Vg in series with the voltage developed
across Cg by its charge), cuts off Vg. Vg is then held in this

condition by the drop across Rg due to the anode current of

Vg, until arrival of the next trigger pulse. (C.O. Vg accelerated.)

The differences between the arrangement shown in Fig. 154
and Fig. 156 have already been discussed, the difference in

effect is, primarily, consistency in pulse width or time interval

between the leading edge and trailing edge of the output wave.
This depends upon the time taken for Cg to disch^ge to a
value stifficiently low to allow Vg to conduct again after it has
been cut off.

Variations in this time produce varying pulse widths (in

time), and therefore inconsistent and inaccurate results.

Small variations of the supply voltage or other changes
taking place during the time C, discharges may cause incon-

sistencies in the di^haig^e times ; the% dianges are, however.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 157.—Comparison of grid waveforms.

For accuracy, the waveform in (a) is preferable to that in (b).

likely to have less effect when the rate of change of Ec during
the discharge is made as large as possible.

For any given discharge time this rate of change will be a
maximum when the discharge curve is linear, wherefore the

object of causing C3 to discharge towards positive H.T. becomes
clear. The discharge of the condenser is accelerated along the

early part of its exponential discharge curve, which is now
tolerably linear. This effect is shown in Fig. 157 (a) and (b).

For accuracy the waveform in Fig. 157 (a) is preferable to that

in Fig. 157 (b).

Characteristics. Input. Negative trigger.

Output. Rectangular wave. One cycle per trigger pulse.

Accurate interval time and pulse width for any fixed value

between trailing and leading edges of the output waveform.

Cathode-Coupled Multivibrator using Direct Cotq)ling

Fig. 154 is a diagram of a cathode-coupled multivibrator

using direct coupling, and Fig. 158 is the same circuit modified

for condenser feedback.

A comparison between Fig. 154 and Fig. 158 shows that the

only difference is that in Fig. 154 the grid leak of Vg is connected
to the cathode of that valve, whereas in Fig. 158 the grid leak

of V2 is taken direct to earth. Although the circuit change is

small, the effect is to change the midtivibrator of Fig. 154
from a controlled type to a continuous or free-running type

(Fig. 158).

Similarly the small change shown in Fig. i6o, i.e., the addition

of condenser C,, is small in itself, but the effect is to change the

output of the multivibrator of Fig. 158 from a balanced or

S3mmietrical output to an unbalanced or as3nn(unetrical output.

The multivibrator shown in Fig. 154 has become continuous

or free running in Fig. 158 because it is not possible for the

anode current of V, to maintain a large enough bias by drop
ao’oss Rk, completely to hold V, at cut off.

9 «
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Analysis. Jn Fig. 154.

Since the grid is directly

connected to cathode the

bias on Vj = 0 and a large

anode current can flow. The
drop across is therefore

large, due to Vj.

In Fig. 158. The grid of

V2 is returned to earth, so

that when C2 is fully charged

Eg V2 = 0, but since the

cathode of V, is positive by
an amount equal to the

drop produced by the anode
current of V2 flowing through
R^, Eg Vg is therefore rela-

tively negative to the cathode
of Vg by this amount. Thus
the bias on Vg is equal to

this voltage drop. Since this

bias is produced by the anode
current, Vg cannot be cut off by this bias voltage which it pro-

duces. If Vi and Vg are the same type of valve, it follows that

Vg (I, Rg) cannot hold Vg cut off, consequently the multivibrator

must function continuously from the time it is switched on until

it is switched off again, and no trigger pulses are required.

Sequence. Before H.T. is applied, there will be no charge

on Cg and the grids of Vj Vg -v^ be at earth potential. When
H.T. is switched on anode current flows in both valves and a

bias is jointly developed across Rg.

() E. Vg falls due to drop across Rg.

() Eg Vg depressed. I, Vg decreased. Erj, decreased.

(c) I, Vg increases and E, Vg drops further.

(d) I, Vg reduced stiU more.
This action is cumulative until I, Vg = 0 and I, Vg = max.
Vg is now held at C.O. while Cg discharges vid Rg, Vg and Rg.

The discharge current of Cg vid Ry. makes Eg Vg negative

rdative to earth, but this native potential on the grid of Vg
decreases exponentially as Cg discharges.

Vgb^;ins to conduct again and I. Vg flowing through Rg
makes the bias on the grid of Vg more native, decreasing

X, Vg and increasing E. Vg.

At time B see Fig. 159.

228 PRINCIPLES

Fig, 158—Cathode-coupled multi-
vibrator USING DIRECT COUPLING
(fig. 154 MODIFIED).
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T , IS dnven more posi-

tive, increasing I, Vg and
making the bias on the grid

of Vj still more negative.

This sequence is repeated
until la Vj = o, I, Vj = max.

Since Eg Vg is positive,

grid current is drawn and
Cg charges quickly vid R^,
Ryg of Vj and Rg (time BC),
Fig- 159-

At C, the charge on Cg is

such that Eg Vg is reduced to
cathode potential leaving Eg
Vg still positive to earth, con-
sequently Cg continues to

charge but much more
slowly, because Eg is now
no longer positive to the

cathode and therefore draws

A BC a' ere

no grid current. The con- 159.—Waveforms in caxhode-

tinued charging path of Cg
is therefore shifted from the

COUPLED MULTIVIBRATOR USING DIRECT
COUPLING.

comparatively low resistance path vid Rgg of Vg to Rg and Rg
(high resistance). The time constant is therefore increased and
the charging rate is slowed down.
The continued charging of Cg vid the new path causes the

bias on Vg to become more negative and this makes LV,
decrease, in consequence of which Eg decreases.

The grid of V^ is held at earth potential and Vj is held at
cut oft only just as long as Eg is positive relative to earth
by more than the cut off voltage. When Eg^ drops to the
‘cut off voltage, due to decrease of I, Vg, Vg conducts and
cuts off Vg. '

Analysis of the foregoing sequence shows that I, Vg is unable
to hold Vg at cut off permanently. This multivibrator must
thwefore pass through one sequence after another as long as it

remains switched into circuit and no trigger pi^es are therefore

required to start or maintain it in operation.

Catbodes, Capacity Coiipled

In Fig. 160 the cathodes are capacity coupled. The cut off

time for Vg is controlled by the discharge of Cg throu^^ Rg,
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Fig, i6o.—

C

athode-coupled multi-
vibrator WITH FEEDBACK THROUGH
A CONDENSER.

but the cut off time for Vj is

controlled by Cj discharging

through Rg.

Analysis of Sequence.
Assume conducting and V,
cut off. Cg discharges vid Rg,

Vi and Rg. As the discharge

current through Rg decreases

Vg rises. • L Vg rises and flows

md Rg. The drop across Rg is

coupled vid to the cathode

on Vj. The <hrop adds to the

existing drop across Rg, !» Vj
decreases, Vj increases. Eg
Vj becomes more positive,

la Vi progressively reduces to

o, and la Vg goes to max. Cj
now charges to the voltage

across Rg, vid Rg Vg, and Rg
and the H.T. supply. The

charging current holds Vg beyond cut off, but as Cj charges

the current through Rg decreases until the drop which it causes

across Rg is too small to hold Vg at cut off.

Simultaneously L commences to flow in Vj. Ea Vg decreases

and is coupled vid Cg to Eg Vg causing L Vg to decrease and
the voltage across Rg to drop.

Simultaneously the voltage

across Rg is increased by L Vg.

Cg now discharges in an
endeavour to adjust its charge

to the voltage across Rg.

The combined effect of the

discharge of Cg vid R, and the

negative voltage applied to the

grid of Vg causes this valve to

cut off almost immediately.

Tbe Continuous Multtvibiator

The continuous or' free-

running multivibrator shown
in Fig. i6i is widely used in

radar S3retems. When switched

on, condensers Cg and Cg
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charge as anode current
commences to flow in both
valves. Some small
difference in the values of static

these currents is bound to
exist and this difference pro- ov .

vokes a further unbalancing
action which is cumulative,
thus the unbalanced state

increases progressively until

the anode current in one
valve is zero and the other

“

maximum. They remain in static

this state of equilibrium until

that negatively charged con- © v. -

denser, which holds its valve egg

at cut off, is discharged suffi-

ciently to raise the grid of the

cut off valve to a conducting
potential once more.

Equilibrium is again upset

and the sequence consequent
upon unbalance is repeated but this time in a reverse direction.

These conditions are t5q5ical of the action of all continuous or

free-running multivibrators, and may be summarised as

follows :

—

At switching on, unbalance leads to the equilibrium state

"A” (say Vj cut off and
Vj conducting). This is

maintained for time “T”
depending on the rate of

discharge of a condenser to

some given value. At this

critical point unbalance
again occurs because Vi
commences .to conduct
again, Vg is driven to cut

offhand Vj rises to maxi-
mum.
Assume Vg has just been

cut off and Vi is conducting
heavily, see Fi^. 163 and
164. Cg is negatively charged

c c

162.—Typical multivibrator
WAVEFORMS.
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Fig, 164 .—Wavbforms in a bai^nced continuous hultivibkatos.

Rud is holding Vj down to cut off. The conditions are as
follows :

—

Vi («) I» Vi is maxiinnm. E, Vj is minimum. E. is

positive.

Cx {b}' Charging vid R^, and the cathode-grid circuit of Vj
thereby producing a drop across so that when V,
is cut off E. V, equals E — IR,, also E, V, falls

towards earth potential due to the drop aae&s R^.
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(c)

in (6), rises to E at the
same time as Eg
reaches earth poten-
tial.

{d) Simultaneously with £->

action (c), C2 dis- Ea?

charges vid Rj and
the cathode - anode
path of Vj. The time
constant of this path

^

determines the con- a~ c

ducti^ time of V2 — Unbalanced multi-
and the cut off tune vibrator waveforms.

of Vj. Eg V2 is rising

from extreme negative bias towards cut off during this

period.

Vj {e) This is the point at which equilibrium is disturbed.

Since Eg has fallen due to the drop caused by the

charging current of Cj, I, Vj decreases, E, Vj rises,

also due to the simultaneous action taking place in (d).

Eg Vg rises.

(/ )
Vgnow goes progressively to maximum conduction and
Vj is cut off. Although the processes by which these

reversals take place appear to be involved, the exchange
of functions takes place almost instantaneously.

In some radar applications, pulses of short duration with a
relatively long time between them are require}!. To obtain this

effect the time constant of the grid circuit of one valve must
be made longer than that of the other, so that one valve

remains cut off for only a small portion of the cycle.

Fig. 165 ^ows the output when the above conditions

obtain. The time constant RgCi is ^ort compared with
RgCg and Vg remains cut off for only a small fraction of the

total c37cle. The time AB is much less than the time AC.

Etoctcon-Cocvled Moltilvibator

Valves, other than triodes, canbe connected as multivibrators.
Pentodes may be used for example. In this case the screen

When Cl IS charged, E,
Vg, which was lower
than E as a result of

the action described
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Ftg, i66 .—Circuit or electron-coupled multivibrator.

grids are cross connected just as though they were the anodes
of triodes. The load is taken from the anode which shares the
space current with the screen grids. That portion of the space
current reaching the anode is modulated in passing through
the cathode screen grid space to which it is electronically

coupled (Fig. i66).

In such a circuit, output load reactions are isolated from the
input and timing circuits, and the frequency of the multi-
vibrator section is reasonably independent of the load.

Fig . 167A.—'Multivibrator with
sine wave op synch, voltage
APPLIED TO CATHODE OP V,.

Synchronising a Multivibrator

The frequency stability of

continuous or free-ruiming

multivibrators is not very
good, consequently when good
frequency stability is required,

the frequency can be controlled

by a synchronising signal.

This synchronising signal may
take the form of a wave or
pulse of almost any shape, and
it may be injected into the
control grid or to the cathode
of one of the valves forming
the multivibrator.

In practice, a sine wave or



IHg . 167B.—^Waveforms for multivibrator synchronised by sine wave
ON CATHODE.

pulse is generally used for synchronising purposes. The fre-

quency of the multivibrator is then locked to the frequency of

the synchronising signal. Sine waves are preferable to pulses,

but positive or negative pulses may be used for this purpose.

Multivibrators driven at synchronous frequency may have

a natural frequency higher or lower than the S5mchronising

signal. In these circumstances the difference between the

natural frequency of the multivibrator and the synchronising

signal must not be too great, otherwise the multivibrator will

lock on to a multiple of the synchronising frequency. Frequency

division can be obtained in this way.
When a sine wave is injected into the cathode of, say, Vj

for synchronising purposes, the internal impedance of the sine

wave source should be low in order to avoid excessive drop on

load and consequent distortion of the synchronising wave.

The actual grid to cathode voltage is : Eg to earth— to

earth (Fig. 167B). Thus the voltage on the grid is not affected

by the synchronising voltage injected into the cathode, but

the grid to cathode potential now contains this sinusoidal

component, since the potential of the cathode relative to earth

must vary sinusoidally. In this manner the cut off voltage

also varies sinusoidally about the normal value, but in phase

with the S3mchronising voltage on the cathode. This means

that the cut off voltage must occur at the same point on each

cycle, in whi^ case the frequency of the multivibrator is

effectively locked tp the synchronising frequency. This locking

on takes place after the first few initial cycles have been

performed during which the multivibrator is pulled into step

by the action of the synchronising sine wave (see Fig. 167B).



Ftg, 168.—^Phantastron circuit.

When the s3mchronising voltage is applied to the grid, it’

adds directly to the grid volts^ge and, consequently, alters the

grid voltage waveform.
The modified waveform indicates that the grid voltage is

changing at a different rate and therefore the cut off point is

established to suit the S3mchronising frequency and maintained
in a constant relative position by it. If the synchronising

frequency is higher than the natural frequency of the multi-

vibrator, the grid voltage waveform is distorted in such a
manner that it reaches cut off sooner.

Alternatively, short trigger pulses may be used for S3mchro-

nising, although they are not as satisfactory as sine waves for

this purpose. The Synch, pulses may have either positive

or negative polarity. If a positive pulse is injected into a

conducting valve it has practically no effect since it only

causes a momentary increase in anode current. If, on the other

hand, it is applied to a cut off valve it may raise it to conduction.

For satisfactory sjmchronising with pulses, the period Cf the

multivibrator must be greater than the interval between pulses.

Each s3mchronous pi^e applied then tri|^ers the cut off

valve into conductivity at equally spaced intervals of time.

Several cycles may elapse before the multivibrator becomes
locked to the i^chronising pulses. These pulses are super-

imposed on the grid voltage, which they use as a pedestal.

'
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A multivibrator may s3mchronise to a sub-multiple of the
trigger pulse frequency.

PHANTASTRON
This circuit device may perform either of two functions :

—

() To enable a short sharp pulse to be developed at an
accurately timed interval after receipt of a S3mch. pulse (delay

function).

() Production of pulses with a repetition rate etc.,

of that of Synch, pulses. This is called “ counting down,” and is

not dealt with here.

The voltage divider in Fig. 168 clamps the potentials of the

grid and anode of the pentode.

A positive Synch, pulse is applied to the suppressor.

Stage I. Tbe stable state before the S3mch. pulse arrives is as

follows :

—

Volts above earth of grid Gi set by clamping divider

to + 37-
Cathode a little more positive than G^. (Since the

valve is acting as a cathode follower), say 40
Screen at H.T.

START HERE IF FIRED
BY PULSE TO G3
SUPPRESSOR

OUTPUT

VALVE ACTS AS
CATHODE POUOWER

START HERE IF

FIRED BY NEGATIVE
PULSE ON GRID

CATHODE

ANODE
CURRENT
INCREASES

ANODE VOLTS
DECREASE

GRID VOLTS
DECREASE

COUPLING CONDENSER
PASSES ON CHARGE

TO GI

G3 SUPPRESSOR ACTS
AS A CONTROL GRID

DROP IN R4
INCREASES

START HERE IF

FIRED BY PULSE
ON THE ANODE

Fig, ubg,—^PHANTAStRON.
^

Chart showing cause and effect* Spots represent events and curved lines

tlae links. The sequence is determined by choice of firing point. Three
alieniative firing pc^ts are shown.
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VOLTS

Fig, 170.—Grid cathode, anode and screen waveforms of phantastron.

Suppressor held at 19 + therefore 21 volts more
positive than the cathode.

Anode clamped at some voltage V by the action of V2.

In this condition the anode current is practically cut off and
since the suppressor is here 21 volts below cathode, no current
flows.

Screen current does flow, and it is this current through Rj
udiich makes the cathode 40 volts above earth.

Stage 2. A short S3mch. pulse, 25 volts positive going, is

appK^ to Gg vid Cg. When 10 volts below the cathode anode
current begins to flow.

E, drops and the following actions occur :

—

E, drop drives the grid negative {vid CJ.
TS^Jduom the grid and goes negative.
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The suppressor is therefore made more positive resulting

in an increase in I, and consequent further drop of E,.

The result of this action is :

—

The valve soon gets into an unstable condition because the

effect of the change of suppressor voltage on the anode cruxent

is greater than the change in anode current which (indirectly^

causes it.

The valve now flips over to anew stable state in which the chain

of events stated above no longer fulfils the condition for

instability, due to the fact that as the grid goes progres-

sively more negative, the efficiency of the cathode follower

action decreases (see Fig. 169).

The spots represent the events and the curved lines the links

which connect each event to its neighbour.

Where the effect is “ thermionic ” (could be absent if the

valve were turned off) the lines are . Where the

effect depends on the circuit, the hnes are .

The arrows show the direction “ Cause to effect.”

Three possible firing points are shown.
Stage 3. The reverse action is started by the grid going

positive and the events in the chain are then the opposite of

those given in the diagram (for rise read fall, etc.).

The amoimt of drop of is nearly independent of anode
volts.

It will also be noticed that the grid has dropped nearly the

same amount (since the valve is acting as a cathode follower).

The grid drop is equal to the anode drop (because of Ci), so

that at the end of the flip the anode has dropped a definite and
constant amount below the starting voltage Y. Let the value

be called V—K where K is a constant.

The valve now works as a Miller time base and the grid

voltage rises at a rate HT/CjRa (a -f i). The anode
voltage faUing at a rate (HT +) X A/C Rj (a -f- 1) whereA is the

stage gain of the valve, or nearly (HT -|-)/CiRj. The rate of

rise is nearly constant and continues until the anode voltage is

down to a constant level of about lo volts and the gain of the

stage has dropped to zero.

Note. The rate of rise changes a httle near the end of this

period because the anode voltage becomes so much lower than
thp screen voltage that conditions change slightly. This effect

changes the time of this period by nearly a constant amount
and is therefore of little importance if differenu in ddety time

only is being studied.
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Stage 4. The Miller effect having disappeared, the grid

volts rise at the rate HT/CiRj much more quickly) until :

—

^ unstable condition is again reached, the chain of events
being as before but in the reverse direction and the flop occurs.
After the flop the anode is again cut off and it rises slowly

to the clamped voltage V.
The condenser Cj and the resistance determining the

time taken to rise.

The voltages are now back to the value at the start. When
the next pulse arrives the whole sequence is repeated.

It was stated that the anode voltage at the end of the flip is

V—K, the voltage at the end of the constant rate part of the
Miller time base is 10, so that the time taken to drop at a
constant rate is proportional to V—K—10.

The rise of grid volts at the rate (HT/CiRg) to the point at
which the flip occurs is constant, so that the delay time (Synch,
pulse to flip) is made up of ;

—

Flip (nearly instantaneous) time for anode voltage to
drop V—K—10 at rate HT/CjRa volts per second, i.e.,

C R
(V — K + 10) and constant time for grid to rise to

start of flop (say) X secs.

The total is (V^ — K + 10) + X.

If another voltage Vj is chosen the delay is :

—

^^(V,-K + io) + X.

The difference is

the change of V
HT + Vi), which is proportional to
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If the output taken from
the cathode is differen-

tiated, a pulse is produced
whose delay (after the
S3mch. pulse) can be
accurately set by control

of V.

(a) (b)

Ftg, 173.—Resultant waveforms in
SHORT PULSE OSCILLATORS.

GunD'T DiTfcc^ W Wave tram output from circuit

1 71 without diode.
OSCILLATORS (b) Damping of wave train by parallel

process of differen-
Rectification of output by diode,

tiation produces a short
pulse which has a sudden rise and an exponential fall ; or a
sudden rise and nearly linear fall, according to the arrangement
of the circuit.

When short pulses with a sudden rise and a sudden fall

are required they can be produced from a sudden change in

voltage or shock in the following manner :

—

When the voltage change is positive going the circuit in

Fig. 171 is used.

The input voltage is applied through a condenser C to a
parallel combination of resistance and inductance.

A diode is connected across R and L with the cathode
coimected to the condenser and anode to earth. The stray

capacities, including the distributed capacity of the coil, are

represented by Cg.

A positive-going voltage change applied through C “ kicks
"

the oscillatory circuit LCg into oscillation. If R is not con-

nected and the diode out of

action, the resulting wave-
form at the output is as

shown in Fig. 173 (a). When
R is connected the waveform
is as Fig. 173 (b) because it

damps out the oscillations

more quickly.

When the diode is also in

action, the waveform is as

out the negative part of the
wave still more.

Fig. 173 (c) because the diode

conducts auring the negative

part of the cycle and damps

Ftg. 174.—Circuit with purpose
STBflLAR TO FIG. 1^2 , BUT USING A
TRIODB WHICH FUNCTIONS IN PLACE
OF THE DIODE OP FIG. 17a, AND
PROVIDES AMPLIFICATION AS AN
ADDiTIONAt FEATURE.
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The " steepness of rise de-

pends upon the steepness of

the voltage change. The
sharpness of fall and duration

of pulse depends upon the LQ
circuit.

When the voltage change
is negative going the circuit

in Fig. 172 is employed. The
only change made in this

figure is that the diode is

inverted.

The waveforms are as in

Fig. 173 but inverted.

In the case of the negative-

Ftg. i75.-RrNGiNG CIRCUIT. going voltage change a triode

can be used instead of a diode

and the added amplification of the triode can be made use of.

The effect of grid current during the positive-going parts of the

oscillation is the same as that of the diode in the circuit shown
in Fig. 172.

Another form of ringing-circuit or shock-excited oscillator is

shown in Fig. 175. Rg is a large resistance and the anode
volts are divided between and the very low value of Rg^.

The grid is a fraction of a volt positive. The valve normally is

therefore conducting, and near to saturation anode current.

The full anode current flows through L of the tank circuit LC.
If now a large negative pulse * is applied to the grid of the

valve sufficient to cut oft the anode current the resonant tank
circuit is shocked into oscillation.

The frequency of oscillation is — and the width in
^ _^VLC

time of any half oscillation is 2jtVLC.
The number of oscillations per train depends upon the Q

of the tank circuit.

When an oscillation is generated to form the basis of a short

pulse, any of the oscillators described in Chapter V may be
employed, but it is important to note that an oscillator which
is crystal controlled cannot be pulsed because it does not
immediately break into oscillation.

* The magmtade of the applied negative pulse must be sufi&ciently

great to maintain the valve at cut oS, it must be larger than the maximum-
amplitude of the positive-going oscillation generated by shock.
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THE SINGLE-VALVE MULTIVIBRATOR—NIEMAN’S
OSCILLATOR OR TRANSITRON

The special circuit arrangement of a pentode* which causes
it to function primarily as a multivibrator and by further
modification as an oscillator may be recognised under any of
the three above designations.

In its basic form it belongs essentially to the multivibrator
family, but by suitable adjustment of components and their

values it can be made to generate sustained oscillations.

HX+ HX+

Fig . 176,—Circuit and characteristics of the transitron.

(a) Anode current suppressor voltage and screen current suppressor

voltage characteristics.

(b) Screen current or suppressor voltage characteristic of a pentode with
screen suppressor coupling.

(c) Basic single-valve multivibrator or transitron.

" Transition ” is the name by which it is generally known to

American technicians.

In common with all multivibrators, it has a stable and an

unstable state, the transition from one state to the other being

effected by an incoming pulse, which in this case must be

positive going.

The potential of the suppressor grid of a pentode has

negligible control over the flow of electrons constituting the

total space current ;
also it is effectively shielded by the

screen grid and control grid.

It does, however, effect the division of the space current

between screen grid and anode.
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Fig, 176 (a) shows the relationship between suppressor volts

and anode and screen currents.

Fig. 176 (b) shows the variations of screen current with
suppressor volts when the screen and suppressor are strapped

together.

(a) In general, if G, (Fig. 176 (c)
)
is made a little negative,

the anode receives a smaller proportion of the space current

and, consequently, Gj receives a larger share. This increase

of screen current causes the voltage on the screen to fall (due

to drop across Rj). Under normal conditions, the drop in

potential of G2 is greater than the drop in potential of G8,

which causes it. “^e insertion of the resistance Rj between
the suppressor and its normal connection to the cathode allows

Gs to take up varying potentials and so to control the distribu-

tion of space current between anode and screen.

(b) The condenser connected between Gj and Gj causes Gs
to follow the instantaneous potential changes of Gj.

The efiects in paragraphs (a) and (6) exist together and
cannot really be separated

;
consequently, when the potentials

in a stable condition of (a) and (b) are ^sturbed by a short

pulse, they seek new conditions, which can only be stable if

they comply with the conditions imposed by the above
effects.

Two separate cases are met with :

—

(a) When the drop in potential of Gg which would be caused
(in the absence of C) by the drop in potential of Gg is less than
the drop in potential of Gj.

(b) When the drop in potential of Gg (in absence of C) by
the drop in potential of Gg is greater than the drop in potenti^
ofGg.

In case (a) the current will return to its original con-

dition at ‘the end of the disturbing pulse. This is the stable

state.

In case (6) the circuit will change violently to ja. completely
different condition. This is the unstable state which is made
use of. Suppose that a p<Mitive-going pulse is applied to the
control grid G^, tmder condition {b).

Gg and Gg drop equally in potential, Gg thus becoming very
negative, the anode current is nearly cut off. The potentM
difference between L and M is the same as at the start.

C now commences to discharge vid Rg mid the potentials

of Gg and Gg will vaiy until a state sunilar to (a) » reached.

SimultarMomly, the slow change in potentials^ Gg and Gg
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Fig. 177.—Elementary circuit of the transitron, when used as an
OSCILLATOR, AND EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT.

(a) Elementary transitron oscillator.

(b) Equivalent circuit when acting as an oscillator.

acts as another disturbance and another violent change takes
place in the opposite direction, until the original stable state

is again reached.

Thus, a positive pulse applied to Gj produces a sudden rise

in anode volts, followed by a delay, the duration of which
depends upon the values of C and R. A sudden fall of anode
volts then occurs.

Consequently, when this device is connected 2is a multi-

vibrator, one cycle -fs performed for each positive pulse
received.

When coimected as an oscillator with regenerative feedback,

provided the magnitude of the energy fed back is in phase and
equal to the energy dissipated in circuit losses, oscillations

may be sustained at a frequencydetermined by theLC constants.

The elementary circuit of the transitron, when used as an
oscillator and the equivalent circuit, is shown in Fig. 177.
The negative slope of the I,c ctnve, that is the decrease of

with inarease of indicates that the transconductance
between suppressor grid voltage and screen current is negative.*

Since the reactance c pfQ is negligible at oscillation frequency,

the alternating component of the suppressor voltage is of the

It is sometimes convenient to think of negative resistance (
—

—

\conauctanoe
in terms of a generating e^ect taking place within the valve itself between
its elements.
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same polarity as that of the screen voltage. Thus, the negative

transconductance becomes a negative resistance between
screen grid and cathode. An increase of screen voltage causes

a. corresponding increase in suppressor voltage and hence a

decrease in screen current.*

To maintain oscillations the losses in the circuit must be
offset by energy supplied by the valve.

In the equivalent circuit R„ represents the negative resistance

presented by the valve to the tuned circuit and the tuned
circuit losses are represented by Rj paralleling the LC tank
circmt, Rl represents the load resistance across the output
terminals.

In order to produce oscillations of constant amplitude, the

power supplied by R^ must equal the power consumed by all

three resistances bracketed together. Thus the current

through Rn must be equal and opposite to the sum of the

three positive resistance currents through R, , Rs^ and Rj.

If the current through R^ is too small oscillations die out. If

it is too large, they increase in amplitude.

See footnote on p. 245.



CHAPTER XIV

RADAR TIME BASES AND TIME BASE
GENERATOR CIRCUITS

The function of the indicator unit, of which the cathode ray
tube is the principal component, is to measure the time required

for a transmitted pulse to travel outward to a target, and for

the reflected energy to travel back to the transmitter-receiver

position.

Measurement is accomplished by causing the electron beam
of the cathode ray tube (normally held at the extreme left of

the screen, looking at it from the front), to traverse the screen

to the extreme right at some uniform speed, thereby sweeping
out the trace of a time base in some given time, determined by
the velocity of the beam or scan.

The course of the scan is marked by a bright line which
presents the illusion of having been painted on the screen,

because of the '' afterglow '' and the frequency of repetition,

which is above that at which the eye can discriminate between
successive time base sweeps.

This bright line, the length of which is calibrated by the
constant velocity of the scan in terms of time, is the time
base, and since i microsecond is proportional to 164 yds. of

range, the time in microseconds represented by full-scale

deflection of the time base x 164 is also proportional to

range. Full-scale time base deflection can therefore be made
proportional to any desired range by adjustment of the velocity

of the scan.

The range of an echo is measured by making some full-scale

time base deflection proportional to some convenient range and
by causing the time base to commence at the same instant as the
transmitter fires. The range of any echo which then appears
on the trace is determined by its distance along the time base,

measured from tho start of the time base to the point at which
the echo appears.

The time represented by the full-scale deflection of the
time base is always longer than that of the transmitted R.F.
pulse, dn order that echoes returning after each transmitted

347
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puke may be registered, but the full-scale deflection must not
be greater than the interval between 'the start of one pulse
and the beginning of the next, otherwise echoes will be masked.
This means that the highest permissible repetition rate for a
given set is limited by the maximum distance from which
echoes are to be received.

Requirements for Accurate Measurement

The requirements for accurate measurement are :

—

(a) Acciurate synchronisation of the time at which the trans-

mitter fires with the start of the time base. This means that
the repetition rates of the time base and that of the trans-

mitter must be identical and that they must fire simultaneously.

(b) The scan must traverse the screen from left to right with
constant velocity, i.e., it must move through equal distances

in equal times, which is but another way of saying that the time
base must be linear.

Another requirement is that a brightening pulse must be
provided to intensify the beam from the commencement to

the end of each sweep. At the end of each sweep the intensity

of the beam must be reduced so that the beam itself may be
returned to the extreme left-hand diameter in darkness

;

furthermore, the return stroke or " flyback ” should take place

as quickly as possible. These two latter requirements arise

because (a) echoes received from outside the maximum range
for which the full-scale deflection is calibrated would cause

confusion in taking readings from the scale, and (b) because it

is generally desirable to allow as much time as possible between
the end of one sweep and the beginning of the next, particularly

in the case of electromagnetic tubes.

From the foregoing considerations, it is clear that the

force deflecting the beam must grow at a constant rate from the

instant it starts until full-scale deflection is reached, the
maximum value to which it must grow is determined by the

diameter of the tube and is a constant for that tube. The rate

at vdiidi it is required to grow determines the velocity of the

scan and hence the time-range calibration for full-scale

deflection (see Fig. 178).

If a deflecting force to fulfil all these conditions is |flotted

against time it will take the form of a sawtooth. The forward

stroke is linear, rising by equal amounts in equal times. -The
flyback is as nearly vertical as possible. The gradient, or rate of

growth of the deflecting force detemunc» the velocity of the
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scan, the maximum value to which the deflecting force must
rise for any given tube is determined by the diameter of the

tube and is constant for that tube. In order, therefore, to

calibrate the time base for a shorter range, it is necessary to

increase the rate of growth of the deflecting force, in conse-

quence of which the gradient of the linear part of the time base

becomes steeper.

In practice it is desirable that provision should be made for

selection by means of a switch from two or more time base

speeds. The reason for this is that as the target approaches,

full-scale deflection is conveniently made proportional to a
shorter range thereby assisting the operator to follow the move-
ments of the target with greater accuracy.

The deflecting force is an electrostatic field in the case of an
electrostatic tube and a magnetic field in the case of an electro-

magnetic tube. Thus the deflecting force is proportional to the

voltage between the deflecting plates in the first case and to the

current in the deflecting coils in the second case, consequently

the voltage wave generated by the time base generator must
take the form of a sawtooth for the electrostatic tube. In the

electromagnetic tube, however, it is the current that must be
given a sawtooth waveform and the only requirement of the

voltage waveform is that it should be such that when applied

to the deflecting coils, the current waveform will be a saw-
tooth.

Since the deflecting coils of an electromagnetic tube are

highly inductive, a sawtooth voltage applied across them will

not produce a sawtooth wave of current through them
; con-

sequently, the voltage waveform generated by the time base
generator for an electromagnetic tube may differ widely
from the waveform of current which it causes to flow in the

deflecting coils.

Devdoinnent of Voltage Waveform

The voltage wave shape necessary to accomplish this can be
determined in the following manner :

—

A coil having resistance and inductance may be considered

as two elements in series (Fig. 179 (b) ).

If a current through the deflecting coils equivalent elec-

trically to Fig. 179 (b) is to be of sawtooth waveform examina-
tion of the facts shows :

—

(«) A current waveform passes through the resistance

component of the deflection coil unchanged in shape.
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CURRENT
THROUGH COIL

VOLTAGE ACROSS
RESISTANCE

VOLTAGE ACROSS
INDUCTANCE

VOLTAGE ACROSS
THE WHOLE COIL

(a)
Fig. 179,—Voltage waveform across rl to produce a sawtooth wave-

form OF CURRENT IS A COMBINATION OF A SAWTOOTH AND A RECTANGULAR
WAVE,

(a) Development of voltage waveform required to generate sawtooth
current wave through an inductance L and having a resistance R.

(b) Equivalent circuit of a coil having a resistance R.

(6) If a current wave of sawtooth shape is applied to an
inductajice a square wave of voltage appears across the

inductance.

From (a) it follows that a sawtooth wave of voltage across a
resistance produces a sawtooth wave of current. From (6) it

is evident that a square wave of voltage must be applied to an
inductance in order to produce a sawtooth wave of current

through it. This also follows from results obtained when
considering the L/R. circuit in Chapter IX.

Since the resistance of the coil is in series with the inductance

of the coil (see equivalent circuit. Fig. 179 (b) ), it follows that

the waveform necessary to apply to a coil containing some
resistance with inductance is obtained by superimposing the

resistance e.m.f. waveform upon the El waveform. The result

is the trapezoidal waveform shown in Fig. 179 (a) , the magnitudes
of Er and El being related to values of R and L of the coil

respectively.

In nearly all cases sawtooth waveforms of voltage are

developed from the waveform resulting from the rise of

voltage across a condenser during the charging period.
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PARAPHASE
amplifier

Ftg. i8o.—

B

lock diagram of sweep generating assembly.

This voltage rises exponentially from zero to the value of

the supply voltage. If. however, the ultimate value of the
voltage across the condenser when fully charged (i.e., Eg) is

made very large compared with the maximum voltage required

to produce fufi deflection for the time base, the waveform at

its rise from zero to the required fraction may be regarded as

tolerably linear and suitable for use as a time base voltage

(see Fig. 178).

When a greater degree of accuracy of ranging is required

the Miller time bcise * is used. In this case the small fraction

of the charging voltage used is, by an artifice, modified and
amplified to produce a time base voltage which is more linear

by an amount equal to the stage gain of the amplifier.

Time Base Voltage

Consider in the first place circuits for developing a sawtooth
wave of voltage. Circuits for the development of time bases
for electromagnetic tubes are described later.

Fig. 180 shows the block diagram of a typical sequence of
operations for developing a time base voltage from the rise of

voltage across a condenser during the charging period. The
circuit shown is merely one of many ways of performing this

function (see Fig. 181).

The waveforms depicted in Figs. z8o and i8t show an
amplitude for the time base for 20.000 yds. much greater

than that for zoo.ooo yds. This condition arises l^c^use

* The Miller time base is fully described later in this chapter*
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cut off for the time base generator must be fixed to take
place only when the slowest time base voltage has reached the
maximum value required to give full-scale deflection. As a
consequence of this the fast time base voltage rises to a greater

amplitude than the slow one and their waveforms at the output
of Va (Fig. i8o) are as shown.
The joint action of the brightening pulse and V, limits at

the effective amplitudes of both time base voltages to just the
value required to give full-scale deflection.

To Prevent Distortion (Fig. 181)

To prevent distortion, the grid of must not be allowed to

go negative, relative to earth. clamps the grid of V4 in this

condition. In effect it acts as a one-way grid leak to earth.

Cl is comparatively small and therefore charges very quickly,

consequently when grid current flows each increase in the

applied positive-going wave causes an increase in grid current,

the condenser charges to a higher value, but the potential of

the grid relative to earth does not rise further.

In effect Ci absorbs all increases of positive potential after

grid current commences to flow and therefore by its action

limits the amplitude of the output of V4. Thus the voltage

amplitude at the output of V4 is controlled by the time at which
grid current commences to flow.

The switch Ss selects Ri or Rj and so adjusts the auto bias.

Clearly the larger this bias is made the longer time elapses

before grid current flows. Thus if S 2 is ganged to Sj, position i

selects the smaller condenser in the time base generator and Sg

selects the smallest resistance for auto bias.

The fast sweep generated by the time base generator is thus

limited for amplitude at the output of V4 by the instant at

which grid current commences to flow. In position 2, Sj selects

the larger condenser in the time base generator circuit and the

larger resistance for auto bias of V4. The grid being now more
negative to the cathode a longer time elapses before it rises to

the potential at ^rhich grid current commences to flow. This

gives the slow time base time to rise to the full-scale voltage

deflection value at which the faster time base is also limited.

Anidysis fig. 181

A positive-going rectangular Synch, time-control pulse is

applied to the grid of V, (the time base generator) vid the

l&ter V*j. This ^ures triggering of the time base gmierator
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at the proper operating voltage and s5nichronises the com-
mencement of each sweep of the time base with the operation
of other units of the system. The width of the rectangular

pulse (in terms of time) determines the duration of operation

of Vi.
Normally, Vj is cut oft. The cathode of Vj is held at a posi-

tive potential above earth by positive bias and the voltage

divider R2R3. does not therefore conduct until the ampli-

tude of the positive-going rectangular pulse makes the anode
of Vi more positive than the cathode, consequently a voltage

is applied to the grid of Vj vid Ci, which is limited in amplitude
by the joint action of Rj and Vj as soon as the diode conducts.

The grid of Vg is normally held slightly positive with respect

to its cathode by the voltage divider RsRg. A change in the

value of Rg has little effect on the grid potential, because of

grid current drawn through Rg, which limits the effective grid

voltage supphed by the divider.

When the positive pulse is applied to the grid of Vj it becomes
instantaneously very positive and a large grid current flows to

charge the condenser Cg vid the grid-cathode of V^.

When Cg has been charged to its full potential the grid of V2
is returned to zero potential (approximately). At the end of

the rectangular pulse, the falling edge drives the grid very
negative and cuts oft Vj.

(1) The charge on the grid condenser begins to leak off vid Rg
to the positive supply.

(2) ''^en Vg is cut off by the discharge of Cg the time base

condenser Cg or Cg begins to charge to the H.T. supply vid R,.

This charging action continues imtil Vg again becomes a
parallel low resistance across the time base condenser.

The duration of rise of the time base voltage {i.e., the charging

voltage across Rg or Rg) depends upon the length of time for

the negative grid voltage caused by the discharge of Cg to

reach cut off for Vg.

This time is made greater than the time reqmred for an echo to

return from the maximum range.

The waveforms for the time base voltages for Raises i

and 2 will therefore be as shown in Fig. 180.

For Range i—the short range (assume that this range is, say,

20,000 yds. and that Kange 2 is for, say, 100,000 yds.)—^the

time base must rise to maximum deflection value five times

quicker than time base 2. This result is obtained by making
condenser Cg,^ve times smaller than condenser Cg.
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Ftg. 182.—Comparison of effect on grid of v, when a higher leak
RESISTANCE CONNECTED TO A HIGH POSITIVE POTENTIAL IS USED.

The charging time (the leak-away time for the negative
charge on the grid of Vg) is, however, determined by the time
required for the time base voltage for the longest range (slowest

rise) to attain to the full deflection voltage, consequently, in

the interval between the time Cg reaches maximiun deflection

voltage and cut oft (as set for Cg), Cgwill continue to develop
its exponential charging curve.

V, and V4 now perform a limiting and amplif5dng operation
so that the final waveform of the output for Range i is a steep
linear rise of voltage to the maximum deflection value, limited

at this value until cut-off time, as set for C, and followed by an
almost vertical fall.

The waveform output for Range 2 is an approximately linear

rise of voltage at a much lower rate to the maximum deflection

voltage, and since this is set to be reached only just before cut-off

time occurs, C, is not able to go on developing its exponential
charging curve for very long. In consequence of this very little

limiting is required for Range 2 waveform, and hence it has
jtt-actically no flat top. The fall occurs almost at the instant
that full deflection voltage is attained.

Consideration of the time base generator output waveforms,
after the limiting operation has been applied, makes it dear
t^t when the bikm has been fully deflected to the extreme
right it will be held there for the interval between the end of
the rise of the time base volta^ and the commencement of the
fall, i.e., for the duration of time indioited by the flat top ^
the thne base voltage wave. This would cause a bright ^t to
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appear at the extreme right of the time base. Since, however, the
trace is only by the brightening pulse for the duration
of the forward stroke of each sweep, the undesirable bright spot
which would otherwise appear at the beginning and end of the
trace isdiminated, the intensity of the beamhaving been reduced
to the point of extinction immediately either limit is attained.

It is important that Cs or Cg should discharge completely
when Vj conducts. To ensure this, it is essential that the nega-
tive charge left on the grid of Vj (resulting from the discharge
of Cj through when Vj is cut off) should leak completely
away before the arrival of the next positive Synch, pulse.

The two curves A and B in Fig. 182 compare the effect on
the grid of V, when a higher leak resistance connected to a high
positive potential is used.

Curves A and B both reach the cut-off point C at the same
time, but it is clear from its general shape that Curve A can
never, theoretically, reach finality, which means that Cj can
never be fully discharged before arrival of the next positive

pulse. Curve B however shows that Cj will be discharged

within the required period of time.

Iiqmt Requirements to X Plates of the C.R.T.

When a time base voltage is applied to the horizontal or X
plates of a cathode ray tube to deflect the electron beam across

the screen, it is generally desirable that the deflecting force

acting on the beam should be bakinced in order to avoid distor-

tion of the beam and hence defocusing effects.

In order to accomplish this the deflecting voltages applied

to the X plates must be connected in push-puU so that the mean
value between them is zero at any instant of time.
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Fig. 183 illustrates the con-

ditions which it is desired to

establish. This is done by
feeding the time base voltage

to the X plates in parallel but

in anti-phase, or to be more
exact, the waveform input to

one plate is inverted relative

to that applied to the other.

Classification and Use of Para-

phase Amplifiers

There are a variety of ways
of producing the balanced

waveforms required, the
majority of which depend upon the use of paraphase amphfiers,

but they may be classified under two main headings :

—

() The case where a sawtooth wave of voltage is generated

at the required voltage level. In this instance part of the

output may be applied direct to one of the X plates, the other

part being inverted in a single stage unity gain amplifier before

being applied to the other X plate.

() In other cases the sweep voltage may be generated at

low level—^perhaps 10 or 15 volts and amplified to the required

value in a separate paraphase amphfier. This amplifier has two
separate outputs, each identical in waveform and peak values,

but the waveform of one is inverted relative to the other.

Fig. 184 shows a circuit to suit the conditions outlined in (6).

Suppose that the output from a sweep generator is, say,

15 volts, and that balanced deflection requires a voltage of

165 volts positive and negative going to the X plates respec-

tively. Also let the gain of each amplifier be ii, then the

output from Vj will be 165 volts. (This forms one output.)

If the resistances of Rj and Rj are in the ratio of 10 ; i, the

voltage applied to the grid of Vg will be ^th, i.e., 15 volts.

The output from Vj will also be 165 volts^ but the input wave-
form will have been inverted.

This may not be entirely satisfactory, however. Output
No. 2 has been adiieved by two amplifying operations. In the
last case the input capacity C, of V, is in shunt with Rg and
may cause some distortion of the sawtooth waveform. This

can be eliminated by shunting Ri also with a capacity Cg
which must in this case be .^tb capacity of Cg Ihis does

Ftg. 184.—Circuit of a paraphase
AMPLIFIER.
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Fig. 185.

—

Balanced load
PHASE AMPLIFIER.

not alter the voltage ratio as

long as CjRj 02R>2*

SpliMoad Amplifier

The split-load amplifier (Fig.

185) is a convenient method of

supplying from a single input

two outputs which are in-

verted and balanced.

The resistances R and
are equal in value, conse-

quently, in the absence of grid
current, anode current causes

changes of voltage across them
•that are equal.

Since the values of these resistances must be fairly large,

the valve will be biased to cut off. If a smaller bias is

required it can be obtained by by-passing part of the cathode
resistance.

It is clear that the stage gain for either output must be
A

less than i, since the gain with feedback is — conse-

quently the overall gain for both inputs is less than 2.

In the equivalent circuit, Fig. 186, is the voltage across

either resistance, Ej is voltage input^ and Eq is voltage output.

(Ra + 2R)
Eg = Ei-Eo.

I = —la R

/. /x(Vi~-Vo)=^^(R3 + 2R)

g
Gain due to either load ==

Ra + 2R
R
fiR

R3 2R ^

I — ftR

R^ -f- 2R
Fig, 186.— Equiva-
lent CIRCUIT EOR
ANALYSIS.
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Fig. 187.—Development of paraphase outputs from cathode-coupled
AMPLIFIER.

(a) Cathode-coupled paraphase amplifier.

(b) Equivalent circuit.

Putting M
/ ^2R \

“*VR. + 2R>/

= \ the gain of an amplifier with
an anode load of 2R.

*

This amplifier, like the cathode follower handles positive

inputs better than negative. If the input is a positive-going

sawtooth wave, the negative feedback cuts off the valve, leaving
the stray capacities to complete discharge slowly vid R^, thus
dela3dng the flyback. In cases where the time base working
for comparativdy long periods, i.e., when the sweep time is

diort compared with resting time, this does not matter.

CaChode-GOiqded Paraphase Amplifier

JFig. 187 is the circuit of a cathode-coupled paraphase ampli-
fier. The valves are coupled by a common cathode resistance

R which is large enough to (i^elop the e.m.f. necessary to
operate, independently, either valve as a cathode follow^’.

In the static condition both valves are biased to cut off.

Equivalent circuit. Fig. 187 (b).

In order to restore the worUng point to a position in which
a small percentage change in the current throt^ R will alter

the grid-cathode bias betweoi sero and cut off, R is taken to a
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negative potential E, which may be — 200 volts or so. Thus
R and £ are interdependent and not affected by the values of

other components in the circuit.

The anode loads and Rj are usually made small and, not
as in a normal ampler, where they are large as compared
with R.. This minimises amplitude dbtortion.

The input is applied between the two grids, which are held

at a fixed potentisd—earth in this case.

In the static condition both valves are equally biased by
an amount E — IR where I = the combined anode currents.

The bias adjusts itself automatically to permit the flow of these

currents. Thus :

—

Grid-cathode bias Eg^ = (laj -f 1,2) R
, _ ,

_ Grid to cathode bias
and 1,1 + 1.2 g .

When the input is applied the grid cannot change by an
amount greater than the grid bias—say 10 to 15 volts, but
since it is small compared with E, it follows that the sum of

the combined anode currents is nearly constant.

This means that the two anode currents are complementary,
if one increases by a certain amount, the other will decrease

by approximately the same amount.
If Eg is made positive, I, increases and the potential of both

cathodes rises. This change provides the input to Vj which
now by its complementary action endeavours to restore IR to

its original value. As a result, the current settles down to an
amount where the cathode rises to half the amount that the

grid rises -relative to earth. Consequently the change in the

grid-cathode voltage of the two valves is equal and opposite.

Thus if the grid rises to 6 the cathode rises to 3.

.". Egi ^ 3 And Eg2 — 3»

The increase in cmrent to produce this change (if the cathode
resistance — 15,000 ohms) is *2 mA.

Therefore h^ the input appears as actual voltage applied

to the grid-cathode circuit of each valve.

It follows that the total amplification for the whole circuit

is t^ same as that obtained by using one valve as a normal
amplifier with a load equal to R.

If the grid of Vj goes sufl5dently positive, a point is readied

vdi^ the vdtage drop across R exceeds E by an amount
eqi^ to the grid of V2. V2 is then cut off. An increased

positive isqmt results in cathode follower action cax the part
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of Vj, grid CTirrent will eventually flow but, on account of the
protection afforded by the cathode resistance, the results are

not as serious as they would be in a normal amplifier.

For a negative-going input, the current through decreases,

whilst that through Vj increases up to the point at which Vj
is completely cut off. Further input in the negative direction

will cause no change in the current of either valve.

Use with a Time Base Amplifier

If this circuit is used with a time base amplifier, the two
outputs are taken directly to the X plates. In this case, the

X shift is obtained by taking the output of Vj to the slider of a
potentiometer. Thus, changes in D.C. volts on the grid will

result in the amplification of D.C. changes at each anode but in

opposite directions. If a variable resistance is included with
R in the cathode lead, variations will provide changes of D.C.
voltage in the same direction at both anodes, and this may be
used as an astigmatism correction.

The advantages of this circuit are ;

—

(a) No distortion.

{b) Small grid current when overloaded.

(c) Freedom from tendency to self oscillation.

(d) Freedom from hum.

Another application of this amplifier is that with separate

inputs to the grid, the output at either anode is the sum of the
two inputs. The voltage across

R is equal to the difference of

the two inputs.

Floating Paraphase Circuit

In the floating paraphase
circuit (Fig. i88), the anodes
of the two valves are connected
through Ri and Rg from the

junction of which R^ goes to

the cathodes. The grid ofV2 is

connected to X, the common
input of the resistance. This
is referred to as the " floating

point.”

Biasii^ arrangements are

not shown, consequently V,
looks as though it has a

Fig, 188.—^Floating paraphase
CIRCUIT.

KjRt about equal.
H4 high compared with RiRt.
Rg low compared with R^Rg.
C is a large condenser.
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positive bias. A condenser
may be used to separate the
junction of Rj, from R,
and the grid, also auto bias

can be provided for both
valves.

The first stage is normal,
excepting that the gain is

modified by the resistance

network in parallel with the
load resistance.

Variations at the point X
provide the input to Vg and
these variations depend on
the changes at the anodes of

both valves which are in

anti-phase.

If Ri = R2, which is usually the case, equal and opposite
changes at the anodes produce zero variation in potenti^ at X,

Consequently, output 2 is less than output i by just the
amount necessary to produce variations at X which are to
establish output 2.

This is an example of voltage-controlled negative feedback
since the output is coupled back to the input via Rj.
The fraction of output which is fed back is approximately

R2 -[- R4
All voltages mentioned are voltage changes relative to the

normal voltages :

—

In Fig. 189 let a positive voltage be suddenly applied.

The point X change in voltage for two reasons :

() The application of which would make X rise to^V„

i.e.,

-f r )
’ valve were out of action.

() A change in anode voltage (the output voltage) Vo

which would make X rise to V,. i.e.. Vo (R1 + R2)
were zero and the input short circuited.

The total change V, with these two factors operating at the
same time is :

—

ViR2/(Ri + R.)VoR2/(Ri-f-R2)

ViRa + VoRiARi-f R,)=V,

Fig. 189.—Complete diagram of
FLOATING PARAPHASE AMPLIFIER
CIRCUIT.

or (X)
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But Vj, on the grid must produce a change A X V, at the
anode. A being the stage gain of the valve under normal
conditions.

V„ = —A X V. or V, =

Putting this value of V, in the equation (i) above,

(VjR, + V,R0/(Ri + R.) =
Multiplying through by A (Rj + R,)

A(ViRa + VoRj) = - Vo(Ri + R*)

collecting terms in Vo

Vo(ARi + Ri + R,) = - Vi ARg
or Vo/Vi = ARg/(ARi + Ri + R^)*

If Rj = Rg and A is large this is nearly equal to — i, and so

the circuit acts as an inverter.

More exactly, if ARg = ARg + Rg + Rg, Vo will be exactly

equal to — Vo.

This is the case if Rg(A — i) = Rg(A + i) or

The Output Inqiedatice

The impedance R can be most easily deduced by supposing

that a sudden voltage E is inserted in a break in the anode
lead at say Y. If the change of current in the anode is I, then

R = E/I.

Suppose Vg = o and input short circuited, the voltage E
applied at Y will (of itself) produce a small change in anode

R
current. It will, however, produce a change . X ERg -f Rg
at which will produce a change in the anode current (approx.)

R
1 «== gs— R where g is the mutual conductance of the valve.

Jxj -f- i\2

Thus, R = E/I = z/(g X X s)

_ Ri + R,

iST"
2

IfRgisab(mtequaltoRg, R“ g*
*'*•> output impediaiiceis

ia/ice ffie redpmud of ffu mutwd condwskmce.

If g Si:: 6 mhfv o*oo6 A per volt.
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I 1,000

s s"
160 ohms

= 320 ohms.

This junction of R1R2 remains at a nearly constant potential.

The amplifier can be regarded as the counterpart of the
cathode follower and is sometimes known as an anode follower.

It shares with the cathode follower the advantage of low
output impedance.

The Miller Titne Base

In general, the Miller time base circuit is used for producing
a time base voltage which is far more linear than any other
time base circuit using the same voltage of H.T. supply.

This means that equal changes of voltages take place in

equal time.

Miller demonstrated that the effect on the grid circuit of a
valve in which the grid-anode capacity is C and the stage
gain is A, is the same as could be produced by connecting a
condenser C (A -f i) from grid to earth. Thus the same effect

occurs when this capacity is added to by connecting an actual

condenser from grid to anode external to the valve.

In the above case if the grid potential is raised by i volt

the anode potential falls by A volts. The voltage across the
grid-anode condenser C is decreased by A -f- 1 volts.

In order to make the volt-

age across a condenser C fall

(A + i) volts, the condenser

must be charged with a
charge (A + l) times the

charge needed to alter its

voltage by i volt. But this

huger charge would alter the

voltage of a condmiser of

capacity of C (A -fi) by i

volt. Thus the grid rises i

vcfit but current flows into

the ccutdenser sofffeieiit to

*<fliatgo a capacity C (A + i)

by 1 volt.

Ccmsequentiy. the effect

OH the gfidi co^ouit is the
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same as would be produced by increasing th6 grid-cathode

capacity by C (A + i).

The basic Miller time base is shown in Fig. 190. The grid

leak R is taken to H.T. and the suppressor leak Rg is taken to a

negative voltage sufficient to cut the anode current ofi.

To start the action a sufficiently great positive-going square

, pulse is applied through a condenser to the suppressor and
anode current flows.

The anode voltage drops and the grid voltage drops by an
equal amount, since grid and anode are tied together by C,

which acts as a short circuit for sudden changes.

This drop in grid volts would tend to make the anode volts

rise, but due to the condenser charging current the fall in anode
volts and grid volts must
continue progressively until

a state of equilibrium is

reached.

When this condition is

reached the anode current

is only just sufficient to

cause a drop in Rj equal
to the amount that the grid

has gone negative from its

normal potential.
Fig, 191.—Input and output wave- Xhis fall occurs aS sud-
FOKUS FOR A MILLER IIME BASE GENE- j t.. . X xL
RATOR FIRED BY A SQUARE PULSE TO A 3-S the Stdlt Of thC
SUPPRESSOR. pulse which triggered the

circuit into action.

The grid voltage is now negative and no grid current can
flow. The development of the time base proper now commences.
Normally a time base voltage is taken from the voltage

developed by the charing current of a condenser during the
initial stages of charging, when the rate of growth is at its

highest, rising nearly linearly.

These desirable conditions occur only at the very start of

the charge, deteriorating rapidly as the voltage across the
conden^r rises towards the Gorging yoltage.*

If the maximum value of the charging voltage is increased,

the whole diarging curve is expanded in length and consequently
the useable linear portion becomes proportionately longer, thus
making a larger and suitable maximum time base voltage
available.

“

* This is obvious since the charging curve is ex|>onential.

WAVEFORM

CONDENSER DISCHARGES
BEFORE END OF PULSE
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Thus in order to secure these conditions for the development of

large time base voltages it becomes necessary to use very large

charging voltages with all their attendant disadvantages.

Alternatively, the Miller time base circuit develops, at

comparatively low voltage, a charging current which is made
to grow more linearly at the start and continues the linear

part of its rise for a longer time, thus providing all the
advantages to be obtained from a very high charging voltage.

It operates in the following manner :

—

^^en the grid voltage is negative and no grid current flows, the
side of C connected to the grid is negative but wants to rise.

The grid voltage (which in

an ordinary C.R. circuit, deflection

normally rises at V/CR volts t coiLOFQ^g

per second at the start) will
p |

§
now rise at the slower rate of ’

| ^
V/C(A + i)R volts per second '

Cg -

at the start. - f

However, the anode voltage S. /db\^
changes at A times the rate ii

^
J S 5

,

of change of the grid voltage
j
L

—

and, therefore, falls at z z z VilV

V.A/C(A + i) R volts per r,| rjI |r4
second. This can be written I > <
as V/CR X A/(A + I). If A 1:^3
(the amplification factor) is 6v. • 6v.

large enough, A/(A + i) is "i * i-.. 4 , , . I,,,,, ti

nearly = i, therefore the rate current

of rise IS nearly i/CR volts per

second which is independent 192 -—Circuit for generating

of the valve characteristics. ^JcToZfKETic
Thus at the output- an

amplified version of a suitable portion of the impressed charging
current curve, developed in the grid circuit, is available as a
linear time base ; at a voltage A times that of the grid circuit.

In other words, a time base is produced A times as linear as

an ordinary C.R. circuit using the same H.T. voltage.

If the square pul^ which started the action lasts long
eiiough, the time base action will continue until the anode isi

just at cathode potential and cannot drop any further. This

condition is termed bottoming,”

On the other hand, the linear part of the time base may
still be going on when the square pulse ends.

TRAPEZOIDAL
GENERATOR

CURRENT
AMPLIFIER

Ftg. 192.—Circuit for generating
A SAWTOOTH CURRENT WAVE FOR
electromagnetic deflection.
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Fxg 193.—Waveform in circuit of fig. 192 for generating a sawtooth
CURRENT WAVE.

In either case, when the square pulse ends the suppressor
cuts off the anode current and the condenser charges at a
rate dependent upon C and not upon C(A + i) and on Rj,
since the Miller effect is now non-existent until a state is

reached similar to that before the start of the square pulse.

Generating a Sawtooth Time Base for Etectromagnetic Deflection

The circuit shown in Fig. 192 is suitable for generating a
sawtooth time base for electromagnetic deflection.

The operating characteristics of Vj are such that Ci charges
on the linear part of the curve, therefore the current flowing
in R„ C, and R, during the charge must be constant. In these
circumstances tiie voltage across Cj will rise linearly (AB,
Fig. 193). A constant current flowing through R, (fovelops
a constant voltage acro^ it (A' B, Fig. 193). When Vi is made
to conditot at Time z the cnnent through and R, reverses
and Cl starts to discharge through the valve.

The discharge current causes &e voltage across R^ to smog
negative very quickly (B—B', Fig. 193) as the condenser
discharges from Time z towards Time 3.

The voltage that appears at the anode of Vj is the sum ol
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the voltages across R, and C^,

and so produces the waveform
shown.
The axis of the trapezoid is

along the line X—^X' after it

passes through coupling con-

denser C2. The trapezoid of

voltage A". A'. D. B'. B"
produces a sawtooth wave of

current in the deflecting coil.

At time B" the current in

Vj must be reduced to zero,

since the valve is cut off by
the negative voltage on its

grid. If this occurs the current

in the deflecting coil situated

on the neck of the C.R.T.must
be reduced to zero at the same
instant of time.

In order to provide some
means for dissipating the energy of the electromagnetic field

so that the current can fall to zero, a resistance is often

connected in parallel with the deflecting coil. This resistance

also serves to reduce tite " Q ” of the coil and so prevent the

coil from being shocked into oscillation. Unless this is done,

oscillations may persist into the next sweep of the time base

and so cause distortion. The parallel resistance is sometimes

replaced by a diode.

When the current through Vj is increasing to provide each

forward sweep of the time base current, the voltage at the anode

of Vj is less than the supply voltage by the amount of the

drop through the deflecting coil ; therefore, when a damping
diode is used, the cathode is more positive than its anode and
the diode will not conduct. When the current falls to zero

through Vi at the end of each swe^ of the time base, the

voltage of the anode rises above the supply voltage, due to

^e persistence of the deflectii^ coil. The energy in the coil

is then dissipated by the resistance R5 and any osdllations that

attempt to raise the anode voltage above the supply vcfltage

are quicUy damped out.

lime Base Caixeid Genm
Fig. X94 shows an alternative circuit to Fig. 192. In this

Fig, 194.—Sawtooth time base
CURRENT GENERATOR.
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(b)

Fig» 195.—^Waveforms of sawtooth current derived from time base
GENERATOR, FIG. 194, ALSO VOLTAGE WAVEFORM OF THE BRIGHTENING
PULSE TO THE C.R.T.

fa) Sawtooth current wave derived from square input pulse.

(b) Waveform of brighteningpulse voltage to C.R.T. auid resultant time base
current waveform as exemplified by linear trace on C.R.T. screen. Note (b) is

not drawn to the same time scale as (a).

case, however, a linear rise of current is generated in an in-

ductance instead of a linear rise of voltage across a condenser.

Vj is normally cut oft by bias provided by the potentiometer

chain R4R2.
At timet = o, the square wave input to the grid is positive

and permits a current to flow vidR„ V^, Ljand L2 (the deflecting

coil). This current btulds up towaixls some steady value along

an exponential curve such as ABC, Fig. 195. The first part

of this curve approaches linearity, so that if the current is

stopped at some time ti before the curve departs from
linearity appreciably, a reasonably linear current has risen in the

deflectii^ coiL At time tj the current is stopped by fall
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of the square pulse to the grid of Vi and the energy of -the

magnetic field is dissipated in Rs and the diode.

Since it is generally desirable to make the time base only a
fraction of the time period of the repetition rate, a voltage of

the form shown in Fig. 195 (b) must also be applied to the cathode
ray tube (positive to the control grid or negative to the cathode)

to intensify the beam and brighten the screen for the period of

each time base sweep only.

This device has the advantage that it is unnecessary to take
precautions to damp out oscillations, since they take place in

darkness and are therefore not seen on the screen.

The P.P.I. Display

A form of display often employed is the P.P.I., or prepared

fjan indicator. This differs from the simple " A ” display

which has been previously discussed.

In the P.P.I. display the transmitter reference is located

at the centre instead of at the extreme left of the screen. The
trace of the time base now starts from the centre and moves
outwards radially to the circumference, each forward stroke

of the time base being the radius of the circular plan which is

developed and displayed on the screen of the C.R.T. circle.

For this display an electromagnetic tube with long afterglow

is generally employed, and the deflecting coil is made to rotate

round the neck of the tube in synchronism with the rotation

of a directional aerial. Thus the beam, and hence the trace

has two components of motion, viz. a radial movement and an
angular movement.
The radial movement differs very little from the diagonal

movement discussed for the " A ” display, the important
difference is that the beam is now positioned initially at the

centre of the screen and the trace, starting from the centre, is

deflected outwards towards the circumference. The total

deflecting force is therefore only half that required for an
" A ” display on a tube of similar size. The flyback takes

place in darkness at the instant that each sweep of the time

base is accomplished, i.e., when it reaches the circumference of

the display circle.

The aerial is rotated continuously by a motor at speeds which
may vary for different installations from 6 or 8 revolutions per

minute to 20 or more.. The deflecting coil around the neck of

the cathode ray tube is rotated by a Selsyn motor controlled by
the aerial and is, therefore, maintained in step with the amal.
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Under the combined influence of the magnetic fields produced
by the time base current in the deflecting coil and the angular
velocity imparted to the deflecting coil, the beam is made to

scan the whole screen area enclosed within the circumference of

the display circle once per revolution of the aerial. Thus the
drcular display is described by a series of forward strokes of

the radial scan from centre to circumference, each stroke

bdng successively directed to a point further round on the
drcumfereuce in synchronism with the rotation of ^e aerial.

Consequently, if a screen with long; afterglow is employed
and the input from the receiver is appli^ as a brighten-

ing signal to the grid or cathode of the tube, a polar map
of the area, of which the transmitting aerial is &e centre

is produced, and echoes from targets and reflecting surfaces, sm
seen by the aerial, appear as bright arcs or areas cm it in their

rdative positions.

Thus the range and bearing of all targets, such as sof&u^e

craft, high hmd, landmarks and buoys, can be ascertained

within a drcular area the radius of which is equusl to the
maximum range of the equipment.
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P.P.L Time Base Generator Employing a Multivibrator Combination

A suitable time base sweep may be generated by a multi-

vibrator combination of which an example is shown in Fig. 196.

In this particular case the system is assumed to have a radius

of 100,000 yds. and to be used for long-distance warning
purposes. Let it also be assumed that provision is made for a
fast scan to give a maximum scale reading of 20,000 yds.

instead of 100,000, thus enabling readings of increased

accuracy to be made when the target approaches within the

20,000 yds. range.

A range of 100,000 yds. at 164 yds. per microsecond is

proportional to 610 microseconds. A range of 20,000 yds. is

proportional to 122 microseconds, therefore the speed of the
time base must be such that deflection of the beam from the

centre to the circumference takes place in 610 microseconds
for the long range (slow scan) and 122 microseconds for the

shorter range (or fast scan).

If the repetition frequency is, say, 800 cycles per second,

there is an interval of 1,250 microseconds between pulses. In
order to permit the current through the deflecting coils to

return to zero, or positioning value, it is desirable that the fly-

back for the slow-moving time base sweep should occur imme-
diately after the end of the 610 microseconds.

A multivibrator may be used to control the duration of each
sweep, since it can generate a pulse of exactly the right duration

at intervals which can be regulated by a synchronising pulse.

^ TIMS—

—

297.—Waveform swbsf Mtjx.tivtBitATOR.
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The operation of this type of multivibrator has been fully

described in Chapter XIII.

The type selected in Fig. 196 is triggered by a negative pulse,

and the output is a positive-going square wave.

Vi is normally conducting, and operating as it does without
bias, the anode current is normally about 8 mA., causing a drop
of about 180 volts across Rj. The effective peak voltage of Vj is

therefore about -f- 90 volts. Vj swings between 70 -f and 250 -f

.

Rj limits grid current for V2 to a safe value in event of a
positive signal with respect to cathode.

Ejt, Vj is controlled by the voltage divider R5, R,, which
places the cathode at about 125 volts above earth.

The effective cathode voltage of Vg when Vj conducts is

— 35 volts, which cuts off Vj.

The multivibrator remains inactive until a Synch, pulse is

applied. The operating sequence is described in detail in

Chapter XIII, and the waveforms are shown in Fig. 197.

The switch selects Cg for the 20,000 yds. range, and Cs for

the 100,000 yds. range, Cs being five times larger than Cg.

The pulse from the anode of Vj is rectangular. The multi-

vibrator is started by a Synch, pulse and the duration of the
positive-going pulse is accurately set by either of two values :

—

(«) The selector switch.

{b) The variable resistance in the grid of Vj marked
" sweep length,” which may be regarded as a fine adjustment.

The positive-going rectangular pulse from the anode, of Vi
is now applied to the time base generator proper. Vs.

Since two ranges are required, the inductance L is used to

limit the rise of current to that which is just sufficient to deflect

the beam linearly from the centre of the screen to the nuter
edge in 610 microseconds. •

The current for the short range must build up to the same
maximum value as for the longer range, but this build up
must also take place at a rate five times faster than for the

long range. This is achieved by shorting L.

Vj is nonnally cut off by the — 75 volts bias applied to the*

grid. Its action is similar to that of a switch. It is turned on
by the leading edge of the positive wave from Vj and turned

off again by the falling edge.

The anode load must remain constant during the time the

valve is conducting, in order that the time base may be linear,

therefore the grid potential must not change during this time.

In order to accomplish this the time constant of the input
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circuit C4Rg is made long relative

to the duration of the positive

pulse. Also R, is added in order

to limit grid current. Vg is a
beam power valve because a
large current is required for the
deflecting coil.

The valve cannot be cut off

by cathode or auto bias, but the
resistance between cathode and
earth should be less than 1,000

PROPER INDICATtON CURRENT IN
DEFLECTION

COIL DOES NOT
FALL TO ZERO

(a) (b)

Fig. 198.—Correct and incorrect

ohms, so that the build up of

current in the deflecting coil may
be just as linear as possible

during the conducting period.

The cut-off bias is therefore a

ADJUSTMENT OF THE POSITIONING
VOLTAGE FOR CENTERING THE
RADIAL TIME BASE P.P.I. DISPLAY.

(a) Indicates correct adjustment
of positioning voltage for the time
base of the C.R.T.

negative voltage 10 the pid. The
T.B. current in the deflectmg towards the centre.

coil must be reduced to zero at

the end of each sweep of the time base, so that the electron

beam of the C.R.T. may be repositioned at the centre of the

screen. A small circle appears around the centre in the form
shown in Fig. 198 (a) when the positioning voltage is correctly

adjusted. If the circle appears as in Fig. 198 (b), necessity for

readjustment of the positioning or standing current in the

deflecting coils is indicated.

When Vg is cut off the energy in the magnetic field is dissi-

pated in the damping resistance Rg.

The oscillations produced by shock do not affect the appear-

ance of the screen because the intensity of the beam is reduced
at the end of each sweep of the time base.

Enqiloyment of a Selsyn Arrangement

In an alternative arrangement. Fig. 199, using a somewhat
similar sweep generator, but followed by a large power ampli-
fia-, the time base current is passed to the deflecting element
by a Sels}m. The Sels3m is normally used to transmit, electri-

cally, to the operating position, the movements of the aerial

relative to the ship’s head, or as a position control device.

Briefly, the aerial is Tnechanically coupled to the rotor of a
Selsyn in such a malhner that any movement of the aerial

causes a redistribution of voltages in the stator of the Selsyn.

These electrical changes which take place in the stator of the
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Fig, 199.—Schematic diagram of application of sweep current to
SBLSYN (transmitter) AND TRANSMISSION OF SWEEP CURRENT FOR
DEFl^CTING BEAM RADIALLY WITH AN ANGULAR MOTION IN STEP WITH
AERIAL ROTATION.

Sdsyn at the aerial end of the syatem, as a result of any move-
ment of the aerial relative to the ship's head, are transmitted

by cables to another stator mounted on the neck of the cathode

ray tute, this latter then perforuK the functions of the deflect-

jag dement. It is not part of the Servo System.
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In this arrangement the redistribution of voltage induced
in the stator of the Sels)ni at the aerial end for each move-
ment of the aerial is repeated in the stator of the Sels3m
moimted on the neck of the cathode ray tube.

It follows, therefore, that if the time base current is passed
through the rotor of the Sels3m at the aerial, angular displace-

ment of the combined aerial positioning and radial time
base voltages induced in ' the stator of the Sels5m at the
aerial end will be determined by the position of the aerial at

any instant of time, wherefore the distribution of current in

the stator of the Selsyn moimted on the neck of the cathode
ray tube will also be directly controlled by the position of the
aerial.

As a result, if the aerial is rotated continuously, the time
base currents in the stator mounted on the catho^ ray tube
will be in step with the aerial, and a rotating, radial time
base will be produced. The effect will be similar to that
produced when a normal deflecting coil carrying a time base
current is rotated by a motor.

This arrangement has many advantages, inasmuch as it

avoids the mechanical difficulties encountered in mounting a
rotating deflecting coil on the neck of the C.R.T. and it also

permits rotation at higher speeds. On the other hand, a large-

power amplifier is essential to amplify the output of the time
base generator in order to provide the required power to

operate the device.

The capacity of the Selsyn rotor •windings introduces an
undesirable distortion to the early part of the generated
time base. In order to avoid this, the distorted portion of the
time base generator output is not used. In other words, the
brighteningpulse is delayed until after the start of the time base
generator by a time just sufficient to start the visible time base
trace after the unseen dis-

torted portion. It follows,

therefore, that when this

system is employed, in order

that all the other units may
be kept in step, that they
must be synchronised, by a
pulse taken from thp time
base generator. Also a delay
must be introduced equal to

the time elapsing between

Fig. 200.—^Exponential time base
PRODUCED BY INPUT DUB TO
CURRENT WAVEFORMS WHEN CHARGh
ZNG A CONDENSER TO ITS MAXIMUM
VOLTAGE.
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the start of the time base generator and the instant at which
the usable portion of its output is brightened.

Non-Liiiear Time Bases

Non-linear time bases are sometimes used for special pur-

poses. For example, if a time base is not limited to that part

of the exponential charging curve which is reasonably linear, a
non-linear sawtooth wave is obtained. This produces an
exponential time base (see Fig. 200). A sine wave input to the
" Y ” plates when an exponential time base is applied to the
" X ” plates produces a trace as shown in Fig. 200,

A sinusoidal time base is obtained by applying a sine wave
to the " X ” plates. The trace is now swept out alternately

(left-right) and (right-left). The speed of this time base

varies in a sinusoidal manner across the screen, i.e., fast at the

centre and slow at each end. The return trace is made at the

same speed as the outward sweep. In this way reversed wave-
forms can be received.

If the amplitude of the sine wave is increased very consider-

ably, only a small fraction of the circumference of a circle

appears on the screen and this is approximately linear. Such
an arrangement is sometimes used for showing pulse phenomena
that take place over one cycle.

By suitable arrangements of the inputs to the " X ” and
“ Y ” plates, circular, elliptical and spiral traces may also be
obtained.

Circular Trace

A circular trace is produced from two sine waves of the

same frequency and amphtude applied to the " X ” and “ Y ”

plates respectively, but 90° out of phase.

If the voltages in the above case are not of equal amplitude,

an ellipse will appear. A similar

effect is obtained when the phase
difference between the two sine waves
is not 90°,

Spiral Trace

A spiral trace is produced by an
arrangement similar to that for a
circular trace, but the amplitude of

one of the waves must be varied
continuously to obtain this effect.

Pig. 201.—Spirai, timb BA8X. A Spiral time base can be used when
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a very long trace is required, i.e., where a comparatively long
period of time is to be measured by each sweep of the time
base (see Fig. 201).

These time bases are not generally used in radar sets except-

ing for special purposes. An elliptical trace is very economical
to produce, and when a high degree of accuracy is not required

it may be sufficiently satisfactory. When an elliptical time
base is used for an “ A " display, for example, some portion of

the reasonably flat part of a large ellipse, between the two foci,

may be employed.
In general it may be said that the degree of accuracy with

which target distance can be read off a given display depends
upon the accurate timing of the sweep for each range, i.e. the

velocity with which the electron beam moves across the

screen and its linearity.

The importance, therefore, of maintaining a constant check,

by means of the calibrator, against any departure from each
standard range speed through deterioration of circuit com-
ponents or other causes, cannot be too strongly emphasized.
This operation should be carried out religiously at the

commencement of each watch, and in special cases, where
circumstances permit, a check should also be made before

any reading of major importance is to be taken.



CHAPTER XV

CALIBRATION AND CALIBRATOR CIRCUITS

RANGE MARKS AND RANGE MARK GENERATORS

Calibration of the screen of a cathode ray tube is performed
in the first place by the production of a trace under the control

of a time base circuit as described in Chapter XIV " Radar
Time Bases and Time Base Generator Circuits.”

If trace time is understood to mean the time elapsing between
the commencement of the trace and its completion, and delay

time means time elapsing between the transmission and the

instant when the echo returns.

Trace time — Trace length (cms.)
””

velocity of beam deflection (cms. per sec.)*

For a given cathode ray tube the maximum diameter trace

length is a constant, therefore when maximum total trace

length is employed, as is nearly always the case, trace time is

inversely proportional to the velocity of beam deflection and
inversely proportional to the rate of growth of the deflecting

voltage.

Thus a trace of a given length may be made proportional to

any desired time interval by suitable adjustment of the beam
deflection velocity or scanning speed, also by application of the

echo delay time equivalent of 164 yds. per microsecond, it may
be directly calibrated for range in yards.

In order to translate any fraction of the trace directly into

range, the range scale for the entire trace length must first be
known.
This is determined by the speed of the scan, i,e., the rate of

growth of sweep voltage for which the time base has been
^justed.
Two or more alternative speeds are usually provided, selec-

tion being made by a switch.

Hence, the setting of the time base selector switch determines
the'maximum range to which the trace is made proportional.

At first sight it would appear that it is only necessary to

place over the screen a transparent scale, dividing the trace

into some convenient number of equal parts, in order to read
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off directly, or by interpolation, the range of any echo appearing

along the trace.

There are two factors that render this simple scheme inade-

quate, unless supplemented by the provision of some cali-

brated standard which can be used for checking purposes from
time to time :

—

(a) Small variations in voltage, or circuit constants, ageing

of valves and components, etc., all make it necessary that the

speed of the trace as selected by the range switch should be
checked, and if necessary adjusted, at frequent intervals.

(b) The rate of growth of the trace itself is not ideally linear

(although when the Miller time base is employed it is very
nearly so), consequently an error must creep in between the

geometrically exact divisions of the transparency scale and the

corresponding values on the trace with which they are supposed
to coincide.

These two factors alone introduce certain complexities, the

extent of which depend upon the degree of accuracy required.

Calibrating the Trace

It is therefore, in connection with the problems of initial

calibration and routine checking of the scanning speeds and
subsequent application to the measurement of range, that this

section is concerned.

In the simplest calibrating system a generator (range mark
generator) started by a S5mch. pulse at the same instant as the

time base, produces at equal intervals of time, short sharp
signals or pips (at intervals corresponding perhaps to i,ooo yds.

for example), and these are imposed upon the trace just as

though they were incoming signals.

When this system is employed the calibrator is not normally
in use at the same time as echoes are being received. When a
check is to be carried out, generally at the commencement of

each watch, the calibrator is brought into operation by a
switch, and the position of the calibration pips along the trace

is compared with the position of their corresponding values on
the transparent scale.

Should these not coincide exactly, the general procedure is

to line up the direct signal and a cdibration pip with the zero

mark on the fixed scale, by using the X shift control * and

* TheX shift control is shown in diagrams of cathode ray tube connectipxis.

In effect it adjusts the starting point of each successive trace on the screen by
varying the positioning voltage.
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then to adjust the time base or scanning speed until subsequent
pips coincide with appropriate ranges on the scale.

Frequent Oiecking

Frequent checking is necessary to avoid error due to voltage

variations orchange in circuit time base constants. For example,
let the range mark generator be an oscillator, which is started

and stopped by a square pulse applied under the control of

the master timing control or synchroniser. Its duration is

made the same as that of the trace time.

The output from the range mark generator during each sweep
period is a train of oscillations at some frequency n and a time
period of i/n seconds. Since such oscillation eventually becomes
a marker signal imposed on the trace at equal intervals along its

length, to represent some fixed fraction of it, the frequency and
time period of the generator output must be determined by the

fraction of length which each marker is to represent.

For example, suppose it is required to place a marker on the
trace at intervds of i,ooo yds.

Equivalent time interval of the pips which is in other words
the time period of the oscillation is

1,000 yds.
1,000 y . — microsecond’

= 6-1 microseconds (approx.)

This means that if the time period of the oscillation is made
6*1 microseconds, each oscillation covers i,ooo yds. of the

trace ; consequently, if the first oscillation in each train

commences at the beginning of the trace, successive oscillations

must appear along the trace at intervals of i,ooo yds.

Thus if the time base is adjusted to make the trace length

proportional to, say, 20,000 yds., 20 oscillations generated

with a time period of 6*i microseconds will exactly cover the
trace at equal intervals of 1,000 yds.

A time period of 6-i microseconds is equal to a frequency of

6-imicr^econ^ = ^^3-9 kc/s. (approx.). The frequency to

which the output of the range mark generator must be
adjusted is, therefore, determined by the required interval

between successive range marks.
The time for which the range mark generator must operate

is determined by the maximum ran^e to which the trace is

made proportional, i.e., 6*i x 20 microseconds » 20,000/164
or nearly, since 6*1 is not quite exact.
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RANGE MARK GENERATOR
OUTPUT 1$ OSCILLATING
163*9 K/CS. OR EACH CYCLE
6*1 MICROSECONDS APART

AMPLITUDE LIMITING TO
MINIMUM VALUE

- -^TIME BASE VOLTAGE

SQUARING

PEAKING

DIFFERENTIATING

ELIMINATION OF
NEGATIVE PIPS

AMPLITUDE differentiating RECTIFICATION

(b)
Fig . 202.—Typical series of operations for the production of range

MARKS.

(a) Development of range mark waveform from an oscillation train of the
required frequency.

(b) Sequence of operations shown in block form and the output waveforms
resulting.

Range Markers

The range marker generator in the above example must,
therefore, generate 20 oscillations at a frequency of 163*9 W®*
approx. (163*86 kc/s. to be exact), each time it is started by a
timing pulse.

Fig. 202 shows a series of operations by which range marks
can be produced.

The output, consisting of a s^es of pips spaced at regular

intervals, can be applied for calibration purposes to the signal
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plates of the cathode ray tube, when no received signals are

present, in which case they appear as pips along the trace,

dividing it into i,ooo-yd. lengths. In the case of a P.P.I. they
can be applied to the grid or cathode of the cathode ray tube
as brightening pulses, in which case bright concentric rings *

will appear on the screen, spaced at equal radii.

From the foregoing it should be at once evident that the

factors affecting the acciuracy of measurement of the C.R.T.
display are :

—

() The linearity and correct adjustment of the time base

circuits. .

( ) The synchronisation of the output of the calibration

generator with the start of the time base generator.

(c) Accurate setting of the oscillator frequency so that the

trace is divided into equal parts of known length.

{d) The oscillator must have a high degree of frequency
stability or freedom from frequency drift.

Determining Exact Range

A number of oscillators of different types are available for

use as range mark generators, selection being determined by
the degree of accuracy required (frequency stability of the

oscillator) and the method employed for determining exact

range. This latter point requires some explanation.

V^en the comparatively small disimeter of the screen of a
C.R.T. is required to represent several thousand yards there

is obviously a limit to which it is usefully possible to calibrate

the trace by small subdivisions on a corresponding scale. On
the other hand, range requirements call for accurate readings

within the limits of ± 200 yds. for long range warning sets down
to a few yards for short range precision sets. Clearly, therefore,

the method of direct reading from a scale to the nearest

subdivision corresponding to the position of the echo on the
trace, and estimating or interpolating for any fraction, is not
good enough when extreme accuracy is required.

In consequence of this, devices have been developed such,

that by turning a handle, a mark (generally a strobe) f can be
made to correspond with the leading edge of the e^o to be

• The pips applied to the control grid become rings on the CJRX, screen
because of l^e angular velocity imparted to the radial time base when the
deflecting magnetic field is revolved.

t A strobe is a bright spot or movable range marker, generated by a strobe
generator under ibe control of some variable delay pulse^ This is fully dealt
with in the chapter on indicators.
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measured. In this case the
range is read oS directly from
the dial of a counting mecha-
nism, actuated by the rotating

mechanism which causes the
mark or strobe to move from
zero reference to coincidence

with the leading edge of the
desired echo.

These S3retems are not dealt

with here, but are more fully

described in the chapter on
indicators.

The immediate point at

issue is, that when a high

APPLIED TO GENERATOR OF OSCILLA-
TIONS FOR RANGE MARKS.

degree of accmracy is required, it is essential that the frequency
of the fixed range mark generator should be stabilised by crystal

control.

Note. The fixed range mark generator referred to is the
generator for calibrating the scale. The movable range mark
or strobe generator is quite independent of the range mark
generator.

Before passing to cr5^tal-controlled oscillation, it must be
pointed out that range marks or markers for calibration do not
alwa)^ appear on the same trace as the echoes. It is sometimes
convenient, particularly when continuous calibration is re-

quired, to produce a separate trace • which, although indepen-
dent of the signal trace, is identical in every respect and appears
on the screen simultaneously with it. The manner in which
this double trace is achieved is dealt with in the detailed

chapter on indicators (see footnote). In this case the echoes
may appear on the top trace, being measured for range by the
range marks on the lower trace with which they are seen to
coincide.

Crystal-controlled Oscillators

When crystal-controlled oscillators are used as range mark
generators a new problem is introduced. It is no longer

* Xhe doable trace is pro^aced on the screen of a C.R.T. by a separation
poise which is applied to we vertical or Y plates to shift the trace per&dically
to a position higher or lower than the nonnal. If this is done at some rate
above the persisteiijce of vision* the illusion is created of both traces appearing
on the screen simultaneously. Echoes appear on one trace and range mark
laps on the other.
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possible to pulse the generator in order to synchronise the
start and finish of each train of oscillations with the start and
finish of consecutive sweeps of the time base.

This is due to the fact that the crystal-controlled oscillator

does not start up instantaneously when pulsed.

If a range mark input generated under these conditions were
applied to the C.R.T., individual range marks would not always
appear in the same place on the trace and the stroboscopic

illusion of fixed position would be lost. The range marks would
move along the trace—^in radar terminology "jitter.” The
difiiculty is overcome by allowing the oscillator to run
continuously, but arranging for its output to be gated.*

A simple means of producing range marks by the use of a
ringing oscillator (not crystal controlled) is shown in Fig. 203.

The frequency stability of this type of oscillator (although

uncontrolled) is very good, because the oscillating circuit is

very lightly loaded and the frequency in no way depends upon
the action of the valve.

Analysis of Circuits of Fig. 204

A negative-going square pulse drives the grid of Vi below
cut off at the instant the sweep starts, thus setting up oscilla-

tions in the L.C. circuit.

The damped oscillations resulting from shock excitation of

the L.C. circuit of V^t are limited and amplified by Vj so that
the output from the anode of Vj is a series of approximately
rectangular pulses all of the same amplitude. Rg limits grid

current and thus reduces daunping in the L.C. circuit of Vj.

The cathode bias across R4CS prevents the grid going extremely
positive and also helps to keep grid current down. A low
anode voltage is used for the same purpose.

Note. Grid limiting, cathode biasand lowanode voltage are all

precautions to avoid damping of the ringing circuit oscillations.

Vj acts as an overdriven amplifier and squares the output
from V2.

V4 has an inductance in its anode load. This inductance
resonates with its self capacity at about 2 megacycles per

second.

* A pulse is said to be gated ** when it is allowed to function only under
the control of some other piilse, usually a Synch, pulse.

t Note the L.C* circuit of V, in Fig. 204 is in the cathode circuit instead of
the anode circuit as shown in Fig. 203. The efiect is similar with exception
that Vi can be coupled to Vg as a cathode follower and so avoid damping of
the L.C. circuit hy the grid*cathode load of Vg (grid current).
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When V4 is cut off by the

output of Vj the inductance

coil is shocked into oscilla-

tion, but the resistance R,
damps the oscillation almost

completely out before one
cycle is completed. Thus a
positive pulse of about 0-25

microseconds’ duration is

produced. When the grid

swings positive a negative

pulse of larger amplitude
appears at the anode.

The grid of V4 is returned

to a positive potential rather

than earth in order to obtain high conductance in the valve just

before Eg goes negative. Grid current is hmited to a small
value by Rg.

The output of V4 is fed to Vg biased beyond cut oft, so that

the negative pulse is lost. The amplitude of the output pulses

can be adjusted by the bias.

If the oscillations in are damped too much to be useful

over the entire sweep, a r^enerative circuit can be used to
sustain their amphtude.

Other types of oscillators with particular forms of pulsing

arrangements may be used, such, for example, as the circuits

shown in Fig. 205.

(dotted portion shows method
OF pulsing).

The Hartley Oscillator

The circuit shown in Fig.

205 is that of a normd
Hartley oscillator.

Frequency is determined
by the L.C. constants of

the oscillating circuit, small
adjustment being made by
var3nng the position of the
core of the inductante. The
frequency is affected tosome
extent by the voltage on
the electrodes, the Q of
the oscillating drcuit and
the output loading. It hi
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therefore important to make the Q of the tank circuit as
high as possible and to select carefully the values for

and 02*

The adverse effect of the load in the tuned circuit due to

the output is avoided in the circuit of Fig. 206 by the use of

electron coupling, tank to output.

The circuit shown in Fig. 206 is a series-fed Hartley circuit.

The screen grid of the pentode acts as the virtual anode of

a triode oscillator. The oscillating component of the screen

current maintains oscillations and the resulting oscillating

screen voltage modulates the main electron stream to the
anode.

Provided the minimum anode voltage is not too low, the
anode current of a pentode is independent of changes in anode
voltage. Therefore, the output load has little ^ect on the
oscillator section of the circuit, resulting in improved frequency
stability.

In Fig. 205 the suppressor is sufficiently negative to prevent
oscillations occurring until the arrival of a positive-going

pulse.

Suppressor switching cannot be used in Fig. 206, and cathode
switching by means of a low-impedance triode is employed
instead.

The triode acts as a cathode resister to the pentode, and
prevents oscillations occurring.

A positive control pulse from possibly a multivibrator or

some other Source is fed to the
grid of the triode and simul-

taneously to the control grid

of the pentode. The triode

now passes a large current,

which means that R. has
beeq reduced sufficiently to

allow the pentode to operate.

All self-oscillators require

some time in which to build

up maximum oscillations and
the time required appears
to depend largely upon the

ma^tude ofthe initial shock
ajp^ed to start the oscilla-

tion. Omsequently, the first

few oseililati(»is of each train

Fig, J107.—Crystal provides orxd
EXCITATION to THE ABOVE CRYSTAL*
CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR AND THE
OthPUT IS NOT A PORE SINE WAVE.

•ws.
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I

f after passing through,

TUNED TO ^ X ^ limiting and differentiating

FpraSScy"! TT It circuits are not likely to be
C——I -J quite evenly spaced and may

OUTPUT
1

discarded if necessary by
I introducing a suitable delay.

I

’
I

'

1 When a Crystal Oscillator is

JL I TUNED ABOVE USCd

I I
FREQUENCY When greater frequency

f stability is required, a crystal

oscillator is used. This intro-
Ftg. 208. — Crystal - CONTROIXKD <iuces a new dif&CultV. A
WAVE OUTPUT. much longer time is required

for oscillations to build up
and die down in such a circuit on account of its high Q, in

consequence of which, crystal-controlled oscillators must be run
continuously and gated out.

The circuit of a crystal oscillator of the tuned grid, tuned
anode type, in which the crystal provides grid excitation,

is given in Fig. 207. The following points shoidd be noted :

—

(«) The anode circuit must be tuned above the crystal

frequency.

(S) A small control of frequency can be obtained by shunting

the crystal with a condenser.

(c) The output is taken from the anode and is not a pure sine

wave.
In certain circumstances connected with the use of accurate

Ftg. 208. — Crystal - controlled
OSCILLATOR HAVING A PURE SINE
WAVE OUTPUT.

range-measuring circuits (see chapter on indicators and range
measurement with phase-shifting transformer), it is desirable

that the output waveform should
approach as nearly as possible to

a pure sine wave. In this case

the circuit of Fig. 208 may’ be
employed. The cathode, control

grid and screen act as a triode

oscillator. The output is taken
across the oscillation circuit in

the anode lead whidi is electron

coupled.

A further alternative is diown in

Theaystalisconne^ed
sBRT«i> IN ANODE-GRID CIRCUIT, oetwecii gHd and anode. Ims
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circuit gives a larger output than the previous one and with
resistance in the anode circuit the output is rich in harmonics.
Under operating conditions, regardless of whether calibration

is carried out continuously or whether single or double traces

are used, it is essential that whilst the calibrator is in use, range
marks should appear to be perfectly steady as though painted
on the screen.

When the range mark generator is pulsed at the exact
instant that each sweep starts, the instant at which each marker
pip is generated bears a constant relation to the instantaneous
voltage or current value of the sweep, thus in the case of an
E.S. tube, for example, the instantaneous value of the sweep
voltage and the appropriate range marker can be locked
together and the required visual illusion is produced.
But if the range mark generator oscillates continuously and

its output is gated out to the C.R.T. at the start of each sweep,

«

the range mark pips (being generated independently and at a
much higher frequency) are not locked in any way to individual

instantaneous values of the sweep. They will not, therefore,

appear on the screen to be fixed, unless the range mark generator
oscillates at an exact sub-multiple of the repetition frequency.

On the other hand, if the oscillation frequency of the range
mark generator is made a sub-multiple of the repetition fre-

quency, this ties down the magnitude of the sub-divisions

produced on the trace to probably some odd number, which
would be inconvenient for range calculation.

‘‘ Gateing

In order to get Over the above dijBiculty, a gate is arranged so

that two separate pulses are required to open it, i,e,, a repetition

frequency pulse prepares the gate and makes it ready to open,

but the opening or gateing is actually done by a pip from the
range mark generator. Thus a pulse which fixes the repetition,

or gate opening frequency performs a sort of stand by "

function and the pip from the fixed range mark generator
(running continuously) immediately following receipt of the
stand by," performs the function of opening the gate.

* When the output of a free-running generator, for example, is admitted at
given intervals under the control of some o^er device or circuit, to a third
device or circuit, the output of the free-runxiing generator is said to be gated.
The intermediate circuit or gateing circuit, in fact, acts like a gate inasmuch
as it admits the output of a ftee-runnin|; gex^erator to a third circuit only
when ordered to do so by a controlling signal, usually termed the ** gateing
nut signal.
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Fig, 210,—Circuit for “ gateing out ” the output from a free-running
CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED RANGE MARK GENERATOR, ALSO PREPARATORY
AMD ** GATEING OUT " SIGNAL WAVEFORMS WHEN A.C. MAINS ARE USED
TO INDICATE THE DESIRED P.R.F. FOR THE SYSTEM.

However, when the output of a range mark generator is

gated in tiie above manner, it is obvious that it can no longer

be locked to the p.r.f. of the radar system, as fixed by one of

the othtf units of the system, and it follows therefore, that it

is a^ impos»ble to l^k the range mark pip to a definite

value of the time base sweep, cohsequently
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Fig . 21 1.
—

** Gateing out** circuit employing one thyratron and a
PENTODE,

the pips which open the gate are now made the synchronising or

master control for the entire radar system.

In effect, the pulse at repetition frequency now acts as a
guide to s3mchronisation inasmuch as it selects the particular

pip which is to open the gate and simultaheously fires the
sweep generator, the transmitter and any other units which
require to be synchronised to it.

In this manner the start of the sweep is always locked to the
pip which opens the gate, and therefore all the other pips are
also locked to instantaneous sweep values.

In these circumstances the c^brations on the trace are
quite steady and free from " jitter.”

Method of Synchronising the Radar System from a “Gateing
Out” Pip

Circuits in which a master s}mchronising pulse is developed
from a calibration pip at the instigation of some wave or pulse
which sets the repetition frequency are shown in Figs. 210 and
211. It should be noted in both cases that the A.C. main
supply (say 500 <v) is employed to guide the range mark
generator and its associated circuits in fixing the frequency
of the " gateing out ” signal as nearly as possible to give a
p.r.f. for the system of approx. 500 It does not fdlow,
however, that this is al>^3rs the case. The required repetition

frequency may be generated by an independent osdllator at
scane mwe convment frequency in which case its output would
be used to guide the range mark circuits in fixing the p.r.f.
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In Fig. 210 two thyratrons are employed.
The input to Vi is an A.C. wave from the mains with the

differentiated output of the range mark generator superimposed
upon it.

The input to Vj is the output from the range mark generator
before differentiation.

H.T. is applied by a half-wave rectifier which charges Cj
during the negative half cycle of the supply. C2 and C3 are

potential-dividing condensers applying the rectified voltage in

correct proportiofi to and Vj.

Vj is biased back by an amount equal to the voltage across

C3. The voltage of the grid input, though large, is insufficient

to fire Vj.

The input to the grid of Vj is approximately in phase with
the H.T- supply. Eg Vj is negative during the negative half-

cycle and therefore non-conducting. Cj is charged to the peak
mains voltage until the beginning of the positive half pulse.

Consideration of Fig. 210 shows that the output from the

range marker circuit, when superimposed upon the A.C. wave,
will occur at different points in each successive A.C. cycle,

because the time between pips is much less than the A.C. time
period and generally it is not likely to be an exact submultiple.

In consequence of this, the instantaneous voltage compounded
from the differentiated range mark output and the A.C. voltage

will not have the same value in each cycle, therefore the

th3n‘atron will not fire at the same point in each consecutive

cycle.

In the first cycle it will fire at A and the next cycle it will

fire at B. In fact, over a succession of cycles it will fire at

points ranging between A and B.

Any Synch, pulse developed in these circumstances must
cause the range markers to jitter on the trace—oscillating

between values A and B.
However, when fires (in the circuit shown in Fig. 210)

some time at the commencement of the positive pulse it does not
fire at the same point in each cycle. Nor does it directly fire

V3. It prepares V3 so that it can be fired by the next positive-

going pulse from the range mark generator output. It is the
pulse generated in the anode of Vg by the gateing out signal

which fires the sweep generator, the transmitter, etc.

In this way the oscillation that fires Vg locks a range mark
pip to the commencement of each sweep of the time base, and
since the pips are always spaced the same distance apart, they
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must appear on the screen alwa}^ in the same relative position

to given instantaneous values of the time base sweep.

Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation of and Vj circuit is as follows :

—

Vj fires and C3 discharges through it, thus removing the

negative bias from V^.

Vg is now prepared to be fired by the direct output from the

range mark generator. This voltage is large and firing takes

place at a perfectly definite point in the calibrator cycle.

The first result of the firing of Vj and Vg is the production

of a large negative pulse at the anode of Vg, due to the discharge

of Cl into C4.

The back edge of the pulse is formed by the discharge of

C4 through R4. The time constant C4R4 wWch is of the order

of J microsecond determines the pulse width.

Alternative Method Using a Pentode

Fig. 211 is an alternative method using a pentode instead of

the second th3n-atron.

As long as Vi is non-conducting, the screen of Vg is at earth

potential and Vg does not conduct. When Vi conducts, its

cathode, and therefore the screen of Vg, rises to about -t-250 volts

and Vg is fired by the next range marker oscillation. Time
period Cg and Rg is made sufficiently long to prevent the

gate opening too quickly, so that the calibrator pulse {on the A.C.
pedestal) responsibleforfiring Fg does not itselfget through tofire Fg.

Cg discharges through Rg and the anode-cathode path of

Vg when it conducts.

A potentiometer adjusts the negative bias on Vg and is

set so that even after the screen of Vg has reached its working
voltage nothing passes through the valve until it is fired by a
direct calibrator pip.

The output is smaller than for Fig. 210 but is adequate for

firing a multivibrator.

It is possible to use a single pentode with negative bias and a
steep-fronted switching pulse applied to its suppressor. In this

case, the control grid is also negatively biased and sinusoidal

calibrator oscillations are applied to it of such an amplitude that

only the tips of the positive half cycles can operate the valve.

As soon as the switching pulse reaches the suppressor, the
next calibration pulse to arrive passes through the valve and
produces a narrow negative ^ike at the anode.



CHAPTER XVI

VALVES AND VALVE CIRCUITS FOR VERY IRGH AND
ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCIES

In previous chapters it has been shown that radar sets for

accurate ranging and capable of good target separation must
employ a narrow beam. This means that the aerial must
have highly directional properties.

All other things being equal, directivity varies with
carrier frequency. In other words, the higher the carrier

frequency the more directional can an aerial of given bulk be
made. Thus, in order to obtain highly directive qualities from
an aerial of reasonable dimensions, it is necessary to use a
carrier wave of some suitable value in the ultra-high frequency
range.

It can be said, therefore, that the carrier frequency is

determined mainly by the service which a particular radar set

is required to perform.

Rdatkm of Carrier Frequency to Range and Accuracy

For example, the main requirements of a radar set designed
for long-range searching are high power output for the
transmitter and coupled with a sensitive receiving system.

Alternatively, sets designed to furnish detailed and accurate

data at comparatively short ranges must scan the target area

in greater detail, whilst the display must lend itself to more
accurate measurement. For this purpose narrow beams are

essential. Unless the radar set is to be fitted at a fixed site

ashore, consideration of weight, space available and windage
limit the noaximum dimensions of the aerial. Consequently,
in order to obtain the necessary degree of directivity with an
aaial of limited dimensions an ultra-high-frequency carrier

must be employed.
The carrier frequency employed by long-range searching

or warning sets may be as low as xoo megacycles, whereas the
carrier frequencies used for short-range hi^y directional sets

are generally of the m-der of xo.000 megacycles or more.
it96
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Since the significance of these ultra^high frequencies is apt
to be lost because of their magnitudes, it is more impressive

as well as convenient to designate th^ by their corresponding

wavelengths. Consequently frequencies of 3,000 megacycles
or more are generally referred to by their wavelength equiva-
lent, i.6 ., 10 cm., etc.

The transition in technique from metre waves to centimetre

waves is gradual until the region of 10 cm. is reached, when
"an abrupt change takes place, because it is in this region that

the use of wave-guides becomes a practical proposition.

In the broadest sense, however, standard radio technique,

as applied to transmitters and receivers, approaches a first

limit in the region of 100/200 megacycles.

Valve Limitations

As the frequency rises, small values of inductance become
important because Xl attains comparatively large values. For
the same reason Xc, even for very small values of C, approaches
a very low value, such that small capacities become almost a
short circuit.

When these effects of increased frequency become important,

a limit is imposed on the use of standard valves by reason of

inefiiciencies due to inter-electrode capacity, inductance of

internal leads, growing circuit losses and transit time.

Limitations to the use of standard valves for receiver circuits

occur in the region of about 200 megacycles.

Acorn triodes and other special types must be used exclu-

sively for receiving purposes for frequencies from about 200
megacycles to 400 megacycles or more.

Limit for R.F. Amplification

The limit for R.F. amplification in receivers is determined
by another factor. Noise generated by the valve itself increases

with frequency, consequently when the ratio of the level of

noise/signal reaches unity the useful limit of R.F. amplification

is reached. For frequencies above this ratio, R.F. amplification

is then omitted altogether from receiver circuits.

Special Valves for U.ILF.

Special valves, such as the hothouse and klystron types,

are used exclusively in local osoUatoia for frequencies above
600 megacycles.
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A crystal mounted in a suitable resonant cavity, but without

any R.F. amplification, is usually employed as a mixer at

frequencies in the region of 2,000/3,000 megacycles.

Standard valves in specially arranged circuits may be used
for transmitters up to about 200 megacycles, but whilst they
may be used above this frequency, their efficiency drops away
rather rapidly. Lighthouse valves may be used for small

portable sets, but in general the magnetron is used exclusively

for R.F. generators above 400 megacycles.

Conqmnents for U.H.F. Circuits

The physical sizes of external capacities and inductances

used in transmitter tank circuits tend to become very small

at frequencies in the region of 200 megacycles, and it is therefore

convenient and efficient to substitute shorted quarter-wave
lines * in the tank and oscillating circuits of transmitting

generators, in place of the conventional capacity and inductance
elements used at lower frequencies.

As frequencies are increased towards 3,000 megacycles

(10 cm.), the efficiency of shorted quarter-wave lines in R.F.
generators decreases.

This is due to increased losses in skin effect, eddy currents,

dielectric losses, radiation, etc., but, fortunately, aroimd this

region, the dimensions of wave-guides and cavity resonators

reduce to a practical size, enabling them to be substituted for

quarter-wave sections of line, with the attendant advantages of

high Q, low skin effect, eddy currents, dielectric and radiation

losses.

From the foregoing it is clear that when frequencies above
100-200 megacycles are employed, important new considera-

tions arise in respect of :

—

() Valves.

() Circuit design.

The effect on aerials and aerial s}rstems is discussed in

Chapter XXII, whilst the theoiy of transmission lines, wave-
guides and cavity resonators is dealt with in Appendices I, II

and in respectively.

The ensuing portion of this chapter is, therefore, confined

to a discussion of the limiting factors for valves and valve

circuits when frequency increases and the changes that must
then be made.

* See A{>pendix I, " Transmission Lines.'
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Frequency Limitations for

Valves

The main factors limiting

the output and.efi&ciency of

valves (Fig. 212) with in-

crease of frequency are :

—

(a) Inductance and
capacity associated with
the valve electrodes.

(b) Increased radio fre-

quency losses.

(c) Electron transit time.

At ultra-high frequencies

the combined effect of the
electrode capacities on the

generated frequency is

equivalent to an increase in

capacity of the tank con-
denser C by an amount Q.

P y P Ftg. 212.—^Emphasised inter-electrode

Cj = C 4“ ^ak ^ ^gk CAPACITY AND INTERNAL LEAD IN-
1 ga r ^ DUCTANCE IN DIAGRAMMATIC FORM.

At lower frequencies when C is large compared to Q, this

effect is negligible, but as the frequency is raised the capacity

of C must be made smaller and therefore the proportion whidi

Q bears to C grows with increase of frequency.

The lead inductances are in parallel with the inductance L
of the tank circuit, and this lowers the value of the upper
frequency limit for the valve. For example, a wire 0-040 in.

diameter and 4 in. long has inductance of approximately
O'l microhenry. At a frequency of i megacycle Xl == -63 ohms,
but at 100 megacycles it becomes 63 ohms. Also the inductance
of the cathode lead is common to grid and anode circuits

and so provides negative feedback, whidi reduces the ampli-

tude of oscillations.

Because of the increased importance of the reactance of

internal C and L elements of the valve at the higher frequencies,

the value of L and C of the tank circuit must be decreased

imtil a point is reached where further increases in frequency

necessitate reduction of the external capacity of the tank
circuit to nearly zero and the inductance shrink to a straight

conductor shorting the anode and grid terminals.

The frequency corre^onding to this condition is the resonant
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Ftg, 213.—Increase of importance of internal l and c elements
FOR THE HIGHER FREQUENCIES.

fa) Basic tuned anode tuned grid oscillator.

(b) Reduced inductance to permit higher frequency of oscillation.

(c) Lead inductance and internal electrode capacity of valve form a tuned
circuit and determine resonant frequency of the valves. Consequently, to
make the valve operate at its highest limit all capacity and inductance asso>

ciated with H.T., R.F. choke Cg, Rg and leads must vanish.

frequency of the valve, and is its upper frequency limit.

Fig. 213 (a) and (b) illustrate shrinkage in value of the external

L and C elements for frequency increases.

In Fig. 213 (c) Cg has negl^ble reactance at the frequency

of oscillation, and therefore Lg of the grid lead is in series with

L. (anode lesid).

T^e resonant circuit shown in Fig. 213 (c) is determined by
the inductance of anode and grid lea^ in parallel with a
combination of the internal capacities of the valve.

Reducing the sfre of the electrodes and spacing them further

apart, womd reduce inter-electrode capacity, but this would
necessitate the use of very high voltages, also the transit time

of the electrcHis from cathode to anode would be increased.

It is known that if all the dimensions of a valve are reduced

hy a fru:tor " n,” the characteristics of the valve, the operating

vtdta^ and curroits are not dumged, but inter-electrode

capaaty, lead inductance and transit time, however, all

bexxmie n times smaller. This reduction in size has oxie

undrairable feature, the power-handling capacity df the valve

is decreased.
' In addition to reducing the physical sise of the valVe. lead
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inductance may be decreased by making the leads of large

diameter.

In order to shorten the length as much as possible and avoid
the capacity effects of the base, leads are usually brought out
directly through the envelope in ultra-high frequency valves,

in which case the normal form of base is eliminated.

Acorn types of valves have all these characteristics and
can oscillate at 750 megacycles under suitable conditions.

They are primarily used, however, in amplifiers and power
oscillators, in which case their upper frequency limit is much
lower—about 400 megacycles.

Special triodes are obtainable that function at much higher

frequencies. A limit of 1,700 megacycles is claimed for one
such type.

Losses

Radio-frequency valve and circuit losses increase as the
frequency is raised ; these are due to :

—

(a) Increasing skin effect.

(h) Greater condenser charging currents, therefore increased

I*R losses.

(c) Eddy currents due to adjacent conductors.

(d) Dielectric loss chiefly in the glass parts of the valve.

(«) Loss by direct radiation from the circuit.

All these losses cause the loading in the tuned circuit to be
increased. This is reflected as a decrease in the Q of the
circuit. Unfortunately, the losses increase at the expense of

the permissible useful load, causing poor circuit efficiency and
less useful output.

Skin effect forces the current to flow in a thin layer on the
surface of the conductor. The depth is given for copper by :

—

, 2-63 X 10“*

Vi—-
d depth of penetration in inches,

f » frequency in megacycles per second.

Thus the higher the frequency the thinner will be the layer

in vffiich the current flows. Thfr is equivalent to reducing the
cross-sectional area of the conductor. Therefore I*R losses

increase with frequency.

Skin effect is reduced by using conductma of large diameter.

Large-diameter leads for valves and circuits reduces resistance

and mdimtance. A further reducticm in resbtance can he
obtained by alvo: plating.
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Demonstrating the use of shorted - lengths of transmission line to obtain
4

a Q which is much higher than that which could be obtained with coils and
condensers. Note from their phantom arrangement, reduction of total

internal capacity brought about by push-pull arrangement.

Since Xc becomes small for inter-electrode capacities at

ultra-high frequencies, the magnitude of the charging currents

becomes large ; a current of 6o amps, is not unusual for large

valves. These large currents contribute nothing to the output
but are sources of serious I®R losses. Another effect of large

surface currents is that of excessive heating at the glass seds
of the valve envelope, resulting in failures.

It is clearly desirable to keep all values of capacity as low as

possible, and for this reason ultra-high frequency circuits are

usually designed to have the maximum possible amount of

inductance for any particular frequency. Tlius, in the case of

U.H.F. oscillators, the minimum amoimt of capacity is needed
in addition to the inter-electrode capacity to resonate with the
inductance.

Excessive charging currents can be reduced by

(«) The use of special low inter-electrode capacity valves.

(6) The use of push-pull circuits.

Since the inter-electrode capacities are in series in a push-
pull oscillator, the effective capacity shorting the resonant

circuit is half that of a single valve. The charging currents are

correspondingly smaller (see Fig. 214).

Losses from radiation and eddy currents result from
incomplete cancellation of electromagnetic fields associated

with conductors.

Close q>acing reduces these losses, but its applicaticm is

limited by the R.F. voltage to be employed. Also spacing

below certain minima causes an increase in R.F. resistance.
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Coaxial lines instead of open wires are therefore preferred.

Radiation and eddy current losses are almost entirely

eliminated by the shielding effect of the inner conductor by
the outer conductor at the frequency limit for triodes.

Dielectric losses are reduced by eliminating the valve base
and by making connections directly to internal leads by
bringing the conductors through the glass at points where the
voltage is a maximum.

Use of 7 Lengths Shorted Line in place of Coils and Condensers

The Q of all unloaded circuits must be as high as possible,

and for this reason sections of short-circuited - transmission
4

lines are preferred to the use of coils and condensers.*

Having regard to skin effect losses, the Q of a large-diameter

transmission line section is much higher than that of an
inductance cod. A further advantage is obtained by the use

of shorted sections of - lines, because the valve leads may
4

be regarded as a part of the transmission line sections, and
may therefore usefully form part of the oscillatory circuit.

From an examination of Fig. 214 it will be seen that as a direct

result of using shorted sections of - lines, in place of the normal
4

condenser and inductance combination, the inter-electrode

capacities as well as the lead inductance of the valves are

incorporated in the oscillating circuits.

Replacement of
^
Sections of Line by Wave>Guides

The Q of a wave-guide is again much higher than that of a
• similar length of transmission line, and losses due to skin

efiect may be still further reduced by the emplo}anent of wave-
guides.

It is shown in Appendix II that the minimum dimensions
are determined by the applied frequency, therefore it is only
at frequencies in tibe 3,000-megacycle region and above that the

* In Transmission Line Tl^eory (Appendix I) it is shown that a pair of

lines - in length, shorted at one end, behave like a circuit containing lumped

values of inductance and capacity at resonant frequency, for the wave-
length conresponding to four times the length of one of the pair of lines*
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minimum dimensions of wave-guides become small enough to

render their emplo}nnent a practical preposition. Ccoise-

quently, for the transmission of energy at frequencies above
that corresponding to about lo cm. wave-guides are preferred

to shorted sections of ^ transmission line.
4

In both c£ises effects similar to those exhibited by com-
binations of normal coils and condensers can be produced and
ccmtrolled.

Frequency limitation of valves due to transit time has already
been dealt with in Chapter III.

Summary.
To summarise, therefore :

—

Valves. Inter-electrode capacity, lead inductance, resistance,

dielectric losses and transit time may all be reduced by suitable

design sufficiently to permit the valve to be used as an amplifier,

mixer or oscillator in suitable circuits for ultra-high frequency

work. Standard triodes reach the upper frequency limit for

R.F. receiving amplifiers at about 200 megacycles, but other

special forms of triode may be used for amplification at much
higher frequencies. The upper frequency limit for R.F.
amplification is reached when signal/noise ratio = unity.

Above this point on the curve of ascending frequencies special

triodes are available as oscillators, and these supplemented
by klystrons, etc., cover the entire range of frequencies in

which local oscillators are employed.
Reception. The limit of R.F. amplification is readied when

the signal to noise ratio reaches unity. This matter is dealt

with fully in Chapto* XIX, “ Receivers.”

Transmission. Triodes arranged in suitable circuits may be
used effectively up to about 200 megacydes or more. A limit

is reached at about 400 megacydes, in which region efficiency

is very low. Lighthouse and similar types of valves may be
used for low-power portable sets at mu^ higher frequ^des.
In general, R.F. for transmitters at frequences above 400
m^;acydi^ is gencated almost entirdy by the resonant

magnetrosD.

%pedal Valves for Receiving and Transmttting

Descriptions of special valves fat receiving and transmitting

now follow, together with typical dreuits in vdiich th^ may
be^ploy^
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Mc»:e detailed drcoit infonnation will be fotmd
in Chapters XVIII andXIX on Transmitters and
Receivers respectively. Appendices I, II and
III should also be referred

to for the theory of trans-

mission lines, wave-gtiides ^ Ri

and resonant cavities.

The Cathode Iiqnit Amplifier

or Grounded Grid
Anqilifier

The input to the ampli-
fier is connected across a
resistance in the cathode
circuit, the grid is tied

down to earth and the out-
put is taken in the normal
way from across the anode
load.

The most important
advantage is its low im-
pedance input, which makes it possible to connect it to the end
of a long cable in such a way that the cable is terminated by a
resistance equal to its own surge or characteristic impedance.

Another advantage is the low input-output capacity.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 215.
^ anode load, R, = cathode resistance, R. s anode

impedance and ft = amplification factor.

Fig, 215.—Basic circuit
OF GROUNDED GRID
AMPLIFIER.

Fig, 216.

—

Equivalent
CIRCUIT OP

t GROUNDED
GRID AMPLI*
FIER.

Stage AnqiUficathm

If Vi volts are applied between cathode and earth this is

the same as applyi^ — Vj volts to the grid.

The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 216.

R
The output voltage is

g,- ^ QiVi + Vj) and the stage

R
^

gain is therefore g-- 0* + 1), slightly higher than a

normal amplif3dng stage.

If a battery Vj is inserted between the cathode and earth,

it *4^ X
Fig. 2ifi shovra that thp change in current is Vi

. E
Smc^impeOEoce is a*# to the ratio
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Vj Rj + R.

~F+T-
'^>R, + R.

If Ri is small compared with R* and /* is large, this is nearly

R I
equal to— or - where g is the mutual conductance of the valve.

H' S .

Rc has been omitted, but the combined effect of Rc and the

valve is that the input impedance is equal to that of R^ and

; m parallel.
IM+l ^

In the case of a high-impedance pentode with g equal to

6 mA. per volt and Rc = 200 ohms, the input impedance is

^ ^ g Rc 200 ,

„ ,

I i + Rcg , 6
I + 200 X

ni^LEAOS

Fig. 2x7.—DBTA1X.S AND BQUIVAX.BNT CIRCUIT OF QROUNDBD GRID
tRXODR RMPLOYBD AS A MIXER. INPUTS TO CATHODE Vid COAXIAL CABLE.
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Low Cafliode-Anode Capacity

Since the grid is earthed it acts as a screen between the

input and output circuits. The anode capacity may be as low
as *05 picofarad. Fig. 217 shows a form of triode suitable

for operation at very high frequencies in conjunction with a
suitable oscillator as a mixer-amplifier. The equivalent

circuit shows that it is functioning in a grounded grid circuit.

The input signal, i.e., R.F. from the aerial, is coupled into

the cathode line (a coaxial cable) at the point where an exact
match with the cable is obtained. The output of the local

oscillator is, however, deliberately mismatched to avoid heavy
loading on the local oscillator and to prevent the R.F, signal

from being swamped by the oscillator voltage ; also the
mismatch prevents the R.F. signal entering the line to the
oscillator. This line is usually adjustable in length so a match
can be made at the best point for an optimum resultant.

These frequencies, as well as the beat frequency, appear
on the inner conductor of the line in the cathode circuit. Thus
cathode volts vary accordingly with respect to the grid. This
voltage variation in the cathode (which is directly heated)

produces the same effect as varying the grid voltage, assuming
that the cathode voltage is now held constant.

Although the filament cathode has no D.C. connection

between inner and outer conductors of the coaxial line, it is

capacitatively coupled at the end, since only a small distance

separates inner and outer conductors.

By grounding the grid of the mixer valve, the anode to cathode
capacity is considerably decreased. Grounded grid triodes are

frequently used as mixers, when a reflex klystron is used as the
independent oscillator for heterod5ming purposes. The klystron

and refley klystron are described in later paragraphs.

The " Lighthouse ” Valve

A sketch of the so-called " Lighthouse ” valve is shown in

Fig. 218, together with its equivalent in terms of normal
condensers and inductances.

This type of valve is often used in grounded grid circuits or

in circuits using timed concentric lines. The valve base and
glass are so designed that the valve can be screwed into

cylinders in a manner -similar to that in which an incandescent

lamp screws into its socket. The connectiims thus made
complete the resonant circuits. Tunii% is then effected by
adjusting the shorting plungers between cylinders.
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F%g, 218.—General construction and equivalent arrangement
OF THE ** LIGHTHOUSE ** VALVE.

Heater and cathode connections are made to a pin on a
standard metal base. The anode connection is made to the cap
and the grid connection is made to a ring, encircling the valve
about half-waybetween the cap and the shell. This construction
reduces inter-electrode capacity without loss of mecjianical
strength. Both cylinders are metal coaxial line sections.

RJP. Amplifier wittt UghStoiue Valve

A circuit using this valve as an R.F, amplifier with con-
oentriclinesisshowninFig.2i9(a). The coaxial cable carrying
the signal is crnmected directly to the cathode shell. The
signal voltage across C^, (tuned cathode circuit) is coupled
to the cath^ by capacity betweai cathode and ^ell. Since
the grid is grounded, apj^cation of a signal to the cathode
ocmtrols the anr^ current of the valve,

mas is devtibped across R^. The anode coil L, is tuned to
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F%g, 219.— Lighthouse ** valve used as grounded grid ampli-
fier WITHOUT CONCENTRIC LINES AND ALTERNATIVELY WITH
CONCENTRIC LINES AND INPUT TO GRID LINE.

(a) Lighthouse valve used as a grouuded grid R.F. amplifier,^

(b) Lighthouse valve used as an R.F. amplifier. Input to grid line.

(c) Points A and B correspond to A and B (b).

resonance by Cg. L*. C4, Cg (a filter) by-passes R.F. in the

anode lead to earth, R*, Rg permit adjustment of the operating

voltage to the proper value of 200-250 volts.

An alternative arrangement emplo5dng concentric lines is

shown in Fig. 219(b). R.F. input is applied directly to

the grid line. The cathode is coupled to the outer conductor

of the grid-cathode line by C7 Cg, which are built in and
by-pass radar frequency from the metal diell to the cathode.

Grid bias is fumMied bjr Rj, which is set to give correct anode
current. Anode vdtage is supplied vid the filter C4, Cg, R4 and
Rg. Coupling to the next stage is made by means of a pick-up

b^ween grid and anode lines. The grid-^ode line may cquse

degree of negative feedback. Osdllatimi is prevented

by projper loading and by the locaticn at the grid iiqmt tap.
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Fig. 220.—^Modulation of the velo-
city OF AN electron STREAM BY
THE ALTERNATING ELECTRIC FIELD
BETWEEN A PAIR OF GRIDS CON-
NECTED TO A RESONANT CIRCUIT.

Velocity Modulation

The klystron and the

reflex klystron depend for

their action primarily upon
velocity modulation of the

electron stream.

The action of the reflex

klystron will be developed
from the following general

considerations :

—

Consider Fig. 220, elec-

trons are emitted from the

cathode and accelerated by
the accelerating electrode at

a uniform rate.

Upon leaving the accelerator grid the electron stream,

moving at uniform speed, is passed through two closely spaced
grids termed “ buncher grids,” each of which is connected to

one side of a tuned circuit.

The tuned circuits and the grids are at the same potential

as the accelerator grid.

The A.C. voltage which exists across the external tuned tank
circuit causes the velocity of the electrons leaving the buncher
grids to differ. This diference in velocity depends upon the

time in the A.C. cycle at which they pass the grids.

An electron passing the centre of the buncher at the instant

the A.C. (R.F.) is zero leaves the buncher at the same velocity

as that with which it entered the buncher.
The position electrons occupy are plotted against time in

Fig. 221 at A, E and A'. The slope of these lines represents

the velocity of the electrons.

Electrons Which pass the centre of the buncher a few electrical

degrees earlier than the point of zero voltage as at C and D
leave with reduced velocity, since the decreased voltage of the
btmcher slows them up.

Electrons that pass a few electrical degrees after the instant

of zero voltage as at F and G leave with increased velocity

since the voltage of the buncher is now higher than that of the
accelerator grid.

If the space beyond the buncher is field free, the faster

electrons F and G will catch up with electron E t^t left with
unchanged vdocity and the slower electrons C and D lagging

behind will draw near to £.
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Fig. 221 .—Electron bunching (applegate diagram).

At some point beyond the buncher grids electrons C, D, E,
F and G will be close together in a group.

Another electron as at A which leaves the buncher half a
cycle later than E and its neighbours draws away.
As a consequence of this action the electron stream down

the tube consists of bunches of electrons separated by regions
in which there are few electrons.

These bunches are allowed to pass through a similar set of

grids called catcher grids coupled to another oscillating circuit

^ig. 222 (a)).

When each bunch of electrons reaches the first grid of the
catcher, the field is such that it slows down the electrons and
thus absorbs energy from them.

Note. Since the energy of the moving electron is Jmv* and
its mass is constant, a decrease in velocity means that its

energy is less and, therefore, some of its energy must have been
transferred or transformed. Similarly, when an electron is

accelerated by an electric field its energy Jmv* (m = mass,
V = velocity) is increased. In this case it has absorbed energy
from the electric field.

By the time the Retarded electrons—^retarded, say, by the
ficrst grid of the catcher—preach the second grid of the catcher,

the relative grid potentials have reversed. This is because
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Ftg 222 (b) —Klystron schematic

DIAGRAM.

the spacing is such that it takes the group of electrons approxi-

mately half a cycle (in time) to pass from one grid to the
other. Therefore the second catcher grid also slows down the
electrons, thus absorbing more energy.

Hence, in delivering energy to the tuned circuits of the
catcher grids the speed of the electrons is greatly reduced.

After passing this second set of grids the spent electrons may be
removed from the circuit by a positive collector plate.

Action of the Klystnm and Reflex Klystron

The reflex klystron is a development of the kl3retron.

The conclusions reached in the foregoing general anal}^is

can be applied to the klystron proper. A description of the
action of the reflex klystron will follow.

Fig. 222 (b) illustrates the general arrangement of elements
in a kl3retron, and this conforms substantially with the general
principles of velocity modulation previously described.

If the output from the catcher is fed back into the buncher
in the right phase and relationship, the valve acts as an
oscillator. The overall requirement for amplification is, that
the energy required for bunching must be less than the energy
delivered to the catcher. This amplif3dng action is made
possible by the fact that electrons pass through the buncher
in a cmitinuous stream but through the catcher in definite

bunches. The fundamental principle of operation is, therefore,

based upon modulation of the velocity of the electron stream.
Since a ccmtinuous stream of electrons enters the bnndier,

and experience the effects of the alternating fields of its

the number of dectrons accelerated in <me half cycle is eimc^y
equal to the number decelerated by the other half qi^e. Thus
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the nett amount of energy exchanged between electrons and
the btmcher grids must be zero, if there are no losses in the

oscillating circuit of the buncher. Moreover, an output is to

be taken from the buncher oscillating circuit, consequently

the energy fed back by the catcher to the buncher must exactly

make good circuit and load losses if the valve is to osdllate.

The conditions at the catcher are such that the continuous

electron stream has been broken up into groups. These groups

are spaced apart exactly one half cycle, also the phase of the

A.C. voltage at the catcher must be such that groups or bunches

of electrons enter the catcher grids only during the decelerating

half cycle. In this case, energy is absorbed by the catcher

from each bunch. The nett result is that enough total energy

is absorbed by the catcher to enable it to feed back in phase

to the buncher a sufficient amount of energy to make good :

—

(a) Circuit losses in both buncher and catcher.

(A) The load taken from the buncher.

In this way continuous oscillations are started and sustained

at the frequency of the tank circuit of the buncher.

Practical

The device may be used as an amplifier, oscillator or mixer.

When used at high frequencies the resonant circuits are usually

resonant cavities, the ^ds being coimected to each side of the

cavity.

Resonant cavities are small and hig^y efficient {see

Appendix III). The cavities are sometimes constructed

internally, but in other cases they are external.

Tuni^ of the cavity is performed by screwing plugs into

the periphery. Adjustment is critical.

T^ energy is coupled into or out of the valve by means at

smg^e-tum loops as ^own in Fig. 2E3.
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This is a vertical section. The resonant cavities are formed by a copper
tube which encircles the envelope.

A simplified form known as a reflex klystron, is generally

used for oscillators (Fig. 324), particularly in U.H.F. reception.

In this case one set of grids together with their associated

cavities are used to perform the double function of bunching
and catching, and the positive collector is replaced by a highly

negative repeUer electrode.

By proper adjustment of the negative voltage (which is

critical) on the repeller, electrons, which have passed through
tfie buncher field may be made to return again through the

resonator grids in the right phase to deliver energy to the
circuit, thus performing the feedback function.

Spent electrons are removed by the accelerator or by the

grids of the resonator.

Energy can be coupled out of the resonator circuit in the

manner shown in Fig. 224.

The operating frequency may be varied over small limits by
the repeller voltage. This potential determines the transit

time of the electrons between their first and second passages

through the grids. Output is, however, affected to a greater

extent than frequency by changes in repeller potential, since

altering the transit time also changes the phase relations

between returning electrons and the grid potentials.

Control of frequency is mainly exercised therefore by
adjusting the volume of the cavity by means of plugs.



CHAPTER XVII

THE RESONANT MAGNETRON

The magnetron is now generally thought of as a device for

generating R.F. power at frequencies corresponding to centi-

metric wavelengths. Indisputably this is, at the present time,
its main function. It is difficult, indeed, to see how, without it

transmission in the centimetre range of wavelengths would be
either practicable or efficient.

Nevertheless, it must be remembered that the first magnetron
appeared over twenty years ago. In its original form it was a
poor competitor with the triode, as regards output, and it did
not arouse much interest, outside the laboratory, until its

potentialities as a generator of V.H.F. power were realised.

The upper frequency limit, for the original magnetron, is

determined by the shortest time taken for an electron to accom-
plish one complete journey in its orbit in the cathode-anode
space, i.e,, by its transit time. Its power output and efficiency

are both very low indeed, since the R.F. power is derived

from electrostatic induction of energy into the anode, due to

the motion of electrons in the.space between anode and cathode.

Development of the Magnetron

The original magnetron was followed by the split anode
magnetron, which functfons on the dynatron principle, by
virtue of a static negative resistance existing between the two
segments of the anode. This is brought about by internal forces,

which direct electrons in transit to that segment of the anode
which is at a lower potential with respect to the other at any
given instant of time.

Whilst the split anode magnetron can be used for wavelengths
in the centimetre range, its useful upper frequency limit is

generally understood to be in the region of about 600 mega-
cycles, where its power output compares favourably with that

of a triode when oparated at the same frequency.

The multi-reson2ttor magnetron was developed in 1940 by
Drs. Randall and Boot of the Admiralty valve ^oup, workii^
under Professor Oliphant at Birmingham University. This

3*5 •
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device tises a condition of velocity resonance of the electrons

in. the anode-cathode space, to excite and build up oscillations

in resonant cavities having a high Q. The power to maintain
these oscillations and to supply the load is derived from
the source of H.T. by means of electrons which escape to the
anode.

The resonant frequency is determined primarily by the
geometry of the valve and the dimensions of the resonator

elements. Since these are of the cavity type, frequencies

corresponding to centimetric wavelengths can be generated
with large power outputs and at high efficiencies.

Thus there are three steps in the development of the resonant
magnetron. In chronological order they are : (i) the or^;inal

cylffidrical anode magnetron, (2) the split*anode magnetron,
and (3) the multi-resonator magnetron. However, in the light

of present knowledge, it is thought by some authorities that the
theoretical considerations of the original magnetron and of

the spht anode magnetron are really special cases of the resonant

magnetron. In any case, it is convenient to consider them in

chronological order and to develop the theory of the resonant
magnetron from that of its forerunners.

THE EARLY CYLINDRICAL ANODE MAGNETRON
The original magnetron consisted of a filament mounted

coaxially within a cylindrical anode, the assembly being
enclosed in an evacuated glass envelope. The diode thus
formed is so positioned between the poles of a suitable magnet,
that the magnetic lines of force lie along the axis of the anode,
parallel to the cathode (see Fig. 225).

The magnetic field may be provided by either a permanent
magnet or electromagnet. The important points are that the
magnetic field should be uniform over the entire anode-
ca^ode spa.<x and the field density should not vary in strength

from time to time.

When the magnetic field strength (H) is suitably adjusted
and the cathode made very negative to the anode by the H.T.
suppty. oscillations can be goierated in an orthodox oscillatory

circuit, connected externally between anode and cathode
(see F%. 225 (d)). The frequency of the oscillations thus
generate is ^eimined by the time required for an electron

to go frcm the cathode out into the cathode-anode space and
ba^ again to the cathode.

Since a ms^metron of the above type, in the absence of an
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Fig, 22$,—^Details of arrangement of original cylindrical
ANODE magnetron, ITS MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELDS AND
CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT AS AN OSCILLATION GENERATOR.

(it) Disposition of cathode, anode and magnetic systems.

and (c) End view of anode-cathode assembly looking along the axi^

showing direction of magnetic lines of force, and direction of electrostatic

field respectively.

(d) Circuit arrangement of cylindrical anode magnetron,

a-vial magnetic field, is basically a diode, electrons emitted

from the encode (when heated), are acederated along radii

towards the anode by the electric field set up by the anode

vdtage — V,.

The Icjnfttir. energy ^v* (m == mass of the electron and

V a its vdocity) gained by an electron in its fii^^t from catho^
to imode is equal to the work, doiqe upon it by the electric

field. Hus is eV. where e is the nummcal value of the diatge
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of the electron and Va the anode voltage. This quantity eV^
also represents the amount of energy given up as heat to the

anode by any electrons which reach it.

When an axial magnetic field of uniform density is present,

electrons in flight from cathode towards the anode must
traverse it, and since an electron in motion is analogous to an
electric current, an electron traversing the magnetic field must
be subjected to a mechanical force acting upon it, just as

though it were a current-carrying conductor moving through
the magnetic field under similar conditions of relative direction

for field and motion.

This means that electrons traversing a uniform magnetic field,

and impelled by an electric field acting at right angles to the

magnetic field are, as can be seen by applying Fleming’s rule,

subjected to a force acting at right angles to their direction of

motion, and also at right angles to the direction of the magnetic
field. It can be shown that in a uniform field the curvature
is constant so that the motion of the electron becomes
circular.

It can also be shown that the radius r of the circular orbit of

an electron in a magnetic field is :

—

VVa
(i) roc ^ .

. where H is the field strength.*

* eVa »= imv* (I)

work done = energy gained

Hev =— (2)

e = charge on the electron
m = mass of the electron

Va =* anode-cathode potential

V = velocity of electron

is the centripetal force, the centrifugal force being a pull of equal

magnitude but in the opposite or outi^rd direction.

From (2) r =^
— (from (I)

)

I m /2eV,“ H e-'y-5-

I J 2mVa
“ H y e

- J^ Sin Vwl
~ y H

r oc
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Fig, 226.—la-H CHARACTERISTICS OF CYLINDRICAL MAGNETRON
WHEN Ea IS HELD AT SOME CONSTANT VALUE AND H VARIED.

(a) Very low value of H, la, Ea characteristic similar to diode without

magnetic field.
^ , xt /

(b) Effect of increased value of H shown as sudden drop of la^ee Jd).

(c) Effect on radius of electron orbit of increasing the value of H.

(d) Ia~H characteristic plotted from results obtained in (a), (b) and (c).

For some given values of V, and H let the electron path be as

shown in Fig. 226 (a). If V, is held at some fixed value and the

value of H gradually increased, the path of the electron shown

in Fig. 226 \a) may be modified to that shown in Fig. 226 (b). In

this case the radius of the electron orbit has been decreased,

so that the electron just misses the anode or grazes it in

returning to the cathode to complete ^ts circular orbit.

The value of H relative to the fixed value of V. which

produces these conditions is :

—
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(2) H — • • where H is in gauss
“ V, is anode volts

d = anode diameter (cms.).

This critical value of H relative to V, is the condition in which
the original circular anode magnetron is operated.

In Fig. 226 (c) H has been increased beyond the critical

value, so that electrons now travel outwards from the cathode

and back to it again in a circular orbit of much smaller radius.

From a consideration of Fig. 226 (d) it can be seen that

when for some fixed value of V,, anode current I, is plotted

against values of H increasing from point O, I* remains

constant for increasing values of H until the critic^ value is

reached at B. At this value of H the electron path just misses

the anode and the anode current I, falls abruptly towards zero.

This is the " cut off ” value of H for a particular value of V,.

Thesame effect isproducedbyholdingH constant andvaryingV,.
When the Vg/H ratio is adjusted for the critical value of H

or I, " cut off,” the original circular anode magnetron generates

oscillations in the external circuit joined between anode and
cathode (Fig. 226 (d) ).

This is made possible by the electric energy, induced electro-

statically in the anode, by movements in the cathode-anode

space, of electrons relative to the anode.

Briefly, the mechanism by which energy is transferred to the

oscillatory circuit is as follows :

—

(a) Electrons leaving the cathode are accelerated towards

the anode by the electric field and receive energy from it,

4he H.T. being the primary source of supply for tWs energy.

(&) Due to the force exerted by the axial magnetic field on
the electrons moving towards the anode, they are forced to

follow a curved path, which takes them in a circular orbit

away from the anode, past it and back to the cathode. Since

the direction of motion during the backward journey to the

cathode is in a direction opposite to that in which the electric

field is urging them, work must be done by the electron

upon the Metric field, i-e., some of the kinetic energy acquired

by the electron during its outward journey is transfeumed and
transferred vid the fidd to the anode where, in effect, an aitar-

nating voltage is supmmposed upon by electron excursions.

The frequency of the RJF. energy induced in the anod«; m
this manner is determined by the transit time of &e deGtrrmi
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SO that if the external parallel-tuned circuit is given the same
time period as the transit time, R.F. energy can be built up
in the tuned circuit and transferred to a matched load.

The power that can be delivered by this device is compara-
tively small and the upper limit of frequency which can be
generated is limited by the transit time of the electron.

It can be shown that this time period is :

—

T = . . . where m is the mass of the electron.*
He

THE SPUT ANODE MAGNETRON
The split anode magnetron followed the cylindrical anode

magnetron. This device operates at higher frequencies and is

capable of larger power outputs. Under suitable conditions it

is said that magnetrons of this t3?pe can be designed to cover,

in a series of ranges, the frequency band 100 kc/s. to 30,000 Mc/s.

But efficiency and power output at frequencies above 600
megacycles fall off very rapidly.

The major differences between the split anode magnetron
and the original or continuous anode magnetron are, that in the

former, the anode is divided into two or more equ^ segments,

separated by air gaps, also the external oscillatory circuit is

now connected between the two anode segments, the centre

point of the oscillating S3^tem being joined to the cathode

as shown in Fig. 227.

As a direct result of splitting the anode, the R.F. fields due
to oscillations excited in the parallel-tuned oscillatory circuit

now appear across the gaps between segments and exercise

Kinetic energy gained = work done by the electnc field.

(i) /. eV^ (work done by electnc held) =« Jmv® , * . m = mass electron
V = velocity

(2) .

(3)

(4)

If penod for i cycle is T,

Hev.

mv

H •

I V2mVa

2irr j

T :

Also from (i)^

Vdocity «

: vT
2trr

“V

= eVa

m

2irm
' He •
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CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT END VIEW

SPLIT ANCXC MAGNETRON LOOKING ALDNG AXIS

Ftg. 227.—Construction of split anode. Arrangement of
SPLIT ANODE MAGNETRON AS AN R.F. GENERATOR.

a profound effect in modifying the electric field between cathode

and anode.

As a result of this modification, the forces acting on the

electrons in the space between cathode and anode are changed
and the path of the electron is modified accordingly.

The forces which now act upon the electron in the cathode-

anode space are :

—

(a) The rAdial electric field due to V^.

(b) The axial magnetic field H.
(c) The R.F. field between segments, due to oscillations

excited in the external oscilla-

DIRECTION OF
RADIAL electric
FIELD

228.—Circuit arrangement of
SPLIT ANODE MAGNETRON AS R.F.

GENERATOR SHOWING THE POINT OF
CHANGE OF CURVATURE OF ELEC-

tory circuit. This latter force

may be said to modify the
electron path by virtue of the

distortion which it produces in

the radial field set up by V,.

NoU. In the following

analysis the effect on a single

electron only is considered in

order to simplify the initial

explanation. This does not
take account of the space
charge which exists in the
region between cathode and
anode. The effect ofthe space
charge is fully dealt with in
the resonant magnetron where

TRON PATH DOB TO MODIFICATION i)F the opeTatlon of this devicc
THB NORMAL RADIAL FIELD B, BY cgimot 1)6 sutisfactorily CX-

AT TIME -. (Details shown in plained without takii]^ the
FIG. 329.) qiace charge into account.
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Assume that the values of V, and H are adjusted so that an
electron leaving the cathode and accelerated in the direction

of the anode, is at some suitable radius of curvature, deflected,

so that it tends to move round the cathode. Let it also be
assumed that an electron in its first convolution passes by a

gap between anode segments at T = ^ (Fig. 228) when (due to
4

oscillations in the external oscillatory circuit), segment No. 2

of the anode is at a higher potential than segment No. i. In
this case V» at B (Fig. 229 (c)

)
is weakened so that r

proportional to is also less and consequently the radius
H

of curvature of the electron will be shortened.

Since the electron is now turning away from segment 2, see

point B, Fig. 228, against the force exerted by the electric

field set up by V^, work is being done on the electric field equal

to the kinetic energy lost by the electron. In this condition the

electron is retarded. Note that this retardation takes place on
crossing the gap, the distortion of the radial field at this point

being in effect a retarding field (see Figs. 228 and 229).

For a given aggregate of electrons the current strength

iff AT SEGMENT Nai2

Fig. 229 .—^Details shottino modification of radial fibuj Bb by
. t

TBB FIBLD OF Bif AT TIME - AND RBSULTANT FORCB URGING BLBCTRONa
4

117 T£tlS PAMT OF TBB FIBLD At TBB BlOMBNT TO SKORTBN THB
CDRVATUBB OF TRBXB FATH. RbSDLTANT FIELD (c) BXAGOBBATBD.

Y a
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tlDlCATES NEGATIVE

CURRENT TO RESISTANCE

VOLTS
Fig. 230.—^Anode voltage—anode
CURRENT CHARACTERISTICS FOR SEG-
MENT NO. I WHEN SEGMENT NO. 2

HELD AT CONSTANT POTENTIAL.
Voltage at segment no. i is

APPLIED AND VARIED FROM SOME
SUITABLE EXTERNAL E.M.F.

depends upon velocity, and
since the force acting upon a
current-carrying conductor in

a magnetic field is propor-

tional to current strength, it

follows that when the electron

is retarded, due to the kinetic

energy which it surrenders

to the electric field, the force

exerted upon it by H is

diminished. Owing to this

differential action, the-electron

must arrive at a point in its

backward journey in the direc-

tion of the cathode where it

will momentarily come to rest.

immediately after which it will be acted upon by the electric

field, to be accelerated once more towards the cathode. When
in the next convolution the gap is again crossed the above

sequence will be repeated, causing the electron to approach the

anode along a spiral path, finally to land on the ano4e segment

of lowest potential, where it gives up its balance of kinetic energy

in the form of heat.

Thus when electrons enter the R.F. field in the vicinity of a

gap between segments they are either accelerated and receive

energy from the R.F. field or else they are decderated, in

which case they give up energy to the R.F. field. The deter-

mining factors are the instantaneous potentials of the anode
segments and the position, relative to the segments, of the

electron in its orbital path.

For example, in Fig. 228,

let the values of V, and H be
such that when both anode
segments are at equal poten-

tial the electron just misses

both segments. Now let the
oscillations in the external

resonant circuit be sudi tha;t
8es.Noi ^

Fig. as*. E,—1, chabacmwsmcs at time - segment No. I is

OURVBS FOR FIXSD B, VAWJB8 OF 4
sBOKBirrHo, a, sbgmbnt no. i wamo folly native and segment

No, 2 is fnlly positiw. ttbe
VAtOB OF «» MO- ^ p. dldiOl thk OMl.
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dition will be superimposed on
the radial electric field set up by
Va and will modify it by turning

it throu^ a small angle (see Fig.

229 (c) ). The nett result is that

electrons passing the top of their

orbits in a clockwise direction

are deflected from segment No. 2

towards segment No. i. Electrons

moving towards the tops of their

orbits are turned back towards
the cathode.

Fig. 232—Curve obtained by
PLOTTING lai—1*2 AGAINST
Val—Va2.

In Fig. 229 (a) the electric field is proportionate to = V,.

In Fig. 229 (b) the electric field is proportionate to Erft.

In Fig. 229 (c) the resultant field due to superposition is

Eb + Erft.

In this way it can be shown that electrons reaching the anode

always land on that segment of the anode which is at the lowest

potential. The current and voltage relations of segments i

and 2 are shown in Figs. 230-233.

The usual split-amode magnetron characteristic diagram is

shown in Fig. 230. Here segment No. 2 is held at constant

potential with reference to the filament, the magnetic field

strength H being above the “ cut-off ” value. The potential, V„
of segment No. i is now varied by an external source and
the current I, is measured and plotted along the Y co-ordi-

nate over the whole range of V, variations for segment No.

I. The downward slope of

the characteristic from A to

B shows a falling current for

a rising voltage and clearly,

therefore, indicates the exist-

ence of a negative resistance

effect.

The diagram shown in

Fig. 231 is an extension of

that Aown in Fig. 230. In

this case a family of curves

is {dotted for various fixed

values of V, for segment

No. a, whh» tlie volt^
oi segment No. i is varied

its'range

VOLTACES

CURRENTS

Fxg, 233.

—

^Instantaneous valuj^ of
V« AND Z|^ FOR SEGMENTS X AND 2

FI^TTED ON TIME SCALE.

V*t in anti-phase aJisG

]«i are in anti-phase to thhir

mspeotive voltages, v*,.
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Notethat asthefixedvaluesforsegment No. 2areincreasedfrom

10 to 17*5, the point at which the anode current I, approaches

zero on the X co-ordinate (V^ for segment No. i) increases.

If values for (1*1—1,2) are plotted against values for

(V,,—Vaj), the diagram in Fig. 232 is obtained. In,this case

the presence of a negative resistance is very marked at A—B.

The significance of the heavily shaded part of this curve is dealt

with in later paragraphs, in which the instability and threshold

voltages for the resonant magnetron are discussed.

Finally, if the instantaneous values of and I* are plotted

on a time scale. Fig. 233, it is seen that I, for each segment is

in anti-phase to Va in each case.

Condusions

Detailed examination of Figs. 230, 231, 232 and 233 lead to

the following general conclusions :

—

(1) As the potential of segment No. i falls and the potential

of segment No. 2 rises, Ij in segment No. i increases, whilst I,

for segment No. 2 falls.

(2) When segment No. i and segment No. 2 have the same
potential, I, in both segments is zero.

(3) When for the next half cycle of R.F. segment No. i rises,

the potentiad of segment No. 2 falls and I, for segment No. i

decreases, but I, for segment No. 2 increases.

(4) In Figs. 230 and 232 the existence of a static negative

resistance is clearly demonstrated and this, taken together

with the conclusive results obtained in Fig. 233 make it quite

clear that the device can be used as an oscillation generator,

since the voltage and current

relations of the segments satisfy

the required conations for os-

cillation.

(5) The looped trajectory of

electrons passing the gaps at

favourable times suggests, in

Fig. 228, the existence of a
state in which the transit

time of the electron is related

Ftg. *34 .—ShoRT-CIRCUITBO- TRAMS'
• 4

MISSION LINES USED IN PLACE 01
INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITY OF T»I
CONVENTIONALTUNED CtKCUlT. RE'
8ULX HIGHER Q,

to the frequency of the R.F.
excited in the anode resonant
circuits.

Sincethe oscillation frequency
of ifre split anode magnetron is
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determined by the frequency
of the external resonant cir-

cuit, shorted ~ sections of
.4

transmission line can be used
in place of the orthodox
parallel-tuned circuit when
V.H. or U.H. frequencies

are to be generated, see Fig.

234. An improved value for

Q is thus obtained. The fact

that there is a finite anode
current, due to nett emission

of electrons from the cathode, Ftg. 235.—Equipotential surfaces

permits the frequency range catho^-anode space.

and power output of the
The liTgelrctetangent to the

spilt anode magnetron to be equipotential surface IS assumed to

increased greatly over those t>e the orbit of the electron for the

of its predecessor. Considera- s^eseS!^
^

tions of an improved value

for Q suggests possibilities for the use of resonant cavities to

obtain still greater ejSiciency at electron
the higher frequencies. path

The power input is limited by \

voltage and heat dissipation re-

stnctions. ff}/

-

ISRnWA

Equipotential Surfaces in Cathode-

Anode Space. (No R.F. Present) ^

Before considering the resonant Y !

'—
* /

magnetron it is useful to examine \
j

/
in further detail the orbit of a

j 1 y/
single electron in the cathode- \

anode space. In doing so, the -rgb
assumption is made that the oscil- Ftg, 236.— Modification to

lation period of the R.F. is loog,

compared with the transit tune „ei,d due to 50 volts

of the electron, so that the electron (max.). R.f. generated in

can be considered as being in a

steady R.F. field durii% its passage

from cathode to ano<le.

Consider the equipotential sur.

facra between an^ and cathode

EXTERNAL CIRCUIT BETWEEN
SEGMENTS.

When E|.f is max. the upper
segment is £|^ -f Erf (max.),

i,e. (xoo -j- 50) 4-150 volts. Seg-
ment 2 «ssEa — Erf max., 4.^.,

4- 50 volts*
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when the anode voltage is, say, loo volts positive and when the

external oscillatory circuit is disconnected. The distribution

is ^own in Fig. 235.*

Modification of Equipotential Surfaces by R.F. Field

It will be noted that the electron path in the cathode-anode

space follows the equipotential surfaces.

Now, superimposed upon the steady potential of 100 volts,

let the potentials of the anode segments increase and decrease,

sinusoidally—say 50 imits. The equipotential configuration

and the path of the electron will now be modified as shown in

Fig. 236.

Note. There is a general drift of electrons following the

equipotential surfaces, and since this drift is towards the more
negative region, all electrons must land on the anode segment

of lowest potential.

Power Output, ^lit Anode Magnetron

\ The split anode magnetron is capable of developing power
outputs of the order 100-200 watts at frequencies in the region

of 50-80 cm. with efficiencies of 40-70 per cent.

THE MULTI-RESONATOR MAGNETRON
It will be convenient to consider the operation of the

resonant magnetron in the first place by considering the path

of a single electron in the cathode-anode space and the principle

by which it may transfer energy to the resonant elemente of

the magnetron anode. It is then proposed to modify this

simple explanation to meet the conditions imposed by the

presence of the space diarge. Here again, for the sake of

simplicity, operation in the simplest mode only is considered in

detail. Later other possible modes of operation are mentioned

together with the factors by which, they are governed.

It should, however, be said at the outset, in order to prevent

confusion at a later stage, that it is generally accepted that

the conditions in the cathode-anode space are such, that in

the absence of disturbing ot distorting factors, R.F,

in the anode circuit, electrons emitted from the cathode proceed

along their orbital paths in streams or ordwly processions.

\^en at switching on, the boimdaries of the spam charge have

* In Fig. S35 tiw tiectron reoeiv«8jpotie&tiaJ energy irbea it k doW to tiM
cfttiiode. On ik jonmey to the lotow. tbk potontkl egowrgy k caovtieMdi to
itketk eiMi|y.

‘ ’
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OXIDE COATED INSULATED HEATER

Fig . 238.—Details of a multi-resonant magnetron.

(a) Side elevation of magnetron (cross-section).

(b) Details of the cathode, heater and cathode suspension (cross-section).

(c) Plan of magnetron looking along the axis of the cathode (end block
removed).

been established there is no hurly-burly in the electron cloud,

the to-and-fro traffic being controlled and confined generally

to shells concentric to the cathode.

General Anangement
Apart from constructional detail^ the obvious differences

between the split anode magnetron and the resonant magnetron
are that the anode is split into more segments (usually 8 to 16),

also the external resonant circuit is r^laced by a cavity
resonator connected between each pair of segments. These
resonating elements are incorporated as an integral part of

the anode block.

The principal electrical difference is that a resonance velodty
effect, perceived and noted by Megaw and others for certain

operating conditions of the split anode magnetron, is ejqdoited

in the resonant magnetron, so that this device operates by means
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Fig- 239-—^Magnetron with end blocks fitted over the anode block.

[Reproduced by courtesy of the Admiralty,

of this velocity resonance effect, and not by the d3matron or

negative resistance effect employed by - the split anode

magnetron.
The anode consists of a machined copper block, in which are

cut the hole and slot combinations that form the resonant

elements and which divide the anode into some even number

of equal s^^nents. The outer circumference of the anode is

fitted'with radiating fins or some alternative cooling provision

(Fig. 237).
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The cathode, with a diameter usually half that of the anode

bore, is mounted co-axially within the anode itself, but insu-

lated from it entirely. End shields are provided in order to

prevent electrons emitted by the cathode reaching the anode
by paths parallel to the lines of magnetic force of the axial

magnetic field.

The cathode is usually constructed from a nickel mesh, to

which the oxide coating is keyed. In this form, the cathode
is mechanically strong enough to withstand the intense back
bombardment of electrons and this assures a reasonably long

life for the valve.

The cathode-heater assembly is suitably mounted and insu-

lated as shown in Fig. 238. The heater leads being brought out

through the copper glass seals, which are also shown (Fig. 239).
It is convenient to operate most magnetrons with their

anodes at earth potential, consequently, under operating

conditions, the cathode has to be made very negative to the

anode and must therefore receive special attention with
regard to insulation.

The output is obtained by magnetic coupling between the

pick-up loop emd the resonant cavity in which it is situated.*

Tlie output lead is also taken out through a special copper-to-

glass se2d, special arrangements, which will be referred to later,

being made in this connection.

Tlie Vacuum Seid

The vacuum enclosure is completed by copper end blocks

which are clamped against the ends of the anode block.

Fig. 239.
In order to effect a suitable seal a pure gold ring is clamped

between each end plate and the anode block. During the baking
process, on the pumps, the gold diffuses into the copper, and a
permanent vacuum-tight joint is formed (Fig. 238).

IHstance between End Plates and Anode

Since the anode block is turned with a raised rim, wh^ t}ie

end plates are fitted into position, there is a space between
these end plates and the recessed portion of the ends of the
anode block, marked “ Dimension A ” in Fig. 237. The
d^ance across this space between the end plates and the

* Tbetssvities are linked by tlidr adds aadnuwbAKSnnled as acodunoa
aouce of energy. Note space between anode and end oiocfes tlirongb trkitlt

cawity eoa^ling loay take {dace.
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anode block is an important
dimension in the design of the
magnetron, so also is the
length of the anode. These
matters will be referred to in

later paragraphs.

The mraiber of segments
into which the anode is divided
must be some even number,
generally between 8 and i6
inclusive.

\ J

OUMBELL TYPE
CAVITY RESONATOR

(a)

EQUimjENT
ORTHODOX
CIRCUIT

PRODUCING (2)
AFTER BEING
STRETCHED

X|^ MAY BB EQUAL
NUMERICALLY TO 2q

The Resonant Elements iJsl
The hole-and-slot combina- bent wire (i) |^ooucing (2

tionformhalfa"dumb-beU’'- before stretched "wreSa
type cavity resonator. The
dimension of this resonating
dement, measured from the ^

I x may be p-hw
inner diameter of the anode iwMERicALLy to Z|

to the outer diameter of the 2^ 3
hole, is a quarter wavelength ^
(see Fig. 240 (a) ), at the reso* mat be seen as transmission line

nant frequency for which the section less than ^ at resonance

magnetron is designed.
terminated in an indoctance

In the hole-and-slot com-
bination, the region in the ^'»f.24o—D®xAasoPHALFADuMB-
circumference of the hole pro- ^

. J .
^ may be employed in some types

vicics the inductance compo- of resonant magnetrons, alsc
nent and the faces of the details of its development from

slot nrovifie the ranarifv equivalent orthodox capa-siot proviae me capacity, city inductance combination.
see Fig. 240 (b). Tins com-
bination may be thought of as a piece of wire bent into the
shape of the hole and slot auid then expanded axially, in the
direction of the ^ds of the anode. The result is a thin sifiTi of
metal, shaped like the hole-and-slot combination, having a
comparatively large surface dim^ion in the direction ofiJie
axis of the anode and therefore offering a considerable surface
area to R.F. currents (Fig. 240 (b) ).

Looked at fitan another point of view, the slots may be seen
as some section of a transmission line, i^ysically less thou a
(joartei* wivdoagtli (at resonant frequency), terminated by an
inductani^ may have reactance equal in value to the
chafaderistic in^iechuice of the hoes (necessarily fairly amaH

MAT BE SEEN AS TRANSMISSION LINE
SECTION LESS THAN AT RESONANCE
AND TERMINATED IN AN INDUCTANCE

(C)

Fig’. 240.—^Details of half a Dumb-
bell RESONANT CAVITY SUCH AS.
MAY BE EMPLOYED IN SOME TYPES
OF RESONANT MAGNETRONS, ALSO
DETAILS OF ITS DEVELOPMENT FROM
AN EQUIVALENT ORTHODOX CAPA-
CITY INDUCTANCE COMBINATION.
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on account of the axial dimension * (Fig. 240 (c)

)
This

combination will then resonate at some frequency that makes
the transmission line section about one-eighth the wavelength.
For these dimensions the terminating inductance is then
reflected to the open end as a capacity (see Appendix I, Theory
of Transmission Lines).

Comparison with Split Anode Magnetron

Since the hole-and-slot combination is electrically equivalent

to a paraUel-tuned circuit at resonant frequency it is seen that

the principal physical differences between the resonant
magnetron and the split anode magnetron are :

—

(a) The number of segments are usually not less than four

pairs—always, an even number of sections of 2w.

{b) Each pair of segments is connected together by a resonant

cavity. The resonant element is incorporated as an integral

part of the anode itself and replaces the external oscillatory

circuit of the split anode magnetron. The result is a greatly

improved value of “ Q.”

(c) In place of the filamentary cathode normally employed
by the continuous anode magnetron, a much more substantial

cathode of larger radius is provided. The oxide coating is

commonly capable of emitting at the rate of 40-50 amps, per
sq. cm. The mechanical construction is such that early dis-

integration is prevented under normal working conditions.

Simple Anal(^ to Describe Action of the Resonant Magnetron

Before proceeding to any general discussion on the theory of

the resonant magnetron, it may be helpful if an analogy is

given to demonstrate the general principle involved in the
transformation of D.C. energy into R.F. energy by this device.

In doing so, however, two points must be borne in mind

:

(i) Nearly all analogies are only partially true and must not
be carried too far

; (2) in the comparison that follows, the
movement of a single electron only is considered, the effect

of the space charge (which is very important) being neglected

in preliminary explanations for the sake of simplicity.

Let it be assumed that a number of empty jars, similar in

* When the wke is expanded into a cavity resonator as shown in Fig. 240 (b)^

the depth of the hole and slot determined by the length of the axis of the
anode. Obviously it Would be beneficial to make this dimension infinitely

great. Xt id limited, however, by the optimuni air gap across which a magnet
of reasonable proportions can drive the high fiux density required.
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size, form and material are arranged in a circle with all their

mouths pointing inwards, and that an electrically driven fan

is arranged to blow a current of air over the mouths of these

jars. The air currents passing over the mouths of the jars

will, under favourable circumstances, cause air vibrations

within the jars, i.e., produce a resonance within them.
A large amount of energy, represented by these vibrations,

is now available in the jars ; consequently, if this energy can
be transferred ef&ciently to some suitable device or load so

that a state of matching exists throughout, the energy set up
and maintained in the jars by the air currents and the resonant

properties of the jars, can be utilised and made to do a propor-

tionately large amount of work.
Since a very small amount of energy is taken from the air

currents to establish and maintain the state of resonance in

the jars, provided that the losses in the jars are low, the fan is

only required to provide energy in the form of D.C. air current,

to cover the alternating air current load, plus the small amount
necessary to cover losses in transformation. The efficiency of

the device may therefore be very high and large inputs can be
handled.

The large amount of energy represented by the alternating

air current output is of course supplied by the fan in the

analogy, just as the energy for the R.F. output of the resonant

magnetron is supplied by the H.T. source. If, therefore, the

jars, the D.C. air current and the fan of the analogy are replaced

in the resonant magnetron by the resonant cavities, the electron

motion in the cathode-anode space and the source of H.T.
voltage respectively, it can be seen that the function of the

electron processions which take place in the cathode-anode

space of the resonant magnetron is to establish and maintain
dectrical oscillations in the resonant cavities of the anode
system. In coimection with this, a discrepancy must be pointed

out. In the analogy, the air current set in motion by the fan acts

directly upon the jars. In the resonant magnetron, the energy
imparted to the electrons by the H.T. vid the electric field is

transferred to the resonant cavities in the first place vid the

electric field, contribution to the finite anode current is only

made as and when electrons finally land each on its appointed
segment of the anode.

I

jPacton Affecfting PDwer-HUuUing Capacity

With resonant magnetrons of suitable design, when the
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magnetic field strength is

correctly adjusted,* pulse volt-

ages of the order of 20 kV. or

more can be employed at the

input, and large R.F. powers
can thus be obtained at the

output. These large powers
can be realised because the

pulse length is usually very
short (i microsecond or less),

thus permitting the use of an
oxide-coated cathode which
provides large primary emis-

F%g. 241.—^Electrostatic fields at Sion.

ANODE FACE OF A FOUR-SEGMENT Also therc arc uo iusulators
MAGNETRON WHEN OSCILLATING AT
RADIO FREQUENCY IN THE ir MODE
AT THE INSTANT WHEN THE R.F.

VOLTAGE IS E MAX. ThE SIGNS OF
THE SEGMENTS CHANGE OVER AT
E MIN.

to cause excessive losses in the

R.F. circuit, wherefore voltages

of the order of 20 kV. can be

maintained at frequencies of

3,000 megacycles per second or

more. All these factors also contribute to the large power-

handling capacity of the valve.

Frequency Range

Valves covering the range of 8‘5 to 10
-9 cm, have been made

for input power levels of 150 kW., 1,000 kW. and 5.000 kW.
For wavelengths in the region of 3 cm., peak power inputs of

500 kW. represent the maximum generally available. Mag-
netrons, in general, used for this wavelength are for 150 kW.
peak power input.

Initial Ccmsiderations

For reasons which will be given later, and as a prelude to

any examination of the mechanism by means of which, in the

resonant magnetron, energy supplied by the H.T. source is

transferred to the resonant cavities by electronic action, it is

necessary to assume that some initial duturbance has produced

a state ^ instability between each pair of anode segments, so

that oscillations of radio frequency are taking place.

* It caa readily be seen that if high-vxdtage pulses are t^Ued before the
magnetic is appbed (where the field is supplied by an deetremagaet), the

magnetron will behave as a sinipte diode. Very large anode currents wiB
timtafore tmd to Sow and in all probability tiw valve wiU be desbrayed.
ittsncali^-voltngepulsesmimtnotbeappliedunless the rnagnetioiSdd iltigantt
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It is also necessary to assume
that the magnetron is oscillating

in the simplest mode,* so that

alternate segments are positive

and negative at any given in-

stant, each segment changing
from maximum positive poten-

tial to maximum negative po-

tential and back again once per

cycle. In these circumstances

the electrostatic fields due to

R.F. segment voltages is shown
in Fig, 241,where a four-s^ment
valve is shown for convenience.

Means by which Enei^ is Trans-

ferred to Resmiant Cavities

In the above conditions it is

now proposed to examine the means by which electrons, under
the influence of a D.C. potential between anode and cathode

(anode positive to cathode), and an axial magnetic field, can
transfer energy to the resonant system.

In the absence of a magnetic field, electrons, as already

shown in the discussion on the continuous anode and split anode
magnetron, emitted by the cathode are accelerated towards

the anode by the radial electrostatic field, and the kinetic

energy which they thus acquire is given up as heat on reaching

the anode.

In the presence of an axial magnetic field, electrons in transit

to the anode e^qperience a force at right angles to the direction

of acceleration and, therefore, follow a curved path or trajectory

(Fig, 226 (a)). In the cathode-anode space the direction of

motion of the electrons may change progressively, so that they

may actually be turned back towards the cathode (Fig. 226 (b)

and (c)), in which case the dectrpstatic field exerts a force on
the electron which tends to retatrd its return journey to the

^thode, so as to bring it momentarily to rest. In this condi-

tion, since the motion of the electron is zero, the deflecting

force exerted on it by the magnetic field is also zero in conse-

* 7lie 8ka.pl^ tnode is the ir mode, which causes a voltai^e distdbutiQii <m
the tee qI m anode as desqibed above (Fig. mx). It as shown in late

magnetron may osdilate m oter modes in which case the
teteanpde tee Is notte same as lor their mode. ^

Ftg . 242.—Possible trajectory of
AN ELECTRON FROM CATHODE TO
ANODE OF AN EIGHT-SEGMENT MAG-
NETRON, OPERATING IN THE ir MODE
WHEN THE R.F. VOLTAGE AT THE
ANODE IS, SAY, E MAX.
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quence of which the electric field tends to accelerate it in the
opposite direction away from the cathode and towards the

anode again.

It can now be seen that the electron path is determined by
a sequence comprising a backward curving journey dictated by
H, retarded to zero and converted to a forward journey by
the action of the combined radial and R.F. fields, and that this

sequence is periodic. It is also apparent that there is a
relationship between the periodic evolutions of the electron in

its orbital path to the anode and the R.F. fields by which the

radial field is modulated [i.e., a velocity resonance).

Hence, in a multi-segment resonant magnetron the trajectory

shown in Fig. 242 may occur for certain values of high voltages

and strong magnetic fields. Also for a given geometrical shape

of anode and cathode, and for a given value of H, just as in the

split anode magnetron, there is a critical anode voltage below
which electrons cannot escape to the anode in the absence of an
R.F, voltage on the anode. This is known as the Hull cut-off

voltage. It is also to be noted that a condition exists some-
where below the Hull cut-off value, where electrons caimot
escape to the anode even when smaU R.F. voltages do exist at

the anode.

If at a particular instant in the high-frequency cycle when
the valve is oscillating in the simplest mode, the segments
are positive and negative as in Fig. 242, then some electrons

emitted from the cathode will describe trajectories as in

Fig. 242 because they enter regions where the fields due to

R.F. in the anode are large enough to modify their motion.

But, in general, electrons which enter these regions may be
either accelerated, and therefore acquire energy from the

R.F. field, or they may be retarded, and so give up energy to

the R.F. field, according to the directions of the electrostatic

fields and the orbital position of the electrons, i.e., relative

directions of E.S.field and electron motion.

In the latter case, R.F. entjfgy is transferred to the resonant

cavities and may be built up. Assuming that («) conditions

favour a build up, and (6) that electrons can escape to the

anode at a rate sufficient to maintain these oscillations under
load conditions, then, by a suitable matching system, the

energy in the resonant cavities can be extracted and put to

work on a suitable load.

In order that the device may have h proitive efficiency,

more mergy must be gjven up by the electrons to the KjF.
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field than is imparted to them by it and the means by which
this is accomplished must now be examined. *

In making the complete journey from cathode to anode an
electron is acted upon by three forces :

—

(«) A force due to the R.F. electrostatic field.

(b) A force in an outward radial direction due to the D.C.
electrostatic field produced by the H.T. between cathode and
anode.

(c) A force at right angles to its motion due to H which
tends to make the electron follow a curved path.

Thus, for any fixed values of and H, any factor that tends

to weaken the effect of the force due to the action of the magnetic

field makes it easier for the electron to be accelerated towards the

anode and so to contribute to a finite anode current.

But there are two distinct and separate issues, viz. :

—

{a) The excitation and building up of oscillations in the

cavities. This requires a nett gain of energy by the R.F.
field from electrons in the cathode-anode space dealt with above.

(6) Energy to maintain the oscillation build up (condition («))

and to supply the load.

Requirement (a) is fulfilled by successive retardations of

electrons in the cathode-anode space under conditions of

velocity resonance. Requirement ip) can be fulfilled only by
nett cathode emission, i.e., by electrons reaching the anode,

but in view of condition (a) they must not absorb energy from
the R.F. field to do this. It will be shown, in later paragraphs,

that the force which imparts the necessary component of

radial velocity to enable retarded electrons to reach the anode,

may be derived from the electromechanical condition of the

space charge itself.

In («) we are concerned with the means by which more energy

is imparted to the R.F. field by electrons than they absorb.

Since the force exerted on the electron by the magnetic field is

proportional to the velocity of an aggregate of electrons (velocity

of the electron being analogous to current), it follows that

electrons which are retarded by the R.F. fidd, i.e., give up
energy to it, are less affected by the mc^ruitc fidd than if there

had been no stteh interaction with the R.F. field. In other words,

dectrons that have been retarded and so lost radial vdodty
are deflected less by the magnetic fidd. Conversdy, dectrons

which receive energy from the R.F. fidd, and are thereby

accdarated, experience a greater measure offeree due to H and are

in coHseqnence turned awayfrom the anode towards the cathode.
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Condition oi Space Cluu^ M4en
no R.F. Present on Anode
It can be shown that for

the Hull cut-ofi conditions,

when no R.F. field is present,

electrons emitted from the
cathode revolve round it in

circular orbits at uniform
speeds, but when an R.F.
field is present of sufficient

strength to affect them, some
electrons follow the path
shown in Fig. 242. Abrupt

Fig. 243.--CoNDmoNs kor low of trajectory imply

VALUES OF Va (ELECTRON ORBITS). retardatioii, ancl therefore

energy delivered to the R.F.
field. Fig. 242 shows that these changes take place periodically

and that they occur at the instant when the electron is in the
vicinity of a gap.

Conditions for Resonant Excitation

It is seen, therefore, that resonant conditions are obtained
when an electron crosses a gap between segments in an R.F.
retarding field and reaches the next gap at the same time as

the R.F. field changes from accelerating to retarding, and so

on for each subsequent gap. This can lead to a condition

where some electrons are retarded by the R.F. fields of all the
gaps throughout an entire orbit, whereby they give up the
greater part of their energy to the R.F. field.

Electrons which are initially accelerated by the R.F. field do
not survive to be again accelerated at subsequent gaps, because,

in receiving acceleration they also experience an increased

force due to H, in consequence of whidi they are turned back
from the anode to the cathode, where they are removed from
circulation by collision with the cathode bdore they have had
sufficient time to absorb much energy from the electric field.

The nett result is that only those electrons which, by succes-

sive mtardations have transferred the greater part of thf
enec^ acquired from the H.T. source, can be favourably placed
to esqape to the anode and so contribute to the working anode
cuirent. There is also nett gain in cavity excitation.

ficwi^iticais

Jn pracHce, op$ifaHng voUage for «Ummd magnetrom 4^
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weJl below the Hull cut-

off voltage and is in the

region where electrons

woidd never escape to the

anode unless they could

give up a substantial part

oftheir energy to the R.F.
field.

The electrons which
complete unfavourable
paths and are turned
back, collide with the
cathode, where they give

up their kinetic energy
in the form of heat. Tbis
factor frequently limits

the mean power input
for a given cathode size.

If the mean power rating is known in the design stage, it is usually

possible to reduce the size of the valve until the back bombard-
ment voltage is just sufficient to maintain the cathode
temperature without overheating. The valve heater can then
be switched off for the time during which the valve is in opera-

tion, Since it is also easier to obtain good stability with a small

valve than with a large one, this is a desirable feature.

Gbssification of Regions

From the foregoing it is evident that further detailed

examination of the operation of the magnetron must be
conducted, in the first place, by an exploration into the condi-

tions existing in three separate and distinct regions :

—

(0) The cathode and ^e space immediately surrotmding it,

i.e., the space charge.

(b) The region t^tween the boundaries of the space charge

and the face of the anode.

{c) The anode, its resonant elements, the load and the

matching system.
Analysis of Conditions in Re^on (a). Assume a condition

where there is no ILF. set up in the anode and therefore no
H.lF'. field to affect the electrons. In these drcumstances
electrons ^ emitted from the cathode and a space charge

douidivlll be fonned in the region immediately Surroundil^ the

electron orbits

Ftg. 244.—Conditions in space charge
WHEN Va IS INCREASED, IMMEDIATELY
STABILITY IS ESTABLISHED AFTER SWITCH-
ING ON
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DIRECTION OF SPACE CHARGE
ROTATION OF BOUNDARY WHEN

ANTI-NODE OF VOgTAGE
ACROSS HERE DUE lO
SIANDING WAVE Of VOLTAGE
ROUND THE ANODE FACE

Ftg 245.—Change of shape of the
ROTATING SPACE CHARGE UNDER
THE INFLUENCE OF THE R.F. FIELD.

The fields across the gaps are those
corresponding to antinodes of voltage
across the gaps, which arise from a
stationary voltage wave round the
anode face.

For low values of V,, the value of H being fixed, electrons .

describe paths as shown in Fig. 243. As the value of V, is

increased, and because of the mutual repulsion that exists

between them, electrons do not return to the cathode, but
revolve round it at speeds dependent entirely upon the value

of H and the radii of their orbits (Fig. 244).

It is thought that the motion of the electrons in the space

charge itself takes the form of an orderly procession, at varying

radii, between the surface of the cathode and the space charge

boundary, forming a series of concentric shells revolving with
the cathode as axis ais shown in Fig. 244.

The distribution of potential in the anode-cathode space and
therefore the radii of the various concentric revolving shells is

’given by the expression

where V is the potential at any point distant r from the axis

V, = anode potential

r, = anode radius

r^ = cathode radius.

Whilst for a given design the orbital radius of the electron

path is seen to increase when V, is increased, it can be shown
that the angular velocity of the electrcms along their orbits (w)

is indepenc^t of the strength of the radial electjic field V,
and that it is dependent upon the value of H and the radius
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Fig, 246.

—

Patterns of voltage
DISTRIBUTION OBTAINED AT ANODE
FACE WHEN THE INPUT FROM AN
EXTERNAL OSCILLATOR IS VARIED
IN FREQUENCY.

Note (a) shows the position and
sinusoidal amplitude of the voltage
antinodes for the tt mode whilst (b)

indicates the distribution of voltage
for this mode at the anode face,

(c) and (d) are complementary for the
No. 3 mode, (e) and (f) show the
position and voltage variation of the
antinodes for the No. 2 and No. i

modes respectively.

I 23456 *7 812
rJMMMMMMM

of the cathode*. The maximum fall of potential is in the region

of the cathode; examination of the equipotential surface

diagram, Fig. 235, shows that electrons receive the greater

part of their potential energy immediately on leaving the
cathode.

It must be realised, however, that from the instant of

switching on until a condition of equilibrium has been reached,

there is probably some confused motion in the space charge
region, but it may be assumed that compared with a time of

perhaps i/soth microsecond, this period of instability is short,

consequently it is not necessary to consider the special case

when a magnetron is pulsed.

The space charge boundary for fixed values of electric and
magnetic quantities is determined by the geometry of the

valve. '

Effect of R.F. Fields upon Space Chai^

When R.F. is set up in the anode, the R.F. electric fields

cause deformations of the space charge cloud. The nature of

this deformation and its magnitude determine, very largely,

the operating conditions of the magnetron. Since it is to be

If F is the force accelerating electrons towards the centre, i.e„ the centri-

petal force, m == mass of the electron, v = its velocity and r the radius
measured from the centre of gravity, then



a47.-^n^J(mTtlDS VAXakTK>m OV 6TAm>t|iri& WAV«^
N «» titisitil^er of migmtits, «« modt munber^
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shown subsequently that the space charge deformation and
the distribution of voltage on the anode face are similar,

it is necessary to examine the voltage distribution on the face

of the anode segments for various modes of oscillation (see

Fig. 245). In this connection it is essential to bear in mind
the fundamental fact that the characteristics of the resonant

elements (hole and slot) are such that when R.F. oscillations

at resonant frequency take place an antinode of voltage appears
across the gaps at the anode face, i.e., a standing voltage wave.

R.F. Voltage Distribution at Anode Face

If at the output terminal of the magnetron an input is applied

from a local oscillator under conditions where the magnetron
is itself not generating, the voltage distribution at the faces of

the segments can be examined by means of a probe just

protruding from the surface of the dummy cathode and the

aid of an oscilloscope. It is found that as the frequency of

the oscillation generator is varied, a number of sharp resonances

may be noted, at particular frequencies where large segment
voltages are built up, with no segment amplitude at inter-

mediate frequencies. These resonant frequencies are those

at which the oscillating magnetron can be made to work by
choice of suitable operating conditions.

Voltage Patterns on Anode Face

Referring to Fig. 246, as the frequency of the local c^cUlator

is changed, pattern (a) may disappear and pattern (c) may
take its place. Here, instead of having four maxima and four

minima (for an 8-segment block) it is found that there are

three maxima and three minima which cannot coincide exactly

with the segment faces. If these conditions are investigated

dose to the anode face, the more exact condition (b) would be
obtained for pattern (a) and (d) for pattern (c),* further

comparisons of pattern with input show ths-t patterns similar

to {e) and (f) can be obtained. Pattern (a) is obtained at one

wavdef^ih onfy, while patterns with one, two and three maxima
are eacfc obtained at two wavelengths, usually with a small

difierence between them. The two patterns with the same

* Tbia ia xwtdilv itadewtaod when it is remembeted that the potential

between any two ooiata of any one segment mnst be the same. Singe Htere

hi so amuncisble <£np between any two points on tiie same segment, die whcde
of^ wEereoce <d potential between adjacent segments appears acmes the
gaps, Hence in going round the anode a tectangntar wave is obtahwd fot
eaeh pak of gaps passed over. These waves are Standing waves.
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(b3) INDUCED CHARGE t

(B)

Fig , 248.—(A). Phase relations forward and reverse waves.
(B). Phase relations standing wave components and b
INDUCED IN anode BY SPACE CHARGE REACTION (MODULATING
function).

number ofmaxiina are found 180° out of phase with one another.

If the block as illustrated in Fig. 246 is now made up as

an oscillating valve it is fotmd that the different mode wave-
loigths dbtained are exactly the same as thcae required
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to produce the various patterns of Fig. 246. These patterns

are described by the number of maxima round the block.

Thus (a) is n = 4, (c) is n = 3, etc. In (a) there is a phase
difference of tr in the R.F. voltage on successive segments
and this pattern is usually called the w-mode pattern.

The curves in Fig. 246 for the voltage distribution patterns a
and c, for example, show that the amplitudes of the standing
waves between segments, which are really square waves (as in

b and d), vary sinusoidally.

Thus the rectangular-shaped wave b (Fig. 246), for example,
represents the distribution of voltage between segments of an
eight-segment magnetron when it is operating in the -n mode,
corresponding to pattern n = 4. Rectangular standing waves
of voltage for other modes are also shown in Fig. 247.

Each rectangular wave, which is also a standing wave, niay

be thought of as composed of a large number of standing sine

waves, each of which are harmonics of (or strictly speaking in

this case secondaries to) a primary sine wave, the latter

having the same frequency as the rectangular wave.
Fig. 247 (a) shows the variations in amplitude at the anti-

nodes of the standing wave for the w mode or no = 4 mode,

T
for time increments of 5- throughout a complete cycle.

O

Fig. 247 (b), (c) and (d) show in manner similar to (a) the

position and sinusoidal variation of the anti-nodes of voltage

round the anode face for modes no = 3, iio == 2 and no = i

respectively

It Mode

By transmission line theory these standing sinusoidal waves
(copiponents of the rectangular standing wave) are each caused
by two travelling square waves, i.e., a forward wave and a
reflected wave, travelling anticlockwise and clockwise respec-

tively, but of equal amplitude and with the same velocity

(see (a). Fig. 248 (A) )
This means that standing secondaries

plus the stan^ng primary or fundamental sine wave com-
ponent of these r^angular waves are caused by forward sine

waves rotating round the anode in an anticlockwise' direction

(signified by -|-), ahd reverse or reflected waves of equal

amplitude and simi&r velocity, travelling round the anode in a
dockwise direction (agnified —). Thus, when oscillating

in the ir mode the primary standing sine wave of the rectangular
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wave is produced by two rotating sine waves n = + 4 and
n = — 4 (see (a), Fig. 248 (A) ).

The rectangular standing wave has, however, many other

component standing sine waves, besides the primary standing
sine wave, each of which is secondary to the primary or funda-
mental wave. For an eight-segment magnetron, where the
primary wave has four repeat maxima round the anode, the
secondary waves would have repeats maxima equal to 12, 20, etc.

These secondary Ending sine waves having repeats of

n = 12, n = 20, etc., are, Uke the primary wave, caused by
travelling sine waves of n = -f- 12, n = — 12 and n = -f- 20
and n = — 20, and so on respectively.

The general case then is covered by the formula :

—

n = Uo -|- /LtN

where n = number of repeats of the original patterns

nS = any integer between i and (N — i)

N = number of segments

fi s= any integer -+• or — including o.

In Fig. 248 (A), (a) to (d) show the primary forward and
reverse components the interference of which produces the
primary standing sine component of the standing tiapezoidal

wave for modes n = 4, n = 3, n = 2, n = i at times 0 and-^,
O

(Hher Modes

For modes other than the n mode it is clear from considera-

tion of Figs. 246 and 247 that the above general formula
cannot be applied. It has already been stated that the voltage
distribution is constant over file whole of each segment,
consequently the system of primary and secondary travelling

waves, which provide the primary and secondary standing
components of the standing rectangular wave, ipust all con-
tribute to the potential of eadi segment in their proper relations.

This imposes the following conditions on the component
waves (b) to (d) in Fig. 245 (A) :

—

(a) Each pair of travdling waves must combine to produce
a vrave whi(^ will rotate with the primary wave.

(b) The sum of each pair of components taken at the centre

p<^t of each s^pment must give the value of the potaitial

of the se^ent, they must make some contribution to
eadi gap, in turn, and also to each segment.

It ban be dhown that these ccHDMiitions are satisfied by pairs
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of travelling waves having maxima of nj = n + /iN and
n* == n — ftN.

Secondaries or Harmonics

Thus if an eight-segment magnetron is operating in the
*p mode the forward waves are -f 4, -f- 12, -f- 20, etc., and the
reverse or reflected waves are — 4, — 12, — 20, etc.

( (a), Fig.

248 (A) ). If the same magnetron is operated in the n =3
mode, the forward waves are -f 3, -f- ii, -f 19, etc., whilst

the corresponding reverse or reflected waves are — 6, — 13,— 21, etc. The formula for n = 3 mode applies to all the
other modes except the « mode.
The values of V, and H having been suitably adjusted, the

primary forward cind reflected waves arising therefrom are the
predominant factors in excitingany desiredmode ; consequently,

these are the only ones that need be considered in detail.

All the secondaries are, however, present in the output to

a greater or less degree, and they have, therefore, been con-

sidered at some length, because of the important bearing which
they have on the matching and loading conditions of the valve.

It will be shown that the selection of the mode to be estab-

lished is made by initial adjustment of the values of V, and H
for any given magnetron, that is always assuming that the

design of the magnetron (its geometry) is such that it is possible

for the given mode to exist.

Conditions for Build-4ip and Mode Excitation

In order that oscillations can be excited and built up in the

resonant elements, it is essential that there should be a nett

loss of energy from the space charge cloud. It is also essential,

as a supplementary condition, that in order to maintain these

oscillations and to supply power to a load, electrons must
escape from the space ^arge doud to the anode, thus enabling

power to be supplied from the H.T. source, by reason of a nett

loss of dectrons from the cathode which are replaced by the

H.T.
Fulfilment of these conditions implies that a defonnation

of the space charge doud must therefore take place, wherefore

it now beomnes nece^ary to consider the nature of this defor-

mation of the space charge doud and the factors that control it.

'^en an eight-segment magnetron is oscillating in the

« ^tnode* the voltage distribution over the face of the anQ*!^

pMf l)e fottunarised as follows
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(a) There is a difference of potential between segments
which modifies the radial electric field distribution.

(b) At any given instant the potential at all points in any
one segment is the same.

(c) There is a phase difference between adjacent segments.

{d) The total phase difference distributed round the anode
must be some multiple of 2it.

(e) For an 8-segment magnetron the phase difference be-

tween segments is some multiple of^ = -.
o 4

TT

(/) Corresponding to different multiples of - there are
4

different patterns (modes) of voltage distribution possible.

(g) For anticlockwise rotation in an 8-segment magnetron
there is a phase lag to the left and this is given by

n X 27r

N
where n is the number of maxima corresponding to a particular

mode and N is the number of segments.

Thus for the simplest case, viz., the tt mode, the phase
difference between segments is :

—

4 X 271

8

It can be seen from the foregoing that the 7r-mode pattern

is a simple standing wave and it has been shown that these

standing waves are due to a pair of travelling waves revolving

in opposite directions round the face of the anode. The
standing waves are caused by the interference between the two
travelling waves.

It can be shown that the travelling waves rotate round the

face of the anode with velocity the forward wave being

assumed to.rotate rotmd the face of the anode in the same
direction as the space charge cloud revolves round the cathode,

i.e. anticlockwise.f

Nofe. The expression
^

indicates that the travelling waves

for different modes, No. 4, No. 3, etc., rotate round the anode

* 0 tmj wlifire V e: velocity and r >= Tadins.

f Let (• of the perkxUo component be ^ relative to stationary axea, than
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face with different velocities, depending upon the value of n
for any particular mode.

Space Charge Deformation and Oscillation Build-up

Let it be assumed that a magnetron of 8 segments and
suitably adjusted for V, and H, commences to oscillate in the
IT mode, due to some disturbance or transient at the anode.
The voltage distribution on the face of the anode will then
be similar to that which has already been described for this

mode. At the instant before the onset of oscillations, the
space charge cloud will be S5munetrical about the cathode, with
orderly processions of electrons rotating in their orbits. The
angular velocjjies of the electrons rotating in these concentric

shells or orbits decreases when the radii of their respective
It

the time required to travel once round the anode is Consider fluctuations

of potential at particular points on the anode. Since this pattern has n repeats

the potential will have carried out a sinusoidal oscillation in that time.

Time for i oscillation is^ frequency = ~ ^ ~ 249.)

The anode wave system may alternatively be thought of as a simple travel-

ling wave having n repeats represented by :

—

== (5^ cos (<t)t — no^).

where E0 = instantaneous value of the tangential component of the electric

field.

= maximum value.

This wave can be made good to cover the correct distribution of field across

the gaps, provided they are satisfactorily narrow, but fails over the anode
segments where there is zero field.

The actual wave in the magnetron can be regarded as the above wave
modulated by a suitable function of <0, i.e., one which gives zero over the
segments and unity over the gaps.

Representing this function as f(cu), the complete wave can be given by
=3 f(co)E^ (cos «t — tiffij).

This modulating function can be analysed into a series of sine terms :

—

cos Na» -f- 2 cos zNw -f- a cos 301, etc. . . •

where there are N gaps and cu is measured from a gap centre.

The wave formula can be rewritten :

—

Ea» == E^ cos {cat — 0.0^)

which constitutes the actual primary forward wave. The other terms mean
that the wave represented by this general term can be regarded as arising

fr^m the interference of the simple travelling wave with mode numbers
(nu -f #*N) and (no — ftN).

This complete wave can be regarded as the resultant of a number of

travelling components mptusse mode numbers are given by n » -f fiK)

where n fs allowed to be zero or any positive or negative integer.

The ir mode is a special case of this in which N m ano.

As the slot width increases, the mode numbers of waves set up for any pattern

lemaln the same as in ^e above analysis but the amplitude will be diflerent.
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orbits increase. This follows from equation for time period of

, 27Tr
I cycle .

At the onset of oscillations a standing wave of voltage
appears on the face of the anode, and this, as has been shown,
can be resolved into two waves travelling round the ancxle in

opposite directions with a velocity of ^ (n being equal to 4

for an 8-segment magnetron oscillating in the n mode).
The space charge cloud is deemed to be rotating in an anti-

clockwise direction round the cathode ; consequently, the
wave that travels round the anode in the same direction

—

the forward wave—^will produce the major reaction on the
space charge, the reverse wave, rotating in the opposite

chrection will have comparatively little effect upon it

excepting for unfavourably placed electrons and secondary
modes.
The forward wave travelling round the anode face with an

angular velocity of - will directly affect to the greatest extent

some particular shell of the space charge in which the angular

velocity of the electrons is also approximately - . Note that

the radius at which the S3mchr»nous shell resides depends
upon the value of n, i.e., the mode of operation. The larger

the value of n, the further from the cathode will the synchro-

nous or resonant shell be found and the smaller will be the

angular velocity of hs electrons.*

The crests and troughs of the wave travelling round the

face of the anode impress hills and dales on the resonant shell

so that the anode wave becomes locked to it, and there is a
resultant change in distribution of the electric fields.

In order that the space charge cloud may conform in shape
to the hills and dales imprest upon its periphery by the

crests and troughs of the anode waveform, with which it

rotates in step, some of its electrons must be retarded and
‘others accelerated.

Thus the condition for the build-up of R.F. oscillations hr

the resonant cavities of the anode is that the space charge

* irKRit tbis it foUona Uwt tbe Msonsat ^ell> conJeqKHMliqg to tiie lower
valeM ei a are to be touQ^ nearer tbe anode than tboto lor tbe bngar valnae
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cloud must give up more energy to the resonant circuit of the
anode, i.e., to the R.F. field, than it receives from it.

This condition of a nett loss of energy by the space charge
doud reqimes that V, and H, for a particular magnetron, be
adjusted initially to make the radius of the space charge
cloud (before oscillations begin), sufficiently large to ensure
some nett loss of energy when oscillations commence.

Since the nett energy loss is limited by the initial radius of the
space charge cloud, the amplitude to which the build-up can
ultimately attain is limited by the same consideration. This
is only true however when the resonant cavities are not loaded.

When the cavities are loaded, the energy transferred from die
space charge to the resonant cavities (by what might be called

the electromechanical action of the valve), is insufficient

by itself to maintain the oscillations and to supply the
load.

Requirements to Sustain Oscillations under Loaded Conditions

Under loaded conditions, oscillations initially excited by the

anode wavespace charge reaction must be mauntained by an
escape of electrons from the cathode to the anode.*

The conditions for this to occur are, of course, dependent,
primarily, upon the initial excitation of R.F. energy in the

anode. Without this condition electrons could never escape to

the anode, since V, and H are adjusted initially for the valve to

operate well below the Hull cut-off condition.

For a magnetron of given design, this means that, for

maximum efficiency, the values of V. and H must be chosen
to fulfil the following conditions :

—

(<*) A suitable value for H having been selected and fixed,

V, must then be adjusted so that oscillations are excited in the

di^ired mode. This voltage is the instability voltage.

(b) Oscillations having been excited in the desired mode,
they must be maintained under loaded conditions by an
escape of dectrons from the ^ace charge cloud to the anode,

RJF. having been established in the anode circuits, the condi-

tions for escape of electrons to the anode now dep^ds upon
a farther adjustment of V,. In the interests of effijaency, it is

^ Tt&esd two toqniremeiils conrespond to a prloiitu function which emtes
o0ClU9tioDa» in requiiod inode ana a power supply &netion whkih maintains
ijben under londed conmone. the es<^p6 value far V. may be equal to,

mater or less i^iaa the excitation value Iqr y«; thus the final adjustment of
V; must be determined by indepmident considetation of

taetnrt that deturudne
A A*
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desirable that the adjustment of Va, necessary to enable elec-

trons to escape, should coincide as nearly as possible with the

value of Va required under condition (a). The escape voltage

is known as the threshold voltage. The conditions for this are

dealt with in a later paragraph.

All component waves affect the space charge to some
extent, but as all components of V decrease in amplitude

towards the cathode, depending on
(O'

the contribution

made to velocity by low values of n, will be greater than that

for large values of n.

Thus the primary forward component, the lowest value of n,,

for the particular mode, will cause the greatest distortion of

the space charge doud, and will be the major effective com-
ponent in the initiation of oscillations.

^temative Theory

By some authorities it is thought that the resonant shell is

nearer the anode than the shell with which the anode wave is

in step. In this case the conditions for building up oscillations

are that and H must be adjusted so that the radius of the

space charge cloud is large enough to contain the resonant

^ell. As in the previous case, however, the value of Va to

produce instability in the required mode for a given value of

H must exceed a certain minimum. The instability potential

reckoned on this basis is somewhat larger than it would be if

calculated on the previously mentioned basis.

In either case, however, the deformed shape of the space
charge cloud is much the same, and there is in consequence a
nett loss of kinetic energy from it.*

Ekcbkal Conditions in the Synchronous or ResonantCavities

Before considering the conditions under which electrons can
escape to the anode (threshold potential), it is necessary to
examine the distribution of voltage and current in and about
the resonant cavities.

Consider the effect on the anode when a deformed space
charge doud revolves in step with the primary forward com-
ponent of the anode wave.
At any given instant the hills on the space charge doud.

which are formed by accumulations of electrons, and are

* It is ofiered as a saggestion that the defomted shape of the space ehagtge
aaay be caused by a pifii^ np of lavouraUy placed electrons, due to tetaida*
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therefore negatively charged, induce in the anode, at points

immediately opposite them, local increases in the steady
positive charge due to H.T. Similarly, at points on the anode
corresponding to each dale in the space charge cloud, there

will be at the anode a local reduction of the charge due to H.T.
Thus, superimposed on the steady positive charge on the

anode, due to H.T., alternating charges are induced which are

in phase with the alternating potentials of the anode segments.

Let the electrical conditions of the resonant cavities now
be examined. Take, for instance, the cavity marked x—y,

Figs. 248 (B), 250 and 251.

In Fig. 248 (B) the letters A and B in the segments indicate

positive and negative maxima of the trapezoidal standing
wave across the gaps and xy is the particular gap under
examination, (aj), (ag), and (ag) show the phases of the

forward and reflected component waves, in phase at

T ^T T— and— and in antiphase at —
.

(bj), (b,), and (bg) show
4 4 ^

^

the variations and distribution of charges induced in the

anode at the above times by the electro-mechanical action of

the space charge and the phase relations of this space

modulating wave to the anode primary wave. (Fig. 249.)

, The curve in Fig. 249 (c) (i) shows the manner in which
the potential of x changes relative to y across the gap xy.
Since the distribution of the induced charges is such tiat they
move anticlockwise round the anode, a component of must
flow at every point on the anode proportional to the
amplitude of the corresponding component of instanteineous

charge density at the point. Since graphs bj, b, and bg in

Fig. 248 (B) may be interpreted as current distribution round
the anode instant by instant, and assuming I in the anti-

clockwise direction to be regarded as positive, then the ciurent

I, flowing from x to y round the favity xy can be deduced
and plotted as in Fig. 249 (c) (2).

When X is positive with respect to y, the direction of the

electric field intensity across the gap E is as shown in Fig. 251,

being reckoned as positive in the direction of the arrow.

W^en I round the cavity is positive the direction of the

magnetic field is as shown by the arrow head, out of the

paper, Fig. 251, therefore if H be reckoned positive in this

tion by the major anode wave at difierent rates lor orbital radii. In which
dfcee waves may be raised on the surface of the space charge, rotating in step

with thepdm^ forward component of the anode wave.
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desirable that the adjustment of Va, necessary to enable elec-

trons to escape, should coincide as nearly as possible with the

value of Va required under condition {a). The escape voltage

is known as the threshold voltage. The conditions for this are

dealt with in a later paragraph.

All component waves affect the space charge to some
extent, but as all components of V decrease in amplitude

towards the cathode, depending on the contribution

made to velocity by low values of n, will be greater than that

for large values of n.

Thus the primary forward component, the lowest value of n^

for the particular mode, will cause the greatest distortion of

the space charge cloud, and will be the major effective com-
ponent in the initiation of oscillations.

Alternative Theory

By some authorities it is thought that the resonant shell is

nearer the anode than the shell with which the anode wave is

in step. In this case the conditions for building up oscillations

are that Va and H must be adjusted so that the radius of the

space charge cloud is large enough to contain the resonant

shell. As in the previous case, however, the value of Va to

produce instability in the required mode for a given value of

H must exceed a certain minimum. The instability potential

reckoned on this basis is somewhat larger than it would be if

calculated on the previously mentioned basis.

In either case, however, the deformed shape of the space
charge cloud is much the same, and there is in consequence a
nett loss of kinetic energy from it.*

Electrical Conditions in the Synchronous or Resonant tiavities

Before considering the conditions under which electrons can
escape to the anode (threshold potential), it is necessary to

examine the distribution of voltage and current in and about
the resonant cavities.

Consider the effect on the anode when a deformed space
charge cloud revolves in step wih the primary forward com-
ponent of the anode wave.
At any given instant the hills on the space charge cloud,

which are formed by accumulations of electrons, and are

* It is offered as a suggestion that the deformed shape of the space charge
may be caused by a piling up of favourably placed electrons, due to retar<m-
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therefore negatively charged, induce in the anode, at points

immediately opposite them, local increases in the steady
positive charge due to H.T. Similarly, at points on the anode
corresponding to each dale in the space charge cloud, there

will be at the anode a local reduction of the charge due to H.T.
Thus, superimposed on the steady positive charge on the

anode, due to H.T., alternating charges are induced which are

in phase with the alternating potentials of the anode segments.
Let the electrical conditions of the resonant cavities now

be examined. Take, for instance, the cavity marked x—y,

Figs. 248 (B), 250 and 251.

In Fig. 248 (B) the letters A and B in the segments indicate

positive and negative maxima of the trapezoidal standing
wave across the gaps and xy is the particular gap under
examination, (aj), (ag), and (ag) show the phases of the

forward and reflected component waves, in phase at

T ^T T— and — and in antiphase at —
.

(bj), (bg), and (bg) show
4 4 ^
the variations and distribution of charges induced in the

anode at the above times by the electro-mechanical action of

the space charge and the phase relations of this space
modulating wave to the anode primary wave. (Fig. 249.)

The curve in Fig. 249 (c) (i) shows the manner in which
the potential of x changes relative to y across the gap xy.
Since the distribution of the induced charges is such that they
move anticlockwise round the anode, a component of must
flow at every point on the anode proportional to the
amplitude of the corresponding component of instantaneous
charge density at the point. Since graphs bj, bg and bg in

Fig. 248 (B) may be interpreted as current distribution round
the anode instant by instant, and assuming I in the anti-

clockwise direction to be regarded as positive, then the current

la flowing from x to y round the pavity xy can be deduced
and plotted as in Fig. 249 (c) (2).

When X is positive with respect to y, the direction of the
electric field intensity across the gap E is as shown in Fig. 251,

being reckoned as positive in the direction of the arrow.

When I round the cavity is positive the direction of the
magnetic field is as shown by the arrow bead, i,e., out of the

paper, Fig. 251, therefore if H be reckoned positive in this

tion by the major anode wave at different rates for orbital radii. In which
case waves may be raised on the surface of the space charge, rotating in step
with the primary forward component of the anode wave.
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VOLTAGE ACROSS GAP Xy

Ftg. 249. (a) ILLUSTRATES THE EFFECT OF
THE ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTION OF THE
SPACE CHARGE IN MODIFYING THE INTEN-

direction the graph
sho\^T3 in Fig. 249 (b)

may be taken to repre-

sent the magnetic field

intensity.

If the cavity is reso-

nating without gain or
loss of energy the time
phase relations of E and
H are in quadrature.
Superimposed on the
magnetic field due to

resonance, however,
there is an additional

magnetic field due to

the currents resulting

from charges induced by
the rotating space charge
cloud. From the graphs
in Figs. 249 (c), it can
be seen that H lags

E by a phase angle less

TT

than ~ so that H has
2

components which are

in quadrature and others

which are in phase with
E. This means that

the electromechanical
SITIES OF CHARGES IN THE ANODE. (b) SVStCm Of thC mamct-
GAP CURRENT FOR FORWARD WAVE. ®

,

,

(c) (i) IS voltage across gap xy developed involving the
from (ai), (a,), (a,), Fig. 248 (B). rotating Space charge)

(c) (2) IS current round gap xy developed modifies the resonating

hence affects the frequency of oscillation. This is the reason
why the magnetron frequency is so sensitive to changes in F,
(Fig. 249 (a) and (b) ).

Thus due to variations in the values of - each mode will
n

cause a slightly different frequency to be generated.

The in-phase component indicates a flow of energy and it

can be seen that a power flux is directed into the cavity as
indicated by the right-hand S3?stem for E, P and H, Fig. 251 (b)»
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^^TIVE
MAGNETRON

^BOUNDARY OF
UNDISTORTED
SFVVCE CHARGE

DISTORTED SPACE
CHARGE BOUNDARY

Ftg. 250.—Details of the gap and
CAVITY xy UNDER CONSIDERATION.

Sununary cavity under examination

When reading the sum- /
mary that follows it should /
be borne in mind that there \.

is still a great deal to be
\ V y

learned a^ut the mag- \ J L i 1 \
netron. The explanations / V-'
offered are simplified ver- y \

sions of conclusions reached ~f \
by eminent authorities, con- ^ “relative

sequently there are, inevit- “I f magi^ton
ably, discrepancies which do +\ Ai' ^>4”
not matter very much from y ^^uND^ORtro
a practicsd point of view, r'+\

snacE charge

but which may be rather ~ \
nri/Tp rjT "I'llf* TTlflT'lf ‘fT'OTTl

DISTORTED SPACEwiae 01 tne marK irom a charge boundary
purely academic standpoint. ^^

\ ^ 1 i- 250 .—Details of the gap and
(1) In normal practice the cavity xy under consideration.

values of ¥» and H are

adjusted for any given t5ipe of magnetron so that it operates
well below the Hull cut-off condition and in this state electrons

cannot escape to the anode without the help of an R.F. field.

(2) In the absence of R.F. on the anode, electrons revolve

roimd the cathode at speeds which increase with the radii of

their respective orbits or shells.

(3) This state is not very stable, since any small change of

anode voltage affects elec-

trons in the space charge
, ,jp«awis*TMJouGH 1

BXiA,iflarge enough, ca.yjses ^'O^^rap® "

the shells to lose sym- //^ power

metry, thereby causing / f \ '>

^
electrons to be retarded, t (power flux 1 f C *•^1

pile up and thus create \V , | y/ \
hills and dales in the space unes \
charge. _1 JaCT \

(4) R.F. at the anode ""*•*
i fT ”

results from any distinb- y-*-x

ance which shocks the (b)

r^onantcawt^ into dec- —Phase relations of e and h
tncal osculation.* When in cavity.

occurs, a pattern of (^) Direction of power flux into cavity

voltage is set up on the ^i,) Vector relations of E, P and H
anode lace, witn standing governingthe direction of power flux into xy.

H LINES

UPWARDS THROUGH—^'-^IWER

IPOWER FLUX

\.t y
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waves of voltage across the gaps. The forward component of the

primary sinusoidal standing wave has a major effect in exciting

anode oscillations and travels round the anode face in the same
direction as the electron shells revolve round the cathode.

(5) If the amplitude of oscillation due to the initial dis-

turbance is large enough to cause deformation of the space

charge, the anode wave locks to some shell in the space charge

which has approximately the same angular velocity and the

space charge deformed by the action of the anode wave revolves

in step with it.

(6) As a result of operation (5), some of the electrons in the

space charge are retarded and others are accelerated, so that

if the radius of the space charge boundary (as fixed in (i)
)

is

large enough, nett energy is given up by the space charge to the

resonant cavities and the initial oscillation is built up.

(7) The mode in which these oscillations are built up for a

given magnetron may be thought of as being predetermined by
the initial values chosen for Va and H within the requirements

of paragraph (i).

(8) The potential at which the state of instability occurs

decreases as n diminishes, since the shells that excite the

lower values for n are nearest the cathode.

(9) Thus for any given geometrical design of anode and
cathojde, operation in the desired mode is predetermined by
the initial adjustment of Va and H, within the requirements of

paragraph (i), but in such manner that the conditions for the

sequence of operations (4), (5), (6) and (7) are also fulfilled.

Threshold Voltage

Paragraphs (i) to (9), inclusive, are concerned solely with
the requirements which must be met in order that oscillations

may be excited and built up in any desired mode. In order

that oscillations, when established, may be maintained, circuit

losses and energy supplied to the load must be replenished from
the H.T. source, since the energy transferred to the resonant
cavities by the electromechanical action of the valve is

insufficient for this purpose.

In order that the H.T. may be enabled to function in the

above manner, there must be a nett loss of electrons from the

cathode to the anode, so that the H.T. may replenish this loss.

Since the anode current of the valve is initially cut off, see

paragraph (i), electrons leaving the cathode to take up their

positions in the space charge cloud (prior to the onset of R.F.
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oscillations at the anode), receive insufficient potential energy
from the radial electric field, to enable them to reach the
anode for the given vedue of H,' consequently (after the onset

of oscillations has deformed the space charge, in course of

which the R.F. field absorbs energy), additional radial velocity

must be imparted to the retarded electrons from some source

other than the R.F. field to enable them to reach the anode.

It has been shown that the nett effect of R.F. on the
anode in deforming the space charge is to absorb kinetic

energy from favourably placed electrons, and to weaken
the deflecting action of the magnetic field. Consequently
electrons, acted upon in the above manner, are enabled to

acquire a component of radial velocity from their angular velocity

^ which, if sufficiently large, enables them to reach the

anode.

Comparison of Conditions for Instability and Threshold

Consequently it follows that the requirements for escape of

electrons from the deformed space charge to the anode are not
identical with those for excitation and build-up of oscillations

in a given mode. Wherefore, according to the position of the
resonant shell, the threshold or escape voltage required may be
greater or less than the instabihty voltage, as determined by
the position of the resonant shell from the cathode (the mode
excited). Thus conditions may arise where the R.F. on the
anode is sufficient to provoke oscillations in the desired mode,
but owing to the situation of the resonant shell, electrons do
not escape from the space charge or do not acquire a component
of radial velocity sufficiently large to enable them to reach
the anode. The reverse condition may also arise.

Clearly, therefore, it is essential for the initial values of V*
and H to be so chosen as to satisfy {a) the requirements for

excitation and build-up of oscillations in the desired mode,
and (&) the requirements for that minimum value of threshold

voltage, which permits the electrons just to reach the anode.

This means that for a given design of magnetron and a given

mode of excitation there is just one radius for the resonant

shell that satisfies conditions for both instability and threshold

and therefore the values of Vg and H are fixed for optimum
efficiency in any given mode.

It has been suggested that a mental picture can be formed
of the manner in- which electrons escape to the anode by
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K>|- ^ the assumption that favour-

ably placed electrons, after
® experiencing a series of re-

tardations during a brief
V / sojourn in the electro-me-

/ chanical space charge and
/ having, therefore, surrendered

j to the R.F. field the greater

qI/

I

, > t I part of the energy they re-

ceive from the radial electric
Ftg. 252.—^Distribution of poten- ^ , j fxj 't \

TiAL IN THE CATHODE-ANODE SPACE. ^^Id (H.T.), cxpenence suc-

cessive weakenings of the

deflecting' force of the magnetic field. At some point, as the

influence of the magnetic field deteriorates, these electrons

are literally flung out of the space charge by an action

similar to that of a centrifugal force, m r. This force must

impart on expulsion a component of radial velocity to the

electrons, sufiicient in magnitude to enable them to reach the

anode along a spiral path. A condition of velocity resonance

is thus established and maintained by this electron stream.

When electrons strike the anode, any excess of kinetic energy

which they possess in the form of radial velocity is transformed

into heat. It is, therefore, desirable, from the point of view of

overall efficiency, that the radial velocity component imparted
to electrons on leaving the space charge should be only just

sufficient to enable them to reach the anode.

The relation of instability potential to threshold potential is

shown for several values of n in Fig. 254 for an unstrapped
magnetron. (Strapping and its

I
effects are dealt with in subse-

j quent paragraphs.)

/ If this potenti^ is too low,

2 / electrons will not be able to escape

% / to the anode at all ; on the other

Q- / hand, if it exceeds the critical

o ^ value :

—

{a) Electrons will strike the
anode with a surplus of radial

velocity, generating an unwanted
253'—Increase radius amount of heat, thereby lowering

OF CUT OFF WITH INCREASE OF ^ ovcrall efficfencv

:

VOLTAGE FOR FIXED VALUE ^ ^ ^m H. (6) If the threshold potential
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is increased much above the critical value, an imsuitable mode
may be excited, in which case the wavelength must alter and
the magnetron will operate inef&ciently.

Choice of Node

Consider Fig. 254. Let some value of H be fixed, then in

moving upwards from R in the direction of S, increasing values

of Va are encountered.

Proceeding then from R, it is seen that for values of n = 7
and n = 6 in that order, the instability co-ordinate is reached
and crossed in each case, just prior to that for the threshold

voltage. Continuing in the upward direction, the conditions

for n = 5 are reversed, and the threshold voltage co-ordinate

is reached and crossed in advance of the instability value.

Advancing still further, it is seen that in the conditions for

n = 4 the above phenomenon is still more marked ; the
threshold potential for this mode is reached just above the
point P, whilst the instability potential for the mode is not
reached until the point T.

For the particular valve and for the conditions given, it is

clear that it should be operated, for maximum efficiency, in

the n = 5 mode. Modes n = 6 and n = 7 can co-exist, but
n = 5 being nearest the cathode, is the most effective in initiat-

ing persistent oscillations. It can be said therefore that the

mode n = 5 is the mode in which oscillations are most likely

to persist.

Were it desired to operate this valve in the n = 4 mode, it

can be seen from Fig. 254 that it would be necessary to increase

the minimum value of V* for the threshold potential (just above
point P) to point T in order that the instability potential for

the n == 4 mode for this valve can be attained. Hence,
although for mode n = 4 conditions as shown by Fig. 254 are

suitable for electrons to escape to the anode at point P, oscilla-

tions would be excited, built up and maintained in the n = 5
mode at reduced overall efficiency, the latter being due to

excessive amount of heat 'generated by electrons with surplus

radial velocity.

This means that if the n = 4 mode must be used, the value

of Va required for the instability potential is greatly in excess

of that required for the threshold potential, in consequence of

u^ch electrons would again arrive at the anode with a surplus

of radial velocity. The kinetic energy proportional to this

excess would be transformed into heat, thereby leading to
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CUT-OFF mPABOLA

CO. PARABOLA y «

INSTABILITY “H*

THRESHOLD TAN TO
C.O. PARABOLA at

^
, ^2 )

Fig. 254.

—

Threshold conditions plotted to satisfy n = 5, so
THAT oscillations (iF INITIATED) CAN BE MAINTAINED. ThIS
APPLIES ALSO TO n = 6, n — 7, ETC. BUT DEFORMATION OF
SPACE CHARGE IS GREATEST FOR SMALL VALUES OF n, THEREFORE
n = 5. IS MORE LIKELY TO BE INITIATED THAN n = 6, ETC.

If Vn exceeds the threshold value for a given mode, further increases
cause operating point to cross threshold and instability lines, therefore mode
changes accompanied by small change in frequency. More than one mode
can exist at one time in which case an undesirable frequency appears in the
output. These curves are for an unstrapped magnetron.

Since the ordinate for the point of contact of the threshold line for n =* 5 is

I PR.—OR
£1

it can be shown'that the operating point for maximum efficiency is—

•
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overall inefficiency of the valve when operated in the unsuitable

n = 4 mode.
If Va is increased above the point T it is clear that the valve

will operate in yet another mode, i.e., n = 3. Still further

increasing Va will lead to conditions where oscillations must
cease altogether, since the cathode-anode space will, at some
value of Va, be ultimately filled entirely by the space charge
cloud.*

To fix the relationship of the instability and threshold

potentials it is convenient, if not strictly accurate, to think of

a triode connected as an oscillation generator. Oscillations

will not commence until the conditions for feedback are com-
plied with, particularly in regard to phase relationship. This
condition is analogous to the instability potential requirements
of the magnetron. Similarly, oscillations cannot be sus-

tained unless the feedback is sufficiently large to make good
circuit losses. This condition is analogous to the threshold

potential.

The Magnetron as a Fixed Frequency Valve

Since the angular velocity of the anode wave decreases with
decreasing values of n, and because the angular velocity of the

electron shells round the cathode varies inversely with their

radii, it follows that for a fixed value of H, the radius at which
the resonant shell occurs in a given magnetron is determined
t>y Va.f Wherefore it again follows that the magnetron, as

known at present, is, within very narrow limits, a fixed

frequency valve. The mode and frequency at which a given
magnetron operates efficiently is determined by its design,

i.e., the geometry of anode and cathode, the axial length of

the anode, the distance between the anode and end plates

together with the measures taken to ensure electrical asymmetry
of the anode (strapping, etc.). Also it must be adjusted

so that for certain definite values of V^ and H, the radius

of the resonant shell which locks to the anode waveform,
coincides, as nearly as possible, with the radius at which
electrons can escape to the anode and arrive there with a

minimum of surplus radial velocity.

* It may be seen that owing to oscillation conditions anode current can
flow for values of less than the value of V* (cut off). This affords an
explanation of the shaded portion of the curve (Fig. 232). This is only true

for unstrapped magnetrons.

t The relations regarding Vn and H are less stringent for strapped mag-
netrons. The above remark ^pply unstrapped magnetrons.
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Scaling

It should now be noted that, like the triode, a good design
for a magnetron, at some given frequency or wavelength,
may be used as the basis of design for another, having corre-

sponding characteristics, but operating at a different wave-
length. This can be effected by changing all dimensions in

the ratio of the new to the old wavelength, the only limiting

factors being the voltage gradients, emission and power
dissipation.

Efficiency

The efficiency for operation under any given condition can
be obtained from diagrams similar to Fig. 254, constructed fca:

each magnetron.
The energy supplied by H.T. when an electron travels from

cathode to anode is eVa, electrons on reaching the anode,
revolve with the angular velocity of the anode waveform.

The kinetic energy due to this is |mv®^^^®. The electron

also has kinetic energy due to radial velocity, but on arrival

at the anode under ideal conditions this approaches zero and
can therefore be neglected.

The difference between energy supplied by the source and
the energy converted to R.F. is :

—

Efficiency =
eV.

eV.

Strapping

It has already been ^own that in an unstrapped magnetron,
particularly, several modes, aU having slightly different wave-
lengths may co-exist.

If the frequency discriminating properties of the magnetron
load are insufficient to reduce the imwanted modes to insignifi-

cance, imwanted frequencies of some importance will appear
in the output.

In the diagram for the particular unstrapped magnetron,
shown in Fig. 254, the operating point is fixed as near the
n ss 5 threshold value as possible in order to obtain maximum
efficiency. This means that whilst by no means predominant,
amcmgst others, the n = 6 and the n = 7 modes are both

* But neglects loss at the cathode due to bombardment by unffi^vouiUbly
placed electrons*
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SINGLE RING STRAPPING OMITS THE OUTER
STRAPS AT ONE END & THE INNER STRAPS

AT THE OTHER END,

Fig, 255.—Strapping systems.

present and, therefore, in contributing to the output, make for

overall inefficiency.

It is obviousfy desirable therefore to eliminate as far as

possible sdl modes other than the particular one required.

Hds fiinction may be perfcnmed, to a greater or less degree.
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by one or other of the various arrangements for strapping

segments together, the idea being first suggested by Dr. J.
Sayers.

Alternate methods of strapping are shown in Fig. 255 (a), (b)

and (c).

In the case of an 8-segment magnetron when short con-

ductors, as nearly as possible A/2 in length join two segments,

separated by a third segment, the it mode is favoured since a
phase difference of it between strapped segments is implied.

With this arrangement the phase difference for the n = 5
mode would be n, consequently this mode cannot exist under
the alternate segment system of strapping shown in Fig. 255 (a)

and (b).

Strapped valves can be designed to operate over a wide range
of inputs for the w mode, and since this mode is the easiest, and
in many cases the only one that can be made efficient, most
valves are now designed for ir-mode operation.* The un-
strapped magnetron, diagram for which is shown in Fig. 254,
normally operates in the n = 5 mode. When strapped, how-
ever, it will operate most efficiently in the n = 4 mode.

Strapping and Asymmetry

It would appear that in early models aU the segments were
strapped together in one or another of the various arrange-

ments available, and electrical conditions, although modified

by strapping, still remained symmetrical around the anode.

Later it was found that the introduction of some measure of

asymmetry into the electrical conditions of the anode could
be employed, to discriminate still further against unwanted
modes.

This led to breaks in the straps, particularly in the omission

of straps across the resonant element in which the output
coupling loop is situated, and immediately adjacent to the
input to the cathode. In certain cases other straps are also

omitted but, in general, knowledge available at the present

stage of development appears to be insufficient to enable the
ultimate strapping pattern for any particular t3q)e to be forecast

accurately. The final arrangement is, therefore, at present,

determined by experiment.

Straps cannot be regarded as true short circuits. It can only

* Strapped magnetrons are less frequency sensitive to changes of peak
pulse voltage, and in practice appreciable changes in may be made without
affecting, seriously, the performance of strapp^ valves.
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(a)

MODES

(b)

Fig. 256.

—

Comparison of frequency separation between
UNSTRAPPED AND STRAPPED MAGNETRONS.

Comparing (a) and (b) note that i is slightly depressed but 3 and 4 are

noticeably accentuated, i.e., the overall separation is improved.

be said of them that they favour the establishment of some
modes and discourage others, without necessarily eliminating

them entirely.

Strapping and Frequency

Each strap, being a conductor, has inductance, and since it

passes over segments between those which it connects together,

some capacitance must exist between it and this segment.

Thus a strap may alter the frequency at which a particular mode

arises. It can be shown that varies linearly with strap

capacity.

In the TT mode particularly, if the length of the strap is

both ends of the strap are at the same potential and carry no
current, excepting for a small capacity component. Strap

inductance is therefore negligible. The capacity effect is,

however, not negligible, since the frequency is modified by the

capacity due to the relative positions of the strap and the

anode block.

If, for example, the mode n = 5 arises there is current through

the strap and, therefore, the strap has inductance and capacity

and the frequency is still further modified.

Mode Separation

The ^significant effect of strapping is seen by comparison of

the exV-iting wavelengths necessary to produce the various

patterns of Fig. 256 (a) and (b) for unstrapped and strapped
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(b)

Ftg. 257. (a) AND (b) PLOTTED TO
SAME SCALES AND SHOW THE FRE-
QUENCY SEPARATION FOR VARIOUS
ANODE LENGTHS.
The Similar scales enable frequency

separation to be compared for un-
strapped and strapped magnetrons
and for different lengths of anode.

Fig, 258.—^ANODE lid DISTANCE
PLOTTED FOR SAME SCALE IN (a) AND
(b) ENABtING UNSTRAPPED AND
STRAPPED MAGNETRONS TO BE COM-
PARED FOR FREQUENCY SEPARATION
FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF ANODE
LID DISTANCE.

aiiodes. It will be seen from Fig. 256 that the effect of strapping

is to increase, considerably, the resonant wavelengths of the
higher frequency modes whilst tending to reduce those of

lower frequency, thus increasing the separation of the modes
in frequency.

Condititais for the magnetron as a whole, and in particular

the selectivity of the load, dtould be adjusted so that matching
is achiev«l at the frequency of the wanted mode--HDonnaHy
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the lowest (*.«., n == 4 for the 8-segment magnetron and
n = 5 for a lo-segment magnetron).

Note. The reason why the efficient operating point for

mode n = 5 for the unstrapped magnetron in Fig. 254 does not
apply when it is strapped now becomes clear. Changes in

wavelength which take place due to strapping alter the thres-

hold potential diagram, so that n = 4 now becomes the efficient

mode for operation.

Separation of modes in frequency is found to be accentuated
by as3nnmetry in the magnetron anode structure, and this, as

already stated, accoimts for the omission of certain straps and
other devices to produce similar results.

Other Important Factors of Design

Other important factors that influence the separation of

modes are : (a) anode length, and {b) distance of the end plate

from the anode block. Figs. 257 (a) and (b) and 258 (a) and (b)

show the effect of these factors upon mode separation.

Static Characteristic

Fig. 259 shows magnetron characteristics drawn on cartesian

co-ordinates, peak voltage being plotted against peak current,

superposed are contomrs of constant applied values of H and
contours of constant R.F. peak power output. Efficiency

contours may also be included.

Consideration of the curves shown in Fig. 259 shows that

the H contours are fairly straight and that in order to obtain
high efficiency it is necessary to employ high peak voltages and
large values of H. Under these conditions the impedance
presented to the source of anode volts is high and the frequency
instability is great.

Also, for constant values of H, and increasing values of anode
voltage, the efficiency increases to a maximum and then falls.

Input Conditions and Requirements

From Figs. 238 and 239 it can be seen that the connec-
tions to the heater filament are brought out through two glass

seals and extended by flexible copper leads connected to the
pillars which carry the filament. The cathode is connected
mtemally to the filament legs.

The magnetron current is measured by means of a current

transformer. The primary of this transformer is connected
in the anode lead to earth, whilst the secondary is connected
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PEAK CURRENT IN AMPERES

Ftg . 259.—Magnetron static cbaractbristic.

to a monitoring point, across a suitable resistance network.
The measuring instrument, usually a cathode ray tube, is

calibrated to give a deflection proportionate to a given munber
of v<flts across the secondary for each ampere of current in the
primary.

The filament supply may be about ij amps, and the insula-

tion between primary and secondary of the filament transformer

has to withstand the maximum peak pulse voltage.

(i) It has been shown that magnetron frequency is very
sensitive to changes in anode vdtage ; consequently, in (H-der

to avoid changes in frequency, efficiency and output power, it is
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essential that pulses applied to the input should have a constant
value of voltage for the duration of the pulse.

(2) The magnetron shows a variable impedance for different

values of pulse voltage across it. In its oscillating state, with
the normal working voltage across it, the impedance of a certain

t3^e may be about i,ioo ohms, the ratio of the pulse trans-

former must therefore be chosen to match this impedance to the
characteristic impedance of the coaxial cable which carries

the pulse from the modulator to the primary of the pulse

transformer.

(3) Also, from the point of view of the input characteristic,

it is desirable to have as many segments as possible.

In order to meet the conditions outlined under paragraph (i),

the input pulse of voltage from the modulator must have a
steep leading edge, a fiat top and a trailing edge with a rapid

fall.

A steep rise and fall is essential in order to avoid energy waste
and overall inefficiency due to oscillations in unwanted modes,
which are set up when a change takes place in the anode volts,

such as might take place at the commencement of a pulse the
rise of which is insufficiently steep.

Va must be maintained as steady as possible by each applied

voltage pulse for its duration, since a change in value seriously

affects the conditions of oscillation. This, all other things

being equal, will depend upon the regulation of the source

from which the H.T. pulse is drawn.
An artificial line is generally used to store the energy for

each pulse and to control the rate at which this energy is given
up to each pulse. The suitability of the pulse shape depends
almost entirely upon the goodness of the artificial line, or how
nearly its characteristics approach to those of the real line

which it simulates.

From the impedance-current curves in Fig. 260 it can be
seen that at the beginning and end of each pulse the magnetron
presents a very high impedance and, therefore, completely
mismatches the pulse line and the pulse-forming device (gene-

rally an artificial line).

Unless correcting circuits are applied there are, therefore,

reflections of the initial wave front up and down the pulse

cable, and the pulse cable being mismatched looks like a
capacity to earth.

This effect lets the initial current pulse rise very sharply,

shocking the oscillatory circuits formed by the inductance and
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<a) (6)

Fig . 260.—^Magnetron impedance at beginning and end of each
PULSE.

(a) Magnetron current plotted against peak pulse voltage (V^).

(b) Impedance plotted against magnetron current.

distributed capacity of the pulse transformer into oscillation.

An oscillation of frequency of about 2 megacycles appears on
the flat top of the voltage and current pulse. The amplitude

of these oscillations increases when the length of the pulse

cable is decreased, since a long length of cable has a damping
effect due to resistance.

A compensating circuit may be incorporated in the modu-
li^tor, consisting of a suitable resistance and capacity across the

transformer. Before the pulse the capacity is uncharged,

and during the rise of the puls© across the transformer the

capacity diarges through the resistance, the value of which
is chosen to match the artificial line. By the time that the

condenser has charged, the magnetron is conducting and the

pulse cable is matched at both ends.

Pulse Transfonner

Oscillations due to mismatch at the end of the pulse are not

serious provided that the voltage on the magnetron cathode

does not go negative again, causing it to conduct. To avoid

this, the inductance of the pulse transformer is chosen so that

the voltage at that point swings sufficiently positive to prevent

the appearance of any negative peak.

If it is assumed that all impedances are correctly matched
and that there is no energy dissipated by the pulse

transformers or by the cable, then the following voltages

would be obtained for the magnetron connected as in

Fig. 261.

AssQme voltage to which the discharge line charges = xO'^kVt
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DISCHARGE LINE

Fig . 261.—Diagram of artificial line, voltage transformer,
PULSE CABLE AND MAGNETRON TO ILLUSTRATE THE VOLTAGE
DISTRIBUTION ACROSS THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SECTIONS
OF THE PULSE TRANSFORMER FOR MATCHED CONDITIONS.

Impedance of the discharge line = 150 ohms.
Ratio of voltage transformation = i : 1*5

Ratio of windings =1:4
V

Voltage between A and C = - = — (5*25) kV.
2

^
= (3-5 kV.y

E and F = ^ — (3-5 kV.)

D and F ^ _ 14.0 kV.

Current Pulling

It has been shown that a variation of the input conditions
produces a change in frequency, and since this also results in

a change of anode current, the effect is termed “ cinrent
pulling." The effect on frequency may be of the order of
from 0*1 to i-o megacycles per second per ampere in the
centimetric range.

Variations in anode block temperature also cause a frequency
change, occasioned by expansion of the anode block itself.

This change is roughly proportional to the change in tempera-
ture and the coefficient of linear expansion of copper.

Ou^t Coodlfimii and Requiranents

The output from the magnetron is by way of a concentric line

system of whidi the projecting tungsten pin is a continuation
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of the inner conductor. The outer conductor ends at the
copper to glass seal and connection cannot, therefore, be made
at this point. It is found satisfactory, however, to connect
to the external threaded portion, which ends about i centimetre

before the seal. In certain tyf>es the output pin is pushed into

the springy end of the inner conductor of a 70-ohm coaxial

cable, the outer conductor of which is connected at one end to

the threaded portion of the magnetron and at the other end
to a flange cpnnected to the middle of the wider side of a

rectangular wave-guide.
The innei conductormay cross the guide, and after reaching the

other side, continues as the inner conductor of another coaxial

line which is short circuited at the far end by a plunger. The
function of the plunger has been dealt with in another chapter,

but it may be useful at this juncture to recall that it is essen-

tially a tuning adjustment, employed to match the output
conditions of the magnetron to the coaxial line or wave-guide.

When a feeder system (either coaxial cable or wave-guide) is

coupled to a magnetron, there are two resonances to be con-

sidered, i.e., the internal resonant circuits of the magnetron
anode and the output line, the two being coupled together by
the loop or magnetic pick-up. When matching * has been
achieved, the magnitude and phase of the reflected portion of

the forward wave are as small as the nature of the load permits.

The magnitude depends upon the value of the reactance com-
ponent of the load and the phase is also determined by this

quantity and whether such reactance is inductive or capacita-

tive in character (see Appendix IV).

Since in the matched condition the line is deemed to be
terminated in a load matched to Zo, but which may have
either inductive or capacitative reactance, any change in the

impedance of the load or of its composition must cause a change
in the reflected portion of the forward wave. This appears as a
change in the magnitude and phase of the standing wave ratio

(S.W.R.). Since a change of phase in the line or guide is seen

by the coupling loop as a change of frequency in the line or

guide, the effect is to pull the frequency of the magnetron
slightly oft its natural resonant frequency, bringing about
thereby a reduction in efficiency of operation and consequent
loss of power output.

Matching is usually understood to mean that the load is resistive and
equal to the characteristic impedance of the line. A radar load is nearly
always reactive.
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Causes of Frequency Pulling

In addition to the loss of power involved, a change due to

frequency pulling may affect, seriously, receiving conditions,

more particularly is this the case if the receiver is not designed
for automatic frequency control, or if the A.F.C. provided is not
capable of handling a frequency swing because of its magnitude.

It is therefore desirable that a high degree of frequency
stability should be achieved in order to avoid loss of power and
adverse effects on receiving conditions

;
consequently the

factors must now be examined which cause the impedance of

a radar load to change.

As aerials are rotated for scanning purposes, a var3dng
amount of energy is reflected from the windows of the aeri^
house, from parts of a ship, or from large objects in the imme-
diate vicinity of the aerial. These var5dng amounts of energy
are reflected back through the wave-guide system to the

magnetron, where they produce effects similar to those which
would be produced by varying the reactive components of a
physical load terminating the wave-guide or coaxial feeder.

The effect on the magnetron of changing the reflected portion

of the forward wave is to pull its frequency slightly away
from the true resonant frequency. This effect is known as
'' frequency pulling.'*

Reflected energy resulting from waves of the H mode finding

their way into a circular guide, when the latter is used in

conjunction with a rectangular guide to form a rotating joint,

and similar causes, may alter the value of the reflected portion

of the forward wave and the phase angle which it makes with
the forward wave.

In order to minimise this effect as much as possible, suitable

filters are inserted in the circular guide to exclude the H mode.
These filters may take the form of irises (see Appendix II).

Need for Care in Tuning

In matching the feeder system to the magnetron impedance,
unless the proper procedure is followed, a state of resonance

or matching may result in which the power output is far from
the optimum.

If in the process of tuning the feeder system to the magnetron
frequency, changes made to the impedance of the feeder system
pull the magnetron frequency away from the true resonant

frequency, the final result may be a state of resonance, it is

true, but not at the natural resonant frequency of the magnetron.
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In this state, overall ejB&ciency and power output are both below
the optimum.
For this reason pre-plumbing is favoured, since the feeder

system with its T.R. switching devices, etc., can then be care-

fully calculated, designed and manufactured for a frequency
to match the resonant frequency of the magnetron with which
it is to be employed.

Frequency Stability and Automatic Frequency Control

The relationship between the frequency stability of the

magnetron and the receiver design (with particular reference to

A.F.C.) can be seen from consideration of the following case :

—

Suppose that an aerial system, in scanning, constitutes a
variable termination to the line or guide, thereby causing the
standing wave ratio to vary between i and 1*5. This will cause
variation in the magnetron frequency. Suppose also that the
design of the receiver A.F.C. is such that it cannot handle
a frequency change of more than ± 5 megacycles at the rate

of scan of the aerial system, then it is necessary thcU the magnetron
he operaied under such conditions that any change in standing

wave ratio, due to varying load, produces a frequency change of
not more than 10 Mcjs, in the transmission carrier frequency.

This consideration leads to the conception of a pulling figure,"*^

Pulling Figure

The pulling figure is defined as the difference between the
highest and the lowest frequency obtained as the load is varied

in any possible manner, to produce a standing wave ratio

between maximum permissible value (as determined by the
maximum frequency change that the A.F.C. circuit of the

receiver can handle), and the reciprocal of the maximum
permissible value. The expression relating the standing wave
ratio to that part of the forward wave which is reflected is

S.W.R.t = ^".
r = that portion of the forward wave that is reflected, i.e.,

the reflection coefficient (see Appendix IV).

Normal values for pulling figures are from lo to 15 Mc/s.

* The pulling figure may be thought of as a tolerance imp<»ed upon the ,

frequency stability of the transmitter by the receiver associated with it,

the magnitude of this tolerance being determined by the upper and lower
limits of frequency variation which the receiver can handle.

t In the United States, standing wave ratio is taken in this

.voltage ina*.
voltagemax.

oonntry S.W.R. -=
'' voltage mm.
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Loading Diagrams

Loading diagrams show how changes in loading effect changes

in frequency for various outputs and efficiencies. Thus the

operating condition of a magnetron and the efficiency at which
it can be operated depend upon the characteristics of the

magnetron and its load.

One form of loading diagram is shown in Fig. 262. In this

method of representation contours of constant power or efficiency

and constant frequency are drawn against a polar co-ordinate

system. The '' r " co-ordinate represents the fraction of power
reflected from a discontinuity placed in the matched output

line, and the angle varies with the standing wave set up by the

discontinuity. These conditions repeat themselves when a
discontinuity is moved half a wavelength along the line and a

variation of 360'’ corresponds to this movement.
The performance of a load system under operational condi-

tions may always be specified in terms of r and 6 (see following
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note), and with this loading diagram for the valve the^ variables

in wavelength and power, when the valve is coupled to the

load, is readily predicted.

Note, It has been pointed out in the Appendices and elsewhere

in the book that orthodox methods of determining, in terms of

voltage and current, the distribution of electrical energy at ultra-

high frequencies in lines and wave-guides is impracticable generally.

Therefore, investigation is usually conducted in terms of the electric

and magnetic fields. WJiilst this does not alter the fundamental
conception of impedance as being the ratio of current to voltage,

it is not so easily applied. In consequence of this, therefore, match-
ing problems at ultra-high frequency require different treatment.

In ultra-high frequency measurement, the ratio between the

electric and magnetic fields is usually determined by an examination
of the standing wave which is always present, when a line or guide is

not terminated by a purely resistive load matched to the charac-

teristic impedance of the line or guide.

By the use of a slotted line in the case of a coaxial cable or some
similar device in the case of a wave-guide, the standing wave ratio

can be measured. With the help of charts or tables and a knowledge
of the characteristic impedance of the line or guide, it is possible to

determine the ratio of load impedance to line impedance. Since
the line impedance is known, the load impedance can be determined
when the above-mentioned ratio has been found. The portion of

the forward wave which is reflected and its phase relation to the
forward Wave can also be determined, thus the load impedance may
be expressed in terms of resistive and reactive components and a
phase angle, alternatively, in terms of the fraction of the forward
wave that is reflected and a phase angle. Thus :

—

Let Zo = 40 and let the ratio of load impedance/line impedance ==

ZJZ^ (as determined after measurement of the standing wave) =
sav *7^.

load impedance ^ q. -
*

*'
line impedance Z^

**

This may be expressed in resistive and reactive components.

%,e,, = 30 cos 32® + J30 sin 32°
= 25-4 + Ji5-9.

In the case of a steady reactive
load, the reflected portion of the
forward Wave has fixed magnitude
and phase, the reactance being
either inductive or capacitative.

This means that the first maximum
of standing wave voltage Will ap-
par, from the Ipgid end of the line
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or guide, somewhere between the load end of the line or guide and
half a wavelength along it, towards the generator end of &e line or
guide. If the load is inductive the first maximum will appear
between the load end of the line or guide and a quarter of a wave-
length along the line or guide. If it is capacitative, the first maxi-
mum Will appear at some point between a quarter of a wavelength
from the load end of the line or guide and half a wavelength,
change in the reactance of the load will affect these conditions and
Will therefore be reflected at the generator end of the line or guide.

Since the phase of r (that portion of the forward Wave Which is

reflected) relative to the forward wave, is determined by the reactive

condition of the load, changes in the reactive components of a load
may be indicated by a fixed vector of fixed magnitude, revolved
through 360® relative to three fixed vectors representing resistance,

Xi, and ^ respectively (see diagram, p. 378). It will be noted that

the conditions from 180® to 360° merely repeat the conditions found
between o® and 180®.

In this way the instantaneous condition of a load may be expressed
in terms of r and 6, 6 being the phase angle between the forward
wave and the reflected fraction.

Valves can be designed to give wide variation in the loading

diagram and the degree of loading. Briefly expressed in terms
of frequency when r is maintained at o*2 and varied from o° to

360®, this is the frequency-pulling figure. Fig. 262 shows
that low frequency pulling can only be obtained at some
expense of efficiency.

For known values of r and known limits between which
frequency can vary, d can have certain values shown by that

part of the diagram parcelled off by limit lines, but as the

angle d varies with changes in the impedance of the load,

within the above-mentioned boundaries, the power output will

vary. Hence the limits of power output, i.e,, the operating

conditions of the valve, can be determined within which
the swing of frequency, due to frequency pulling, can be
contained.

The magnetron characteristics shown in Fig. 259 indicate

performance under varying conditions of V* and H, the load

being always adjusted for maximum power output.

It has been shown, however, that maximum possible power
output (as distinct from maximum power output for good
operating conditions) must generally be sacrificed, in order that

frequency pulling, due to a varying load impedance, may be

contained within the limits of the handling capacity of the

A.F.C. circuit of the receiver.«
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Rieke Oiagrams

Whereas the magnetron characteristic shown in Fig. 259
indicates magnetron performance under varying conditions of

V, and H, the load being always adjusted for maximum power
output, Rieke diagrams show performance for fixed values of

I, or V, emd fixed values of H, for variations in the load

impedance.
Consider H and the pulse amplitude ¥» to be constant, then

variation of the load impedance over all possible values of

resistance and reactance (inductive and capacitative) cause
changes in the value of the peak current, peak power output,

efficiency, frequency of operation and frequency stability.

Corresponding changes occur if the peak current is fixed

and Vg varied. The advantage of the Smith circle diagram is

that the loaded output line or wave-guide can be taken into

account on the same diagram, when performance is being

deduced in a particular case.

In a Smith circle diagram, complete circles represent constant

resistance, and the arcs such, for example, as that marked
" ZZ ” on the diagram shown in Fig 263, represent reactances.

An important property of the circle diagram is that when a
line or guide is terminated in a load represented by the point P,

the magnitude of the reflected coefficient r of the load is repre-

sented byOP and the phase change on reflection is given by
<f>.

Circles centred at O are circles of constant r, these are also

circles of constant standing wave ratios and inter-related by
the expression :—

The vertical axis is scaled in terms of standing wave ratios.

The following important points arise from a consideration of

Fig. 263 :

—

(1) In the example taken the region of highest power lies at A.
On following the constant r circle from A to the vertical axis, it

is seen that the corresponding standing wave ratio is not unity.

This means that the line or wave-guide is mismatched, and tWs
is due to the fact that the optimum load for the magnetron at

the output loop is different from the diaracteristic resistance

(rf the line or wave-guide.

To match the magnetron output impedance to the line or

wave-guide, there must be a bufit-in matching device at the

output loc^.

(2) In-the region of A the frequency stability is poor, becatise
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p RATIO FIGURES v
WHERE, r -^ - S.W.f?. ON THIS AXIS WHERE X « ^
CONSTANT FREQUENCY CONSTANT POWER CONTOURS
CONTOURS (MqA^THUSs-3070__ (PEAK K.R) THUSH 60

Fig . 263.—Rieke diagram.
Wave impedance approach must be considered in three distinct regions :

—

A. All circuits beyond the anode radius.
B. Interaction space between space charge and anode radius.
C. Space charge cloud.

The general approach involves solution of Maxwell’s equations. If the
resulting equations are linear, however, impedance concepts may replace
field concepts so that the consistency conditions reduce to impedance
matching.

I, Calculate Z looking in to region A from its internal boundary.
«. Z is transformed via region B looking out from the inner boundary of B,

Z « f (frequengr),

3. Solve for C5 and evaluate Z looking in from B to C boundary.

^ Equate Z<j to Zb by adjustment of parameters (including nh
The expression for the pmmeters gives the operating conditions.
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the frequency contours converge, so that small changes in

loading cause comparatively large changes in frequency. Hence
working the magnetron at maximum efficiency is incompatible

with good frequency stability.

(3) The operating condition of the magnetron and the

maximum efficiency at which it can be operated depends
upon the characteristics of the magnetron design and its load.

(4) The particular features of the radar system that are

important are the input voltage and its pulse shape, type of

receiver employed, with particular reference to A.F.C. and
the maximum standing wave that may be set up in the feeder

system, due to joints, spacers and variations in loading imposed
by the aerial system.

(5) The pulling figure, interpreted in terms of the Rieke
diagram, is given by the frequency difference of those constant

frequency contours which just embrace the r circle, correspond-

ing to the maximum permissible standing wave ratio. This is

commonly the value taken in the following example :

—

If the circumference of the constant r circle, having the

value r = 0*2 is followed, the corresponding frequencies may
be read off and plotted against the angle which the radius

makes with the vertical axis. From this it is apparent that

the pulling figure is about *5 megacycles. Fig. 264 also makes
it clear, that for reasons of frequency stability, a short line or

guide is preferable to a long one.

Length of Line or Guide

For suppose that the line or guide is of physical length 1

and has a load such that the standing wave ratio = 1-5, the
input impedance depends not only upon the load, but also

upon the electrical length of the line or guide and hence upon
frequency.

Suppose that a line or guide be energised from a source, the

frequency of which can be varied, then the point on the ^eke
diagram corresponding to the input impedance moves round
a constant r circle. For any given position of the point in

the circle, the corresponding angle 0 is in fact the phase angle
<f>

between reflected and transmitted waves in the line or guide
at the input terminals and hence there is the phase change on
reflection at the load.

This phase angle is
497lf

A*

where §1 is the velocity of propaga-

tion on the line (or phase velocity in the guide).
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PULLING CURVE

Fig. 264.—Pulling curve.

In Fig. 264 frequency is plotted against
(f>,

giving the line xy.

Suppose the line or guide is now energised by a magnetron,
then there is the fundamental relation between F and

<f>
plotted

as above and operating conditions are given by the intersection

of the two frequency — ^ curves.

Frequency Splitting

In the example taken, there are three intersections, only

two are possible because, although three points of intersection

give three conditions of equilibrium, the one at A is unstable

;

for if some small change in the system were to occur, resulting

in a small increase of frequency, then
<f>

is decreased which,

from the frequency-pulling curve, would result in a further

increase in frequency.

But at B and C an increase in frequency causes a decrease

in
<l>
which tends to pull the frequency back. Since these two

frequencies are equally possible, the magnetron may jump
from one to the other. This is termed frequehcy splitting."

If this is to be avoided, the line xy must be sufficiently steep

for the curves to intersect at one value of frequency only, as

indicated by x'y'. The slope of the line xy is ^ so that

to make»xy steep enough to avoid frequency splitting 1 must
be sufficiently smaiU.

Broad Spectrum Operation

For a certain critical length of line or guide the slope of xy
wiU be equal to the maximum slope of the frequency-pulling
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curve, and it is then possible, with a suitable value of ^r,

for xy to be tangential to the frequency-pulling curve at its

steepest part. This leads to very considerable frequency

instability and is termed “ broad spectrum operation.”

R.F. Spectrum

The shape and duration of the magnetron pulse, as has been
shown in the chapter on receivers, has a very important

bearing on receiver design. Harmonic analysis of a magnetron
pulse reveals that a certain number of components must be
handled by the magnetron output circuits if a good pulse

shape is to be produced. The reasons for the somewhat detailed

analysis of the components of the anode wave for various modes
now becomes obvious.

If the band width involves a frequency spread for a i-micro-

second pulse of at least 2 Mc/s., this would be diminished if

the pulse duration were increased

Although the shape of the modulator pulse has an important

bearing on frequency spread, poor rotating joints may also

materially affect the output pulse shape.

Accor<fingly it is now general practice to examine the R.F.

envelope by spectrum analysis. This is accomplished by the

use of a superheterodyne receiver, the local oscillation frequency

of which is swept in synchronism with a cathode ray oscillo-

scope time base. The detected signals are fed into the Y
plates to produce an amplitude-frequency spectrum of the

components in the magnetron pulse.



CHAPTER XVIII

TRANSMITTERS, INCLUDING R.F. GENERATORS

The transmitter considered as a unit may be deemed to
incorporate :

—

(a) Its power supply.
(b) The R.F. generator and the circuits which must be

associated, in order to pulse it at the selected frequency and
with a pulse of the necessary voltage amplitude and
duratioiT.

The circuits of the power pack from which H.T. and L.T. are

derived are conventional and similar to those employed in

radio conununication transmitters.

Since 400 megacycles and in certain cases 600 megacycles
marks the highest limits of frequency at which triodes can be
successfully and efficiently operated (generally however the
limit is about 400 megacycles), choice of the R.F. generator to

be employed is governed directly by the choice of carrier

frequency.

At frequencies above the upper limit for triodes, tbemagnetron
stands alone as an R.F. generator for ultra-high frequencies,

with a power output capacity of a m^awatt or more.

Selection of Carrier Frequency

The main factors which determine selection of the carrier

frequency are :

—

() Maximum and minimTUn ranges at which targets are to

be detected.

() The required degree of accuracy for range and bearing

readings.

Ic) Discrimination between lumped targets (definition).

(d) Fermissible weight.

(«) Accommodation space available for the equipment.

(/) Restrictions on size and weight of the amal.

fe) Ip some cases the power supply available.

Unless (d), (e), (/) or (g) become the overriding factors, as

may be tm case in airborne equipment, («), (b) and (c) will

gaoeraliy be the determining factors.

fjk ah « O
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In the case of long-range warning sets, the maximum range

at which targets must be detected is the most important
consideration, and provided restrictions are not imposed by
(e), (/) and {g), a comparatively low frequency is generally

chosen in order to obtain an adequate echo from targets at

extreme range with minimum peak power output from the
transmitter.

In these circumstances the R.F. generator is usually a circuit

arrangement of triodes similar to one of those shown in Figs.

265-267.
If the power output required and the type of valve selected

necessitates an R.F. generator circuit containing more than
two valves, the valves must be arranged as for a ring oscillator

and as shown in Fig. 269. Additional valves now required

for increased power output must be added to the basic ring

circuit in pairs, for reasons explained in later paragraphs.

When restrictions are imposed by size, weight and wind
resistance of the aerial, plain-surface and even perforated-

surface reflectors may have to be abandoned and simple rod-

type reflectors substituted, with or without directors, and
generally with a loss of directional effect.

In general, when the performance specification lays down
requirements for minimum range, accuracy and definition and
conditions impose such restrictions as may be classified under
(d), (e) or (g) ( (/) already dealt with above), choice of carrier

frequency and possibly of R.F. generator must, inevitably,

result in a compromise.
When triodes are used for the R.F. generator any S3rstem

of pulsing may be employed, with reservations as to suitability

in regard to any restrictions imposed on stability of the repeti-

tion rate.

If no restrictions are imposed in respect of repetition rate

stability, and the carrier frequency is to be in the triode reinge,

a self-pidsing oscillator arrangement can be used for the R.F.
generator. Any ofthe oscillators shown in Figs. 265-269 may be
modified for posing by an independently s}mchronised modu-
lator by adjusting the values of a resistance and one condenser.

Apart from such advantages possessed by the self-pulsing

oscillator as minimum space requirements, minimum weight
and cost, simplicity of operation and maintenance, its tendency
towards a somewhat irregular repetition rate is not always as
undesirable as might appear. It may, in fact, be a distinct

advantage when accuracy of range and b^iraring readings is
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not of primary importance. This is due to the fact that signals
transmitted at an irregular repetition rate cannot be easily

jammed by enemy action at the receiving end of the system.

R.F. Generators using Triodes

When triodes are used in radar transmitters they are generally
arranged in circuits which take the form shown in Figs. 265-
269.

In all these circuits short-circuited quarter-wave and half-

wave sections of transmission line are employed in place of the
conventional condensers and coils normally used in R.F.
generators at lower frequencies.

The limits imposed upon the use of coils and condensers in

high-frequency circuits have been discussed in Chapter XVI,
where it has been shown that when frequency is increased the

physical dimensions of condensers and inductances must
shrink towards zero and a straight piece of short wire respec-

tively. Since the inter-electrode capacities and inductance
of the internal elements assume reactive values which must
ultimately determine the resonant frequency of the valve, all

external capacity and inductance in this condition become
practically zero.

In any case, the above condition is a limiting factoi for the
use of triodes, even when internal inductance and inter-

electrode capacity has been reduced to the absolute minimum,
by special valve design, as outlined in Chapter XVI.
Within the limits imposed by frequency on the use of triodes

of special design or otherwise, it is possible to design circuits

having a reasonably high Q for the oscillating circuits, and to

secure output efficiencies comparable with those obtained in

R.F. generators at lower frequencies. This can be achieved

by utilising the resonance effects of short-circuited lengths of

quarter-wave transmission lines, and by arranging tliem in

circuit with due regard to the conditions essential for generating

and maintaining oscillations, as laid down in Chapter V.

Circuit Arrangements of R.F. Generators

It is shown in Appendix I that short-circuited lengths of

quarter-wave trsmsmission line behave at resonant frequency in

a manner similar to that of a parallel resonant circuit at its

resonant frequency.
Advantage is taken of this phenomenon in the circuits shown

in Figs* 265-269*
o o «
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Ftg 265.—^Tuned anode tuned grid
POCK^PULL OSCILLATOR. LoAD IN-

DUCTI\*»Jt.Y COUPLED TO GRID.

The push - pull circuits

shown in Fig. 271 diflfer

from the push-pull circuits

shown in Figs. 265-267 by
reason of the fact tihat con-

centric cable sections are

used in place of two-wire
transmission line sections.

The principle of operation

is the same in both cases,

the only difference being that
the Q obtained with the con-

centric cable is higher than
with two-wire transmission

line owing to reduced R.F.
losses.

The expedient of changing
from short-circuited quarter-

wave lengths of transmis-

sion line to similar lengths of

concentric cable is adopted
in order to prolong the upper
frequency limit *of triodes,

because in the region of 300
megacycles the losses in-

curred by transmission line

sections are considerable, and
can be greatly reduced by
the employment of coaxial

HT+ cables for reasons which are

inherent to their construc-

tion (see Appendix I).

Briefly summarising then,

the Q of the tuned circuits

of an R.F. generator for

idtra-high frequencies can be
improv^ by the use of sec-

tions of quarter-wave shorted
transmission line in place of

coils and condensers. These
maybe silver* plated if neces-

sary further to imisrove

‘\^-;^cSSSS^'uS Q *1*
tim«fcnm.r coxmjto t<o amoob.
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Hie improved Q is obtained
because the inductance and
capacity of the system is

distributedand the skin effect

which causes heavy losses in

normal conductors is mini-

mised by using large-dia-

meter silver-plated rods for

the quarter-wave lines.

It will be noticed that the
length of the quarter-wave
line in the grid circuit is

physically less- than the
quarter-wave line in the

anode circuit. This arises

because the inter-electrode

capacity from grid to cathode 267—Tuned grid tuned cathode

is larger than the inter-elec- directly to the cathode.
trode capacity from anode
to cathode. This larger capacity causes more of the tuned line

to be effectively inside the valve envelope and is a contribution

to electrical len^h by the elements themselves. Ph3rsically,

therefore, the grid line is shorter, although the grid and anode
lines have the same elecirical length.

Voltage Distribution

The voltage distribution along the anode and grid lines is

such that energy fed back from the anode to the grid vid the

inter-electrode capacity is in phase with the grid voltage, and
therefore oscillations occur and are maintained at the frequency

which causes the lines to become exact quarter lengths of the

wave corresponding to the oscillation frequency.

When lines • are employed for the tuned circuit of an
oscillator the high voltage supply to the anode can be connected
to the centre of the shorting bar. Theoretically the ^ortit^
bar has zero potential to earth, but because of its ph3^ic^
length, and therefore the presence of some fraction of the

stand^ wave of voltage across it, the true zero point is deter-

mined % the capacity to earth of the anode of each valve,

• The tem “-Uni® '' is used in the general sense of short-circuited quarter-

leave or qpen-circuited hall-wave sections of either two-wire transmission line

or coqxial cable. They are often ^ken of by the original laboratory name as

SMoherVdree. See any standard text^bookon radio communication ior further
regarding Iheir use in this sphere^
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Fig, 268.—Push-pull oscillator inductively coupled out of the
ANODE TANK aRCUIT TO AERIAL.

is in sectionswhich can be strapped acrossto varytbe total resistance.

Conversion from self pulsing to modiUated is ejected by Adjusting thci values
of R| and C,.
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which changes slightly for different valves. In practice, the
connection is made to the centre of the shorting bar and an
R.F. choke takes care of any feedback to the supply due to any
off-zero position of the tap.

When these circuits are connected as self-pulsing oscillators,

as in Fig. 268, and R2 form an impedance in the cathode
circuit and conditions for negative feedback effects are present.

This is to be avoided, as it reduces the positive feedback,

and therefore the efficiency and power output of the device as

an R.F. generator. This is prevented by the addition of by-pass

condensers at the valve base to provide low impedance paths
to earth for the R.F. currents, thus avoiding unwanted feedback.

The 'filament leads of the particular type of valve here

employed are about 2 in. long, and therefore the actual R.F.
filament voltage cannot be reduced to zero.

C4 and C5, together with and Lj, form a filter and so

prevent R.F. voltage from being fed back to the power supply.

Alternative Methods of Coupling

In Fig. 268 energy is coupled out of the anode tank circuit

by the tuned line TL3. The shorting bar of TLg being placed

directly above the shorting bar of the anode tuned line.

The coupling may be adjusted in the usual way by raising

or lowering the secondary from the primary. In order that

adjustment may be made for maximum energy transfer, C2
can be varied to make the coupling lines resonant at the

transmitter frequency (Appendix I).

The two-wire transmission line is coupled to the coupling

line at the point at which their respective impedances match.
L2 keeps the transmission line, the coupling line and the aerial

at earth potential and prevents accumulation of a static charge.

The R.F. generator shown in Fig. 268 is assumed to be
adjusted for self-pulsing operation and is modulated by the

self-pulsing action (described in Chapter V).

The duration of the pulse is determined by the time required

to charge Cg. This time also affects the magnitude of the

grid voltage, therefore the time required to charge C, is affected

by any of the factors which determine the magnitude of the

grid voltage. These are the tuning of TL, relative to TLj,

the magnitude of the applied anode voltage, the tuning of Cg
to the coupling line, the position of the transmission line taps

and the couplmg between primary and secondary circuits.

The tuned circuits may be connected^to the oscillator in anjT
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of the ways diown in Figs. 265-268. Other connections may
be used when it is necessary to take particular precautions to

avoid negative feedback to the cathode circuit or feedback to

the power supply line.

All these oscillators may be arranged for §elf-pulsing or for

Synch-pulsing by any of the common forms of modulator.

The change from a self-pulsing state being effected by adjusting

the value of the grid leak or the capacity of the grid condenser
(Chapter V).

Inductive coupling to the grid as in Fig. 265 is not frequently

employed, since it reduces the Q of the grid circuit so much that

it ceases to be reliable as the frequency-controlling factor of

the oscillator.

In Fig. 266, because of the high voltage existing between
the coupling line and tank circuit, the degree of coupling is

limited so that in some cases the optimum coupling cannot be
achieved. This difficulty is avoided in the direct coupling

arrangement shown in Fig. 267. There is no H.T. on the

cathode, therefore the transmission line may be coupled to the

cathode tank to any desired degreeby adjusting the output tap.

Pulsing Control

When the transmitter is tuned for maximum power output

the duration of the transmitted pulse is controlled only by
the capacity of C,.

The pulse repetition rate of the oscillator can be varied by
adjusting the values which control pulse length.

Since variation in any of the adjustments affecting pulse

length must cause the condenser to charge to a Afferent

voltage, it follows that the time taken by the condenser to

discharge to the voltage value at which the valve can again

conduct must. also vary, wherefore the repetiticm rate is

changed accordingly. The usual method of effectmg this

adjustment is to ^ort circuit one or more of the resistances

which form the chaia

Power Oidput

The power output of a two-valve circuit in push-pull is

limited by the anode current and the anode dissipation.

To increase the power output it is necessary to mcrease dther
the current-carrying capacity of the valves or the number of

valves onployed. Because of the limiting fricUns of inter-

electrode capacity, transit time and lead inductance it is
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Fig. 269.—Schematic of tuned anode tuned grid ring oscillator.

Note that the essential feature of the arrangement is such that pairs of
internelectrode capacities are in series as shown, thus halving the tot^ inter-

electrode capacities Cgk>

tmdesirable to increase the ph3^cal size of the valve itself/

Increasing filament temperature helps, but paralleling increases

the inter-electrode capacity and is, therefore, to be avoided.

the ffiag Oscfflafor

When it is necessary to increase the power of a triode

osciUatOT, valves ate added in smes and in pairs to form a
ling oircmt, see Fig. 269.
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The ring oscillator circuit shown is a modification of that

shown in Fig. 268, but the inter-electrode capacity is half that

of the same valves when connected in push-pull. The ring

circuit permits a given Vcilve to be used at a higher frequency
i.e., it permits the use of a valve which is physically large.

The ring oscillator functions because energy is fed back
from anode to grid through the inter-electrode capacity, and
because of the voltage distribution on the anode and grid lines.

Proper adjustment of the tank circuit causes a voltage to be
fed back from the tank circuit vid the inter-electrode capacity,

at the same time standing waves of voltage are established on
the sections of transmission line, thus causing voltage at one
end of the line to be in anti-phase with the voltage at the other

end. The general requirements for the production of oscilla-

tions are thus complied with.

Let the grid of Vj (Fig. 269) be positive at a given instant, the
anode of Vj will be at a minimum or negative maximum. The
anode of Vj, approximately half a wavelength away, is positive

because of the standing wave of voltage on the tuned trans-

mission line. A signal on the grid of Vg is produced (by

inter-electrode capacity) as a negative maximum, in order to

reinforce the anode current. Inter-valve anode relations are

maintained by always adding valves in pairs if a larger number
is required in the ring to obtain large power outputs.

Fig. 270 shows one method of obtaining energy from the

tank circuit. The anode lines are supported vertically between
the valves, with the shorting bars at the lower end. A trans-

mission line with a loop in the end is lowered between the anode
lines so as to place the loop

near the shorting bars to

provide inductive coupling.

The line and loop can be
made resonant by using a
shorting bar a half wave-
length from the loop to

ensure maximum transfer

of energy. The feed line is

tap;^d across the resonant
section in this case. Any of

the oscillatorsshown in Figs.

265-2^ may be connected

Fie. a7o.-METHOD OF COVFUKO THK “ a ring cfrcuit to pToducc
AERIAL TO A RING OSCILLATOR, high pC^k pOWOf OUtpUt,
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Since the ring connection

reduces the effect of inter-

electrode capacities, valves of

fairly large ph5rsicai size may
be used to produce high peak
power output at frequencies

up to 400 megacycles.

The ring oscillator has the

disadvantage of having many
initial tuning adjustments in

its circuits. If these adjust-

ments are not made properly,

inefficiency must result. The
ring oscillator, however, per-

mits mechanical symmetry
in construction, and therefore

the tuning adjustments may
be ganged to a few controls,

and the oscillator is then
relatively simple to handle.

Oscillator Employing Sections of

Ftg. 271.—Ultra high frequency
A

OSCILLATOR USING — CONCENTRIC
4

LINES.

-2 Concentric Lines
4

Aerial is coupled by hairpin loop, the
position of which is determine by

_ _ matching considerations.
Fig. 271 shows a tuned

grid tuned anode oscillator in which the grid and anode circuits

are timed by a quarter-wave short-circuited concentric line. A
small trimming capacity across the open end can be adjusted for

the resonant frequency. A concentric line is well adapted for

the frequency control of ultra-high frequency oscillators, because
it is completely shielded and offers the required high Q. The
Q is highest for a quarter-wave section.

This follows from consideration of the following facts :

—

(«) The resonant frequency of a line is proportional to the
product of L and C, and this is true for <M resonant lengths of

line.

(6) At a specified frequency, however, Q is proportional to

toL

'K'

(c) L is the same for aU resonant lengths.

(d) Resistance varies the length of line and is different

for various lengths.
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(e) ^ or Q is lai^gest when R is smallest.

(/) The shortest resonant length is a quarter wavelength.
The power-handling capacity of a concentric line depends

ujpon the magnitude of the breakdown voltage of the tuned
circuit rather than the energy stored in the tank circuit,

consequently the use of a tuned line longer than a quarter
wavelength does not permit the oscillator to handle more
power.

In Fig. 268, which shows a push-pull oscillator, sliding bars
are used for tuning. The grid bars may be varied for maximum
stability, whilst the an^e bars are varied for maximum
output.

In the circuit shown in Fig. 271 coupling is accomplished
by a hairpin loop about one-quarter of the length of the line.

Cl, at the end of the grid line, serves to short the line effectively

at this point, thus making the line equivalent to a tank circuit.

Cg performs the same function on the anode line.

At ultra-high frequencies the filament cannot be earthed
directly by a by-pass condenser because of the high filament

lead reactance at these higher frequencies. The effect is

eliminated by making the filament lead inductance part of the
tuned transmission line. The line is a half length from the
cathode proper to the earth, and* is shorted by Cg and Cg.

Since a half-wave line shorted at the far end appears to be also

shorted at the near end (see Transmission Line Theory,
Appendix I), Cg and C4 have the same effect as though they
were coimected directly from the cathode to earth, inside the
valve, and at the cathode itself.

Application of Sdf-pulsing Oscillator to Provide a ITi^er Pulse

Fig. 272 shows the output of a self-pulsing oscillator used
with a discharge line. In this case the line is used to control

•the duration of the pulse, since it is assumed that the oscillator

frequency stability is not within the limits required for

some particular application where precise measurement is

required.

Vi is normally cut off and a positive pulse of approximately

40 volts is applied to Vj, in order to start each pulse at approxi-
mately the required repetition rate.

This porative pulse, which«is coupled across the disdiarfe.

line, to the grid of Vj, suffers some attenuation in rim dday
lhie netwmic, but is enough, initially, to fire Vj.
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The voltage induced in the secondary of the transformer by
the anode current flowing in the primary is in such a direction

that it reinforces the trigger pulse and drives the grid of Vj
very positive. The transformer ratio is of the order of 2 : i.

Thus, when 1,000 volts are developed across the primary, 500
volts are applied across Sj.

The sum of the grid-cathode resistance of and the output
resistance of the cathode follower is made equal to Zq of the
discharge line, i.e., -|- Rg^ = Z^.

Thus the current that flows in the circuit Rg^ R^ produces
a difference of potential of approximately 175 volts across the
line and remains constant at this value as long as current
flows. The terminal voltage of 175 volts is then large enough
to maintain Vj in conduction for the duration of the pulse.

The effective E = Sj -|- 500 (induced — (— 150) ), i.e'.,

^So—— = 175 volts. Note. Since R^ -f- Rg^ = Zo, the effective

voltage divides equally (see Chapter XII, Artificial Lines).

The additional voltage of 175 volts impressed on the line is

of the same polarity as the original charge of 150 volts, there-

fore a wave of voltage travels down the line and is reflected

without change of sign (since the line is terminated in Zo),

^73.—Comparison op waveforms at the grid and across s,,

Kote the accelerated rise of the waveform compared with the V^ wav^
form*
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TRAIUNG EDGE
PROLONGED By TRULING EDGE OSCILLATIONS DAMPED
DISCHARGE OF STEEPENED BY BY CLIPPING ACTION

DISTRIBUTED CAR4CITY OSCILLATIONS OF THE DIOOE

Fig. 274. ^IlXUSTRATING THE EFFECT OF THE DELIBERATE INTRODUCTION
OF OSCILLATIONS AND THE DIODE COMBINATION IN STEEPENING THE
TRAILING EDGE OF THE INPUT PULSE TO THE MAGNETRON.

raising the voltage of the line from 325 volts to (325 + 175 volts)

500 volts.

If the voltage induced in the secondary of the transformer Sj is

500 volts, then two equal voltages are in opposition and the
result is cancellation or zero.

In this way the duration of conduction of Vj, and hence the
duration of the pulse, is determined by the artificial line. For
example, if the line is designed for a delay of | microsecond
(travelling in one direction), the voltage wave raising it to parity

with the voltage induced in the secondary of the transformer

takes I microsecond to go and return, consequently the duration

of conduction of V^, and therefore of the output pulse, is

I microsecond. As the anode current falls off the voltage

induced in Sj falls to zero and the grid of is sharply cut off.

The cut off of Vi is accelerated by the action of the 150 volts

impressed on the negative bias and by the shaip negative

surge set up in Sj. These factors tend to drive the grid sharply

to a very negative value.

The waveform shown in Fig. 273 is irregular at the top, this

is due to the fact that the performance of the artificial line

only approximates to the performance of a real line. It is also

an effect of the sharp negative surge set up in Sj.

The relatively slow recovery of the grid of Vj to normal is

caused by the action of the 150 volts and the capacity of the

artificial line, but the waveform applied to the grid of V, is

modified by the action of S2 as shown in Fig. 273.
* For simultaneously with the foregoing a pulse is induced in

Sj. The voltage ratio is i : 2, so that if the voltage across the

primary is, say, 500 volts, a pulse of 1,000 volts is apj^Ued

across ^ to the grid of Vg. If at this instant Vg is cut off and
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PULSE R.F.

amplifier modulator generator

Ftg 275 —Block diagram showing sequence of operations when the
POWER PULSE FOR THE R F. GENERATOR IS DEVELOPED FROM A SINE
WAVE

The advantage is a stable p r f which is essential to good definition. Details
of the circuits involved are given in Chapter XII

C5 is charged to 14,000 volts, then application of 1,000 volts

to the grid of V* causes Vg to conduct and Cs discharges through
the magnetron and Vg.

When the pulse to the grid of Vg ceases, Vg is sharply cut
ofi, oscillations are set up in Lg and the distributed capacity
between the magnetron filament and earth by the sudden
change. The inductance is included in the circuit in order to
cause these oscillations, thereby ensuring that the pulse to the
magnetron filament shall be given a sharp f^ing edge.
Damping of the oscillations thus set up may be provided by a
diode which acts as a very low resistance across the resonant
circuit during the positive alternation of the oscillation,

effectively preventing any negative alternation of the oscillation

which, if of sufficiently large amjffitude would cause unwanted
operation of the magnetron and more than one pulse.

Since there is always a slight delay in starting the pulse in a
circuit of this description it is not desirable to use any part of
the output of the initial stages as a synchronous pulse for
timing the remainder of the radar system. To avoid this

difficulty, a timing pulse is coupled out of the transnutter
from the case C5. Thus it is ensured that whenever the
magnetron is pulsed a negative synchronisii^ pidse is coi^led
out of the transmitter to the other units of the systm at
exactly the right imtant.
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Fig. 275 is a block diagram showing the development of a
high-voltage pulse from a sine wave.

r

Relations between Carrier Frequency and Accuracy of bfeasute-
mmt

Precise range and bearing measurements necessitate the
use of narrow beams. The beam must be made narrower as
the requirements for precise measurement become increasingly
exacting. However, the minimum dimensions for any aerial
unit are fixed by the carrier frequency selected, and since the
overall dimensions of the aerial must be expanded by the
addition of multiple units in order to reduce the beam width
for any given carrier frequency, then it is clear that in order to
produce a narrow beam and at the same time to keep the
overall aerial dimensions within reasonable limits a very high
carrier frequency must be employed.
For example, at 100 megacycles, in order to obtain a beam

of approximately 20° in the horizontal plane, the aerial array
must be two dipoles wide, i.e., about 6 metres, irrespective of
spacing between the dipoles themselves. If a sheet of metal
is to be used as a reflector it must be evident that the overall

width of the aerial system will be about 9 metres. In addition,
if the vertical beam width is to be about equal to the hori-

zontal width, the overall dimensions of the aerial would seem
to be in the region of 25 to 27 ft. square. This assembly has
to be moimted as a very stable structure capable of withstand-
ing wind pressure, vibration, etc., and at the same time to be
capable of rotation in azimuth and elevation ; consequently
its weight, including pedestal, is likely to be prohibitive,

excepting in the case of very large vessels or for installation

on shore.

Compare with this the " cheese " shown in Fig. 326(c), which
is capable of radiating a beam of approximately 2° in the
horizontal plane at a frequency lying between 9,000 and
xo,ooo megacycles per second.

Microwaves, however, suffer from the disadvantage that the
service range for the direct ray for surface targets is generally

limited by the line of sight distance to the horizon (as seen
from the height of the aerial above earth) multiplied by a
rectifying factor .oi 4/3.* Microwaves are therefore unsuited
for use with long-range warning sets for the detection of

* Xha ratio 4/3 is a i&gaxe ustiafiy taken to allow for the curvatuxe of the
eakth’s surface.

.
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surface targets on account of limitations which they impose on
range.

Magnetron Requirements

Pulses for application to a magnetron must be negative
going, since they are applied to the cathode, the anode being
held at earth potential. This arrangement is adopted in order
to avoid the necessity for high insulation of the heater trans-

former, and the necessity for special insulation design and
particular care in manufacture.
The H.T. or - power pulses should, in general, have steep

vertical sides and a flat top. This is particularly the case when
very short ranges are to be measured. To fulfil this require-

ment the pulse time must be short, and the falling edge must
be as steep as possible, in order that the end of transmission

may cease abruptly, and so avoid masking echoes returning
from nearby targets.

The magnitude of the voltage peak should remain reasonably
constant for the duration of the pulsing period. This means
that the source from which the pulse is obtained should be
such that the load imposed by the magnetron does not cause
any very considerable voltage drc^. The impedance of the
source from which the pulse is drawn must therefore be low in

order to supply power to the load with good voltage regulation.

This requuement is brought about by the need to avoid
the possibility of any change taking place in the normal
operating mode of the magnetron due to H.T. voltage drop
on load.

Any change in the normal operatingmode, or the introduction

of some other mode, causes frequencies to be generated by the
magnetron other than the required frequency. This must
result in a loss of power and a decrease in overall efficiency

(broad spectrum operation, see p. 383).
The various methods by which l^h voltage rectangular

pulses may be developed for use with a magnetron have been
discussed in Chapter XII. Selection of the sequence of circuits

to be employed for any given case depend largely upon
the t5q)e of modulator which is to be employed, and this in

turn is governed by the application and the conditions under
which the s5retem is to be worked.

Disdiatgiiig Devices fix High-powor Pulse-foniiiiig Devices

When a thjrratron or other similar device (such, for examjfle.
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as a trigatron) is used to modulate the pulse for a magnetron*
the repetition frequency is controlled by a Synch, pulse,

thus the stability of the repetition rate for the system can
be ensured by employing a suitable source or generator for

the Synch, pulse. This system has another advantage over
the spark gap modulator. If the shape of 'the pulse developed
in the pulse-forming circuit is not satisfactory it can be
modified before application to the magnetron vid the modu-
lator. This is not possible when a spark gap is used as a
modulator.

On the other hand, the spark gap modulator has the advan-
tages of simplicity and high power-handling capacity.

The power-handling capacity of thyratrons and similar

modulating devices is limited by the maximum voltage they
can withstand, without arcing over taking place between the
elements

;
consequently, when very high power outputs are

required from the R.F. generator a spark gap discharging
device is nearly always employed. In general, then, the
method for obtaining a high-power output is fixed but for

applications requiring a very square rectangular pulse and
medium power output there are several alternatives offering

more control of the pulse shape.

Apart from the type of modulator chosen, the pulse-forming
device may utilise the discharge of a condenser of sufficiently

large capacity, or an artificial discharge line may be employed
as an alternative.

Comparison between Uses of a Condenser and Artificial Line

When a large condenser is employed, the width of the pulse

(duration of discharge) is controlled by a modulator. The
modulator is in turn controlled by the duration of the pulse

supplied to fire it by the sub-modulator and associated circuits.

The repetition rate is also controlled by this pulse, which is

itself under the control of the Synch, generator.

Thus, when a condenser of large capacity is employed the
pulse formed by its discharge is imder the direct control of

the Synch, generator for repetition rate, but its duration is

governed by the sub-modulator and its associated shaping
circuits.

On the other hand, when an artificial line is employed the

line itself constitutes the pulse-forming circuit by virtue of its

* A trigatron is a discharger enclosed in a glass envelope such that each
discharge can take pUuie under constant pressure.
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characteristics. The length

of the artificial line times
accurately the duration of

the pulse, whilst its general
design and construction de-
termine the squareness or

quality of the pulse.

If the discharge of the
artificial line or condenser is

performed by a th3nratron

or similartype of modulator,
the repetition rate is under
the direct control of the
S5mch. generator. If this

function is performed by a
spark gap monitoring device

the repetition rate is determined by the time period and regu-
larity of operation of the discharger itself and there is only
limited control by any S3mch. source that may be employed.
When the discharge of a condenser or artificial line by means

of a thyratron or similar device is employed to provide the H.T.
pulse for the magnetron, the condenser must be charged from
a D.C. source, and a charging diode is included in the circuit

arrangements.

When a spark gap or similar device is used to discharge a
condenser or artificial line the charging source can be either a
suitable D.C. supply, or vid a transformer operating on an A.C.
supply, the p.r.f. then approximates to the A.C. frequency.
\^en a spark gap niodulator is employed and the charging

source is D.C., a large iron core inductance is usually included
in the charging circuits to cause, by shock, a transient oscilla-

tion to take place at the natural frequency of the charging

circuit and at the commencement of each successive recharge.
The result of this is to cause the energy in the drcuit to oscillate

between its inductance and capacity, so that at one moment
the energy is all associated with the inductance and = JLI*
and a quarter cycle later it transfers to the condenser where it

appears with a value of ^CV*.
If the spark gap is caused to break down when the whole of

the eneigy has been transferred to the condenser, the voltage

"

across it due to osciUatory action will be aE where E is the
apidied voltage.

When diaxging is perfoimed by a transformer opoatiag jhom

lOMStIG

Ftg 276—Form of rotary spark gap
WITH ionising electrode.

This may be driven independently or
synchronised. (For details see standard
works on radio transmission

)
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an A.C. supply the inductance and the first (hode are not
required. The frequency of the circuit can be adjusted by
transformer design as nearly as possible to the frequency of

the supply, so that the voltage across the line capacity rises

to zE during each half cycle of the supply. The spark gap is

adjusted to break down at this voltage and the discharge rate,

which in effect becomes the repetition rate for the system,
is approximately the same as the frequency of the A.C.
supply.

Spark gaps may be of the fixed or rotary t3q)e, the great

advantage of the latter is that its life is longer than that of the

fixed type. Production of ozone and nitrous oxide at each
discharge tends to corrode the electrodes of the fixed gap and
reduces its effective life to about 200 hours. The life of

a rotary spark gap may be in the region of 1,000 hours or

more.

The Fixed Spark Gap

The fixed spark gap consists of two spherical electrodes.

Inserted in one of the spheres (which is hollow) and insiilated

from it, is a third electrode. The main gap is made large so

that the voltage will not break it down unaided, the breakdown
is controlled by a trigger pulse to the third electrode. This
initiates by ionisation a spark at the main electrode and the

gap breaks down to discharge the condenser or artificial line.

ARTIFICIAL LINE MA6NETRON

FROM SYNCH

Fig, *77.—^Basic omcoiT vsnra a fixbd sfaxh; sap, mosulatok, abtificmi.
I.INB AMD DX. OK A.C, CHAKOmO SOCSCB.
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CHARGING CURRENT The Rotary Spark Gap

^ The rotary spark gap is as shown

\ in Fig. 276. The small pointed elec-

“ ov. / \ trode mounted on the same bracket
P y \ f as the fixed electrode, ionises the

5 \!/ main gap at the critical instant by
a -4600 —A 4m a corona effect, and ensures it break-

® \ /\ down as the moving electrode

81 -aooo >7 V passes the fixed electrode,

p
AJ

2ife of this form of spark gap

^
-92M

2g 2onger than that of the fixed gap, as

corrosion is distributed over several

AND''*'''DKCHA^rNG clectrodes and cooling is promoted.
CURVES. In order to prevent interference

The voltage at discharge is with other parts of the radar system,
approximately twice that of Spark gap must be enclosed in
the charging voltage. f ,

° ^
. , 1 i. ia metal screenmg box, also chokes

and filters are inserted in aU leads to and from the gap to

prevent transmission of R.F. energy to other units of the system.

Since the pressure of the air or gas in the spark gap controls

the breakdown voltage for any given length of gap, it is

important that this should be kept as constant as possible.

This is particularly important in the case of aircraft, where the
breakdown voltage decreases at high altitudes.

The basic circuit of the spark gap modulator (fixed gap
variety) is shown in Fig. 277. The pulse-forming line is charged
through Li and Vj. The inductance and the capacity of

the line form a series resonant circuit so that the voltage across

the line tends to oscillate.

At the peak of the positive swing the line is charged to a
voltage considerably higher than that of the charging voltage.

At this moment the spark gap is caused to break down.
The characteristic impedance of the artificial line is made

equal to the impedance of the magnetron, so that one half of

the voltage across the line is impressed on the magnetron for

the duration of the pulse.

A fixed type of spark gap is shown in the basic circuit, and
the application of a trigger pulse from Synch, to the auxiliary

or third electrode promotes ionisation and causes the gap to

breeik down at intervals controlled fairly effectively by the
trigger pulse and therefore to the same degree by the S3mch.
source.

When an artificial line is charged, the capacity of the line
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Fig. 279.—Charging from a d.c. source and employing an additional
DIODE Vŷ .

offers a capacitative reaction and in consequence an inductance
is employed to establish a state of L.F. resonance.

The behaviour of spark gaps * in general, and the analysis

of the charge and discharge of capacity in a spark gap circuit,

are dealt with fully in standard works dealing with W/T
spark transmitters. It is sufficient to state, therefore, that if

the electrical constants of the circuit and the revolutions of

the spark gap are adjusted so that the discharge takes place

at the moment when the energy of each charge resides wholly
within the condenser, the voltage across the capacity at that
instant is twice that of the charging source (see Fig. 278).

Thus, in the case where an artificial line is employed as a
discharge line, and providing the load in the discharge circuit

is made equal to Z^, the voltage applied across the load at each
discharge will be approximately equal to that of the charging
source, i.e., to half the resonant voUage across the line at the
instant of discharge.

In Fig. 279, Lj and Vj, are employed to produce these

conditions, the charging source being D.C.

Lj resonates with the line capacity so that the charging

energy oscillates as a transient.

The main function of the diode Vi, in the charging circuit is

to prolong, by its unilateral conductivity, the favourable

* The use of a sp&rk g£m to produce damped oscillations by the discharge
of a condenser in early W/T systems must not be confused with the case
where it is employed to discharge an artihcial line. Pulses are generated in
both cases, but the condenser has no control over the rate of release of the
stored energy, whereas the artificial line does control the rate of release of
its stored energy according to its length.
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EQUMU-ENT
UOAD

RESISTANCE
OF

MAGNETRON

Fig. 280.—Equivalent circuits for
CHARGE AND DISCHARGE OF ARTIFICIAL
LINE OR CONDENSER (LEAVING OUT
DIODES).

The switch is introduced to simulate
the action of the spark gap.

period for discharge in

case the spark gap fails to

fire at the critical instant

when the peak voltage

occurs.

When the charging

source is A.C., the neces-

sity for Via disappears.

Also in this case it is no
longer necessary to oscil-

late the charging circuit,

since the phases of the

A.C. charging current and
voltage can be adjusted

by suitable design of the

transformer and by a fine adjustment in the primary or
secondary circuits to give a power factor approaching to unity.

When a rotary spark gap is employed it is not essential to

synchronise it, as must be done in a W/T transmitter, since this

fraction is performed by the ionising gap.*

Pulse Transformer

Instead of connecting the magnetron directly into the
discharge circuit, a pulse transformer of special design may be
used with considerable advantage (Figs. 282 and 283).

{a) The output impedance can be adjusted for high- or low-

A.C.

SUPPLY

ARTIFICIAL LINE ACTING AS A DISCHARGE LINE

Fig, 281.—^Artificial line charged vid transformer and cbarging
CIRCUIT RESONATED BY L. DiODB Vj^ IS NOT REQUIRED.

* In W/T, if the number of electrodes on the disc x revolutions per min*

a position can be found for the fixed ^ectrode where the

moving electrodes pass under it at the instant when the A.C. mppSy passes
throu|^ sero and £ across the eondenser is a maximnin
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level operation according
to the design of the
transformer.

(6) The transformer

may be used to reverse

polarity of the pulse
to the magnetron if re-

quired, i.e., a positive-

going pulse can be gene-

rated and fed to the

magnetron as a negative-

going pulse.

(c) It may be used to step up the voltage of the generated
pulse before it is applied to the magnetron.

(d) The artificial line is not required to stand the high

voltage of the pulse reaching the magnetron. It can also have
a lower characteristic impedance, since the impedance of the

magnetron as seen by the line is stepped down.
(e) The voltage of the source for charging the line may be

made less.

(/) It enables the magnetron to be located near the aerial

and remote from the pulse generating circuit, thereby reducing

the length of wave-guide between the magnetron output and the

aerial itself (see p. 382).

Since the output from the magnetron must be fed to the

aerial and because the aerial is generally situated a considerable

distance from the transmitter, a transmission line or wave-
guide of considerable length would usually be required. Loss

Ftg. 282.—Schematic introducing
PULSE TRANSFORMER.

Fig* 2S3.—Thematic showing higu-voltags axca-PowER pulsegskerator
SEPARATED PROM THE MAGNETRON POSITION BY COAXIAL CABLE AND
PUXAIK TRANSPORMER.
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and attenuation over such a line would be considerable, also

the problem of matching arises.*

Efficiency requires the transmission line to be terminated in

its own characteristic impedance. The impedance of the
magnetron is higher than that of any practical coaxial line,

consequently the transmission line must be terminated in a
transformer on account of matching considerations in any case.

It is, therefore, desirable to employ a special pulse transformer
and to locate it and the magnetron as near to the aerial as

possible. In this case the pi^es generated in the modulator
circuit are fed over a coaxial line to the primary of the pulse

transformer.

Two secondary windings may be wound on the pulse

transformer, the voltages induced in each secondaryby the pulse

fed into the primary is negative at the cathode end of the

coil.

The two secondary windings are connected in parallel for

the pulse voltages by Cj and C2 so that both windings aid in

driving current through the magnetron (Fig 283).

The lower ends are nearly always at earth potential and the

heater transformer need not therefore be insulated for high

voltages. These connections permit the use of a standard

heater transformer, thereby effecting economies in design and
spare parts.

Fig. 284 shows the schematic of a complete rotary spark

gap modulator and transmitter.

The artificial line which acts as a discharge line is charged to

8,000 volts by a voltage doubler through.the resonant circuit,

Li Yi Zf Lg, and the primary winffing of the trans-

former. Most of the discharge current flows through the

primary of the pulse transformer, but some flows through
jEg E-g and L2.

The output is a positive-going 4,000-volt pulse, and a pulse

of approximately 125 volts is developed across R, to be used

as a synchronising pulse for the rest of the S3retem.

A negative-going pulse of 18,000 volts is induced in the

secondary windings of the pulse transformer. To prevent

damage to the transformer, and in case the load is accidentally

disconnected, a protective spark gap is adjusted for 25,000 volts.

The firing of this gap would load the transformer heavily and
prevent any further rise of voltage due to bad regulation.

* In Chapter XVII it was shown that the length of the guide or line from
the mggnetron output to the aerial ^ould be as short as possible.
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The pulse voltage in the two secondaries is equalised by

C..

Cl and Cg are earthed in order to keep the lower ends of the

secondary windings at earth potential.

The magnetron anode current passes through the magnetron
to earth vid R4 and Cg in parallel and the pulse transformer

secondaries.

The voltage developed across Rg is proportional to the
current flowing in the magnetron and the damping diode,

because Cg filters out the surges. A meter may, therefore, be
connected across R*, roughly to indicate the anode current.

If no meter is required the by-pass condensers can be dis-

pensed with and the centre tap of the heater transformer may
be e2irthed to provide a closed circuit for the anode current.

The arrangement shown in Fig. 284 is a variation of the
arrangements shown in Fig. 261, Chapter XVII and elsewhere.

Nevertheless, the principle is the same, the main difference

involving questions of insulation, particularly as applied to

the heater transformer and the connections of the artificial

line to the primary of the pulse transformer. The latter may
be of the auto-transformer t3q)e as shown in Fig. 261, or it may
have separate primary and secondaiy windings. The former
is' favoured by British engineers, whilst the latter more or

less conforms to standard American practice.

The connections between the artificial line, the pulse trans-

former and magnetron must always be such that a negative-

going pulse is applied to the cathode of the magnetron.



CHAPTER XIX

RECEIVERS

The energy of the received signal is necessarily small, in
some cases at a micro-volt or less ; consequently, all other
things being equal, the efficiency of a radar system, as a whole
is, to a large extent, dependent upon the efficiency of the
receiver. This means that a comparatively small improvement
in receiver efficiency may increase the maximum range of a
radar set to a greater extent than a comparatively large
increase in transmitter output power.
A certain amount of heterogeneous interference is present

in £ill receivers, and this is coUectively classified as “ noise.”

The minimum useful received signal can, therefore, be regarded
as that signal strength which enables a signal to be just

distinguishable from the background noise of the receiver.

Receiver efficiency may, therefore, be thought of as useful

signal output/signal input, and the effective range of a radar
set is consequently limited by the ability of the receiA^
effectively to utilise weak signals.

Theoretically, it is possible by using meiny stages of ampli-
fication, to build up any signal, no matter how weak, to any
desired amplitude. This does not help very much if noise,

due either to pick-up or inherent to high amplification, is

amplified at the same rate as the signal.

It is abundantly clear, therefore, that if the signal amplitude
at the input is not at least as large as the noise input voltage,

it cannot be recognised at the receiver output, and is therefore

useless. This holds true whether the noise is due either to
generating action or to pick-up or to both causes.

‘The criterion of receiver efficiency in the above respect is,

therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio.* All other things being
equal, the efficiency of a radar set depends upon this value.

Generally, the sensitivity of a receiver must be such that it

will accept signals of the order of a micro-volt or less, and
amplify them to a useful value, consequently the general
noise level xmst be well below this figure if reception is to be
efficient.

* Whea aignitb am stiong compared witih aote tim tatio is Ugk, Thbis
tte daaited condition for ^Sejent opention, O., a Atf* ratio.
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Noise Voltages

Noise voltages ^yhich are generated in an amplifier stage

include three types :

—

{a) Thermal agitation.

(b) Shot effect.

(c) Induced effects.

All these include frequency components throughout the

entire frequency spectrum, and the amount of noise is therefore

affected by the choice of band width for the receiver.

In general, a reduction of the band width reduces the noise

level, but does so at the expense of pulse shape.

Thus the amount of pulse shape distortion that can be
tolerated is the limiting factor in improving signal-to-noise

ratio by reduction in band width.

Wide Band Response

Fig. 285 shows the output of a receiver with wide band
response. The pulse shape is faithfully reproduced, because

all the principal harmonics are present in the wide band, but
the noise is equal to the signal in amplitude.

On the other hand, for strong signals, the echo signal will have
a sharp leading edge which is conducive to accurate range
measurement.

In applications where accuracy is more important than
range, the band width of the receiver may be kept as large as

possible, consistent with the maximum range required.

Narrow Band Response

Fig. 287 shows the output obtained when the same signal is

fed to a receiver with narrow band response.

In this case all the important harmonics are not present,

consequently the pulse is considerably distorted and has
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smaller amplitude, but the noise is reduced well below signal
level. The leading edge is ill-defined.

Hence a much weaker signal can be recognised in the noise.

The receiver with neirrow band-pass is, therefore, effective for

extremely long-range warning sets, where the accuracy of range
measurement required may be as low as 2 to 3 per cent, of the
total range.

Medium Band Response

Fig. 286 shows a compromise selection which produces a
reasonable pulse shape and a tolerable signal-to-noise ratio in

the receiver.

In order to receive and reproduce satisfactorily, rectangular
pulses sufficiently greater in amplitude than the noise

voltage, the receiver band width should be approximately

2—i
:jT;

-
. V- for optimum conditions. One megacycle

pulse width m seconds ^ °

per second is usually added to the band width thus obtained to

compensate for frequency drifts in either the magnetron or the
local frequency oscillator.

For example, let the pulse width be, say, 2 microseconds,

then the required receiver band width is ;

—

2
Band width

^ ^
plus i, t.e., 2 megacycles.

Since the control of signal-to-noise ratio by design of band
width is limited by the factors mentioned in the foregoing

discussion, it is now necessary to examine and analyse the

factors that produce thermal agitation, shot effect and induced

effects, in order to ascertain the extent to which they can be
minimised by careful design.

Thermal Agitation

At any instant, due to the random motion of electrons in a
conductor, there are likely to be more free electrons moving
in one direction than in the other. This causes a voltage to

be developed across the conductor. If the temperature of the

conductor is now raised, the agitation of electrons in both

directions increases and the instantaneous currents are there-

fore greater. In consequence the IR drop (thermal agita-

tion noise voltage) increases with temperature and with

resistance.
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Shot Effect

Shot effect is caused by irregular emission from the cathode.

The electron flow in the anode circuit Nmries slightly in regard

to the number of electrons reaching the anode from one instant

to another, and also in the velocities of individual electrons.

This produces a small voltage variation across the load impe-

dance, which produces noise when these irregularities are

entirely random.
When a positive grid is placed in the electron path to divide

the electron flow to the anode, the shot effect is magnified,

because the division of electrons is also irregular. For this

reason, therefore, pentodes and multi-grid valves are more
noisy than triodes.

High mutual conductance triodes are therefore used to

minimise shot effects, since signal control causes no division of the

electron stream and, therefore, excludes a source of irregularity

which must tend further to aggravate the unwanted shot effect.

An increase in the space diarge by using higher filament

temperatures may help in smoothing out emission variations.

Induced Effects

Strong electromagnetic and electrostatic fields may induce

voltages and currents in resistances, leads, and even in the

valves themselves. Irregularities in the flow of the electron

stream may also induce current flow in the grid circuit.

Electrons moving past the grid induce charges relative to

their positions. If tte flow is constant in velocity the nett result

will ^ constant, but random variations occur, resulting in a
to-and-fro movement of electrons on the grid, which is grid

current. This action takes place due to transit of the electrons

from cathode to anode and must be distinguidied from, and is

not due to,,electrons transported directly from the cathode to

the grid.

Allth^ voltages produced in the grid circuit are amplified in

due course by the valve. The infinitude of the noise vcdtage

on the grid, due to the above causes, increases with frequency

and therefore noise voltages from this source depend upon the

band width and the frequency.

Stray fields external to the valve may produce noise effects

by induction in addition to which voltages resulting front

ixmiflSdent filtering of the anode voltage supply may also

I»ove troublescmie. Long felines are particularly soscfitible

to {ack<^p frcnn stray fields.
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In general, therefore, induced noise voltage is reduced by the
use of lowimpedance circuits, shielding, filtering and short leads.

R.F. An^lification

The difficulty in obtaining useful amplification becomes
more difficult as the frequency increases. Screen-grid valves
are less useful at the higher frequencies :

—

() For reasons given in previous paragraphs they produce
larger noise voltages than triodes.

() The inductive reactance Xl of the cathode leads at

ultra-high frequencies causes negative feedback.

Signals, and part of the noise voltage, are affected equally

by negative feedback. The noise voltage resulting ffiom

random division of current between anode and screen is how-
ever, not affected, because both cmrents flow in the cathode.

The result is generally an overall reduction of signal-to-noise

ratio from this source.* Other factors controlling the useful

limit for amplification are discussed in Chapter XVI. Already
it has been pointed out that irregular increases in the flow of

electrons from the cathode to the anode induces grid currents.

The effect of this is to introduce into the grid-cathode circuit an
apparent leading impedance. The higher the carrier frequency
the lower becomes the grid input impedance. Furthermore,
since the electron stream is VEiried by the applied signal, this

tends further to lower the input impechince.

Thus the phsreical grid circuit constructed from inductance
and capacity elements is paralleled by the apparent input
resistance and capacity of the valve. For these and similar

reasons discussed in Chapter XVI, R.F. amplifiers are not used
extensively in the micro-wave region.

Paralysis

Paralysis occurs when, notwithstanding protection provided
by the T.R. and T.B. devices,t strong signals enter the receiver

from the transmitter. These signals may overdrive the valves

and paral3se the circuits of the receiver by virtue of residual

Charges, and so render it insensitive to signals which arrive

shortly after the transmitted pulse has end^.
This effect may seriously impair the minimum range effi-

* A lednction of tignal-tv«oi8e ratio meaas that the condition is nipsatis-

factory. A high signid-^o-noise ratio means iiKsreased efficiency.

t May be thought of as means for automaticaUy switching the aerial from
‘transmitter to receiver for the jieriod of time that each unit functions.

e.a. a a
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ciency oi the radar system and affects adversely the ability to

detect signals received from targets at short ranges.

Temporary paralysis of the receiver results generally from
excessive bias developed on the grid of one or more of the

receiver valves by the transmitter pulse (it usually occurs in

the video stage, which is resistance coupled).

This unwanted bias may be generated by grid current or by
excessive current through the cathode biasing resistance if it is

not by-passed by a condenser.

The receiver stages preceding the second detector are not

usually subject to this trouble, because the signal has not then
been amplified sufficiently to overdrive the valve. Inductances,

rather than resistances, are therefore used for grid leaks and
cathode-biasing resistances are by-passed.

Receiver paralysis can be minimised by the application of a
square pulse of suitable width to one or more of the stages to

bias the valve or valves beyond cut off, or to remove entirely

the H.T. supply voltage for the duration of the transmitted

pulse. This latter procedure is adopted when it is desired to

receive signals at the earUest possible moment after the end of

the transmitted pulse (minimum range detection).

If the second detector produces negative pulses, the first video

stage may be used as a limiter. If the bias is supplied from
a power supply through a voltage divider, which itself draws
a comparatively large current, conduction by the valve produces
only a negligible voltage change in the biasing resistance.

'Vlffien paralysis does occur its duration is determined by
the time constants involved. The effect can therefore be
reduced by making the time constants and therefore the

recovery time as short as practicable. By leaving the cathode
resistor unby-passed the time constant is made practically

zero, so that recovery time is reduced, but unless H.T. is

suppressed for the duration of the transmitter pulse, paral3^is

is promoted by overdriving into grid current.

Cixattt Amusements for U.H.F. Reception

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the general

principles of the superheterodyne receiver for W/T and R/T
applications. In case of difficulty, reference should be made
to some standard work on radio communication.

SuperhetOTodyne receivers for radar applications differ from
those employed for W/T and R/T applications in sev^al
respects :

—
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() Receivers for the centimetre wave range have, in general,

no R.F. amplif3nng stage, since the signal-to-noise ratio is so
low, that considered in conjunction with the low gain obtainable
at these frequencies, R.F. amplification is not worth while.

At U.H. frequencies a klystron is usually employed as locaJ

oscillator, and the mixing function is performed by a crystal

moimted m a resonant cavity.

() Another point of difference is that the local oscillator,

the crystal mixer and the first two or three stages of the I.F.

amplifier are usually located as close to the receiving branch of

the wave-guide system as possible, i.e., near the aerial. This is

done in order that a signal of reasonable magnitude can be
passed along a coaxial cable or transmission line, from the

aerial position to the receiver position, the intervening distance

in some cases being 50 to 60 ft. or more. If this is not done,

very weak signals received in the aerial would be so greatly

attenuated in passing over the connecting cable that they would
be useless on arrival at the receiver position. Thus the first

stages of the I.F. amplifier situated at the aerial position may
be regarded as a remote grid-frequency pre-amplifier.

(c) Some form of frequency control, preferably automatic,

must be applied to the local oscillator, in order to correct any
change in the intermediate frequency caused by variations in

frequency of the magnetron, and therefore, of the transmitted

signal or variations in the frequency of the local oscillator itself.

(d) In radar, fading is important only when a particular

echo is under observation and being tracked. Automatic gain

control or A.V.C. is not therefore applied to the output signals

of the receiver indiscriminately, as in the case of W/T and R/T.
Provision is made, in radar,, for automatic gain to be applied

only to the particular signal which is being tracked. In other

words, a signal-selecting operation must first take place before

automatic gain is applied.

{d) In common with receivers for television, the output is

at video frequency, ».e., ranging between a few cycles per

second and perhaps 4 megacycles per second. Such band
widths are made necessary on acxount of the pulse form and
consequently the harmonics that must be faithfi^y reprcxluced

in order to preserve pulse shape.

Local OsdOator

The theory of operation of the kl3'stron has been described

in Copter XVI. This type of valve must be used as the local

* s
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AERIAL PROBE

oscillator

Ftg 288—Showing one method of
MOUNTING A CRYSTAL MIXER IN A
CAVITY RESONATOR.

Cg and L|m derived firom the 1»J0,

qnrtem of the reeoiuuit davity.

F RADAR
oscillator for reception of

waves with frequencies

corresponding to 10 cm. or

less, in order to generate

oscillations to beat with the
incoming signals. Mixing
is performed by a crystal

moxmted in a resonant

cavity or a resonant sec-

tion of the receiving brandi
of the wave-guide system
(Fig. 288).

The cavity can be used,

as explained in Appendix
III, as a resonant circuit

in place of coils and con-

densers, the equivalent cir-

cuit being shown in Fig.

289.

Since no R.F. amplifier

is employed, the mixer, as

the input stage, is the

chief source of noise at the
input, consequently the

crystal to be used is selected

with due regard to mini-

mum noise contribution.

The gain of the mixer
stage is generally of the
order of plus or minus i.

The output of the local

oscillator may differ from
the received frequency by
a frequency in the region'

of 30 megacycles or so.

This output and the re-

ceived signal beat together

in the mixer to produce
a current with several

frequency components.
These components of cur-

rent contain’ frequencies

of the xecdved and toca!
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oscillator signals, their higher !« smoc of

harmonics and their sum and * ampufj^

difference. The difference /iIC\
frequency is selected as the IzZZZ
intermediate frequency, and

j
J t

is fed to the input of the I.F. B
amplifier.

j ^ «fw

The signal from the local 1 ^8^ j

oscillator is fed into the ^ | i ^ *

j
.

1

mixer cavity by a probe and i r g "~| aL
|

the mixer cavity is adjusted “
j ^ "P I I

until the crystd current as »-
j

S *
! 1 /

read on the meter is of the f _ c..-r«ro

required magnitude. This ^ »

value in some cases mav be r,
• ^ \

^ Pig- 290.—One form op input to
in the region of plus or intermediate circuit stags.

minus 0*3 milliamperes. A
final adjustment can* be made by the probe which couples

the aerial input into the cavity. The high-frequency com-
ponents are by-passed by the filter shown in the equiva-
lent circuit diagram, an additional filter circuit formed by
the elements indicated in the equivalent circuit diagram
filters the selected intermediate frequency out of the crystal

current (Figs. 288 and 289).

It will be noted that all the ^
capacities, inductances and §
resistances shown in the equi- S
valent circuit diagram do not waveguide sections %
consist of normal coils, con- .

===

densers and resistances.

Some are structural elements,

equivalent to capacity, in- X

ductance or resistance, by
||

virtue of the similar effects ^ ir <
which they produce at micro-

^

wave frequencies.*

A form
^

of input to the 291.—^Alternative form of
L.F, amplifier is shown in mounting crystal in rbcbivbr

Fig. 290. Li might be branch ofthbwave-guide system.

tuned to resoBMce at 30
megacycles with its dis- indicated by x.

* In ifeneral the heqaency range to which this technique atmlies is from
about 3*000 megacycles and upwards (see Appendices II and III).

WAVEGUIDE SECTIONS

CRySTAL
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Fig

,

292.

—

^Typical

arrangements

for

units

and

sub-units

of

a

receiver

assembly.

(a)

With

A.F.C.

and

(b)

without

A
F.C.

Generally

A.F.C.

is

regarded

as

indispensable

in

modem

technique.
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tiibuted capacity, input valve capacity plus Ci and Cj in

series.

The ciystal mixer acts as a resistance shimted across C,. Its

reflected resistance • loading the tuned circuit is somewhat
greater because of the step-up ratio of Ci to C,. The voltage
applied to the grid of the v^ve in the first stage of the I.F.

amplifier is, therefore, the crystal voltage stepped up several

times. Fig. 291 shows a somewhat similar alternative arrange-
ment.
The I.F. amplifier circuit is conventional.

A block diagram of the circuits of two receivers is shown in

Fig. 292 (a) and Fig. 292 (b) for comparative purposes.

Automatic Frequency Control

Any frequency drift of the carrier or local oscillator

frequencies causes the intermediate frequency to change by
the same amount. To compensate for this drift, the I.F. band
width may be increased in the design of the receiver. Any
increase in band width will, however, raise the noise level, but
if this increase is not made the pulse will be distorted, owing
to loss of high-frequency components.
The performance of the receiver can be improved imder these

conditions by automatic frequency control, which avoids both
difficulties. If for any reason the intermediate frequency
changes, the automatic control brings it back to its proper value
by readjusting the frequency of the local oscillator.

In Fig. 293 the input signal is at an intermediate frequency
of 60 megacycles. A drift of the I.F. produces a D.C. voltage

change which, after amplification, is impressed on the repeller

grid of the Idystron oscillator to return it to the correct'

frequency.!

Fig. 293 contains an I.F. amplifier with input from the normal
chaimel. The secondary of Ti is tuned to resonance at inter-

mediate frequency. The coupling of primary and secondary,

and tuning of the primary, are adjusted to give a voltage across

the secondary that differs by 90® in time phase with the

* The term “ reflected resistance ** is used in this instance because of the
voltage transformer action which is brought about by the input circuit

arrangements and the voltage across L is mversely proportional to the

magnitude of as compared with C|. CjC, are in series with L as far
'-'1 +

as the input is concerned.

t See description of the klystron. Chapiter XVI, in which it is pointed out
that the frequency of this device can be slightly varied by a change of voltage
on the repeller grid.
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primary voltage. The primary is connected to the outer tip

of the secondary by means of C4. Fig. 294 (a) shows the
equivalent circuit for the discriminator circuit which follows the
I.F. stage and the various voltage relations for the frequencies

’above, below and at resonance.

As shown in the equivalent circuit, Fig. 294 (a) and (b), the
voltage apphed between the upper diode anode and cathode is

the drop across the resistance between A and D (Fig. 293).
This is the vector sum of the*voltages across the upper half of

the secondary A to B and the voltage of the primary B to D.
Similarly, the voltage applied to the lower di(^ anode is that

across the lower half of the secondary C to B (Fig. 294) plus

the primary voltage B to D (Fig, 294), or B to D of Tj m
Fig. 293.
When the I.F. signal is at its proper frequency the voltage

across the secondary A,to C is 90” out of phase wi& the voltage

across the prunaiy B to B. Thus leads En> by 90^,

while Eab Bed by 90**. Since the secondary is centi;^
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VOUAG£ ACPOSS LOWER HALE
OF SECONDARY OF T|

(b)

Ftg, 294 .—Automatic frequency control obtained by application of
AMPLIFIED OUTPUT FROM THE DISCRIMINATOR TO THE REPELLER OF THE
klystron local OSCILLATOR.

(a) Equivalent R.F. circuit of discriminator.

(b) Vector diagram of equivalent circuit of discriminator.

tapped to make Eab equal to Ecb, the vector sums are equal

in magnitude.
Equal signals in the two diode anodes produce equal currents

in the ca^odes, whidi in turn produce D.C. voltage drops

across R, and R, (F^. 293), which are equal, but of opposite

polarity. The output to the D.C. amplifier which follows the

discriminator of Fig. 293 is therefore zero.

If the I.F. changes in frequency, the secondary is no longer

tuned to resonafice voltage, and voltages from A to C (Fig. 294)

no longer differby 90® each lag relative toB D. If the frequoicy

decreases, Eab frequency increases,

a lag of 1^ than 90® occurs
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In the former case the voltage applied to the lower diode

anode is greater, and the output to the D.C. amplifier is

negative going. In the latter case conditions are reversed

and a positive-going output is produced (see Fig. 293).
After being amplified by a Loften-White circuit, the D.C.

voltage is used to correct the klystron or local amplifier.

Automatic Gain Control

The amplitude of the input to a receiver, of the echo from a
distant target may vary, because of fading and changing in

position of the target at a more or less rapid rate. If the
receiver has a constant gain there is a corresponding variation

in the amplitude of the output. Automatic gain control may
be used to give greater gain when the signal is weak than when
it is strong. Thus the amplitude of the output is maintained
relatively constant.

Frequently A.G.C. is obtained by using the signal voltage to

control the bias on one or more valves.

Alternatively, the voltage developed from the received signal

may be used to control the gain by letting it regulate the

supplies for the anodes and screens. When this method is

used, several stages of D.C. amplification are required to furnish

the A.G.C. voltage, the last stage being a power amplifier.

In radar sets where A.G.C. is used, the controlling voltage is

developed from the signal of the particular target under observa-

tion, because the signals of all targets displayed at the same
time vary independently of one another.

Thus it is essential initially to adjust a signal selector circuit

in order to select the interval of time which includes the parti-

cular echo under observation. Only the signal received during
this selected time interval influences the receiver gain. Thus
echoes from targets at ranges appreciably different from that

of the selected target have no effect on gain.

In practice, the operator places on the indicator screen a
strobe against the echo of the target to be tracked and con-
tinuously adjusts the position of the strobe to coincide with
the movements of the target.

Gain Control of a Selected Signal

Automatic gain control of a selected signal can be accom-
plished in the following manner ;

—

A Synch, pulse starts up a square-wave generator (strobe

gen^tor control) at the same time as the time base generator
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commences each successive sweep of the time base. The
output from the square-wave generator is a pulse, the width of

which (delay time), can be varied by the operation of a manual
control to make its falling edge coincide with the trailing edge
of the selected echo. The falling edge of the square pulse

which occurs at some instant of time after the start of the time
base, provides a trigger pulse to start up a strobe generator

which may have two outputs :

—

(a) A short, brightening pulse, which causes a bright spot to

appear on the indicator screen at some point along the time
base selected by the manual control.

(b) A pulse of the same duration as (a), which actuates the

gain control circuit and causes automatic gain control to be
applied to any signal received at the instant of time corre-

sponding to the position of the strobe on the time base and for

the duration of the actuating pulse (6).

Thus when it is desired to apply gain control to any parti-

cular signal imder observation, the operator continuously

operates the manual control to cause the strobe to follow the

echo signal as the target range closes or lengthens.

In these circumstances the position of the strobe at any
instant of time, with respect to each successive sweep of the

time base, coincides with the point on the time base at which
the selected signal appears. The pulse from the other output
of the generator (6) actuates the gain control circuit of the

receiver at this same instant, and therefore causes automatic
gain control to be applied to the receiver output, i.e., to the

selected signal for the duration of pulse (b). Pulse (6) is made
just long enough to cover the duration of the selected echo
signal for each sweep of the time base. No other signals are

aifected by the A.G.C. circuit.

Analysis of Fig. 295

The output of the receiver and the short square pulse (&)

developed by the strobe generator are applied to Vi as shown
in Fig. 295. The receiver output is not sufficiently large,

normally to make Vj conduct (Vj is biased back), and the

gain control circuit is therefore inoperative until the arrival of

pulse (b), which is large enough to cause Vj to conduct, but for'^

its duration only. The signal selected is amplified and inverted

by V, to produce positive pu^. V, is a diode vffiich r»;tifies

the pulses to produce an approximately steady B.C. v(dtage

across the filter Ris and Cg The magnitude of this signal is
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proportional to the strength of the R.F, signal returned by
the target which is being tracked.

The output of the diode is applied to the grid of V4, which

is directly coupled to the grid of Vj.

In order to obtain direct coupling to these valves and to

the parallel amplifier V„ V7, the required voltage is obtained

from the voltage divider Rj,, Rgo, Rai and Rga ; Cg, C, and

Ci0 form a filter to remove ripple.

The magnitude of the grid voltages of V, and V, depends

upon the echo s^al strength received from the selected

target. If the signal is large, these valves draw a heavy anode

current and the anode voltage is low. If the signal is weak,

these conditions are reversed.

The anodes and screens of the I.F. amplifiers are connected

to the anodes of V« and V, so that the gain of the I.F. amplifier

is controlled dir^ly by signal strength.

The speed oi resj^nse of the A.G.C. circuit is fixed by the

time constant of theripple filters ; these are set so that successive

pulses can be received with little change to the D.C. output

so long as their amiditades are equal, If the average value
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changes, a change is produced in the output, which will correct

the gain of the R.F. amplifier and return the amplitude of the

selected signal to its proper value.

Fig. 296 shows the circuit of the initial stages of an I.F.

amplifier when used as an L.F. pre-amplifier. An alternative

method of connecting the crystal mixer is shown, together

with the junction for A.F.C. and the output to the main I.F.

amplifier at the operating position.

Some Important Notes on Receivers

The importance of the efficiency of the receiver in regard to

maximum range cannot be too strongly stressed.

() A small increase in sensitivity of the receiver has a

greater effect on increased range than a comparatively large

increase in transmitter output. From this it follows that

every care must be taken to maintain the receiver at the

highest point of efficiency at all times. Apart then from the

maintenance of this unit in a high state of electrical efficiency,

since the ratio signal/noise determines the minimum echo
signal that can be distinguished from noise, care must be taken

to dieck, in the ordinary course of maintenance, that this ratio

has not deteriorated.

() It is quite possible to observe plenty of " grass ” on the

screen of the C.R.T. and yet have very poor echo response from
targets. (In radar terminology, “ grass ” is the fringing of the

time base resulting from “noise.” When a green display is

used there is considerable resemblance.) Therefore the presence

of plenty of " grass ” does not necessarily indicate that the

receiver is functioning satisfactorily.

In cases, therefore, where direct echoes are not available,

the receiver should be tested within the limits of the test

equipment provided. See notes on Test Equipment, Appen-
dix IV, “ Echo Box,” which is a help.



CHAPTER XX

DISPLAY UNITS OR INDICATORS

In the broadest sense, an indicator is a device in which an
electron beam is used to plot any two variable quantities whose
values can be made proportional to either voltage or current.

There are two general cases, i.e.,

{a) When the beam is not modulated.
(b) When the beam is modulated.

When the beam is not modulated the entire trace is visible.

When the beam is modulated the plot is for the most part
traced in darkness,* selected points being indicated by bright

spots. The co-ordinates of these selected points are instan-

taneous values of the two variables, taken along the X (hori-

zontal) axis and the Y (vertical) axis respectively,f

The “ A ” and “ B " Displays

As examples of these two cases, take the " A ” display and
the " B ” display.

In the case of the " A " display, time, and range proportional

to time, are plotted along the horizontal or X axis by the
deflection of the electron beam under the influence of a linear

time base voltage. The entire trace is visible, and signal

amplitude is plotted against time or range by vertical deflec-

tions of the beam (and therefore of the trace), the magnitude
of the deflection being proportional to the amplitude of the

received signal.

In the case of the " B ” display, azimuth is plotted along

the X axis and time or range is plotted along the Y axis. To
accomplish this, voltages proportional to the angular displace-

ment of the aerial from the reference position (compass north

on land, or ship’s head at sea) are applied to the X plates, and
a linear time base voltage is applied to the Y plates.

Instantaneous values of these two variables are plotted by
the beam in comparative darkness, points for illumination being

* ” Darkness is used here in a comparative sense and may actually mean
very low degree of illumination as compared with normal fluorescence.

t This condition can be expressed in the j notation as Xo » A 4* /B, assum-
ing the time base to be absolutely linear.

4S*
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Si and Sj are ganged. The clamping diodes limit the minimum and
maximum swing of the time base voltage and fix the points at which the
trace commences and ends.

selected by echo signals returned from targets which are applied
to the control grid to intensify the beam at the instant of their
arrival at the receiving aerial.

The PJPX Diqribiy

The other basic indicator, which is the is really a
modification of the " B ” display. In this case angiilnr di^lace>
meat of the aerial, v^ch is rotated in azinnith cmitinuously,
is plotted against range. This is accomplMted by a magnet
field im}porti<mal to linear time base corrent in one set of
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Fig. 298.—Electromagnetic tube arranged for p.p.i. display.

Inputs from time base brightening pulse generators are schematic. Coils

of vertical centering control are mounted on the neck of the tube.

deflecting coils which is rotated mechanically, in step with the

aerial, The signals returned by reflecting objects in the area

scanned by the aerial during each revolution are applied to

the control grid.

In this manner the screen of the cathode ray tube is scanned

by the beam (in semi-darkness), just as the aerial scans the area

surrounding its location. Since these two scans are in step,

eignals returned by reflecting objects scanned by the aerial,

cause blight spots to appear at corresponding points on the

screen.

The position of these points is determined for range and hear-

ing by the corresponding instantaneous receipt time measured
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along the time base and the angular displacement of the time
base respectively.

The intensity of the bright spot will vary with target range,

height above the waterline (not altitude) and nature of the
reflecting object.

Thus a P.P.r. display is a form of presentation similar to
the outline of a polar map of the area with an indication of

comparative contours provided by a briUiance/range ratio,

i.e., the echo returned from a tower situated inland may be
greater than that returned by the foreshore.

Height-finding Indicators

Indicators for height finding may be modifications of either

the A '' or the '' B basic displays.

Height-finding indicators are subject to certain limiting

conditions. In Chapter I it was pointed out that there are

two cases :

—

(a) The case where the vertical width of the beam is so
narrow and the elevation is such that no part of the beam
touches the earth. There is no reflected component. In this

case the slant range can be measured by the direct ray.

{b) The other case is that in which the vertical pattern of

the beam is so wide or the elevation is so low that the beam
does touch the earth. In this case the vertical field pattern of

the aerial is no longer regular and the lobe representing the
field strength distribution is broken up.

The modified pattern of the vertical field can, however, be
^mapped and shown diagrammatically, as explained in Chapter
VII. In case (6), this pattern plays an important part in both
range and height finding.

In case {a) both slant range and angle of elevation can be
ascertained from the display. If 6 is the angle of elevation and
R is the slant range, the height of the reflecting object in space is

R sin d (not allowing for the curvature of the earth).* Height-
finding indicators are available for determining height directly

from a special display and by means of a special courser

manipulation of which gives a direct reading of the- altitude of

a target above earth. This, together with the slant range and
bearing determines fully its position in space.

In case (&), no really direct reading is possible, and it is

^
* Indicators designed for direct reading of height employ a time base which

is not quite linear and which compensates for the curvature of the earth.
Thus R sin ^ gives a correct reading of height.
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necessary to consult the vertical polar diagram for the parti-

cular aerial system in use.

If the amplitude of the signal returned by an object in space
is measured, this information together with the measured range,

enables the height of an object to be estimated from comparison
with similar standard data for the vertical polar diagram.
Special types of indicators are supplied for this purpose.
An approximate estimate of height can be arrived at by

referring the data available from an ** A** display directly to

the vertical polar diagram of the aerial system. This method
can, however, produce some very misleading results, parti-

cularly when the target consists of several aircraft bunched
together.* The foregoing are not necessarily the only methods
employed for height finding, but they do serve to indicate

some of the difficulties of the problem and the general principles

involved in its solution.

Thus the basic indicators are :

—

(a) The “ A '' display.

(b) The “ B '' display.

The P.P.I. and height-finding indicators are special cases of

the B " display and the ‘‘ A and “ B '' displays respectively.

Modifications for Special Applications

Each of these basic indicators may be further modified by
the addition of refinements and facilities for special applications.

In the simplest form of indicator, range is estimated by
interpolation from the time base scale calibrated by range
marks. The various methods of producing and checking these

range marks afe described in Chapter XV, Calibration.''

Precise measurement of range requires the use of a more
accurate method than interpolation or estimation. This is

dealt with in detail in later paragraphs subsidiary to which
one or more of the following facilities may be incorporated for

special applications :

—

{a) Selected range. (This becomes a selected sector for a
P.P.I.)

(6) Strobing or movable range markers.

(c) Time base expansion.

(d) Multiple trace displays.

• The energy of an echo returned from a number aircraft bunched so
closely together that definition of individual planes id not possible, must be
larger than that returned from a single aircraft at the same range. Conse-
quently a distinguishable echo may received in this case where normally
a useless echo would be returned by a single plane.
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For seardi or early warning sets, it is desirable to scan

continuously as lai^e an area as possible, in order to be able to

track several targets simultaneously. For this application the
P.P.I. display is very useful. It is generally supplemented with
an “ A " display, so that the character of any particular echo
can be more carefully scrutinised for range, identification, etc.*

Sdected Range

When short-range accurate sets are in operation, the target

may be either on the surface or in the air, and the observer is

generally interested in a particular target selected from the

main display. For this application, therefore, an indicator of

the selected-range type may be included in the system,f
If the set is associated with an anti-aircrait gun, the display

must be arranged to follow very rapid changes in three dimen-
sions, and some form of " B ” display, with or without selected

range facilities and embod3dng height finding, may be supplied.

Aircraft Displays

Radar sets are installed in aircraft for various purposes,

each requiring a different form of presentation or display :

—

(a) To detect and locate other aircraft.

(A) For detection and location of surface craft.

(c) For recognition through cloud and darkness permanent
features and landmarks on the earth’s surface.

In case (a), the display must be arranged in such a manner
as to facilitate the pointing of one aeroplane at another.

As already explained, in fighter interception applications,

aircraft are, in the first place, directed by R/T from the ground
to a zone in which the range of the radar set installed in the
fighter plane becomes effective. This enables the observer to

pick up the target on a type “B” display. If the pilot 's position

is fitted with a remote indicator of the selected range display

type, the target, located and followed by the observer on the
“ B ” display, can be selected for display at the pilot’s position

(all others being excluded). This enables the pilot to point his

plane at the target with the object of bringing it into visual

range.

* The word identification is used here in a general sense. It may refer

to the approximate or comparative dimensions of the target, or to distingoi^*
mg friend from “ foe,*' For obvious reasons, the latter is not dealt with
in this volume.

t A sdected range indicator is capable of being adjusted manually, to give
full-scale display of some selected part of the main display, when ^e move-

ments of a psrticular tmget are under dU>se observation.
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In cases (6) and (c) some form of P.P.I. display is employed.
In case (b), however, this is usually supplemented with an
“A” display which is not essential for application (c).

Conq>]ex Displays

From the foregoing it can be seen that a display assembly
for a sjTStem may be simple or complex. By the use of a
number of displays of various t5?pes, very complete information
can be made available about the movements of all targets

within range. Furthermore, this information can be collated

and simultaneously distributed to any number of remote
points.

In this respect, therefore, a radar set with its remote indi-

cators resembles a broadcast receiving station with a number
of extension loudspeakers, composed of a variety of t3:pes, each
suited to a particular application.

Accuracy of Range Measurement

In the case of long-range warning sets, accuracy of the order

of 2 to 3 per cent, of the total range, plus or minus, may be
tolerated, but a much higher degree of accuracy is necessary

for. fire control. The angular accuracy of bearing is also

subject to similar limitations.

Thus for long-range warning sets, estimation by direct

reading or interpolation may be sufficiently accurate for

extreme ranges. When a higher degree of accuracy is necessary,

several alternative metho<to are available. The underlying

principle of accurate range measurement is, however, the same
in all cases, and the various methods employed differ only in

respect of circuits and components which are used.

The underl5dng principle of accurate range measurement
is that of aligning the echo signal with a fixed reference mark,
or alternately moving a strobe or marker into aligmnent with
the echo signal as it appears on the trace ; in either case, range

is measured by the time delay that must be introduced in order

to effect alignment.

Amonpt the various methods by which this may be accom-
plished there are the following :

—

(a) When the output from the synchronising source is a sine

wave, phase shifting may be applied to move the signal into

alignment with a fixed reference mark or to move a range

mark frmp zero position to coincide with the echo sigi^.

(d) With an “A” display, range can be ascertained by
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measuring the value of the time base voltage at the instant that
the echo signal appears. In order to secure accuracy by this

method, thetime base must be approximately linear (see Fig. 299)

.

{c) As a third alternative, a portion of the whole range
may be expanded to occupy the full width of the screen. Thus
any portion of the trace may be carefully scrutinised and range
can be more accurately determined.

Precision Measurement (Alternative Methods)

Methods of calibrating the time base for range estimation
have already been dealt with in Chapter XV.

Precise measurement of range involves the measurement of

extremely short time intervals This is accomplished by

Fig 299— IS PROPORTIONAL
TO op SINCE THEY ARE SINE
AND COSINE RESPECTIVELY OF
THE ANGLE pOp^ WHICH IS CON-
STANT Consequently aa^, bb^,
CC^, ETC , MUST ALL BE PROPOR-
TIONAL TO Oa, Ob, Oc, ETC

The time base voltage measured
at any instant is, therefore, pro-
portional to range Thus the range
of an echo appearing at, say, f on
the trace is proportional to the
voltage of f, f^ at that instant.

introducing an accurately calibrated variable time delay
between the transmitted pulse and a particular echo.

When the Synch, pulse for the radar system is developed
from a sine wave, accurate range measurement can be accom-
plished by shifting the phase of the sine wave which times the

time base generator, relative to the sine wave that times the
transmitter.

This phase shift is used to delay the action of some circuit

in the indicator by a measured number of electrical degrees

and thereby to measure the time delay in terms of the period of

one cycle of the synchronising sine wave. The device usually

is geared to a dial, calibrated in suitable units of range.

In case (p) the magnitude of the time base voltage is measured
at the position at which the echo appears on the time base.

This method depends upon comparison of this time base voltage

'with the output from a ganged and calibrated B.C. poten-
tiometer, comparison being made at the point on the time base
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Fig, 300.—Arrangement of the
IlELMHOLTZ COIL OR PHASE-
SHIFTING TRANSFORMER.

Pj and Pa are two primary or
field coils, and S a secondary or
search coil wound on a pivoted
former/
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Pj

Pi

Fig, 301 .— Direction
ONLY OF FIELDS Fj
AND Fa OF COILS
AND Pa RESPECTIVELY
(not simultaneous).

The windings are

shown intersecting at
90° at the centre of the
cube. This may be taken
as the equivalent of the
winding shown in Fig.

300.

where an echo occurs. This alternative is not as accurate as

the phase-changing method.
Other methods include the use of a delay multivibrator, and

calibrated shift of the tiriie base (and therefore the echo),

relative to a fixed marker on the face of the indicator.

Measurement by Phase-shifting Method

The voltage obtained from a phase shifter should be of

constant amplitude at all phases, in order to produce uniform
operation of the circuits with which it is associated.

To make accurate measurements, one degree of rotation of

the phase shifter should produce a change in phase of one
electrical degree or less.

The Helmholtz coil, or phase-shifting transformer, is a
device which enables the user to change or shift the phase of

an A.C. voltage by an amount that is accurately known, in a
smooth and continuously adjustable manner.* It is sometimes

It is important to have a very clear understanding of the physical meaning
of the term ** phase.*' Actually, it represents the amount of displacement as
a fraction of the maximum displacement, either of a particular particle, or at
a particular point in a wave train.

Thus, at a distance 1 from the crest of a wave, ^ = 2 tt

If 1 is a whole number or some integral multiple of zxr.

If 1 = (N -f a)A.where N is an integer and alpha some fraction ^ =2ir(N4-a).

In the following description the reference point is taken as zero, instead of

maximum amplitude, but the same reasoning applies.
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Fig 302.—^Diagram explaining the phase-shifting action of the
HELMHOLTZ COIL

The phase m the rotating coil shifts 360® for each revolution or zrr radians
Hence if the rotor is revolved 7i times and the movement of C and S plotted
horizontally the lag would be 7 X 360® -

1- 180® or 7 5 x 2w radians, t.e ,

2ir— (see footnote, p. 439)

referred to as a goniometer, or gonio., being similar in construc-

tion but different in application.

The device consists of two primary or field coils and Pg
wound on a cube, the direction of the two windings being at

right angles (see Figs. 300 and 301).

Inside the cube a secondary or search coil is wound on a
pivoted former, to which is fixed a poiftter moving over a
circular scale and divided into degrees.

If currents flow in P^ and Pg they produce fields Fj and Fg.

The fidd inside the pivoted coil will therefore be due to the
combined fields of Fi and Fg.

Let Pg and Pg be fed with two alternating currents differing

in phase from each other by 90". Fig. 302 shows the combined
field.

In curve i, the variation of the field of Pg is diown on a time
scale which is marked in degrees 0-360“ for a complete cycle of

the A.C. producing the field.

In curve 2 the variations of the field of Pg are diown. The
zero marks on the two curves indicate the same mcMaent.
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In order to find the direc-

tion of the combined fields

at a time corresponding to,

say, 30° after zero, a circle

is ^awn with centre “ O,”
where the two time axes cut
one another, and with radius

equal to themaximum height

of the sine wave.
A line parallel to the time

axis is now drawn through
point “ B " (of curve P^) to
“ A.” On curve 2 draw a
line parallel to its time axis

through “ B.” It can be
shown that the point “ C ” at which these lines cut is on
the circle.

OC represents the direction of the combined fields—expressed
mathematically, if the line through A cuts the time axis of

curve I in B, OA and OB' are equi to the two fields, OB and
OB' respectively and OC, the diagonal of the parallelogram

OA—OB' is equal to their resultant.

It can also be shown that the angle COB' is 30®, which
corresponds to the point taken on curves i and 2.

If the same construction is carried out for all corresponding

points on curves i and 2, a series of points " Q ” will be found
and since this succession of points on curves i and 2 occur at

steadily increasing times, it will be seen that C rotates at a
constant speed round the circle—moving i® for each i° on
curves i and 2, and completing the circle in one cycle of A.C.

If the secondary of the transformer is set at a definite

angle, the magnetic flux through it will become zero when the

axis of the coil is at right angles to the flux. At the moment
corresponding to C, 30° in Fig. 302, the flux through the

coil will be zero if the axis is along OS.
Thus by taking a number of consecutive positions or settings

for C and S, it can be seen that turning the search coil through

a definite angle in the direction of the arrow makes the flux

become zero at a later time—^the change in time expressed as

Agrees of the cycle of A.C. being equal to the angle (in degrees)

throui^ which the search cofl has been turned. In other

words, the phkse change in degrees is equal to the rotation of

the seenih coil in degrees.

303-—Arrangement for pro-
ducing A PHASE DIFFERENCE OF 90®
BETWEEN THE INPUTS TO Pj AND P,.

This is a condition necessary to the
operation of the phase-shifting device
as described in text.
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It is this property that gives the device its name and makes
it so 'useful in radar, when a time delay corresponding to a
phase change can be used to measure a radar range.

The phase shift is continuous, i.e., if the search coil is turned,

say, times, the phase shift would be 7 x 360® + 180°, or

2,700°.

Fig- 30'3 is a circuit for producing two fields 90° apart in

phase.

If the inductances of Pj and Pj are both L henrys, and C
capacity expressed in farads, the frequency is / and the

resistances of each are " R.”

R X 27r/L =

The accuracy of the device as a delay measurer depends
upon quantitative design, the accuracy to which the circuits

are adjusted to comply with these conditions.

Two Methods using Phase-shifting Device

Range measurement by the use of some phase-shifting device

may be carried out in two ways :

—

() The entire trace may be shifted relative to a fixed

reference mark.
In this case the reference mark is zero range, which coincides

with the leading edge of the transmitter pulse. The counting

mechanism attached to the phase-shifting device indicates, in

yards, the corresponding number of electrical degrees through
which the s)mchronising voltage of the time base generator

must be delayed, relative to the Synch, pulse for the trans-

mitter, in order to make the leading edge of the measured echo
coincide with the leading edge of the transmitted pulse. In
other words, it measures the delay in degrees, which must be
introduced to make the time base generator (as normally
synchronised to the transmitter) start at the same moment
as the appearance of the leading edge of the echo undergoing
measurement for range (Fig. 304).

() The time base is initially s5mchronised with the trans-

mitter in the normal way and a reference mark (generally a
strobe) is moved along the trace from the zero range position to

the leading edge of the echo desired by the phase shifter; the
output from the phase shifter being now applied to produce the -

time delay to control the Synch, pulse which starts up the
jrange mark or strobe generator. The counting mechanism,
operated by the phase shifter, indicates the yard equivalent of
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Ftg. 304*—^The trace and echo shifted relative to the hair-line
(position (a)

)
TO position (b) by application of a phase shift to the

A.C. VOLTAGE WHICH SYNCHRONISES THE TIME BASE GENERATOR WITH
THE FIRING POINT OF THE TRANSMITTER. POSITION (a) OBTAINED BY
MANIPULATING THE HORIZONTAL SHIFT VOLTAGE CONTROL.

The range of the echo measured in yards* is indicated on the phase shifter
scale which is calibrated in terms of the number of revolutions required to
align the leading edge of the echo with the hair-line as in position (b).

the number of electrical degrees through which the strobe or
range mark generator must be made to lag the start of the
transmitter pulse or time base generator, in order to make the
output from the strobe or range mark generator coincide with
the leading edge of the echo to be measured for range.

Figs. 304 and 305 indicate the basis of two methods of range
measurement by the phase-shifting device. Summarising,
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ZERO* ZERO
TME TIME

RECEIVER 1 *1

OUTPUT VOUW3E » A I A

Ftg 305—Stkobe timed by phase shift.

Range determined by phase shift required to move an independentiy
generated strobe from the firing point of the transmitter on the trace ont to
tile leading edge of the echo

in the first method the reference mark—^Fig. 304'—^is fixed

and the trace is moved along to make the echo coincide with
the fixed reference mark. In the second method the trace is

produced under normal conditions and measurement is carried

out by moving a strode or variable range marker, controlled

by the variable time delay, up to the leading edge of the edio.

The lag of the strobe generator measures the range.

In applications of method (a) the refer^ce mark is not
zero range. In some cases a distinguishing referraice

mark may be provided 1:^ a transparency fitt^ over the
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306.—Circuit for generating movable “ step " range marker
TO BE OPERATED BY PHASE SHIFTER.

The output IS applied tn the vertical plates to produce a '* step on the
trace which can be moved along the trace to act as a strobe or range marker.

screen or by a marker, such, for example, as a hair-line across
the screen, or again by generating a fixed step or notch in the
trace. Similarly, in case (6), the form taken by the strobe or
movable range marker may be a bright spot, a dark spot, a
step, produced on the trace or a notch. The principles are
identical and only the form which the strobe takes may differ.

In radar systems where the synchronising pulse is not a sine

wave, phase-shifting devices may still be employed for range
measurement (Fig. 307). The Synch, pulse may be used to con-
trol a multivibrator which produces a fairly square output wave.
During the negative portion of this wave, a timing wave is

generated by a shock-excited oscillator. The sine wave thus
gaierated is apffiied to a phase-shifting device. The shifted

output is amplified and differentiated to form a train of positive

and negative pulses, which are then superimposed upon a
sawtooA wave. The resulting waveform is applied to the
input of a |mlse-selector circuit. Fig. 307. The sawtooth
output of is s3mchronised with the time base for start, dura-
tion and rate of rise, but V, is fired by some pipon the sawtooth
and its output is, therefore, delayed by a corresponding length

of time. The pip that fires V, is determined by the potential

of the cathode of ,Vg relative to its grid and this, in turn, is
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Fig. 307—Schematic circuit diagram of pulse selector circuit.

Input I IS the output from the multivibrator Input 2 is the differentiated

and phase-shifted output from the shock-excited oscillator or generator.

controlled by a potentiometer geared to the spindle of the

phase shifter. Hence Vg can be adjusted to fire at the leading

edge of any echo along the trace by manipulation of the phase
shifter. In consequence, the leading edge of the strobe,

developed by the range mark shaping circuits, can be made to

correspond with the leading edge of the echo on which the

operator ranges. When echo and strobe are aligned, the phase
shifter scale indicates the range in yards.

Range Measured by Instantaneous Time Base Voltage

Accurate measurement of range can be made by means
of a movable range marker developed from the time base
voltage and which enables the time base voltage to be compared
at any instant, for each successive sweep, with the voltage

output from a special potentiometer (supplied from a separate

D.C, source), accurately calibrated in yards.

In this case the controlling device which enables the range .

marker to be apphed to the leading edge of the echo, simul-

taneously causes the time base voltage to be compared
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with the calibrated potentiometer output and in this way
the range of the echo is obtained.
The strobe or marker frequently takes the form of a bright

spot which can be manipulated to move along the trace by a
manually operated delay generator to the leading edge of any
particular echo.

A handwheel operating the delay circuits of the strobe
generator is turned to move the strobe or range marker
out to the leading edge of the echo selected for measurement,
and this operation causes two effects to take place simul-
taneously :

—

() A contact arm is moved over an accurately calibrated
potentiometer (range marker comparator).

() An " M ’’-type transmitter geared to the shaft of the
marker control potentiometer transmits to remote indicators

(if any are in use) a signal which places a strobe against the
echo selected at the operating position for particular attention.*

A scale is coupled directly to the arm of the moving shaft of

the potentiometer from which the range of the echo can be
read for any setting of the strobe.

In Fig. 308 an input taken from the sweep generator is

applied to the grid of Vi, and the grid potential of is deter-

mined by the position of the slider of the potentiometer.

V2 conducts only when the anode voltage on Vi passes (in the

negative direction) the voltage on the grid of Vj at some point

during each time base sweep. This point is determined by the

position of the potentiometer arm when the range marker or

strobe is aligned with an echo.

The anode of Vg contains an inductance so that when Vg
conducts, ringing is produced by the action of the inductance

in conjunction with stray capacity. This results in the produc-

tion of a train of damped oscillations at the anode of Vg.

When Vg conducts, the anode volts faU and the resulting

pulse is negative going on the first half cycle. The grid

leak of V3 is effectively in parallel with the anode inductance

of Vj and causes heavy damping. Accordingly, at the anode

of Vj there.appears a single half cycle of oscillation or, in

other words, a negative pulse of duration equal to half the

time period of one oscillation for the ringing circuit. Thus
the position in time of this negative-going pulse is determined

(for a particular setting of the range switA) by the position of

* This focuses attention, to a particular echo on all indicators, remote or

otherwise.
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The inpin to Vj may be taken vtd a buffer stage consisting of a cathode
follower, from a Miller time base generating circuit in order to ensure optimum
linearity The buffer stage avoids overloading and distortion of the time base
generator. The suppressors of Vj and V, are strapped to their anodes and
the valves function as tetrodes.

the slider on the potentiometer. The delay imposed on V, is

proportional to the sweep voltage at the leading edge of the echo.
The anode output of Vj is a short negative pulse, the leading

edge of which is made to occur at a given time after the
commencement of the Synch, pulse. This delay is regulated
by turning the handwheel attached to the spindle of the
potentiometer.

The output from V, is amplified by V,, which is loaded
inductively. The result of this is to preserve the H.F. harmonics
and so to make the Ssmdi. pulse produced as short and as
steep as permissible. The output from the anode of V, is a
positive pulse followed by a small native-going kink.

This output is fed to V^, which has two outputs in anti-
phase. Since V4 is Inased back to cut off, only a positive
pulse appears at the anode, and this is applied to the C,R.T.
to produce a bright spot which acts as a strobe or range marker.
A circuit whi^ uses the time base voltage to provide a Htnft
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at EgV,.
Note,—^The parallel circuit CsR4 can be replaced by an^ equivalent series

circuit Inhere

delay pulse to the generator of a "notch” or "step” range
marker or strobe is shoum in Fig. 309.
The time base voltage is coupled directly from the time base

generator to the grid of Vj, which is operated as a biased
cathode follower. The bias is adjusted to cause Vj to com-
mence conducting at any instant from the beginning to the
end of each sweep of the time base generator.

The voltage at the cathode of Vi remains constant at the
level selected by delay control Rj (comparative potentiometer),

until the instant that the time base voltage drives the grid

more positive than cut off. The cathode voltage then begins

to rise at the same rate as the time base voltage. The cathode
volt^ is diSerentiated by C, and R^.

The lin^ rise of voltage causes a sudden rise of

Vcdtage in the diSerentiated output and the waveform at

£,V, is riiown. This is amplified by V2, and the positively
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clipped result is applied to the vertical deflecting plates of the

C.R.T. to serve as a range marker in the form of a “ step.”

Range is measured by varying Rj until the step coincides with

the leading edge of the echo, the range of which is required.

The shaft of R, is geared to the counting mechanism and the

range is shown in yards or other suitable imits.

Other Indicator Modifications

The following are some of the other modifications that may
be incorporated in indicators to meet special requirements :

—

Generally a voltage is applied to the cathode of the C.R.T.

to intensify the beam for the duration of the forward sweep of

the time beise. In some cases, however, provision may be
made to limit the intensification of the screen to some selected

portion of the trace. This means that only part of the trace is

illuminated during each successive sweep. In order to accom-
plish this, the intensifying wave of voltage applied to the

cathode or grid is made narrower (in time) than the fuU period

of duration of the time base sweep. It may be delayed and/or

suppressed by a pulse actuated by the output from a strobe

generator so that any section of the trace may be selected

for intensification and unwanted echoes are therefore not
illuminated.

In some indicators it is possible to expand a portion of the

time base in the vicinity of the range marker (fixed or variable),

in order to facilitate accurate ranging.

This is accomplished by increasing the speed of the sweep of

the electron beam across the screen for a selected portion of

each sweep of the time base. In other words, the velocity of

the time base sweep is speeded up over a selected portion of

each sweep. The section to be operated upon in this manner
is selected and marked by manually operated range mark
generators and strobes.

The appearance of the screen imder these conditions is as

shown in Fig. 310.

'This result is achieved by causing the pulse vihich produces
the range marker or strobe to fire simultaneously a sweep
expansion generator. The duration of the expanded portion

of the sweep depends upon the width of the control pulse.

The pulse to the range mark generator is however generally

required to be as short as possible—^much shorter {han
the pulse controlling the duration of the expanded portion

of the time base, i.e., tbe expansion generator. To meet these
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Fig , 3lO.-^SWEEP EXPANDED IN VICINITY
OF RANGE MARKER.

The portion of the trace to be
expanded can be controlled by a pulse
from the strobe generator to start the
sweep expansion generator. The strobe
employed in this instance takes the form
of a ** step.*’

conflicting requirements the pulse to the range mark generator

may be formed into a sharp peak and superimposed or mounted
on the broader pulse controlling the time base expansion

generator. The sharp-pointed peak of this composite pulse

provides a short sharp pulse to the range mark generator, and
the broader part of the pulse; forming the base of the pedestal,

controls the time of operation of the time base expansion

generator—one composite pulse firing two different generators

and controlling one only.

The expansion generator may be arranged to operate from the

pedestal pulse in such a manner that the resulting discharge of a

condenser causes the rise of the normal sweep voltage to be

accelerated by its discharge. This action is equivalent to

decreasing the apparent capacity of the controlling condenser

in the time base circuit for the duration of the control pulse.

Another form of expanded time base sweep is when any
portion of the whole range occupies the full width of the screen.

TIMING SINE
m/e TO

RANGE MARK
GENERATOR

CONTROL PUUSE

Fig* 31 1.—Production of expanded sweep from sine wave generated
by a ringing oscillator, a. Control pulse from the transmitter.
B. Waveform from ringing circuit after limiting operation starts
forward^ sweep at end of transmitter pulse.

c o a
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Fig, 312.—Indicator scrbbn with
DOUBLE TRACE.

The signals on the lower trace in

this figure have no specific meaning

;

they only illustrate the principle. A
display of this type may be used to

correlate identification signals with
the echoes to which they refer.

In this case, a sine wave generated by a ringing circuit is

greatly amplified, and limited for both amplitudes by a double

^ode in order to produce the waveform shown in Fig. 311.

The portion of the sine wave between the upper and lower limits

is nearly linear and is used as the accelerated time base sweep.

The sine wave generating circuit and amplifier are controlled

by a phase shifter, so that the echb to be examined marked by a
step Always appears at the centre of the expanded sweep and
occurs, in time, during the rising portion of the limited sine wave.

The acceleration is such that under control of the phase

shifter any 2,000-yd. section of the total range may be
examined in detail, and the range of the target itself can

therefore be determined with great accuracy.

Multiple Trace Displays

For certain applications, indicators may be arranged to

display two or more traces simultaneously as in Fig. 312. This

form of display is used when it is desired to show recognition

signals or to display supplementary data on a trace separate

from the main trace.

The effect is obtained by a separation pulse whidi is

applied to the Y or vertical plates to shift the second trace

above or below the main trace periodically, the main trace

being suitably positioned initially.

The separation pulse may be applied to shift the main trace

every other sweep of the time base or at some sub-multiple of

the repetition rate according to requirements. As long as this

shift takes place at a frequency above the persistence of vision,

the two traces appear on the screen together. In this manner,
data supplementary to individual e^oes appearing on the
main trace can be displayed in correct relation on the seccnid

trace. This avoids congestion of the main trace and facffitates

observation.
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By employment of various input, combinations, in con-
junction with intensity modulation, one variable can be plotted

against another as already explained in the first part of this

chapter. For example ;

—

() Elevation plotted against range.

( )
Elevation and range plotted against bearing.

(c) Elevation error plotted against bearing error.

(d) Range plotted against bearing and elevation, etc.

An indicator which plots signal strength against bearing is a
t}^ used when beam switching is employed.
A “ B ” display plots range against bearing in azimuth.

Usually a cathode ray tube emplo5nng magnetic deflection

and with a long persistence screen is used for this diq)lay. The
tube is intensity modulated by the signal to cause the position

of the target to be indicated by a bright spot on the screen.

The trace covers a rectangulsir area on the screen with the

range shown vertically and azimuth shown horizontally.

Clamping may be used on the signal voltage so that the instan-

taneous potential at the grid of the cathcxie ray tube depends
only upon the signal amplitude
and not on the waveform. I to aebiau

Bearing Potentiometer

When a display of the " B ”

type is to be produced by
plotting, say, range along the

vertical or Y axis against

bearing plotted along the

horizontal or X axis, a normal
time base similar to that

provided for an " A ” type
display is applied to the Y
plates, and a deflecting voltage

proportional to the bearing of

the aerial relative to the ship's

head is applied to the X plates.

Since scanning in azimuth is

performed by the aerial with
comparative slow&ess, the

deflecting voltage proportional Fig. 3x3.

—

^Akrangbmbnt ov foxbn-

to aerial bearings can be iiouvrm 10 givb voltages x-bo-

suppu6d. Dy dB output taKen abiual rblativs to ship's itBiLp.
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from the rotating arm 6^, a potentiometer. Maximum
deflection to the right centre occurs when A, see Fig. 313,
is at the point of application of the positive voltage

and B is at earth potential. When the conditions of A
and B are reversed, the direction of deflection of the beam is

also reversed. A cam-operated switch is provided to prevent
signals from the rear appearing on the indicator screen.

Alternative Method for Magnetic Deflection (Fig. 314)

The sweep for the range time base may be a sawtooth wave
of voltage coupled to the grids of Vj and Vj in parallel. Vj
clamps the starting voltage for each sweep of the time base.

Both valves are biased near to cut off so that the anode currents

are small for zero signal.

Anode current flows vid to 450 volts positive (electron

currents), simultaneously a current flows from the 450-volt

supply through the vertical deflecting coil to the 300 volts

positive. The magnetic field of this last current deflects the

beam towards the bottom of the indicator screen. R7 and Rg
are adjusted to cause the time base current to start from the

reference line zero.

When the positive sawtooth voltage is applied to the grids

of Vg and Vg, their anode currents tend to rise rapidly. The
inductance Lg is sufficiently large to prevent the 450-volt

source from suppl5dng the additioned electron current. This

additional current must therefore be supplied by the 300-volt

source, as a result of which the current through the deflecting

coil in the static state must be reversed, i.e., it must fall

towards zero and build up again in the opposite direction.

Accordingly a current that rises from a negative value to

some equal positive value, in proportion to the applied sawtooth
voltage, is produced in the vertical deflecting coil.

Display showing Elevation Plotted against Azimuth

Another type of display presents azimuth along the horizontal

abscissa and elevation angle along the vertical or ordinate.

The beam is intensity-modulated by the signal. This display

is used in fighter interception work. The rate of screen area
coverage may be twenty lines in azimuth for one sweep in

elevation. This is essential in order to get good coverage

of the area which is being scanned. The potentiometer
from which proportional voltage output is obtained for the

azimuth sweep is essentially the same as for the " B ” display

(Fig. 313).
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^ig. 314.—Range sweep generator for magnetic deflection suitable
FOR application TO ** B ** TYPE DISPLAYS.

Examples such as this must, in general, be regarded as indications as to
the manner in which certain functions can be performed. They are not
always circuits in actual use.

A potentiometer may also be used to provide voltage propor-
tional to the angle of elevation for the elevation deflections.

An identical electrical and mechanical arrangement can be
used for elevation as for azimuth.

Angular coverage may be 70® for elevation as against 180®

for azimuth ; consequently, a gear drive can be used that
drives the aerial through 2*5° of elevation for each completed
rotation in azimuth.

Because the motion of the beam in elevation is slow, the
area scanned relative to the pulse-repetition frequency is small

;

therefore all signals or noise that reach. the screen during
each period of the p.r.f. tend to pile up at some point, and
unless the signal-to-noise ratio of the receiver is very good, the
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result of this piling up is such that the signal under observation

cannot be distinguished.

Most of the noise due to unwanted signals can be eliminated

by using range sdection when the range has been determined.
This result is obtained by the production of a square pulse

with a duration that is a small part of one repetition period

and a starting point that is controlled by some range-measuring
device as, for example, a phase shifter. The range-measuring
device is then adjusted so that the time base sweep starts at

some intermediate point between zero range and the particular

echo in which the pilot is interested. The falling edge of the
short pulse which starts the time base of the pilot’s display

also determines the moment of cut off, in consequence of which
there appears on the pilot’s display, the echo in which he is

interested and a small portion of the trace of the main display

containing this particular echo.

Thus the effect of noises whidh woxild be produced before the
commencement ofthe trace (as controlledbytherange-measuring
device) and after the end of the selected trace (as determined
by the falling edge of the time-delay pulse) is reduced.

Hie P.P.I. Display

In the case of the P.P.I. display, the time base for the sweep
for the range time base starts at the centre of the screen and
moves outwards along a radius, in a direction corresponding to
the direction in azimuth of the radiated beam. Generally a
tube of the magnetic deflection type having a long afterglow

is used. The sweep for the range time base is made linear, so

that range is measured by the distance from the centre of the
.screen of the bright spot produced by an echo.

The deflecting coils, mounted on a yoke, are made to rotate

round the neck of the tube and, by so doing, to rotate the
deflecting field and the radial trace. Since the coils are rotated

in step with the aerial, the radial trace follows the aerial.

The grid is intensity-modulated by the received signal, where-
fore a polar map of the surrounding territory is produced on
the screen if the radiated beam is directed by the aerial in the
plane of the horizon.*

* The output from a range mark generator or strobe generatorwhii^ normally
appears as “pips “ or bright spots on the trace of an " A“ or "6“ di^lay,
when applied to the rotating time base of a P.P.I. appear as hright concenttic

* circles. Range is measured along the radius of any ^ven circle^ and the
mechanism for strobing follows along the same generallines as that already
described lor A '* and B “ displays. Any desired sector of a P.P.I. dii^lay
can also be selected for detailed escamination.
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Most P.P.I. indicators use a pair of coils which may be
rotated round the neck of the C.R.T. to produce the rotating

time base. If, however, it is desired to avoid the mechanical
difficulties involved (especially for speeds above 10 r.p.m.), a
rotating field may be obtained, using fixed coils as shown in

Fig. 315.

The Selsyn Transformer *

The rotor of a special Sels3m transformer is arranged to

be turned mechanically by a shaft as the aerial is rotated in

azimuth. Two stator secondary windings are placed at right

angles, consequently any position of the rotor (as determined
by the aerial) that causes voltage in stator No. i to be maxi-
mum is 90° away from the position that induces maximum
voltage in stator No. 2. Although the alternations of the

voltages induced in the two stators are always in phase,

variations in amplitude are 90° out of phase, because of the
90® separation of the stator windings.

Since the output of stator i controls horizontal deflection

and the output of stator 2 controls vertical deflection, a circular

motion of the radial trace on the screen of a cathode ray tube
is produced which must be in step with the rotating aerial.

The radial displacement of the beam at any instant is

controlled by the waveform of the signal applied to the rotor

of the Selsyn transformer. To produce a linear rise of current

in the deflecting coil, a trapezoidal voltage must be applied to

the Selsyn rotor. For a short-range time base the trapezoid is

distorted by the addition of an extra peak at its leading edge to

prevent fast charging of the distributed capacity associated

with the deflecting coil, and so that the time base may start

with proper velocity at the time of the transmitted pulse.

A sawtooth voltage can be used for long-range time bases,

because non-linearity near zero range is of no consequence.f
Conventional Selsyns may be employed in place of the

special Sels3m transformer just described, "^e problems
involved are much the same.

The Sels3m or MagsHp is fully dealt with in the chapter on aerial servo
systems. The above application is not, however, a Servo function.

t An alternative method of compensating for the distortion introduced
by capacity at the commencement of the sweep is to make the sweep the
timing control for the whole system. In this case the first part of the sweep
is not used, wherefore all other functions of the radar system timed by the
time base voltage must be delayed by a time which is the difference be^een
the starting instant of the time base and the commencement of the hsable
part of it.
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Fig, 315.

—

Selsyn transformer circuit for producing rotating sweep
FOR P.P.I. AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO ROTATING THE DEFLECTING COIL ON
THE NECK OF THE C.R.T.

Note ,—A centre tapping +300 V. is taken from the lower coil on the
deflecting yoke.

Since the sweep is generated at the p.r.f.—say 800 times

per second, and the aerial is rotated at a maximum speed of,

say, I revolution per second, the outputs of the coils of the

stator transformer are two waves of trapezoidal voltage, ofwhich
the amplitudes are modulated by two sine waves 90® out of

•phase.

Ihe output from stator No. i controls the current in the
horizontal deflecting coil and the output from stator No. 2
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controls the current in the vertical deflecting coils. The resul-

tant of the two magnetic fields produces the angular deflection.

Thus a change in the angular position of the aerial produces an
equal change in the resultant direction of the magnetic field,

and the angular displacement of the radial time bases.

The vertical component of the magnetic field is the output
of a circuit identical to that shown in Fig. 315 for the hori-

zontal deflection component.
The output of stator i is applied to the grids of V5 and

in push-pull. The windings on the yoke are such that, if V5 and
Vg conduct equally, their fields cancel. As the anode current
of one valve rises for a signal on the grid, that of the other
falls, and the result is a nett magnetic field in one or the other
direction.

Vi and Vg clamp the’ grid of Vg at a definite potential for

the time constant between each sweep of the time base ; V3
and V4 clamp the grid of Vg.

The grid of Vg is connected to the cathode via the grid leak,

so that during the time when no time base is applied, Vg has
zero bias, is biased by the drop across Vg.

If, at the end of a sweep time, the grid of V5 returns to a
potential higher than the normal value established for Vj,

the bias on Vg is increased, and then becomes a higher
resistance, but the bias on Vg remains at zero, so that the
resistance of Vg is nearly constant, making the potential of

the anode and grid of Vg return to the normal value.

Thus any change in the potential of Vg is counteracted by
a change in the relative resistances of V^ and Vg (which are

established initially by resistances Rg amd Rg). V3 and V4
limit the potential of Vg in a similar manner.
During the time base interval the clamping valves are held

inoperative by a negative pulse on their grids, in order that

the time base voltages can be applied to the grids of Vg and Vg.



CHAPTER XXI

ANALYSIS OF SOME TYPICAL COMBINATIONS OF RADAR
UNITS AS THEY MIGHT BE ARRANGED FOR RADAR SYSTEMS

FOR VARIOUS APPLICATIONS

The combinations of units described are not necessarily taken
from any radar S5retems now in use. They are intended to

illustrate the application of general principles upon which
radar S3rstems 2ire laid out, 2ind serve to introduce some of the

many combinations of units that may be arranged to work
together for various requirements.

General Warning Set for Detecting Targets at 100,000 YardsMaximum
Range

Example i. The application is a general warning set capable

of detecting surface targets only at 100,000 yds. maximum
range. A high degree of accuracy is not required since short-

range accurate sets can be brought into service on receipt of

an iarm. A power supply of 230 volts, 50 cycles, is available.

Accommodation for the equipment is limited, but there are

no restrictions regarding size and weight of the aerial. {Note.

This might very well be part of some shore installation.) The
set is to be simple to operate, easily maintained and economical.

One " A ” display only is required at the operating position,

and no remote indicators are necessary. The indicator is to

have two ranges, viz. 100,000 yds. and 20,000 yds., controlled

by a switch. Provision for aircraft warning is not required.

Let it be assumed that in order to fulfil these conditions a
carrier frequency of 100 megacycles is selected. This can very
well be the case because (a) a high degree of accuracy is not
re<^uired. ip) There are no restrictions regarding the size and
we^t of the aerial. Thus the advantage of a comparatively
long wave can be secured in order to obtain the required range
with minimum peak power, (c) The carrier frequency select^
is well within the upper limits for the efficient operation (d

'tribde valves, (i) The peak power required mi|^t be fixed at,

say, 15 kW.
Consequ^tly facts («} and (d), coupled with the other oondt*

4to
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Fig. 316 (a). Block diagram of units.

tions laid down, i.e., frequency of the power supply (50 cycles

per second),* limited accommodation, simplicity of operation,

easy maintenance, overall economy and a wide accuracy
tolerance may make it desirable to employ a self-pulsing

oscillator.

R.F. Generator

This choice automatically fixes the source from which
synchronising signals are to be derived.

The generi arrangement of the system will therefore be as

shown in Fig. 316 (a) and these units can be split up into

sub-units with functions as shown in Fig. 316 (6). The pulsing

system is simple and the power pack ^ot shown) is conven-
tional. An alternative arrangement is shown in Fig. 316 (c).

Note. A brightening pulse to brighten the trace for the

duration of each sweep is, in Fig. 316 (b), taken from the time
base generator output. Differentiation of a sawtooth wave
gives a square wave of the same duration. This is applied to

the control grid of the C.R.T. as a brightening pulse. Die self-

pulsing transmitter might be as shown in Chapter XVIII.
The power supply unit is not shown hare : it is conventional

* Fifty per second would be a very low repetition rate. ConsequOmtly the
sa^y is not used to supply the synchronising signals for this system.
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and follows normal radio engineering practice. The receiver

might be suppressed in this case by a pulse from the trans-

mitter, arranged to provide negative bias to one or more
valves in the I.F. stage for the duration of the transmitted
pulse.

In Fig. 316 (c) the principal difference lies in the transmitter

employed and the synchronising arrangements. The p.r.f.

would probably be more stable, also there is good control over
the shape of the R.F. envelope.

An Airixwne Equipment for Observation of Surface Targets

Example 2. The lay-out shown in block schematic form for

Example 2, Fig. 317, might be suitable for an airborne equip-

ment for observation of surface targets. WhUst a high degree
of accuracy is required, the controlling factors are space and
weight. The range required is of the order of about fifty miles

and the equipment is required to detect and discriminate,

between quite small targets.

In the example an “ A ” display, a " B ” display and a
selected range indicator are provided, mainly for the purpose
of showing how these units can be worked together. In actual

practice, a P.P.I. display would probably be substituted for the
"B ” and “C ” displays for this application. The combination of

the "A ” and " B ” displays and a selected range indicator ("C ”

display) is more suitable for fighter interception work. The
operator searches for and finds the target on the " B " display

tmder R/T control of a powerful ground station. When the
operator of the " B " display has located, identified and held
the target to which he has been directed, he selects that portion

of the “ B " display scale on which this particular echo appears
and reproduces it on the selected range indicator at the pilot's

position to enable him to direct the plane at the target and to
bring it into visual range.

The Cartier Frequency

Tlie overriding considerations of siro, weight and accuracy
influence the selection of a carrier frequency in the micro-wave
range, since a hi£^ degree of accuracy can thus be obtained
with a comparatively small aerial. The peak power required

to .obtain the requir^ range at this high frequency mi^t be

,
perhaps of the order of 50 kW.
A narrow pulse width of about 2 microseconds is chosen to

secure accuracy and also to keep the duty cyde as small as
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possible. This also enables the required peak power to be
developed from a valve of low rating.

Since the pulse width is narrow, and small targets are to be
located, definition must be good and, therefore, a fairly high
repetition rate will be used, 800 per second, in order that

when the aerial is rotated continuously, small targets may be
flooded with a reasonable amount of transmitted energy at

eadi revolution and so return a good echo.

Since the carrier frequency selected is in the micro-wave
range, the R.F. generator must be a magnetron. Let it be
assumed that the repetition rate stability of a spark gap
modulator is considered to be inadequate for the degree of

accuracy required, and that it is necessary to provide Synch,
pulses at a very stable repetition rate of 800 per second. In

this case an independent Synch, pulse generator might be used
and the pulse for modulating the R.F. generator would then
be developed in a succession of shaping and amplif3dng circuits

by sine wave input from the Synch, generator.

The magnetron may be built into the wave-guide which feeds

the aerial and is powered by a pulse from the modulator output
vida pulse transformer matched into a coaxial transmission line.

Since the signal-to-noise ratio for the carrier frequency
employed is likely to be low, R.F. amplification of the received

signals is not worth while ; consequently, a crystal enclosed

in a resonant cavity would be used as a mixer and the local

oscillator might be a reflex klystron.

In these circumstances the mixer, the local oscillator and
the first two or three stages of the I.F. amplifier would probably
be located as near to the aerial as possible in the receiver

branch of the wave-guide feeder S3retem. The first two or

three stages of the I.F. amplifier now act as an L.F. pre-

amplifier and transmit a signal of reasonable magnitude to

the input of the receiver proper, which in the above circum-
stances would be in the third or fourth stage of the I.F. amplifier

proper incorporated in the receiver unit.

Artangement of the System

A study of Figs. 318 and 319 shows that the following

provisions have been made :

—

[a) A square pulse differentiated to start the operation of

the time base generator in the “ A '' display indicator.

(b) A square pulse differentiated to start the brightening

pulse generator for the '* A "
'display indicator.
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(c) A trigger pulse to start the time base generator for the
“ B ” indicator display (square wave differentiated).

(d) A time-control trigger pulse to start the initial stage of the
modulating pulse for the R.F. generator, Le., the sub-modulator.

(e) A pulse to r^der the receiver operative only after the
end of each period of transmission, thereby preventing paralysis
and enabling the receiver to find itself in a condition to receive

echoes immediately after the end of each transmission. This
makes for detection of nearby targets.

Note. After the start of the transmitted pulse a positive-

going pulse to make the receiver operative is delayed by an
interval of time at least equal to the width of the transmitted
pulse. The pulse which operates the receiver is formed by an
as5munetrical multivibrator which is started up by the falling

edge of the pulse from the delay circuit, the width of which is

equal (in time) to 2 microseconds.

(/) A variable time delay is provided by the variable

width (in time) of a square pulse generated by a variable

multivibrator or similar device.

This square pulse of variable width, which is the output from
para. (/), is used to perform the following functions :

—

To delay the start of a strobe generator the output of which
produces two effects simultemeously, («) a strobe or marker
imder the control of the operator marks off on the “ B ”

display the portion of the trace on which appears the edio to

be followed by the pilot, (b) The same control acts as a
selector to confine the display on the pilot’s indicator within

the limits set by the operator on the " B ” trace by means of

the strobe.

Typical Set for use on Merchant Ships in Peace-time

Example 3. The block diagram for this system and the

expanded block diagrams for the sub-units are typical of a
ra^ set suitable for use on ships of the Merchant Navy in

time of peace.

The general requirements would appear to be those of a
medium-range warning set for the detection of distant objects,

combined with good definition and accurate range and bearing

measurement of nearby objects.

The performance specification might read : with fair visi-

bility,* moderate seat a minimum aerial height of 25 ft.

* Specifies attenuation and refraction tolerances,

t Specifies "clutter*' tolerance.
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above the waterline, very small craft should be detected at

from 6,000 yds. or less, and larger craft at 14,000 yds. and
over. Low-fl3ung aircraft may sometimes be detected.

Minimum range for target detection—250 yds.

Definition. At a range of about 1,000 y^. or more it should
be possible to distinguish one small target from another if on
the same bearing but differing in range by 200 yds.

BearingDiscrimination. Twobuoytargetsatarangeofs,000yds.
but 200 yds. apart may be distinguished astwo separate targets.

Accuracy (range) plus or minus from 3 per cent, to about
16 per cent, for minimum and maximum ranges respectively

(interpolation), but approximately i per cent, when more
accurate methods of range measurement are employed.
Bearing accuracy plus or minus two seconds.

The Diqilay

The display is provided by a P.P.I. indicator at the operating

position and two “ A ” display indicators, one of which may be
remotely situated.

In this particular case a carrier frequency is employed
corresponding to a wavelength in free space of about 3 cm.
The R.F. generator is therefore a magnetron.
The pulse width is about f microsecond and the peak power

is 40 kW.
The repetition rate is 500 per second.

In order to fulfil the conditions laid down in the performance
specification, it is essential that the R.F. energy should be
radiated in the form of a very narrow beam.
To obtain the narrow beam required and at the same time

keep the aerial dimensions within reasonable limits, it is

necessary to employ a very -high frequency carrier.

The aerial dimensions must be as smeill as possible, because
it has to be mechaniceilly strong, offer minimum wind resistance

and at the same time it must be capable of continuous rotation

at a speed of about 22 r.p.m.

The pulse width (in time) is made short in order to facilitate

as mudi as possible the reception of echoes from nearby
targets. Three-quarters microseoond is proportional to about

123 yds. of range, but this is not the only deciding factor for

minimum range. The uneven surface presented by a-moderate
sea will in itself produce echoes which tend to mask those

returned by nearby targets.*

• In*radar terminc^ogy, ” clutter."
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The repetition rate is fixed at 500 c.p.s., having due regard
to the pulse width, the speed of rotation of the aerial and the
peak power required.

To avoid the mechanical difficulties encountered in mounting
and rotating at 22 r.p.m. a deflecting coil on the neck of the
electromagnetic tube used for the P.P.I. display, the time base
ciurent is passed through the rotor of the aerial Selsyn, to
obtain a rotating radial time base from the fixed Sels3m stator

moimted on the neck of the tube, in place of the normal deflect-

ing coil.

This device introduces some distortion at the commencement
of the output from the time base generator, which means that
the time base proper must commence at some time after the
start of the generator in order to avoid the distorted part. This
requirement introduces a somewhat complicated system of

time delays.

Time Delay

In this set several time delays are introduced. All are,

however, concerned with the synchronising function.

This is brought about by the fact that the start of

the time base is not linear. It is distorted due to the
effect of the capacity of the Selsyn windings and connecting
cables.

In consequence of this distortion the first part of the time
base is not used, and for this reason a time delay must be intro-

duced between the start of the time base generator and the

start of the brightening pulse generator, the calibration

generator and the firing of the transmitter. This time delay
must be equal to the interval between the start of the time base
generator and the end of the initial distorted portion of the

time base.

This, however, is not all ; a further delay must be introduced

between the start of the time base generator and the start of

the brightening pulse and calibration generators, because the

trigatron which fires the transmitter is itself fired by the
trailing edge of the trigger pulse, and this introduces the neces-

sity for a further time delay.

Tlius one delay circuit is introduced between the start of the

time base generator and the S5mch. pulse that fires the

bri^tening pulse generator, the calibration generator and the

transmitter, and a further delay is introduced into the circuits

of the brightening pulse generator and the calibraticoi gene-
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(a) Eg V| f

(b) EaV|
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A.C. \HPm TO V|
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PORTION OF SWEEP
IN USE

-CENTRE OF RPl.

ALL OTHER UNITS START HERE

(f) -v^
VOLTAGE ACROSS
SELSYN ROTOR

Fhg* 321.—^Idealised waveforms of time base circuits of fig. 323
Vi, v„ V„ Vio. Vi, AND Vu

rator to s}oidironise them with the start of the transmitter

poise.

This delay is equal to the time elapsii^ between receipt

of the S}mch. pulse at the transmitter and the firing of

the trigatron, i.e., approximately the width of the transmitter
pulse.

The output from the A.C. 500><:ycle generator is not a pore
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sine wave, being somewhat flattened, as shown in Fig. 320 (a) •

and Fig. 321.

A voltage from this source is applied vid a transformer to
the input of the time base generator (Fig. 323 (a) ).

The first operation is a squaring operation, wUch is carried

out by a valve amplifier biased at zero (see Fig. 323 (a) ). The
negative portion of the input drives the Vcdve well below cut off.

On the positive half-cycle grid limiting by means of a grid

stopper prevents the grid from swinging very positive, due to

the flow of grid current. The output from the anode is therefore

approximately a square wave (Fig. 320 (a) and 321 (b) ).

The next stage is a multivibrator which is triggered every

1/500 second by the A.C. mains. An output is taken from the
grid of the right-hand section as a negative wave. This is

called the gate wave. The width of this gate is determined by
the time constant of the grid circuit and can be varied by the
position of the range switch, indicated by a variable resistance

and marked R.S. ^igs. 323 (a) and 321 (c) ).

Hk lime Base

The negative-going gate wave is applied in parallel to the

grids of V4 and also V5 of the time base geneiatm: which it

drives beyond cut off. The anode current ceases and one of

the condensers (shown as a variable condenser in the diagram
for simplicity), selected by the range switch charges to the

supply H.T. voltage.

^ Noi$, Figs. 520 {a) and 323 are comptonentary. Fig. 321 nhoM be
referred to for waveforms of time base circuits and 8^8301 c&sutts. Fig. 322
sbows details of PX. and A.C. in rotor of Selsyn.
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This rise in anode voltage is nearly linear and forms the time
base (see Fig. 321 (d) ).

The output from the time base generator is applied to a
power amplifier consisting of two valves in parallel with
negative feedback. The output is taken to the rotor of a
standard Selsyn generator (see Fig. 323 (b) ).

For the operation of the time bases, current need only flow
in V7 and Vg during the time base intervals

; consequently, in

order to avoid waste of power and variations of the D.C.
component of the anode current for different ranges, the time
width of the gate is shortened, so that the average anode current
for the valves in the power amplifier is maintained reasonably
constant. Note. The D.C. component would otherwise change
with change of position of the range switch.

The output from the anode of Vg (point Z), Fig. 323 (a), is

used as a receiver gate to make the receiver active only for the
duration of the resting time of the transmitter.

The output from the time base power amplifier (point S,

323 (b) ), coupled to the rotor of the Selsyn generator, induces
in the. stator an A.C. voltage, the waveform following that

of the voltage input to the rotor. The conditions are as shown
in Figs. 321 and 322, in which a radial time base is produced in

the stator of the Sels5m on the neck of the cathode ray tube,

the angular position of the time base at any instant being
determined by the angular displacement of the aerial from its

reference position.

In Fig. 322, point A represents the average current, i.e.,

current at zero deflection. The sweep of the P.P.I. beam begins

at one side of the centre of the screen, crossing the centre at

point B. The brightening pulse, cahbration generators and the
transmitter must all be S5mchronised, therefore, to start at

point B (Fig. 321 (e) ).

A resistance load is provided to maintain a nearly constant

load on the Sels3m rotor regardless of the number of P.P.I.s

used. Point Y (Fig. 323 (c)).

The waveform of the negative-going voltage across the

Selsyn rotor load is almost exactly like that of the Selsyn rotor

current (Fig. 321 (f)). Apart of this output is applied to an
amplifier the output of which is split, one half going to one
of the horizontal deflecting plates of the “A” display, the

other half is apjSlied to the other plate vid an inverter circuit

(not Aown), Fig. 323 (c). .

The negative-going voltage from the Selsyn earth return
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(point Y, 323 (b) ), is applied to the cathode of V, (left-hand

section), (Fig. 323 fc) Y'). TUsvalve is normally biased close to

cut oS by connectn^ the cathode to a plus 300 voltage supply.

As the n^tive-gmng wave is applied the condenser begins
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to charge until the valve begins to conduct. The anode
voltage is approximately a square negative-going wave.

In order to make the slope of the leading edge steeper, and
independent of the range used, a multivibrator circuit is intro-

duced by the addition of Vio. so that at the instant the valve
conducts it is suddenly run to saturation (Vg, Vig) Fig. 323 (c).

The output from this circuit is a distorted square wave,
Fig. 321 (g), which is used to trigger the brightening pulse

generator, the calibration generator and to fire the modulator,
points A' B' C', Fig. 323.

Some further delay occurs at the input circuit of the modu-
lator (the voltage pulse that fires the trigatron being produced
from the trailing edge of the voltage wave at its anode). Conse-
quently it becomes essential to introduce a similar and addi-

tional time delay before producing the brightening pulse and
the calibrator output. This is done by a tuned circuit in the

first grid circuits of the first stage of the brightening pulse

generator and the calibrator circuits, V,*, V,. respectively

(Fig. 323 (d) aiKi (e) ).

The negative-going outputs from the delay circuits points D,
Fig. 323 (d) and (e), are fed to the tuned input circuits of V14

and Vj,, the frequency being adjusted by the variable induct-

ance L. The time period of the oscillation is from 6 to 8 micro-

seconds, which establishes the time delay for the firing of the

trigatron, since it fires on the trailing edge of its firing pulse.

The Modulator

The first negative-going swing due to shock excitation drives

the grid of Vj, Fig. 324,* well beyond cut off. The large in-

ductance in the anode circuit, together with its stray capacity,

forms an oscillating circuit with a somewhat longer time

period than that of the grid. When the grid goes beyond cut

off the anode current generates a shock of large amplitude.

Just as this oscillation reaches its maximum amplitude the

valve again conducts and the oscillation is damped out as shown
in Fig. 325 (b). The anode output is approximately a square

wave whose duration is determined by the constants in the grid

circuit.

The square wave output from the anode of*Vi is applied to

the grid of V2, which is normally biased well beyond cut ofi.

The grid is ^ven suddenly positive, as shown in Fig. 325 (c).

j^igs. 324 and 325 are complementary. Refer to Fig. 325 for waveforms.
' These two figures sdtold be consulted simultaneously when reading text.
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Grid current flows and partially charges the coupling con-
denser, thus limiting the amplitude of the positive swing.
At the end of the positive pulse, C^, Fig. 324 (a), discharges,

driving the grid very negative. The grid gradually rises again
as the condenser discharges. Due to the inductance in the
anode load, anode current rises gradually. When the grid is

driven negative the anode current stops instantly and produces
a shock oscillation of about 10 kilovolts and a period of
about 2 microseconds, as shown in Fig. 325 (a). This voltage
builds up to a peak in about ^ microsecond, and therefore pro-
duces no noticeable jitter in the trigatron firing. V3 is a valve
containing a triggered spark gap. The potential developed
produces a spark discharge at the trigger electrodes. This
provides the ions required to produce the main discharge.

When the trigatron fires the oscillation in the anode circuit

of Vg is damped out.

The inductance between the trigger electrodes and the main
anode of the trigatron ensures that the two electrodes are at the
same potential when the next trigger pulse arrives.

The artificial line which provides the high-voltage high-

power negative-going pulse to operate the magnetron is

charged from an 8-kW. power supply and discharged by the
trigatron. The lines are charged by a high-voltage rectifier

(not shown) through a 40 H. choke to a voltage of

approximately 2E, the power input being 13 to 14 kV. This

is achieved by the method described in Chapter XVIII, and
is a case of resonant charging.

The firing of the trigatron shorts the line and it takes

about I microsecond for the line to discharge. During this

time a negative pulse, fairly rectangular and about f micro-

second duration, appears across the load. The ratio of voltage
2 L

reflected to that arriving at end of line == ^ (see

Fig. 324 (b) ).

Zq = Characteristic impedance of each section.

Z (the load) = 2 line Z load = 2Z.

If the line is initially charged to 2E, the potential differences

between pointsTP, S and P, S andQandRandQ all equal to 2E,

,
E across the load = o.

When the trigatron fires, T and P are Ported and a wave of

2E travels down the line. When the wave arrives at SP it

finds an impedance of 2lZe.
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*^3Zo+Zo
Since S is now E volts lower than P and also E higher than Q,
the voltage across the load is 2E. The voltage wave in the left-

hand line will be reflected at the short-circuited end as + E
and that on the right-hand side will be reflected at the open
end as — E.

The left-hand wave reaches SP at the same instant that the
right-hand wave reaches SQ and, at this instant, the voltage

across the load drops to o. The duration of the negative pulse

across the load (f microsecond) is the tnRe required for the

wave to travel down the line and back.

The function of the diode is to permit the artiflcial line to

charge up to the value 2E. When the diode is conducting
during the charging period its resistance is very small, and
therefore there is very little damping introduced. At the end
of the charging period, however, when the polarity of the
anode of the diode is reversed, it becomes practically an open
circuit, and the artificial line cannot discharge through it but
is charged to 2E, as explained in earlier chapters.

In the wave-guide run from the magnetron as far as the

rotating joint, the Hoi inode is propagated
; this is changed

by transformer action to the E0.1. mode for propagation in the

circular wave-guide. The H1.1. mode which the circular guide

would normaUy transmit, in addition to the Eoj. mode, is

eliminated by the adjustm^t of the length of the stub end of

the circular guide.

Automatic Frequency Control

In the receiver circuits automatic frequency control is

provided, but automatic gain control is not incorporated in

this outfit.

There are many ways of obtaining automatic frequency
control, just as there are usually several alternative circuit

arrangements for obtaining most of the special effects utilised

in radar circuits. In gener^, however, the principle is common.
Here there are two channels, one tuned dbove the middle
frequency of the I.F. waveband and the other below it. If the

intermediate frequency varies above or below the mid-point of

the band the voltage across one of the branches rises and the

o^erfaQs. This voltage difference is classified in a discriminator
dicuit, amplified and applied to the r^Teller of the klystron in

such a mann^ as to correct the frequency drift
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Application of a Sweepii^ Circuit to A.F.C.

In this particular case, in order to make the A.F.C. more
effective over a wider range, a sweeping circuit is introduced.
This is operated by a multivibrator which sweeps through
about 15 volts at a rate of one or two sweeps per second. This
sweeping voltage is introduced for two reasons : (a) ‘the A.F.C.
circuit be(x>mes effective over amuchwiderrange, and(&) thelocal
oscillator has to be brought close enough in toproduce a signal in

the discriminator in order that the A.F.C. circuit can function and
time the oscillation correctly. By sweeping the reflector voltage,

and therefore the frequency of the local oscillator, tuning may
be further away from the correct value without reducing the
signal to zero. Thus the chance of pull-in is much increased.

Secondly, it provides a means for checking the proper
operation of the A.F.C. circuit. When the loc^ oscillator is

being held at the correct frequency, the whole of the A.F.C.
S5^tem is in equilibrium, which is difficult to upset. When the
local oscillator sweeps, the intermediate frequency changes in

a similar manner. In general, the A.F.C. circuit must be
operating correctly when the indicator meter is not sweeping.

This feature in connection with A.F.C. has been specially

mentioned, because it is so very important to stress the

point that any drift in the frequency of the intermediate
frequency is immediately reflected as a loss of overall efficiency

of the system. All drifts of the intermediate frequency are

immediately reflected as a drop in the receiver output which
may fall to zero. Since the efficiency of the entire system, all

other things being equal, depends upon the ability of the receiver

to make use of very weak signals, it is of the utmost importance
that the I.F. should be maintained at a constant value.

Air-conditioning Unit

An air-conditioning tmit is supplied with this equipment to
produce continuously a flow of dry air through the wave-guide,

in order to prevent moisture collecting and so seriously attenuat-

ing signals and R.F. power.
The imit is arranged to supply i cu. ft. of dry air per minute

against any prevailing wind pressure.

In principle, a centrifugal air blower forces air through a
silica gel dryw, feeding air into the wave-guide. Two
absorb^ units' are supplied, one being in operation whilst the

other is drying out. Each unit can operated for about ten

hours before a drying-out process becomes necessary.



CHAPTER XXII

RADAR AERIAL SYSTEMS—AERIALS

The aerial system of a radar equipment comprises the following

units :

—

(a) The aerial proper, i.e., elements that perform the dual

purpose of radiating R.F. energy and receiving reflected energy
or echoes.

(b) The feeder system which joins the output from the R.F.
generator to the input of the aerial proper.

(c) Some form of (T. and R.) electronic switching device for

isolating the receiver when transmitting, and the transmitter

during reception.

(d) In many cases a beam switching device for accuracy in

determination of bearing.

(e) Mechanism for rotating the aerial and controlling its

movements, according to operational requirements and the
conditions imposed by the type of display employed. Also
means for indicating at the operating position the bearing of

the aerial relative to the ship's head at any instant of time.

The electrical characteristics and physical appearances of

radar aerials may vary widely. Contrast Fig. 326 (a) with
Fig. 326 (c).

Appearance and size are determined by the carrier frequency
selected, the required performance eind prevailing conditions.

Design Considerations

The general design of the aerial for a given equipment is

controlled by considerations governing the overall ef&dency
and the degree of accuracy of the data to be obtained.

Since the propagation of electromagnetic waves, the basic

principles of radiation, W/T aerials, feeder systems and arrays

are all fully dealt with in many available text-books on tele-

communications, aerial systems for radar will be dealt with on
the assumption that principles common to both W/T and radar
can be summarised in brief review.

The principles of radiation of electromagnetic energy are

founded on the law that a moving electrib field creates a magnetic
field and a moving magnetic field creates an electric fidd.

486
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t

Fig 326 (a) —Stacked dipole aerial array for ioo megacycles and
20° BEAM

The frame can be rotated 360° m azimuth or tilted through a small angle
of elevation

Thus an electromagnetic wave is characterised by a simul-
taneous appearance of magnetic and electric fields at right

angles one to the other, mutually sustaining one another as

they move through free space. These phenomena are covered
by the statement that the created field at any instant is in

phase, in time, with its parent field but is perpendicular to it in

space.

The chief consideration in connection with a radar aerial

(ap^irt from its overall efficiency as a radiator and collector of

energy, and its size and weight), is its directive properties.

Huygens views the propagation of a light wave in the following manner :

each point of the wave front at any instant can be regarded as a new sphencal
wave, and at the next instanh the new wave front will be made up of the
fronts of these infinitely numerous secondary waves. If an infimte number
of secondary waves is imagined, the new wave front will be a similar B|^ere
concentnc with the parent sphere and so forth (see Fig 326 (b) ).
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m/E 1

(FmENT)

COMPARE wrm SECTION
THROUGH A MAGNETIC
UNE OR TUBE OF
MAGNETIC FORCE.

WAVE TL ADVANCED IN
. SPACE ONE WAVELENGTH

AHEAD OF WAVE I.

SECONDARY WAVELETS
OF WAVE 1 FORMING
THE WAVE FRONT OF

WAVEE.

Fig. 326 (b). — Illustrating
HUYGENS' CONCEPTION OF THE
MECHANISM OF PROPAGATION
OF A LIGHT WAVE.

To help in forming an equiva-
lent picture the corrugations
might represent vertical sections
through magnetic tubes of force

in the horizontal plane about the
vertical electric field. (See
footnote, p, 487.)

Requirements of tbe Aerial System

From the foregoing the aerial system for any radar set must
conform to the following requirements :

—

() Possess the required directional properties when fimo
tioning at the selected carrier frequency.

() Maximum overall efficiency for transmitting and receiving

under conditions (a).

(c) Size and weight must be confined between any limits

specified, and with due regard to mechanical problems involved

in mounting and rotating the structure. It must also be rigid

and robust.

All practical aerials are directive to some extent. In general,

however, the term directive aerial refers to a radiating system
which has been designed deliberately to concentrate its radia-

tion in a relatively narrow beam.
R.F. energy can be reflected in much the same way as light

eneig^y, and imder similar conditions, inasmuch as the dimen-
sions of the reflector must be large compared to the wavelength
of the energy to be reflected.

Directional Effects

Directional effects are obtained by the use of two or more
aerials, so placed and phased, that radiation from the s}^tem
adds in some preferred direction and cancels in others.

A modification of this is a S3^tem of radiating elements,

disposed in such numbers and so positioned that a conunon
reflector of suitable dimensions causes radiation to take place

in the form of a beam.
Parabolic metallic reflecting surfaces may also be used to

beam.R.F. energy in a fashion simile to the beaming of lig^t

by a seardilight. This type of beam transmissimi is most
jnactical when frequencies are sufficiently hi|^ (coitimetre
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R.F. energy issuing from the flared end of the wave-guide floods the
parabola and is reflected as a beam narrow in the horizontal plane, but fairly

wide in the vertical plane. If the parabolic reflector is turn^ througn
90® in the vertical direction, the beam is narrow in the vertical plane and
broad in the horizontal plane.

waves) to permit the dimensions of the reflector to he compara-
tively small.

The study of the directive properties of a radiating imit or

aerial proper necessarily involves a detailed examination of the
electric field distribution. Accordingly, field strength may be
plotted against bearing thus producing a Cartesian diagram.

Alternatively, lengths proportional to field strength may be laid

off along radii from 0° to 360® with the aerial as centre, each
radius corresponding to a bearing as seen from the circum-

ference. This constitutes a polar diagram. Of the two, the

Cartesian diagram is probably the simplest and most widely

used.

These diagrams may be drawn to represent the electric field

CQnditions in the following circumstances ;

—

(a) When there are no grotmd reflections and the amal is

radiating into free space.

(6) "^Nhsa there are reflections from the ground wave and
surrounding objects.

(b) may be derived from (0) by superimposing algebraically
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upon («) the diagram of the distribution in space of the reflected

energy.

One set of diagrams must be drawn for radiation in the
horizontal direction and a second set (which may be widely
different from the first set) must be drawn to represent radiation

in the vertical directi6n.

Radiation Diagrams

It is important to bear in mind when stud3dng radiation

diagrams that the lobes shown do not define or bound the

distance of transmission or range. A lobe is merely a picture

or visual representation of the ratio field strength/bearing or

field strength angular radius.

For convenience, the maximum field strength measured along
the axis of a lobe is called loo per cent, for any particular

diagram. Field strengths shown on all other bearings by the

boundaries of the lobe are to be regarded as percentages of the
maximum.
Thus for another set of readings taken from the same aerial

at twice the distance, the field strengths on all bearings would
be less, but they would still all bear the same percentage
relation to the maximum as for the first set of readings.

Thus, if a receiver calibrated to read field strength is trans-

ported round an aerial in a circle of diameter not less than
100 wavelengths, when radiation is taking place continuously,

observed field strengths may be plotted against each bearing

of the aerial to give a horizontal radiation diagram. The
vertical diagram may be plotted by turning the aerial 90'’

about the axis of maximum radiation and proceeding as

before.

If a portable transmitter is substituted for the portable

receiver, diagrams can be plotted to show how well the aerial

can locate in azimuth or elevation the direction from which
signals are transmitted. •

Field strength is measured in terms of volts per metre, i.e.,

X volt per metre is equivalent to a potential of i volt induced
in an aerial i metre in height. This unit is too large for practical

purposes and the sub-unit of millivolts per metre, or micro-
volts per metre, is generally employed. At the higher fre-

quencies the electric field is usually greater at high altitudes

than near the ground, because of the cancellation caused by
ground reflection in the latter case.

In practice, since the aerial is never entirely isolated from
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(a)

RECOVER (HORIZONTML)

COMBMED TRANSMITTED AND COMBINED TnANSMBTEO AND

(c) (d)

327.—Typical radiation diagrams.

These diagrams were coastnicted from observations made when separate

aerials were employed for transmitting and receiving. In this case, the

combined diagram reflects the directivity for the entire system.
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surrounding objects, the velocity of the energy wave in the
aerial is never as great as its velocity in free space, thus at

frequencies above 30 megacycles the electrical length of the
aerial is approximately o-gs its physical length. ’

The following formula gives the physicd length of a half-

wave aerial for a given frequency :

—

492 X 0*95 468
1-

j j

where 1 = length in feet and f = frequency in megacycles.
The position of an aerial in space determines the polarisation

of the radiated wave. Thus an aerial which is vertical to earth
radiates a vertically polarised wave.*
For low frequencies the polarities remain unchanged whilst

the radiated field travels

through space. At high
frequencies polarisation
varies, sometimes quite

rapidly, because the wave
splits into several compo-
nents which follow different

paths. When the recombined
vectors are not parallel, the
point traced by the point of

the resultant vector may be
circular or elliptical. A
radiated field of this nature

is said to be a circular or eUiptically polarised field.

When aerials are close to the ground, vertically polarised

waves give a stronger signal close to the earth than do hori-

zontally polarised waves, but when transmitting and receiving

aerials are at least one wavelength above ground, the two
types of polarisation give approximately the same field inten-

sities near the earth's surface.

When the transmitting aerial is several wavelengths above
earth, horizontally polarised waves result in a stronger signal

close to the earth than is possible with vertical polarisation.

Power gain is a term used to express the power increase of

* In the case of non-directional propagation, the motion of the particles
of the medium is in all directions in the wave front, in all duectione
perpendicular to the direction ofpropagation ofthe waves. When propagatira
of electromagnetic energy is restricted to a given direction by the directional
properties and orientation of an aerial, tiie radiation is said to be pdaiised
ui &e direction of the electric field OrE vector.
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OJEMENT LENSTVI M TERMS OF FREE SF^ WBVELENGTH

(a)

(b>

Fig- 3i9.-^KB8ISTA^CB AND RBACTANCB AT 7BBD POINT DBTBRMtNBD BY
DZMBNSXONS.

(a) Reszstaxice^ and A dipoles plotted for two diameters.

tb) Variation ol*reactanoe at fM point with length, plotted lor two
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an aerial over a standard aerial used for comparison. The
standard aerial is usually a half-wave aerial and comparative
measurements are usuaUy taken in the optimum direction.

Aerial Impedance

The distribution of current and voltage in a half-wave aerial

is shown in Fig. 328. Since the aerial input impedance is

E
Z =

-j = VR* + the impedance varies all along the

aerial. It is a minimum at the centre and a maximum at the
ends. Resistance at feed point is determined by dimensions of

dipole (Fig. 329 (a) ).

The impedance of a - aerial erected in free space (a dipole) is
2

generally taken as 73 ohms at the centre and as 2,500 ohms
(allowing for losses) at the ends. Intermediate points have
intermefiate values of impedance.

Fig. 329 (b) is a plot of the input reactance of centre-fed

aerials of any length up to ^

.

Comparison of the thick and

thin curves illustrates clearly the effect of the diameter of the
wire.

The following facts emerge from a study of the curves :

—

(i) The aerial may be capacitative or inductive, according
to its length.

(2)

Abrupt chEinges of impedance always recur near the
X

2
point or multiples thereof.

(3) The point of intersection of the reactance curve with the
zero base line indicates the resonant lengths of the aerial.

(4) Since the curves are plotted in terms of “ free space
”

length, the effect of reduced

Fig. 330.—^Folded dipole or oodbleI

MATCHIMC TO A ^ DIPOLE (HlOB

UtPEOAMCB IMPDT),

wave motion velocity along
the aerial is shown by the
curves.

(5) Thus a half-wave aerial

is resonant only when it is

less than the “ free space
”

half wavelength. This fore-

shortening is caused by in-

creased capacitance asso-

ciated with•the elements.

(6) The aerial employing
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(a)

DIPOLE
CROSS SECTION WHEN
AERIAL IS VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL CROSS SECTION SHOWING
HORIZONTAL DIRECTIVITY OF VERTICAL

DIPOLE

(b)

CROSS SECTION WHEN AERIAL
IS HORIZONTAL

331*—Radiation pattern of dipoles.

Comparing (b) and (d), horizontal radiation of (b) is similar to the vertical
radiation of (d).

the larger diameter wire is foreshortened more than the one
using the smaller diameter wire because of the larger capacity
involved.

The input impedance of an aerial is affected by the presence
of nearby conductors.

Radiation Resistance

Radiation resistance is defined as the ratio of the total power
radiated to the square of the effective value of the maximum
current in the ra^ating S5retem. For a half-wave aerial this

value is approximately 73 ohms and equals the input resistance

of the centre of the aerial. For a A aerial at its current maximum
the radiation resistance is approximately 36-6 ohms.
The radiatipn resistance is affected by the height of the aerial

above ground and by its proximity to other nearby objects.

Other smaller losses are I*R. Corona* and insulatm: losses.

Since the input impedance 01 a single dipole is comparatively

* Sometimes loosely referred to as ** brushing.
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low, the feeder should be matched to this value. This is not

always convenient or desirable. In order to obtain a higher

impedance at the feed point two or more dipoles may be con-

nected as shown in Fig. 330. The input impedance is now
increased because the total length of the radiating element is

approximately one wavelength. The aerial is fed at high

voltage and with a low vdue of current. This half-wave

doublet consists of two paredlel closely spaced - wires con-

nected together at the ends and fed in phase.

With the aerial in free space the input impedance is about
300 ohms. Thus it is possible to connect an open-wire trans-

mission line of this impedance directly to the terminals of the

doublet without a matching transformer.

Fig* 331 shows the pattern of the energy radiated by a half-

wave dipole, (a), (b) and (c) with the dipole in the vertical

position, and (d) in the horizontal position. From current and

voltage distribution along a - dipole, it can be seen that a

vertical ^ dipole radiates equally in all directions in the hori-

zontal plane. Theoretically, in free space the vertical dipole

has no radiation along the direct line of its axis, but there is

considerable radiation at other angles measured to the line of

the axis. Due to varying vertical directivity of a vertical

dipole a field strength pattern taken in a horizontal plane
must specify the vertical angle of radiation for which the

pattern applies. This is demonstrated in Fig. 331 (c). The
radiation sdong OA is zero, but at the angle AOB th^e is

appreciable ra&ation, increasing still more at AOC, etc.

If a horizontal dipole is used, the free space pattern ^own
at Fig. 331 (b) applies if it is rotated 90®. Fig. 331 (d) shows
the cross-section for this pattern when cut in half, l^e maxi-
mtun radiation takes place vertically in a line perpendicular to

the aerial. As the angle decreases from 90® the radiation also
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TOPS OF U VERTICAL AERIALS
AS SEEN LOOraNG DOWN ON TNEM

(a) (b)

SURFACE OF PATTERN

(C)

DRIVEN

HORI2DNTAL RajTERN OF
DRIVEN ELEMENT AND
WVRASnX REFLECTOR

Fig. 333.—^Directional radiation resulting from combined fields of
SPACED AERIAL ELEMENTS.

(a) Vertical pattern resulting from — spacing (fore and aft) when fed 90®
4

out of phase.
(b) Horizontal pattern as in (a) looking down on the aerial.

(c) Surface of radiation about (a), (b) as it might appear in three dimensions.
(d) Horizontal pattern of driven element and parasitic reflector.

(e) Horizontal pattern of driven element and parasitic director.

decreases. Thus the horizontal dipole has a decided unidirec-

tional characteristic in the horizontal plane.

Where two aerials, A and B, a half-wave apart are erected

in phase, their radiation is concentrated along a line at right

angles to their plane (see Fig. 332).

Analysis. The cturents in aerials A and B are equal in value

and in phase.

Fidds of A and B are sinular in polarity, phase and
amplitude.

The delay time of fidd A to reach B «= 4-, c»: 180® or w.

A fidd cancds;B field.

P«IU K Z
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The same condition applies to energy radiated from A.

Radiation in the plane of A and B is practically zero.

But at any point at right angles to the plane of A and B the

radiated energy is in phase and additive.

This array gives a bi-directional field pattern and radiation

is in the plane at right angles to the array.

Let A and B be placed as in Fig. 333 (a) - apart and let

them be fed with equal currents having a phase angle of 90°.

The radiation pattern is now unidirectional, see Fig. 333 (a).

The time interval is now such that the radiated wave from

A reinforces B in the forward direction (to the right). But

waves leaving B for A find the wave leaving A 180° out of

phase and complete cancellation takes place to the left of A.

At other angles the waves add to give intermediate values,

see Fig. 333 (b) and (c).

If an aerial slightly longer than a - and not connected to a

power source is placed parallel to but slightly less than —

directly behind a driven
^
aerial it will act as a parasitic reflector.

It absorbs power and re-radiates it with such a phase relation to

the original radiation that the fields of the two aerials add in one

direction and subtract in the other, producing the pattern

shown in Fig. 333 (d).

A parasitic element shorter than placed parallel to and
z

slightly less than— ahead of a - aerial is a director. It absorbs
4 ^

power and re-radiates it with such a phase relation that the

fields of the two aerials again add in the direction of the director,

see Fig. 333 (e).

The field of the driven aerial induces in the reflector a voltage

and field which opposes the inducing field. For a properly

designed reflector the induced field is comparable in magnitude

to the inducing field. In practice the parasitic reflector is

assumed to set up about 85 per cent, of the field of the driven

aerial. Therefore only a small amoimt of energy from the

driven aerial can travel beyond the reflector.

The time delay is such that the field from the reflector

readiing the aerM is in phase and reinforces the aerial field.
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DIRECTOR REFLECTOR

ZERO AXIS
REPRESENTS FIELD
STRENGTH OF ^2
AERIAL WITHOUT
REFLECTOR OR
DIRECTOR

Ftg. 334 (a).—

R

elative power gains of parasitic arrays for different
DIRECTOR AND REFLECTOR SPACINGS.

A wide variety df fields can be obtained with only one
parasitic element. Two variables can change this pattern :

—

(a) The length or timing of the parasitic element.

(J) Spacing between driven element and parasitic element.

The parasitic element should be spaced
^

from the driven

element to provide the required cancellation and reinforcement

of the field of the driven aerial.

If the physical spacing is made less than 90®

(i)
for

thereasons of economy in space or mechanical efficiency,

required time delay must be provided electrically.

This adjustment depends upon the fact that current lags or

leads on the voltage induced in the psirasitic aerial according to

whether it is longer or shorter than resonant length so that

when ofE resonance it may behave inductively or capadtatively

.

If therefore the parasitic reflector is placed
-g

behind the

driven element the current in it must be made to lag 45®.

To do this the resonant frequraicy of the reflecting element

must be made slightly lower than that of the driven element,

so that it is sufficiently inductive to produce a 45® lag.

This means ffiat the reflector must be physically slightly

longer than the aerial.

Similar reascMiing applies to the spacing and length, of the

director which is placed in front of the aerial. If the spacing
m s|9
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(I)
R ' A
• •

(M-OI5X

DIRECTION OF FIELD

RAD
(2) • • T

R A D D

(3) • • * •

OHA “o-l-OISA

R A D D 0

(4 ) • • • • •
H 4- 4- H- 4

0-1 A OH A OH A 0-I-0H5A

Ftg. 334 (b).—

E

xamples ok multi-element parasitic aerial arrays (yagi).

A > DRIVEN AERIAL

D < FVIRASITIC DIREaOR

R - PARASITIC REFLKTOR

is less than - the length of the director must be shghtly less

than that of the aerial. It then acts as a ca^acitative reactance

and causes the current in the director to lead. Its length must
therefore be adjusted to provide the lead which will cause its

field to reinforce in the forward direction.

Fig. 334 (a) shows the power gain for director spacings in wave-
lengths between a half-wave director and its driven half-wave

rachator. Curve B shows the power gain for half-wave spacings

between the reflector and the driven half-wave radiator.

' From a consideration of the two curves, A for the director

and B for the reflector spacings, it will be seen that a reflector

provides only a very small amount of gain when placed at O'lO

from the driven element and that the gain falls off sharply at

spacings of about 0*015. The director, however, may have
useful gain at much sm^er spacings.

Several parasitic elements can be used in conjunction with

a driven aerial to increase further its directivity and power gain.

Various practical combinations are shown in Fig. 334 (b).

The following table shows the theoretical power gain of the

alternative arrays shown in Fig. 334 (b).

No, elements

2

3 •

4 .

5 .

Power gam
. 2-5

. 3*6

. 50

. 6*4

The advantages are apparent when a unidirectional beam
udth minimum front to back ratio is required
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335 shows the type
of pattern produced by multi-
element parasitic arrays or
Yagi aerials.

Phased Arrays

The two most widely used 335 — ipattbrn of yagi

systems of phased arrays
array.

are :
—

*

() Colinear.

() Broadside.

The colinear array consists of two or more
^

radiators placed

end to end and excited in phase.

Maximum radiation is perpendicular to the axis of the
elements and is bi-directional when the aerials are horizontal

and when no reflector is used. The vertical colinear aerial is

known as a Franklin aerial.

The broadside array consists of two or more elements placed
back to back or in parallel with one another.

The minimum radiation is broadside to the plane of the
elements and is also bi-directional.

Another S5retem sometimes used is the end fire array. This

consists of two or more
^

radiators placed parallel to each

other but excited out of phase. The exact phase difference

depends upon the separation and the desired pattern. The
maximum radiation is in the plane of the wires through the
centres of the elements. Radiation from the end fire array is

either bi-directional or unidirectional, depending upon the
separation and phase difference of the elements.

Colinear Arrays

The simplest form consists of two horizontal - aerials erected

in line with their free ends directly opposite and fed in phase,

see Fig. 336 (a).

* Initially, consideration is focused upon the shape of the beam formed
by the various arrays when no reflector is present, and the manner in which
the beam can be varied according to the number and disposition of the dipole
elements forming the array. Without reflectors, the beams are bi-directional.

They do aflect beam formation, but apart £rom making the beam uni-
Erectional they also contribute to the energy which the uni directional beam
gains.
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I
—Ul^

FEED POINT FEED POINT FEED POINT

(a)

(b')

THREE ELEMENTS

(C')

FOUR ELEMENTS

Ftg . 336.—Horizontal field patterns for horizontal colinear arrays.

The resulting radiation is in a direction at right angles to

the plane of the aerial conductors. Two-, three- and four-

element arrays together with their field patterns are shown in

Fig- 336 (a, a'), (b, b') and (c. c').

Note. The beam becomes sharper as the number of elements
placed end to end is increased.

Two - sections in phase give a power gain approximately

1-6 greater than a single - aerial. Three sections give a gain

of 2-6 and four sections approximately 3-2.

When a colinear system is oriented horizontally it has
most of its directivity in the horizontal plane. When vertically

erected, most directivity is in the vertical plane.

A colinear array may be made unidirectional by use of

reflecting wires or a sm^ reflecting screen.

Bn»dside Arrays

If colinear elements are stacked above and below another
set of similar elem^ts, the result is a broadside array. It is

sometimes used with a sheet-metal or screen reflector. High-
power gains may be obtained with this arrangement, depending
upcm the placing, number and tuning of the dements.



337‘—Broadside array.

Fig. 337 shows a broadside array consisting of a number of

- sections arranged to concentrate energy into a horizontally
2

narrow beam and at very low angles above the horizon.

This low-angle radiation is obtained by arranging several

in-phase - aeriails one above the other and s^arating them by -

.

2 *2
This method of stacking dipoles practically eliminates vertical

radiation.

Equivalent polarisation and voltages on all adjacent elements

are separated by This separation is accomplished by spacing

the aerials - apart vertically and by transposing the trans-
2

mission lines between aerial sections.

Without a reflector this aerial would radiate a narrow

beam of en^gy in both directions at right angles to the jdane

of the conductors,.
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PLANE cy REFLECTOR

Fig. 338.

—

Field pattern

Unidirectional operation can be
obtained by erecting a similar array

of parasitic reflectors from — to -
10

behind the driven aerial. Better
results are obtained by using a metal
sheet or screen reflector.

Fig- 338 shows typical energy
distribution from an array as in

Fig. 337 but with a reflector added.
The beam is about 20® wide.

If a narrower beam is required,

additional units may be added either

horizontally or vertically, depending
FOR BROADSIDE ARRAY qii the direction in which it is desired
WITH REFLECTOR.

to restrict radiation.

The pattern may be made narrower in the vertical plane by
stacking many elements one above the other. Similarly, the

horizontal pattern may be made narrower by adding more
elements alongside one another.

These arrays can be used with the elements placed either

vertically or horizontally.

Ground Reflection

The total radiation from an aerial is made up of two com-
ponents. One component leaves the aerial directly, the other

is a groimd reflection which appears to come from an under-

ground image of the real aerial.

Pig. 339.—Reflected eav from

The image is considered to

be as far below the ground
as the aerial is above it.

Also the aerial need not be
placed at the surface to

produce the image. The
image concept hol^ equally

well for aerials above the
surface and for aerials' in

front of large flat ^eets of

conducting material. The
image aerial assumes a
variety of forms depending
upon the type of soil

adjacent to ^ the aerial

(Fig- 339)-
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AERIAL

ip

IMASE

(I)

/ j

» j

\ !
\ I

.1

(a) (3)
'«

' 'N

(4) (5)

340—Current distribution in real and image aerials

Fig. 34D shows current distribution for real aerials along
with their images. It is particularly noticeable that the
currents in the horizontal aerial and its image are flowing in
opposite directions and are therefore 180° out of phase

( (4) and
(5) ) , The cuirent in the vertical aerial and its image are flowing
in the same direction and are in phase

{
(i), (2) and (3) ).

Hence the resultant field strength may be either twice the
strength from the real aerial alone or zero field strength or
some intermediate value dependmg upon the direction and
location of the point at which the field strength is measured.

Fig. 341, vertical polar diagrams, are used to show the
result of ground reflection for aerials of various heights.

Noie. These graphs are not plans of the radiation patterns
of vertical aerials. They represent multiplying factors arising
as a result of ground reflection and are applied to the theoretical
free space pattern in order to ascertain the resultant form of
the energy distribution.

As Men from the graphs in Fig. 341, the reinforcement of
fields in some areas and their subtractions or cancellations in
other areas when applied to the free space pattern, produce
a non-uniform field pattern (see Fig. 342).
Thus where reinforcement occurs, lobes are produced, and

where cancellations take place, gaps are in evidence.
The iham factors that determine the angle of elevation of

the lobes £^d gaps in the vertical polar diagram are ;

—

(a) Wavelength.

(&) Height of aerial above earth,,
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If the height of the

aerial is large compared
with the wavelength, the
first lobe is at a very low
angle.

Vertical Pattern of a Direc-
tional Array

If the array is located

horizontallynear the earth,

all values of the free space
pattern must be multiplied

by the factor shown in

Fig. 341. The resultant

vertical pattern developed
from Figs. 342 (a) and
342 (b) is shown at Fig.

342 (c).

The funflamental prin-

ciples of aerial design for

use at micro-wavelengths
are the same as those for

use at lower frequencies.

Micro-wave multi-ele-

ment parasitic arrays
occupy very small space.

Similarly, parabolic and
hom-type reflectors which
would be too bulky at

lower frequencies become
practicable at micro-wave-
lengths because , of their

physical size and desirable

because of their high

efficiencies.

Micro-waves have
characteristics very similar
to those of light waves and
therefore the* parabolic

reflector is an obvious

application at these fre-

quencies (Fig. 343 (a) ).

If a dipole is placed at

50;

(a)

VERTICAL PATTERN OF NOJ^IZONTAL
ARRAY IN FREE SPACE

O -25 . -5 -75 10 1-25 1-5 1*75 20
GROUND REFLECTION RACTOR
HORIZONTAL AERIAL \ HIGH

90 80 70 60

*1^ *5 *75 10 1*25 hS F75 20
DIRECTIONAL PATTERN IN A PLANE
PERPENDICULAR TO THE EARTH OF AN
ARRAT OF HORIZONTAL AERIALS life A
above EARTH Ue. THE RESULTANT OF _
SUPERIMPOSING PATTERN (a) ON PATTERN (b^

Fig. 342.—Pattern of energy distribu-
tion (c) DUS TO the combined FIELDS
OF (a) and (b).

This illustrates the manner in which
the lobe or free' space pattern (a^ is modi-
fied by the ground renection pattern (b)

to a resultant as shown at (c).
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NOTE: IF C IS THE

CENTRE OF CURVATURE THEN F IS
MiqWAV BETWEEN R(THE SURFACE
OF THE REFLECTOR)AND C. THE
ANGLE OF REFLECTION IS EQUAL
TO THE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
EITHER SIDE OF THE NORMAL TO
the REFLECTING SURFACE. THE
NORMAL IS EVERYWHERE THE
RADIUS C R /. ALL REFLECTED
WAVES WILL BE PARALLEL. THE
APERTURE ifi THE ANGLE CDE

MUST BE SMALL

W/VEFRONTS AFTER REFLECTION

Fig 343 (a) —Concave reflector.

the focal point A in Fig. 343 (b) the concave reflector

concentrates the radiation from the dipole into a beam.
A parabolic reflector converts spherical waves radiated by

the dipole into vertical lines that represent th^ wavefront

after reflection. The equation of the parabola is = 4ax,

where a = distance between focus and vertex.

Fig. 343 (b) shows the cross-sectional view of a rotatable

paraboloid excited by a vertical aerial located at the focal

point inside the paraboloid.

A hemispherical shield is used to direct all radiation back
towards the parabolic surface.

This results in :

—

() Elimination of direct radiation.

() Sharper beam.
(c) Power is conserved.
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The radiation pat-
tern (typical) is shown
in Fig. 344 (a) and (b).

Very narrow beams are

possible with this type
of reflector.

Cylindrical para-

boloids with open or

closed ends are also

employed, see Fig. 345.
These reflectors have a
curvature in one plane,

usually horizontally.

They are excited nor-

mally by an aerial

placed parallel to the

(a) (b)
PATTERN IN FATTERN N

HORIZONIAL PLANE VERTICAL PLANE

344 —^Typical radiation pattern for
RADIATOR AS IN FIG. 343 (b).

cylindrical surface and located at the axis of the paraboloid.
The focus should be well within the mouth of the device for

maximum efficiency as an interceptor and reflector. Fig. 326 (c)

illustrates a typicjil radiation S5Tstem in which the electro-

magnetic energy from the guide termination is used to flood

a reflector (” cheese " type).

of transmission systems open top
t JJ-J li.1 bottom

Radiation into Free Space from Termination of a Wave-guide
Feeder System.

The only practical solution to the problem of the trans-

ference of electromag. parabouc parabouc
netic energy from one |H sajpace surface

point of a S3Tstem to |H
another, by means of HH
guided waves of low, high

and ultra-high frequen- BM|
|

cies, has been the use /
of transmission lines of BIIH
open-wireorcoaxialtype. H
Tlieadvent ofmicro-wave I ' bctms
transmission and recep-

tion technique has
opened up the possibility ^
of the use of other t3Tpes

' ' '

'

PARABOUC
SURFACE

EXCITING
^VERTKAL
AERIAL AT
FOCUS

f EXQTM
ABBAL?
FOCUS

WITH CLOSED TOP
AND SOnOM

forguidi^wavesatthese ^
fr^uenci^. RADUXION from DXFOLSSa
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SUITABLE

termination
TO A CIRCULAR GUIDE

(a) RECTANGULAR (b) PYRAMIDAL (c) CONICAL

Fig 346.—^Typical terminations for rectangular and circular
WAVE-GUIDES

Of these new types of transmission systems, the one of

most practical importance is the hollow feeder. This consists

of a hollow tube of conducting material of suitable cross-

sectional shape and dimensions, circular or rectangular, through
which electromagnetic energy can be " piped '' * in the form
of wave-trains (see Appendix II).

There is no go-and-retum circuit in the ordinary sense of

current theory. Whereas in the case of ordinary current-

carrying conductors, the electromagnetic energy is regarded

as being transported by the current within the conductor
itself, the main bulk of the energy transported in a hollow
feeder resides in the hollow interior of the tube, and the only
currents involved are the circulatory flow of electrons induced
on the inner surface of the tube by the oscillatory fields adjacent

to this surface or boundary.
On reaching the open end of a tubular feeder, waves are

radiated into free space in the form of a directional beam
containing a main lobe centred on the axis of the feeder, guide

or tube, and a number of subsidiary side lobes. The angular
width of the main beam, in planes parallel and perpendicular

to the emergent electric field, will depend upon the dimensions
of the aperture of the tube in terms of wavelength.

It can be shown that narrow beam width is associated with
large tube apertures. Improved directivity of the beam can,

therefore, be obtained by flaring the ends of the tube.

Thus a rectangular tube can be flared in the form of a
sectoral horn, to produce a beam which is sharp in the plane
of the longer sides and comparatively broad in the plane of

the shorter sides. The actual beam angles obtained depend

When wave-guides are employed, the form of construction for trans-
ferring electromagnetic energy in radar terminology is frequently referred to
as plumbing/'
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upon the length and angle
of flare of the horn. Similar
results hold for conical horns
at the ends of circular tubes.

Thus there is a remarkable
similarity between the laws
governing the directivity of

aerial arrays and those which
determine the beam angl6 of

radiation from flared wave-
guides.

Likewise, it can be shown
that the receiving pattern
or collecting properties of

flared horns, relative to

electromagnetic energy

347. — Corner reflector
ERECTED BY DIPOLE.

travelling in free space and at suitable frequency, follows

very closely the transmitting directivity pattern.

Horn-type Radiators

Horn-type radiators are frequently used and are very
practical. The dimensions must be large compared with wave-
length. This requirement is not difficult to meet for ultra-high

frequencies (micro-waves), and they have the advantage of

being usable over a wide frequency band. The operation of

the device is comparable in some respects to that of an acoustic

horn. The throat, however, of an acoustic horn usually has
dimensions much smaller than the sound wavelength for which
it is used, whereas the electromagnetic horn must have throat
dimensions comparable to the wavelength being used.

Hom-type radiators may be conveniently used with, wave-
guides, since they serve the dual purpose of matching the
impedance of the wave-guide to free air and at the same time
produce a directive pattern.

The application of a horn is not confined to wave-guide
operation, since they may be fed by a coakial or other type
of transmission line.

An electromagnetic horn may take a variety of shapes,

see Fig. 346 (a) to (c). The shape of the horn and dimensions

of the mouth measured in wavelengths determine the field

pattern shape for a given magnitude and the jffiase distribution
' of the field produced across the mouth of the horn. In general,

the longer the opening of the horn, the more directive is the
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resulting field pattern. An opening of approximately 5A
produces a radiated major lobe of about 30“.

Comer Reflector

The comer reflector aerial consists of two flat sheets which
meet at an angle to form a comer, see Fig. 347. This type of

reflector is normally driven by a - dipole which bisects the

comer with maximum radiation in the horizontal plane.

This type has a somewhat larger gain than the parabolic

type. The gain is greatest when the distance S is A and the
angle between the sides is 45®. The sheets are made the same
height as the dipole which excites the corner and about 2A

on a side. The side length is not critical, but the dipole should
bisect the angle accurately.
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RADAR AERIAL SYSTEMS—FEEDER SYSTEMS

Choice of the feeder system to be employed is determined
basically by the transmitting and receiving imits employed,
the radiating system and the layout.

An open-wire transmission line is simple, cheap to construct

and maintain, and is very efficient at the lower frequencies.

It suffers from the great disadvantage, however, that due to
the necessary spacing of the conductors, radiation takes place

from the fe^er itself, which results in increased losses. The
higher the frequency the greater are the losses.

The coaxial line has the main advantage over the open-wire
line of being completely shielded. Since the energy is conveyed
entirely within the outer conductor, none of it is lost through
radiation.

At very high frequencies the saving in power is considerable.

In addition, the space occupied by its installation is small
and the method of mounting is very simple, since the outer

surface is at earth potential.

The disadvantages of the coaxial line are :

—

(a) Exact matching is complicated.
• (b) The peak power is limited by the spacing of the con-

ductors.

(c) Moisture must be excluded if the breakdown point is to

be kept high, i.e., if the peak power-canning capacity of the

cable is to be preserved.
*

{d) The coimection to the aerial is usually balanced to earth,

.the coaxial line has one side earthed and ^is necessitates the

use of a balance converter.

(s) The losses in a coaxial line become excessive at wave-
lengfths Sorter than lo cm.

TYaiwmisskm Line CoostacucUon

Fig. 348 is an example of open-wire transmission line con-

stmctuxu
For wavelengths of 10 cm. and less, wave^;uides are usuaUy

emi^oyed. At a frequency of 3.000 megacnc^ the dimensions

of a guide are such as to render its use practicable. The
losses are mtuh smaller in wave-guides and they have the
» m jij I, L
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additional advantage of simplicity in construction and the

moisture problem is more easily solved.

System Using Separate Aerials

Fig. 349 shows a simple feeder system such as might be
applied when separate aerials are used for transmitting and
receiving. In this case no T.R. switch is required, and beam
switching is not employed.
A coaxial line is used to eliminate possible radiation and

prevent stray pick up of R.F. energy by receiver and indicator.

Note the following points :

—

(1) Output coupling circuit tuned to transmitter by C.

(2) Slides A and A' adjusted for an impedance of 70 ohms
(the characteristic impedance of the transmission line).

(3) The open-wire transmission line from A and A' to the
coaxial line A'B is very short and has only a small effect on
the impedance that is seen looking from the output coupling
to the coaxial line.

(4) The line balance converter B is used to prevent R.F.
energy Appearing on the outside of the outer conductor

of the coaxial line. It has
no matching effect. (See

Appendix I, " Transmission
Lines.”)

Fig. 348.—^Transmission line con-
struction EMPLOYING SHORTED
A
- SECTIONS AS INSULATORS.
4

Note. AB is a metal member of
a self-supporting mast or tower.

CC' and DD' are - sections
• 4

shorted by the metal member to
which they are attached. EE' and
FF' are open-wire transmission
lines. This form of construction is

only possible for one fixed frequency,
f.^., that frequency which makes the

- sections resonant and, therefore,
4
causes them to act as insulators.

Impedance at resonance
approaches infinity. This construc-
tion is cheap and efficient but is

possible only when one fixed fre-

quency is employed.6
*
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(5) The rotating joint is generally built into the aerial

pedestal.

(6) The characteristic impedance of the coaxial line is

70 ohms.

(7) The impedance of the aerial is approximately 190 ohms
at the feed point.

(8) The impedance transformer makes an approximate
match between coaxial line and aerial.

(9) The characteristic impedance of the transformer which

is - section of open-wire line is given by :

—

4
Zq = Vyo X 190 ohms — 115 ohms (approx.).

(10) To reduce standing waves to a minimum, a closer

match is necessary than is possible with the transformer alone.

(11) Matching stubs are used for this purpose.

(12) At the junction of the coaxial line (unbalanced) with

the two-wire impedance transformer (balanced) another line

converter is required. No converter is required at the other

end of the impedance transformer since both lines are balanced.

The receiving aerial follows similar practice.

Aerial System for Micro-Wave Transmisrion

Fig. 350 is the schematic diagram of an aerial system suitable

for insts^tion in an aeroplame employed on surface recon-

naissance. Size and weight are of first-rate importance. In

order to fulfil the radar requirements for this particular applica-

tion, the installation has the following specification :

—

Carrier frequency, 3,000 megacydes.
Pulse width, 2 microseconds.

p.r.f., 800.

Display, P.P.I.

Aerial rotation, 20 r.p.m.

Average power input, 250 watts.

Peak power, 50 kW.
Coaxial transmission line (not wave-guide m this instance)

since a dipole is to be fed.

The aerial system includes ;

—

(a) Coaxial transmission line.

(b) T.R. switch.

(c) The radiating elements which condst of a dipole with

reflector and a parabolic reflector togeth^. vnth rotating and
tfltpg mechanisms.

(i) Transmisam and rece|>tion common aerial.
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The coaxial R.F. trans-

mission line has a
characteristic impedance
of 50 ohms. The mag-
netron is matched during

transmission to the line

by an impedance trans-

former A built into the

output connection of the

magnetron.
The rotating joints at

E and F permit rotation

in azimuth and tilting for

elevation (see Fig. 350). The two coaxial collars which
form part of the line act as chokes (see Appendix II). The

distance D— is electrically ~ but physically shorter because of

the increased capacity due to dielectric. In Fig. 351 the short
circuit at D is reflected to E as a high impedance. Since E to E'

is also
2
the high impedance at E appears as a short circuit at E'.

jr,
4

351*—Detail of rotating joint

Therefore the R.F. energy sees a continuous conductor at D and
one section of the line can be rotated freely relative to the other
section without appreciable loss of energy. The inner conductor
appears continuous at point Z because of the low capacitative
reactance between the mating ends.

At its termination the outer conductor is short circuited

at the cylindrical reflector J to provide mwhanical support
for the line (see Fig. 352). The dipole I I' is mounted

Fig. 35*.—Detah. ov AXsiAi..

- from J.

I' is connected to the
inner line vid th,e aperture.

A line balance converter
H is used to isolate the
earthed outer surface of

the coaxial line from
element I'.

' The feed point impe-
dance of the dipole is

approximately 60 ohms.
This impedance is reflected

to transformer G by
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the - section of line connected to the dipole.

This transformer G is - section of line with changed charac-

teristic impedance to match 50-ohm coaxial line to the 6o-ohm
aerial feed point.

T.R. switches are dealt with collectively in the next chapter.

General Characteristics of Wave-Guide Feeder Systons
The attenuation-frequency characteristic of a wave-guide is

vastly superior to that of a transmission line, whilst a coaxial
line will transmit 3,000 Mc/s waves with an attenuation of

•5 db. per metre ; a wave-guide designed for a corresponding
frequency shows an attentuation factor of only -05 db. per
metre.

Like a transmission line, a wave-guide presents an impedance
to a source of electromagnetic energy which feeds it. An
intrinsic property of a wave-guide of uniform cross-section,

analogous to the surge impedance of a transmission line, is the
wave impedance (Zg). However, Zg differs for different types

and modes of waves propagated, e.g., for E waves Zg= laowA
A

^
ohms and for H waves Zg = izow A ohms, where A = wave-

length in free space, Ag = wavelength within the guide and A
is the area of the guide in sq. cms.
A resistive film of impedance Zg placed across the guide will

absorb all the travelling energy in a wave of the appropriate
mode, and since no portion of the wave is reflected, no standing
waves appear along the guide.

If the termination is of value other than Zg, partial absorp-

tion and partial reflection of the wave takes place, and standing

waves are generated along the guide. Similarly, if the load
impedance is numerically equal to Zg, but not a pure resistance,

the reactive elements will introduce a phase difference resulting

in reflection and standing waves along the guide.

Matching adjustments are made, as for transmission lines,

to reduce standing waves and consequent loss of power to a
minimum.

Short-circuit and open-circuit terminations set up standing

waves in a guide by reflection. Also resonant lengths of guide

can be adjusted to provide transformations similar to those

obtained with quarter- and half-wave lines.
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It is possible to design joints between different portions of

a guide system where no mechanical connection is possible

{e.g., between a rotating and stationary section of a guide),

in which the mechanically open circuit appears as an electrical

short circuit to the wave. This is effected by the resonant

properties of the region of space between the Section of wave-
guide.

The wave impedance of a wave-guide of non-uniform cross-

section contains, in general, both resistive and reactive

elements ; thus obstructions of any kind, placed in the path of

waves travelling in a guide of uniform cross-section, may
introduce reactive terms in the impedance presented to the

travelling waves. The nature of these reacteinces depends
upon the geometry of the obstacles, together with their position

and orientation in the guide.

The interposition of any obstacle within a wave-guide will,

in general, necessitate the introduction of a tuning adjustment
calculated to annul the reactive component presented by the

obstacle and, therefore, to reduce the S.W.R.
In the design of practical systems of feeders, it is necessary

to introduce bends in the guide. In general, the effect of a

bend or discontinuity is to cause reflection due to the comer
not looking like Zg. By rounding off the comer suitably, the

impedance can be made to look like Zg and the wave passes

round the comer without appreciable loss.

Wave-guide Aerial System

Examples of micro-wave aerial systems with wave-guide
feeders are shown in Figs. 353, 354 and 355.

Fig- 353 shows a complete aerial s}^tem using both circular

and rectangular >rave-guides.

(1) The magnetron output is applied vid coaxial line and
smaU coupling loop to the wave-guide.

(2) The shorting plunger may be adjusted to cause a voltage

maximum in the wave-guide
^
away, and propagation in the

Hoi Mode.
'

(3) Maximum output is obtained by the employment of

a matching stub to tune out the reactive elements.

(4) The wave-guide is excited in the Hoi MO^e.*

* For txuiBinissicm Unw. t|ie plaae of pcdarimtion of the waves at say
pdnt la the field is defined as the plane contaioing ttte S vector add 'the

diiectloa of propagatioii.
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Elactiomagnetic mergy from, the wave-guide termination floods the

paraholmd. Outout of the magnetron is coup&l by ooaadal line to the guide,

and title three blungm can be adjusted for minimum standing wave ratio.

trmmormer (x) matches the impedance of ^ in. rectangular section to

theinltial «| in. sectitott. Transformer (2) mati^bes the 3 in. rectangulars^<m
to the 3**in* circular section. mode of the rectangular guide it

converted to a synunetrical mode m the fixed portion of the circular >

gtdde.
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(5) The guide plunger also adjusts the standing wave ratio

in the guide and so varies the coupling.

(6) Near the rotating joint the rectangular guide is changed
to a 3-in. circular guide excited in the Eoi mode.

(7) Note the expansion joint and choke. (For theory and
details of the choke, see Appendix II.) The gap is variable and

therefore the side slots are - deep and less than— in width, so
4 xo

that they form resonant circuits which present an open circuit

at the outer edges of the flanges. This open circuit is reflected

to the guide - away as a short circuit
4

cally. This short circuit is maintained by the side slots as the
expansion joint opens or closes.

(8)

The rotating joint is similar in principle to (7) except
that the gap is fixed and the choke is sini^iler. Two flat flanges

are attached either side of the break with fixed spacing of less

than — . The flanges form the equivalent of two sides of a

- line open circuited at the outer end. The energy in the

guide sees this high impedance reflected as a short circuit

which confines the energy within the guide.

(9) The 3-in. guide continues to the aerial and directs the
energy at a parabolic reflector.

(10) The electric field is transposed in the circular guide since

it is propagated there in the ^01 mode. Thus in passing through
the rotating joint the energy undergoes a change in relative

polarity (see Appendix II).

(11) If a circular guide is rotated 90° relative to fixed

rectangular guide, the E and H vectors may be thought of as

rotating with it. Consequently, at 90® there is no relative

change in polarisation as determined by the direction of the

E vector, but at other angular positions between o® and 90®,

polarisation varies between vertical and horizontal in the

circular guide. This iS one of the difficulties encountered at

the drciflar joint. However, by transforming the mode
in the rectangular guide to an Eoi mode in the fixed circular

guide, a symmetrical pattern is obtained. This permits the

drcular guide above the joint to be rotated, through any angle

relative to the fixed guide below the joint, without affecting

the pattern in either one or the other. Since it is obviously
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undesirable and inefficient

to propagate two modes
simultaneously in the cir-

cular guide, special precau-
tions must be taken to

eliminate the H and other
undesirable modes from the
fixed circular guide section,

either by suppression using
obstacles, or by dimensioning
the guide so that they cannot
exist.

Constant vertical polarisa-

tion can alternatively be
maintained by xising a co-

axial line (short section) as

the rotating joint.

In Fig. 354 the rectangular

guide is terminated in a
slightly larger section and
shorted at the end. Two
tuning plugs a,djust for

impedance match to the en-

larged section.

The coaxial line has its

inner conductor extended

354—Rotating joint in which
A DIPOLE, COAXIAL CABLE AND
PROBE ARE USED TO MAINTAIN
UNIFORM POLARISATION DURING
ROTATION.

into the rectangular guide as a voltage probe and into the

circular guide as one-half of the dipole fastened to it.

The dioke slot is bent back on itself and has a total

length of
A
2'

so that the short at the end of the slot is reflected

as a short across the gap of the joint.

Polarisation is maintained for all angles by the position of

the dipole in the guide, since the dipole moves with the upper
guide and the probe is stationary relative to the axis.

Rectangular Guide System

Fig. 355 illustrates a system suitable for 3 cm.
(i) The magnetron is manufactured with the inner conductor

of a coaxial line in place. This conductor is formed into a
coupling loop within the magnetron and' into an expanded
voltage probe in the guide. The magnetron plugs into the

side of a r«:tangular guide throi^ a collar which forms the
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outer conductor of the coaxial cable. The length of the inner

conductor is made an odd number of
4

(2) A tuning plunger in the end of the rectaingular guide is

adjusted for maxunum energy transfer, i.e., minimum S.W.R.

(3) The guide conve5rs energy to a cavity rotating joint

where the mode of excitation is changed from Hoi to Em.

(4) The conversion is accomplished by means of a large-

diameter tuning plug in the end of the cavity. This plug

rotates the electric fidd through 90°.

(5) A second plug in the other end of the cavity couples it

to the rectangular guide feeding the aerial.

(6) A metal plate is fastened along an equipotential line

across the open end of the guide to support a parasitic dipole

aerial.

(7) The metal plate has a second plate fastened to it at right

angles, forming a reflector for the R.F. energy from the dipole

(8) A dipole is placed - in front of the reflector plate and
4

is excited parasitically by the direct and the reflected fields

issuing from the end of the wave-guide.

(9) The dipole now radiates energy at the parabolic mirror

and this radiates the R.F. energy into space as a narrow beam.

(10) The main advantage of this system is that the feed

enters from the back of the parabolic reflector and therefore

large metal masses in front of the reflector are avoided.

The complete aenal system for the radiator shown in Fig.

326 (c), p. 489, is illustrated in Fig. 356. The technical

specincation of the associated equipment is :

—

Wavelength .... 3*20 cm.
Pulse width . . . . | m. sec.

p.r.f 500 c.p.s.

Peak power . . . -40 kW.

In this instance the Hqi mode is propagated in the rect-

angular guide and is changed to Epi in the circular guide at

the rotating joint. The Em mode in the circular guide is

(hanged back to Hm in the final rectangular section, a trans-

former being used to match the termination or outlet.

Two stub wave transformers are used to change from Hi
mode to Eq mode for the circulm: guide. Since the circnlar

guide diameter is if in. at 3 cm., this guide would trsnsmit

two modes, an Hj mode {guide wavelength 4'a4 cm.) and
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DIPOLE EXCITED BY RF. DIRECTLY
RECEIVED FROM OnpETERMINAnON .

AND
BY REFLECTION Fl^ THE REFLECTOR
THE ENERGISED DIPOLE FLOODS THE
PN^ABOLOID WHICH BECOMES THE

ACTUAL RADIATOR

PARABOUC REFLECTOR

2
*
CIRCULAR OOTY

(FIXED)

TUNING PLUG
COUPUN6 RJ%
ENERGY Fr6m
THE FEED
CAVITY TO THE
ROTATING CAVriY
WITH MINIMUM

SW.R.

TUNING PLUG
FOR ROTTATINS.
THE FIELD 90*

GUIDE
(rectangular)

PROBE

TUNING PLUNGER

Pzg ,
35c.—

R

ectangular guide aerial feed employing resonant
CAVITIES AT THE ROTATING JOINT,

The Hoi field of the rectangular guide is turned through 90® in the fixed

cavity so that an E01 mode is produced there. This system also employs a

parasiticaily-fed dipole.

an Eo mode (guide wavdength 6 21 cm.). The undesirable Hj

ro^e is elimina1;ed by proper adjustment of the stub l^gths

at the drculai’ guide distant end. The stubs to mid-line of

ends of the rectangular guides are ^
of a guide wavelength for
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Fig. 356.

—

Complete aerial system for the set shown
IN FIG. 320 (a), EXAMPLE 3, pp. 469/470.

Note, The two distinct types of waves which may exist in a wave-guide
are :

—

(1) H waves in which the E vector exists at every point in a direction

perpendicular to the direction of propagation, but has no axial component,
whilst the H vector has components in directions both along and perpendicular
to the direction of propagation.

(2) E waves in which the H vector has no axial component but the E
vector has.

In guides of suitable dimensions, both E and H waves can exist in a doubly
infinite series of modes. (The analogy with the singly infinite series of modes
represented by a fundamental note and its harmonics may be mentioned,
but it does not bear any very close comparison.)

In general, the higher the order of the wave modei the higher is the '' cut-ofi

or critical frequency.
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mode, consequently a high impedance is presented to this

mode. Also the overall length of the circular section is made

an odd number of — guide wavelengths for the Hj mode. If
4

this length was resonant for the Hi mode, an appreciable

amount of undesirable Hi mode would be set up in the circular

guide.

The length of the stubs is approximately - wave-guide

lengths for the Eq mode and, therefore, the entrance to the

circular guide appears as a low impedance point to the Eq
mode.

Inductive irises in the rectangular guide match out residual

reflections and give a very low standing wave ratio.

The upper section of rectangular guide after leaving the

circular section is twisted through 90° and terminated in a
flared horn to which it is matched by inductive irises.

Inductive irises are also used to match the T.R. switch to the

guide.

The matching screw probe between local oscillator and
crystal is to prevent standing waves due to R.F. energy
reflected by the crystal.

Matching is performed by varying the depth of penetration

of the matching screw into the guide.
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RADAR AERIAL SYSTEMS—DUPLEXING SYSTEMS

T.R. AND T.B. SWITCHES

Whenever a single aerial is used for both transmitting and
receiving (duplex), the problem arises of ensuring that maxi-
mum use is made of the available energy.

Selection of suitable switching arrangements is controlled

by the following considerations :

—

{a) Protection of the receiver input circuits.

(ft) The mixer input circuit for micro-wave operation is

subject to damage more easily than the comparatively sturdy
R.F. amplifiers which form the input circuit at lower fre-

quencies. Special protective measures must therefore be
taken for micro-wave operation.

(c) Apart from protection of the receiver from actual

damage, the T.R. switching must be sufficiently adequate to
prevent (in conjunction with a gating wave), receiver paralysis.

{d) Efficiency requires that losses of transmitter energy in

the receiver circuit or receiver energy in the transmitter circuit

should be avoided as much as possible.

Principle of T.R. Switching

The principle of T.R. switching can be applied to wave-
guides equally well as to open and coaxial transmission lines.

In the former case - and - sections of wave-guides are sub-
4 ^

stituted for similar sections of line and resonant cavities take

the place of resonant - sections.

Fig. 357 serves to illustrate the principle and simplest form
of T.R. switching.

The switching action is accomplished by the spark gap in

conjunction with the
^
and

^
lines with which it is associated.

The spark gap itself makes a reasonably good switch, because
it is an open circuit until the voltage across it rises sufficiently

to break it down by axe over.

548
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AERIAL
INPUT

IMPEDANCE
250n

357 *—Open wire t.r. switch.

The pnnciple is based upon the properties of - and - sections of transmitting
4 2

line. A — section terminated in a high impedance at one end reflects a low

impedance at the other end A ~ section reflects to the open end the

impedance with, which it is terminated at the closed end. (See Appendix I

)

The arc is formed by ionisation of the gas or vapour between

the electrodes. Once the process of ionisation has been started,

it can be maintained by a very low voltage, and the resistance

of the gap in this condition resembles a short circuit.

The ionised gap voltage is independent of the applied

power, so that its resistance in the arc-over condition varies

inversely with the power consumed in the gap.

Air at atmospheric pressure requires about 30,000 volts

per inch of gap to start the arc, but the running voltage is

about 50 volts. Both voltages depend upon the pressure and
the gas or vapour used.

In order to simplify matters, it is assumed that the charac-

teristic impedance of the transmission line, the feed-point

resistance of the aerial, the input impedance of the receiver

and the output impedance of the transmitter are all 250 ohms.

It is also asfinmftd that the transmitter output impedance

during resting time rises to 5»ooo ohms. Hie resistance of the

gslp conducting may be approximately 50 ohms.

(i) The transmitting pulse divides at the T junction, part

goes to the aerial and part to the spark gap, which it breaks

down.
U M
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A

4

(2) As a result, 50 ohms^is placed across the 250-ohm line

from the T joint.

(3) As seen from the T junction, the
^

line terminated in

50 ohms appears to have an input impedance of Z = 250^

50
1,250 ohms.*

(4) Most of the transmitting energy now goes to the aerial,

since it termii^ates the line in Zq, i.e., 250 ohms, as against the

alternative path of 1,250 ohms impedance.

(5) In effect, just sufficient energy goes to the spark gap
branch to keep the spark alive, the balance goes to the
aerial.

At the end of the transmitted pulse the gap is de-ionised,

and received signals arriving at the T junction see a low
impedance path to the receiver, that path being terminated in

Zfl. The path to the transmitter from the T junction which is a

- section is terminated in 5,000 ohms during resting time and

the received signals therefore see this high impedance repeated
at the T junction.!

iVofe. If the transmitter is such that its impedance decreases

below 250 ohms during resting time instead of increasing, the
path from the T junction to the transmitter is then made a

- length so that a low impedance at the transmitter reflects a
4
high impedance at the T joint and effectively blocks any con-
siderable loss of received signal.

The output impedance of the transmitter does not always
change sufficiently for a simple resonant line to block efficiently

received signals from the transmitter. In this case a second
spark gap is added to block the transmitter branch at the
T junction.

• For ~ sections Z®* = Z* X Zb where Z^ = the impedance at one end of

the line and Zb = the impedance at the other end. Z^ = characteristic
impedance of the line.

If Za represents the impedance of the spark gap load, the impedance at
A Z ®

the T junction - away is Zb . See Appendix I.

4

f A - line repeats at one end the impedance at the other termination.
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Fig. 358 .—Open line t.r. switch supplemented by t.b. switch.

For Transmission.—^T.B, switch is in parallel with T.R. and has no efEect

on the general operation.

For Receiving.—^T.B. line becomes a shorted - line reflecting a short at

AB. The short at AB reflects a very high impedance across CD - away»
4

thus blocking the transmitter path to received signals and offering a low

impedance path to the receiver.

In this case a - section repeats a short circuit to the main feeder and this

short-circuit is reflected a — length away as a high impedance.
4

The T.B. Switch

Fig. 358 repeats the T.R. system of Fig. 357 with the addition

of a second switch which can be distinguished by the term T.B.

The T.B. switch works on a principle similar to that which

has already been described.

(i) The transmitted pulse causes the T.B, switch to arc

over as well as the T.R. switch and the outgoing signal sees a
M w a
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P‘‘S 359- B SWITCH OPERATEO BY

high impedance at the
entrance to the T.B. line

as well as to the T.R.
line. During transmission
both T.B. and T.R. switches

each use a small amount
of the transmitted energy
to keep their spark gaps
alive.

(2)

During the resting

period the T.B. switch

becomes a shorted ~ line
2

TRANSFORMER ACTION

The equivalent circuit is shown here
for explanatory purposes only.

now an open circuit.

due to the action of the
shorting bar since the path
across the spark gap is

(3)

The T.B. line therefore reflects a short circuit across the
main feeder at AB.

(4) At - along the main feeder, from AB, i.e., the T joint

for the T.R. line, received signals see a high impedance looking
towards the transmitter and a low impedance to the receiver
path terminated as it is in Zq.

(5) The function of the T.B. switch is therefore to create a
high impedance across the transmitter path at the T.R. switch
junction during the resting time of the trainsmitter.

Aiq[)]ication of Transformer Action

Both T.B. and T.R. switches require some power to operate
them, and this detracts from one of their functions, which is to
increase efficiency. This loss can be greatly reduced by utilising
transformer action, see Fig. 359.

Let the spark gap be placed in the secondary circuit of a
transformer, the pulse signals being applied to theprimary Also
let the secondary be tuned as a parallel resonamce circuit to
obtain a very high secondary resistance when the gap is not
conducting. This high secondary resistance which is in effect
equivalent to an open circuit, is reflected as a high impedance
in the primary until the spark gap breaks down. When this
occurs the low resistance shunted across the tuned secondary
is transformed to a very low resistance in the primary. The
advantages of this arrangement are :

—
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INDUCTIVE CONDITIONS
OF THE STUB DURING
THE TRANSMITTED
PULSE

U
(C) (d)

Ftg . 360.—Resonant line transformer t.b.

xy == curve of voltage distribution across the parallel resonant circuit

during transmission.

(b), (c) and (d) illustrate in steps the action of the stub, each half, g and f,

being less than -

.

4
H shows the development of a parallel resonant circuit and (d) emphasises

the existence of the inductive reaction due to the fact that f and g are respec-

tively less than ~ and are, therefore, inductive at the resonant frequency.

(j) The voltage in the primary is stepped up in the secondary,

causing the spark gap to break down at a relatively early stage.

(2) The low resistance of the conducting gap is placed across

the tuned secondary.

(3) This value of resistance is stepped down in the primary
to a still lower resistance.

(4) Assuming the gap resistance to be 50 ohms and a step-

down ratio of 10 : i, the primary has an impedance of 5 ohms
only.

(5) This 5 ohms across the T.B. line is reflected by - to the

main feeder as = 1,250 ohms across the entrance to the

receiver path and the power taken by the gap is only ^^th of

that required when placed directly across the T.B. line.

Develofiment of Resonant Line Transformer

R.F.-type transformers are not suitable at radar carrier
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frequencies, therefore resonant lines, are used to produce the

same result (see Fig. 360 (a) ).

Fig. 360 (a) shows the application of - lines for this purpose.
4

The stub, Fig. 360 (b), can be considered as two sections of

transmission line, one of which is terminated in a short circuit

f and the other in an open circuit g. The switch line is less

tHan -, which gives it an input impedance that is inductive (c).

4

The open line also less than - exhibits capacitative reaction (c).

The two are in parallel, and since the total length is -, their
4

reactances are equal, thus forming a parallel resonance circuit

of very high impedance (H). During the resting time, with
the spark gap extinguished, the stub high impedance has little

or no effect in bridging the T.B. line.

When energy is applied to the stub, a standing wave of

voltage that is maximum across the gap, is set up along its

length. The received signals are normally not large enough
to break down the gap. The transmitted pulse, however, is

large enough to do this, and in consequence places a low
resistance across the open end of the stub by causing the gap
to conduct.

The stub now consists of two lines in parallel across the T.B.
line, each of which is inductive (d). The result of this and
transformer action is to place a very low inductance across

the T.B. line - from the feed line. This low impedance is then
4

reflected as a very high impedance to the feed line. The
arrangement is similar in its action to the equivalent circuit

shown in Fig. 359 and limits the energy necessary to operate

the gap.

Coaxial Line T.R. Switch

The effectiveness of a T.R. switch is dependent on the resist-

ance of the gap as compared with the characteristic impedance
of the transmission line system employed. Consequently,
resonant transformers must be used with all coaxial lines,

since the impedance of such lines is about 60 ohms as compared
with a gap resistance of 30 to 50 ohms.

Fig. 361 (a) shows a simple form of T.R. system (coaxial).
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(1) The magnetron is matched to the line during transmission
by the tuning stub.

(2) The length of the transmitter branch is such that the
impedance seen at the T junction looking toward the mag-
netron is high when it is not generating.*

(3) In consequence of this received signals take the low
impedance path to the receiver.

(4) The receiver feed line has a i : i transformer inserted

{i.e,, - line shorted at both ends).

(5) This line has similar properties to those of a tuned

circuit. Its input impedance is zero at the shorted ends and
maximum at the centre.

(6) The magnitude of this impedance depends upon the Q
of the

^
line and the connected load (receiver).

• The input impedance to a magnetron changes from a high value during
resting time to a much lower value during its period of operation.
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Fig . 361 (b).—^Details of the half-wave line t.r. switch, with voltage,
CURRENT AND IMPEDANCE DISTRIBUTION CURVES.

(7) The coaxial lines on either side of the - line are connected

to it at points which match the coaxial line characteristic

impedance.

(8) The receiver input circuit terminates the feed line in its

proper impedance Zq.

(9) The receiver branch of the system is matched throughout.

(10) The ~ line has spark gaps placed between inner and

outer conductors at the middle of its length.

T.R. Action

The transmitted pulse passes to the T junction (Fig. 361 (a)

)

and causes a large voltage at the centre of the — line which

breaks down the gap (Fig. 361 (b) ). This is inherent in a

shorted - line.
2

“nxe lowered gap resistance shorts the
^

line so that the
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input terminal of the - transformer is connected to two

shorted lines each less than 7 long, and since a shorted line less

than — looks from the open end like an inductance, and,
4

acting on the principle outlined on page 532, a very high total

impedance value is thus presented to the receiver branch.
The receiver feed line branch is adjusted in length to present

a low impedance at the - line when unshorted, as at resting

time, and a high impedance at the T joint (transmitter branch).

The transformer action of the - line reduces the effective
2

gap resistance, thereby lowering the power necessary to operate
the T.R. switch and the fraction of the transmitted signal

reaching the receiver can be reduced to some small unimportant
value.

At micro-wave frequencies transformer coaxial lines are
reduced to such small dimensions that they become, in effect,

resonant cavities,* and are usually so constructed. The use
of a cavity resonator (Appendix III) gives a higher Q and by
the use of this device greatly improved overall operation and
efficiency is obtained.

T-R. I^iark Gaps

Spark gaps used in radar circuits vary from a simple gap
formed by two electrodes placed across a transmission line to

one which is enclosed in an evacuated glass envelope with special

features to improve operation.

The operating requirements of the spark gap, if it is to be
efficient, are :

—

{a) High resistance until the arc is formed.

(6) Low resistance through the arc.

(c) Rapid extinction of the arc when the pulse ends, to
reduce loss and permit signals from nearby targets to reach
the receiver as soon after the «id of each transmitted pulse as

possible.

The simple gap in air usually has resistance values that are

* A resonant cavity may be regarded as a smaU section of shorted wave-
guide across vduch a standing wave is developed due to resonance effects.

It possesses properties similar to those of a parallel resonant circuit.
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'*KEER ALIVE
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-lOOOV.

'

Fig . 362. T.R. GAS GAP WITH KEEP
alive/*

too high for use with any
but an open transmission

line. Its air resistance is

about 30-50 ohms when
the arc has been formed.

Also the de-ionisation time
is about 10 microseconds,

equivalent in recovery

time to a target at about
16,000 yds., during which
the gap acts as an increas-

ing resistance across the

transmission line.

Thus in a T.R. system using an air gap, the received signals

reaching the receiver through the gap have only about half

their proper magnitude after 3 microseconds (equivalent target

range, 492 yds.) . This delay is known as recovery time. Recovery
time limits the minimum range at which echoes from nearby
targets can be received. In the case cited the minimum range at

which a target could be detected would be about 500 yards
assuming a high signal to noise ratio and an absence of clutter.

The required voltage to break down a gap initially and the

running voltage to maintain the arc can be lowered by reducing

the pressure of the gas surrounding the electrodes, T.R.

gaps are therefore used in which the spark gap is enclosed in

a glass envelope which is partially evacuated.

The arc is formed by
conduction through a gas

or vapour so that complete
evacuation is not possible.

Thus there is an optimum
pressure for best results

(Fig. 362).

The recovery or de-ioni-

satipn time can be reduced
by introducing water
vapour. At a pressure of

I mm. of merc^ury,
recovery time is reduced
to *5 microsecond (82 yds,),

the lower limit of
Fig - 363.—Cavity t.r. gas gap with

COAXIAL INPUT AND OUTPUT LINES
AND PICK-UP LOOPS.

minimum rangf for this

arrangement.
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SLIDING SECTIONCOAXIAL LINE FROM

T.R. Gas Gaps

T.R. gas gaps at micro-wave frequencies are built to fit and
be part of the resonant cavity or transformer. The high Q of

the cavity and the presence of vapour reduce the power needed
to maintain the gap and also the power of the transmitted
pulse which reaches the receiver (see Figs. 362, 363).
The speed with which ionisation takes place can be increased

by placing a third electrode within one of the main electrodes.

This is known as the '' keep alive/' and has a potential of about
1,000 volts with respect to the main gap.

A glow discharge is maintained by the keep alive " and one
electrode of the main gap to provide a constant supply of ions

and to form quickly an arc across the main gap when the trans-

mitted pulse is applied.

The negative voltage of the “ keep alive " tends to prevent
stray ions from reaching the main gap and so to produce noises

in the receiver.

The life of a T.R. gas gap is controlled by two main factors :

(1) The most common failure is due to build up of metal
particles tom from the electrodes of the gap and spattered on
the inside of the envelope. These particles act as small con-
ducting areas, lower the Q and waste power. After a time
these particles form a detuning wall within the cavity and
prevent the device from functioning.

(2) The second cause of failure is due to adsorption of gas
by the metal electrodes. This results in reducing the pressure
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to a point where it

becomes difficult to break

.
down the gap in conse-

quence, and extremely
strong signals are there-

fore fed to the receiver.

For these reasons all

T,R, gas gap units must
be checked periodically for

efficient operation.

Ftg. 365.—^Current wave reflected by Cavity T.R. Gas Gap
MAGNETRON. ^ .

Gas gaps mounted in

cavities may be excited with a transverse magnetic field and
in the Eq mode to produce a strong electric field across the

gap, and therefore to cause an arc with minimum applied

signal voltage.

Fig- 363 shows a method of excitation by terminating a
coaxial feed line within the cavity, forming a coupling loop

with the inner conductor. The coupling loop is a low impedance
across the line so that current through the loop is large and a

strong magnetic field is set up.

Ftg. 366.—-Wave-guide with cavity
T.R. GAS GAP, SLOT-COUPLED TO A
COAXIAL RECEIVER FEEDER.

loop IS positioned in the
cavity so that its magnetic
field reinforces the magnetic
field of the cavity. The
degree of coupling is con-

trolled by rotating the

loop.

Received signals which
excite resonance conditions,

but are insufftciently strong

to break down the gap and
detune the resonator, are

removed from the cavity by
a similar loop placed on the

opposite side of the gap
from the input loop.

jSlot-Coupled Cavity

A second method of feed-

ing the cavity from a
coaxial line is to use slots

which couple the field of
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Ftg. 367.—Cavity resonators appueo as
,
t.b. and t.r. switches to

BRANCH LINES OP A WAVE-GUIDE.

the line to that of the cavity, see Fig. 364.
During transmission, energy is coupled into the cavity and

produces a large voltage across the gap. The breakdown of

the gap shorts the centre of the cavity. The resonant field

built up in the cavity is then very weak and the effect is that
of a short across the transmitting feed-line slot, so that very
little energy is coupled into the receiver line.

At the end of the transmitter pulse the magnetron impedance
changes, so that received signals are a mismatch at the
magnetron and are reflected to the receiver branch. The
position of the slot is adjusted by a sliding joint and must be
set to absorb all the receiver line energy from the aerial feed

line, to prevent standing waves between the T.R. switch and
the aerial (Fig. 365). In other words, in order to prevent a
mismatch with the receiver line.

* XhQ conditibn of resonance is to be avoided in feeder s^tems, since this

indicates a mismatch and therefore a loss of power. The standing wave ratio
or S.W.R. must therefore be measured in order to determine optimum mat<idng
conditions, f.s., the condition in which the S.W.R. maximum/minimum
approaches iuhnity or in other words the condition where no standing wave
jexists at all afld resonance is entirely absent : Znaimnt ~ X ^loid*
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Ito receiver

Ftg . 368.— SlOT'TYPE t r switch for use in wave>guide ffeder systems

T.R. switches in the form of resonant cavities are also

applied to wave-guides.

Wave-guide Using Cavity T.R. Gas Gap

In one method, which uses a coaxial line T.R. system, the
wave-guide can be coupled to a coaxial line, but when large losses

are likely to occur from the use of this method, resonant cavities

are coupled directly to the wave-guide. Fig. 366 illustrates this

arrangement.
The transmitted pulse of energy travelling up the guide spills

into the cavity through a slot. The cavity builds up a strong

electric field across the gap, breaking it down and detuning
the cavity.

The impedance seen at the slot by the wave in the guide is

decreased to an approximate short circuit, which effectively

seals the opening and the pulse of R.F. energy passes on to the
aerial without loss other than the small amount of electro-

magnetic energy which is absorbed to maintain resonance in

the cavity.

Signals received during resting time are reflected from the
magnetron and shorting plate. Since the slot is located at a
maximum of the standing wave produced by reflection the
cavity is suitably linked with the received signal energy.

Received signals transferred to the cavity are not strong
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enough to break down the gap and so disrupt the resonant
properties of the cavity ; consequently they are coupled vid
the cavity resonator into the receiver coaxial line with maximum
energy transfer.

Applied to Branch Lines

The cavity resonator can also be applied as an electro-

magnetic switch to the branches of wave-guide systems (see

Fig. 367).
In order to ensure maximum efficiency, a T.B. switch (also

a cavity resonator) is generally included.

During transmission time the energy travels down the wave-
guide to the T.B. switch, where part is directed to the gas gap ;

An iris* is placed across the guide branch — from the main

guide to pass the energy into the cavity. When the gap
breaks down a short circuit appears across the iris. This

short is reflected back to the main guide - away to close the

mouth of the T.B. branch. Most of the energy is therefore

directed to the aerial.

On reaching the T.R. branch a similar effect is produced
by the T.R. switch. Both openings being effectively closed

(short circuits acting as a wall), maximum energy is transferred

to the aerial.

During resting time the T.B. gap is not broken down by
the received signals but the open circuit created in this manner

is reflected to the main guide, and at -, that is, at the trans-
4

mitter end of the T.R. branch it is reflected again as a short

circuit or wall across the main guide. The effect of this is

to turn back received signals from the transmitter and T.B.
branch and direct them into the T.R. branch, where they pass
through the resonant cavity to the receiver in the manner
described above.

Resonant Slots

Resonant slots which act as spark gaps are sometimes used
instead of irises and spark gaps. The action of the resonant

slot is dealt with in Appendix II.

An iris may be regarded as an aperture similar in form, etc., to that
which is generally used in conjunction with the lens system of a camera.
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The dimension of the slot in the direction of the electric

field is small enough for the transmitted pulse to cause an arc.

The arc completes the conducting surface of the slot, providing a
short circuit path with similar results to those produced by a
spark gap and resonant cavity. Fig. 368.

Summary
The general principle of the electronic switching devices

employed in connection with transmission lines, coaxial lines

or wave-guides are common to all three. They are based on
the use of a spark gap which either shorts a resonant section

of — and reflects a high impedance, or it may short a - section
4 2

^
and reflect a low impedance to the main guide at some point

^
away from the channel which it is desired to protect. In
wave-guides, resonant cavities perform the function of creating

an antinode of voltage across the gap during transmission, just

as the stubs in Fig. 360 and the- line in Fig. 361 (a) and (b)

perform this function for transmission lines and coaxial lines

respectively.



CHAPTER XXV

RADAR AERIAL SYSTEMS—BEAM SWITCHING

In Chapter VII it was pointed out that the general shape of

the major lobe, excepting very narrow beams, is such that the

change in magnitude of the target signal, per degree change in

azimuth of the aerial, is comparatively small in the region of

the axis, around the point of maximum signal strength

(see Fig. 369).
In this region, the magnitude of the signal may change so

little per degree change in azimuth that accuracy in setting

the aerial to bear directly on target by change in signal strength

cannot be ensured. The accuracy of angular measurement
depends upon the sensitivity of the aerial to any change in the

direction from which echo signals are received.

Beam switching is one solution of this problem.

Principle of Beam Switching

The method depends upon the principle illustrated in Fig. 370.
If two aerials A and B are placed so that when energised alter-

nately their transmitting patterns intersect at some point less

than the maximiun signal point approximately 85 per cent,

of the maximum) the receiving patterns will be similarly

related. Thus the signals received at A and B from the target T
will be equal in magnitude, but only when T lies along the axis

Fig . 369.—Signals from
TARGETS AT T^, T|, AND T^
ARE PROPORTIONALTO ABC.

The change per degree in
azimuth T^/Tg or Tb/T^. is

quite appreciable, but the
change in signal strength
A/B or C/B is relatively

small. The change of signal

Strength per degree azimuth
in the region of T^/T^ is very
much greater, viz., D/E. In
beam switchmg, therefore,

the region about B (the ^
power point) is the part of
the lobe employed for com*
parison purposes.

F.S, 545 Mf It
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SIGNALS A AND B
ARE EQUAL AND

SIGNAL SIGNAL
A B

ON TARGET

IaERIAL OFF TARGET
TO THE RIGHT BY
THE ANGLE WHICH
!THE AXIS OF
I
INTERSECTION
MAKES WITH THE
IDIRECT LINE OF

STILL MORE OFF
target TO RIGHT

SIGNALS LOST

Pig 370 *
—Signal strength variations in the a and b aerials as they

ARE SWUNG TOQETHER CLOCKWISE FROM “ ON TARGET " POSITION (a)

TO OFF TARGET ”
POSITION (g).

If the aerials A and B are swung together anti-clockwise, the signal in the
B aerial increases and A diminishes. In order to restore equality, i.e,, to
bring the aerial “ on target,*' the operator must rotate the aerial in a clockwise
direction. O = observer, T = Target and L.O.S.T. — Line of sight.
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of intersection. If T occupies any other position relative to

the cross-over, the signals received at A and B will be unequal
or will disappear altogether.

In using this method of aiming, the operator does not
therefore adjust for a single maximum signal, but for equality

of signals from the right- and left-hand patterns respectively.

This method is preferred because any change in position of

the target in ‘azimuth to either side of the cross-over, or
dead-on position, must produce immediately an increased

signal in one aerial and a decreased signal in the other aerial.

This differential action, which takes place in the immediate
vicinity of the cross-over, permits very sharp discrimination and
accurate adjustment.

Hote. If the target moves to either side of the cross-over

point (which is the same thing as saying “ when the aerial

swings the cross-over point to either side of the target ”), the
signals at first increase in that aerial which is swinging towards
the target and decrease in the one which is swinging away
from it. Let aerial A swing towards the target and aerial B
swing away from it as would be the case if the aerials were
rotated together in a clockwise direction for a fixed target.

Signals increase in aerial A and reach a maximum when the

axis of the A lobe passes through the target. The signals in

aerial B will by then have become small (see Fig. 370 (c) ).

As the aerials continue to rotate, the A signals also begin to

decrease and B will fade out altogether (Fig. 370 (d), (e) and (f) ).

With continued rotation, the A signals will also fade out

and the target is lost until the next revolution (Fig. 370 (g) ).

Single aerials which utilise beam switching must include

provision for alternately switching from one radiation pattern

or lobe to the other, and some means for comparing the signals

received from thp lobes of each pattern in turn must be included

in the display.

The simplest method would, of course, be to use separate

aerials, receivers and a common indicator, but since a simple

means of electronic pattern switching has been devised, it is

more economical to use one aerial and one receiver to give the

same results.

How Beam Switching is Carried Out

Taking a simple arrangement first in order to demonstrate

the principle, if sqiarate aerials and a single receiver were
used the arrangement would be as shown in Fig. 371, Sj and Sg
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37^'—Schematic of manual switching system using two aerials
AND ONE receiver TO DEMONSTRATE THE PRINCIPLE OP AIMING BY
THE BEAM SWITCHING METHOD.

With Si in either position, signals will be received from T, and Tj. In
the A position, T, will give the largest signal in the A aerial ; in the B position
T, gives the largest signal in the B aerial. Equal signals will be received from
Ti at Si and they will be in phase.

being ganged so that the change over from aerial A to aerial B
simultaneously changes the receiver inputs to plates Y, and Yb
respectively of the cathode ray tube. The tube must have a
screen exhibiting considerable persistence, and the change over
should take place at a rate greater than the persistence of
vision, so that the illusion is created of the picture from output
A appearing on the screen at the same time as the output from
aerial B, to enkble comparison of the two s^inals to be mndA
(see Fig. 372).
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AERIAL S OFr
TARGET AND MUST
BE SWUNG RIGHT
TO FACE TARGET

AERIAL IS

ON TARGET

AERIAL IS OFF
TARGET AND MUST
BE SWUNG LEFT
TO FACE TARGET

FROM TARGET 2
SIGNAL A INCREASES
TO MAXIMUM.

SIGNAL B BECOMES
VERY SMALL

EQUAL AMPLITUDES
A ABOVE THE TRACE

WHEN CONNECTED TO Ya.
B BELOW THE SCAN
BECAUSE CONNECTED

TO Yb

FROM TARGET 3
SIGNAL A BECOMES

VERY SMALL.
SIGNAL B INCREASES

TO MAXIMUM

Fig. 372.

—

Illustrating the display for one form of c.r.t. input when
BEAM SWITCHING IS EMPLOYED.

To produce this effect, the aerials (Fig. 371) are supposed to be fixed and
Tj IS supposed to move first to the left to T* and secondly to the right to T3.
Obviously this effect is the reverse of that obtained when the target is fixed

and the aerials rotated about the line of sight anti-clockwise.

A single aerial can be used for all purposes by phasing one
half of the aerial against the other half to produce a pattern

whose axis is alternately deflected right and left.

In Fig. 373 an aerial four dipoles wide is used to receive echo
signals and to measure azimuth by beam switching.

The aerial is divided into left and right halves, A and B
respectively, connected by an external phasing section and
feed hne. The aerial is assumed to be fixed and Tj moves
right and left to T2 and Tg respectively, as in Fig. 373.
The signal from Tj travels the same distance to A and to B,

the induced voltages are therefore in phase.

The A and B voltages meet and combine over the phasing
section. Since this junction is also equidistant from A and B,

their voltages are still in phase and add to produce a resultant

voltage input to the receiver.

If the target is ofl centre .to the right a& at (2), the echo

signal from T^ reaches B before A. The maximum voltage*

occurs at A some time after it has occurred at B. The phase

.

relaticm^ip at the junction is the same as at the dipoles.
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therefore the effective voltage input to the receiver is less from
Target 2 than from Target i because of this phase difference

between the A and B inputs. The target at Tg will produce

similar results to those from Target 2 but the relative phases

of A and B will be interchanged.

Thus with the feed line connected to the centre of the phasing

sections, the maximum signal is received only from position i.

The difference in phase of signals received from positions

other than (i) can be ofiset by varying the distance that each

voltage travels before reaching the junction to the receiver

feed line. In pther words, the difference in phase between the

voltages received at A and B when off target can be offset by
a phase bias introduced into the phasing section in favour of

the lagging voltage.

Phase Delay

In Fig. 374, let the target be located at Tg with the receiver

feed line connected to the left of the centre of the phasing

section so that the voltage from B travels further over the

phasing section to reach the junction than the voltage from A.

373 —Equal signals received from Tj when the feed point
IS AT THE ELECTRICAL CENTRE OF THE PHASING^ SYSTEM.

Differential signals are received at A and B from Tg or T, respectively,
and they are not in phase.

374 —Equal signals in'^a and b aerials from t^, but the
COMBINED SIGNAL IS LESS THAN THAT FROM Tg AT THE JUNCTION WHEN THE
FEED POINT TO THE RECEIVER IS OFF CENTRE* IN THE PHASING SECTION.

* Maidmum combined signal at the junction is now received from Tg, the
^phase difference in the A and B signals being offset by a bias in the phasing
’section. Since the maximum signal is now received from Tg, the effect of
the phasing bias is to incline the receiving pattern to the right.
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Fig , 375.—Illustrating the conditions when a phase delay is intro-
duced INTO the right half OF THE PHASING SECTION (DOTTED LINE).

Right- and left-hand off-centre feed connections offset the differential and
out-of-phase signals in the A and B aerials received from Tg and Tg, to produce
at the junction a maximum combined signal from targets at Tg and Tg respec-
tively. Due to phase bias in both right- and left-hand sections, the equal
A and B signals received from are out of phase at the junction, resulting
in a combined signal which is less than those received from Tj, or T3.

K the additional distance travelled by the voltage from B,

over the phasing section, is equal to the additional distance

travelled in space by the echo received at A, the A and B
voltages are in phase at the receiver junction.

If with this biased phasing section the target is now moved
to Tj and the aerial remains fixed, the A and B signals received

at their respective dipoles are in phase, but because of the bias

in the phasing section, B lags A and the combined voltage at the

receiver input is not a maximum.
(a) Thus with a balanced phasing section the signal input to

the receiver is only maximum when the target is equidistant

from A and-B. (Fig. 373 (left)
.)

(b) With a biased phasing section the signal input is not at

a maximum at the equidistant target position, but only at that

point where the additional distance travelled in space cancels

out the bias on the phasing section. (Fig 374.)

Fig. 375 illustrates the conditions when a phase delay is
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also introduced into the right half of the phasing section

(dotted line). As in Fig. 374, the distance to aerial B from
the full line feed point is greater than from aerial A by an

amount less than -. This phase delay, as we have seen in

Fig. 374, produces a maximum combined signal when the
target is at position Tj, which means that the receiving pattern
must be a lobe as shown for lobe i. Fig. 375. If now an addi-
tional feed line is connected (as shown dotted), to produce a
similar phase delay in the A to B path, a mirror image of lobe i

is obtained as shown by lobe 2, the reasons being similar to

those already considered in connection with lobe i.

When the delay path difference is greater than - it can be

shown by similar reasoning that the lobes or patterns will be
bent towards each respective feed point rather than away
from it as in Fig. 375, i.e., the cross-over point is moved along
the axis of intersection.

From the foregoing it can be seen that beam switching can
therefore be carried out by alternately switching the feed

point for right- and left-hand bias along the phasing section.

Obviously the problem of shifting the feed point connection
from one side of the phasing system to the other is difficult to

solve mechanically, but it can be carried out electrically. For
example, a phase difference can be introduced by switching a
suitable reactance across one of the branch feed lines.

Reactance-phased Aerial

Fig. 376 shows an aerial fed by a coaxial line which branches
symmetrically to each half of the array. A half-wave line is

placed across each branch to act as a i : i transformer.

The inner conductor of each liije is terminated in the small

plates of condensers A and B. The other plate, C, is a half •

disc rotated by a motor so as to engage capacitatively with
each half pl^te for approximately one-half of a revolution.

With C in the position shown, A is isolated and presents an
open circuit across the coaxial line. This is reflected down the
left branch line and has no effect. B and C form a small
condenser which terminates the right coaxial line. This
capacity is reflected to the right branch and is shimted across

the line to increase the effective length of Une.* The result

* See Appendix I, " Transmi^on Lis^/*
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BEAM SWITCHING
DTOLE OI^E

Note. The cam design controls the penod for which the positioning voltage
IS shorted.

is to introduce a lag in the echo signals received by the right

half of the aerial.

As the motor rotates this lag is placed alternately on
the right and left branches and causes the lobe pattern to

change as demonstrated by Fig. 375 sind accompanying text.

The signals can be sepsirated on the indicator screen by means
of a variable position voltage controlled by a cam-operated
switch. The cam is rotated by the motor at the same rate as

the disc C. The cam is shaped to close during the time the
lobe is bent to the left, and to leave it open when the lobe is

to the right. When closed it shorts a resistance, so that the
positioning voltage in the indicator is zero.

The output of the receiver, consisting of pulses from both
lobes, is applied to the vertical deflecting plates of the C.R.T.

The horizontal deflecting jflates receive a sawtooth sweep
voltage s3mchronised to the p.r.f., as well as the positioning

voitage from the rotating switch D.
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CAM
OPERATED
. SWITCH
- INPUT

With C near plate B, the
lobe is bent to the right receiver ^

and D is open. The posi-

tioning voltage is positive jT n

and causes the sweep trace JLAJLAJL-

to appear to the right of the

centre of the indicator and |_|—LJ
to the left when switch D « /| |\ «

is closed. The positioning swep I \*_7 Iope^teo
voltage is zero when the <

switch is closed and the I |
sweep trace appears to the < ?
left of centre (Fig. 378). |

^
|

The separation or spread
between the echo pips

resulting from the receiver 377 —Amplitude comparison.

input can be adjusted by ^hematic connections for separating
* . -i • • identifying for amplitude compan-

Varying the positioning son, echoes received with phasing bias

resistance R. switched alternately to right- and left-

The devices just described
sections,

cause the receiving pattern to swing right and left alternately

and provide the necessary means for a comparative display.

Another aerial system is available which produces both lobes

simultaneously and which uses electronic switching. The
main advantage is to eliminate moving switch contacts and
noise, arising from dirt and incorrect adjustment.

Phasing is accomplished by an adjustable length line which
connects the inner dipoles (Fig. 379).
The total voltage reaching the receiver is the vector sum

of the voltages induced in A and B after they have travelled

over the phasing system. Relative phase can therefore be
controlled by varying the phasing section (Fig. 380).

Fig. 377.—Amplitude comparison.

Schematic connections for separating
and identifying for amplitude compari-
son, echoes received with phasing bias

switched alternately to right- and left-

hand sections.

SIGNALS PROM
LEFT LOBE

SIGNALS FROM
RIGHT LOBE

ECHO
SEPARATION

Fig. 378.—Echo separation on ioticator screen.

Typical display employed for comparison of left and right switc^g.
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+

FEEDER A—
i

A u
PHASING SECTION

B

FEEDER B

1

-1
1

RECEIVER

Fig . 37Q.—Internally-PHASED beam switching system.

Signals received from a direction perpendicular to the face

of the aerial induce in-phase voltages in A and B. Thus the

induced voltage on the right feed point of A and the left feed

point of B are i8o° out of phase (see Fig. 380).

If the phasing section is zero length the induced voltage at

B must travel one wavelength to reach A where it is 540® out

of phase with the induced voltage at A and their algebraic sum
is zero.

For a - phasing section, the total signal path length becomes

iJA and the voltage from B arrives in phase with that at A
combining to give a maximum total voltage. This means, of

course, that when the phasing section is an odd multiple of -

the phase difference is such that the maximum signal is produced

in some direction other than straight ahead, i.e., the axis of the

lobe swings through some angle relative to the line of sight

dead ahead.

Thus an echo arriving from a direction to the right induces

a voltage in A which lags B (see Fig. 380). But the voltage

induced in A also travels to B to produce a second voltage input

to the receiver. Consequently the original lag produced by
out-of-phase induction is still further aggravated by the delay

which must occur in travelling from A to B over the connection

between these two points. The total lag being 360° lag due to

direct reception from the right-hand target plus 540° lag due

to the length of path from A to B. This makes an A signal

lag 900°,
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TARGET
POSITION FOR
MAXIMUM

VOLTAGE AT A
(SEE NOTE)

NOTE : IF TARGETS AT A* AND B' PRODUCE MAXIMA VOLTAGES AT A AND
B AERIALS AND IN THEIR FEEDERS RESPECTIVELY, BY DEFINITION THE
AXES OF LOBES OR POLAR DIAGRAMS OF VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION MUST
POINT IN THESE DIRECTIONS. HENCE THESE TWO LOBES REPRESENT THE

AERIAL RECEIVING PATTERN

JPig. 380.—^Development of receiving pattern or lobes for the
INTERNALLY*PHASED BEAM SWITCHING SYSTEM OF FIG. 379.

Similarly, when an echo arriving from a direction to the right

(see Fig. 380) induces a voltage in A which lags B, a voltage

also travels from B to A and a correction can be made for this

by introducing a delay in the path B-A sufficient to cancel

out the delay of the echo received direct at A compared with
the voltage reaching A from B.

But when induced voltages at A travel to B, this second
dela3dng correction which must be made to the phasing section

to bring B signals into phase with A (as detailed in the previous

paragraph) increases still further the original delay or phase
difference between the echo signals reaching B vid A and the

coimecting path, and the echo signals which B receives directly

from the target.

The only vray to correct the phase difference between echo
signals received directly at B and those received at B vid A
and the phasing system is to move the target to the left (see

Fig. 380). This new position of the target then makes an
angle to the left of the aerial centre, which is equal to the

right-hand angular displacement of the target from the centre

of the aerial. Thus a target at B' produces a maximum signal

vdltage in the B aerial and the B feeder. Conversdy, ^t can
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Ftg. 381.

—

Block diagram of receiver with electronic switching
DEVICE FOR USE IN CONJUNCTION WITH BEAM SWITCHING

This arrangement displays alternately the output from amplifier A and
amplifier B for comparison of amplitudes on the indicator display.

be shown that a target at A' produces similar results in the A
aerial and the A feeder.

This means that the use of the internal phasing section can

produce two lobes which are symmetrical about the perpendi-

cular to the aerial.

If the total length of path from A to B is between i and iJA,

the lobe is bent away from the side of the aerial to which the

feed line is attached. If the length of the path is between
and 2A the lobe is bent towards the side to which the feed

line is attached.

In order to make use of the two lobes and their signals which
reach the receiver over separate feed lines, the receiver has two
input channels, and an electronic switch selects them
alternately. The outputs of the two channels are combined
and appUed to a conventional superheterodyne receiver

(Fig. 381).

The electromc switch may produce two square-wave signals

each at a frequency of, say, 1,000 c.p.s. according to the p.r.f.,

these signals being applied to thp grids of the R.F. amplifier as

blocking voltages.

Since they are in antiphase, R.F. amplifier A conducts when
B is non-conducting. Every half cycle of the switching voltage

this condition is reversed.

Thus the signal applied to the single-channel amplifier is

alternately a signal from the right and left feed lines.

A Typical ^tdiing System

Fig. 38a is. the diagram of a typical switching sjretem. Vj
and V, are duplicate amplifiers for feed-line signals A and B.
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Fig. 382.—Circuit diagram of electronic switch for use with internal
BEAM SWITCHING SYSTEM.

Note cathode of Vg is 90V. below earth, and anode at earth potential is 90V.
positive to cathode.

The transformer is used on the input circuit to preserve a
balanced feed-line system.

The output of the i,ooo c.p.s. multivibrator is an approxi-

mately square wave with amplitude sufficient to overdrive Vg.

Vg and Vg improve the square waveform output from the
multivibrator.

The anode voltage of Vg and Vg varies bettveen earth and a
negative value by the apphcation of a negative supply to

the cathode. Thus when the output of the multivibrator

swings positive, Vg conducts and anode current flows to earth

vid Rg. The anode is therefore negative relative to earth.

This negative voltage change across the anode load is coupled
to Vg, which cuts off. The anode of Vg is now at earth poten-

tial. When the output of the multivibrator swings negative,

Vg is cut off and its anode rises to earth potential. Vg now
ccmducts and its anode voltage becomes very native ; there-
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fore, when the anode of V3 is at earth potential, the anode of

V4 is negative, and vice versa.

The grids of the R.F. amplifier are directly coupled to the

anodes of the switch amplifier so that the anode potential of

V3 is a bias for and that of V4 is a bias for Vg. Vj operates

as an amplifier with cathode bias when Vg is cut off, and is

cut off when V3 conducts.

Vg operates in the same
manner with V4.

Since V4 inverts the

signal from Vg, and Vg
alternate in operation. The
signal developed across Lg

is alternatively the signal

from feed lines A and B.

The gains and anode

currents of both amplifiers

must be made equal, in

order that the switching

system may work properly.

Otherwise the indicated

equal signal position of the

aerial will not correspond

to the correct on-target

position, and a square-

wave modulation will

appear in the output.
Fig, 384 .—Ofp-centke dipole for

CONICAL SCANNING.
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385 —Construction of mechanically-balanced dipole for conical
SCANNING

This is done by balancing Vj and Vj with the individual gain

controls R, and R7.

The indicator requires a square wave to mix with the time

base sweep voltage for spreading the echo pips. This signal

must be synchronised to the switching action, and is obtained

by taking the voltage drop across Rgin the anode circuit of V4.

The receiver output is applied to the vertical deflecting plates

of the indicator.

Conical Scanning

The principle of beam switching can be applied to give

accurate azimuth and elevfition, simultaneously, when applied

to aerial systems using parabolic reflectors. This is conical

scanning, and is achieved by the production of an off-centre

lobe which is rotated about the axis of the reflector (see Fig. 383).

The lobe axis describes a cone in space about the axis of the

reflector

.

The echo signal received from a target' which lies on the

axis of the reflector has the same amplitude for all positions of

the lobe. If 'the target moves away from the reflector axis,

the received signal varies sinusoidally (approxiinately), with

the rotation of the lobe.

As the axis of the lobe nears the target the signal increases,

and as ^e axis of the lobe moves away the signal decreases.
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Ftg . 386.—Conical scanning with wave-guide feeder.

The relative phase of the signal variation therefore indicates

the direction of the target from the reflector axis. The magni-

tude of the signal variation indicates the displacement of the

target from the reflector axis. The circuits which supply the

indicator can be used to indicate the relative position of the

target, or to track the target automatically as well as to indicate

position.

The simplest method is shown in Fig. 384. Here the coaxial

line is bent away from the focal point of the reflector. Rotation

may be at the rate of 20-60 r.p.m. The apparent source of

energy is the electrical centre of the dipole assembly, since it

is off centre with respect to the reflector, the lobe also will be

off centre. The lobe rotates with the centre of the dipole. The
dipole is not, however, balanced mechanically about the axis

of rotation in this arrangement, and this is a disadvantage

from the mechanical engineer's point of view.

Mechanically Balanced Arrangements

An alternative balanced arrangement is shown in Fig. 385.

The path for energy flow to B is made longer by causing the

energy to flow from the inside of the outer conductor through

the hole and around the outside of the coaxial line to element B.

This manner of feeding, the choke, and the fact that the

elements are differently ^aped, gives an uneven current

O O
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distribution. The effect of this is to cause the electrical

centre of the dipole to move from the physical centre, and the

energy is thus reflected from the paraboloid at a slight angle

to the axis. When the element is rotated the point on the

reflector at which the energy is directed describes a circle round
the centre of the reflector and the re-radiated energy describes

a cone.

The - balancing section mounted on the outer conductor of
4

the coaxial line also prevents standing waves on the trans-

mission line.

It is possible to produce a simple system of conical scanning
for application to a round wave-guide which can be balanced
mechanically (see Fig. 386).

The inner conductor extends into the guide to act as a

coupling probe, and the plunger is used to adjust the degree

of coupling. A ''filled'* round wave-guide is fitted into the

other end of the main wave-guide.

The outer end of the filling is of the proper size to match
the impedance of the fixed wave-guide to that of the rotating

wave-guide.

The rotating wave-guide is bent off centre relative to the

fixed wave-guide in order to produce a beam shift by supplying

energy off centre to the parabolic reflector.

The conical scan is produced by driving the offset rotating

wave-guide through a shaft made of plastic material coupled

to the scan motor. A small hole in the outer end of the
" filling " helps to match the rotating wave-guide to the ,

paraboloid and to free space.

The system can be mechanically balanced by properly

distributing the weight of the metal plug in which the hole is

bored to form the rotating wave-guide.

Radiation through the rotating joint between the fixed

wave-guide and the metal plug is prevented by a groove
^
deep

which acts as an R.F. choke.



CHAPTER XXVI

RADAR AERIAL SYSTEMS—POSITION CONTROL AND
INDICATION

In the operation of radar systems it is often necessary to have
the angular position of a shaft follow accurately the motion of

another shaft some distance away.
There are two major cases :

—

(a) When it is desired to transmit data or information
between two points, i.e., the reading of a meter dial, the position

of an aerial in azimuth or elevation, temperature readings, etc.

(b) When the controlled shaft must follow but also has to

deliver much more power than the controlling shaft.

In case (a) the amount of energy and torque required is

comparatively small, since the only requirement is that a
light shaft at some remote position shall follow accurately a
master or controlled shaft.

In case (b) conditions are different, i.e,, an aerial having
considerable mass, and mounted on a substantial support, must
follow accurately, despite windage and its own inertia, a light

shaft revolved by a handwheel.
In effect, the problem in this case is to couple an electrically

driven motor to the aerial shaft to supply the necessary torque,

and at the same time to control the energy delivered by the

motor to the aerial shaft, so that the torque always has the

correct magnitude and direction for the aerial shaft to follow

accurately the hand-driven shaft.

These functions are accomplished, in part, by use of a device

which is basically a Magslip. A similar device frequently used
is often referred to by its trade name as a “Selsyn.'' An
alternative device which uses a different principle, but operates

in a somewhat similar manner to that of a Magslip or Selsyn,

is the " M '*-type system.

All these devices perform their functions electrically. In
case (a) angular mechanical motion is converted into electrical

energy at one end of the system and is transmitted by wires

from the point of origin to the remote position, where it is

received and converted back to an angular mechanical motion,

563 002
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having variations in magnitude and direction which correspond
to those at the transmitting end.

In case (&) the electrical state at the origin or transmitting

end is made proportional to angular mechanical movement
and compared with the electrical state at the remote or

receiving end. The electrical difference, due to any change in

relative position, which corresponds to mechanical difference, i.e.,

the error, is then amplified and used to control the motor which
rotates the aerial. This means that any movement of the

handwheel changing the relative angular positions of the

controlling and controlled shaft is immediately noted and
compared by the remote Magslip or Selsyn, which thereupon
generates a voltage proportionate to the difference or error.

This voltage is amplified and applied to the motor which
rotates the aerial in the right sense, thus correcting the error

and causing the aerial to follow the handwheel continuously.

When the error has been rectified in this way the Selsyn ceases

to generate, and the aerial comes to rest in a position corre-

sponding to that of the handwheel.

Indicator and Rotating System

These two applications of the Magslip or Selsyn are illus-

trated in Fig. 387.

In Fig. 387, Gi is a device which converts changes of position

of the aerial shaft into proportional currents. These currents

are transmitted by cable to which converts them back to

shaft rotation. In this case the shaft rotates the light pointer

of the indicator device. Consequently for every position of the

aerial the direction of its beam in azimuth can be given by a dial

reading at the operating position. Similar arrangements can
be applied to elevation indication or any similar form of data

transmission.

In the aerial rotating system, G 2 converts the position of the

handwheel into an electrical indication which is transmitted

to CTi. /

CTj compares instantaneously the relative positions of the

aerial shaft with the position of the handwheel as conveyed
over the connecting cable. As a result of this comparison,

CTj develops a voltage proportional to the difference between
the respective shaft positions, i,e., an error voltage.

This error voltage is applied to a control amplifier which
adjusts a power supply to a special motor with such polarity and
magnitude that the resulting rotation reduces the error to zero.



Fig , 387.—Servo indicator and handwheel rotating system.

When the aerial position corresponds to that of the hand-
wheel, there is no error voltage, consequently the amplifier
output falls to zero and the aerial comes to rest.

Briefly, therefore, the amplifier, under control of the Selayn
system, supplies variable power to the aerial-drive motor,
which consequently causes the aerial to follow the handwheel.
The principal method of providing the electro-mechanical

conversion is by means of the Magslip or Selsyn
; in simple

cases a potentiometer sometimes suflices, in which case it is

arranged to supply the correcting voltag^e.

When a target is to be examined the aerial must be trained
accurately upon it. Normally the inertia of the moving
system and associated electrical controls would militate
against satisfactory operation by introducing hunting, causing
thereby a tendency for the system to hunt about the line

of sight.
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In order to eliminate hunting and harmful mechanical effects

which it would produce to the mechanical system, an anti-

hunt device must be incorporated.

If zero over-travel is required, the drive must be reversed

when approaching correspondence. Under transient conditions

the motor armature carries either an accelerating or braking
current. An early solution, together with a definition of

hunting, can be found on p. 578. In terms of a power
amplifier this is equivalent to negative feedback.

The Magslip or Selsyn

By definition a Magslip or Selsyn is a device used for the

electrical transmission of an angular position.

This device takes the form of a small alternator. The
rotor is turned by a shaft mounted on ball bearings

and has a single coil of wire wound on an iron core which
is laminated. The coil ends are brought out to a pair of slip

rings.

The stator is fixed and may act as part of the frame. It is

laminated and has uniformly placed slots into which are wound
three separate windings. The coils are placed 120° apart

round the stator and are distributed in several pairs of slots.

The corresponding end of each coil may be connected to a

common point, with the other ends brought out to terminals,

or alternatively, the windings may be connected in series, each

point of junction being brought to a terminal.

In other words, the device consists of a three-phase stator,

connected in star, and a single-phase rotor.

If an A.C. input is applied to the rotor of the Selsyn shown
in Fig. 388 and the rotor turned relative to the stator as shown,

voltages are induced in the three-phase winding in the manner
indicated in the diagram. Assuming the induced voltages in

coils I and 2 is 45 volts (in the position shown for the rotor

Pig- 388 .—Action of selsyn system, a and b rotors both in the
HORIZONTAL POSITION.
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AERIAL POSITION REMOTE INDICATOR

these induced voltages are equal), the voltage distribution in
stator A is :

—

between Sj and S 2 is 45 volts + 45 volts = 90 volts

» Sj ,, S3 „ 45 .. + 0 » = 45 »

*

>> Ss ,, Sj „ 0 „ + 45 » = 45 »
By applying these line voltages to the proper terminals of a

second Sels5m (B) the stator coils of B set up magnetic fields

in directions as shown. The combination gives a field in the
centre of the B stator which has the same direction, but, because
of losses, of somewhat less magnitude, as the original field

produced in stator A by the rotor of A.
Rotor B now sets itself along the axis of the magnetic field

produced in the B stator by the currents from stator A, and
thus reproduces exactly the angle taken up by rotor A.
Any change in position of rotor A causes a redistribution of

the voltages in the A stator field and a similar redistribution
of currents in the B stator, so that the B rotor follows the
A rotor in every position.

The field induced in rotor B must always be in phase with
the field of rotor A if the two Selsyns are to keep in step. This
is accomplished by connecting the B rotor to the same supply
service as rotor A.

Briefly then, if the rotors of A and B are energised by the
same A.C. source, the induced currents in the A stator are
repeated at the B stator, wherefore by Lenz’s law the B rotor
resets itself for equilibrium in the fidd of the B stator. The
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equilibrium position must be identical with that taken up by
the A rotor.

Selsyn Generator and Selsyn Motor

Fig- 389 is a diagram showing Selsyns A and B connected in

such a manner that any change in the position of rotor A is

followed by a similar change for rotor B. It is essential with
this type of Selsyn that frictional drag should be reduced to

the absolute minimum. A Selsyn, designed for a freely turning
rotor, would probably overheat if the rotor were held fixed, so

that the angle between it and the stator field became per-

manently greater than 20°.

Sels3m A (the transmitter) is generally termed the gen-
erator, and Selsyn B (the receiver), the motor. Electrically,

Sels3m A is identical with Selsyn B. Physically, they differ

somewhat, since the motorhas mounted on its shaft an oscillation

damper. This consists of a lead ring, mounted within friction

plates, in a sleeve secured to the rotor shaft. The ring has
considerable inertia, consequently it exerts a damping effect

on any tendency to oscillate since it is unable immediately to

follow any change of state.

Note. A Sels3m does not necessarily rotate continuously,

since it is not always desirable continuously to rotate the

aerial. It may, therefore, only change its position a few degrees,

as for instance when the operator is tracking some particular

target. Voltages and currents in the wires of the three-phase

system connecting the A and B stators have their maxima at

the same time, but vary in ma^tude according to the rotor

position. Therefore the A.C. voltages and currents in Sels3m

stators are single-phase.

In Fig. 387 the simple Sels3m sjretem is used to transmit the

aerial position. If the aerial is ^o capable of being tilted a
second Selsyn S3^tem is employed to indicate elevation.

When very small angular changes are to be transmitted

accurately, two Selsyn S5retems may be used. One directly

coupled to the shaft from which position information is derived,

and t,he other coupled through a gear ratio of, for example,

36 : 1, so that the second Selsyn generator makes 36 revolutions

to one of the aerial shaft.

The aerial position is then given on two dials. The coarse

reading is given by the first Selsyn S3retem, and the fine reading

by the second. The fine-reading pointer makes one complete

revolution for each 10® angular movement of the aerial. The
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disadvantage is that the twp Sels5ms may be turned out of

step when the power is off, so that the geared-up system may
S5mchronise at some multiple of 10°, out of step with the

parent system, when power is again applied

A combination coarse and fine system has been developed

which is completely self-S5mchronismg.

The Differential Selsyn

The differential Sels3m is similar to the basic Sels3m, except

that the rotor has a three-phase winding instead of the single-

phase winding of the basic Selsyn rotor.

The position of the rotor field flux with respect to the stator

is now determined by two factors. The mechanical position

of the rotor shaft and the electrical disposition of the field flux

within the rotor itself (as determined by the three rotor input

voltages). Like the basic Sels5m, the differentied Sels3m may
be a generator or a motor, the only difference being a damping
device on the motor shaft. The differential Selsyn is used

when the receiving Selsyn is to be controlled by two or more
transmitting Sels3ms.

Fig. 390 shows a control system which includes a differential

Selsyn. The position of the rotors of the generator and of the

differentia generator are mechanically controlled by the

connected apparatus and the algebraic sum of the resulting

electrical outputs of these two sources determines the position

of the rotor of the motor.

The stator of the differential genera,tor is energised by the

output from the stator of the Selsyn' generator, so that the
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axes of the stator fields of these two machines are always in

the same direction as determined by the position of the

generator rotor. The voltages induced in the rotor of the

differential Selsyn determine the direction of the stator field

of the motor and hence the equilibrium position of its rotor.

If the system is at rest and all rotors are free to turn, all the

rotors will be at the same position, see Fig. 391 (a).

Let the rotor of generator G be turned 60° clockwise and
let the rotor of DG be held fixed, then

() This change in position of the energised rotor of G
causes the stator field of G to follow and the stator field of G
is rotated 60°.

() By normal Sels3m action the field in the stator of DG
which is electrically connected to G stator is also rotated 60°.

(c) Normally, the rotor of DG would follow the change of

field of the DG stator since there is also a change in the field of

the DG rotor but it is held, so that it is not free to move.
(d) Thus the currents in the stator' of the Selsyn motor

(connected electrically to the rotor of DG) will be identical

with those in the DG stator and
(e) By normal Selsyn action the M rotor will take up a

position similar to that which would have been taken up by
the rotor of DG had it been free to move {i.e., 60° clockwise

rotation) (Fig. 391 (b) ).

Obviously, the same effect can be produced by holding

the rotor of G fixed and rotating the rotor of DG anti-clockwise.

The relative change in position between rotor G, and rotor DG
being the same in either case (Fig. 391 (c) ).

If rotor G and rotor DG are both turned 60° clockwise

(Fig. 391 (d) ), there is no change in the voltages induced in

rotor DG because there has been no relative shift between the

axis of field of the DG rotor and the direction of its stator field.

Consequently rotor M remains at zero cind does not change
position, no change having taken place in its stator field vid

the rotor of DG.
Thus the effect of the differential Selsyn in the control

system is to cause rotor M to turn through an angle which is

equal to the relative shift between the axis of the field of the
DG rotor and the direction of the DG stator field.

To clear up this point finally :

—

Let rotor G be turned 45° dockwisc and rotor DG be turned
30° anti-clockwise. As a result the DG stator field is shifted

45® clockwise and since the rotor has been moved 30® anti-
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Fig, 392.—Indicator system with two controlling shafts and one
CONTROLLED SHAFT USING DIFFERENTIAL SELSYN MOTOR.

clockwise there is a relative total shift between DG rotor and
DG stator of 75°. This causes rotor M to turn 75° clockwise

(Fig. 391 (e) ).

Now let rotor G be turned 45° anti-clockwise and let rotor

DG be rotated 30° clockwise instead of 30° anti-clockwise as

before. The fields of the two motors now subtract, for the
reason that the rotor of G, acting electrically vid DG, swings
the rotor ofM 45® clockwise, whilst the mechanical displacement

of the DG rotor swings the M rotor 30° anti-clockwise

(Fig. 391 (f) ).

The relative shift of the DG stator field and rotor is now only
15° anti-clockwise, consequently rotor M rotates 15° anti-

clockwise.

Note. The effect of the differential Sels}^ in the circuit

can be reversed by exciting the DG rotor from the Selsyn

generator (G) in place of the stator. In this case the DG rotor

must be turned anti-clockwise to neutralise an anti-clockwise

motion of the G rotor.

Thus in example (i), in which G was rotated 45® anti-clock-

wise and DG 30® clockwise, the relative shift would for the
modified connection be 15® anti-clockwise instead of 75®
clockwise as before.

Application of the Differential Selsyn

A control or indicator system in which the -output is taken
from the shaft of the differential Selsyn may be arranged by
replacing the motor in Fig. 390 with a generator and by
making the differential a motor (Fig. 392)-.

The two end Sels3ms have rotor shafts positioned mechani-
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393 -—Principle of the selsyn control transformer.

cally by other units The rotor shaft of the differential Selsyn
now transmits the sum or difference of the angular positions of
the other two rotor shafts relative to a fixed position or reference.
The differential Sels5ms in Figs. 390 and 392 are supplied

with power from a Selsyn generator. Thus Selsyn generators
used with differential Sels37ns are generally of heavier design
to prevent overheating.

In the case of complex systems involving several differential
Selsyns, condensers may be placed across the leads to the
(hfferential Selsyn rotor to counteract lagging currents. Where
lines between Selsyns are long, this practice reduces voltage
drop and power losses which otherwise may become appreciable
as part of the total power consumed

Selsyn Control Transformer

Selsyn generators and motors have H section rotor cores.
Selsyn control transformers have cylindrical rotor cores.
Generator rotors and stators act as primaries and secon-
daries. When this device is used the rotor A of the transformer
is held fixed in some manner. The rotor winding, B, instead of
receiving an input from an A.C. line, supplies to an amplifier
an alternating voltage, which is proportional to the angle between
stator field A' as determined by the position of rotor A and
the axis of the rotor B of B'.

Thus a Selsyj^'ftcting as a transformer can be used to produxse
an error voltfge for control purposes proportional to the
angular displacement of rotor B relative to- rotor A (Fig. 393).



Fig. 394.—Simple radar aerial drive.

Motors and Driving Systems

It is frequently necessary to drive heavy aerial equipment
at varying speeds, in either direction of rotation, and in most
cases to maintain accurate control over their motion.

The ordinary single-phase or three-phase motor is essentially

a constant speed device, therefore special D.C. motors must
generally be used for this purpose.

The speed of a D.C. motor can be varied by armature
voltage or by varying the voltage across the field coils. The
first method gives the most stable results and the most desirable

range of speed, but normally entails a large resistance in series

with the armature and large power loss. The second method
can be carried out by a physically small resistance and reduced

power loss, but the speed range is limited from a certain

minimum value upwards. At the higher speeds the field

becomes so weak that speed is relatively unstable.

One alternative is to couple a D.C. motor to a D.C. generator

running at constant speed. The field of the generator can^ be
varied in magnitude and direction by means of a rheostat and
reversing switch. In this way the motor armature is supplied

with a smoothly variable input which can be varied from zero
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to full load value. The motor field is excited by a constant
D.C. supply.

The advantage of this method is that by means of the

variation of a small field current a smooth, flexible and stable

control can be exercised over the speed fmd direction of rotation

of a D.C. motor.

A simple drive for rotating, under control, a radar aerial, is

shown in Fig. 394. The D.C. generator, direct-coupled to an
A.C. motor, has its field connected to a potentiometer in such
a way that the magnitude and polarity of the voltage applied

to the armature of the D.C. motor can be V2iried, and the

l^erial can be rotated in either direction, and at any speed from
0 to maximum.

Aerial Control System

The basic system has a number of limiting factors. As a rule

it is desired to control the direction in which the aerial points

and the aerial may be required to rotate continuously for

normal searching, or to be turned only a few degrees in azimuth
to determine the bearing of a particular target.

Also the driving system must be capable of supplying
sufficient power to make a large aerial rotate in step with the
controls in spite of varying wind pressure.

Such a system is shown in Fig. 395. The field supply for

the aerial driving motor and the D.C. generator is obtained

from a small self-excited D.C. generator, driven by an A.C.
motor.
The D.C. generator field supply from the exciter is regulated

by a resistance bridge arrangement. When the bridge is

balanced the voltage supply to the field of the D.C. generator

is zero, and the aerial driving motor is stopped.

Any change in the resistance of the balancing arms results

in field current to the D.C. generator, the resulting rotation

depending upon the magnitude and direction of the change
taking place in the electrical equilibrium of the bridge.

The shorting contacts are operated by a lever arm L geared
to a differential Selsym motor. Thus the speed and direction

of rotation of the aerial are determined by thq lever arm,
which controls vid the shorting contacts and the bridge, the

ma^Tutude and direction of the voltage impressed on the
main D.C. generator field.

If the handwheel is turned when the aerial is in the stopped
portion, Gg energises the stator of the differential Selsyn and
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the rotor DM^ turns, causing a deflection of the lever arm L.
This deflection raises the shorting contacts momentarily to
change to a new shorting position. The D.C. generator field is

energised, and the drive motor turns the aerial in the same
direction as the handwheel was operated.

Since the rotor of Gj is geared to the aerial drive moto",
the rotation of this motor changes the output from the stator
of Gj. This causes a rotation of the field of the stator of DM^
which tends to bring the rotor of the machine to the neutral
position.

Thus if the handwheel is turned only 10° the aerial turns
10® and stops, but if the handwheel is turned continuously the

V FP.K.
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aerial will turn continuously, because the rotor of DM^ is kept
continuously out of neutral by some constant small angle.

The effect of this small angle or error is relatively large if the

handwheel is turned quickly, so that the aerial will also follow

quickly. When the error is small the aerial turns slowly.

The system GiM^ forms a remote indicating system. If

required, may feed signals to several Selsyn motors to

indicate the aerial position at several points simultaneously.

When hunting* occurs, the voltages in the stator of Gg cause
the lever arm to be displaced from its neutral position, in a
direction opposite to the displacement which causes the rota-

tion, and the whole system will tend to oscillate about the
desired position. This oscillation is not important to the
operation of the radar set, but the resulting mechanical vibra-

tions tend to cause breakdown of the mechanical system.

DIFFERENTIAL GYROSCOPE
SELSYN MOTOR MOTOR

396.—Gyro system for prevention
OF HUNTING,

(a) General arrangement.
(b) Details in elevation.

Gyro System

The undesirable effects

of hunting can be obviated

by the addition of a gyro
mounted in trunnions on
the lever arm (see Fig.

396 (a) and (b) ) . The
position of the gyro rela-

tive to L is fixed in the

static condition by a pair

of balancing springs.

If the lever arm L is

turned about its pivot,

the gyro tends to process

or rotate about its axis

through the trunnions,

thereby eliminating hunt-
ing and increasing the

speed of response of the

controls.

For example, if the

handwheel is turned sud-

denly, the rotor of DMj
immediately tends to a

Hunting, or search for equilibrium, is brought about by interaction

between the mechanical and electrical momenturns of the system. (See text-

books on A.C. motors.)
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new position. The sudden
motion of the lever arm
unbalancestheWheatstone
bridge, and the gyro at

the same time processes

about its trunnions, caus-
ing a further motion of (a)

in the same direction.

Thus any change in con-
trol causes high accelera-

tion.

As the aerial rotates

and the error in the field

position within DM^ de-

CI eases, L turns bac.k —^Modification to FiG.f395 for
towards its neutral posi- electronic control.

tion. The gyro is now Remove
|
x

|
in Fig. 395 and replace by

pulled to its normal posi-
: y i above,

tion by its balancing
springs, and then processes in the opposite direction as the
lever arm moves towards neutral.

This tilting reduces the state of unbalance of the bridge and
causes the aerial motor to slow down as the aerial approaches
the desired position. The tendency to overshoot, with con-

sequent oscillation or mechanical vibration, is therefore greatly

reduced.

Thus the gyro action accelerates the aerial rotation at start-

ing up and decelerates it as the final position is approached.

The rotation control function may be performed electron-

ically by replacing the differential Selsyn, gyroscope, con-

tactor and bridge with a Selsyn control transformer and an
amplifier, which converts the Sels}^ A.C. error voltage output

to a direct current, of sufficient power to control the D.C.

generator field. (Fig. 397).

The AmpUdyne
The Amplidyne drive is similar to that described in Fig. 393

with the exception that an Amplid3me (trade name) is used in

place of the D.C. generator.

The main difference is that the field of the Amplidyne
requires much smaller control power for the same values of

output power. This device may be compared to an electro-

mechanical power amplifier.

p p ?
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CONTROL
FIELD

SHORT cirEuit?^ If armature
^JL!* current of a D.C. shunt-

^FiELo^^ / ^ JOOAMPS wound generator is, say,

n pj <—

I

100 amps, and the field

'^3
,

—I— excitation current 5 amps.,

LOAD
necessary to

20 AMP T reduce the field excitation

KJOAMPS current to ^ low as

amp. (if the armature
Fig. 398.—Armature flux, control current is not to exceed
FLUX AND LOAD REACTION FLUX IN \ 1 1 J
CURVATURE OF A SHORT-CIRCUITED D.C. ^00 ampS.) WnCfl tnC lOUd

SHUNT-WOUND MOTOR HYPOTHETICALLY Yemovcd ttud the urmature
LOADED.

Load and short circuit in parallel but
their sources of e.m.f. are in quadrature.

short circuited, assuming
that the speed of rotation

is constant.

In this case the magnitude and direction of the armature

reaction flux are the same as in the loaded generator, but the

controlflux * is very small. The armature reaction flux (Pj and
the control flux ^2 ^re still in quadrature.

Voltages are therefore generated in the armature conductors

as they rotate through these two fluxes, but because of the

location and direction of these two fields, the maximum
voltage caused by the cutting of the reaction flux appears

across the armature at right angles to the voltage developed

by the excitation flux.

Consequently, by placing a second set of brushes at right

angles to the short-circuited brushes, sufficient voltage is

Pig- 399-—^Addition of compensating
WINDING TO neutralise THE LOAD
REACTION FLUX SHOWN IN FIG, 398.

available to supply another

100 amperes to an external

load, in addition to the

100 amperes flowing
through the short-circuited
armature path.

Since the control flux

has only to build up to

a low value, and since the

resistance of the short-

circuited armature is very
small, full load current

may be obtained in an

* The control flux is that field strength due to the small magnetising field

current of^th amp. assumed to be sufficient to maintainu current of loo amps,
when the lo^ proper is switched off and a short circuit is substituted.
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exceptionally short time.

Thus changes in the con-

trol field current • are

amplified almost instan-

taneously by the Ampli-
d5me arrangement (see

Fig- 398).
The direction of the

second load current just

discussed is such that it

must produce a second ^
^
^ ^ Ftg. 400.—Effective magnetic fields

armature reaction flux 03 in amplidyne.
in direct opposition to result of modifications shown in

the original control flux 0^ 39^ and 399.

(Fig. 399)-
The load armature reaction flux will be much greater than

the control flux and would prevent the correct field current

from controlling the output.

It is essential that the small control flux should not be

affected by this second armature reaction flux 0^ if it is to

retain control over the output.

Therefore a series compensating winding through which

the load current flows is wound on the control field poles.

The number of turns of this winding are adjusted so that the

compensating flux exactly cancels the second or load

armature reaction flux 03 for all values of load current in

the operating range (Fig. 400). In this case the effective

magnetic fields are as shown in Fig. 400.

If the compensating flux is slightly under the value for

complete compensation, the machine has reduced power gain

and acts as a " negative feedback,” feedback being taken from

output current, i.e,, the internal impedance of the Amplidyne is

increased by under-compensation. Over-compensation creates

the effect of regenerative reaction and operation may easily

become unstable.

Since residual magnetism along the axis of the control

field would have a large effect on the Amplidyne output,

it is necessary to demagnetise the core material. This is

accomplished by attaching a low permeability magnet to

the end of the armature. This magnet, with a separate field

winding, revolves and generates a small A.C. voltage which

is applied to two sets of opposed windings on the field

poles.
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Fig . 401.—Basic amplidyne aerial driving system.

Thus the generated A.C. neutralises any residual magnetism
when the control field current is zero.

In summation, it may be noted that the production of the

short-circuit curfent and the associated armature reaction

flux by a small control field represents a first stage of amplifica-

tion, which can be regarded as corresponding to current

amplification.

The use of this large current, and the flux it produces, to

induce sufficient voltage to drive an equally large curreiit

through the external load circuit, represents a second stage,

which may be regarded as voltage amplification.

The compensating winding can be regarded as a feedback
circuit, when exact compensation corresponds to zero feedback.

The power gain of the Amplidyne may range from 3,000 to

10,000, and perhaps higher in certain machines.

The additional power appearing at the output is of course

supplied by the additional mechanical power which must be
applied to the shaft by the motor.

Basic Amplidyne Drive

The Amplidyne drive as commonly used consists of the
basic system shown in Fig. 401. •

The drive is usually an A.C. motor. The control field of the
Amplidyne is shown as a split winding, to enable it to be
supplied by a control amplifier having separate outputs for

each polarity of the applied signal. The series-compensating

winding is omitted from the drawing for the sake of clarity.

The field of the D.C. motor can be supplied by a rectifier or
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permanent magnet genera-

tor. In order to prevent de-

magnetisation when perma-
nent magnets are employed,
compensating windings are

connected in series with
the armature, and wound
on the faces of the field

poles to neutralise the
effect of the armature
reaction flux.

The amplifier is con-

trolled by comparing an
error voltage from a Sels5m

control transformer with an
A.C. reference voltage fur-

nished by the A.C. line

supply. In the diagram.

Fig. 402, it is assumed that

there is no phase shift, and
therefore both A.C. input

voltages are in phase.

The anodes of both valves are positive, but the grid Vg is

below cut off and the grid of Vj above cut off. In this condition

the output is that of a half-cycle rectifier supplying coil i ;

coil 2 is inoperative.

If the phase of the voltage input to the grid transformer T^ is

shifted 180® while the phase of the A.C. line remains the same
as before the circuit acts as a half-wave rectifier for coil 2 and
coil I is inoperative. If the two coils are both wound on the

Amplidyne field poles but in opposite directions, a i8o® shift

in grid voltage changes the direction of the control field flax

and the polarity of the Amplidyne output. The magnitude of

the Amplidyne output is thus controlled by the magnitude of

the A.C. error voltage and the polarity by the phase of the

error voltage.

AMPLIFIER FOR
DRIVING SYSTEM.

AMPLIDYNE AERIAL

Atternative Arrangements

Numerous alternative arrangements incorporating various

refinements are available for aerial control systems ; these

include aided tracking, used in cases where the motion of the
target is such that its rate of change of bearing is constant.

Instead of following the target by turning a handwheel, a
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small D.C. motor is used to drive the rotor of the Sels3m
generator. The speed of the motor is adjusted by a potentio-

meter.

The error voltage output from the Sels3m control transformer
can now be applied to an Amplidyne control amplifier, so that

the aerial follows the target continuously as long as the rate of

change of bearing and elevation is constant. The occasions

when this form of tracking can be used are, however, somewhat
infrequent.

The device can be usefully employed for continuous search

in conjunction with a P.P.I.

A case in point is when an “ A ” scan indicator and a P.P.I.

are operated together. A slewing motor can be adjusted to rotate
the aerial at*the required speed for P.P.I. operation until it is

desired to follow a target of particular interest more closely.

The slewing motor is then disconnected, the target being
followed for detailed examination on the “A” scan by operating

the handwheel by hand.
True bearing correction is incorporated with some equip-

ments when a gyro compass is installed. In this case it is usual

to provide another complete Selsyn indicator system which
transmits a true bearing from the gyro compass.
The information from both indicator systems (i.e., the

bearing of the aerial relative to the ship’s head and the true

bceuing as transmitted from the gyro compass) is then placed

on a special bearing indicator dial, the outer dial being fixed.

If the aerial controls the position of a pointer and the iimer

dial is rotated by a Sels5m operated from the ship’s gyro
compass, the reading on the dial opposite the pointer gives

true bearing.

Two-phase induction motors may be employed to rotate

the aerial system and hydraulic systems were also in use before

electrical systems were developed. A D.C. motor used in

conjunction with a thyratron has also been employed.
Tlie fundamental requirements, however, are the same in all

cases. A smooth drive with good acceleration and a large reserve
of power during rotation towards the required position. On
approach to the desired position the aerial should be retarded

so that it comes to rest in its final position with zero velocity,

and excessive mechanical vibration of the system does not
occur.



APPENDIX 1

THEORY OF TRANSMISSION LINES

Transmission lines and sections of transmission lines are employed
for the following purposes :

—

(a) To guide electrical energy from one point to another.
{b) To guide and match the energy output from one unit to the

input of another unit, e.g., to match transmitter outputs to an
aerial.

(c) To establish proper phase relationships between the elements
of an aerial array and to perform transforming functions.

(d) To act as circuit elements, i.e., to function as a tank or
oscillating circuit in place of coils and condensers.

(e) In certain circumstances to act as metallic insulation and
balance convertt*rs.

(/) To form part of an electronic switching system and to invert

a load.

Thus (a) is a guiding function carried out by virtue of con-
ductivity.

(b) Combines the function (a) with matching functions which
are carried out by virtue of the characteristic or surge impedance
of the line, the value of which depends upon its geometry.

(c)
,
(d), (e) and (/), and sometimes (6), are functions carried out

by virtue of the properties possessed by sections of transmission
line bearing definite relationship in linear length to the wavelength
of the applied R.F.
A transmission line may consist of two wires, of any length

suitably insulated from one another ; alternatively a coaxial

cable, in which the inner conductor is entirely surrounded and
shielded by the outer conductor. Either wire may be thought of

as composed of a number of very small lengths joined in series.

Since inductance and resistance is associated with each of these

elementary lengths, in the case of a line of uniform cross-section,

inductance and resistance are distributed evenly throughout its

lengUi. Similarly, it can be seen that there will also be a distributed

capacity effect throughout the length of the transmission line, due
to the capacity effects between the elementary lengths in opposite

wires.

In approaching the subject of transmission lines it must be realised

that any element of voltage initially applied to one end takes,sow^

time to reach the far end, no matter how short the line may be. In
the case of open transmission lines the velocity of propagation

585
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Fig. I.—Distribution of current and voltage in a line of infinite
LENGTH.

The lines act as base lines for current curves. The perpendicular distance
from wire to curve is a measure of the electron motion in the wire at a point.

The arrows represent the direction of electron motion for each half wave.

along the line is generally taken as 186,000 miles per second ; this

figure may, however, be considerably reduced for coaxial cables.

In order to avoid more than one variable, it is convenient in

the first place to consider the distribution of voltage and current

(or more strictly speaking the electric and magnetic fields) along a
line of infinite length and imiform cross-sectional area, when the

frequency of the input is varied. It is assumed also that losses

due to leakage vid insulators are so small as to be negligible in effect

upon the analysis pf the general case.

The voltage and current distribution in an infinitely long two-wire

transmission line (for any finite frequency) may be shown as in

Fig. I.

Analysis of Fig. 1. Analysis ofVoltage and Current along a Twcnwire
Transmission Line System

The conditions for this analysis are :

—

(1)

^That the generator is supposed to have been in operation for

some time.

(2) That at some instant, when the voltages between the terminals
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of the generator are at zero in the A.C. cycle, the voltages and
currents along the line are deemed to be frozen for examination
purposes.

From consideration of Fig. i, then, the following facts emerge :

—

(a) The voltage and current are everywhere in phase.

*{b) Both voltage and current reverse at regular intervals along
the line.

(c) The amplitude of the voltage and current waves decreases

along the line.

{d) Energy hypothetically supplied by the generator to the
infinitely long line never reaches the infinitely distant end. It

must, therefore, all be consumed in the line itself.

Let an observer now stand at some fixed point along the line,

and let transmission continue in the normal way. If the waves of

voltage and current could be seen, they would appear to sweep
past the observer as alternative hills and dales. This means that

regularly spaced reversed currents and voltages sweep along the

line with the same velocity.

All other things being equal, let the frequency of the generator

input be dianged. Let frequencies of 60 cycles, 1,000 cycles,

30 megacycles and 3,000 megacycles be applied in turn.

If the velocity is taken at 186,000 miles per sec. or 300,000,000
metres per second, and the two-way transmission line is infinitely

long, the positive peak of a 60-cycle wave of voltage or current will

have travelled 3,100 miles down the line before the generator applies

the next positive peak. Therefore the voltage, in the line for

continuous transmission, reverses in polarity at intervals of 1,550
miles along the infinitely long line until the energy is completely
absorbed at some infinitely great distance.

If a frequency of 1,000 cycles is applied to the same line, voltage

reversals take place at intervals of 93 miles whilst at 3,000 mega-
cycles, reversals occur at intervals of about 3*86 inches.

. Thus a line of 300 miles would be electrically short for a frequency
of 60 cycles, but electrically long for 3,000 cycles. Similarly, a line

of I metre would be long for a frequency of 3,000 megacycles but
short for 3 megacycles.

Thus when a line is electrically short, the impedance presented to

the generator is mainly that of the load. When the line is electrically

long, however, and if the load is not of a certain critical value, the

voltages necessary to produce a given current or to deliver a given

power, may differ greatly from that which can be accounted for by
the impedance of the load in series with the resistance of the line.

A two-wire transmission line has resistance, capacity, inductance

and a leakage or conductivity coefficient.

Ignoring the leakage factor, which is small as compared with
capacity and inductive reactions, a transmission line may be repre-

sented as in Fig. 2 (a), (b) and (c), subject to the conditions that the
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© TWO WIRE TRANSMISSION LINE SHOWING SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION
OF DISTRIBUTED COMPONENTS L, C & LEAKAGE R s.

© EQUIVALENT DIAGRAM OF © BUT SHOWING OHMIC RESISTANCE

. T " T ' T ! T ' T
© EQUIVALENT DIAGRAM IN WHICH LEAKAGE IS NEGLECTED.

NOTE . IT IS USUAL TO SHOW CONDITIONS IN ONE LINE ONLY,
generally the top line. CONDITIONS IN TOP & BOTTOM

LINE HOWEVER ARE IDENTICAL.

2.—^The infinite line (development of schematic representation).

line shall be divided into many sections, and that the capacity,

inductance and resistance lumped together, in each section, shall be

as small as possible per section. This is essential if the distributed

resistance, inductance and capacity of a transmission line is to be

simulated.

A two-wire transmission line may, therefore, be specified by

stating :

—

(a) Its resistance per mile.

(b) Its inductance in millihenrys per mile.

(c) Its capacity in microfarads per mile.

Smaller units for short lines can be adopted when necessary.

When leakage is taken into consideration it is expressed in

terms of donductance, and as micromhos per mile. It will, however,

be ignored in this analysis.

The properties of a transmission line made up from a number of

sections of lumped resistance, capacity and inductance can now
be considered. The leakage factor can be neglected, since it is very

small compared with Xc and Xl at high frequencies. In fact, R
(the ohmic resistance) itself is frequently overshadowed by these

other values.

If a voltage is applied to the line shown in Fig. 3 (a), some current
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Fig. 3 (a).

—

Development of the characteristic impedance of a line.

Note. Resistances only have been employed in order to simplify the
explanation, but this in no wise affects the general principle. If Xl, Xq and
R are substituted in their proper proportions the calculation merely becomes
more complex, but it does not alter the fundamental principle that the con-
tinuous addition of similar sections causes the impedance, as seen at AB,
gradually to approach a finite value, i.e.^ the characteristic or surge impedance
of the line.

must flow and the ratio of the voltage to the current (Z) is the
E

impedance, where Z == y.

Conclusions to be Drawn *

The impedance presented at the input of a transmission line is

not merely the resistance of the line in series with the impedance of

the load. The effect of series inductance and shunt capacity on the
line itself may be large as compared with the resistance, and may
even overshadow the load value when looking in* at the line from
the input terminals.

The impedance for a single elementary section AB of the line

shown in Fig. 3 (a) can be calculated by the use of series parallel

impedance formtilae, provided the impedance across CD is known.
But since this elementary section is merely one small part of a
longer line, another similar section FG is across terminals CD.
Again the impedance at AB of the two sections can be calculated

provided the impedance of the third section' is known. This process

of adding one section after another can be carried on and on.

With the addition of each section, the impedance at AB has a
new and lower value.

After many sections have been added in this way, each successive

addition has less and less effect on the impedance at AB. Thus, if

sections are added endlessly the line becomes infinitely long and a
certain value of impedance across AB is approached so nearly

that it may be regarded as finite. This value is the characteristic

impedance for the line,

* Not$. The terms •
** looking in " and “ looking out are met with

constantly. Tliis arises because the generator ** sees an impedance repre-

sented by the line and the load which may be quite different from the impe-
dance seen from the load end, which includes the line impedance and the
impedance of the generator.
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7 u - ^09 ANY ELECTRICAL
^ab- network across AB Zab a E.

I

S39.9
OHMS

Fig. 3 (b).

—

Numerical example to illustrate the meaning of
CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE. (AlL VALUES APPROXIMATE.)

Note. As additional units are added, the total impedance approaches
closer to a finite value of 37-0 ohms. The convergence is such that after about
the twelfth addition the series is still converging upon 37. Subsequent changes
are so small in effect that 37 ohms can be taken as a finite value. It now
follows that if a line is terminated in a resistive load equal to Zq for the line, it

must behave as though it had infinite length, i.e,, the applied energy will be
wholly asborbed in the line and load. This corresponds to the ideal condition
of an infinite line. A maximum amount of energy is transferred to the load
under these conditions.

The Characteristic Impedance

Let it be assumed that the sections of Fig. 4 (b) extend to the
right with an infinite number of sections. In these circumstancesj

the impedance across AB is (its characteristiQ ipipecfencej.
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AN
IMPEDANCE
MEASURING
DEVICE

MEASURES

ADDITIONAL
SECTIONS
TO INFINITY

IMPEDANCE
MEASURING
DEVICE STILL
MEASURES

2o B ]T
(0)

A LUMPED LOAD
equal TO Zq

Fig. 4.—Comparison of infinite line and a finite line terminated
IN AN IMPEDANCE EQUAL TO Zq. 9

(a) An infinitely long line severed at some point MN near the generator
end IS still infinitely long.

(b) A line terminated in a load, having an impedance equal to the charac-
teristic impedance of the line, may be thought of as the severed portion AB
plus MN to infinity, MN being as represented by the load impedance which
is equal to Zq. The characteristics of (a) and (b) are thus identical.

If the line is cut at MN, Fig. 4 (a), an infinite number of sections

still extends from MN to the right since the line is endless in that

direction. Consequently, from the results obtained in the previous

paragraph, the impedance appearing across MN must also be Zq,

since the conditions are similar.

The impedance across the input of a theoretically infinite line has

a very v^uable use, for if a load equal to this impedance is placed

across the output end of any short or convenient length, an impe-

dance appears at the input terminals of the shortened line of the

same numerical value as that of the load. In other words, a line

loaded to meet this condition, no matter hoW short it may be,

behaves as though it Was a line extending to infinity, and the

maximum transfer of energy to the load can take place.

Only one value of load impedance for any particular geometrical

construction can cause a line to behave in this way.

This value of load impedance must be numerically equal to the

characteristic impedance of the line which is independent of its

length, but is a function of its geometry.

A Numerical Example

Fig. 3 (b) gives a numerical example of the manner in which (for

demonstration) small sections of line loading can be added succes-

sively to cause the impedance looking in at AB to converge towards

some finite value which is the characteristic impedance. It is
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37 OHMS-

Fig - 5-—This figure should be compared with fig. 6.

The line is terminated in Z© and will, therefore, behave as a line of infinite

length.

N

Zo
37 OHMS

Fig . 6 .—Compare with fig. 5.

The load along the line is distributed, but since it is terminated in Zq it

will still behave as a line of infinite length. In both cases, a maximum amount
of the applied energy will be absorbed in the line and load.

readily seen that this finite figure is determined by the geometrical
construction of the network.

In (i) a section of parallel wires AX, BW, having a lo-ohm
resistance in series and loo-ohm resistance across the wires has an
impedance of no ohms. Assuming the simple case where D.C. is

applied to pure resistance let (2), an identical section XYZ now be
added, Le,, iio-ohm section in parallel with XW. The resistance

across AB = 62*4 ohms and the total current is increased from
0*91 to i*6o amps, to supply the current flowing in the second
section. Addition of the third section YRT places no ohms in

parallel with YZ of the network, giving a new impedance of 48*5

ohms, etc. As this process is repeated the resistance across AB is

continuously lowered and the line current is increased, but the
change per section in both current and resistance grows less as more
sections are added. After the addition of about twelve sections,

the impedance across AB is reduced to nearly 37*0 ohms. Several
hundrra sections can now be added without any appreciable
further reduction in the impedance at AB. For all practical purposes
therefore, the converging impedance value of Zab may be considered

to be finite at 37*0 ohms, which is Z^ the characteristic impedance
of the line.

Referring to the example just given, when the process of

adding successive sections has caused the input impedance across

AB to converge to the numerical value of Zo, the line current is

2*70 amps. Nothing can now be deme at tte out^t end of the
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line to make the current increase, provided the line is very long
and made up of resistance only.

Thus if the first section has an impedance of value equal to Zq
(
in this case 37 ohms) placed across its output instead of a second
section (see Fig. 5), the impedance appearing across AB is still

37 ohms. This must be so since the geometry of the part is the
same as that for any length of line. In fact, 37 ohms placed across
any length of this line confers upon it an input impedance equal to
its characteristic impedance, i.e., 37 olims.

This means that if the impedance appearing across the input
terminals of a line of infinite length is Zq, then any length of the same
line, when terminated by a load with a resistive impedance equal
to Zq, will exhibit a similar input impedance.

In the numerical example, D.C. and pure resistance only were con-
sidered. Whilst the actual numerical values for A.C. and D.C.
would be different, the fundamental principle is the same. The
characteristic impedances of lines, in practice, generally range
between 50 ohms and 600 ohms.

Sections of two-wire transmission lines exhibit a variety of

properties according to :

—

{a) Their loading.

{h) Their length.

The two extremes of (a) are open circuit (no load) and short

circuit. Both conditions are employed to obtain certain charac-

teristic effects.

Sections of less than a quarter wavelength behave differently from
sections which are longer than a quarter and less than a half wave-
length. Sections longer than a hdf wavelength but less than a full

wavelength are obviously multiples and therefore repeat the

behaviour of their respective sub-multiples which are all less than
a half wavelength.

It is therefore necessary to investigate separately the properties

of

Half wavelength sections on open circuit and on short circuit.

Quarter wavelength sections on open circuit and on short circuit.

Sections shorter than a quarter wave on open and closed circuit.

Sections longer than a quarter wave and less than a half wave on
open and closed circuits.

Making eight cases in aU.

Cases involving other terminations for the classifications men-
tioned above must be treated separately.

Firstly, therefore, consider the general conditions of voltage and
current distribution for open and closed lines of finite length.

Open Circuits and Standing Waves

When ener^ *is a|>plied at the generator end of a two-wire
transmission line wmw is open-drcuited at the load end time
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Fig. 7.—During the initial surge, voltage and current waves go
DOWN THE LINE TOGETHER IN PHASE.

Upon reaching the open end, an abrupt change of phase of 90® takes place
between the voltage and current waves reflected back to the source.

elapses before the energy applied at the source can reach the far

end during which an initial surge occurs. This consists of a
wave of voltage and a wave of current sweeping down the line, with
their positive maxima together until the end of the line is reached.

The initial conditions are, therefore, the same as for a line of infinite

length.

V^en the current wave reaches the open-circuited end of the

line it faces a discontinuity and must fall to zero, whereupon new
voltage and current waves are set up which travel hack along the

line toward the input end. These reverse waves are, in effect,

reflections caused by the high voltage generated when the current

wave and accompan5dng magnetic field falls suddenly to zero on
reaching the discontinuity.* Immediately the first reflection occurs

at the discontinuity a phase change takes place between voltage

and current. Since the voltage must be maximum and the current

must be zero at the extreme end of an open line, the effect is that

of a 90® displacement (see Fig. 7).

In general, whenever the conditions at the termination of a
transmission line are such that the advancing energy sees any

* The effect when a guided electric wave meets a discontinuity may be
compared with that which occurs when sound meets an unyielding obstruction
in the normal to its surface. The wave is reflected backwards along its line

of propagation.
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change whatsoever in the value of the impedance of its guide,
some of the energy is always reflected back along its line of propaga-
tion, its magnitude and phase being determined by the mamitude
and nature of the impedance change which causes the reflection.

Reflection is, in effect, the reaction. to any change of state of the
conducting path.
Whenever waves are reflected as above, the nett effect produced

along the line, by the advancing wave from the generator and the
waves reflected from the load, is the appearance of standing waves
of voltage and current displaced from each other all along the line

by a quarter of a wavelength.
Thus, when an open-circuited line is connected to a generator,

after the first initial surge, standing waves of voltage and current
appear along the line separated a quarter of a wavelength apart.
Also a current minimum or node is accompanied by a voltage
maximum or anti-node, and vice versa. (See analogies given in

Figs. 8 (a) and 8 (b).)

In a line which exhibits standing waves of current and voltage,

the initial energy from the generator continually surges back and
forth and is in fact carried in the electromagnetic fields about the line.

Since energy is transformed in creating these fields the process is

reversed and energy is returned to the circuit when they die away.
Thus, when the first wavefront of current surges down the line

from the generator, the parts of the line carrying maximum current
(anti-nodes of current) are surrounded by magnetic fields. The energy
of these fields is proportional to |LI^ and since, in the case of an open
circuit, there is no load to absorb this energy, the energy of the
magnetic field in the region at the end of the line is transferred to

an electric field with a consequent rise of voltage at the open end
of the line. Thus the reflected wave, which always appears with a
discontinuity or some change in the impedance of the guide, is the

reaction to the energy transformation that must take place in the

E
region of the impedance change, i.e., the change of the ratio

Energy absorbed by the line from the generator supplies the line

losses due to heat and radiation, so that the energy stored in the

electric and magnetic fields is maintained.

Actually, the current minima (nodes) do not fall to zero, since

there must always be some line Josses and a small in-phase current

must flow to provide for them.
Indicating instruments seldom discriminate between positive and

* The term ** standing wave can be misinterpreted. When they exist, the
positions along a line at which minima or nodes occur, are fixed. They do, in
fact, staixd still in so far as the positions at which they are found do not
wander along the line. But the amplitudes between these nodes rise and faU at
the frequency of the input, consequently maxima or anti-nodes also occur at
fixed points along the line at exactly a quarter of a wavelength from the
nodes:

g 0 a
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ROPE REMAINS STATIONARY AT THESE POINTS (NODES)

WAVE MOTION
IS REFLECTED
FROM THE END
PRODUCING A
STANDING WAVE

Ftg. 8 (a).

NODE NO MOTION
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Fig. 8 (a).

—

Rope analogy for standing waves.

This analog exemplifies standing waves on a rope. C and D indicate
the manner of change of amplitude at the anti-nodes. An observer holding
on to the rope at an anti-node would be jerked up and down between A and
B at the frequency at which the rope is shaken. An observer holding on at a
node, however, would not be moved.

Fig. 8 (b).

—

Sound analogy. Reflection of sound waves from a hard
SURFACE and FORMATION OF STANDING WAVES.

The thin continuous line represents the forward wave moving left to
right. The dotted line is the reflected wave moving right to left. "J'he dot-

T
dash line in (2) and (4) shows reflected and forward waves together at —

3T
^

and The thick line shows the resultant at these instants.
4

At the instant (i) the forward and reflected waves are 180° out of phase.
The resultant is zero. Amplitudes are equal.

T A
At — later—(2) the forward wave has travelled along the line - to the

A
^

right and the reflected wave has travelled — to the left. The maxima of the
4

two waves, therefoie, coincide and the resultant amplitude is twice that of
either wave.

T
At (3) the two waves are interchanged with respect to the configuration

in (i), because they have each travelled - in opposite directions and the

resultant amplitude is again zero.
oT

At (4) the two waves are interchanged with respect to the configuration
4

in (2) and the resultant amplitude is double that of either. Maxima and minima
are also reversed. After this the sequence is continually repeated.

negative anti-nodes, so it is convenient to show diagraimnatically

both Waves of voltage and current on one side of the line. Thus
the voltage wave between wires, and the magnitude of the current

wave in the line are shown together in their correct phases, using

the top conductor as the base or zero line for both voltage and

current curves (see Fig. 9).

The Voltage and Current Relations in a Short-circuited Line

When a line is short circuited, the voltage and current relations

are shown in Fig, 10. Since a short circuit is a condition of zero

impedance, the current in the closed end of the line is a maximum,
whilst the vpltage is a minimum.

Reflection also occurs in a closed line for reasons similar to those

for an open line, i.e,, the advancing wave sees a change of impedance

of the guide (from Zo to approximately zero in this case).

No appreciable amount of the energy of the initial wave is absorbed

by the short circuit. The high current in the shorted end of the line
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Fig, 9.—Standing waves on
TRANSMISSION LINE CAUSED
BY REFLECTION FROM THE
OPEN END.

Voltage and current nodes
and anti-nodes shown together
using the top wire as a base.

In the extreme case of an open
line, anti-nodes of current coin-

cide with nodes of voltage. If

this line had been terminated
in a resistive impedance equal
to Zq, there would have been
no reflections and no standing
waves.

Fig. lo.

—

Standing waves of
VOLTAGE AND CURRENT IN

short-circuited line caused
BY POTENTIAL ENERGY
REFLECTED AT THE SHORT
CIRCUIT.

Compare with Fig. 9 and note
that positions of E and I maxima
have been transposed.

represents potential energy = JLP. Consequently, because this

energy exists across zero impedance, it cannot be absorbed and

reflection must occur.

Comparison of Open and Closed Lines

It is important to note that the voltage and current relations in

open and closed transmission lines are in reverse, as shown by
comparative Figs, ii (a") and ii (b).

Examination of Figs 13 and 14, and comparison with Fig. 12,

HALF-WAV6 LINE HALP-WAVE LINE

XI.—Comparison of voltage and current distribution for open
AND closed half-wave LINES.
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OB5EPVEP ANYWHERE
ON THE LINE

E & 1 IN PHASE & NO
NODES OR ANTINODES
AT ANY POINT IN THE
LINE. CRESTS 8.

TROUGHS SWEEP PAST
‘X* CONTINUOUSLY &
ALTERNATELY TO

INFINITY

OR TERMINATED IN Zq
ANYWHERE ALONG ITS

LENGTH.

Pig 12.—^Voltage and current distribution along an infinite line or
LINE terminated IN Z<, (RESISTIVE). NoTE THAT E AND I ARE IN PHASE

BECAUSE THERE IS NO REFLECTED WAVE.

Wlien dealing with finite lines it is essential to work from the load end back

towards the source. This is because the conditions for voltage and current

distribution along the line are fixed by the nature of the termination, i.e,, open

circuit, closed circuit, terminated in Z® (resistive) or some other impedance.

Fig. 13.—OpEN-END LINE.

E and I 90° out of phase and
standing waves with I nodes at

» \ Anti-nodes at —24 ...
Voltage nodes are

Voltage anti-nodes at-^, —

,

4 4 4
To determine the impedance

presented to the generator, it is

first necessary to fix the E and I

nodes or anti-nodes at the load end.

This is decided by the terminating condition as already explained in

Figs. 9“I2. These conditions are repeated for each wavelength and from

load end to generator terminals.

Fig. 14.—Closed-end line of
SAME length as IN FIG. I3, THE
APPLIED FREQUENCY ALSO BEING
THE SAME IN BOTH CASES.

Compare E and I nodes and
anti-nodes at load end and genera-

tor end with those for the open-end

line of Fig. 13.
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shows the relationship between voltage and current distribution

in open lines, closed lines and infinitely long lines or lines terminated
in Zq at various distances along the line measured in terms of wave-
length or in terms of time for one cycle of the applied frequency.

The location of nodes and anti-nodes of voltage and current

along a line must always be traced from the output end of the line,

because they are created by reflected waves, the phase of which is

determined by the line termination.

The requirement for the production of standing waves is that

reflection must occur. Conversely, standing waves can only be
suppressed by preventing reflection.

A non-resonant line is a line in which there are no standing

waves. In this case all the energy passed down the line is absorbed
by the load. The waves shown in Fig. 12 are travelling waves
and there are no standing waves. For lines carrying radio frequencies

the characteristic impedance is almost a pure resistance.

For a line to be resonant it may be either open or short circuited

at the output end and cut according to whether it is open or short

circuited, to some multiple of a quarter wavelength. If the length

is not exactly some odd or even multiple of a quarter Wavelength
the line acts in a manner similar to either a capacitative or inductive

reactance, according to whether it is greater or less than an odd
quarter wave multiple. In fact at frequencies above or below the

resonant frequency it behaves like a conventional tuned circuit.

A resonant transmission line as defined above is said to be
resonant because it may assume characteristics similar to those of

a resonant circuit comprised of lumped inductance and capacity.

For example, it may exhibit the characteristics of a series resonant

circuit or those of a parallel resonant circuit, according to whether
it is cut to an odd or even number of exact wavelengths and also

whether it is open or closed at the far end.

As for example :

—

(1) Series Resonance.

(a) Resonant rise of voltage across circuit elements.

(b) Low impedance across the resonant circuit.

(2) Parallel Resonance.

{a) Voltage across the circuit never in excess of the applied

voltage.

(6) High impedance across the resonant circuit.

Figs. 15 and 16 illustrate the relation of voltage, current and
impedance for various lengths of both open-end and closed-end

transmission lines. The impedance which the generator sees
''

looking towards the termination for various lengths of line is drawn
directly above each. The curves above the letters of various height

indicate the nature of the impedance presented to the ^nerator^
and the circuit symbols indicate equivalent electric circuits or

elements.
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MEASURED IN TERMS OF MULTIPLES AND SUB-MULTIPLES OF

Follow the dotted line upwards from generator end to read the nature of

the im;^ance presented to the generator. Also check by procedure outlined

under Fig* 13-
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Standing waves of current and voltage are shown for each parti-

cular length of line reckoned from the load end.

Analysis of Open-end Lines

In conjunction with a detailedstudy of Fig. 15, note the following :

—

A '^A

() At all odd quarter-wave points, i.e,, etc., measured from
4 4

the output end, the current is maximum and the impedance is

therefore minimum. The first voltage minimum occurs - from the

open end.

() There is a resonant rise of voltage from the odd quarter-wave
points towards the output end.

(c) Therefore, at all odd quarter-wave points an open-end
transmission line acts like a series resonance circuit. The impedance
is a very low resistance prevented only by the circuit losses from
being zero. Consequently, an open line the total length of which

is an odd multiple of - lengths or a single section - long presents a
4 4

low resistance or series resonant characteristics to the generator

at AB.

{d) At all even quarter-wave points, ix,, - , A, etc., the voltage is

maximum at AB (working back from the open end).

[e) The voltage for an even quarter-wave section never exceeds
the applied voltage and there is a high impedance across both ends
of the line, i.e,, it repeats at AB the conditions at the far end.

(/) Compared with the characteristics of an LC circuit, all even
quarter-wave open-end lines act like parallel resonance circuits. The
impedance presented to the generator is therefore an extremely
high resistance.

A “sA A
(g) Open-end lines less than - and between — and - act like a

4 42
capacitative circuit, i.e., the generatoi in fact sees a capacity at

the open end of the line.

{h) Open-end lines longer than - and less than -, or longer than
4 2

~ and less than A, act like an inductive circuit and the generator
4
therefore sees an inductive termination.

{i) A
g

open line acts as a capacitative reactance numerically

equal to Zq.

(j) open line acts as an inductive reactance numerically

equal to Zg.
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4 LINES TERMINATED IN 2q COMPARED WITH AN INFINITELY LONG LINE.

IN EITHER CASE THERE IS NO REFLECTED WAVE, NO STANDING WAVE AND
NEITHER THE h UNE OR THE INRNITELY LONG LINE EXHIBIT RESONANCE

^ EFFECTS

Figs 19 and 20—- lines terminated in (resistive) behave as infinitely
4

long lines.

Analysis of Closed-end Lines

From a study of Fig. i6 note the following :

—

A
(a) At odd quarter wavelengths, etc., the voltage is high

4 4
and the current low. The impedance is therefore high at the

generator end and the first voltage maximum appears - from the
4

shorted end.

(b) These conditions are similar to those in a parallel resonance

circuit, consequently a shorted line of odd - length acts like a
4

parallel resonance circuit. It also inverts the impedance of the

termination at the generator end, i.e,, a short is reflected as a

high resistance.

A A
{c) At the even A points the voltage is minimum, the current

4 2

a maximum and the impedance is minimum as seen by the generator
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at AB. The first voltage maximum from the closed end is at -

and the first minimum is
2

{d) This resembles the effects produced by a series resonance
LC circuit and can be compared with such. A half-wave closed-

end line repeats at AB the low impedance at the far end of the line.

A A
(e) A closed-end line less than - or between — and - acts as an

4 42
inductance and from ~ to - and between A and — it acts like a42 4
capacitative circuit.

(/) A ~ short-circuited line acts as an inductive reactance

numerically equal to Zq.
o\

(g) ~ short-circuited line acts as a capacity reactance numerically

equal to Zq.

Any line, even if cut to a particular fraction of a wavelength, loses

its resonant characteristics when terminated in Zq.

Since a
^
open-end line has a low value of E and a high value of

I at AB, there is a low impedance at AB (Fig. 17). Conversely,

since at AB a closed-end line has high E and a low I, there is a very
high impedance at AB (Fig. 18).

If a or a
^

line is terminated in Zq they become immediately

Fig. 21.—Reactance terminations.

Output end closed through a
capacitative reactance ^ual numeri-
cally to Zq. As capacity reactance
becomes smaller (the termination
conditions approach more nearly to a
short circuit), X rises to resonant
value nearer to the end of the line.

In fact, the whole system of nodes
and anti^nodes moves to the right.

Check against Figa. 13 and X4. ,

Fig. 22.—Reactance terminations.

Output end closed through an
inductive reactance equal numerically
to Zq. Point X moves to the left

as X^ increases and gradually
approaches open line ** conditions.
Check against Figs. 13 and 14. The
effects in Figs. 21 and 22 are caused
by the reactive components of the
capacity and inductive loads respec-
tively.
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non-resonant, since there is then no reflected wave and no standing
waves can be present. The impedance at AB = Zq under these

conditions.

In Fig. 19 the ~ section terminated in Zq has no resonant pro-
4

perties whatever It behaves like an infinitely long line in this

respect as in Fig. 20.

Thus it is shown that when a line is terminated in Zq its length

has no particular significance.

A line terminated in a pure resistance equal to Zq, normally, has
no reflections present.

If, however, a line is terminated in a reactance numerically equal
to Zq, or equal to any other impedance, standing waves are not
entirely eliminated. This follows from analyses of Figs. 15 and 16.

Fig. 21 shows the standing waves on a line terminated in a
conventional capacity reactance numerically equal to Zq. Fig. 22
shows the standing Waves that exist on a line terminated in a
conventional inductive reactance numerically equal to Zq.

From Figs. 21 and 22 the following should be noted :

—

With a capacity load the last current resonant point moves closer

than ~ to the output end of the line.

For an inductive load = Zq the last resonant point of voltage is

closer to the line termination than ~. Capacity termination produces
4

a voltage and current distribution similar in character to that of

the open line, except that the curves are shifted towards the
o

output end of the line by an amount that increases as the capacity
reactance is reduced, i.e., as the line approaches the closed-line

condition.

With inductive termination the voltage and current distribution

are essentially the same as for a short-circuited
^

line, except that

the curves are shifted away from the output end by an amount that
increases as the load reactance approaches infinity, i.e., as the line

approaches open-line condition.

Factors Controlling the Value of Zq

Vl
For a two-wire transmission line it can be shown that Zq =

An increase in the separation of the wires increases the inductance
and decreases the capacity. Thus Zq is increased by increasing the
spacing and reduced by the use of any dielectrjic that increases

capacity.

When air is the dielectric between the wires, the formula
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Zo = 276 logio — can be
£L

applied, b is the spacing
between centres of conductors
and a = radius of the con-
ductor, It is sufficiently

accurate when Zq is a pure
resistance.

Formula Zq = 138 logio ~
a

where b is the inner diameter
of the outer conductor and
a is the outer diameter of

the inner conductor can be
applied to coaxial lines as an
approximation.
A simple but by no means

accurate method of measuring
Zq is to terminate the line

with a calibrated variable

resistance. When the resis-

Ftg. 23. SECTION AS A METALLIC
4

INSULATOR AT RESONANT FREQUENCY.

Resonant frequency
300 X 10*^

” length of section x 4 (metres)*

tance is adjusted so that standing waves are no longer present,

the line may be said to be terminated in Zq.

Applications

Resonant lines may be employed as :

—

(a) Metallic insulation.

]h) Wave filters and chokes.

\c) Reactances.
(d) Impedance-matching devices and transformers, etc.

(e) Phase shifters and inverters.

(/) Oscillator frequency controls.

(g) In converting from balanced lines to unbalanced lines.

As Metallic Insulators

When a shorted ~ line is excited at resonant frequency (the
4

frequency which makes a particular length exactly equal to —),
4

standing waves appear. At the short circuit the voltage is zero

and current a maximum. At the input end voltage is usually

E
maximum and the current nearly zero. Therefore y is large, which

means that Z is large. In Fig. 23 the - section looks like an insulator
4

to the linesAA^ and at resonant frequency. Such an arrangement
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constitutes a short circuit for direct current and, of course, it

functions efficiently as an insulator only at resonant frequency, i.e.,

at the frequency which makes CDEF an exact quarter wavelength.
Such an arrangement is a highly efficient electrical insulator at

resonant frequency. It takes a negligible amount of energy from
the line to make up losses caused by circulating current once it has
absorbed enough energy from the line during the first few cycles,

to set up the essential condition of resonance.

If the frequency varies too widely from the value for which the
section is designed, it rapidly becomes a poor insulator, and begins
to act as a condenser, or inductance, across the line, according to

whether the frequency deviation is above or below the resonant
frequency (see Fig. i6).

When properly designed and spaced, this type of insulator is

more efficient than dielectric material, but at one frequency only.

Such an arrangement is mechanically strong and enables trans-

mission lines to be readily fixed to steel towers, masts, etc.

2 Line as Filter

By virtue of its impedance characteristics a quarter-wave line can
be used as an efficient filter of even harmonics.

If interference on say lo or 20 megacycles is experienced when a
transmitter is operating on, say, 5 megacycles, the even harmonics

may be suppressed by a - line filter.

4

In this case the short-circuited - line is made ~ for the funda-
4 4

mental frequency of 5 megacycles. At 10 megacycles this section

becomes a half-wave line or a full-wave line at 20 megacycles.
Since a half-wave line or a full-wave line offers zero impedance at its

open end, the 10- and 20-megacycle harmonics are filtered to earth.

The - section may be used an5^here along a non-resonant trans-
4

mission line with similar effect.

Both open and closed - resonant lines may be used as wave
4

filters. Fig. 26 shows how more than one - line may be fitted to
4

eliminate imwanted frequencies.

In this case a - section B open at the output end i^ placed in
4

series with the transmission line. This will ofter low impedance in

the transmission line to the fundamental frequency. For each odd
f A

harmonic such a line is an odd multiple of a wavelength and
4
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TRANSMITTER
HIGH Z FOR THE FUNDAMENTAL WAVELENGTH

BUT LOW Z FOR EVEN HARMONICS

Ftg, 24. STUB AS A HARlVft)NIC FILTER.

Fig. 25.—Filter connected to main line.

Fig, 26.—Various arrangements of filters to eliminate even harmonics.

C demonstrates the impracticability of using the method for dlteiimg out
odd harmonics by means of an open stub.
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LENGTH Of LINE IN A S * CLOSED
O s=OPEN

27.—Reactance plotted against electrical length of line

MEASURED IN TERMS OF WAVELENGTH FOR OPEN AND CLOSED ENDS.

offers little impedance to the odd harmonics. Thus the - open

filter B passes the fundamental and odd harmonics along the

transmission line to the aerial coupling unit. As for the even

harmonics, however, the length of the open line becomes a half

wave or some multiple of a half wave so that line B offers a high

impedance to the even harmonics and blocks their passage to the

antenna coupling unit.

The joint action of the two quarter-wave lines is shown in the

following table :

—

Harmonics

Aline Connection Fundamental 2nd 3td 4th 5th

4

Open . Series Low Z High Z Low Z High Z Low Z
Shorted . Shunt High Z Low Z High Z Low Z High Z

Unfortunately, the method cannot be used to eliminate oW
harmonics because any attempt to eliminate the odd harmonics

must result in loss of the fundamental frequency.
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For example, assume C in Fig. 26 is - at the third harmonic,
4

VIZ., 15 megacycles. This frequency would be eliminated ejSectively

before it reached the aerial. But the fundamental frequency to be

transmitted would also be greatly attenuated, because a - line at
4

15 megacycles is a — line at 5 megacycles. Such a section would
12

act as a condenser and offer a fairly low impedance to 5 megacycles,
therefore, although the 15-megacycle frequency would have been
eliminated, the 5-megacycle frequency would be considerably
attenuated. Other types of filters are available, however, to meet
this difficulty.

As a Reactance

Fig. 27 shows reactance is plotted against wavelength for closed

and open lines. Note that reactance is zero for all multiples of

The open-end line acts as a capacitative reactance at frequencies

below the resonant frequency, causing the current to lead for

electrical lengths shorter than - At ~ the capacitative reactance is40
^

equal to Z©. Therefore an open line of less than ~ may be used

to provide effects similar to that of a condenser termination, parti-

cularly when it is desired to avoid the use of actual condensers in

the open air. At the exact ~ or odd multiples thereof, the open line
4

has zero reactance. As the length of the line is increased beyond
4

alternatively if the frequency is increased above resonant frequency,

the line e^diibits inductive reaction, causing the current to lag.

Finally, as a half wave or multiple half wavelength, the open end
lias infinite reactance.

The closed-end line acts as an inductive reactance at lengths

shorter than ~ i.e., for frequencies below the resonant frequency.
4

At ^ it has Xl numerically equal to Z® and at exactly - or multiple
o

A A
^

thereof it has infinite reactance. Between - and - at frequencies
4 2

above the resonant frequency, the line exhibits capacity reactance

and at exactly - or multiple thereof the line has zero reactance,
2

Una
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Ftg 28—Example of a parallel
RESONANT CIRCUIT COMPOSED OF
A COIL AND A CONDENSER, EM-
PLOYED TO MATCH LINE CD TO AB.

Conditioiis for Matching

It has been shown that when the load impedance is not exactly
matched to the line impedance, standing waves appear along the
line. In order to obtain a good match, however, it is not sufficient

that the numerical values of the load and line impedances should
be equal.

Despite numerical equality, if reactive components are associated
with the load, standing waves will still be present along the line.

The resistive and reactive components of a load and the phase-
angle can be determined when the following information has been
obtained :

—

/ V nn. X* voltage maximum
,, ^() Ine ratio —r- : (known as the standing wave

' voltage minimum ' ^

ratio or S.W.R.).

( )
The positions of the voltage anti-nodes and nodes. (Refer

Figs. 21 and 22 and relative text.)

For procedure in obtaining measurements see Appendix IV.
The effects of residual capacitative or inductive reaction of the

load can be tuned out by the

use of tuned lines.

If a line terminated in a
resistance equal to Zq is

checked for match over a
wide frequency range, the

load will look like a pure
resistance at one frequency
only, i,e . ,

iAe resonantfrequency

of the resistance. Above or

below this frequency the load

will exhibit capacitative or
inductive reactance.

In consequence of this, when
it is desired to match line

and load at some mven fre-

quency, other than the

resonant frequency, a resis-

tive load jnay look like a
resistance pai^eled by a
condenser. Thus, in

Fig. 29. — Example of suortbd --

SECTION employed tO
AB AS XN FIG. 28.

MATOa CD TO
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to eliminate the effects of

capacity reaction, a suitable

inductive section of line must
be connected as an extension
to the line, and in series with
it beyond the load.

If this additional section is

correctly dimensioned, it will

resonate with the capacity »nput

component of the load, and
the termination to the line CIRCUIT

then looks like a parallel ^o.—

I

mpedance matching.
tuned circuit.

Thus, instead of looking Matching input to grid of valve by -

into a load with
^

shunt Une. This involves transformation from
capacity, the termination low impedance input from the source to

now looks like a resistive load a high impedance input to the grid.

shunted by a very high
pure resistance. The latter has very little effect on the total

resistance ; therefore the line is, to all intents and purposes, matched
to its terminating load and all standing waves are eliminated. This

S
)int will be referred to again in a later paragraph headed “ Final
atching by meani of Stu&.''

As Impedance Matching Devices

Circuits using coils and condensers frequently employ parallel

resonance circuits as matching
devices (see Fig. 28).

If a voltage at resonant

frequency is applied across AB,
the parallel circuit presents

maximum impedance to the line

equivalent to a pure resistance.

If the voltage is applied across

CD the circuit remains approxi-

mately in resonance but the

impedance presented to the line

is considerably lower.

The impedance of a shorted

^transmission line is zero at
4
the shorted end, increasing to a

maximum toward the open end.

If, for example, it is required to

match the non-resonant line

connected at CD to the resonant

line AB, the arrangement shown
Fig, 31.—Shorted half-wave

MATCHING TRANSFORMER.
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UNE 2

Pig. 32 .—- MATCHING SECTION
400 Jr

Zo == Vz LINE I X Z LINE 2.

70 OHM 33-— ~ MATCHING SECTIOl^'

WPOLE y _ ^

Vz LINE X Z CENTRE OF DIPOLE.

in Fig. 29 can be employed.

The shorting bar is moved to adjust the matching section to ~
4

at the frequency of the resonant line AB. The tapping points CD
are then moved closer to, or away from, the shorting bar, until the
impedance at CD is, equal to Zq of the non-resonant line.

The impedance presented to the resonant line is resistive since

the matching section is equivalent to a parallel resonance circuit.

A second example of the use of a shorted - section is shown in
4

Fig. 30. When used in this manner it is sometimes termed an
impedance transformer. Here a relatively low impedance is trans-
formed to a high impedance to suit the input grid conditions. The
equivalent circuit is shown side by side for comparison purposes.
A half-wave section of line shorted at both ends may also be

used as an impedance matching device.

h

(*) Za Zb

“

Za MUST EQUAL
REGARDLESS

2b for matching
OF Zo

A

Pig- 34-— A HALF-WAVE
MATCHING SECTION, Z^
INPUT = Zb OUTPUT. It
REPEATS AT THE OUTPUT
THE INPUT IMPEDANCE.

A 2 (a) Illustrates principle.
(b) Numerical example.

>*300 ^0W OHMS
ANY. VALUE 1 ^

1 ts300
^ OHMS

e

(MP^DftNCE LOOKING INTO Za IS EQUAL Zu
REGIARDLESS OF tHE VALUE OF 2q
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Fig. 35. — Special case of
A

MATCHING FOR A ~ SECTION.
2

^ 2a«550 ‘600
“650

APPROXIMATE MATCHING 2^,2^, Z. ALL
HAWfe ABOUT THE SAME VALUE

Fig. 31 is a shorted half-wave matching section excited at AB
with resonant current and voltage values as shown by the continuous
and dotted curves. Z is shown by the dot-dash curve.

The input sees an impedance equal to j at the input,

i.e., Zab, and the load “ looking in to CD sees a larger ratio,

t.e., Zac* Minimum impedance is at GF where voltage is highest

and current lowest. Maximum impedance is at HJ and KL.
The upper half repeats the lower half, so that there are always

two points on the frame having the same impedance. The current

in one half, however, will be 180"* out of phase with that in the

other half.

- Open Line as Impedance Matching Devices
4

^
If - section is closed at one end by an impedance Zb, the input

4
impedance is

or (2) Zq — a/Z^ X Zj,

where Z^ = input impedance and Zb = output or load impedance.

When it is desired to couple two transmitting lines having

different characteristic impedances, a - line having a characteristic

impedance determined by Zq = VZ^ X Zb can be used.

Let the line in Fig. 32 have Zq = 650 ohms and line 2 have

Zq = 400 ohms. They can be coupled by a section where

Zq (- section) == ^/Z^xZ^
4

= Vbso X 400
= 510 ohms.

Line i sees an impedance of —

—

^ 400

Line 2 sees an impedance of

= bso^ohms

= 400 ohms.
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f—

Fig. 36.—Locating position and length
OP tuning stub to tune out reactive
COMPONENT OF A LOAD, THEREBY
REDUCING S.W.R. TO THE MINIMUM.

Za = Zb regardless of Z®. Therefore

a I : I transformer, repeating at one
the other end.

Thus line i, looking
towards line 2, sees no
change in impedance, simi-

larly line 2, looking toward
line I, is equally satisfied.

Matching line to aerial

(see Fig. 33),

Zo = V550X70
== 196 ohms approxi-

mately.

Matching with Half-wave
Sections (Non-shorted)

If a half-wave section is

used instead of ~ section,
4

a half-wave section acts as

end the impedance seen at

From the above, and a consideration of Fig. 34, it can be seen

that a half-wave non-shorted section cannot be used to match
widely different impedances, but it can be used without regard to

Zq as long as the two terminating impedances are alike.

The only exception is when Zo, Z^ and Zb are all approximately
of the same value. The match then obtained is sufficiently close

for most jpurposes (see Fig. 35).

Final Matching by Means of Stubs

In a previous paragraph it was shown that it frequently happens,
when an aerial is fed by a fairly long transmission line with suitable

characteristics, some standing waves still exist. Since standing
waves represent losses, it is

desirable, in such cases, to

eliminate them entirely.

For this purpose a matching
stub is used.

The length of the stub,

which is generally less than

and its position along the
4
line may both vary in

individual aerial S3^tems.

Whilst it is possible to

calculate the length and
pcmtion of the stub with
some degree of accuracy,

»^2o
APPPOX

(APPPOWMATEiy)

Fig. 37.—EguiVAuaNt circuit op no. 36.
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STANDING WAVE RATO |

Ftg, 38.—^Determination of stub length and position on the line
FOR CORRECT IMPEDANCE MATCHING.

Length of stub in terms of A and distance of stub from first E max, in

terms of A plotted against S.W.R,

the final adjustment is determined by trial for the complete
elimination of all standing waves. The general principles of stub
matching or tuning are, however, established :

—

Open or shorted stubs may be used, but a shorted stub is

generally preferred, because it reduces radiation losses, also it is

easier to adjust and to support mechanically.

The problem is to locate the stub on the main line (see Fig, 36)

with such spacing from the load end that the main line sees an
impedance, looking into AB, which is in effect a pure resistance (or

a parallel resonant circuit).

The impedance at AB is made up of and Lg in parallel. L,

is of such length that its impedance at AB, made up of the load

impedance and the characteristic impedance Zo of in com-
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bination, has a resistive

component equal to Zq plus

some reactive component.
This reactive component

shown as Xl (Fig. 37) is

present at AB even if the

load impedance is a pure

resistance, since this im-

pedance is not matched to

Li.

STUB iviATCHiNG CQR COAXIAL UNES The stub (normally less

39 —Matching STUBS FOR COAXIAL than-), acts almost as a
LINES ADJUSTED BY TUNING PISTONS. 4

pure capacity reactance.

Therefore, the stub length can be adjusted at C and D to resonate

with the reactance component due to Lj, the result is that a

resistance of Zq remains across AB and the line Lg is matched.

The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 37. The generator must
be matched to the line, and line and generator can therefore be

represented by Lg.

It is difficult to find experimentally the length which will

present across AB a resistive component = Zq. Also, any subse-

quent adjustment of length of would require a readjustment to Lj,

Lj and Lg being complementary.
The method adopted, therefore, is to find :

—

(i) The voltage maximum point nearest the aerial array where

there is a voltage minimum, the standing wave ratio of which is

Bmax.

Btnm.

By use of Fig. 38 both the stub location and stub length in wave-

length can then be determined with reasonable accuracy.

40.—^USE OF LINES OF UNEQUAL LENGTH TO OBTAIN A PHASE DIFFERENCE
AT THEIR TERMINATIONS.
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ELEMENTS, t.e., PRIMARY AND SECONDARY OF A I *. I TRANSFORMER.

Under some conditions it is easier to locate current maxima and
minima. These serve equally well as long as it is noted that a

current maximum coincides with a voltage minimum. (For method
see Appendix IV.)

Stub Matching with Coaxial Lines

To avoid the problem of moving one stub

along the line in search of the correct location,

two stubs are used, their effective lengths being

controlled by pistons. The second stub adds

capacity or inductance to the line and thus

varies the position of the standing waves. This

produces the same effect as if the first stub was
moved along the line. The two stubs are

A ^A
spaced either

g
or ^ apart and near the load as

shown in Fig. 39. Tuning is then carried out

by piston adjustment.

As Phase Shifting and Inverting Device

Transmission lines may be used when it is

desired to produce a phase difference between

two aerials for example. This is done in some

cases by employing paths of different lengths

between transmitter and aerial.

This method is possible because there is a

phase delay of 360° per wavelength, progres-

sively, along a non-resonant line. For example,

if one line is 5 longer than another the. phase
o

gngift is 45®. Fig. 40 shows two aerials with

Fig» 42.—Simple
OSCILLATOR
USING QUARTER-
WAVE SECTIONS
OF COAXIAL LINS
TO CONTROL THE
FREQUENCY.
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r%g. 43.—The balance converter
OR BAZOOKA.

Ftg. 44 (rtght) —Equiv alent cir-
cuit FOR FIG. 43.

180° phase difference since the line to aerial 2 is - longer than that

to aerial i. The accuracy of phasing in this manner depends upon
the absence of standing waves.
A half-wave line can act as a phase inverter and a i : i trans-

former in which the secondary voltage is 180° out of phase with
the primary voltage (Fig. 41).

As Frequency Control of an Oscillator

Since - short-circuited lines exhibit voltage and current distribu-

tion and, therefore, impedance conditions similar to those of a
parallel resonance circuit, they may be substituted in place of

conventional coils and condensers in oscillator circuits.

The advantages are :

—

(«) HighQ.
Low loss.

(c) Oscillations at frequencies above those obtainable with tank
circuits containing condensers and coils.

Since Q = when R is low, Q is high, also good stability

depends upon the value of Q.

Q of a concentric line is at a,maximum when the ratio of

the inner diameter of the out^ conductor to tfie outer dimeter
of the inner conductor is « 4 ; 22, The Q for a two-wire lifte is at
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maximum when the ratio of the spacing of the wires to the radius
of I wire is 6 : 19. The Q of any line is also best at an effective

electrical length of This value of Q may be increased for ultra-
4

high frequency by silver plating the lines.

In a single-valve oscillator the concentric line is frequently used.
For push-pull circuits a balanced two-wire line or two concentric
lines may also be used. The concentric line has the advantage that
the inner conductor is shielded by the outer and this reduces
radiation losses.

A simple form of line oscillator is shown in Fig. 42. It is tuned
by the capacity-shorting bar and oscillates readily at the highest
frequency at which the valve is capable.

As Line Balance Converter

The junction between a coaxial line unbalanced to earth and a
pair of balanced lines cannot be made directly since there is a
discontinuity in the electrical characteristics of the line.

This would result in an excessive standing wave ratio and loss

by radiation because of unbalanced line currents. To effect a
junction, a line balance converter is used.

The outer skin of the outside conductor of a coaxial line is at

earth potential, whereas the outer skin of the inner conductor is

well above earth potential and displays a high impedance to earth.

Both conductors of the balanced line, however, display the same
potential and the same impedance to earth under ideal conditions.

The object of the converter is to produce a high impedance to

earth between the outside of the inner conductor, at the point

where it connects to one side of the balanced line, and thus to

convert the end of the concentric line to a balanced line condition.

To achieve this a - shield is placed round the end of the coaxial
4

line. This aiixiliary shield is connected to the outer conductor of

the coaxial line - from the end of the line, and is bonded firml\"

4
to the outside of the outer conductor of the coaxial line. Thus

shield and conductor form a - section shorted at one end. Since
4

a short-circuited ~ section displays a high impedance between A
4

and B, ppint A is isolated from the earth, and B can be connected

to one of the wires of the ba^nced line, both conductors of which

have a high impedance to eaith.

Fig. 44 shows the equivalent circuit. The action of this arrange-

ment is, therefore, similar to that of a i : i transformer having a

primary earthed at one end and the secondary earthed at the mid-

point of the secondary winding.



APPENDIX II

THEORY OF WAVE-GUIDES

At frequencies in the region of 3,000 megacycles, wave-guides
become a practical proposition and are preferred to coaxial lines

for energy transmission because circuit losses can be greatly reduced
by their employment (attenuation for similar frequencies in a
-wave-guide is approximately of that for a coaxial line).

Whilst a tube of square, circular or elliptical cross-section is known
to British technicians as a wave-guide, * the fact must not be lost

sight of that a two-wire transmission line, a coaxial line, or any
pair of conductors, may be regarded as performing a similar function
in perhaps a somewhat different manner.

Actually, any surface which separates entirely, two different

regions of electrical properties, can exert a guiding effect on electro-

magnetic waves. Such a surface may be one which separates a
conductor from an insulator or one which separates two insulators.

By definition, therefore, the conductors of any electric circuit are

wave-guides, since electric and magnetic fields may be propagated
along them when a voltage is applied across the input terminads.

Examination of the general theory of energy transfer by trans-

mission line was carried out, in Appendix I, by analysis of the
voltage and current distribution along a two-wire transmission line.

It was pointed out that variations of the electric field between
the wires, and of the magnetic field linked with the wires, were
associated with waves of voltages and currents all along the line.

Thus, energy input from the generator may be regarded as being
transported along a transmission line to the load by a series

of transformations, alternating between an electric condition and

a magnetic condition at intervals of - along the line.
4

It is, therefore, possible to think of the progress of electric energy

along a line as an initial value of changing at ~ to a value of
4

JLI®, the latter value being numerically less than JCV* by an amount
(PR+ radiation and other losses), for each successive transformation.

This means that the operating conditions of a two-wire trans-

mission line could have been examined by analysing the distribution

of the electric and magnetic fields instead of by the conventional
method applied.

* Definitions relating to wave-guides axe standardised in Supplement No. x

(1948) to British Standard 204 : 1943.

633
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Section of transmission line

SUPPORTED upon ~ METALLIC INSULATOR.
4

THEORY OF WAVE-GUIDES
Analysis of Electromagnetic Fields

If the electromagnetic fields are regarded as the agents by which
the input energy is conveyed to the load, the movements of the
electrons, which also take place in the line relative to matter, may
be thought of as manifestations of the changing electromagnetic
fields which occur with each
successive energy transfor-

mation.

This is only an inversion

of the convention that electric

fields appear when free elec-

trons are displaced, and that

magnetic fields demonstrate
themselves when free elec-

trons are in motion.
If the first hypothesis is

considered, it must be con- i-

eluded that the function of

the wires is to guide the

energy from input to load, in which case the electrons constitute the
link between the material of the wires and the electromagnetic fields.

Thus it is possible to think of a wave-guide as an improved form of

transmission line, meaning that a two-wire transmission line may
be regarded as an elementary and somewhat inefficient wave-guide.

If then the function of a two-wire transmission line is now deemed
to be merged in the wave-guide as shown in Fig. 3 and, since energy
is now to be guided by a
single conveyer, analysis of

the electromagnetic fields

must take the place of the

more conventional analysis

of voltage and current dis-

tribution as applied to lines.

In other words, the electro-

magnetic fields are the

primary consideration, the

movement of electrons being

incidental thereto and gener-

ally of little importance in

wave-guide analysis.

Fig. I shows a shorted

^
section acting as an

insulating support to a two-

wire transmission line.

A
Fig. 2 shows another

Fig. 2.—^As IN FIG. I BUT WITH A SECOND

- SHORTED SECTION OF METALLIC IN-
4
SULATOR INVERTED ABOVE THE FIRST
SECTION.
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3*—Section of wave-guide developed from an infinitely great
NUMBER OF ELEMENTARY FRAMES AS SHOWN IN FIG. 2, THE TWO PRINCIPAL
DIMENSIONS BEING EA AND AB.

section inverted over the first section at the point of junction with the
transmission line. The transmission line is now sandwiched between

the two - sections and can be supported and insulated equally well

by the top'EA, or bottom section E^B, or by both.

Fig. 6 (c) demonstrates that if a large number of these double

- sections are assembled along a line as in Fig. 3 and welded together,
4

a rectangular wave-guide is formed, wherefore each double - section
4

with its sandwiched length of transmission line may be regarded as
an elementary section of a wave-guide (Fig. 4 (i) ).

From Figs. 4 (2) (3) and (4) it can be seen that the dimension AB
of the wave-guide cannot be less than half a wavelength. In fact it

must be a little more, in order completely to accommodate the trans-

mission line function and at the same time to preserve the insulating

properties of the resonant - sections. Clearly, any frequency lower
4

than that which makes the AB dimension of the frame less than

- will cause it to become an inductive shunt to earth.
2

A.
The frequency therefore that makes the dimension AB - is

2
the cut off '' frequency for a particular wave-guide.
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CONOmONS FOR
FREQUENCIES BELOW

'tUT OFF\
AC JUST« \
BC JUST«^

DC SHRUNK TO NOTHING.

A NO PROPAGATION*
& FREQUENCIES BELOW
txrr OFF"CANNOT EXIST,

APPUEO FREQUENCY

AC « I
OB * J

CD ACCOMMODATES
TRANSMISSION LINE
FUNCTION, THIS
MINIMUM & ABOVE
CAN BE PROPAGATED.

FREQUENCY HIGHER
THAN IN ®
AC«^
DB « I

CD BECOMES WIDER S
PROVIDES MORE SURFACE
TO ACCOMMODATE THE
TRANSMISSION LINE
FUNCTION.* PROPAGATION

' CAN TAKE PLACE.

CDs TRANSMISSION UNE FUNCTION IN ALL CASES.

^ Jfffg A ^Diagrams TO IIXtJSTRATE THE FACTOR THAT GOVERNS THE FREQUENT
*

^'cut-off FOR ANY GIVEN WAVE-GUIDE. i,e ,
THE DIMENSION AB.l^

Also iHustotss the fact tlmt any given guide can accommodate frequencies

higher than the fundamental or cut-old ** frequency.

S 8
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The wave-guide will, however, readily transmit frequencies

higher than *the cut off frequency, since the transmission line

function can then be regarded as occupying the wider section CD,

thereby shrinking the lengths and AC, D^B^ and DB to -

4
sections at the higher frequency, the nett result being that in

order to make A^C^, AC and D^B^DB into
^

sections at the higher

frequency, the transmission line function occupies the wider strip

C^D, CD.
It can be shown that the electric and magnetic fields of wave-

guides are confined entirely to the interior of* the guide and that

voltages and current exist on the inner skin only. The external

parts of the guide may be earthed therefore at any point along its

length just like a coaxial line. This leads to the conception of

boundaries which is dealt with in a later paragraph.

Conditions within the Wave-guide

In the characteristic field associated With the conductors of a
normal transmission line, the electric and magnetic vectors (E and H)
exist at every point of the field in directions mutually perpendicular

and themselves perpendicular to the direction of propagation of

the electromagnetic energy. This is not true of wave-guides. In
wave-guides, two distinct types of wave may be distinguished,

i.e,, the H wave and the E wave. These are dealt with in detail in

later paragraphs. It is sufficient for the moment to appreciate the

fact that energy may be propagated in a wave-guide in a doubly
infinite series of modes analagous, to some small extent, to a singly

infinite series of modes represented by a fundamental note and its

harmonics. The modes are distinguished by the patterns of the

lines of force traversing the fields, and their order characterised by
the number of pattern repeats obtained in traversing the guide.

For a guide of given dimensions and a wave mode of given order

there exists, as has been shown above, a critical frequency below
which the mode cannot be propagated in the guide. Waves of lesser

frequency would be very rapidly and completely attenuated.

For example, in wave-guides of rectangular cross-section a given

wave cannot be propagated if the frequency f is such that :

—

‘<‘‘
1(1)'

+(5.)}
where c ~ the velocity of light in vacuo and a and b equal the

length and breadth of cross-section of the guide respectively;

m and n are two positive whole numbers characterising the mode.
In general, the higher the order of the wave mode, the higher is

the “ cut off or critical frequency.

The launching of a given t3T)e (E or H) wave in a wave-guide
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is usuaUy accomplished by the insertion of an emittef probe within
the guide. The probe is fed with micro-wave oscillations of the
proper frequency, and must be so placed inside the guide as to
coincide with the direction of the electric lines of force in the pattern
of the mode which it is desired to excite.

This effect is very similar to that which could be obtained by
placing a metal tube of suitable dimensions over a vertical aerial.

If the axis of the tube is placed parallel to the aerial, the magnetic
field is bounded entirely by the walls of the tube and has no com-
ponent in the direction of the axis, but the electric field has maxi-
mum intensity with direction along the axis. Since the magnetic
field is transverse, by definition, an E wave can be propagated. If

the tube is placed so that the aerial lies transversely across its axis,

the above conditions are reversed and electromagnetic energy will

be propagated along the axis as an H wave.

Wave-guide Losses

Open transmission lines suffer losses under three headings :

—

(a) Radiation losses, (b) Dielectric losses, (c) Copper losses.

The coaxial line eliminates radiation losses, but experiences

dielectric losses from the spacers which are generally employed to

support the inner conductor. This loss does not occur in the wave-
guide. Also the larger conducting surface that can be provided by a
wave-guide reduces the copper loss.

Fig. 5 compares the efficiency of wave-guides to coaxial lines for

attenuation at increasing frequencies. The attenuation of the

wave-guide is very great in the region of the “ cut off '' frequency,

but it is very much less than that for the coaxial line at the frequency

for which the guide is designed.

The interior surface of the wave-guide must be clean and is

generally silverplated, in order to obtain higher surface con-

ductivity.

The dimension EA or E^B determines the maximum permissible

value of the R.F. voltage, since this must be less than the arc-over

value. A rough interior surface, dents, careless soldering all tend

to reduce the AE dimension and hence the power-handling capacity

pf the wave-guide system.

For any frequency that the wave-guide can transmit, the power-

handling capacity of a wave-guide is considerably greater than that

of a coaxial line of the same diameter. This is shown in Fig. 5.

The dimension determining maximum permissible voltage for the

wave-^ide is more than double that of a coaxial line having the

same diameter.

Perhaps the most outstanding electrical advantage of the tubular

feeder (circular or rectangular wave-guide) over the usual trans-

mission line, lies in its vastly superior attenuation frequency

diaracteristics, A guide constructed of perfectly conducting Walls

8 8 2
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THIS DIMENSION IN A COAXIAL
CABLE LIMITS THE VOLTAGE a
THEREFORE THE POWER HANDLING
CAPACITY OF THE CABLE.

SURFACE AREA OF
INNER CONDUCTOR
UMITS CONDUCTIVITY

F%g, 5.—Comparison of. voltage-handling capacity as determined by
ARC OVER conductive SURFACES FOR (a) COAXIAL LINE AND WAVE-GUIDE
OF SIMILAR DIAMETER

)
(b) PHANTOM SURFACES PROVIDING THE TRANS-

MISSION LINE FUNCTION FOR A CIRCULAR WAVE-GUIDE.

Note, A.A} and are phantom sections of the guide. The width of this

phantom section for any tube of given dimensions increases with frequency.

Sections x to y and x^ to y^ automatically adjust themselves in this way to

^
for all frequencies higher than the fundamental or lowest frequency.

Would have zero attenuation. The losses introduced by the imper-

fection of such a metal as copper as an electrical conductor are

very small. Thus Whilst a coaxial line will propagate 3,000 Mc/s
waves with an attenuation of *5 db per metre, a tubular feeder

designed for the same frequency will have an attenuation factor of

only *03 db per metre. Q is of the order of 25,000.

Conditions for Detailed Analysis

Thus far it has been established that a frame having the dimen-

sion AB (see Fig. 3), a little greater than -
,
can be thought of as

an elementary section of a Wave-guide. For analysis, the above
assumption must be conditional upon the wave-guide being closed

at both ends, therefore any comparison that is made between a
transmission line and a wave-guide, using the elementary frame

"

as a basis, must be made with a transmission line also closed at one

end by the generator and shorted at the far end. In other words, the

comparison must bebasedupon the common condition thatmaximum
reflection is present, pausing standing waves to appear. The reason

for making this condition is to simpUfy the analysis by considering,

firstly, corresponding conditions for standing waves and so

to avoid the complications which are introduced by travelling
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waves and the complex phenomena by which they are progressed
along the guide. Since under the above conditions the Wave-guide
is not delivering energy to a load, the manner in which energy is

progressed along the wave-guide does not enter immediately into
the discussion, thus enabling us to approach wave-guide technique
along the similar and more familiar avenue of transmission-line
technique. In making the analysis the following principles of

wave-guide technique must be observed ;

—

Boundaries

(1) All fields must be continuous throughout the region in which
the dielectric is the same. This means that the frequency every-
where along the guide must be the same.

(2) At the surface of a perfect conductor placed in an electro-

magnetic field that varies with time, the electric field is perpendi-
cular to the surface, and the magnetic field is parallel to the surface,

%.e,t an electric field which is equivalent to a voltage is short circuited

when it exists across a perfect conductor. Also the magnetic field

created by induced currents is equal and opposite to the exciting

magnetic field, wherefore the field at the surface of this perfect

conductor is zero.

Let the wave-guide section AA^ CC^ shown in side elevation at

Fig. 6 (M) be closed at both ends and assume it to be excited in a
mode producing a distribution of the electric and magnetic fields

within the guide similar to thatwhich would normally appear between
shorted lines excited at the same frequency.

Also let line and guide be
2

long at the excitation frequency.

Then the equivalent transmission line can be represented by either

of the closed sections A or F (they are identical).*

For purposes of comparison, therefore, let the wave-guide, section

]V(, be represented by the transmission line A, supported at top and

bottom by - sections, thus forming an elementary or skeleton
4

wave-guide, as at C, £^id having certain characteristics similar to

those of M. C is to be excited by some form of R.F. generator

across ZY (not shown), at the same frequency as M.
Since C is short circuited at A^B^, and because the line is three

half waves in length, reflection will occur at A^B^ and standing

waves will be produced all along the line.

The voltage distributed along the line is shown at B and the

There is ojxe difference between the transmission line condition and
wave-guid^ example, the transmission line must be energised from one
end which is closed through the generator, whereas the wave-guide is closed

at both ends and energised by a probe, which is, in effect, an aerial or internal

generator of electromagnetic waves within the guide.
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current distribution is shown, at G. Note that density and direction

are both indicated.

The distribution of the electric field between the wires is shown
at A, and is also represented by the curve B.
The distribution of the magnetic field linked with the wires is

shown at F, and is represented by the curve G, which has as

its base the top wire AA^.
At C and H respectively, the electric and magnetic fields due to

the standing waves of voltage and current are shown. The
magnetic field is developed by combining the fields associated

with the - sections with the fields of the transmission line wires
4

z and y A^. The reader can check this for himself by Fleming's
rule.

K and L are end views of C and H respectively, looking towards
the generator from A^B^,
A key is supplied for reading these diagrams.

When analysing the development of the fields shown in C and H,
the following previously mentioned rules must be borne in mind :

—

(1) The electric field which is equivalent to a voltage is short

circuited when it exists across a perfect conductor.

(2) Action and reaction are equal and opposite, thus currents

induced by alternating electric fields set up in a perfect conductor
are accompanied by magnetic fields which are equal and opposite.

Thus, in the case of the vertical components of the magnetic
lines of force shown at F, they may not penetrate the walls of the

wave-guide because of (2),* and for a similar reason the magnetic
lines of force must follow a flux path parallel to the internal walls

of the guide.

The electric and magnetic fields for the closed guide are 90® out

of phase and at right angles to one another. This can be seen by
comparing D with H and E with F.

Also along the guide lengthways there are magnetic components

* The walls of a practical guide are not, strictly, perfect conductors, but their

resistance is such that they approximate very closely to that condition and to
all intents and purposes act as though they were perfect conductors.

Fig. 6.—Analysing the development of the electric and magnetic
FIELDS IN A WAVE-GUIDE (RECTANGULAR) FROM CONSIDERATIONS OF A
TRANSMISSION LINE SUPPORTED BY AN INFINITELY LARGE NUMBER OF

FRAMES AND EXCITED BY AN EXTERNAL GENERATOR.
2

The length of line and wave-guide is ^ for convenience. This length

has no special significance. Both transmissipn line and guide are shorted
at the far end for reasons given in text. The E vector is shown at (A) (C) (D)

(E) and (K). The vertical component of the H vector is shown at (F), the
component in direction of propagatioh at (J) and (L) and the resultant field
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only (as in J). Across the guide, however, for the - dimension,
2

there are electric and some magnetic components. These points

are seen plainly on E and F respectively.

Distribution of the electric and magnetic waves that may exist

in a wave-guide may take various forms, depending upon {a) the
manner in which energy is introduced into the wave-guide, ip) the

relations between wavelength and the dimensions of the guide.

The various field patterns of operation (or oscillation) are termed
modes, and they are classified as E or H modes, according to the

direction of their electric and magnetic components relative to the

direction of propagation.

All H or TE waves have magnetic components only along the

guide, the electric components being transverse across the guide.

All E or TM waves have electric components only along the

guide with magnetic components transverse to it.

Identification of Modes

In this country the major characteristic used to distinguish one
mode from another is that field, either E or H, which lies principally

along the direction of propagation. In America, however, the

major identification is stated by the field which is transverse or at

right angles to the direction of propagation. Thus a TE mode
(transverse electrical) corresponds to the British designation of an
H mode ; similarly a TM (transverse magnetic) mode corresponds

to an E mode.
A mode is fully described by stfiting the identification letter or

letters followed by two numbers. Thus Hqi in the British system
or TEqi in the American system.

In the British system, H indicates that the magnetic field lies

along the direction of propagation and that the electric field is

transverse or at right angles to it.

The first subscript number is the number of maxima of ms^etic
force which would be encountered on travelling across the guide (at

right angles to the longer side).

The second number is the number of maxima of ma^etic force

which would be encountered on travelling across the guide (parallel

to the longer sides).

In the American system, the first of the subscript numbers used
in describing field configurations in a rectangular guide indicates

the number of half-wave patterns of the transverse lines which
exist along the short dimension of the guide through the centre of

the cross-section. The second number indicates the number of

transverse half-wave patterns that exist along the long dimension

of the guide through the centre of the cross-section.

In both cases, when there is no change in the field intensity, a
zero is used.
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Thus Hji or TEqi indicates that the magnetic field lies along the
length of the tube and that the electric field is therefore transverse.
Travelling across the tube. Fig. 6, from to as in N, no change
in intensity of the magnetic field is encountered.
For example, X to W in J, the field is uniform and again,

from R to T in J it is also uniform, being zero everywhere along
this line. This is again seen in N, although the number of lines
shown along a straight path from A to B is different, there is no
concentration such as may be encountered in going from to
A^B^ (in N). On this journey one definite maximum is encoimtered.
Thus Hji or TEji fully describes this mode.
When circular guides are employed, the same major classifications

are employed but the first number indicates the number of whole-
wave patterns of the lines encountered around the circumference
of the guide, the second number indicates the number of maYima
that exist along a diameter.

Development of Modes
Fig. 7 illustrates a number of other modes that can be developed

for rectangular and circular wave-guides, together with an indication
of the manner in which these modes may be excited and their
individual cut-off frequencies.

Fig. 8 illustrates the developmait of a wave-guide for operation
in the Ho, mode. A two-wire transmission line is supported at B



EXCITED BY PROBES SPACED EVENLY ABOUT
THE CENTRAL AXIS OF THE GUIDE 8* FED IN

PARALLEL.
(b)

Fig. 9.—Analysis of excitation conditions for Hi and Hi i mode in

CIRCULAR AND RECTANGULAR GUIDES.

(a) Analysis of circular guide for Hj (TEi i) mode.
(b) Analysis of rectangular wave-guide for Hi i (TEi.i) mode, also method

of excitation.

A
and by a - insulator on the top and ~ insulator on the bottom.

4 4
If this arrangement is developed into a wave-guide by adding

successive frames, the field pattern shown in Fig. 7 can be obtained.

For a guide of the same size as that in Fig. 8 (H02), the cut-off

frequency is doubled since one complete A exists between top and

bottom of the guide. Thus the guide may be considered to be

made up from two transmission lines separated by - section and

supported by a pair of - insulators at and MM^. Higher

frequencies than cut off can be passed by this guide as the width of

the transmission line elements at BB^ and MM^ can increase and so

shorten’both the insulators and separator to ~ and ~ respectively, at
4 2
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some higher frequency. Thus it will be seen that in general a
wave-guide acts like a high pass filter.

Fig. 9 (a) shows the development of mode for a circular

guide. Note the similarity between this mode and Hi.i. mode, for

a rectangular ^ide. The maximum wavelength that a circular guide

can transmit is 170 times its diameter.
*

Fig. 9 (b) shows the development of H1.1. mode for a rect-

anralar wave-guide.
Another method of developing a guide is shown in Fig. 10. In

this case the mode is Eo/TM^i for a circular guide. The distance X is

extended to some multiple of - and standing waves are produced
2

across it as well as along the side of the insulator, Fig 10 (2). If

several frames are attached to small discs A and B, the pattern shown
at 4 and 5 is obtained. Rectangular wave-guides for the Hi.i. mode
can be developed in a similar manner.
The most important modes used for transmission in circular

wave-guides are Hq and Eq.

Hq has the advantage of decreasing attenuation with frequency
increase, but can be used in a smaller tube for the same
frequency.

The mode most frequently used in rectangular guides is probably

H«x.
Hqi (TEqi) has the following advantages :

—

(1) It is the simplest form of possible wave.

(2) It uses the smallest tube for a given wavelength.

(3) Attenuation is less than for other modes.

(4) Most suitable for radiation from the open end of a guide.

Thus far, all comparisons between two-wire transmission lines

and wave-guides have been made on the assumption that the trans-

mission lines were shorted at both ends and the wave-guides were
similarly closed. Under these conditions, in both cases, maximum
reflection occurs and standing waves appear. With the closed trans-

mission line, the energy input appears as antinodes of voltage and
current along the line with a phase difference of 90®, The energy
in the closed wave-guide may be thought of as oscillating between
the electric and ma^etic states, the time displacement of these

two states being equivalent to a phase difference of 90®.

These conditions change when either the transmission line, or the
guide, delivers energy to a load of impedance Zq, capable of absorbing

the energy input in such a manner that no reflection takes place.

Under these conditions the standing waves disappear in the
direction in which the energy travels (towards the load), but can be
considered as remaining on the insisting sections of the frame
elements from which the wave-guide is assumed to have been
developjed. The general condition can be represaited by Aioving
the £ line maxima along the guide until they coincide with the H
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END VIEW OF FIELD SIDE VIEW OF FIELD IN THE GUIDE

IN THE GUIDE

Ftg , 10.—Analysis of a circular guide for Eq (tMoi) mode. Method
OF EXCITING THE MODE IS ALSO SHOWN.

line maxima. This corresponds to the conditions surrounding a

transmission line when voltage and current are in phase, when

the line is terminated in a pure resistance equal to Zq (characteristic

impedance).
Whfen the wave-guide is open at the far end it can, under favour-

able conditions of termination, radiate some of its energy into free

space and, therefore, becomes loaded. In general, however, there

remains a residual reactance, in consequence of which there is a

certain standing wave ratio and phase angle both of Which may
be reduced by tuning ” by the application of principles siniilar to

those employed with transmission lines. Unless the dimensions of

the guide are such that only one mode can exist, several modes

will be set up simultaneously in any guide when it is excited, although

the desired mode is usually the strongest. When this occurs the

Wave may be purified by inserting suitable obstacles within the

guide positioned to short out the undesired modes.
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Pattern Modifications

Fig. II shows the pattern modifications for some of the modes
when a guide is matched to a load. Hqi mode for the closed

guide (see Fig. 6) should be compared with Hqi when energy is

being transmitted to a load (Fig. ii).

When a wave-guide is terminated in a suitable load, groups of

E and H components move down the guide towards the load in the
form of electromagnetic waves. These waves are similar in composi-
tion to those radiated into free space by an aerial, but they are

wholly within the guide. Note. The probe may be thought of as an

aerial within the guide situated - away from the closed end or other
4

surfaces which act as reflectors to reinforce the electromagnetic wave
in the direction of its propagation.

Velocity and Propagation of Energy in Wave-guides

Whilst the energy is carried along the axis of the guide as a result

of group movement, the electromagnetic waves themselves (group
components) do not move down the guide in a straight line, they are

progressed by a series of reflections from wall to wall of the guide
in a manner similar to that in which the vertical components of

electromagnetic waves in free space are progressed by reflection

alternately from the ionosphere and the earth's surface.

Due primarily to the zig-zag motion of the electromagnetic wave
along the guide, the field intensity variations (phase velocity)

appear to occur with a velocity greater than that of light. This
apparent violation of the laws of physics is explained by the hypo-
thesis that the wavefront strikes the wall of the guide at an angle

and is reflected at a similar angle.

In the time required for the wavefront to move the distance L
(see Fig. 13) the point of reflection has moved the greater distance P.

Thus the apparent speed (phase velocity) is greater than the tnie

velocity of propagation.

The analogy of the progress of a caterpillar from point A to point B
has been used with some success to explain these phenomena^ The
caterpillar moves along as a group, and the rate at which its whole
body moves over the groimd is its group velocity. In the process of

moving little ripples or waves run up and down its ba(± with a
much greater velocity. This is its phase velocity.

This paragraph may be summarised as follows :

—

The wavelength of the wave train pattern propagated in a wave-
guide is greater, than that of waves propagated in free space at the

same frequency.

wavelength in free space and \ — cut-off frequency. This implies

A,« wavelength in the wave-guide, \ =>
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THfc tLfcCIHOMAtoJMfeHC WAWbJ> PKUWtbt)
DOWN THE GUIDE THUS

DIRECTION OF MOTION OF
ELECTROMASNETIC ENERpY

AXIS OF GUIDE

^DIRECTION OF
PROPAGATION OF ENERGY

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY MOVES DOWN THE GUIDE WITH VELOCITY V
(LESS THAN LIGHT IN VftCUO) ALONG ITS AXIS (DOTTED).
THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE IN WHICH THE ENERGY RESIDES PROGRESSES
DOWN THE GUIDE AS SHOWN BY x.y.z ETC. WITH A PHASE VELOCITY

GREATER THAN THAT OF LIGHT IN NiACUO.

(a)

THE FREQUENCY f| IS HIGHER AND
A IS SHORTER THAN IN (C). NOTE
THE ANGLE 0 IS SMALLER THAN
IN (C) AND THERE ARE FEWER
REFLECnONS FOR EQUAL LENGTHS

OF GUIDE.

THE FREQUENCY fo ® LOWER AND
A IS LONGER THAN IN (b). NOTE
ANGLE 0 IS LARGER AND THAT
THERE ARE MORE REFLECTIONS
REQUIRED TO CX5VER EQUAL LENGTHS

OF GUIDE B AND C.

(b) (c)

Fig. 12.—Diagrams to illustrate the propagation of electromagnetic
ENERGY, AND THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN WHICH IT RESIDES,
DOWN AN OPEN END GUIDE.

Note, The longer the wave the steeper the angle 0. The longer wave more
n^rly coincides in length with the y dimension of the guide, i.e., at C.O. it

wiU fill the guide. The shorter wave must expand before reaching the wave-
guide walls or boundaries. This occupies time during which some movement
^ong the guide takes place.

that the velocity with which the geometrical patterns are propagated
in the direction of the axis of the guide (phase velocity « v) must
be greater them that of light in vacuo, (This does not, however,
conflict with the principle of relativity which states that no material
object or packet " of electromagnetic energy may travel with a
speed greater than that of light in vacuo. There is nothing to prevent
a quite unsubstantial thir^ like a geometrical paUem from being
propagated with any velocity whatsoever up to infinity.) The eneigy
residing in the electromagnetic field is not, however, transported
at the phase velocity (v), but at the group velocity (u) and ihe
relationship between the two is always uv « c* Hence, since
V > c, u must be < c in accordance with the principle of relativity*

Group velocity is dependent upon :

—

(a) The exciting frequmry.
(b) The guide dlmensimis.
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DIRECTION OF WAVEFRONT IN THE TIME REOUIRH) FOR THE
TRAVEL VWVEFRONT *TD MOVE THROUGH

THE DISTANCE L* THE POINT OF
REFLECTION HAS MOVED THE
GREATER DISTANCE P, THUS THE
APPARENT SPEED OR PATTERN
SPEED IS GREATER THAN THE
TRUE VELOCITY OF THE ENERGY

PRORAGATION

DIRECTION OF
PROPAGATION

APPARENT SPEED (P) -' ' Cos 0
Fig. 13.—^Diagram to illustrate the relationship of phase velocity

TO GROUP VELOCITY. *

For a given size of rectangular guide the group velocity increases
for shorter and decreases for longer wavelengths. This is because
the angle of incidence, and therefore reflection, becomes greater as
the frequency decreases, which means that more reflections must
take place for a given amount of forward travel for the longer wave
and lower frequency than for the shorter wave and higher frequency.

Consequently, relative to the speed of light, the group velocity of

the longer waves is slower than that of the shorter waves for any
given wave-guide.

The transit time for a group, therefore, between any two points

in a wave-guide is greater than it would be in free space, since the

electromagnetic waves do not take the shortest path, t.^., a straight

line. In consequence of this the group velocity or energy velocity is

less than that of light, and the wavelength excited in the guide by
any given frequency is longer than it would be if excited by the

same frequency in free space.

All wave-guide dimensions referred to in wavelengths are therefore

in terms of the wavelength excited in the guide for the given

frequency, and not the wavelength that would exist in free space

at that frequency.

The wavelength in the guide is defined as the distance along the

axis of the guide between similar field patterns at any instant.

If the wavelength in the guide is \ cms., and the wavelength

in free space is \ cms.. and the longest wavelength capable of

travelling along the guide is A^, cms., where the length of the side of

the wave-guide perpendicular to the electric field is b cms.,

then = 2b

~K K
Attmuatioii

In a rectangular wave-guide of given dimensions, the attenuati<m

intTPagfts as the wavelen^ approaches cut-off value. This is due
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to increased losses resulting from the greater number of zig-zag

reflections per metre length of guide. These losses are skin losses in

the guide walls.

Excepting a special case where the electric field does not termi-

nate at the guide walls, Wavelengths much shorter than the optimum
Wavelength attenuate rapidly due to increased skin effect per
reflection.

Excitation

There are three possible ways in which energy can be introduced

or removed from a wave-guide :

—

(a) Positioning a small loop of wire so that the H lines are linked

with
|| for magnetic conduction.

{h) A probe (or aerial) placed parallel to the E lines.

(c) Linking of the internal fields with an external loop or probe
through a slot in the wave-guide wall.

Inductive or Magnetic Coupling by Loop

Fig. 14 shows inductive coupling. The loop may be placed at

positions (a), {h) or {c) as long as it links with the H lines where they
are at a maximum.
To alter the degree of coupling the loop can be rotated relative

to the directions of the H lines, or shielded or moved to another

position where the H field is weaker. Fig. 14 (d) shows the details

of the magnetic coupling loop and method of connection to a
coaxial line.

Electric Coupling by Probe

Fig. 15 shows electric coupling by means of a probe. Coupling

can be varied by situating the probe in a weaker or stronger field,

or by reducing the length of the probe exposed to the action of the

lines of electric force.

Fig. 16 shows a method of adjusting the end stub of the guide

so that the distance between the coaxial line and the end of the

guide is - for a given frequency by moving plunger A.
4

Plunger B performs two functions :

—

Acts as a shorting plate to form a
^

insulating support for the

centre conductor.

(b) Provides a means of tuning the coaxial section so that the

electric field of the coaxial line is at the proper position along the

centre c<mductor to energise the wave-guide.

Coupling through Slot

Fig. 17 shows an example of coupling through slots or openings.
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LOOKING DOWN ON THE NARROW LOOKING DOWN ON THE NARROW
OR X DIMENSION SIDE OR x DIMENSION
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TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC FIELD

J^tg. 15,—Electric coupling from coaxial line to wave-guide by probe.

A variation of this method is that of shooting a stream of electrons

through a hole in one side and out at the other.

Iiiq>edaiice of Wave-guides

As in the case with a transmitter line, a wave-guide presents an
impedance to a somce of electromagnetic eneigy that feeds it.

An intrinsic property of a wave-guide of uniform cross-section,

analogous to the surge impedance of a transmission line, is the
wave impedance (Z,). In contrast with the properties of the suige

impedance, however, the wave impedance differs for different types
and modes of waves projiagated. For E waves Z, = laowAA^/A,
ohml and for H waves Z, is laowA^/A vdiere A is the wavelength in

free space, \ = wavelength within the guide and A is tlie area of

the guide in sq. cms.

A resistive film of impedance Z. placed across the guide will

absorb all the energy in a wave of the amaopriate mode travelling

down the guide. If the " termination ” is other than Z|, and not
purely resistive, partial absorption and partial reaction <n the wave
takes place and standing waves are genmted along the guide. Itius
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Fig. 16.—Electrical coupling by coaxial line to wave-guide in whicb
A

THE — SECTION SETS UP AN ELECTRIC FIELD TO EXCITE THE GUIDE,
2

a reactive termination numerically equal to results in a reflection

which can be expressed as a phase angle (see Appendix IV).

Matching.—^Adjustments are made as for transmission lines to

reduce standing waves, and consequent loss of power to a minimum.
Short circuits and open circuits set up standing waves in a guide
by reflection, and resonant lengths of guide can be adjusted to pro-

RP FIELD OP THE LINE E LINES IN GUIDE

Fig. 17.—E LINE COUPLING TO WAVE-GUIDE.

AB is the Hne, the H.F. $eld of which energises the wave-guide through
the slot C with which it is closely associated. Tuning arrangements not
Shown but toay be carried out by piston or ** screw-in ” adjustment to alter
the volume of the guide or cavity.
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vide impedance transformations similar to those obtained with

^ and - lines. Timipg out*’ may also be employed as in the case
4 2

of transmission-line feeders.

In particular, it is possible to design joints between different

portions of a wave-guide system where no mechanical connection is

possible {e.g,, between a stationary and rotating section of guide),

in which the mechanically open section appears as an electrical

short-circuit to the Wave, owing to the resonant properties of the

region of space between the sections of guide (chokes).

The wave impedance of a guide of non-uniform cross-section

contains, iiji general, both resistive and reactive elements. Thus
we may regard constructions or obstacles placed in the path of Waves
travelling in a guide, as introducing reactive terms to the impedance
presented to the travelling Waves. The nature of these reactances

will depend upon the geometrical configuration of the obstacles.

The interposition of any type of obstacle within a guide will, in

general, necessitate the introduction of some tuning adjustment
calculated to annul the reactive component presented by the

obstacle.

In the design of practical Wave-guide feeder systems, it is necessary

to introduce bends in the guide. The effect of a bend, or dis-

continuity, is to cause reflection, due to the corner not looking like

Zg. By roimding off the comer suitably, the impedance can be
made to look like Zg and the wave passes round the comer without
appreciable loss.

In the case of waves propagated in rectangular guides, such
" sharp ” bends are made in the plane of the longer side of the

rectangle, and do not alter the direction of the E vector (plane of

polarisation). If a bend must be designed to rotate the plane of

polarisation, the curvature must be comparatively small but the

radius of the bend should be of the order of one or two wavelengths
at least.

As stated in the chapter on Aerials, on reaching the open end of

a wave-guide, waves are radiated into free space in the form of a
directional beam containing a main lobe centred on the axis of the

feeder, and a number of auxiliary side lobes. The angular width
of the main beam, in planes parallel and perpendicular to the

emergent E vector, will depend upon the dimensions of the aperture

of the guide. This is destlt with^under Aerials.

Methods of Matching

When guides are intended to radiate energy the output end is left

open. In order to reduce standing waves due to that portion of

the energy which is not radiated but reflected, the ^ide must be
terminate properly so that it may deliver maximum power.

This may be done by introducing a flare at the end of the guide
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EQUIVALENT FORM
OF RADIATOR \ / y

MULTIPLE DIPOLE ARRAY y
/

//

HORIZONTAL
RADIATION

VERTICAL
RADIATION

Ftg. 18 (a).—

P

rinciple of matching to free space by a horn, flare or
TRANSFORMER.

The vertical and horizontal widths of the ^eam are determined by the
geometry of the flare and its dimensions in the vertical and horizontal
directions.

shaped like a horn. The horn may be regarded as an energy
transformer which matches the impedance of the guide to free

space. This or any alternative method of terminating a guide in

its characteristic impedance causes energy to be absorbed, thereby

reducing the S.W.R. This match is, however, only a numerical
match, and does not counteract any reactive elements that may

18 (b).—^Alt^irnatiyj? aRRange»^ent<
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RESONANT CIRCUIT 2 FRAME RESONANT CAVITY

(a) (b) (c)

Ftg. 19.—Comparison op resonant cavity with other matching devices.

be present, niere is, therefore, in general, a S.W.R. due to these
reactive elements (Fig. i8 (a) ).

The characteristic impedance of a wave-guide may be thought of
as the voltage/current ratio where both are moving in the same
direction. Tlie characteristic impedance of a given guide varies for

every mode pf operation and is directly proportional to the narrow
dimension, x. If the other dimension, y, and the exciting frequency
are fixed the impedance may vary between very vdde limits for the
various modes that may be excited in the guide by alternate methods
of launching the R.F. energy into 4.
The lowest characteristic impedance for a circular guide is about

350 ohms. For a rectangular guide it may vary between the values
of 0 and 465 ohms, depending upon the dimensions and the mode
empliyed.
Whm a wave-guide terminated in a horn is matched to space, the

effect is similar to that produced by an array of dipoles—a beam of
electroma^etic energy is transmitted. The ratio length of horn
to its opening is important in determining the vertical and horizontal
widths the beam emitted.

Any abrupt change in the size or shape of a wave-guide causes
reflections. In ordtf, therefore, to pass energy eflSciently from a
guide of one impedance to a guide oi a different impedance, some
matching device must be provided.

The horn can also be mjdoyed as a deidoe to matdi guides
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of different sizes since it permits the fields to expand or
contract smoothly to fit different sizes of guides. The rate of

change may therefore be regulated and abrupt changes can be
avoided.

Another method of matching is by means of a cavity resonator
(Fig. 19). Thus at comparatively low radio frequency coils and

condensers are used as in (a). For higher frequencies the ~ frame

achieves the same results. At micro-wave frequencies an equivalent
matching device can be used as shown in Fig. 19 (c).

IP CXDRRECTLY DIMENSIONED SHORTING METAL
FOR INDUCTIVE AND STUBS ACROSS THE
CAPACITATIVE REACTION fT NARROW SECTION OF
BEHAVES AS A PARALLEL THE GUIDE CONSTRICT
TUNED CIRCUIT AND PRESENTS THE OPENING. THEY
A VERY HIGH RESISTANCE. MAY BE USED TO

MATCH TO A DIPOLE
OR TO FILTER OUT
CERTAIN undesirable*

MODES.

TANCE
Atching

PARTITION
OR

ATTENUATOR.

F%g, »o.—

O

bstacles in wave-guide to change its impedance and to
PR3SSENT INDUCTIVE, CAPACITATIVE OR RESISTIVE REACTANCES.

Obstacles may be used as fixed tuning devices, or to attenuate the energy
travelling down the guide.
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Obstacles and Partitions in Wave-guides

Impedance characteristics of wave-guides may be changed by the

use of metal partitions and obstacles of various types. Such
obstacles or partitions may differ in shape and dimensions, also they
may be placed so as to short the guide across the narrow side as in

Fig. 20 (d), or they may be positioned merely to restrict free

passage in the direction of the axis of the guide.

Fig. 20 (a). Edges of partition parallel to E lines. Current flows

vertically in the partition. The magnetic field resulting causes the

partition to behave as a shunt inductance.

Fig. 20 (b). Partitions turned crosswise. Electrons accumulate
first on one side and then on the other. The resulting field is largely

electric and the arrangement behaves like a shunt condenser.

Fig. 20 (c). Combination of Fig. 20 (a) and Fig. 20 (b). Behaviour

RESISTANCE PLATE
OR ROD

ALTERNATIVE-.
SUSPENDED RESISTOR

CARBON-COATED CLOTH
OR GRAPHITED SAND

Fig. 21 .
—^Various means of terminating a wave-guide in Zg (non-

radiating) FOR measurement PURPOSES.

depends on dimensions. It may be inductive or capacitative. If

dimensions are such that the capacity reactance resonates with the
inductive reactance, the arrangement acts as a high shunt resistance.

The effect of partitions on modes having reversals in direction of

lines of force from one side of the guide to the other is much more
complicated ; such may act as filters, rejecting all but certain

bands of frequencies (see Fig. 20 (d) ).

Fig. 20 (e) . A lengthwise partition of a resistive material (graphite

acts as an attenuator). This partition is dropped in through a slot,

so that it cuts the electric field at maximum value.

In addition to a radiating horn, flared section and resonant
cavity, other means as shown in Fig. 21 (a), (b), (c) and (d) may be
used to terminate a wave-guide in Z^, generally for purposes of

measurement, since little or no radiation takes place under these

conditions.

(i) Energy absorbed by flat plates of resistive material crosswise
in the guide (Fig. 21 (a)),

,

,
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(2) Energy dissipated by
small rod of resistive material
from top to bottom across the
guide at high voltage points
(Fig. 21 (b)).

(3) Energy dissipated by
small particle of resist^ce
material suspended by con-
ducting wires across high
voltage points (Fig. 21 (c)).

(4) Energy ^ssipated in a
mass of carbon-coated cloth Fig. 22.—^Wave-guide elbows.

or graphited sand (Fig. 21 (d)).

If the material has a low impedance at the frequency range of

the guide and there are standing waves in the guide, the resistance

material should be placed at a point where the ratio of E lines/

H lines is low, conversely a high resistance should be placed where
E lines are at a maximum. This condition is similar to that involved

in choosing the proper-rppoint in a transmission line for matching

purposes.

Connection Arrangements

Examples of connecting sections for turning corners (elbows) are

shown in Fig. 22, while a section for rotating the field pattern is

shown in Fig. 23.

When two wave-guides must be connected to allow for expansion,

a choke joint is used (see Fig. 24).

The choke flange has cut in it a circular slot — deep, the middle
4

of the broad face of the guide is - from the edge of the slot—^point M
4

in Fig. 24 (c).

Energy leak is pre-

vented by standing waves

set up at these - sections.

.
4

.

The short circuit at A
reflects to B as a high

impedance, Fig. 24 (a).

This high impedance is

transformed to a low

impedance across the - Fig. 23.—Rectangular wave-guide sec-

4 ,
TION FOR ROTATING FIELD PATTERN

section B to C, thus the through 90®.



AS ABOVE (PLAN) AS ABOVE (PLAN)

(C) (d)

Fig. 24 (a)~(d).—

J

oint between moving sections of wave-guide, showing
DETAILS OF THE R.F. CHOKE EMPLOYED TO AVOID LEAKAGE.

choke joint effectively short circuits points D and E, The choke
joint as applied to rectangular guides is relatively ineffective at P
and Q, Fig. 24 (c) {i.e,, when the long side of one guide is rotated 90®

relative to the long side of the other guide), but the R.F. voltage
here is very low and there is little tendency to leakage. The same
arrangement can be used with circular wave-guides to allow one to

turn or move relative to the other. When used with circular

guides it is much more effective than with rectangular guides.

Rotatbig Joint and Fidd Pattern Change

In a number of applicaticms of radar it is necessary to feed the
energy from a fixed transmitter to an aerial system which is con«
tinuously rotating on a vertical axis. In this case a rotating joint

has to be inserted between the &fced and moving wave-guides. The
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ff/K

METRICAL ABOUT A COMMON AXIS FOR
FIXED AND ROTATING CIRCULAR WAVE-
GUIDE SECTIONS

mechanical details of this
j
oint magnetic

and the R.F. choke or chokeS
involved have already been

iirV.*'''"'''

'* **'"-

described. The immediate W
purpose is to examine the m
problem in so far as it affects g ( / {

* ^ ^ \ \ \ \ g
the field pattern of the electro- I T

\ \ \

* ^ 7 ;
- • I

magnetic Waves in the wave- m \\ \ \y/ M
guide system. % M

Since the electric field has
a definite direction in the
case of the Hqi wave in the
rectangular guide, it is clear ^ , v

wave-g^ide ’LtIIcSTbout a® common axis®™r
could not be connected to a fixed and rotating circular wave-
portion of wave -guide (in guide sections

prolongation of the foced part)

which could rotate about their common axis. The R.F. output
Would vary violently as the guide was turned. If on the other

hand, a vertical circular guide using an H-type Wave were used,

the waves on being reflected by a 45® mirror on to the main aerial

mirror, would render it impossible to keep the waves horizontally

polarised, this being th6 condition required, i.e,, the H vector in

the direction of propagation.

The solution lies in the use of a circular section of wave-guide with
waves propagated in it in the E© mode ; that is the waves have only
electric components along the axis of the wave-guide (see diagram.

Fig. 24 (e) ).

If the wave-guide is vertical an observer looking down into it (as

if looking down a well) would see no change in the pattern of the

electric components of the wave as he looked in from different

directions. In other words, the pattern has lost any horizontal

direction and there is radial symmetry.
The vertical circular guide with E© waves is used as follows (in

the case ot an aerial spinning on a vertical axis) --r

The wave comes along a fixed horizontal rectangular wave-guide

in which larger side is a hole, leading into a fixed vertical circular

guide. The Hqi waves in the rectangular guide excite Eq waves
in the circular guide.

The Eo waves enter a rotating circular guide, the joint between

the fixed and moving parts being designed so as to reduce the loss of

energy at the joint (see paragraphs on R.F. choke) . The Eq waves in

the rotating guide now excite Hqi waves in k honzmtal rectangular

wave-guide which can turn so as to point in any direction.

From this guide the energy can be fed into a rotating mirror.

Certain refinements must be added :

—

It is important that no H waves are propagated along the
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LOOKING IN FROM X

LOAD
END

RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE__i
RF

“SOURCE

-X SEES A WALL HERE

GUIDE INTERMITTENTLY CLOSED OFF
OR SHORT CIRCUITED HERE

Pig. 25. SECTION OF WAVE-GUIDE INTERMITTENTLY SHORTED BY DISCHARGE
4

ACROSS A SPARK GAP IN A CAVITY RESONATOR.

circular guide, because the efficiency of the system as a whole would
change as the rotating parts moved. This would cause to be sent
back, down the guide, varying amounts of energy which would
upset the operation of the magnetron oscillator.

Filter rings or irises are therefore inserted in the circular guide which
prevent the passage of the H waves. These rings have also some
effect on the Eq waves. This effect is reduced by careful design
and spacing of the rings.

In some radar installations the aerial is given a limited action in
elevation. In this case a horizontal circular wave-guide is also used
as a rotating joint.

Fig, 26. AND -WAVE-GUIDE SECTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH SPARK GAPS IN
2 4

CAVITY RESONATORS EMPLOYED AS T.R. AND T.B. SWITCHING DEVICES.
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A A A A
r%g. 27. AND -- SECTIONS OF WAVE-GUIDES BEHAVE LIKE - AND - SECTIONS24 24

OF TRANSMISSION LINE.

A, a - shorted wave-guide section acts as a filter and passes all frequencies
4

except one band. Its action is also similar to that of a quarter-wave shorted
section of transmission line.

B is similar in effect to a - shorted section of a two-wire transmission line.
2

It acts as though both terminations were short circuited. Thus a shorted

^section transmits the short circuit across the far end to the junction without

change, whereas the - section reflects the short across its far terminals as an
4

open circuit to the junction, i.e., no wall and free access. This short circuit

may be regarded as a wall across the fhouth of the opening.

Some Wave-guide Properties in Brief

(a) An electrical - or odd multiple - wave-guide closed at one end
4 4

presents an opening where it joins another guide at the far end but

a ~ closed section presents a solid wall (Fig. 27).

(b) Impedance matching may be accomplished by the arrange-

ment in Fig. 19 (c).

{c) Chokes are used when wave-guide sections are used for expan-

sion or rotating joints (Fig. 24).

(d) A wave-guide may be lAatched to air by increasing the internal

cross-section of the guide or it may be flared in the form of a horn.

(e) A wave-guide attenuator may consist of a movable lengthwise

partition as in Fig. 20 (e), or alternatively some other type of fixed

or movable obstacle having an impedance equal to Z^. It should

act as a pure resistance at the excitation frequency.
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(/) A section of wave-guide may be used as a tuned circuit or

transformer (see Fig. 19 (a) and (b) ).

(g) R.F. energy may be introduced in various ways, Figs. 14, 15
and 16 indicate some of the methods employed to excite the mode
which it is desired to launch, assuming of course that the guide
dimensions are such that the selected mode can exist.

(h) Sections of open and closed wave-guides may be used in

switching circuits, e.g,, T.R. and T.B. switches.

In Fig. 25 an intermittent short circuit (such as the discharge
across a spark gap) in a resonant cavity at D reflects a short and
effectively a solid wall is seen “ looking in from X.

In Fig. 26, when D is shorted a solid wall results at the
junction of the closed stub to the main wave-guide. Paths T and R
may now receive energy.

When D is not shorted, a solid wall results looking in at Z which
is A from the closed end. No energy can, therefore, reach T, but the

path to R is open.

The effect of - and — stubs at the main guide is shown in42 ^

Fig. 27.

Rectangular wave-guides possess certain advantages over circular

guides.

(a) Smaller amount of metal for a given frequency.

(b) Energy is propagated with a more constant type of distribu-

tion, a fact which is important when it is necessary to radiate the

energy from the open end of the wave-guide with a definite polarisa-

tion.

Dielectrics as Wave-guides

Electromagnetic waves may be confined largely to solid rods of

insulating materials. The effect is similar to the tr^smission of

light through a Perspex rod.

The light rays travelling inside the rod are reflected back to the

inside when they strike the surface of the rod at an oblique angle.

In order to leave the material with* appreciable strength the rays

must strike a perpendicular wall as they do wh&i they arrive at

the end of the rod.

If the dielectric rod has the proper size and cross-section, electro-

magnetic waves are reflected at the surface where air and dielectric

meet and most of the field is conflned within the insulating material.

Didectric wave-guides lose much more ener^ in radiation than
do metal wave-guides, consequently* attenuation of the ’wave is

mucE greater.

The methods employed for checking standing waves in coaxial

lines and wave-guides are described in Appendix IV.



APPENDIX III

THEORY OF CAVITY RESONATORS

Parallel-tuned circuits, by virtue of the electrical properties
which they possess, are required to perform functions in ultra-high
frequency circuits for reasons similar to those which govern the
use of parallel resonant circuits at lower frequencies.

The equivalent function is performed in ultra-high frequency
circuits by cavity resonators.

A cavity resonator may be thought of as a hollow container
formed by arranging a large number of shorted quarter-wave sections

of transmission line in parallel, sections being added until they
ultimately merge to form a totally enclosed chamber.

Cavity resonators may be compared with acoustic resonators.

For example, sound waves introduced into a chamber having
smooth hard surfaces are reflected from wall to wall. If the fre-

quency relative to the dimensions of the chamber is such that a
resonance is produced, standing waves appear and the sound is

reinforced at the anti npdes* Thus the resonant wavelength is propor-

tional to the size of the resonator. The cavity cannot resonate if

it is too small for the wavelength which it is desired to excite, but
if R.F. energy is supplied at the resonant frequency for the cavity

high amplitude micro-waves will propagate across and from top
to bottom of the cavity and R.F. energy can be extracted.

The above conception assumes that each component quarter-wave
section is an inductance with shimt capacity, reduced in length to

some fraction of a turn of wire. Its length and shape must be such

that it becomes a ~ shorted section of transmission line at the
4

required frequency.
Figs. 2 and 2 (a) are comparative, and are intended to illustrate

the manner in which the physical dimensions of conventional types

of resonators shrink as frequency is increased. As the required

frequency is increased (i) shrinks to (2) and eventually (2) itself

towards 2 (a). AH, however, retain the electrical properties

of a parallel resonant circuit.

VS^en the frequency becomes so high that ABC, Fig. 2, must
shrink physically to inconvenient proportions, cavity resonators

become practicable. However, it must not be thought that a cavity

resonator is anything in the nature of a makeshift. On the contrary,

it is a highly desirable device because of its high efi&ciency. It is

not used at the lower frequencies because its bulk becomes pro-

r.R. 657 U u
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I

INCREASING FREQUENCY
R.R V.H.F MICRO -WAVE

PARALLEL TUNED CIRCUIT
AT RADIO FREQUENCY ©

DEVELOPMENT OF CAVITY FROM
AN ASSEMBLY OF A LARGE
NUMBER OF SECTIONS
ARRANGED IN PARALLEL.

©

Figs, i~5 .^Alternative concepts to assist in analysing a simple

CAVITY resonator AS AN ASSEMBLY OF - ELEMENTS IN PARALLEL, AND
.

4
AS AN ASSEMBLY OF MlNVlte L/C ELEMENTS.
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Fig 6.—“Various forms of non-resonant and re-entrant cavities,

o u a
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hibitive. For example, at i megacycle a cavity equivalent to a
conventional resonant parallel circuit containing a coil and a
condenser would require to be about loo ft. long in one dimension
to exhibit similar properties.

Figs. 3 and 3 (a) show how a cavity resonator can be developed,

theoretically, by paralleling a number of short-circuited quarter-

wave sections of transmission line until a totally enclosed chamber
is formed, as in Figs. 3 (a) and 4. As sections are added the total

inductive reactance decreases, and the total capacity increases, but
since the addition of any number of sections does not materially

alter the resonant frequency of the assembly, as compared with
individual quarter-wave sections of which it is composed, the

parallel arrangement of quarter-wave sections shown in Figs. 3 and

3 (a) culminates in the totally enclosed chamber of Fig. 4, having

properties similar to its

^
components.

Figs. 5 (a) to (d) is an analysis of a cavity build up using L and C

concepts as an alternative to shorted
^

sections.

In Appendix I it was shown that the Q of a shorted section of

transmission line is much higher than can be obtained with a
conventional coil and condenser assembly, consequently the parallel

arrangement of sections leading to the development shown in Fig. 4
must raise the value of Q for the device as a whole. In general, the

Q of cavity resonators is very high and they are accordingly very
selective.

Cavity resonators may take various shapes, such, for example, as

cubes, spheres, cylinders, etc. They may also be dimpled or

asymmetrical.

Classification of Cavity Resonators

Cavity resonators may be classified as non-resonant and re-

entrant. Non-resonant cavities include such shapes as the cylinder,

prism, sphere, ellipsoid, etc. The Q of these cavities is very high,

but the oscillations which take place in them are generally of a
forced character. Re-entrant cavities include such forms as the
“ dumbell,'" etc. In this class of cavity, the elements representing

inductance and capacity are more easily distinguished, and may
be regarded as ''lumped,'* as in a conventional parcel tuned
circuit. The Q in many cases may not be as high as in the non-
resonant type. However, resonance effects are more in evidence
and, since the Q is still very high, a greater degree of re-enforcement

is generally obtained with the resonant types.

Standing waves are produced by reflection in both classes of

cavity resonator, but true resonance efects are much more marked
in the re-entrant type. This is to be expected since, in coil and
condenser concepts, the ratio L/C is greater.
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Fig, 7.—^Examination of the electric field and magnetic field in the
CYLINDRICAL CAVITY (a), ALSO THE DIRECTION OF ELECTRON CUIlRENTS
ON THE INNER SKIN OP THE CYLINDRICAL CAVITY.
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Ftg, 8.—Section ofwave-guide
CLOSED AT BOTH ENDS AND
EXCITED BY PROBE AT O IS,

IN EFFECT, A RESONANT
CAVITY IN WHICH MORE THAN
ONE MODE MAY EXIST.

For a given frequency the
number of possible modes is

determined by the method of
excitation and the X and Y
dimensions of the cavity which
also determine the reflection

patterns from the various sur-

faces.

For very simple types of cavity resonators, symmetrical in shape,

the resonant frequency can be cdculated if the shape of the cavity

is known. Also the rate of loss of energy establishes the Q for the

cavity. The main factor determining Q is the volume to surface

ratio of the device. Q may vary from approximately 28,000 for a
cube, 31,000 for a cylinder and 26,000 for a sphere, when not loaded.

Fundamental Principles

The fundamental principles which control the functioning of

cavity resonators are the same as for corresponding short lengths

of wave-guides closed at both ends. In fact, there is no essential

difference between a section of wave-guide short circuited at both
ends and a cavity resonator of the same shape and dimensions.

The following fundamental principles apply, therefore, equally

to cavity resonators as to wave-guides :

—

() An E line can terminate only on an electric charge, wherefore
it follows that the electric field, which is equivalent to a voltage, is

short circuited when it exists across a perfect conductor. ’

() A magnetic field can cease suddenly only on a surface carrying

an electric current. If the conductor is perfect, the magnetic field

created by the current is exactly equal to the magnetic field which
excites the current, but^of opposite direction, so that the resultant

field at the surface of the conductor is zero. In other words, action

and reaction are equal and opposite.

The principles laid down in (a) and (6) establish the boundaries
for the electric and magnetic fiel^ inside the cavity, and it is clear,

therefore, that these fields must exist wholly within the cavity itself,

and are boimded by the walls of the resonant chamber.
Since the electrical conditions prevailing in the resonant chamber

are similar to those associated with a similar section of wave-guide
closed at both ends, the electric and magnetic fields are at right

angles to one another. Also R.F. energy applied from the source

oscillates alternatively, between the electrostatic and magnetic
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Fig. 9. E LINES ARE NOW TRANS- Fig. lO. H LINES FORM CONCENTRIC
VERSE ACROSS THE xy AXIS OF CIRCLES VERTICAL TO THE xy AXIS
FIG. 7 (a). OF FIG. 7 (a).

states, and standing electromagnetic waves of high amplitude are

propagated across, and from top to bottom of the cavity, if it has
in one direction the minimum dimension required by the frequency

of the input (wavelength).

Having regard to condition (a) above, and to the fact that the E
lines must have a maximum intensity at the centre of the chamber,
and minimum intensity at the sides, it can be seen that these are

the conditions for a short-circuited half-wave section, but it is

essential that one dimension of the cavity should be an electrical

half wave or a multiple of a half wave (see Fig. 7 (c)
)
in order to

avoid the short circuit that would otherwise occur across the electric

field, at the sides, for any smaller cavity dimension relative to

wavelength employed.

Mode of Operation

For any cavity of given size and shape, various frequencies higher

than the cut-off frequency (different modes) are possible, because

wave energy may be reflected from various surfaces within the

cavity. There is also the possibility of oscillation at some frequency

that is a harmonic of the basic wave.

The mode of operation is largely dependent upon :

—

{a) How oscillations are forced.

(6) How energy is removed.

Energy may be introduced or removed from a cavity inductively,

capacitatively or by radiation. ,

Modes in a cavity resonator are designated by a three-number

system. The third subscript signifies the number of half patterns

crossed perpendicular to the transverse field. The mode in Fig. 7 (c)

is classed as TMon or Eo, when reduced to a half wavelength.

In Fig. 8 the R.F. energy is introduced at point 0 into a section of

wave-guide closed at both ends and equivalent to a cavity resonator.
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Fig. II.—Tuning a resonant cavity by the introduction of a
CONDUCTING BODY.

(a) E lines before tuning, i.e., as seen in Fig. 7 (b).

(b) A metallic body (a sphere in this case) introduced at the point of

maximum E line intensity shortens the E lines and increases the capacity of
the chamber.

(c) A similar element introduced at the side of the cavity, where H lines

have maximum intensity as seen in Fig. 7 (a) looking in fromX to Y, shortens
the H lines and produces an effect on frequency similar to that of decreasing
inductance.

If the dimension XY is correct, the R.F. voltage at O will be re-

inforced by the in-phase waves reflected from X and Y.
Fig. 7 (b) shows the field pattern for one mode in a cylindrical

resonant cavity like that shown in Fig. 7 (a). The graduated arrows
show the direction and intensity of the electron flow on the inside

surface at an instant when the field intensity is at a maximum.
For the other half of the cycle all arrows are reversed in .direction.

The guide patterns shown in Figs. 9 and 10 have the additional

subscript 3 when one and a half wavelengths long, and i. when
reduced to half a wavelength.

Since the same cavity can operate in several different modes,
depending upon the manner in which it is energised, etc., the cavity

may operate at several fxmdamental frequencies as well as at

harmonics of the fundamental. Figs. 9 and 10 are for an alternative

mode for the cavities of Fig. 7 (a).

Electron flow is limited to a thin layer of metal on the inside of

the cavity, consequently one essential feature is that the I*R losses

should be reduced to the absolute minimum, in order that the Q
may be as high as possible. The construction is therefore generally

from sheets of metal, usually copper, which are silver or gold plated,

internally, the latter being employ^ when there is any danger of

oxidisation taking place.

Cavity resonators for accurate frequency measurement are often

constructed from a solid block of metal in order to secure greater

rigidity.

A resonant cavity may be tuned between narrow limits by a
suitable conducting body introduced at (a) the point of maximum
E line intensity, or {b) at the point of maximum H line intensity,

see Figs, ii (a), (b) and (c). Since the point of H line intensity is a

j

minimum for E line intensity, and vice versa, either the E or H
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field is affected, but not both. In either case, however, the effect is to

shorten the E or the H lines according to position. Shortening the
E lines decreases the frequency just as though the capacity of the

cavity had been increased. On the other hand, shortening the H
lines increases frequency just as though an inductance had been
reduced.

Uses of Cavity Resonators

Cavity resonators in one form or another are used for a variety of

purposes, (i) for matching wave-^ides of different characteristic

impedances, (2) for creating variable impedance points, (3) for

matching to a given load impedance, (4) as link circuits for ultra-

high-frequency oscillators, (5) as wavelength measuring devices (see

Appendix IV), (6) as matching or filtering sections. Cavities per-

forming all these functions, although not always designated as such,

are described in Appendix II and the chapter on aerials. A cavity

used for wavelength measurement is shown in Appendix IV.

The cavity resonators employed in resonant magnetrons are of

the " dumbeU '' type. Each cavity is half a dumbell
;
the anode

space common to all the cavities may be considered as forming the

other half of the '' dumbell,'' thus the cavity system may, in some
cases, be classed as re-entrant.



APPENDIX IV

SOME NOTES ON RADAR TEST EQUIPMENT

Since the frequencies used in radar range from about loo mega-
cycles or less to 10,000 megacycles or more, and because the range
for which each test equipment can be designed to function efficiently

is limited, a large number of test equipments exist to cover the tot^
range.

Also a change in technique occurs in the region of 400 megacycles
and upwards, which necessitates a corresponding change in the
test equipment for these higher frequencies.

Finely, there is test gear which is only suitable for use in the
laboratory or for use under suitable working conditions.

In these circumstances it is not possible here to deal in detail

with all test equipment for radar installations, since this, by its very
complexity and numerous variations, is a subject for a separate

manual.
This appendix, therefore, deals only with some of the general

principles and is confined to such equipment as can be conveniently
set up on site.

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the test equipment
normally used in the general communication frequency range,

at the lower frequencies round about 100 megacycles and up to

about 400 megacycles, but a short note on the slotted line and its

use in connection with transmission lines has been included.

Fault-tracing Procedure

Fault-tracing procedure follows the same general principles,

whether it is applied in connection with high frequency or ultra-high

frequency circuits, i.e,, classification of observed facts, analysis and
deduction. Consequently fault-tracing procedure follows the same
general lines whatever the frequency of the apparatus involved.

The objectives are therefore similar, but the technique employed
may be widely different, according to the frequencies involved.

In deducing the location of faults, the radio engineer relies

largely upon information obtained by comparing actual

voltage and current readings with a set of standard readings,

usually supplied with the equipment, or recorded at the time of

installation. In addition to this check, the radar engineer can also

compare waveforms as observed with a cathode ray tube with a
sketch or photograph of the standard waveform. Any serious

666
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dissimilarity in shape must be due to one or other of the three
major causes of distortion

; therefore, in the case of a normal
failure, breakdown or disconnection, it should generally be possible
to fix suspicion with a fair degree of certainty upon the faulty
connection or component.
The test equipment usually supplied with radar sets operating

at micro-wave frequencies consists of the following ;

—

Monitor

A monitor which may consist of an indicator using an A
display and calibrated time base. The purpose of the monitor, as its

name implies, is to check performance and it can also be employed
to reproduce waveforms at test points, as and when required, for

comparison with standard waveforms, fault-tracing purposes or
during the installation of the equipment.

Field Strength Meter

A field strength meter (fluxmeter). This is supplied for the
purpose of checking the field strength of the magnetic system of the

magnetron.
The instrument consists of a search coil and probe movement,

which is inserted between the pole pieces of the magnet. A meter
gives a direct reading of the field strength when multiplied by a

given factor. It is of the utmost importance for efficient operation

of the magnetron that the magnetic field strength should remain

constant, every care must be taken to avoid loss of field strength.

The magnetic system must not come into contact with screwdrivers

or other tools, and a keeper should not be fitted to permanent
magnets when the magnetron is not in use.

Test Oscillator and Wavemeter

Another useful piece of test gear is a test oscillator in which is

incorporated a magnetron. The object of the test oscillator is to

excite oscillations of a known frequency in the transmitter or

receiver. This piece of test gear is not always supplied, since it is,

in effect, a facsimile transmitter of approximately fixed frequency

but with a smaller output.

A wavemeter, which may incorporate arrangements for measuring

peak power, standing wave ratio and observing the R.F. envelope,

with particular reference to the spectrum width is obviously most

essential.

Wavelength Measurement

A wave-^guide section used as a resonator for wavelength measure-

ment is shown in Fig. i. Energy is allowed to enter the small

opening in the end plate from a source of radiated fields. If the

pltmger is not set at the proper position for the frequency of the
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A

Variable plunger metal cyunder

Ftg. I,—Wave-guide section used as a resonator for wavelength
MEASUREMENT.

entering waves the cavity does not resonate, and hence there is no
reading on the R.F. meter.

If the plunger is moved back and forth a point may be found
where resonance takes place and the energy wave reflected from
the piston reinforces the incoming wave.

A standing wave of electric field is then set up, and may be
detected by the R.F. meter. If the cavity is long enough, a voltage

maximum and minimum maj^ be found by moving the R.F. probe
in the lengthwise slot. Thus if x is found to be a voltage minimum
or node and y is the adjacent voltage antinode, the wavelength
may be determined. In Fig. i distance A or B determines the wave-
length in the guide 2B or 4A. This value is always greater than
in free space for the same frequency (see Appendix II).

Other methods may be used to tune the cavity to resonance.

One method is to introduce a variable capacity at the point of

highest voltage, as in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) in which the mode is

assumed to be such that maximiun voltage lies along HG.
Another method is to introduce a metal slug into the cavity,

as in Fig. 3 (b) and (c). If the metal mass is at the position of

maximum E lines, these lines are shortened and the capacity is

increased, and the resonant frequency is lowered.

If the metal mass is at the position of maximum H lines, these

lines are shortened, the inductance is decreased and therefore the

resonant frequency is raised.

The Bolometer

In test equipment for use with wave-guides, metering is usually

performed by a bolometer. This device consists of a piece of fine
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SCREW IN TO LOWER
RESONANT FREQUENCY VIEW LOOKING FROM G TO H

Fig. 2 —Tuning resonant cavity.

(a) Variable capacity introduced at the point of highest voltage.
(b) The mode is assumed to be such that the maximum voltage lies along

H.G.

MAX E UNES MAX H LINES

NO TUNING SLUG

(a) (b) (c)

Fig, 3.—Alternative methods of tuning resonant cavity.

metal wire sealed into a glass tube. The resistance of this wire

changes as current is passed through it or R.F. power falls upon it.

If the bolometer is first calibrated against a known source of

power, and its resistance-change curve plotted against current

change, comparison can then be made directly between the mean
R.F. powers which result in a given change of bolometer resistance.

The bolometer can be used for measuring power and also as a

wavemeter indicator.

In the latter case, D.C. is passed through the bolometer to obtain

a reading which acts as a standard of comparison. The test oscillator

c«: the transmitter is then switched on (according to whichever is

to be checked) and an increased reading will then be observed,

over and above the standing current, D.C. plus that due to

F.F. power.
As the wavemeter micrometer is tuned to bring the cavity into

resonance, the bolometer reading will suddenly dip. This is because
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SLOT SLIDING PROBE VOLTMETER TRAVELS

1 INNER OUTER
SLOTTED LINE CONDUCTOR CONDUCTOR

END VIEW OF LINE

Fig. 4.—Slotted line

R.F. power is being absorbed in the wavemeter as it is tuned to
resonance.

To Test the Efficiency of the T.R. and T.B. System

(a) The bolometer reading with the tran'-mitter switched off is

noted.

(J) Compare reading (a) with the bolometer leading in the receiver
branch of the main guide when the transmitter is switched on.

(c) Repeat with the bolometer switched into the transmitter
section of the main wave-guide instead of in the receiver branch.
If the standing wave ratios obtained in this manner are a and b

respectively then the ratio of ratios - x k (where k is some known
3.

constant that takeg care of additional attenuation introduced by
the test set connections), is a measure of efficiency of the T.B., T.R.
system.

The transmitter peak power for a given set is a measure of the
efficiency of the R.F. generator, all other factors being equal. This
is measured by measuring the increase in resistance when the
bolometer is read in the transmitter branch of the main wave-guide
with the transmitter switched on. The mean power is then read
off from a calibration curve in milliwatts. The R.F. peak power
is milliwatts x 2,000 (approximately).

Use of Neon Tube

Standing waves of voltage on open wire transmission lines can be
detected by a neon tube. If the line is correctly terminated the bulb
will glow with constant brilliance as it is moved dong the line
because no standing waves exist. Better results may be obtained
by using a vdve rectifier capacity coupled to the line. If standing
waves do exist the positions of nodes and antinodes will he
indicated by variations in brilliance of the neon tube, dtematively
by the vdues of the vdve voltmeter readings.
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5*—Connections of slotted line to load for tesi purposes.

The Slotted Line

A slotted line (Fig. 4) is a section of coaxial line with a slot along
the outer tube to permit coupling an R.F. probe loosely to the inner
conducting surface. It is joined in series with the line under test.

A slotted line may be used for the following purposes :

—

(a) To determine the ratio of voltages at maximum and minimum
points of standing waves atlong the line.

(b) To determine the position of these points with respect to a
reference point.

From this information it is possible to deduce the resistive and
reactive nature of a load at a specified frequency.

In practice a slotted line may be used to adjust the matching
of aerial arrays to transmission lines, to determine the resistive

and reactive components of*

a

load (hence to ascertain the phase
angle), and to adjust the input systems of receivers, dummy loads,

etc., for correct match to a line.

Requirements for Accurate Measurement

The requirements for accuratemeasurement are uniform impedance
throughout the length of the measuring device, and uniform spacing

of the probe in its travel along the inner conductor. Other con-

siderations are good earthing of the probe box to the outer conductor

and rigidity of the coaxial assembly with minimum slip in* travel

of the voltmeter probe (see Fig. 5).

The characteristic impedance of the slotted line should be equal

to the characteristic impedance of the associated coaxial line.

Alternative inner conductors with different diameters are sometimes

supplied, in order that the impedance of the slotted line may be

changed to suit the characteristic impedance of the coaxial line

which is to be measured.

The R.F. voltmeter as usually usedwith the slotted line isa diode or

crystal detector with a current meter and tuned input capacitatively

ccmpled to the inner conductor (Fig. 6). A high output oscillator

is required to excite the line at the required frequency, since the

diode or crystal sensitivity is comparatively low.

A feeder is usually adjusted for matching to an aerial (dipole) by
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changing the position or

dimensions of the match-
ing stub for minimum
observed standing wave.

In some cases, however,
it is necessary to determine
the resistive and reactive

components and the phase
angle of the load. To
accomplish this the stand-

ing wave ratio must be
accurately measured, also

the distance of some mini-

mum {or maximum) volt-

age point with respect to

some reference point must
be determined. Firstly, for

total reflection, when
the line is shorted at one

Ftg. 6.—Circuit diagram for valve 0nd and maximum S.W.R.
VOLTMETER FOR D.c. measurements. prcscnt and, secondly,

with the short circuit removed and the load substituted.

Additional considerations upon which accuracy of measurement
depends are :

—

(a) The input to the line should be a sine wave. If the output from
the oscillator is not a pure sine wave harmonics will cause subsidiary

nodes and antinodes to appear at points along the line which will

cause inaccurate readings.

(d) If the characteristics of the rectifier associated with the volt-

meter are not linear, readings plotted against distance along the line

will not be a sine curve, even if the input is free from harmonics.

The resulting voltage curve for the standing wave wiU be a distorted

sine curve, as a result of which the voltage minima are not sharply

defined.

When it is necessary to determine the standing wave ratio accu-

rately the wave is plotted, as measured by the particular detector

under working conations and with the generator adjusted exactly

for half-scale deflection at the maximum voltage point. A sine

wave is then constructed geometrically and superimposed on the

measured and plotted standing wave, with zero and maximum
points coinciding. The sine wave indicates the results that would
be obtained if &e detector were linear. Thus by comparing the

observed values of with the constructed sine curve,
nun. voltage

a suitable correction can be made to compensate for the non-linearity

of the detector.
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AERIAL

FITTINO
FOR
PICK- UP

ITO 3
FEET

PROBE TO LAUNCH RF
PICKED UP FROM AERIAL
INTO THE ECHO BOX

F%g, 7.—Schematic arrangement for test, using echo box.

Receiver and Transmitter Check Up

Echo boxes are resonant cavities designed to have a very high Q

—

around 35,000. They are used with other test equipment to provide
an artificial target which may be used for tuning purposes when
no real target is available. An echo box may also be used to provide
a rough check of the transmitter output.

The principle on which the echo box operates is simple. Energy
is fed in from the transmitted pulse, as a result of which it rings or
resonates for some few microseconds after the transmitted pulse has
ceased.

In this state it radiates energy back to the aerial and produces
an artificial echo signal on the screen of the C.R.T.
Assuming that the cavity is timed to resonate to the transmitter

frequency and that its Q is normal, i.e,, has^ not deteriorated,

the ringing time depends upon the peadc power of the aerial output
and the pulse shape of the R.F. envelope.

If the receiver is functioning normally this is a rough check on the
transmitter output, provided the receiver is tuned to the artificial

echo.

Conversely, adthough not so conclusive, all other things being
equal, the echo from the artificial target may be used to tune the

receiver to the transmitter average frequency, but it can scarcely

be classed as a satisfactory check on the sensitivity of the receiver

itself. It is only a help.

Echo boxes may take the form of a cylindricad cavity one and a

hadf wavelengths long and oscillating in the Hqix mode.
Fig. 7 ^ows schematically the arrangement of the echo box for

test ptxrposes.

When an echo box is permanently installed an increased width

of range or echo pidse indicates an improvement in performance of

the system.
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During normal operation of the set the echo box is either detuned
or disconnected in order to avoid confusion between artificial echoes
and echoes from real targets.

Valve Voltmeters

Referring back to Fig. 6, the circuit diagram of a simple valve

voltmeter for measuring D.C. voltages, the meter reading in the

anode is proportional to the voltage applied to the grid.

R.S. is a range switch which enables several ranges of voltages to

be measured. The anode volts and grid volts are constant.

The variable resistance is adjusted so that the meter in the anode
circuit reads zero when no voltage is applied to the grid. For various

settings of the range switch, the current flowing through the meter
is proportional to the D.C. voltage applied to the grid. Direct

readings of these values can be obtained from a calibrated scale or

chart supplied with the instrument.

Determination of Impedance and Phase Angle of a Load
In order to determine the impedance and phase angle of any

load, using a slotted line, it is necessary to employ in conjunction

with it a special scale and with it to locate a reference point. The
scale has the general appearance of Fig. 8 (a). This reference

point is the position of a suitable voltage minimum when total

reflection is present, when the line is short circuited.

The test circuit is set up as in Fig. 5, together with the special

scale. The load end of the transmission line is short-circuited and,

with a known constant frequency input from the generator, tfie

probe is adjusted to a voltage max. (reading given by the valve
voltmeter). The next step (2) is to find a suitable point along the

slotted line for min. voltage. This is done by moving the probe
and comparing voltmeter readings. A voltage min. point or node
should be selected near the centre of the slotted line.

The scale is then moved along the slotted line, so that 90® on the

scale coincides with the reference point which has been located by
step 2. This is step 3. Step 4 is to remove the short-circuit and
with the load connected move the probe along the slotted line to

locate a voltage minimum under the new conditions (i.e,, with a
reflected wave less than total reflection and as determined by the

load). The scale must not be moved since it marks the reference

point previously found in step 2, but note the point on the scale

where this new minimum is found.
Having noted the position and value of the voltage reading at

the new minimum point, the next step is to determine the ratio

— Voltage min. has just been found, but the next
voltage mm. ^

.

voltage max. along the slotted line must now be located and
measured, by moving the probe once more and noting the voltmeter
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8.-—Determination of load impedance and phase angle.

(a) Appearance of apecial scale, (b) Position of first min. and first max.

ixom load end for resistive and reactive loads, equal to, or greater or less

thanZo. (c) Vector representation of load.

XX*
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readings. The S.W.R. found in this manner is designated R. This
is the S.W.R. of the load and it bears a definite and known relation-

ship to the short-circuited condition where the phase angle is

known to be 90®.

From Fig. 8 (b) it will be seen that at the outset, when shorted,

the conditions at the line termination must be as (a) since the line

is short circuited then. When the short is removed, the first min.
from the load end moves to (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g) or (h), according
to the nature of the load which terminates the slotted line after

removal of the short.

This movement of the minimum and also the maximum imposed
on the line by the nature and value of the load termination is

repeated at intervals of 90° or - all along the line. Consequently,

after removal of the short, when the probe is moved to find the
position of the new min., its location when found, reflects the
changed conditions at all points along the line up to the generator
terminals. The direction of deviation under loaded conditions, of

maxima and minima from their position, as found for complete
antiphase under short-circuited conditions, indicates the reactive

nature of the load and its magnitude relative to Zq of the line.

This taken in conjunction with the ratio of the S.W.R.s makes it

possible to determine the ratio the nature of^ line impedance
the reactance, whether capacitative or inductive, and the phase
angle. Calculation is facilitated by special charts or curves provided
for the purpose.

Thus, if R the standing wave ratio = Max. voltage
== 2 and if

is shown to be 0*75 for this condition. If the

Min. voltage

the probe has moved from the reference point forward to 60®.

This means that the first min. must have moved 30® nearer the end
of the line the load) after removal of the short. From Fig. 8 (b)

the load is inductive and less than Zq. From charts the ratio

load impedance

line impedance
characteristic impedance of the cable is taken as Zq = 40 ohms,
the load impedance must be 40 x 075 = 30 ohms inductive, and
the phase angle given by the chart is 32®. The load impedance
can, therefore, be expressed as 30 cos 32® + J 30 sin 32®

= 25-4 + J 15*9 ohms,
or vectorially as in Fig. 8 (c).

The power loss in an unmatched line to that lost in a matched line

as a function of S.W.R.

Power loss in unmatched line _ i + R*.

Power loss in matched line 2R
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Fig. 9.—Typical wavemeter for use with micro-wave frequencies.

Measurement of impedance and phase angle with wave-guides is

based on transmission line practice.

It is often more convenient to state the S.W.R. in terms of that
part of the forward wave which is reflected.

Since the voltage and current at the measuring point must be
the vector sum of the forward and reflected wave (voltage or current)

at this point, the vector ratio of the reflected wave to the forward
wave is termed r,” ix,, the coefficient of reflection.

Hence the expression takes the form of

S.W.R. =
I — r

where r is that portion of the forward wave which is reflected,

ix., the reflection coefficient.

r (reflection coefficient) =

r + ‘

r is the vector ratio of voltage of the reflected wave to that of

the voltage of the forward wave and this depends upon the vector

ratio.

Zl (line impedance)

(characteristic impedance)

The vector ratio of voltage of the forward wave to the voltage

at point of measurement is :

—

Voltage of forward wave _ ^ ^
Voltage of received wave Zl

Wavemeters for Measurement at Micro-wave Frequencies

Certain classes of wavemeters for use at micro-wave frequencies

provide means for measuring the mean frequency and frequency
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spread {sj^ctrum examination) of the transmitter pulse. It thus
serves to indicate when the transmitter is tuned so as to radiate as

much power as possible within afrequency hand equal to the acceptance

hand of the receiver, the centre of the band remaining fixed from
one pulse to another. In other words,, the wavemeter enables the
operator to tune the transmitter so as to obtain optimum spectrum
width and stable working.
When this has been done, the wavemeter can be used to set the

frequency of appropriate oscillators to the transmitter frequency,

resulting from the above tuning procedure, and the oscillator can
then be used to line up the receiver and check its performance.
The components are (i) the cavity resonator (or ringing box)

tuned by a plunger controlled by a large calibrated dial, (2) a tuned
diode line and a diode, (3) a valve voltmeter (see Fig. 9).

A small fraction of the transmitter output is collected by a
probe, projecting not more than | in. into the wave-guide run, and
this is injected into the tunable cavity. The cavity^has a Q of

about 6,000 and only accepts frequencies over a narrow band.
The output is rectified by a special diode connected across the
diode line, and the rectified output can be measured on the valve
voltmeter.

The deflection of the meter is proportional to the power picked
up within a narrow band of frequencies, and the meter deflection

gives an indication of the spectrum of transmitter frequencies.

The operation of measuring wavelength is carried out, by adjusting

the screw plunger in the resonator, until a state of resonance is

obtained. This is indicated by a dip of the meter, which is brought
about when the probe begins to absorb energy from the cavity, and
the corresponding wavelength can be read off from the calibrated

dial of the screw adjustment to the resonator.
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" A " DISPLAY, 92, 112, 431, 432, 453,

. ^ 464. 474
A.C. circuits

capacity and inductance in, 16
impedance in, 13
principles of, 12
reactance in, 14

A.C. losses, 18
A. F. amplifiers, 39” Acorn “ valves, 35
Action, T.R., 536
Aerial systems, 103, 486, 513, 528,

HS. 563
aerials, 486
aided tracking, 583
aircraft installation, 516
Amplidyne driving, 582
beam switching, 107, 545
circular guide, 520
control refinements, 583
duplexing, 528
electronic control, 579
electronic switching, 554, 557
feeder, 513
marine set, for, 526
micro-wave, 516, 520
position control and indication, 563
rectangular guide, 523, 525
requirements of, 488
Selsyn, 563
wave-guide, 520

Aerials, 486
applications, 104
cheese," 401, 489

control system, 576
comer reflector, 512
design for micro-wavelengths, 507
dimensions, 401
directional effects, 488
drive, 575
driving[ systems, 575
duplexing systems, 528
fecSier S3retems, 513
Franklin, 501
ground reflection, 504
image, 505
impedance, 494
multi-element parasitic arrays, 500
parabolic reflector, 489
power gain, 492
radiation patterns, 496
reactance-phased, 552
requirements for radar, 105
stacked dipole array, 4S7
tyyeB of, 104

Aerials

—

contd.

Yagi, 104, 501
Aided tracking, 583
Airborne equipment, 464
Air-conditioning unit, 485
Aircraft

aerial system installation, 516
detection of, 10
displays, 436
estimating altitude, no
ranging of, 10

Altitude
estimating aircraft, no
measurement of, 9

Amplidyne
aerial driving system, 582
control amplifier, 583
drive, 579, 582
magnetic fields in, 581

Amplification
power, 38
R.F., 297, 417
stage, 305
voltage, 38

Amplifiers
A.F., 39
Amplidyne control, 583
" boot-strap " circuit, 196
cathode input, 305
circuit analysis, 43
classification of, 38
coupling of, 39
differentiating, 122, 144
direct-coupled, 51
distortion, 39
feedback, 53
floating paraphase, 262
grounded-grid, 305
high gain, 196
I F-, 39
Loften-White circuit, 52, 426
paraphase, 258
power, 38
R.C., stage of, 47
R.F., 39. 55
split-load, 259
time base, 262
transformer coupled, 49
video frequency, 39. 57
voltage, 38

Amplitude
distortion, 41
echo, 84

Analogy
magnetron, 334

679
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Analogy

—

conid,

phase velocity, 638
rope, 596
sound, 596

Analysis
amplifier circuit, 43
oscillation generator, 63
response curves, 46
triode circuits, 45

Anode circuit voltage distribution, 45
Anti-aircraft gun, display, 430
Applegate diagram, 311
Applications

aerials, 104
clamping, 168
diode, 152
oscillators, 62
resonant transmission lines, O07

“ Aquadag,*' 77, 78, 93
Arrays

broadside, 501, 502, 503
colinear, 501, 502
end fire, 501
multi-element parasitic aerial, 500
multiple dipole, 105
parasitic, 499, 500
phased, 501
stacked dipole aerial, 487
vertical pattern of directional, 507
Yagi, 501

Artificial discharge line, 186, 197,

203, 403, 408, 480, 483
alternatives to, 187
charging, 213
energy storing device, use as, 205
functions of, 204

Assembly, sweep generating, 252
Asymmetrical outputs, 218
Attenuation, wave-guides, 641
Automatic ifrequency control, iii,

423. 484
application of sweeping circuit to,

485
frequency discriminator for, 424

Automatic gain control, iii, 426
Azimuth, definition of, 7

“ B DISPLAY, 92, 1 12, 431, 453, 455,
464

Balance converter Bazooka **), 620
Bases, time, 247
Basic

multivibrator, 231
radar system, 95” Bazooka (balance converter), 620

Beam-power valves, 33
Beam switching, 107, 545

conical scanning, zio, 559, 560
display, 549, 554
electronic switching, 554, 557

Beam switching

—

contd.

internally-phased, 555
reactance-phased aerial for, 552

Beam width, 7
Beams, narrow, 401
Bearing

data, transmission of, 8

measurement of, 1,6
potentiometer, 453

Bias, obtaining with cathode follower,

182
Block diagrams, units, 461-463, 465,

467. 470-473
Bolometer, 668
Boot, Drj^, 315
Boot-strap circuit, 196

Boundaries, wave-guides, 629
Box, echo, 673
Bright spot range mark, 448
Brightening pulse, 89
Brilliance control, C.R. tubes, 78
Broad spectrum operation, magne-

tron, 384
Broadside arrays, 501, 502, 503

field pattern for, 504
“ Brushing," 495
Buffer stage, cathode follower as, 18

1

Bunching, electron, 31

1

" C " DISPLAY, 1 13, 464
Calibrating the trace, 281
Calibration, 4, 280

chart, no
screen of C.R.T., 4
simple, 6
time scale, of, 5

Calibrator circuits, 280
Capacity
inductance in A.C. Circuits, and, 16
inter-electrode, 31

Carrier frequency, 2, 296, 464
accuracy of measurement, and, 401
selection of, 102, 385

Cartesian diagram, 489
Cathode-coupled

multivibrator, 227, 230
paraphase amplifier, 260

Cathode input amplifier, 305
Cathode follower, 173

as buffer stage, 18

1

deriving output impedance, 177
impedance transformer, 18

1

matching, 178
obtaining bias with, 182
pentode, 183
triode connected as, 173

Cathode ray tube
application to radar, 76
brilliance control, 78
calibration, screen of, 4
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Cathode ray tube

—

contd,
comparison E.S. and E.M., 90
data presentation, 90
deflecting voltages, 257
electromagnetic, 85, 93
electromagnetic for P.P.I. display,

433
electrostatic, 77, 94
electrostatic for " A " display, 432
focusing electromagnetic, 87
focusing electrostatic, 79, 81, 82
illumination, 78
types of, 76

Cavity resonators
applied to wave-guide, 541
classification of, 660
construction of, 664
dumbell," 659, 665

fundamental principles, C62
klystron with, 313
modes, in, 663
mounting crystal mixer in, 420
non-resonant, 659, 6O0
“ Q ” of, 660
resonant, 659, 66c
shapes of, 639
theory of, 657
tuning, 664
uses of, 665

Cavity T.R. gas gap, 540
slot-coupled, 540
wave-guide using, 542

Characteristic
dynamic, of a valve, 28
static, magnetron, 369

Characteristic impedance,
line, of a, 589
numerical examples, 590

Charging artificial discharge line, 213
Chart, calibration, no
“ Cheese ” aerial, 401, 489
Choke, R.F., 652
Circuit losses, 22
Circular

guide aerial system, 520
time base, 278
trace, 278
wave-guide, 520

Clamping, 152
application, 168
diode, 158, 1 61
negative, 166
synchronised, 167
time base circuit, 168

Classification

amplifiers, of, 38
cavity resonators, of, 660
indicators, 112

Clipping, symmetrical, 157
Closed-end transmission lines, 598-

600, 603, 604

Clutter,'* 474
Coating, materials for screen, 79
Coaxial

T.R. switch, 534
transmission lines, 619

Coaxial cables, matching, 178
Coaxial lines,

checking standing waves in, 674
stub matching for, 616

Coil, Helmholtz, 439
Coils, “ Q " of, 19
Colinear

arrays, 501, 502
elements, 502

Colpitts
circuit, 63
oscillator, 64

Compass, gyro, 584
Compensation

frequency, 57
high-frequency, 58
low-frequency, 58

Complex displays, 437
Components

indicator unit, 113
U.H.F. circuits, 298

Composition of square wave, 42
Concave reflector, 508
Conical scanning, no, 559, 560

balanced arrangements, 560
off-centre dipole for, 559
wave-guide feeder, with, 561

Constants
long time, 146
power, loi
radar system, 97
R.C. or L/R time, 133
short time, 14 1, 145
valve, 26

Construction, load line, 27
Continuous

multivibrator, 230
oscillations, 23

Control
Amplidyne, amplifier, 583
automatic frequency, in, 423,484
automatic gain, in, 426
brilliance, C.R. tubes, 78
electronic, aerial systems, 579
focusing, 82
grid, valve, 25
position, and indication, 563
pulsing, 392
refinements, aerial systems, 583
system, aerial, 576
transformer, ^Isyn, 574

Conventional signs, 12
Converter, balance, 620
Comer reflector aerial, 512
Counting

circuits, 153, 169
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Counting

—

contd,

negative, 170
positive, 169
step-by-step, 171

Coupling
amplifiers, of, 39
inductance-capacity, 49
oscillators, 388, 391
resistance capacity, 44
wave-guides, 642

Cr3rstal

-controlled oscillator, 67, 285, 290
mixer, mounting, 420

Current
feedback, 56
pulling, magnetron, 373
time base, 88
unit of, the, 12

Curves
resonance, 19
response, analysis, 46

** Cut-off ** frequency for wave-
guides, 624

Cycle
duty, 100
operating, 100

Cylindrical
magnetron, 316
paraboloids, 509

D.C. Circuits
energy, power and work, 15
principles of, Z2
resistance, 13

Damped oscillations, 23
Data presentation, C.R. tubes, 90
Deflection

magnetic, 454
sensitivity, electrostatic tubes, 85
voltages, 257

Delay
pliase, 550
time, 121, 475

Detection of aircraft, 10
Diagram

Applegate, 31 x

Cartesian, 489
loading, 29. 377
polar, 8, 489, 506
radiation, 490
Rieke, 380

Dielectric wave-guides, 656
Difl^erential Selsyn

action of, 570
system, 569

Difierentiating
amfflifier, 122, 144
obrcoit, Sawtooth input to, 143

Diffeacentiation,

R.C. and circuits, X22, 130

Diflerentiation

—

conid.

repeated, 151, 449
Dimensions, aerial, 401
Diode

applications of, 152
clamping, 158, 161
limiting, 154
time base circuits, used in, 169

Dipoles
folded, 494
off-centre for conical scanning, 559
radiation pattern of, 495

Direct-coupled amplifier, 51
Directional effects, aerials, 488
Discharge line, artificial, 186, 197,

203, 403, 408, 480, 483
alternatives to, 187
charging, 213
energy-storing device, use as, 205
functions of, 204

Discharging devices, 402
Display

“ A,’^ 92, 112, 431, 432, 453, 464,
474

aircraft, 436
anti-aircraft gun, 436
" B,” 92, 112, 431, 453, 455, 464
beam switching, 549, 554
“ C,** 113, 464
complex, 437
elevation/azimuth, 454
fighter interception, 454, 464
green, 430
multiple trace, 452

P.P.I.,'' 92, 112, 271, 432, 433»
456, 4^4^ 474» 584

selected range, 112
units. III, 431

Distortion
amplifiers, 39
amplitude, 41
frequency, 40
phase, 41
valve, 30

Dividers, voltage, 14, 122
Double trace, 285
Doublers, voltage, 171
Doubling, voltage, 153
Drive

aerial, 575
Amplidyne, 579, 582

Driving systems, aerials, 575
" DumbeU ** cavity resonator, 659,
665

Duplexing systems, aerials, 528
Duty cycle, 100
Dynaxmc characteristics, valves, 28

Early warning ssts^ 436
Earth Potentifld, r95
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£ccles>Jordan
multivibrator, 221
waveforms, 223

Echo
amplitude, 84
box, 673
measurement of range by, i

Effect
Miller, 175
skin, 14

Eight-segment magnetron, 349
Elbows, wave-guides, 651
Electromagnetic

C.R. tubes, 85, 93
fields in wave-guides, 623, 630
focusing, 87
horn, 511
tube, inputs to, 93
tubes, 76, 433

Electron
bunching, 31

1

-coupled multivibrator, 233
-coupled oscillator, 288

Electronic
control, aerial systems, 579
signs, 12
switching, 554, 557

Electrostatic focusing, 79, 81, 82
Electrostatic tubes, 76, 94, 432

deflection sensitivity, 85
inputs to, 94

Elements
colinear, 502
parasitic, 499

Elevation/azimuth display, 454
Elevation, measurement of, i, 8, 109
Elliptical trace, 278
End fire array, 501
Energy
power and work, D.C, circuits, 15
transfer, 22
wave-guides, in, 638

Envelope, R.F., 3, 115
Equipment, test, 666
Excitation

mode, 349
resonant magnetron, 340
shock,'' 23

wave-guides, 642
Expanded time base sweep, 451
Exponential time base, 278
Extremity limiting, 156

Factor
power, 15
Q," the, 19

Fault tracing, 666
Feedback

amplifiers, 53

Feedback

—

contd.

current, 56
frequency, voltages, 71
negative, 54

Feeder systems
aerials, 513
separate aerials, using, 514
•wave-guide, 509, 519

Field
pattern for broadside array, 504
strength meter, 667

Fighter interception display, 454, 464
Filters

harmonic, 608, 609
quarter-wave line as, 608

Finite line, 591
Firing point," 36

Fixed spark gap, 405
" Flip-flop " (multivibrator), 219
Floating paraphase amplifier, 262
Flyback time, 89
Focusing

control, 82
electromagnetic, 87
electrostatic, 79, 81, 82

Folded dipole, 494
Follower, cathode, 173
Franklin aerial, 501
Free space pattern, 109
Frequency

carrier, 2, 102, 296, 385, 401, 464
compensation, 57
control, automatic, 111,^423, 484
control, magnetron, 376
discriminating, 19
discriminator for A.F.C., 424
distortion, 40
dividing circuits, 169
feedback voltages, 71
limitations for valves, 34, 297, 299
oscillator, control of, 620
pulling, magnetron, 375
range, magnetron, 336
resonant, 17
splitting, magnetron, 383

Gain control, automatic, ixi, 426
Gas-filled valves, 36
Gas gaps, T.R., 539

cavity, 540
*' keep alive," with, 538
slot coupled, 540
wave-guide using cavity, 542

" Gated " pulse, 287
" Gateing out,'^ 291-295
General warning set, 460
Generating power pul^, r89
Generators

OBciikt.tion, 62
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Generators

—

contd,

pulse, 184
range mark, 280, 283, 285
rectangular pulse, 185
R F-. 385. 387
sawtooth time base current, 269
Selsvn, 569
strooe, 284, 285, 448
time base, 84, 247

Goniometer, 440
*' Grass," 430
Green display, 430
Grid

stopper, positive limiting by, 158,
191

suppressor, 33
waveforms, 227

Grid bias
development of, 28
negative, 30

Ground reflection, 9
aerials, 504

Grounded-grid
amplifier, 305
triode, 306

Group velocity, wave-guides, 638, 641
Guillemin line, 212
Gyro

compass, 584
system, 578

H.F.
losses,

resistance. 14
Harmonic filters, 608, 609
Harmonics, magnetron, 349
" Hartley " oscillator, 69, 73, 288
Height

-finding indicators, 434
measurement of, 8, 109

Helmholtz coil, 439
High

-frequency compensation
, 58

gain amplifier, 196
-level time control pulses, 184, 187,

214
response, 48
voltage, narrow pulses of, 192
voltage pulses, 200, 201, 203

Horizontal polar diagrams, 8
Horn

electromagnetic, 511
radiators, 51

1

reflectors, 507
Hunting, cause and cure, 565, 578
Huygens’ conception, 487

l.F. AMPLIFIERS, 39
Illumination, C.R. tubes, 78

Image aerials, 505
Imp^ance

A.C. circuit, in, 13
aerial, 494
characteristic of a line, 589
matching, 20, 613, 615
numerical examples of charac-

teristic, 590
transformer, 181, 614
wave-guides, of, 644

Indication, position control and, 563
Indicators, 431

classification, 112
height-finding, 434
modifications, 435, 450
selected range, 436
unit components, 113

Induced effects, 414, 416
Inductance capacity coupling, 49
Inductances in parallel, 14
Inductive coupling, wave-guides, 642
Infinite line, 588, 591, 599
Input

conditions, magnetron, 369
sawtooth, 143

Inputs
electromagnetic tube, to, 93
electrostatic tube, to, 94
square wave, 138

Insulators, metallic, 607
Integration

L/R, 143
R.C., 143

Inter-electrode capacity, 31
I ternally-phased beam switching,

555
Ionisation, 36
Irises, 527, 543

Joint, rotating, 518, 523, 525, 652

Kirchoff’s laws, 14
Klystron, 35, 297, 310, 312, 419

cavity resonators, with, 313
reflex, 310, 312, 314

L/R
circuits, 122
integration, 143 .

series circuit, 136
time constants, 133

Laws,
Kirchoff’s, 14
Lenz’s, 22

Layout of pulsing system, 120
Leicher wires, 389
Lenz’s law, 22
" lighthouse ” valves, 35, 297, 307
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Limitations, frequency, for valves,

297, 299
Limiter, triode as, 157
Limiting, 152

diode, 154
extremity, 156
negative, 156
positive, 155, 158, 191

Line
characteristic impedance of a,

589
finite, 591
Guillemin, 212
infinite, 588, 591, 599
resonant transmission, application

(>07

short-circuited, 597
slotted, 671

Line, artificial discharge*, 186, 197,
203, 403, 408, 480, 483

alternatives to, 187
charging, 213
energy-storing device, use as, 205
functions of, 204

Lines, transmission,
applications of resonant, 607
balance converter, 621
closed-end, 598-600, 603, 604
matching, 612
open-end, 598-602, 605
open-wire, 513
oscillator, 302, 619, 620
phase shifting, 619
reactance, 61

1

resistance, 61

1

resonant, 600-607
shorted quarter-wave lengths, 303
theory of, 585
two-wire, 586, 593

Load line construction, 27
Loading diagram, 29, 377
Lobe pattern, 106
Loften-White circuit, 52, 426
Long

-range warning sets, 437
time constant, 146
Looking in,’* 589
Looking out,” 589

Losses, 22
A.C., 18
circuit, 22

,
H.F., 18
valve and circuit, 301
wave-guides, 627

1-ow
-frequency compens^ion, 58
-level time controLpulses, 184, 187,

214. 215
-power time control pulses, 215,

217
response, 48

” M ’’-TYPE system, 563
Magnetic

coupling, wave-guides, 642
deflection, 454
fields in Amplidyne, 581

Magnetron
analogy, 334
broad spectrum operation, 384
cavities, resonant, 337, 355
classification of regions, 341
current pulling, 373
cylindrical, 316
eight-segment, 349
elements, resonant, 333
excitation, resonant. 340
fixed frequency valve, as, 363
frequency control, 376
frequency pulling, 375
frequency range, 336
frequency splitting, 383
generating pulses for, 188
harmonics, 349
input conditions, 369
loading diagrams, 377
mode excitation, 349
mode separation, 367
modes, 347, 361
multi-resonator, 328
operating conditions, 340
oscillation build-up, 351
output conditions, 373
pulling figure, 376
pulse transformer, 372, 408, 41

1

pulses for application to, 402
pulsing a, 212
" Q ” of, 327
resonant, 315, 328
Rieko diagrams, 380
R.F. fields, 343
R.F. spectrum, 384
scaling, 364
secondaries, 349
space charge, 340, 351, 354
split anode, 321
static characteristic, 369
strapping, 364
threshold voltage, 358
tuning, 375
vacuum seal, 33.2

Magslip, 8, 457, 563, 566
Marine warning set, 469

aerial system for, 526
Matching, 103

cathode follower, 178
coaxial cables, 178
devices, impedance, 613, 615
half-wave sections, with, 616
impedance, 20, 613, 615
stub, 616
transformer, 613
transmission lines, 612
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Matching

—

cofUd,

wave-guides, methods, 646
Materials, screen coating, 79
Measurement

accuracy of range, 401, 437
accurate, requirements for, 671
altitude, 9
bearing, i, 6
elevation, i, 8, 109
height, 8, 109
phase-shifting method, 439
precise range and bearing, 401
precision, 438
range, i, 4, 442, 446
range by echo, i

time base, 249
wavelength, 667

Medium
band response, 415
response, 48

Megaw, 330
Mercury vapour valves, 37
Metallic insulators, 607
Meter, field strength, 667
Micro-waves, 401

aerial design for, 507
aerial systems, 516, 520
wavemeters for, 677

Miller
effect, 175
time base, 239, 252, 265

Modes
cavity resonators, in, 663
excitation, magnetron, 349
magnetron, 347, 361
separation, magnetron, 367
wave-guides, in, 626, 632, 634, 638

Modifications, indicator, 435, 450
Modulation, velocity, 310
Modulators, 193, 199, 482

alternative circuits for, 199
spark gap, 403

Monitor, 667
Motors, 575

Selsyn, 573
slewing, 584

Mounting crystal mixer, 420
Movable “ Step

**
range marker, 445,

449
Multi-

element parasitic arrays, 500
grid valves, 33
resonator magnetron, 328

Multiple
dipole array, 105
tr^ displays, 452

MultivibratoiB, 219
asymmetrical outputs^ 2x8
basic, 231
cathode-coupled, 227, 230
ccmtinuous, 230

Multivibrators

—

contd,

Eccles-Jordan, 221
electron-coupled. 233
“ one cycle per trigger pulse,** 224
single-valve, 243
symmetrical outputs, 218
synchronising, 234
waveforms, 224, 229

Narrow
band response, 414
beams, 401
pulses of high voltage, 192

Negative
clamping, 166
counting, 170
feedback, 54
-going pulses, 212
^d &as, 30
limiting, 156

Neon tut^s, 36, 670
Nieman’s oscillator, 243
Noise voltages, 414
induced effects, 414, 416
shot effects, 414, 416
thermal agitation, 414, 415

Non-linear time bases, 278
Non-resonant cavity resonators, 659,

660

Obstacles in wave-guides, 649, 650
Ohphant, Prof., 315
Open

-end transmission lines, 598-602
605

wire T.R. switch, 529
wire transmission line, 513

Operating cycle, 100
Operational units, 95
Oscillation

build-up, magnetron, 35 x

generator an^3rsis, 63
generators, 62

Oscillations,
continuous, 23
damped, 23
undamped, 23

'

Oscillators
applications, 62
dolpitts, 64
coupling, 388. 391
crystal-controlled, 67, 285, 290
electron-coupled, 288
frequency control of, 620
** Hartley,’* 69, 73, 288
Nieman’s, 243
phase shift, 69
pulse xepetiti^ frequency; 74
push-pull^ 388
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Oscillators

—

contd,

resistance capacity, 69
ring. 393
self-pulsing. 72, 397
shock-excited, 242
short pulse. 241
test, 667
** transitron,'* 243
transmission line, 302, 619, 620
tuned anode, tuned grid, 65
U.H.F., 63. 395
Wien bridge, 70

Oscillatory circuits, 21
Output

conditions, magnetron, 373
waveforms, 139

Outputs (multivibrator)
asymmetrical, 218
symmetrical, 218

display, 92, 112. 271, 432, 433. 456,
464. 474 . 584

type time base, 272
Parabolic reflectors, 105, 489, 507,

508, 517, 521, 523, 525
aerial, 489
radiation pattern for, 509

Paraboloids, cylindrical, 509
Parallel

inductances in, 14
resistances in, 14
resonance circuits, 17

Q of, and series circuits, 19
Paralysis, receivers, 417
Paraphase amplifiers, 258

cathode-coupled, 260
Parasitic

arrays, 499. 500
elements, 499
reflector, 498

Partitions in wave-guides, 650
Pattern

free space, 109
lobe, 106
vertical of directional array, 507

Pentode
cathode follower, 183
valves, 32

Hiantastron, 237
waveforms, 238

Hiase
definition of, 439
delay, 350
distortion, 41
shift, 34
shift oscillator, 69
velocity analogy, 638
veloci^mve-l^s, 638, 64X

Phase shifting
devices for range measurement,

442
measurement by, 439
properties, R.C. and L/R circuits,

122, 125
transformer, 439
transmission lines, 619

Phased arrays, 501
“ Plumbing,” 510
Polar diagrams, 8, 489, 506
ground reflection, modified by, 9
horizontal, 8
vertical, 8, 506

Polarity of pulses, 119
Position control and indication, 563
Positive

counting, 169
limiting, 155, 158, 191

Potentiometers, 123
bearing, 453

Power
amplification, 38
amplifiers, 38
constants, 10

1

factor, 15
gain, aerials, 492
pulses, generating, 189

Precision measurement, 438
Principles of

A.C. circuits, 12
D.C. circuits, 12
thermionic valve, 24

Probe coupling wave-guides, 642
Pulling figure, magnetron, 376
Pulse

brightening, 89
forming devices, 402
” gated,” 287
generators, 184
repetition frequency, oscillators, 74
repetition rate, 2, 97
transformer, 372, 408, 41

1

width, 2, 75, 98
width, relationship in time of, 3

Pulses
development of, 201
generating for magnetron, 188
generating ^wer, 189
high-level time control, 184, 187,

214
high voltage, 200, 201, 203
low-level time control, 184, 187,

214, 215
low-power time control, 215, 217
magnetron, for application to, 402
narrow of high voltage, 192
negative-going, 212
polarity of, X19
rectangular, 184, 2x7
short, 241
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Pulses

—

contd.

synchronising, 115
time delay, 121
** trigger,'* 1 16
trigger ” time control, 117, 184

'* trigger " timing, 116
Pulsing

control, 392
magnetron, a, 212
systems, 115, 189, 214
system, layout of, 120

Push-pull oscillator, 388

coils, of, 19
factor, the, 19
magnetron, of, 327
parallel and series circuits, of, 19
resonant cavities, of, 660
resonant lines, of, 620
wave-guide, of, 303

Quarter-wave line as filter, 608

R.C.
amplifier, stage of, 47
circuits, 122
graph, universal, 134
integration, 143
time constants, 133

R.F.
amplification, 297, 417
amplifiers, 39, 55
choke, 652
envelope, 3, 115
fields, magnetron, 343
generators, 385, 387
spectrum, magnetron, 384

Radar system
basic, 95
constants, 97

Radiation
diagrams, 490
resistance, 495

Radiation pattern
aerials, 496
dipoles, of, 495
parabolic reflector, for, 509

Radiators,
hom-type, 51

1

types of, 104
Randall, Dr,, 315
Range marker, movable step/’ 445,

449
Range marks, 280, 283

bright spot, 448
generators, 280, 283, 285

Range measurement, z, 4, 442, 446
accuracy of, 401, 437
phase-shifting devices, by, 442
time base voltage, by, 446

Ranging of aircraft, xo
Reactance

A.C. circuits, in, 14
-phased aerial, 552
terminations, 605
transmission lines, 611

Receivers, 413
A.F.C., with and without, 422
efficiency of, 430
paralysis, 417
R.F. amplification, 297, 417
superheterodyne, iii, 418
testing, 430, 673
U.H.F., III

Reception, U.H.F., 418
Rectangular

guide aerial system, 523, 525
pulse generators, 185
pulses, 184, 217
wave-guides, 520, 525

Reflection, ground, 9
Reflectors

concave, 508
corner, aerial, 512
horn-type, 507
parabolic, 105, 489, 507, 508, 517,

521 * 523. 525
parasitic, 498

Reflex klystron, 310, 312, 314
Repeated differentiation, 15 1, 449
Repetition rate, pulse, 2, 97
Resistance

capacity coupling, 44
capacity oscillator, 69
D.C., 13
H.F., 14
radiation, 495

Resistances in parallel, 14
Resonance

circuits, parallel, 17
circuits, series, 17
conditions for, 17
curves, 19

Resonant
cavities, magnetron, 337, 355
cavities, Q of, 660
cavity resonators, 3
circuits, 16
elements, magnetron, 333
excitation, magnetron, 340
frequency, 17
line transformer, 533
lines, 600
lines, ** Q " of, 620
magnetron, 315,' 328
slots, 543
transmission lines, 6op, 607

Resonators, cavity
applied to wave-guide, 541
classification of, 660
oonstruption of, 664
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Resonators, cavity

—

conid,
**
dumbell/' 659, 665

fundamental principles, 662
klystron with, 313
modes in, 663
mounting crystal mixer in, 420
non-resonant, 659, 660
" Q " of, 660
resonant, 659, 660
shapes of, 659
theory of, 657
tuning, 664
uses of, 665

Response
curves analysis, 46
high, 48
low, 48
medium, 48
medium band, 415
narrow band, 414
wide band, 414

Resting time, 75
Restoration D.C., 152, 158
Rieke diagrams, 380
Ring oscillator, 393
Ringing circuits, 242
Rope analogy, 596
Rotary spark gap, 404, 406
Rotating joint, 518, 523, 525, 652

Sawtooth
input, 143
time base, 268
time base, current generator, 269

Sayers, Dr. 366
Scaling, magnetron, 364
Scanning, conical, no, 559, 560

balanced arrangements, 560
off-centre dipole for, 559
wave-guide feeder, with, 561

Screen
coating materials, 79
grid valves, 32

Secondaries, magnetron, 349
Selected
range display, 112
range indicators, 436

Selection of carrier frequency, 102,

385
Self-pulsing

oscillator, 72, 397
sub-modulator, 199

Selsyn, 8
aerial systems, 563
circuit, 478
control transformer, 574
differential, action of, 570
•differential system, 569
generator, 569
motor, 573

Selsyn

—

contd.

simple system, 567
systems, 563
time base arrangement, 275
time base, current in, 477
transformer, 457

Sensitivity, deflection, 85
Series
L/R circuit, 136
resonance circuits, 17

Shaping circuit, 192
Shift, phase, 34
Shock

excitation, 23
excited oscillator, 242

Short
-circuited line, 597
pulse oscillators, 241
pulses, 241
range warning sets, 436
time constant, 141, 145

Shot effects, 414, 416
Signal, synchronising, 98
Signs

conventional, 12
electronic, 12

Single-valve multivibrator, 243
Skin effect, 14
Slewing, motor, 584
Slot

coupling, wave-guides, 642
-type T.R. switch, 542

Slots, resonant, 543
Slotted line, 671
Sound analogy, 596
Space charge
magnetron, 340, 351, 354
thermionic valve, 24

Space current, 24
Spark gap, 210

fixed, 405
modulator, 403
rotary, 404, 406
T.R., 537

Special valves, 35, <97, 304
Spiral
time base, 278
trace, 278

Split
anode magnetron, 321
-load amplifier, 259

Square wave
composition of, 42
inputs, 138

Stacked dix>ole aerial array, 487
Stage

amplification, 305
R.C. amplifier, stage of, 47

Standing waves, 595
checking in coaxial lines, 674
checking in wave-guides, 677
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Standing waves

—

contd,

rope analogy for, 596
sound analogy, 596

Static characteristic, magnetron,
369

Step-by-step counting, 171
Strapping
magnetron, 364
systems, 365

Strobe
generators, 284, 285, 448
timed by phase shift, 443

Stub matching, 616
Sub-modulator, 194

self-pulsing, 199
Sub-units, 102
Superheterodyne receivers, m, 418
Suppressor grid, 33
Surface targets, 464
Sweep generating assembly, 252
Sweeping circuit, application of, to

A.F.C.. 485
Switches, T.B., 417, 528, 531

operated by transformer action,

532
Switches, T.R., 103, 417, 528

coaxial, 534
slot-type, 542
supplement^ by T.B., 531

Switching
beam, 107, 545
electronic, 554, 557
T.R., 104, 528

Symmetric^
clipping, 157
outputs, 218

Sjmchronised clamping, 167
Synchronising, 96

multivibrator, 234
pulses, 1 15
signal, 98

S3rstems
aerial, 103, 486, 513, 528, 545, 563
Amplid3me aerial driving, 582
basic radar, 95
beam switching, 107, 545
control aerial, 576
differential Selsyn, 569
duplexing, 528
feeder, 513
gyro, 578
layout of pulsing, 120
-k- type, 353.
motors and driving, 573
pulsing, 1x5, 189, 2x4
Selsyn, 563
strapping, 363

T,B, SWITCHES, 417, 528, 531
operated bytrsknkbrmer action, 532

T.B. system, testing, 670
T.R.

action, 536
spark gaps, 537
system, testing, 670

T.R. gas gaps, 539
cavity, 540
“ keep alive," with, 538
wave-guide using cavity, 542

T.R. switches, 103, 417, 528
coaxial, 534
open-wire, 529
slot-t}^, 542
supplemented by T.B., 531

T.R. switching, 104, 528
Targets, surface, 464
Termination

reactance, 605
wave-guide, 510

Test equipment, 666
bolometer, 668
echo box, 673
field strength meter, 667
monitor, 667
neon tube, 36, 670
oscillator, test, 667
slotted line, 671
valve voltmeter, 674
wavemeter, 667, 677

Test oscillator, 667
Testing

receivers, 430, 673
T.B. system, 670
T.R. system, 670
transmitters, 673

Thermal agitation, 414, 413
Thermionic valve, principles of, 24
Threshold voltage, magnetron, 358
Thyratron, 37, 293
Time

delay, 12 1, 475
flyback, 89
pulse widtii, relationship in, 3
resting, 75
scale, calibration of, 5
transit, 34

Time bases, 247
amplifier, 262
circuits, diode used in, 169
circular, 278
clamping circuit, 168
current, 88
current in Selsyn, 477
expanded sweep, 431
exponential, 278
generators, 84, 247
measurement, 249
Miller, 239, 252, 265
non-linear, 278
F.PJ. type, 272
sawtcxm,
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bases

—

contd.

b» "tooth current generator, 269
Selsyn arrangement, 275
«**')iral, 278

-age, 250, 252
oitage, range measurement by
446

ime constants,
long, 146
R.C. or L/R, 133
short, 141, 145
me control pulses
high-level, 184, 187, 214
low-level, 184, 187, 214, 215
low power, 215, 217

^race
calibrating the, 281
circular, 278
double, 285
elliptical, 278
multiple displays, 452
spiral, 278

Tracing, fault, 606
Tracking, aided, 583
Transfer, energy, 22
Transformer

coupled amplifier, 49
impedance, 181, 614
matching, 613
phase-shifting, 439
pulse, 372, 408, 41

1

resonant line, 533
Selsyn, 457
Selsyn control, 574

Transit time, 34
“ Transitron," 243
rransmission lines

applications of resonant, 607
balance converter, 621
closed-end, 598-600, 603, 604
coaxial, 619
matching, 612
open-end, 598-602, 605
open-wire, 513
oscillator, 302, 619, 620
phase shifting, 619
reactance, *61

1

resonant, 600, 607
shorted quarter-wave lengths, 303
theory of, 585
two-wire, 586, 593

Transmission of bearing data, 8

Transmitters, 385
circuits, 480
testing, 673
triodes used in, 387

Ti^atron, 403, 480, 483
" Trigger

''

pul^, iz6
time control pulses, 117, 184
timing pulse, 116

Triodes
circuits analysis, 45
connected as cathode follower, 173
grounded grid, 306
limiter, as, 157
special for U.H.F. and V.H.F.,

35
transmitters, used in, 387

Tubes
cathode ray, 76
electromagnetic, 76, 85, 433
electrostatic, 76, 94, 432
neon, 36, 670

Tuned-anode, tuned grid oscillator,

<35

Tuning
magnetron, 375
resonant cavity, 664

Two-wire transmission lines, 586, 593

U.H.F.
circuit components, 298
oscillators, 63, 395
receivers, iii
reception, 418
special triodes for, 35
valves, 35, 296, 297

Undamped oscillations, 23
Unit

air-conditioning, 485
current, of, 12

Units
block diagrams of, 461-463, 465,

467, 470-473
display, iii, 431
operational, 95
sub-, 102
typical combinations of, 460

Universal R.C. graph, 134

V.H.F.
special triodes for, 35
valves, 35, 296, 297

Vacuum seal, magnetron, 332
Valves

acorn,” 35
beam-power, 33
constants, 26
control grid, 25
distortion, 30
dynamic charactenstics of, 28
frequency limitations for, 34, 297,

299
gas-filled, 36
klystron, 35, 297. 310, 312, 419
” lighthouse,” 35, 297, 307
losses, 301
magnetron, 315
magnetron as fixed frequency, 363
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